BADEN
1 1851, 1 Kr. black on brown, right margin copy, with
number postmark "11" (BIBERACH), above closely
very close margin, superb, photo expertize Flemming,
Michel (320.-)
1b
estimate 90,2 1851, 6 Kr. black on yellow green, number postmark
"27" (DONAUESCHINGEN), full margins, superb
3b
estimate 25,3 1851, 9 Kr. black on antique pink, number postmark
"24", at two sides partly minimal touched otherwise full
margins superb, Michel 200.4a
estimate 50,4 1853, 6 Kr. black on yellow, large margins all around,
superb
7
estimate 20,5 1860, 9 Kr. carmine, as usual perforated superb,
Michel 220.12
estimate 60,6 1862, 3 Kr. rose-carmine, 2x with a centered clock
wheel stamp "39", superb, R!, signed Fulpius and H. K.
16
estimate 290,7 1864, 9 Kr. yellow brown, centered number postmark
"153", on piece, superb, expertized Seeger, Michel
(120.-)
20b
estimate 40,8 1862, 30 Kr. bright yellow orange, large thin from
hinge place, very fine, signed H. Krause, Michel 3200.22a
estimate 390,BADEN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
9 30 almost only cancelled values, condition varies with
many superb items, inspect!
estimate 190,10 25 values, condition varies with many superb items,
Michel 880.,★
estimate 90,BAVARIA PRE PHILATELY
11 "DETTELBACH", one-line cancel in small and
large type, 2 superb letters (1828 and 1831)
estimate 40,12 "SCHWABACH frame cancel with 3 lines",
straight-line cancel, as well of Württemberg single line
cancel "SCHW. GMÜND R 3", both on face on double
used cover with interesting contents, superb
estimate 50,13 Courier letter from 1841 with small oval cancel
"Better Bestätterei WÜRZBURG", as well 3 custom
house stamps, superb
estimate 80,-

Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

BAVARIA
1
14 1849, 3 Kr. blue, plate 1, with all cut lines, centered
MR stamp "272" (Poernbach), choice copy letter with
contents to Pfaffenhofen, R!, expertized Brettl
2Ia
estimate 250,15 1850, 3 Kr. blue, plate 1, good to large margins all
round with 3 cut lines, with MR stamp "217" from
"Munich" to Landshut, superb cover, expertized
Schmitt
2Ia
estimate 160,16 1849, 6 Kr. reddish brown, plate I, "filled corners"
with segment cancel "LANDAU in the Palatinate" on
small superb cover, R!, expertized Brettl, Michel 1200.4IA
estimate 400,17 1850, 3 Kr. blue "filled corners", underneath the
large "3" unprinted field, open MR stamp "325", superb
in every respect piece of letter
2IIA
estimate 70,18 1852, 1 Kr. rose, enormous margins on all sides with
part of the neighbour, on local letter with two-line
cancel "Munich", decorative superb cover, expertized
Brettl
3Ia
estimate 180,19 1856, 1 Kr. dark rose, good to large margins all
round, on printed matter with clear MR stamp "243"
(Nuremberg), superb cover, expertized Pfenninger
3Ib
estimate 80,20 1850, 6 Kr. dark brown orange, perfect centered MR
stamp "517", on piece in outstanding quality
4II
estimate 20,21 1860, 6 Kr. dark brown orange, plate 3, 4 cut lines,
choice copy letter with box additional cancellation
"Munich",
stamp
with
noticeable
unprinted
Papierschliere in the word "FRANCO"
4II
estimate 40,22 1853, 9 Kr. blue-green in the horizontal pair (cut in
the gap), left stamp with plate flaw "line through E
from Bavaria", MR stamp "18", on piece, superb,
expertized Pfenninger and abridged certificate Sem
5a
estimate 190,23 1851, 9 Kr. bluish green, all cut lines available, on
face silk thread, MR stamp "18", choice copy letter
from "AUGSBURG" to Bruneck in Tyrol, expertized
Brettl
5a
estimate 250,24 1852, 9 Kr. dull blue green, type II, superb cover
from "Munich" to Kaiserslautern, expertized Pfenninger
and Brettl
5aa
estimate 180,25 1855, 9 Kr. blue-green, with wide margins with 3
full cut lines, MR stamp "317" (Schweinfurt), superb
cover, Michel (700.-)
5b
estimate 280,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

BAVARIA
26 1855, 9 Kr. celadon, large margins all around on
choice copy letter from "BAYREUTH" to Bremen,
expertized Brettl
5c
estimate 60,27 1854, 18 Kr. yellowish orange, centered open mill
wheel stamp "356", superb, Michel 240.7
estimate 70,28 1854, 18 Kr. yellowish orange, open mill wheel
stamp "28", large margins all around, silk thread partly
a little disengaged otherwise having bright colors
extremely fine copy, Michel 240.7
estimate 65,29 1854, 18 Kr. yellowish orange, mill wheel stamp
"467", repaired like superb
7
estimate 50,30 1862, 1 Kr. orange yellow in the vertical with
enormous margins strip of three with open MR
postmarks "264" (Kulmbach), superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Brettl
8I
estimate 150,31 1862, 1Kr. Orange yellow with large upper margin
on local letter from "Munich", superb, expertized
Schmitt
8I
estimate 160,32 1865, 3 Kr. rose, enormous margins with segment
cancel "FREISING" on cover to Erding, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Schmitt
9a
estimate 100,33 1862, 3 Kr. carmine, with enormous margins
extremely fine copy with MR stamp "323" (Mühldorf)
on cover (not complete)
9b
estimate 35,34 1862, 6 Kr. blue, with wide margins on cover with
scarce segment cancel "FREISING", superb cover,
expertized Schmitt
10
estimate 120,35 1862, 6 Kr. blue and 9 Kr. brown, always 3 superb
and superb in every respect items in minor shade
10/1 ,
estimate 30,36 1866, 9 Kr. ochre-brown, with enormous margins
upper margin copy on cover with additional
cancellation "Munich railway station" to Vienna,
superb, expertized Brettl
11
estimate 100,37 1865, 12 Kr. dark yellow green with open MR stamp
"325" as a single franking to Würzburg, superb cover,
expertized Brettl
12
estimate 300,38 1862, 18 Kr. vermilion, enormous margins on all
sides with railway mail segment cancel, superb in every
respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenninger
13a
estimate 100,39 1862, 18 Kr. vermilion, enormous margins on all
sides, open MR stamp "28", superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Buehler
13a
estimate 80,-

BAVARIA
2
40 1866, 18 Kr. pale red, open MR stamp "356", good
to large margins all round, superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Brettl, Michel 600.13b
estimate 190,41 1869, 1 Kr. green and 6 Kr. ochre-brown with
segment cancel "WEILHEIM" on decorative superb
cover to Munich
14a,20
estimate 200,42 1868, 1 Kr. dark green with segment cancel
"Schweinfurt" on cover to Regensburg, superb in every
respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenninger
14b
estimate 120,43 1868, 1 Kr. dark blue green on local letter "Munich",
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized
Schmitt
14c
estimate 120,44 1867, 1 - 9 Kr., rest of hinge, 4 values very fine /
superb, Michel 285.14a-17 ★
estimate 55,45 1867, 3 Kr. pale reddish carmine, upper margin
copy, on cover with segment cancel "HAMERAU",
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized
Schmitt
15
estimate 60,46 1867, 6 Kr. ultramarine with open MR stamp "137"
on doubly used cover from "FREYSING" to Dorfen,
superb, expertized Schmitt
16
estimate 70,47 1867, 6 Kr. ultramarine with open MR stamp "508"
on doubly used cover from "STRAUBING", superb,
expertized Schmitt
16
estimate 60,48 1867, 9 Kr. bright ochre-brown, open MR stamp
"356" (Nuremberg BHF) on cover to Schmölln, superb
in every respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenninger
17
estimate 140,49 1867, 12 Kr. pale brown violet, superb, Michel 120.18
estimate 40,50 1869, 12 Kr. pale brown violet with two ring cancel
"Nuremberg BHF" on choice copy letter to France
18
estimate 250,51 1867, 18 Kr. dark vermilion with blue segment
cancel!, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Schmitt
19
estimate 250,52 1869, 7 Kr. ultramarine and 3 Kr. carmine with
segment cancel "PAPPENHEIM" on cover to Turin,
superb, expertized Schmitt
15,21a
estimate 120,53 1868, 7 Kr. ultramarine, with enormous margins
extremely fine copy on cover with segment cancel
"MEITINGEN", expertized Pfenninger
21a
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BAVARIA
54 1868, 7 Kr. Prussian-blue, having bright colors
superb item, expertized Schmitt, Michel (1000.-)
21c
estimate 380,55 1874, 1 Kr. pale green, watermark "close lozenges",
in the vertical strip of three on cover with single circle
postmark "LANDAU I. D. P. " to Gleisweiler, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Schmitt
22Xa
estimate 150,56 1870, 1 Kr. dark green, watermark "close lozenges",
with blueish single circle postmark "Munich" on local
letter, superb, expertized Brettl
22Xb
estimate 75,57 1870, 1 Kr. bluish green, watermark "close
lozenges", superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Schmitt, (100.-)
22Xc
estimate 40,58 1872, 7 Kr. dull ultramarin and 3 Kr. pale carmine,
watermark "close lozenges", with violet single circle
postmark "BAYREUTH railway station" on cover to
Genoa, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Brettl
23X,25Xa
estimate 120,59 1872, 6 Kr. bright ochre-brown, watermark "close
lozenges", 2x with rarely railway cancel (TPO) from
"BAYREUTH" to Paris, decorative choice copy letter,
expertized Brettl
24X
estimate 300,60 1874, 6 Kr. bright ochre-brown and 3 Kr. pale
carmine, watermark "wide lozenge", with single circle
postmark "AUGSBURG I" on decorative superb cover
to France
23,24Y
estimate 120,61 1870 7 Kr. dull ultramarin, watermark "close
lozenges", blue-violet single circle postmark
"ROSENHEIM", choice copy letter to Traunstein,
expertized Pfenninger
25Xa
estimate 70,62 1870, 7 Kr. dark blue, watermark "wide lozenge", on
piece, superb, expertized Pfenninger, Michel (220.-)
25Yc
estimate 80,63 1870, 12 Kr. dark brow purple, watermark "close
lozenges", repaired like superb, expertized Pfenninger,
Michel (1400.-)
26X
estimate 150,64 1870, 18 Kr. dull brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 300.27Xa
estimate 110,65 1870, 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Brettl, Michel (240.-)
27Xb
estimate 100,66 1870, 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", single circle postmark "MÜHLDORF city",
superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 240.27Xb
estimate 90,-

BAVARIA
3
67 1870, 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", very fine, expertized Stegmüller, Michel
240.27Xb
estimate 60,68 1870, 18 Kr. dull brick red, watermark "wide
lozenge", centered segment cancel "PASSAU", superb
in every respect (choice copy), expertized Buehler
27Ya
estimate 20,69 1870. 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "wide
lozenge", superb, expertized Buehler, Michel 90.27Yb
estimate 30,70 1875, 9 Kr. brown, watermark "wide lozenge",
decorative choice copy letter from "Munich" to Paris
28Y
estimate 100,71 1873, 10 Kr. dark yellow, watermark "close
lozenges", rare blue single circle postmark "GIESING",
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl,
Michel (500.-)
29Xb
estimate 200,72 1873, 10 Kr. dark yellow, watermark "wide
lozenge", on Chargé-cover from "SONTHOFEN" to
Munich, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Schmitt
29Yb
estimate 200,73 1973, 10 Kr. dark yellow with plate flaw "left lower
picture corner damaged", corner perforation fault
otherwise superb
29YbII
estimate 20,74 1874, 1 M. dark violet, enormous margins, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl, Michel
(250.-)
30b
estimate 100,75 1875, 1 Kr. dull green, watermark 2, 2x on piece,
segment cancel "LANDAU I D. PF. ", superb,
expertized Brettl
32c
estimate 75,76 1875, 3 Kr. red carmine, watermark 2, small superb
cover with single circle postmark "VILSHOFEN"
33
estimate 20,77 1875, 10 Kr. dark chrome yellow, watermark 2,
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl,
Michel (320.-)
35
estimate 120,78 1875, 18 Kr. dark vermilion, watermark 2, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl, Michel
(75.-)
36
estimate 30,79 1911, 10 and 20 M. "Luitpold", type I, 2 superb
items, Michel 125.90/1I
estimate 40,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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BAVARIA OFFICIAL STAMPS
80 1908, 20 Pf. ultramarine in the vertical gutter pair
(there as usual 1x folded), superb, Michel 130.D 4ZSII ★★
estimate 40,-

BAVARIA OFFICIAL STAMPS
81 1911, "fee stamps the Bavarian state railway", 5 Pf. 5 Mk. watermark "cross and rings", 11 different values
mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
BAVARIA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
82 1862, 3 Kr. black, stronger rest of hinge, superb,
expertized Pfenninger, Michel 160.P1 ★
estimate 50,83 1885, 5 Pf. turquoise gray, watermark 3, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 70.P8 ★
estimate 25,BAVARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
84 1889-1920, 20 different used picture postcards,
mostly superb
estimate 50,85 Approximate. 1896-1913, 12 used documents, partly
picture postcards, almost only superb
estimate 30,86 Return stamp: 8 different adhesive stamps, superb
( ★), ★ ★
estimate Gebot
BAVARIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
87 Private post: 1906, 2 Pf. coat of arms "centennial
celebration", unused, superb postcard
PP 10C5/01
estimate 35,88 Private post: 1910, 5 Pf. coat of arms "57. General
meeting the Catholics", unused, superb postcard
PP 15C182
estimate 30,89 Private post: 1911-13, 4 different used superb cards
PP 27
estimate 50,90 Private post: 1914, 3, 5 and 10 Pf. coat of arms
"Ludwig III. King from Bavaria", unused, 3 superb
covers
PU 31/2,34
estimate 50,BERGEDORF
91 1867, ½ S. black on blue in the block of four from
the margin, rest of hinge, a value mint never hinged,
superb
1b
★, ★★
estimate 330,BRUNSWICK PRE PHILATELY
92 "MAINZHOLZEN", blue rectangle cancel with two
lines on official letter to Wolfenbüttel, superb, R!
estimate 150,BRUNSWICK
93 1852, 1 Sgr. carmine, large margins all around,
choice copy letter from Brunswick to Werningerode,
photo expertize Lange
1
estimate 550,94 1852, 2 Sgr. vivid prussian-blue, blue semicircle
cancel, superb, Michel 350.2
estimate 120,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BRUNSWICK
4
95 1852, 2 Sgr. vivid prussian-blue, superb, Michel
350.2
estimate 110,96 1864, 2 Sgr. vivid prussian-blue, choice copy letter
from "Brunswick" with blue two ring cancel to
Schweina, signed Kruschel
2
estimate 500,97 1852, 3 Sgr. orange red, blue semicircle cancel,
superb, signed, Michel 350.3
estimate 110,98 1852, 1852, 3 Sgr. orange red, on all sides wide to
enormous margins with blue two ring cancel
"Brunswick" on cover to Soest, superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Pfenninger
3
estimate 450,99 1856, ¼ Gr. black on pale brown, superb, Michel
320.4
estimate 110,100 1856, ¼ Gr. black on pale brown in the vertical pair
and single stamp on cover with number cancel "47"
from "WOLFENBÜTTEL" to Helmstedt, decorative
superb cover, R!, photo expertize Lange
4
estimate 700,101 1856, 1/3 Sgr. black, number postmark "9", superb
in every respect (choice copy), Michel (450.-)
5
estimate 180,102 1853, 1 Sgr. black on chamois and brown yellow, 2
superb items
6a,b
estimate 45,103 1853, 2 Sgr. black on blue and 3 Sgr. black on dull
rose, 2 superb items, Michel 190.7a,8a
estimate 50,104 1853, 2 Sgr. black on blue, superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Lange, Michel 80.7a
estimate 25,105 1853, 2 Sgr. black on pale blue, number postmark
"27", superb, Michel (220.-)
7b
estimate 100,106 1853, 2 Sgr. black on blue in the horizontal pair
(vertical prefolded), right stamp above touched
otherwise full margins, with blue rectangle cancel with
two lines "GANDERSHEIM" on part of a letter to
Eschwege
7a
estimate 170,107 1853, 3 Sgr. black on dull rose, number postmark
"8", enormous margins on all sides, superb in every
respect (choice copy)
8a
estimate 40,108 1857, 3 Sgr. bright rose on small cover from
"Brunswick" to Kippenheim, superb
8b
estimate 200,109 1857, 4/4 Ggr. black on gray brown, number
postmark "37" (SCHOENINGEN), superb, Michel
120.9a
estimate 40,-

BRUNSWICK
110 1857, 5 / 4 Ggr. black on gray brown with number
postmark "37" from "SCHÖNINGEN" on cover to
Engelnstedt, superb in every respect (choice copy)
9a
estimate 150,111 1863, ¼ Ggr. black on gray brown on local letter
"Brunswick" (delivery fee), superb, Michel 180.9a
estimate 60,112 1857, 2/4 Ggr. black on gray brown with number
postmark "47" from "WOLFENBÜTTEL" to
Brunswick, vertical file fold, stamp superb
9a
estimate 35,113 1863, ½ Gr. black on bright gray green, superb,
signed H. Krause, Michel 300.10Ax
estimate 100,114 1865, mixed franking: ½ Gr. black on bright gray
green (three sided wide margins, above very close
margin) and 1 Sgr. yellow ochre with number postmark
"28" on cover from "KÖNIGSLUTTER" to Söllingen,
having bright colors decorative superb cover, R!, photo
expertize Lange
10A,14A
estimate 600,115 1867, ½ Gr. black on bright gray green in the
vertical pair with two ring cancel "Brunswick" on
decorative superb cover to Gardelegen, R!, photo
expertize Lange
10A
estimate 480,116 1866, ½ Gr. black on bright gray green on small
local letter with two ring cancel "Brunswick", on the
back defects from opening the cover, superb cover,
expertized U. Schmitt
10A
estimate 270,117 1863, 1½ Gr. black on bright gray green, superb,
signed Schlesinger, Michel 300.10Ax
estimate 90,118 1861, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow, centered
number postmark "28" (KÖNIGSLUTTER), superb
11A
estimate 30,119 1861, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow, number
postmark "39" (SEESEN), superb, Michel (70.-)
11A
estimate 25,120 25. 11. 1862, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow
with number postmark "6" on superb cover from
"BÖRSSUM" to Hildesheim, scarce single franking on
domestic letter to 31. 12. 1862
11A
estimate 200,121 1864, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow with
number postmark "21" on doubly used cover from
"HELMSTEDT" to Königslutter, superb
11A
estimate 50,122 1861, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow with
number postmark "40" on small letter with seal from
"STADTOLDENDORF" to Sarstedt, superb
11A
estimate 45,123 1864, 3 Sgr. rose with number postmark "14" on
cover from "GANDERSHEIM" to Aurich, superb
12Aa
estimate 190,-

BRUNSWICK
5
124 1863, 3 Sgr. carmine, having bright colors with
enormous margins extremely fine copy with number
postmark
"37"
on
decorative
cover
from
"SCHÖNINGEN" to low Auerbach, photo expertize
Lange
12Ab
estimate 290,125 1864, 1/3 Sgr. black, centered number postmark
"4" (BLANKENBURG), having bright colors
extremely fine copy, superb, photo certificates
Pfenninger and Lange, Michel (2800.-)
13A
estimate 1.000,126 1864, 1/3 Sgr. black, number postmark "9", very
fine (slight roulette defects), expertized Pfenninger (full
signed), Michel 2800.13A
estimate 680,127 1864, 1 Sgr. medium yellowish ochre, rouletted 16,
with parts from 2 neighbour stamps, number postmark
"32" (LUTTER), superb in every respect piece of letter
14A
estimate 100,128 1864, 1 Sgr. medium yellowish ochre, rouletted 16,
centered number postmark "15" (GITTELDE), slight
roulette defects in the lower margin otherwise on piece,
superb, Michel (180.-)
14A
estimate 70,129 1864, 1 Sgr. medium yellowish ochre, rouletted 16,
on piece, superb, Michel 180.14A
estimate 65,130 1865, 1 Sgr. yellow ochre, rouletted 16, with blue
number
postmark
"16"
on
cover
from
"SCHÖNINGEN" to Alsleben, fresh colors, superb,
photo expertize, Lange
14A
estimate 180,131 1864, 1 Sgr. yellow ochre, rouletted 12, number
postmark "9", very fine (thin spot), expertized Lange,
Michel 380.14B
estimate 90,132 1864, 2 Sgr. black on dark blue with scarce number
postmark "1" on not quite complete envelope from
"BADENHAUSEN" to Ground pork gene, fresh colors,
superb, R!, photo expertize Lange
15
estimate 500,133 1864, 3 Sgr. lilac red, number postmark "9", having
bright colors extremely fine copy, photo expertize
Lange, Michel (650.-)
16
estimate 220,134 1865, 1 Gr. rose, perfect blue number postmark
"49" (before welfare), having bright colors extremely
fine copy, RR!, photo expertize Lange
18
estimate 300,135 1866, 1 Gr. rose on printed matter from
"Brunswick" to Lichtenberg, choice copy letter
18
estimate 70,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

BRUNSWICK
136 1866, 2 Gr. ultramarine with blue two ring cancel
"SCHOENINGEN" on cover to Kelbra by Nordhausen,
superb in every respect (choice copy), photo expertize
Lange
19
estimate 200,137 1865, 3 Gr. orange brown, black rectangle cancel
with two lines "VELCHELDE", superb, signed, Michel
(200.-)
20
estimate 65,BRUNSWICK STILL USED POSTMARK
138 "CALVOERDE" on 10 Pfe. Dark carmine, superb
in every respect piece of letter
DR 33a
estimate 20,BREMEN
139 1855, 3 Gr. black on gray blue, vertical laid paper,
type III, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 600.1x ★
estimate 150,140 1856, 5 Gr. black on carmine gray, type II, with
right margin, rest of hinge, superb
2★
estimate 75,141 1856, 5 Gr. black on carmine gray, type II, rest of
hinge, gum a little creasely, superb, Michel 200.2★
estimate 60,142 1859, 5 Sgr. yellow green in the horizontal pair
with lower margin, left stamp a brown dot at the upper
margin otherwise having bright colors extremely fine
copy, various old signs, Michel (500.-)
4a ★
estimate 150,143 1859, 5 Pf. yellow green, gum scarcely original,
very fine
4a (★)
estimate 40,144 1859, 5 Sgr. green block of four from of the right
lower corner of the sheet, superb
4c
★
estimate 190,145 1867, 2 Gr. dark-yellowish-orange on piece,
vertical crease and small corrected, very fine, Michel
(450.-)
10a
estimate 80,HAMBURG IMPERIAL EMPIRE POSTAL SERV.
146 1740, "ALLEMAGNE", one-line cancel on cover
from Hamburg to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 100,147 1767, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,148 1776, cover from Hamburg to Memming, superb
estimate 50,149 1781, accompanying letter from Hamburg to
Lauenburg, with large "6", superb
estimate 60,150 1783, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

HAMBURG IMPERIAL EMPIRE POSTAL SERV. 6
151 1790, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,152 1791, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, very fine
estimate 25,153 1795, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Elberfeld, handwritten "fr. Cathedral", superb
estimate 35,154 1799, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,155 1802, "D\'ALLEMAGNE", one-line cancel on
cover to Beaune, superb
estimate 75,156 1803, R. 4. Hamburg, one-line cancel on
Forwarded-Letter to Bordeaux, sender adress: Without
worry, superb
estimate 60,157 1805, registered letter (NB) from Warasdin to
Horse village, many handwritten note and high rates,
superb
estimate 100,158 1805, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 20,159 1806, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Saintes, superb
estimate 20,160 1817, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Paris, additional cancellation "PP" and rectangle cancel
with one line "Ps. Ps. ", superb
estimate 70,161 1822, "L. P. B. 4. R. ", one-line cancel on cover
from Hamburg to Bordeaux, as well three lines frame
cancel "ALLEMAGNE / PAR / GIVET", superb
estimate 70,162 1826, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on
accompanying label to Hanover, handwritten "together
with 1 basket. . . ", red dated postmark, superb
estimate 90,163 1873, cover from Hamburg to Ulm,
Forwarded-Letter from L. Pflüger, superb
estimate 90,164 "Hamburg", one-line cancel on accompanying
letter to Peine, superb
estimate 40,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY BERGISH
165 1808, "HAMBOURG. 4. ", two-line cancel on
cover to Lyon, superb
estimate 40,166 1808, "HAMBOURG. 4. ", two-line cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, very fine (blotched)
estimate 25,-

HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY FRENCH P.O.
167 1809, "R. 4. HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 35,168 1812, "PRUSSE P. HAMBOURG", two-line
cancel on cover to Bordeaux, very fine
estimate 80,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY THURN AND TAXIS
169 1814, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, very fine
estimate 40,170 1820, "TT. R. 4 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
Circulair to Bordeaux and three lines frame cancel
"Allemagne par Givet", superb
estimate 25,171 1826, "Hamburg F. TH. U. TAX. O. P. A. ",
segment cancel on Forwarded-Letter from London to
Langensalza, superb
estimate 40,172 1828, "TT. R. 4. HAMBOURG", two-line cancel
on cover to Nantes, with "ALLEMAGNE P. GIVET",
superb
estimate 30,173 1829, "TT. R. 4 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, red segment cancel "ALLEMAGNE
/ P GIVET" and on the back dated postmark, superb
estimate 20,174 1834, "T. T. Hamburg", three lines frame cancel on
cover to Leubetha in the Voigtlande, superb
estimate 30,175 1836, "TT. R. 4. HAMBOURG", two-line cancel
on cover to Bordeaux (on the back arrival postmark)
and red "ALLEMAGNE / P. GIVET" stamp, superb
estimate 30,176 1839, "T. T. Hamburg", three lines frame cancel on
cover to Leubetha by Adorf, superb
estimate 20,177 1841, "TT. R. 4. HAMBOURG", two-line cancel
on Forwarded-Letter from Göteburg to Rheims, red
TOUR T stamp, on the back two ring cancel "REIMS",
superb
estimate 40,178 1844, "T. T. Hamburg", three lines frame cancel
and one-line cancel "T. T. R4" on cover to Strasbourg,
superb
estimate 30,179 1846, "Hamburg Thurn and Taxis", three circle
cancel on cover to France, red "TOUR T STRASB. ",
two ring cancel "STRASSBOURG A BALE" and
others on route passing cancellation, file fold otherwise
superb
estimate 30,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY THURN AND TAXIS
7
180 1850, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, Forwarded-Letter from Nottebohm
& Co., one-line cancel "after postal departure", superb
cover
estimate 60,181 1852, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, one-line cancel "after postal
departure", superb
estimate 30,182 1854, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
registered letter to Paris, various additional cancellation
with "CHARGE" and "PD", superb cover
estimate 50,183 1859, "Hamburg T & T", single circle postmark on
Chargé-cover to Bordeaux, 2x one-line cancel
"CHARGÉ" and "P. O. ", very fine
estimate 30,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY PRUSSIAN PA
184
1826,
"Hamburg",
two-line
cancel
Forwarded-Letter. From London, sender adress "pAf
Spalding and Co. ", to Langensalza, superb
estimate 40,185 1846, "Hamburg", two-line cancel and one-line
cancel "CPR 3" on cover to Paris, red TOUR T stamp,
on the back on route passing cancellation from Minden,
superb
estimate 25,186 1846, "Hamburg", two ring cancel on cover to
Vienna, reverse arrival postmark, superb
estimate 20,187 "Hamburg", kidney postmark on cover to Berlin,
handwritten notation "cito", superb
estimate 30,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY HANOVERIAN PA
188 1821, "Hamburg", rectangle cancel with two lines
on cover to Göttingen, superb
estimate 20,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY MECKLENBURG OPA
189 1845, "Hamburg", two-line cancel on
accompanying letter to Kaltenhof by Dassow, superb
estimate 70,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY DANISH O.P.A.
190 1858, "K. D. O. P. A. Hamburg", two ring cancel
reverse on cover from Schwerin to Altona, very fine
estimate 20,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY
MESSENGER
191 1817, "Hamburg 27. June. " red two-line cancel
with tower on cover to London, superb
estimate 100,192 1819, "Hamburg", red two-line cancel with tower
on cover, handwritten "single", to London, file fold,
very fine
estimate 50,-

HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY
193 1819 / 20, red three-line cancel "Hamburg", 2
different types, always on cover to London, superb
estimate 120,HAMBURG
PREPHILATELIE CITY POST
194 1846, so-called "hundreded letter" without fee
memo to the Syndicus Amsinck in Hamburg, on the
back oval cancel "St. P. A. ", cover with full seal,
superb
estimate 50,HAMBURG TRANSIT STAMP
195 1796, "D` HOLLANDE", one-line cancel on cover
to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 90,196 1817, Forwarded-Letter from Stettin via Hamburg
to Schiedam, on face red illegible postmark from
Hamburg, reverse red rectangle cancel with two lines
"NOORDSCH / GRENSKANTOOR", very fine
estimate 120,197 1841, "T 22 OCT", in red on cover from
Magdeburg (two ring cancel) to London, reverse special
form "Hamburg" and red dated postmark, very fine
estimate 20,198 1842, "T 1 NOV", in red on cover from Königsberg
(single circle cancel) to London, very fine (government
creases)
estimate 40,199 1842, "T 31 MAY", in red on cover from
Königsberg (single circle cancel) via Hamburg (on the
back single circle cancel) to London, file fold, superb
estimate 35,200 1842, "T 8 NOV", in red on cover from Leipzig
(special form) "via Berlin" to London, on the back on
route passing cancellation from Hamburg and red dated
postmark, file fold, superb
estimate 30,201 1843, "T 2 MAY", in red on cover from Götheborg
to London, various transit- and additional cancellation,
superb
estimate 90,202 1843, "T 20 JAN", in red on cover from
Königsberg (small single circle cancel) to London,
handwritten "via Hamburg", file fold, superb
estimate 30,203 1843, "FRANCO", black one-line cancel on cover
from "Gdansk" (two ring cancel) "Via Belgium" to
London, one-line cancel "FRANCO", on the back on
route passing cancellation and green border stamp, file
fold, superb
estimate 20,204 1844, "T 2 FEB", in red on cover from Magdeburg
(two ring cancel) to London, handwritten "Hamburg
Steamer", on the back on route passing cancellation two
ring cancel "Hamburg", file fold, very fine
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

HAMBURG TRANSIT STAMP
8
205 1845, "T 25 FEB", in red on cover from "Wroclaw"
to London, on the back on route passing cancellation
from Hamburg, red dated postmark, file fold, superb
estimate 20,206 1846, "T 10 JUN", in red on cover from
Königsberg to London, on the back on route passing
cancellation from Hamburg (two ring cancel) and red
dated postmark, very fine
estimate 20,207 1856, "P. D. ", black one-line cancel on cover from
Copenhagen (single circle cancel) to Paris, reverse 4
transit-, transit and arrival postmark, superb
estimate 40,208 1867, Tax stamp "6" and "Hamburg TH. & T. " on
cover to Bordeaux, red Tour stamp, superb
estimate 50,HAMBURG
209 1859, 1 S. bright red brown, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 130.2★
estimate 40,210 1859, 4 S. yellow green, very fine (small thin spot),
amongst other things expertized Buehler, Michel 1500.5a
estimate 260,211 1859, 7 S. bright yellowish orange, rest of hinge,
with wide margins, superb, Michel 130.6★
estimate 45,212 1864 / 5, 7 cancelled values, almost only superb,
Michel 165.10-14,19
estimate 30,213 1864, 9 S. orange yellow, small thin places
otherwise fresh colors superb, photo expertize Lange,
Michel 2600.18
estimate 650,214 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet block of four from
the left upper corner, with row number!, rest of hinge, a
little separated otherwise superb
20a
★
estimate 160,215 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet block of four, rest of
hinge, superb
20a
★
estimate 110,216 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet, blue two ring
cancel "ST. P. E. 1. Hamburg", on piece, superb
20a
estimate 50,217 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet with single circle
postmark "St. P. A. Hamburg" in black and blue, 2
pieces, superb in every respect
20a
estimate 30,218 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet with blue thick four
stroke cancel, superb in every respect piece of letter
20a
estimate 25,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

HAMBURG
219 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet with plate flaw "o in
post stamp filled", rest of hinge, left at the bottom
round corner otherwise superb, abridged certificate
Lange
20aII ★
estimate 100,220 1866, 1¼ S. gray purple in the block of nine, 2
values rest of hinge, 5 stamps mint never hinged, a
value corner crease otherwise superb - scarce unit!,
RR!, photo expertize Lange
20b ★ ★, ★
estimate 450,HANOVER PRE PHILATELY
221 "K. L. St. " (royally Landdrostei Stade) on printed
wrapper to Beverstedt, superb
estimate 35,HANOVER
222 1851, 1 Ggr. black on gray green with plate flaw
"lion back left besides coat of arms oval broken", right,
in the horizontal strip of three with normal stamps, blue
single circle postmark "HAMELN", left stamp touched
lightly otherwise close to full margins, superb
2aV
estimate 75,223 1851, 1 / 10 Th. black on yellow, superb, Michel
75.5
estimate 25,224 1856, 3 Pf. carmine, black net like pattern, superb,
Michel 350.8a
estimate 120,225 1856, 3 Pf. carmine, gray net like pattern, blue two
ring cancel "BREMEN", enormous margins, superb in
every respect (choice copy), Michel (450.-)
8b
estimate 190,226 1856, 1 / 30 Th. black, rose net like pattern, blue
rectangle cancel with two lines "ACHIM", superb in
every respect piece of letter
10a
estimate 20,227 1856, 1 / 15 Th. black / gray ultramarine, blue
single circle postmark "GOSLAR", superb, Michel
100.11
estimate 30,228 1859, 3 Pf. rose, superb, expertized Drahn, Michel
110.13a
estimate 40,229 1859 / 61, 2 Gr. blue, 3 Gr. orange and 3 Gr.
brown, 3 superb items, Michel 205.15/6,19a
estimate 60,230 1859, 2 Gr. blue, perfect blue stamp "NORTEN",
superb in every respect (choice copy)
15a
estimate 20,231 1859, 2 Gr. dark blue in the 16er part sheet with
margin numbers "1" to "4", field 4 with variety 15IV,
except for 4 values all mint never hinged, scarce unit,
superb
15b ★ ★, ★
estimate 280,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

HANOVER
9
232 1859, 3 Gr. yellow orange, centered blue stamp
"FRIEDEBURG", on piece, superb
16a
estimate 30,233 1860, ½ Gr. black, with wide margins, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.17y ★
estimate 35,234 1860, ½ Gr. black, on piece, superb, Michel 250.17y
estimate 90,235 1864, 3 Pf. olive green, superb, signed, Thier,
Michel 90.21y
estimate 30,HANOVER TOWN CANCEL
236 "EMDEN", red single circle postmark on 1 Ggr.
gray blue, vertical trace of crease otherwise superb, R!,
photo expertize Berger
1
estimate 90,237 "LAUENSTEIN", blue two ring cancel on 1 Gr.
rose postal stationery cover, slight defects from opening
the cover otherwise superb cover
U 12
estimate 25,HANOVER STILL USED POSTMARK
238 "BEDERKESA", centered on 1 Gr. carmine,
superb cover
DR 19
estimate 25,239 "ELBINGERODE", two ring cancel on piece with
3x 1 Gr. carmine, superb
DR 4
estimate 25,240 "ELBINGERODE", blue two ring cancel on cover
to Bovenden, very fine
Pr 16a
estimate 20,241 "NEUHAUS A. D. E. " on small cover (not
complete) with 1 Gr. carmine, superb
NDP 16
estimate 40,HANOVER COLLECTIONS, LOTS
242 18 values, condition varies with many superb
items, Michel 1000.estimate 150,243 Small interesting lot from 14 documents and 3
letter pieces, condition varies, inspect!
,
estimate 90,HELIGOLAND
244 1867, 6 S. gray green / lilac-rose, blue two ring
cancel "Hamburg ST. P. ", repaired like superb, photo
expertize Müller, Michel 600.4
estimate 150,245 1870, ½ S. centralbluish-green / carmine,
straight-line cancel, repaired, fine, expertized Schulz,
Michel 320.6b ★
estimate 50,246 1873, ¼ S. lilac-rose / gray green in the horizontal
mint never hinged pair, superb, abridged certificate
Schulz, Michel 200.8b ★★
estimate 70,-

HELIGOLAND
247 1875, 50 Pf. green / dark purple carmine with plate
flaw "white dot at numeral of value 6", circle date
stamp, a brown perf otherwise superb, Michel 400.16aI
estimate 100,LÜBECK
248 1859, 1 S. schwarzlichorange, small thin, otherwise
having bright colors on all sides having full margins
superb item, photo expertize Brettl, Michel 2500.2
estimate 650,OLDENBURG
249 1855, 1/3 Sgr. black on green olive in the
horizontal pair, perfect centered blue rectangle cancel
with two lines "OLDENBURG", two small on the back
thins otherwise superb, signed Köhler, Michel 3500.1
estimate 750,250 1852, 1 / 15 Th. black on dull brownish red, type I,
blue one-line cancel "FRANCO", superb, Michel 100.3I
estimate 30,251 1852, 1 / 10 Th. black on pale yellow, blue
rectangle cancel with two lines "APEN", superb,
expertized Pfenninger, Michel 120.4a
estimate 40,252 1859, 3 Gr. black on gray yellow, fresh colors,
superb, expertized Drahn, Michel 750.8
estimate 260,253 1859, 3 Gr. black on gray yellow, blue rectangle
cancel with two lines "DEDESDORF", superb, Michel
750.8
estimate 220,254 1861, 1/3 Gr. moss green, repaired like superb,
Michel (3000.-)
10b
estimate 330,255 1861, 2 Gr. blackish red orange, right partly
touched and horizontal break otherwise decorative on
piece, superb, Michel 550.13
estimate 130,256 1861, 3 Gr. gray yellow, top left small cutting
defects otherwise superb, expertized Brettl, Michel
550.14
estimate 110,OLDENBURGO STAMP PART
257 "new (NBURG) ", blue rectangle cancel with two
lines on 1 Gr. pale blue, superb
6a
estimate 40,PRUSSIA PRE PHILATELY
258 "CITO" cover (1783) from Wroclaw to Wansen,
superb
estimate 25,259 "CZERSK", two-line cancel on cover (1840) to
Konitz, superb
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

PRUSSIA PRE PHILATELY
10
260 "FRIEDRICHSBRUCH", single circle postmark on
cover (1837) to Konitz, superb
estimate 20,261 Army postal service: 1815, black censorship stamp:
"royally. PREUSS. Army Police", reverse on cover
from Hamburg (straight-line cancel) to Bordeaux,
superb cover, RR!
estimate 250,PRUSSIA STAMPSLES LETTERS
262 "BRUSS", 5 documents from 1864-73, as well
crown post horn postmark, mostly superb
estimate 40,263 "CZERSK", two-line cancel on accompanying
letter cover to Gdansk, superb
estimate 20,264 "FRIEDRICHSBRUCH", 4 different documents till
1861, mostly superb
estimate 50,265 "Hammer stone", two-line cancel and rectangle
cancel with two lines on cover, superb
estimate 20,266 "KONARZYN", rectangle cancel with two lines on
"Postal service-Insinuations-document" (1864) to
Konitz, inside crown post horn postmark, superb
estimate 30,267 "MARIENWERDER", single circle cancel, 2
superb letters
estimate 20,268 "SCHLOCHAU", two ring cancel on cover (1858)
with carriers cancel "HARDER", superb
estimate 20,269 Approximate. 1847-70, 5 different documents, as
well 2 carriers cancel, very fine / superb
estimate 30,PRUSSIA
270 1850, 1 - 3 Sgr., 3 unused values, condition varies
2 ★,3,4 ( ★)
estimate 40,271 1850, 2 Sgr. black on blue, town cancel, superb,
Michel 120.3
estimate 35,272 1857, 3 Sgr. yellow orange, thin paper, superb,
Michel 65.8ax
estimate 20,273 1858, 2 Sgr. black blue, rectangle cancel with two
lines "Gliwice", superb, Michel 550.11c
estimate 190,274 1859, ½ Sgr. red orange, unwatermarked, with red
P. D. Stamp, error in cutting otherwise superb, R!,
Michel (200.-)
13a
estimate 45,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

PRUSSIA
275 1865, 1 Sgr. rose with scarce rectangle cancel with
two lines "HARTUM" on small cover to Renkhausen,
horizontal government kink through the stamp
otherwise superb, RR!
16a
estimate 110,276 1862, 2 Sgr. Prussian-blue, very fine (gum not
original), Michel 500.17b (★)
estimate 80,277 1867, 3 Pf. red violet, does stamp "OHRDRUF",
superb, signed, Michel 350.19b
estimate 120,278 1867, 6 Kr. ultramarine blue and 9 Kr. yellowish
brown, single circle postmark "BINGEN", 2 superb
items, Michel 115.25/6a
estimate 40,PRUSSIA POSTAL STATIONERY CUT
279 1862, 2 Sgr. pale ultramarine, square with 1 Sgr.
rose on piece with three lines frame cancel "BERLIN",
superb, Michel 120.GAA 16b
estimate 25,PRUSSIA NUMBER CANCELLATION
280 "1008" (NEUENRADE) on 2 Sgr. on blue, superb,
expertized Kastaun
3
estimate 25,PRUSSIA TOWN CANCEL
281 "COBLENZ BHFS. Mailbox", three lines frame
cancel on 1 Sgr. rose, 4 partial strikes, very fine /
superb
16
estimate 20,PRUSSIA STILL USED POSTMARK
282 "FRANKENHAGEN", two ring cancel on 1 Gr.
postal stationery envelope, superb
DR U3A
estimate 20,PRUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
283 Almost only cancelled more then complete
collection Prussia with some pairs and strip, a little
mixed quality with many superb items, inspect!
, ,★
estimate 390,284 Small lot of 18 different values and 3 postal
stationery, mostly superb
,
estimate 75,SAXONY PRE PHILATELY
285 1827-1866, small collection of 10 postal forms and
one money order, superb
estimate 120,SAXONY
286 1856, 5 Ngr. carmine rose, superb, abridged
certificate Vaatz, Michel 150.12c
estimate 50,287 1866, 5 Ngr. lilac, as usual perforated, on piece,
superb
19b
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SAXONY
11
288 1910, 10 Pf. - 100 Mk. revenue stamps, watermark
"stairways", 10 values mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
SAXONY TOWN CANCEL
289 "local post DRESDEN I", two ring cancel on small
local letter with ½ Gr. pale orange red, very fine (a little
blotched)
NDP 15
estimate 50,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN STAMPLESS COVERS
290 1737, cover from Ratzeburg to Lüneburg, superb
estimate 80,291 1779, stampless envelope to Föhr, superb
estimate 30,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN PRE PHILATELY
292 1812, postal form with local impression Itzehoe,
superb
estimate 80,293 "BARMSTEDT", K1½, date handwritten, cover
(1851) to Glückstadt, superb
estimate 30,294 "BORDESHOLM", handwritten on cover (1859) to
Itzehoe, volleständiges on the back varnish seal, superb
estimate 40,295 1804, cover from Flensburg with one-line cancel
"R4 Hamburg" to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,296 "L. P. / No. 2" (HANERAU), rectangle cancel with
two lines on K. D. S. envelope (approximate. 1852) to
Itzehoe, superb
estimate 80,297 "heather", single circle postmark and two ring
cancel, collection from 25 clean stampless documents
from approximate 1857-1868, superb
estimate 100,298 1850, cover from JEERED, superb cover to
Rendsburg
estimate 45,299 "DANEMARCK PAR HAMBOURG", two-line
cancel on cover (1845) from Itzehoe (K1½) to
Neuchatel / Switzerland, on the back on route passing
cancellation, age traces, very fine
estimate 120,300 "ITZEHOE", handwritten on mail taken by coach
receipt for delivery (1849), to the dispatch to Meldorf,
superb
estimate 35,301 "ELMSH. ITZEH. EBN. Post. BUR", single circle
postmark on K. D. S. cover, superb
estimate 25,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN PRE PHILATELY
302 "NEUMÜNSTER" (mute single circle cancel! ) on
receipt for delivery (form no. 39a) from 1866, superb,
RR!
estimate 75,303 Flourish calligraphy letter to Plön, traces of usage,
superb
estimate 40,304 "RATZEBURG", local impression on receipt for
delivery: "under current date. . . . " (1802), superb
estimate 65,305 "REINBECK" with date handwritten on "military"
cover (1870) to Oak Eden, superb
estimate 45,306 "SCHLESWIG", local impression on receipt for
delivery (1770), superb
estimate 160,307 "SEGEBERG", handwritten on receipt for delivery
(1853), superb
estimate 20,308 "EXPD: TO WRIST railway station Z I", on the
back two ring cancel on cover (1847) from
Kellinghusen to Rendsburg, superb
estimate 20,309 1845-1908, 6 different postal forms from Föhr, a
little mixed quality
estimate 40,-

SCHLESWIG H. DANISH NUMBER STAMP
12
319 "150" (RATZEBURG) on 4 S. "ruled", 2 values in
color shades, small defects
DK 7
estimate Gebot
320 "156", "L. P. No. 2" (HANERAU) on 4 S. "dotted",
left touched lightly otherwise superb
DK 4
estimate 65,321 "157", "L. P. No. 4" (KALTENKIRCHEN) on 4 S.
"ruled", cover very fine (slightly blotched, stamp
unclear)
DK 7
estimate 160,322 "163" (Holstein railway mail-forwarding office) on
4 RBS red-brown, superb
DK 1IIa
estimate 50,323 "171" (GETTORF) on cover with 4 S. "ruled", very
fine (number postmark unclear)
DK 7
estimate 60,324 "192" (SCHLESW. Railway mail-forwarding
office) on 4 S. "dotted and ruled", 2 values very fine /
superb
DK 4,7
estimate 30,325 "206" (ELMSHORN-ITZEHOE), 3 values very
fine
DK 4,7,9 ,
estimate 40,326 "5 rings small dot" (HADERSLEBEN) on 4 S.
"dotted", superb, R!
DK 4
estimate 120,-

SCHLESWIG H. DANISH NUMBER STAMP
310 "115" (EUTIN) on 4 RBS yellowish brown, very
fine
DK 1IIb
estimate 40,311 "117" (heather) on 4 S. "ruled", reverse "ELMSH
ITZEH. Ebn. Post Bur",: superb cover to Ottensen
DK 7
estimate 20,312 "120" (KELLINGHUSEN) on 4 S. "ruled" (3
different color shades), 3 covers mixed to very fine
DK 7
estimate 50,313 "123" (MELDORF) on 4 S. "dotted and ruled
ground" and rouletted, 3 superb items
DK 4,7,9 ,
estimate 40,314 "132" (REMMELS) on 4 S. "dotted and ruled", 3
values mixed to very fine
DK 4,7
estimate 50,315 "136" (AHRENSBURG) on 4 S. "ruled", very fine
(small defects)
DK 7
estimate 35,316 "141" (CREMPE) on 4 S. "dotted and ruled", 2
values very fine (small defects)
DK 4,7
estimate 60,317 "141" (CREMPE) on 4 S. "ruled", superb
DK 7
estimate 60,318 "143" (LUNDEN) on 4 S. "dotted" to Rendsburg,
cover very fine (horizontal file fold through the stamp)
DK 4
estimate 65,-

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN
327 1867, 1¼ S. olive green with single circle postmark
"KIEL railway station" on cover to Altona, very fine
9
estimate 20,328 1865, 2 S. gray ultramarine in the horizontal pair,
two ring cancel "FLENSBURG", on piece, superb
16
estimate 65,329 1865, 4 S. brown-ochre, single circle postmark
"KIEL railway station", on piece, superb, Michel
(100.-)
17
estimate 35,330 1865, 2 S. medium gray ultramarine with Danish
number postmark "1", superb
21
estimate 20,331 1865, 4 S. brown-ochre, single circle postmark
"KALTENKIRCHEN", superb, Michel (100.-)
25
estimate 35,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN TOWN CANCEL
332 "affliction", two ring cancel on 1¼ S. olive green,
superb
9
estimate 30,333 "HEILIGENHAFEN", single circle postmark
perfect on 1¼ S. light brown purple, superb in every
respect (choice copy), signed
20
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN TOWN CANCEL
334 "fetch. EB. P. SP. B 2. ZUG", single circle
postmark on 1¼ S. olive green, superb
9
estimate 25,335 "ITZEHOE", 26. 10. 25, violet one-line cancel on
"navy war postcard", very fine, R!
estimate Gebot
336 "LÜTJENBURG", single circle postmark on 1¼ S.
olive green, brown purple and brownish lilac, 3 values
very fine / superb
9 ,20 ,22
estimate 35,337 "NEUSTADT / NEUMÜNSTER", three-line
cancel on 4 S. brown-ochre, very fine (thin from hinge
place)
17
estimate 30,338 "railway station PINNEBERG", single circle
postmark on 1¼ S. bright reddish lilac, very fine
18a
estimate 40,339 "REINBECK", single circle postmark with
posthorn on 1¼ S. olive green, very fine
9
estimate 30,340 "SATRUP", single circle postmark on 1¼ S. rose
lilac, stamp defects
14
estimate 20,341 "SCHLESW. Post. SPED. BUR" (northern),
rectangle cancel with two lines on 2 S. gray ultramarine
on superb piece
16
estimate 40,342 "WILSTER", single circle postmark on 1¼ S. dark
yellowish green and brown purple, 2 superb items
4 ,20
estimate 25,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN NUMBER STAMP
343 "113" (ALTONA) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, on
piece, superb
6
estimate 30,344 "123" (MELDORF) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, on
piece, superb
6
estimate 50,345 "131" (PREETZ) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, on
piece, superb
6
estimate 50,346 "134" (UETERSEN) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine /
white rose on piece with additional cancellation, very
fine
7
estimate 25,347 "149" (MÖLLN) on 1¼ S. medium blue / white
rose, superb
7
estimate 60,348 "156" (HANERAU) on 1¼ S. medium blue / white
rose, stamp with defects
7
estimate 75,349 "173" (TRITTAU) centered on 1¼ S. gray
ultramarine, superb
7
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN COLLECTIONS, LOTS13
350 13 cancelled values, very fine / superb, Michel
545.estimate 60,S. H. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
351 Approximate. 1850, "SCHLESWIG. Fetch: army
postal service", oval cancel with date, handwritten
"military" and "Cito", cover to Itzehoe, on the back
varnish seal "Jägercorps", superb
estimate 120,352 1850, "Schleswig-Holstein army postal service",
single circle postmark with date on cover from
Rendsburg to Itzehoe, on the back seal of office
"DEPARTEMENT of the War", superb, R!
estimate 200,353 1808, printed Circulaire to the magistracy of the
city Husum of the "royally Feldcommisssariat in Kiel"
over free Quatier for the army postal service Estafetten, with complete beautiful varnish seal, superb
estimate 90,354 1811, K. D. S. with contents from "embarrassed
Kongelig. Generalcommissariat Collegium" from Kiel,
to Meldorf, complete varnish seal, very fine (slight
defects from opening the cover)
estimate 75,355 1815, K. D. S. from Kiel to Uetersen, complete
varnish seal "royally: / to the Besitzn:der / to
räumenden:Herzogth:etc. / arranged / commission",
superb
estimate 100,356 1849, package accompanying letter cover from
"KIEL" (K1½) to Uetersen, handwritten "D. S. m upper
margin. ", on the back varnish seal the "Schlesw. Fetch.
Catering = commission", superb
estimate 100,357 1850, cover from Kiel to heather with two ring
cancel "railway station KIELER ZI", handwritten
"Militariapost", reverse complete varnish seal
"AUDITORIAT the 2TER S. H. Infantry brigade",
superb
estimate 90,358 Face of cover from "KIEL" (single circle cancel) to
Oldesloe, inverted seal "Lazereth commission Kiel",
superb
estimate 60,359 Local letter of the "5. Brandenb. Inftr. Regiment
No. 48, Zug 642", at the bottom small tear otherwise
superb
estimate 30,THURN AND TAXIS PRE OFFICIAL LETTER
360
Approximate.
1815,
"ZWEYBRÜCKEN"
(straight-line cancel in manuscript), cover to St.
Wendel, superb
estimate 350,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

THURN AND TAXIS
361 1861, ¼ Gr. reddish orange, number postmark
"231", full to having huge margins, superb
13
estimate 25,362 1859, ¼ Gr. green, number postmark "24"
(GELNHAUSEN), large margins all around, on piece,
superb
14
estimate 40,363 1861, 6 Kr. dark rose red, two-sided slightly
touched superb item on cover from Mainz to Carlsruhe
22IA
estimate 35,364 1859, 30 Kr. orange, number postmark "220", top
right minimal affects otherwise on all sides full
margins, superb, Michel (320.-)
25
estimate 90,365 1862, ½ Sgr. orange, number postmark "20"
(FRIELENDORF), on all sides good to large margins
all round, superb in every respect piece of letter
28
estimate 40,366 1865, ¼ Gr. black block of four, mint never hinged
with lower margin, superb
35 ★★
estimate 50,367 1865, 2 Kr. yellow, octagonal cut with horizontal
pair 1 Kr. yellowish green on cover with number cancel
"386" from "VIERNHEIM" to Benzheim, superb, very
scarce combination!
41 ,GAA 13
estimate 480,368 1865, 9 Kr. pale ochre-brown with single circle
postmark "CASTEL" (without year date), very fine
44II
estimate 25,369 1866, 1 Gr. carmine red, superb, expertized Drahn,
Michel 70.48
estimate 25,THURN AND TAXIS STILL USED POSTMARK
370 "GRAEFENTHAL" on 7 Kr. ultramarine, as usual
perforated superb, expertized Sommer
DR 10
estimate 35,371 21 values with different still used postmarks on
breast shield stamps, mostly superb
DR ,
estimate 120,WUERTTEMBERG PRE PHILATELY
372 "DE KIRCHBERG at the JAGST", two-line cancel
on sorrow letter cover (not quite complete), superb, RR!
estimate 70,WUERTTEMBERG
373 1851, 1 Kr. black on medium gray yellow silk
paper, three circle cancel "SUTTGART" and red
"PAID" stamp, very fine (on the back tiny thin spot),
expertized Heinrich, Michel 300.1yb
estimate 75,374 1851, 6 Kr. black on blue-green, superb, Michel
60.3b
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

WUERTTEMBERG
14
375 1851, 6 Kr. yellowish green silk paper, superb,
Michel 110.3y
estimate 30,376 1857, 3 Kr. orange (three sided with wide margins)
on cover with two ring cancel "ALTDORF", superb,
expertized Irtenkauf
7c
estimate 45,377 1859, 1 Kr. brown, superb, expertized Pfenninger,
Michel 130.11a
estimate 45,378 1860, 6 Kr. green, on piece, superb, Michel 140.13a
estimate 45,379 1859, 6 Kr. dark green, lower margin copy, having
bright colors superb item, photo expertize Irtenkauf
13b
estimate 150,380 1861, 1 Kr. brown, thin paper (0, 07 mm), superb,
Michel 350.16ya
estimate 100,381 1860, 9 Kr. carmine, thick paper, two ring cancel
"GMÜND", superb, Michel 150.19xa
estimate 45,382 1860, 9 Kr. carmine, thick paper, superb, Michel
150.19xa
estimate 40,383 1862, 9 Kr. lilac red, as usual perforated superb,
Michel 900.24
estimate 220,384 1865 / 6, 6 Kr. blue and 9 Kr. reddish brown, 2
superb items, Michel 170.32a,33a
estimate 50,385 1867, 18 Kr. orange yellow, single circle postmark
"CANNSTATT", on piece, superb, expertized amongst
other things Drahn, Michel (1000.-)
34
estimate 350,386 1868, 7 Kr. blue, superb, Michel 160.35a
estimate 45,387 1869, 2 Kr. dull orange, superb, Michel 170.37a
estimate 50,388 1869 / 73, 7 Kr. blue and 9 Kr. pale brown, rest of
hinge, 2 having bright colors superb items, Michel
185.39,40a ★
estimate 55,389 1873, 70 Kr. brown lilac, field 6, black fan cancel
"STUTTGART", having bright colors superb item,
photo expertize Thoma, Michel (7000.-)
42a
estimate 2.400,390 1874, 1 Kr. yellow green, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 140.43 ★
estimate 45,391 1875, 2 M. yellow orange, some blunted teeths
otherwise superb, Michel 340.50
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

WUERTTEMBERG
392 1906, "a hundred years kingdom", rest of hinge,
very fine set, Michel 150.107-11 ★
estimate 50,393 1920, 50 and 75 Pf. "farewell issue", 2 superb
items, expertized Infla, Michel 125.148 ,149
estimate 40,394 1923, 3 - 50 Pf. on 25 Pf. red orange, unperforated,
all from right margin, rest of hinge, very fine set.
Michel 125.184-88PU ★
estimate 40,395 1923, 50 on 25 Pf. red orange, stamp
"WEISSENAU", as usual perforated superb, photo
expertize Winkler, Michel 1100.188
estimate 340,396 1906, trial proofs: "a hundred years kingdom",
unperforated, very fine set mint never hinged
217-26PU1 ★★
estimate 450,397 1919, 20 Pf. medium violet ultramarine in the
vertical gutter pair, superb, RR! Photo expertize
Winkler
264dZS ★★
estimate 250,398 1911, 5, 10, 20 and 30 Pf. "revenue stamps",
watermark "cross and rings", always in the vertical
gutter pair, gutter folded, very fine MNH, R!
ZS ★★
estimate 20,-

WUERTTEMBERG COLLECTIONS, LOTS
15
405 Old part of a collection Wuerttemberg till 1906
with many good values, condition condition varies with
various superb items, inspect!, Michel 11. 650.,★
estimate 1.000,406 1851-74, lot of 41 values and 5 documents, as well
no. 4b cover (expertized Irtenkauf), 10 used (expertized
Thoma) and 20 used (expertized Buehler), condition
varies with some superb items, Michel more then
8800., ,
estimate 850,407 Mostly cancelled neat collection Wuerttemberg till
1920 on Schaubek sides with good middle values,
condition condition varies with many superb items,
inspect!, Michel 2700.- (only the Kreuzer issues
calculated! )
,★
estimate 250,-

WUERTTEMBERG POSTAL STATIONERIES
399 1890, 5 / 5 Pf., rectangular framework, domestic
card in amended characters, without line under third dot
row, unused, superb, Michel 280.P 33
estimate 120,400 Offical postal service: 1890, 5 Pf. "state
authorities", kingdom in amended characters, dotted
line without line, unused, card very fine, Michel 150.DP 27
estimate 45,-

NORTH GERMAN POSTAL DISTRICT LOTS
411 Extensive lot of over 400 almost only cancelled
values and 6 documents, condition condition varies,
treasure trove, inspect!
,
estimate 350,-

WUERTTEMBERG STAMP PART
401 "ESSLINGEN railway station", single circle
postmark on 1 Kr. yellow green, superb
43
estimate 40,402 "JAGSTHAUSEN", three circle cancel on 6 Kr.
blue, superb, expertized angel
32a
estimate 35,403 "OBERNDORF", lot of stamp from 5 values, as
well blue and black two-line cancel on Michel no. 2a as
well
bluish
black
single
circle
postmark
"OBERNDORF posting BUREAU" on no. 31, very
fine / superb
,
estimate 45,404 "STUTTGART railway station", frame cancel with
two lines, partial cancel on 9 Kr. pale brown, very fine,
Michel (150.-)
33b
estimate 50,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

NORTH GERMAN CONF.
408 1868, 18 Kr. olive brown, superb, Michel 80.11
estimate 25,409 1869, 30 Gr. gray blue, handwritten cancelled,
normal perforation, superb, Michel 170.26 ~
estimate 50,NORTH GERMAN P. D. ALSACE, LORRAINE
410 1870, 1 C. olive green, type I, superb, Michel 120.1Ia
estimate 35,-

NORTH GERMAN P. D. POSTAL STATIONERIES
412 1863, 1 Gr. rose on 2 Ngr. blue, size A, superb, two
ring cancel "GRIMMA", very fine, Michel 110.U 50A
estimate 35,PRIVATE POST ALTENBURG
413 1897, 5 Pf. pale red "female figure", 26x (10er, of
six and foursome souvenir sheet) very fine / superb
13 ★
estimate 50,PRIVATE POST BERLIN
414 Packetfahrt society: 1888, 2 Pf. proof in black,
three sided unperforated, superb
B 34PU (★)
estimate 30,415 Packetfahrt society: 1896, "Berlin book-seller
stamp", without gum and used, very fine / superb
B 204 ( ★),
estimate 120,416 PACKETFARHT society: 1890, 3 Pf. blue, postal
stationery cover, commercially used letter, superb
BU
estimate 35,417 Lloyd: 1886, 3 Pf. green, left unperforated, margin
pair with normal stamp, superb
E 2UL ★★
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

PRIVATE POST BERLIN
418 Lloyd: 1886, 10 Pf. yellow brown in the horizontal
gutter pair (gutter folded), superb, RR!
E 3ZW ★★
estimate 20,419 1899, 3 different used covers, very fine
estimate Gebot
PRIVATE POST DRESDEN
420 HANSA: 1887, 3 on 1 Pf. dull blue "New Year
provisional issue", overprint type IX, perforated,
overprint violet, on commercially used letter, superb
C 52Aa
estimate 100,421 HANSA: 1900, 3 Pf. dull red "50 years Saxon
stamp" in the sheet (20), field 3 with variety "dot to
pennies. ", watermarked "HEYER / NEN", without
gum, superb
C 114b KB (★)
estimate 450,PRIVATE POST GERA
422 1885 / 90, small lot: A 1 **, * (12er, block of nine
and strip of three), A 2 **, A 5 ** (block of six, 4
single stamps) and 5x B 14 (*), very fine / superb
★ ★,( ★), ★
estimate 100,PRIVATE POST GREIZ
423 1889, 25 Pf. red-brown and 30 - 100 Pf. "heraldic
lion", always in 15er souvenir sheets, very fine / superb
A 4a,5-7( ★), ★
estimate 110,PRIVATE POST HAMBURG
424 HAMMONIA II: 1888, 3 Pf. "transportation" block
of four with vertical gutters, perforated 11½, superb, R!
E 12AZS
estimate 40,425 HAMMONIA II: 1889, 2 Pf. "Merkur head",
unused, superb postcard
EP1
estimate 30,PRIVATE POST KIEL
426 Courier: 1895, 3 Pf. red, unframed, stamp "25. 5.
96", card minimal blotched otherwise superb
AP3
estimate 25,427 Courier: 1898 / 9, 3 Pf. orange "registered letters
15 Pf. " and "registered letters 10 Pf. ", both cards used,
small defects (P 19 punched)
A P 19/20
estimate 30,428 Courier: 1899, 4 Pf. pale blue, unused, superb
postcard
A P 21
estimate 20,429 Courier: 1899, 3 / 3 Pf. orange, reply double card
with printing error on answer part, unused, superb
A P 22F
estimate 25,430 Courier: 1899, 2 Pf. green, Ornament stroke type I,
vacuously used, card very fine
A P 26I
estimate 25,431 Courier: 1899, private post envelope 3 Pf. orange,
unused, very fine
A PU 3
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PRIVATE POST KIEL
16
432 Courier: 1899, private post envelope 3 Pf. orange,
unused, very fine
A PU 3
estimate 20,433 2007-13, 6 different North letter First Day Sheets,
superb
estimate Gebot
PRIVATE POST LEIPZIG
434 1893, 1 on 2 Pf. red-brown, overprint red, 80x in
the part sheet with upper margin, centered separated (4
stamps *), superb, Michel for * 2800.E 9 ★ ★, ★
estimate 450,435 Leipzig traffic institution: 1909, 2½ Pf. "phoenix"
on commercial cover, very fine
6
estimate 120,PRIVATE POST LÜBECK
436 188, "emperor and statesmen", lot of 300
perforated values, as well many block pieces, mostly
superb, Michel 1800.A 5-9A ★ ★, ★
estimate 150,PRIVATE POST MAINZ
437 1886-88, lot of 75 values, with B 2, C 1, 8, D 2, 4,
mostly superb
★,( ★), ★ ★
estimate 70,HORSESHOE CANCEL
438 17 "breast shields" with different horseshoe cancel,
mostly very fine / superb, pure value of the stamps
Michel 950.DR ,
estimate 180,RAILWAY POST
439 "Basle Frankfurt", three-line cancel and
handwritten "DARMSTADT" on 5 Pfe. Postal
stationery postcard from 1879, very fine
DR P 5
estimate 20,440 "Berlin Hamburg" (different trains and types)
1907-1938, 7 documents very fine
estimate 40,441 "Berlin-Königswusterhausen" (Zug 350) on
registered letter with 40 (2x) and 300 M. to Treuton /
New jersey from 1923, very fine
DR 244,249
estimate Gebot
442 "Bremen vacuously", three-line cancel on 5 Pf.
postal stationery postcard from 1883 and cover with 10
Pf. carmine from 1882, very fine
DR 41
estimate 50,443 "Cassel-Aachen", three-line cancel on 10 Pf. postal
stationery postcard from 1883, very fine
DR P 8
estimate 20,444 "Elmshorn heather II", three-line cancel on 10 Pf.
carmine, superb cover to Itzehoe
DR 33
estimate 20,445 "Elmshorn-Itzehoe", three lines frame cancel as
arrival postmark always on cover to Itzehoe and
Meldorf, very fine
estimate 30,-

RAILWAY POST
446 "Emden vacuously" (Zug 643 and 2x 657),
1906-1921, 3 cards very fine / superb
estimate 20,447 "Emden-Warburg" (Zug 629, 632 and 637),
1921-1937, 3 documents very fine
estimate 20,448 "Frankfurt Karlsruhe Basle", 1911, on 2
international postcards to Switzerland, very fine
estimate 40,449 "Garmisch Munich" (Zug 1370), R4 and stamp
"1728" on special delivery postcard with 15 and 25 Pf.
"Hindenburg" from 1929, punched, superb
DR 414,416
estimate Gebot
450 "Geestemünde-Cuxhaven" (Zug 307, 704, 707 and
913), 1897-1917, 4 documents very fine
estimate 35,451 "Hagenow-Kiel" (Zug 306), 1903-1907, 3 superb
cards
estimate 30,452 "Hamburg-Berlin", three straight line cancel, 1863
/ 86, on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard and as arrival
postmark on cover, very fine
estimate 25,453 "Hamburg-Cölln" (Zug 94) on picture postcard
(Osnabrueck) from 1905 to Goes / Holland with 5 Pf.
"Germania" and postage due, superb
DR 85
estimate Gebot
454 "Hamburg-Kiel", three straight line cancel,
1875-1880, 4 documents to Denmark, as well 2 postal
stationery postcards as well 2 covers with 5 and 10 Pfe.
Frankings and a piece, almost only superb
DR 32/3
estimate 60,455 "Hamburg cathedral" (different trains and types),
1906-1936, 13 documents and a bag flag for packet,
mostly superb
estimate 80,456 "Hamburg-Stettin" (Zug 24) on 5 Pf. postal
stationery postcard with always 2x 5 and 10 Pf. "crown
/ eagle" by express from 1898, very fine
DR P 20, 46/7
estimate Gebot
457 "Hamburg-Westerland" (Zug 2006), 1935, superb
cover with 12 Pf. "Hindenburg"
DR 469
estimate Gebot
458 "Hanover Leipzig" (Zug 137) on special delivery
letter with 3 M., 15 and 60 Pf. "inflation" from 1922,
with violet two-line cancel "express to order! Courier
paid" and one-line cancel "also at night to order! ", very
fine (on the back flap is absent)
DR 165,179,225
estimate Gebot
459 "heather Büsum" (from Zug 1141-1155),
1898-1921, 15 documents, mostly superb condition
estimate 50,-

RAILWAY POST
17
460 "heather Elmshorn", three straight line cancel,
1880-1883, on four 5 Pfe. Respectively 5 Pf. postal
stationery postcards, very fine / superb
DR P 5,12
estimate 30,461 "heather Wesselburen", 1892, on 5 Pf. postal
stationery postcard, superb
estimate 20,462 "Kiel-Altona", three lines frame cancel on 1 Gr.
carmine, stamp above partly scissors separation
NDP 16
estimate Gebot
463 "Kiel-Flensburg", 23 documents, very fine / superb
estimate 120,464 "Kiel-Hamburg II", three-line cancel and
handwritten "BORDESHOLM" on 1 Gr. postal
stationery postcard with 1 Gr. carmine to Wiesbaden,
very fine (defects from opening the cover)
DR 19,U 3
estimate 60,465 "Kiel-Neumünster" (Zug 655), 1913, picture
postcard "greatings from Einfeld", superb
estimate 20,466 "Cologne Herbesthal" (Zug 145) as entrance stamp
reverse on special delivery cover from Spain, very fine
estimate Gebot
467 "Letmathen-Unna" (Zug 1286) on special delivery
cover front with 10 and 3x 20 Pf. "Germania" from
1919, very fine
estimate Gebot
468 "Magdeburg-Bremen" (Zug 268 (2x) and 481),
1903-1917, 3 picture postcards as well three-line cancel
on cover to Stendal from 1876, very fine
estimate 35,469 "cathedral Emden" (different trains and types),
1896-1961, 12 documents, a piece and a bag flag,
mostly superb
estimate 30,470 "Neumünster heather" (from Zug 1065-1071),
1914-41, 8 documents, mostly superb condition
estimate 35,471
"Neumünster-Tönning"
(different
trains),
1895-1912, 7 cards very fine / superb
estimate 50,472 "Oberhausen Osnabrueck" (Zug 700) on cover
from 1904 to Ghent / Belgium with 10 Pf. "Germania"
and Belgian postage due stamps, superb
DR 86
estimate Gebot
473 "Oldenburg-Emden" (Zug 971 and 983), 1940 / 48,
2 documents very fine
estimate 20,474 "Quakenbrück-Rheine" (Zug 657 and 675), 1903 /
08, 2 cards very fine
estimate 25,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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RAILWAY POST
475 "Soest-Emden" (Zug 59 and 3x 649), 1894-1921, 4
postal stationery postcards, very fine / superb
estimate 80,476 "Stralsund-Rostock" (Zug 284) on special delivery
letter with 4x 15 Pf. "Hindenburg" from 1931, very fine
DR 414
estimate Gebot
477 "Tönning-Ohrstedt", three-line cancel on 2 covers
with 1 Gr. carmine from 1868 and 1869, very fine /
superb
NDP 4,16
estimate 30,478 "Warburg-Emden", three straight line cancel,
always on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard from 1882, 2
cards very fine
estimate 30,479 "Wesermünde-Buchholz" (Zug 948), 1926, on 5 Pf.
postal stationery postcard, very fine (punched)
estimate Gebot
480 "airmail railway mail", 1937-1963, 4 different
documents, as well fieldpost letter to Leningrad, very
fine / superb
estimate 40,481 "light railway Kiel-Schönberg", 1906-22,
collection from 32 partly rarely railway freight stamps,
with also inflation period issues (not in the Düsterbehn
catalogue itemized! )
,★
estimate 250,GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
482 1872, ¼ - 5 Gr. "small breast shields", 6 superb
items, Michel 375.1-6
estimate 90,483 1872, ¼ Gr. gray violet, normal perforation,
superb, expertized Pfenninger, Michel 120.1
estimate 35,484 1872, ¼ Gr. gray violet, perfect two ring cancel
"BERLIN P. E. 27", stamp strength on the back thin
places
1
estimate Gebot
485 1872, ¼ Gr. gray violet in the horizontal pair,
rough
perforation,
two
ring
cancel
"LEIPZIG-DRESDEN" and mailing note "WURZEN",
superb postcard to Leipzig, photo expertize Brugger
1
estimate 190,486 1872, ½ Gr. brick red, rest of hinge, upper right
corner missing, very fine, Michel 1400.3★
estimate 280,487 1872, ½ Gr. brick red in the vertical pair, single
circle postmark "BERLIN POSTAL SERVICE-EXPED
13", lower stamp brown tanned otherwise having bright
colors superb item, photo expertize Brugger, Michel
140.3
estimate 40,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
18
488 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine, rest of hinge, two shorter
perforation otherwise fresh colors superb, photo
expertize Krug, Michel 400.4★
estimate 100,489 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine in the horizontal pair, two
ring cancel "BERLIN H. ST. P. E. " (court post office!
), normal perforation, superb, abridged certificate
summer
4
estimate 35,490 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine in the horizontal pair, left
stamp with plate flaw "dot over E" (field 71), on piece,
superb
4XXXV
estimate 20,491 1872, 5 Gr. ochre-brown, without gum, slight paper
roughening otherwise fresh colors superb, photo
expertize Krug, Michel 450.6 (★)
estimate 110,492 1872, 5 Gr. ochre-brown, rare single circle
postmark "BERLIN P. A. 5. HAMB. BHF. ", as usual
perforated superb, Michel (120.-)
6
estimate 35,493 Mixed franking: 1872, 5 Gr. medium ochre-brown
and 2 Gr. ultramarine, rectangle cancel with two lines
"WANZLEBEN", on piece, superb
6,20
estimate 55,494 1872, 1 Kr. yellowish green with of the state of
Baden small postel agency postmark "ALBBRUCK /
GÖRWIHL", on piece, superb, R!, photo expertize
Brugger
7
estimate 190,495 1872, 1 Kr. yellowish green in the horizontal pair,
single circle postmark "FRANKFURT on M. ", on
piece, superb, photo expertize Hennies, Michel 180.7
estimate 60,496 1872, 2 Kr. reddish orange on closely piece, single
circle postmark "TAUBERBISCHOFSHEIM", superb,
signed, Michel 400.8
estimate 130,497 1872, 3 Kr. carmine, small postel agency postmark
"DINGLINGEN / FRIESENHEIM", on piece, superb,
photo expertize Brügger
9
estimate 65,498 1872, 7 Kr. ultramarine from lower margin, Baden
two ring cancel "sing", superb
10
estimate 55,499 1872, 18 Kr. ochre-brown, centered does stamp
"SCHWARZBURG" and small ink line, superb, photo
expertize Buehler, Michel (500.-)
11
estimate 180,500 1872, 10 Gr. light grey brown, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 75.12 ★
estimate 25,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
501 1872, 10 Gr. light grey brown, three lines frame
cancel "WALDENBURG I / Saxony", right small
perforation fault otherwise fresh colors superb, RR!,
photo expertize Brugger, Michel 1800.12
estimate 480,502 1872, 30 Gr. ultramarine, manuscript cancellation,
very fine (slight perforation fault and thin at the upper
margin), Michel 750.13 ~
estimate 90,503 1872, 2 Kr. orange, Baden two-line cancel
"SINSHEIM"!, superb, signed, Michel 250.15
estimate 90,504 1872, ¼ - 5 Gr. "large breast shields", 7 superb
items, Michel 319.16-22
estimate 80,505 1872, ½ Gr. orange on local postcard with single
circle postmark "BERLIN P. E. 35" and arrival
postmark "P. E. 35", superb postcard
18
estimate 30,506 1874, ½ Gr. orange on postcard with rectangle
cancel with two lines "HAMBURG-P. V. 6", to
Rendsburg, very fine
18
estimate 20,507 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine, horseshoe cancel "METZ"
(Spalink 25-1N), normal perforation, superb, abridged
certificate summer
19
estimate 45,508 1874, 1 Gr. red carmine with replacement rectangle
cancel with two lines "ROTENBURG IN Hanover",
superb cover
19
estimate 20,509 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine with plate flaw "notch in
the incircle under egg in Reichs, white line in the right
margin", very fine (missing perf in the upper margin),
photo expertize summer
19XXV
estimate 20,510 1872, 2 Gr. ultramarine in the mint never hinged
part sheet from 40 piece, superb in every respect
(choice copy), RR!
20 ★★
estimate 1.800,511 1872, 2 Gr. ultramarine block of four, 2 values
slight mould spots otherwise superb
20 ★, ★★
estimate 45,512 1872, 2 Gr. ultramarine, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.20 ★★
estimate 35,513 1872, 2½ Gr. lilac brown, small size (L 15) !, two
ring cancel "ELBERFELD Bhf. ", a short perforation,
otherwise as usual perforated superb, R!, photo
expertize Krug, Michel 800.21b
estimate 240,514 1872, 1, 3 and 7 Kr. "large breast shields", 2 superb
items, Michel 144.23,25/6
estimate 40,-

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
19
515 1872, 1 Kr. yellowish green in the vertical strip of
three, three lines frame cancel "FRANKFURT A. M.
POSTEXPED. No. 3", on piece, superb, Michel (220.-)
23a
estimate 90,516 1874, 1 Kr. yellowish green with field feature "the
foot of the left numeral of value is light, undyed"! On
postcard with single circle postmark "FRANKFURT on
M. ", superb postcard, attest summer
23a
estimate 70,517 1872, 2 Kr. orange, does stamp "BENSHEIM",
strength, mostly on the back defects, Michel (3200.-)
24
estimate 180,518 1872, 2 Kr. orange on piece with perfect centered
single circle postmark "BUTZBACH", having bright
colors superb item, a shortened perf according to photo
expertize Dr. Zill was for your information mentions
24
estimate 1.300,519 1872, 18 Kr. black ocher, three lines frame cancel
"FRANKFURT" and red cockney Paid stamp, heavily
repaired - very decorative, expertized Hennies, Michel
(2800.-)
28
estimate 290,520 1874, 9 on 9 Kr. brown orange, three lines frame
cancel "FRANKFURT A. M. ", fresh colors, normal
perforation, superb, Michel 600.30
estimate 180,521 1874, 9 on 9 Kr. brown orange, trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 600.30
estimate 150,522 Nice clean lot breast shields, in total 385 values,
condition very fine - superb in every respect (choice
copy), inspect!, Michel 16700.,
estimate 2.900,523 Breast shields: 27 pieces with different clearly
centered cancellations, almost only superb and choise
copy condition
estimate 180,524 20 different breast shields and 2 covers, a little
mixed quality with many superb items, many
expertized, Michel 2350., ,
estimate 350,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

GERMAN REICH PENNY (E)
525 1875, 10 Pfe. Blood red, centered two ring cancel
"HÖXTER", superb, expertized Zenker, Michel 250.33aa
estimate 80,526 1879, 25 Pfe. Dark brown, normal perforation,
superb, expertized Zenker, Michel 300.35c
estimate 85,527 1889, 2 M. dull violet puple, superb, expertized
Thiel, Michel 80.37d
estimate 25,528 1890, 2 M. brown purple, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 100.37e ★
estimate 30,-

GERMAN REICH PENNY (E)
529 1893, 10 Pf. carmine and 2x 20 Pf. ultramarine on
money letter with postmarks "BERLIN S. 85", very fine
41/2
estimate 25,530 1880, 10 Pf. eosin, mint never hinged, superb,
certificate (copy) Wiegand of a former blocks of four,
Michel 80.41ab ★★
estimate 25,531 1880, 25 Pf. brown with plate flaw "first N in
penny broken", thin otherwise superb, expertized
Jäschke L., Michel 75.43a PF IV
estimate 20,GERMAN REICH CROWN / EAGLE
532 1889, 3 Pf. brown, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Zenker and photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 400.45a ★★
estimate 150,533 1890, 5 Pf. dark green, superb postcard from
"Hamburg" to M. Gladbach, expertized Zenker
46aa
estimate 40,534 1889, 10 Pf. lilac carmine, normal Zähung, superb,
expertized Petry, Michel 100.47aa
estimate 30,535 1889, 10 Pf. carmine rose and 20 Pf. medium
ultramarine, thin paper, 2 superb items, expertized
Wiegand, Michel 75.47/8ax
estimate 20,536 1890, 10 Pf. bright rose red, as usual perforated
superb, expertized Wiegand, Michel 60.47ba
estimate 20,537 1893, 10 Pf. red carmine, mint never hinged,
superb, abridged certificate Jäschke L., Michel 150.47da ★★
estimate 50,538 1889, 20 Pf. brigth lilac ultramarine, superb,
expertized Zenker, Michel 90.48aa
estimate 30,539 1890, 25 Pf. golden, superb, expertized Zenker,
Michel 450.49aa
estimate 150,540 1889, 50 Pf. claret, small thin spot otherwise
superb, photo expertize Wiegand, Michel 2000.50aa
estimate 490,541 1900, 2 Pf. bright gray, overprint "Specimen", left
upper corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb,
photo expertize Jäschke of a former blocks of four,
Michel (280.-)
52SP ★★
estimate 120,542 1900, 2 Pf. bright gray, overprint "Specimen", mint
never hinged, superb, photo copy of a certificate
Jäschke of a former blocks of four, Michel 280.52SP ★★
estimate 100,GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
543 1900, 10 Pf. red carmine "Reichspost", superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 100.56b
estimate 30,-

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
20
544 1900, 1 M. dark carmine red "Reichspost", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 400.63b ★
estimate 140,545 1900, 2 M. "Reichspost", type I, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 140.64I ★
estimate 45,546 1900, 3 M. "Reichspost", type II, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 160.65II ★
estimate 55,547 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, a number of rest
of hinge, very fine (some blunted teeths), Michel 480.66II ★
estimate 130,548 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, stamp "BERLIN
S. W. 97", superb, expertized Pfenninger, Michel 500.66II
estimate 180,549 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, superb, photo
expertize Jäschke L., Michel 500.66II
estimate 180,550 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, with plate flaw
"broken C in Reichspost", superb, R!, photo expertize
Jäschke L., Michel 3000.66IIPFI
estimate 1.000,551 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type I, paint over with red
and white paint, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 500.66III
estimate 180,552 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type I, paint over only
with white paint, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 800.66IV
estimate 280,553 1904, 3 Pf. brown-ochre, unwatermarked, mint
never hinged, lower margin copy, superb, photo
expertize Jäschke L., Michel (900.-)
69b ★★
estimate 320,554 1902, 3 Pf. "Germania" with plate flaw "first E in
German at the bottom without cross-stroke", superb,
Michel 55.69I
estimate 20,555 11. 9. 1904, special cancel "car exhibition",
unknown late usage on local letter with 5 Pf.
"Germania", superb
70
estimate 75,556 1902, 30 - 50 Pf. "Germania", unwatermarked, rest
of hinge, 3 values very fine, Michel 290.74-76 ★
estimate 55,557 1902, 1 M. carmine red, perforated A,
unwatermarked, rest of hinge, small rubbed spot on face
otherwise superb, expertized Zenker, Michel 320.78Ab ★
estimate 75,558 1902, 2 M. "gothic inscription", unwatermarked,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 130.79 ★
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
559 1902, 5 M. green black / dark carmine, carmine
luminous, perforated A, unwatermarked, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 350.81Ab ★
estimate 120,560 1902, 5 M. green black / dark carmine, perforated
B, unwatermarked, stamp "BREMEN", some shorter
perforation otherwise having bright colors superb item,
photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel 6000.81Bb
estimate 1.500,561 1902, 2 M. blackish blue, perforated B, rest of
hinge, slight gum crease, very fine, Michel 1300.82B ★
estimate 260,562 1914, 5 Pf. green "peace printing" on special card
with special cancel "ALTONA jubilee Horticultural
Exhibition * a", very fine
85I
estimate 20,563 1913, 10 Pf. blackish rose "peace printing", mint
never hinged, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 500.86Id ★★
estimate 180,564 1911, 3 M. blackish violet "peace printing", superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 65.96AIa
estimate 20,565 1912, 3 M. black brown violet "peace printing",
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 70.96AIb ★
estimate 20,566 1906, 5 M. "peace printing", carmine luminous,
block of four, superb, expertized Dr. Oechsner
97AIb
estimate 55,567 1905, 5 M. "Minister print", framework dark
yellow ocher luminous, photo expertize Jäschke-L. :
"the stamp shows deep rich colors and is except for a
few smaller, use-caused margin defects at the moment
of the expertization in faultless, used condition", Michel
2000.97AIM
estimate 480,568 1912, "airmail on the Rhine and Main" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (920.-)
I-III
★★
estimate 300,569 1912, "airmail on the Rhine and Main", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 230.I-III ★★
estimate 75,570 1912, 30 Pf. "airmail at the Rhein and Main", 3x on
card with special cancel "DARMSTADT, superb,
Michel 400.III
estimate 130,571 1912, 1 M. on 10 Pf. "yellow dog" on card with
special cancel "Darmstadt 22. 6. 12", superb
IV
estimate 100,572 1912, 1 M. on 10 Pf. "yellow dog" with variety
"Huna" on card with special cancel "Darmstadt 19. 6.
12", superb, Michel 500.IVF
estimate 200,-

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
21
573 1918, 5 Pf. black opal green "war issue", mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel
400.85IIe ★★
estimate 120,574 1918, 5 Pf. black opal green "war issue" on cut out
of postal stationery, superb, expertized Jäschke, Michel
100.85IIe
estimate 30,575 1915, 10 Pf. carmine "war issue", normal
perforation, superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 110.86IId
estimate 35,576 1919, 10 Pf. dark rose red "war issue", superb,
expertized Jäschke, Michel 200.86IIf
estimate 70,577 1915, 20 Pf. ultramarine "war issue" with scarce
one-line cancel in manuscript "GLOGAU", superb
87II
estimate 40,578 1915, 20 Pf. blue-violet "war issue", mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 55.87IIc ★★
estimate 20,579 1916, 60 Pf. brown purple "war issue", normal
perforation, superb, expertized Jäschke, Michel 140.92IIc
estimate 40,580 1915, 5 and 10 Pf. unperforated, trial impressions
on yellowish paper, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 300.85/6IIV (★)
estimate 90,581 1918, 1 M. "war issue", perforated A, as usual
perforated superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 150.94AII
estimate 45,582 1919, 3 M. "war issue", perforated A, mint never
hinged, left a minimal shortened perf otherwise superb,
photo expertize Jäschke, Michel 900.96AII ★★
estimate 250,-

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
583 1916, 15 Pf. olive brown, superb, expertized Infla,
Michel 80.100b ★★
estimate 25,584 1918, 35 Pf. brown ocher, very fine MNH,
expertized Infla, Michel 70.103c ★★
estimate 25,585 1919, 10 Pf. red "war victim", superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 150.105a
estimate 50,586 1919, 15 Pf. blackish blue violet "war victim", very
fine MNH, expertized Tworek, Michel 60.106b ★★
estimate 20,587 1919, 15 Pf. blackish blue violet and black violet, 2
superb items, expertized Infla, Michel 100.106b,c ★★
estimate 30,588 1920, 1 M. red, brownish lilac luminous, very fine
MNH, expertized Winkler, Michel 130.A 113b ★★
estimate 45,-

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
589 1920, 2. 50 M. rose lilac and dark magenta, 2
superb items, expertized Infla, Michel 65.115a,d ★★
estimate 20,590 1920, 2. 50 M. on 2 M. lilac-rose, superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 250.118b
estimate 80,591 1920, 2. 50 M. on 2 M. lilac-rose, very fine (corner
creases), expertized farmer, Michel 250.118b
estimate 55,592 1920, 10 Pf. yellowish orange, unperforated, in the
horizontal pair with right margin, left stamp
manufactured gum crease, superb
120U ★
estimate 25,593 1920, 3 M. gray turquoise with plate flaw
"apostrophe before D from German", superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 160.134PFV
estimate 55,594 1920, 20 Pf. dark blue green, superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 130.143c
estimate 40,595 1920, 40 Pf. red (porous printing), bar cancel,
superb, expertized Dr. Hochstädter, Michel 200.145bII
estimate 50,596 1920, 80 Pf. lilac ultramarine, type I, with Perfin,
as usual perforated superb, expertized Tworek, Michel
70.149aI
estimate 20,597 1921, 80 Pf. gray ultramarine, superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 100.149b
estimate 35,598 1920, 1 M. dark violet / dark green with variety "D
damaged", superb, expertized Tworek, Michel 70.150PFI
estimate 20,599 1921, 10 M. on 75 Pf. blackish rose lilac, overprint
sooty, in the centric cancelled block of four, superb,
expertized Infla
157II
estimate 25,600 1921, 20 M. black violet blue, as usual perforated
superb, Michel 90.176b
estimate 25,601 1922, 5 Pf. lilac carmine, watermark 2, tiny trace of
crease otherwise superb, expertized Infla, Michel 260.177
estimate 75,602 1922, 10 Pf. brown olive, watermark 2, superb,
expertized Bechtold, Michel 240.178
estimate 80,603 1933, 15 Pf. green blue, watermark 2, superb,
expertized Peschl, Michel 280.179
estimate 100,604 1922, 30 Pf. opal green, watermark 2, superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 420.181
estimate 140,-

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
22
605 1922, 75 Pf. rose lilac, superb, expertized Dr.
Oechsner, Michel 180.197b
estimate 65,606 1922, 1¼ M. pale lilac rose "trade show", normal
perforation, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 400.199b
estimate 120,607 1922, 10 M. lilac brown "trade show", as usual
perforated superb, expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel
120.203b
estimate 35,608 1922, 10 M. bright-purple-red with variety
"without rose background", 2 shorter tips of the teeth
otherwise superb, photo expertize Winkler, Michel
1300.206WF
estimate 330,609 1922, 50 M. black bluish green, watermark
quatrefoils, small perforation irregularity otherwise
superb, expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 1100.209PY
estimate 280,610 1922, 25 - 80 Pf. "wood-pigeon" on letter pieces
with special cancel "Munich trade show", almost only
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 119.210-14
estimate 30,611 1922, "wood-pigeon" on 2 airmail registered letters
from "BERLIN" to Herzberg, superb, expertized Dr.
Düntsch
210-18
estimate 65,612 1922, 2 M. red / gray and dark purple-violet,
always block of four, very fine MNH, expertized Infla,
Michel 92.216b,224aa
★★
estimate 25,613 1922, 400 M. reddish brown, superb, expertized
Tworek, Michel 180.222b
estimate 65,614 1922, 4 M. dark green, unperforated, superb,
Michel 100.226aU ★★
estimate 30,615 1922, 4 M. dark green, unperforated, upper margin
copy, very fine MNH, Michel - .
226aUPOR ★★
estimate 40,616 1922, "allegory", superb, expertized Infla, Michel
60.233/4
estimate 20,617 1923, 20 M. brown lilac, watermark sideways,
small perforation fault otherwise superb, expertized
Bechtold (full signed), Michel 80.241Y
estimate 20,618 1923, 200 M. red lilac, very fine MNH, expertized
Infla, Michel 90.248b ★★
estimate 25,619 1923, 200 M. red lilac, corner crease otherwise
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 100.248b
estimate 20,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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GERMAN REICH INFLATION
620 1922, 5000 M. dark bluish green with variety "s in
Five thousand above with hook", block of four with
normal stamps, very fine MNH, Michel (140.-)
256cI ★★
estimate 55,621 1923, 5000 M. black green, superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 200.256d
estimate 70,622 1923, 20 M. "Rhein and Ruhr Help", superb,
expertized Meyer, Michel 110.260
estimate 35,623 1923, 200 M. "wood-pigeon", unperforated, very
fine MNH, Michel 200.267U ★★
estimate 70,624 1923, 75 Tsd. On 400 M. black olive green, superb,
expertized Infla, Michel
287b
estimate 20,625 1923, 250 Tsd. On 400 M. dark-orange-brown,
inverted overprint, rest of hinge, superb
294K ★
estimate Gebot
626 1923, 800 Tsd. On 200 M. lilac red in the vertical
strip of three, upper stamp a short perforation otherwise
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 300.303
estimate 60,627 1923, 800 Tsd. On 200 M. lilac red, double
impression, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 100.303ADD ★
estimate 35,628 1923, 2 million. On 200 M. dull carmine red,
watermark sideways, superb, expertized Dr. Oechsner,
Michel 450.309APaY
estimate 160,629 1923, 20 million. M. dark violet ultramarine,
rouletted, superb, photo expertize Tworek, Michel 400.319B
estimate 140,630 1923, 50 million. M. blue-green, rotary printing, as
usual perforated superb, expertized Infla, Michel 65.321Wb
estimate 20,631 1923, 1 Mrd (Billion). M. blackish brown, rotary
printing, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 120.325AWb
estimate 40,632 1923, 5 Mrd (Billion). On 10 million. M. - 10 Mrd
(Billion). On 50 million. M., rouletted, normal roulette,
3 superb items, expertized Infla, Michel 430.334-36B
estimate 110,633 1923, 10 Mrd (Billion). On 20 million. M. dark
violet ultramarine, rouletted, superb, expertized
Winkler, Michel 140.335B
estimate 45,634 26. 9. 1923, "Freigeld according to Einn. Nachw.
In Rudolstadt", R4 and handwritten "250000" on cover
of the Kreisschulamtes, superb
estimate 20,-

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
23
635 1923, "numeral", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.338-43 ★★
estimate 30,636 1923, 3 - 10 Pf. "numeral", plate printing, in upper
corner margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
338-40Pa
★★
estimate 40,637 1923, 3 Pf. dark-orange-brown, plate printing, in
the lower margin block of six with HAN "H 6357. 23",
mint never hinged, superb
338Pa HAN ★★
estimate 20,638 1923, 10 Pf. blackish rose red, plate printing, in the
block of six from of the left lower corner of the sheet
with printing number "3", mint never hinged, superb
340Pa ★★
estimate 20,639 1923, 20 Pf. dark purple ultramarine, rotary
printing, block of four from the left upper corner, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.341WOR
★★
estimate 40,640 1924, 5 and 10 Pf. "wood-pigeon" on Airmail
printed matter with special cancel "GÖRLITZ flight
days" and air-mail confirmation cancel "DRESDEN N
31", superb postcard
344/5
estimate 20,641 1924, 50 Pf. "wood-pigeon", very fine MNH,
Michel 140.347 ★★
estimate 45,642 1924, 200 and 300 Pf. "wood-pigeon", 2 superb
items, Michel 240.349/50
estimate 80,643 1924, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 160.351-54 ★★
estimate 55,644 1924, "help in need", very fine set, Michel 100.351-54
estimate 30,645 1924, 50 Pf. "help in need", superb, Michel 85.354
estimate 30,646 1924, 3 and 5 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", plate printing,
in left upper corner margin blocks of four, mint never
hinged, superb
355/6XaP
★★
estimate 35,647 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", watermark sideways,
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(1600.-)
355Y
★★
estimate 500,648 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", watermark sideways,
very fine MNH, Michel 400.355Y ★★
estimate 140,649 1924, 10 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", rotary printing, in
the left upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
357XW
★★
estimate 20,-

Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
650 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", rotary printing
"3\'7\'3", in the left upper corner margin block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 508.358XWOR
★★
estimate 150,651 1924, 30 and 40 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", rotary
printing, in left lower corner margin blocks of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel
359/60
★★
estimate 130,652 1924, 50 Pf. "Imperial Eagle" in the left lower
corner margin block of four with printing number "5",
mint never hinged, superb
361
★★
estimate 270,653 1924, 50 Pf. "Imperial Eagle" with left margin,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (170.-)
361 ★★
estimate 60,654 1924, "Stephan" in lower corner margin blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (360.-)
362x,363
★★
estimate 120,655 1924, 1 - 5 M. "buildings" in blocks of four, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel (1480.-)
364-67
★★
estimate 500,656 1924, 10 and 20 Pf. "Stephan", rotary printing
"3\'7\'3", in the block of six from the left upper corner,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 320.368/9W ★★
estimate 100,657 1925, 5 Pf. "transport exhibition", watermark
sideways, in the upper right corner margin block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (112.-)
370Y
★★
estimate 35,658 1925, 10 Pf. "transport exhibition", watermark
upright, in the upper right corner margin block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (112.-)
371X
★★
estimate 35,659 1925, "Rhineland" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (220.-)
372-74
★★
estimate 70,660 1925, "Rhineland" and "help in need", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 110.372-77 ★★
estimate 35,661 1925, 20 Pf. "Rhineland", rotary printing, in the
right lower corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
374
★★
estimate 60,662 1925, "help in need" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (200.-)
375-77
★★
estimate 70,663 1926, "eagle", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel
140.378-84 ★
estimate 45,664 1926, "eagle", very fine set, Michel 170.378-84
estimate 40,665 1926, 1 M. "eagle", upper margin copy, very fine
MNH, Michel 150.382 ★★
estimate 50,-

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
24
666 1926, 1 M. "eagle", very fine MNH, Michel 150.382 ★★
estimate 45,667 1926, 2 M. "eagle", very fine MNH, Michel 200.383 ★★
estimate 60,668 1926, 3 M. "eagle", superb, Michel 120.384
estimate 35,669 1926, 3 - 10 Pf. "famous German", rotary printing
"2\'9\'2", always in the block of four from the upper
margin, very fine MNH, Michel 460.385-90WOR
★★
estimate 120,670 1926, 3 - 8 Pf. "famous German" in blocks of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 204.385-89
★★
estimate 50,671 1926, 5 Pf. "Beethoven" and 8 Pf. "Schiller",
always block of four from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (92.-)
387,389
★★
estimate 25,672 1926, 20 Pf. "Beethoven", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 180.392X ★★
estimate 55,673 1926, 20 Pf. "Beethoven", rotary printing, upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, very fine (tiny crease
in the upper margin), Michel 550.392XWOR ★★
estimate 100,674 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", normal perforation, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 170.395 ★★
estimate 40,675 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", plate printing, in the left
upper corner margin block of four, very fine MNH,
Michel 1140.395POR
★★
estimate 300,676 1926, 50 Pf. "Bach", normal perforation, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 170.396 ★★
estimate 45,677 1926, "help in need" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (920.-)
398-401
★★
estimate 290,678 1926, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 230.398-401 ★★
estimate 70,679 1926, "help in need", very fine set, Michel 160.398-401
estimate 50,680 1926, 25 Pf. "help in need" block of four from of
the right upper corner of the sheet, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (160.-)
400
★★
estimate 55,681 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
block of four from of the right upper corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (720.-)
401X
★★
estimate 250,682 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
superb, Michel 130.401X
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
683 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
very fine (some blunted teeths), Michel 130.401X
estimate 20,684 1927, "80. birthday" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 480.403-06
★★
estimate 140,685 1927, "80. birthday", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.403-06 ★★
estimate 35,686 1927, "80. birthday", very fine set, Michel 65.403-06
estimate 20,687 1927, "I. A. A. ", very fine set mint never hinged,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 240.407-09 ★★
estimate 85,688 1927, "I. A. A. ", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 65.407-09 ★
estimate 20,689 1927, 8 Pf. "I. A. A. ", superb, Michel 85.407
estimate 25,690 1927, "I. A. A. " with special cancel "IAA" on
letter pieces, very fine set, Michel 300.407-09
estimate 110,691 1927, 15 and 25 Pf. "I. A. A. ", 2 superb items,
normal perforation, superb, Michel 160.408/9 ★★
estimate 40,692 1928, 50 Pf. "Hindenburg", lower left corner of the
sheet with sheet number, superb, expertized Schlegel
420 ★★
estimate 60,693 1928, 50 Pf. "Hindenburg", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 140.420 ★★
estimate 45,694 1928, "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged, very
fine, Michel 450.423/4 ★★
estimate 150,695 1928, "Count Zeppelin" in left upper corners of the
sheet, rest of hinge in the upper margin, stamps mint
never hinged, very fine (gum slightly creased), Michel
450.423/4 ★★
estimate 120,696 1928, "Count Zeppelin", 3 values very fine, Michel
155.423/4,455
estimate 40,697 1928, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 240.425-29 ★★
estimate 80,698 1928, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
lower margin copy, left three shorter perforation
otherwise very fine MNH, RR!, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel, Michel 8000.425X ★★
estimate 2.200,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
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699 1928, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright, mint
never hinged, RR!, unsigned, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel: "the test specimen has partial a little short
teeth, otherwise is the quality perfect. ", Michel 8000.425X ★★
estimate 1.900,700 1928, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright, left
a short perforation otherwise superb, photo expertize H.
D. Schlegel, Michel 4000.425X ★
estimate 1.100,701 1928, 50 Pf. "help in need", rest of hinge, superb
429 ★
estimate 20,702 1928, 50 Pf. "help in need", superb, Michel 120.429
estimate 40,703 1929, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 240.430-34 ★★
estimate 70,704 1929, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 185.433/4
estimate 65,705 1929, 25 Pf. "help in need", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 65.433
estimate 20,706 1929, 50 Pf. "help in need" with variety "PE in lieu
of PF", very fine (a blunt perforation), Michel 600.434I ★★
estimate 140,707 1930, 10 and 20 Pf. "Presidents of the Reich" in
left lower corner margin blocks of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (360.-)
435/6
★★
estimate 120,708 1930, 10 and 20 Pf. "Presidents of the Reich", mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 90.435/6 ★★
estimate 25,709 1930, 10 Pf. "Ebert", rotary printing, in the left
upper corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (120.-)
435WOR
★★
estimate 35,710 1930, 2 RM "South America flight", watermark
upright, lower right corner of the sheet (slightly
prefolded), very fine, Michel (500.-)
438X
estimate 150,711 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, right upper Bogendecke, mint never hinged,
superb, unsigned, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the
quality is perfect. "
438Y ★★
estimate 650,712 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, right side piece, mint never hinged, superb,
unsigned, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality
is perfect. ", Michel (1700.-)
438Y ★★
estimate 580,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.
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713 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect, the
irregular gum structure is manufactured. ", Michel
1700.438Y ★★
estimate 480,714 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, with lower margin, mint never hinged,
vertical kink through the stamp, Michel (1700.-)
438Y ★★
estimate 150,715 1930, 4 RM "South America flight", watermark
upright, lower margin copy, very fine MNH, photo
expertize Dr. Oechsner, Michel 1800.439X ★★
estimate 650,716 1930, 4 RM "South America flight", watermark
upright, on DOX card, superb
439X
estimate 180,717 1930, 2 RM "Old-Cologne" in the block of four
from the margin, very fine MNH, Michel 560.440
★★
estimate 170,718 1930, 2 RM "Old-Cologne", very fine MNH,
Michel 140.440 ★★
estimate 40,719 1930, "Rhineland" in corner margin blocks of four,
mint never hinged, superb
444/5
★★
estimate 40,720 1930, "30. June" always on First Day Cover from
Mainz, 2 superb letters, R!, Michel 200.444/5
estimate 70,721 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect. ",
Michel (1600.-)
Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 500,722 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect, the on
face gum rest is manufactured. ", Michel (1600.-)
Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 480,723 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the left sheet margin point at
a fingerprint on, otherwise is the quality perfect. ",
Michel 1600.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 390,724 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the test specimen is tiny
blotched, otherwise is the quality perfect. ", Michel
1600.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 380,725 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", special cancel, margins reverse a little
blotched otherwise superb, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel, Michel 2000.Bl. 1
estimate 500,-
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726 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", format minified (45x64), stamp
"FLAMMERSFELD", stamps superb, photo expertize
H. D. Schlegel
Bl. 1
estimate 290,727 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", special cancel on commercial letter piece
with registration label and passing over address on the
sheet margin, superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 1
estimate 580,728 1930, center piece "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", superb
446-49
estimate 200,729 1930, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.450-53 ★★
estimate 45,730 1930, "help in need", very fine set, Michel 140.450-53
estimate 40,731 1930, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 140.452/3
estimate 40,732 1930, 50 Pf. "help in need" in the left upper corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb
453
★★
estimate 150,733 1930, 50 Pf. "Firm Marienberg", superb, Michel
110.453
estimate 35,734 1932, 1 RM "Count Zeppelin", very fine MNH,
Michel 110.455 ★★
estimate 35,735 1931, 4 RM "Polar travel", superb, Michel 900.458
estimate 290,736 1931, 4 RM "Polar travel" on Polar trip letter,
superb
458
estimate 380,737 1931 / 2, "help in need", 2 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 298.459-64 ★★
estimate 90,738 1931 / 2, "help in need", 6 superb items, Michel
168, .
459-64
estimate 50,739 1931, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 140.461/2
estimate 40,740 1931, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", normal
perforation, 2 superb items, Michel 140.461/2
estimate 35,741 1932, "help in need" in lower corner margin blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb
463/4
★★
estimate 80,742 1932, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 58.463/4 ★★
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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743 1932, "Presidents of the Reich" in left lower corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (120.-)
465/6
★★
estimate 40,744 1932, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
right upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.466WOR
★★
estimate 30,745 1932, "Hindenburg" in blocks of four, except for
Michel no. 470 from margin, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 680.467-73
★★
estimate 230,746 1932, "Hindenburg", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 170.467-73 ★★
estimate 60,747 1933, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg" with punching "S. J. "
(city Jena) on liable to payment of postage offical
matter from "JENA" with red Propagangda additional
cancellation: "who predicates, Germany was at the
wares guiltiness belies", superb, R!
469
estimate 50,748 1932, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, block
of four from upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 148.469WOR
★★
estimate 45,749 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", very fine MNH, Michel
100.472 ★★
estimate 30,750 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.472 ★★
estimate 30,751 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
left upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, R!, Michel (600.-)
472WOR
★★
estimate 200,752 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
block of four from the upper margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 600.472WOR
★★
estimate 180,753 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.472WOR ★★
estimate 60,754 1932, 50 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
block of four from the upper margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 116.473WOR
★★
estimate 35,755 1932, "help in need", margin copies (mostly
corners of the sheet), very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 190.474-78 ★★
estimate 65,756 1932, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 190.474-78 ★★
estimate 60,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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757 1932, 25 and 40 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 109.477/8
estimate 35,758 1932, 40 Pf. "castle Marburg", superb, expertized
A. Schlegel, Michel 85.478
estimate 25,GERMAN REICH 1933 1945
759 1933, "Frederick the Great", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 320.479-81 ★★
estimate 110,760 1933, "Frederick the Great", normal perforation,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 320.479-81 ★★
estimate 75,761 1933, 6 Pf. "Frederick the Great" in the left lower
corner margin block of four from stamp booklet sheet,
lower margin perforations going through margins, mint
never hinged, superb
479
★★
estimate 25,762 1933, 25 Pf. "Frederick the Great" in the block of
four from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 1240.481
★★
estimate 370,763 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 1100.482-95 ★★
estimate 380,764 1933, 3 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the left
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (480.-)
482
★★
estimate 160,765 1933, 6 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, plates and
rotary printing, mint never hinged, 2 superb items from
upper margin, Michel 80.484P,W ★★
estimate 25,766 1933, 10 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rotary
printing, in the block of four from the upper margin,
normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb
486WOR
★★
estimate 50,767 1933, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, lower left
corner of the sheet from MHB, perforations going
through margins, superb
487 ★★
estimate 40,768 1933, 20 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rotary
printing, in the right upper corner margin block of four,
mint never hinged, superb,
489WOR
★★
estimate 160,769 1933, 30 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rotary
printing, in the block of four from the upper margin,
mint never hinged, superb
490WOR
★★
estimate 45,770 1933, 40 - 100 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rest
of hinge, 5 superb items, Michel 147.491-95 ★
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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771 1933, 60 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the left
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (1040.-)
493
★★
estimate 360,772 1933, 80 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the
block of four from the lower margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.494
★★
estimate 35,773 1933, 100 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the
left block of four from the margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (720.-)
495
★★
estimate 220,774 1933, 1 RM "Chicago travel", normal perforation,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 500.496
estimate 150,775 1933, 1 RM "Chicago travel", small corner crease
otherwise superb, Michel 500.496
estimate 130,776 1933, 2 RM "Chicago travel", partly wavy-line
cancel, superb, Michel 250.497
estimate 75,777 1933, 2 RM "Chicago travel", very fine, Michel
250.497
estimate 65,778 1933, "Wagner", very fine set, Michel 380.499-507
estimate 130,779 1933, 20 Pf. "Wagner", perforated K 14:13, left
margin piece, mint never hinged, superb, unsigned,
photo expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect.
", Michel (1500.-)
505A ★★
estimate 500,780 1933, 20 Pf. "Wagner", perforated K 14:13, rest of
hinge, superb
505A ★
estimate 100,781 1933, 20, 25 and 40 Pf. "Wagner", 3 values as
usual perforated, superb, Michel 350.505B,506/7A
estimate 100,782 1933, 40 Pf. "Wagner", left margin piece, mint
never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel: "the quality is perfect. "
507 ★★
estimate 350,783 1933, 40 Pf. "Wagner", superb item on postage
exceeding tariff rate postcard, Michel (170.-)
507
estimate 60,784 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo expertize H.
D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect. ", Michel (6000.-)
Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 2.200,785 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
mint never hinged, unsigned, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel: "the test specimen shows on the front a slight
fingerprint on, otherwise is the quality perfect. ",
Michel 6000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 1.500,-
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786 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
mint never hinged, hardly visible spot in the margin,
superb, expertized D. Schlegel (1. 5 mm higher signed),
Michel 6000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 1.100,787 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
slight water spots to the souvenir sheet corners, stamps
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1500.Bl. 2 ★
estimate 480,788 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
stamp "LORCH 28. 11. 33" (earliest known
cancellation! ), margins partly minimal blotched and
lower corners a little compressed otherwise superb,
photo expertize D. Schlegel
Bl. 2
estimate 2.600,789 1933, single stamps "charity souvenir sheet", 2
superb pairs, Michel 1200.508-11 ★★
estimate 360,790 1943, 3 Pf. "Hindenburg" and 5 Pf. "Hitler" on
"postal
matter
registered"
from
"BERLIN-CHARLOTTENBURG",
local
postage
prepaid, registered geführenfrei, very fine
513,784
estimate 25,791 1934, "airmail", vertical gum rippling, very fine set
mint never hinged, photo expertize Dr. Oechsner,
Michel 800.529-39x ★★
estimate 280,792 1934, "airmail", vertical gum rippling, mint never
hinged, as usual perforated very fine set, Michel 800.529-39x ★★
estimate 190,793 1934, 5 and 10 Pf. "airmail", vertical gum rippling,
always in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 80.529/30x
★★
estimate 20,794 1934, "airmail", vertical gum rippling, rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 100.529-39x ★
estimate 30,795 1936, 25 Pf "airmail", horizontal gum rippling, in
the pair and 50 Pf. "airmail" on Zeppelin cover "LZ
129", very fine
533y ,535
estimate 30,796 1934, 80 Pf. "airmail", vertical gum rippling, block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.536x
★★
estimate 75,797 1934, 2 RM "Lilienthal" and 3 RM "Count
Zeppelin", vertical gum rippling, 2 superb items,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 330.538/9x ★★
estimate 110,798 1937, 2 RM "Lilienthal", single franking on
registered letter by airmail to Switzerland, very fine
538x
estimate 25,799 1934, 3 RM "Count Zeppelin", vertical gum
rippling, superb, Michel 200.539x ★★
estimate 65,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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800 1934, 3 RM "Count Zeppelin", horizontal gum
rippling, superb, Michel 400.539y ★★
estimate 140,801 1934, "colonial researcher" in upper left corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
540-43
★★
estimate 260,802 1934, "colonial researcher" in blocks of four from
the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
760.540-43
★★
estimate 220,803 1934, "colonial researcher", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 190.540-43 ★★
estimate 55,804 1934, 3 Pf. dark reddish brown "Lüderitz", superb,
photo expertize H. D. Schlegel, Michel (600.-)
540yb
estimate 220,805 1934, 25 Pf. "Wissmann", normal perforation, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.543 ★★
estimate 30,806 1934, "saar plebiscite" in block of four from the
upper margin, very fine MNH, Michel 360.544/5
★★
estimate 120,807 1934, "saar plebiscite", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 90.544/5 ★★
estimate 30,808 1934, "Nazi Party Congress" in block of four from
the upper margin, very fine MNH, Michel 340.546/7
★★
estimate 100,809 1934, "Nazi Party Congress", very fine MNH,
Michel 85.546/7 ★★
estimate 20,810 1934, "Hindenburg-mourning" in blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 600.548-53
★★
estimate 180,811 1934, "Hindenburg-mourning", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.548-53 ★★
estimate 45,812 1934, 3 - 6, 12 and 25 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning",
plate printing, 5 upper margin stamps, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 340.548-50,552/3POR ★★
estimate 90,813 1934, 5, 6 and 12 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning",
plate printing, always from the left upper corner, mint
never hinged, superb
549/50,552POR ★★
estimate 40,814 1934, 8 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", rotary
printing, lower left corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, superb
551W ★★
estimate 35,815 1934, 8 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", rotary
printing, upper right corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, superb
551WOR ★★
estimate 45,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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816 1934, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", lower left
corner of the sheet with form no. 4, mint never hinged,
superb
552FN ★★
estimate 50,817 1934, 25 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", plate
printing, from the left upper corner, mint never hinged,
superb
553POR ★★
estimate 80,818 1934, "Schiller" in blocks of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 400.554/5
★★
estimate 120,819 1934, "Schiller", superb, Michel 100.554/5 ★★
estimate 30,820 1934, "trades" in upper corner margin blocks of
four (4 Pf. only upper margin), very fine set mint never
hinged
556-64
★★
estimate 900,821 1934, "trades", very fine set mint never hinged
from margin, Michel 600.556-64 ★★
estimate 190,822 1934, "trades", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 600.556-64 ★★
estimate 180,823 1934, 4 and 8 Pf. "trades", always from of the left
lower corner of the sheet with Form-no. 2, superb
558,560
estimate 40,824 1934, 25 and 40 Pf. "trades", 2 superb items,
Michel 118.563/4
estimate 40,825 1935, complete year without souvenir sheet on
Lindner album pages, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 678.565-602 ★★
estimate 160,826 1935, "saar plebiscite" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 480.565-68
★★
estimate 140,827 1935, "saar plebiscite", always from the corner of
the sheet, very fine set
565-68
estimate 35,828 1935, "heros commemorative day", vertical gum
rippling, 12 Pf. a brown perf otherwise superb, Michel
90.569/70x ★★
estimate 25,829 1935, "National Vocational Competition" in left
upper corner margin blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (100.-)
571/2x
★★
estimate 35,830 1935, "National Vocational Competition" in block
of four from the upper margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.571/2x
★★
estimate 30,831 1935, 12 Pf. "National Vocational Competition",
horizontal gum rippling, very fine MNH, Michel 160.572y ★★
estimate 55,-
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832 1935, 12 Pf. "National Vocational Competition",
horizontal gum rippling, upper row of teeth bluntish
otherwise superb, Michel 75.572y
estimate 20,833 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", complete
original gum!, rest of hinge in the margin, stamps mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (1300.-)
Bl. 3 ★
estimate 390,834 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", without gum,
superb, Michel 1300.Bl. 3 (★)
estimate 340,835 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", special cancel,
perforation minimal compressed otherwise superb,
Michel 1100.Bl. 3
estimate 220,836 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", first day special
cancel, very fine (slight margin defects), Michel 1100.Bl. 3
estimate 190,837 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA" with special
cancel, on cover, superb
Bl. 3
estimate 320,838 1935, 3 and 6 Pf. "OSTROPA", without gum, 2
superb items, Michel 90.576/7 (★)
estimate 30,839 1935, "a hundred years railroad", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 130.580-83 ★★
estimate 45,840 1935, "world meeting the Hitler youth" on
registered letter, additional cancellation "20 Rpf.
registered fee", very fine, R!
584/5
estimate 40,841 1935, "world meeting the Hitler youth" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.584/5x
★★
estimate 35,842 1935, "Nürnberg-based party congress" in blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.586/7
★★
estimate 30,843 1935, 12 Pf. "Nuremberg resident party
convention", watermark "flank to the right", a short
perforation otherwise superb, Michel 150.587Y
estimate 35,844 1935, "costumes", very fine set mint never hinged
from margin, Michel 180.588-97 ★★
estimate 60,845 1935, "costumes", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 180.588-97 ★★
estimate 60,846 1936, 40 Pf. "Lufthansa", superb, Michel 55.603 ★★
estimate 20,847 1936, "airship Hindenburg", mint never hinged,
superb
606/7X ★★
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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848 1936, "airship Hindenburg", both watermark, 4
superb items, Michel 105.606/7X,Y ( ★), ★
estimate 30,849 1936, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", 9x very fine
(single stamps all mint never hinged superb), Michel
144.Bl. 4 ★
estimate 25,850 1936, souvenir sheet "olympic games", superb,
Michel 130.Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 40,851 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", superb,
Michel 260.Bl. 5/6 ★★
estimate 75,852 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", rest of
hinge in the margin, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 5/6 ★
estimate 35,853 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", first
day special cancel "BERLIN olympic cottage" and
machine cancel dto., superb
Bl. 5/6
estimate 65,854 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", special
cancel, superb, Michel 180.Bl. 5/6
estimate 55,855 1936, "olympic games", 2 centerpieces, superb,
Michel (80.-)
624-31 ★★
estimate 25,856 1936, 6 Pf. "Nürnberg-based party congress", left
lower corner of the sheet on picture postcard, superb
632
estimate Gebot
857 1936, 8 Pf. "Germany hall" block of four from of
the left lower corner of the sheet with Form-no. 2,
superb
638
estimate 20,858 1937, 3 Pf. "air-raid protection", left upper corner
of the sheet with additional franking on cover, superb
643
estimate Gebot
859 1937, souvenir sheet "Hitler", superb, Michel 70.Bl. 7 ★★
estimate 20,860 1937, souvenir sheet "Hitler" with first day cancel,
superb, R!
Bl. 7
estimate 70,861 1937, souvenir sheet "Hitler unperforated", superb,
Michel 210.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 70,862 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", superb,
Michel 320.Bl. 9 ★★
estimate 110,863 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", small
affixed spot in the margin, stamps mint never hinged,
superb
Bl. 9 ★
estimate 35,864 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (90.-)
Bl. 9
estimate 35,-
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865 1937, 6 Pf. "culture donation" and "Nazi Party
Congress", always as multiple franking on superb cover
648 ,650
estimate 30,866 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", superb,
Michel 180.Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 55,867 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", single stamp
mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 10 ★
estimate 25,868 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (130.-)
Bl. 10
estimate 40,869 1937, 42 Pf. "Munich Riem", superb, Michel 75.649 ★★
estimate 25,870 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress",
superb, Michel 320.Bl. 11 ★★
estimate 110,871 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress",
stamps mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 11 ★
estimate 30,872 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress", first
day special cancel "march post", superb
Bl. 11
estimate 25,873 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress",
special cancel, superb, Michel 60.Bl. 11
estimate 20,874 1937, center piece "Nazi Party Congress", very fine
MNH, Michel (72.-)
650
★★
estimate 20,875 1937, "ships", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.651-59 ★★
estimate 30,876 1937, 15 - 40 Pf. "ships", always from of the right
lower corner of the sheet, 3 superb items
657-59
estimate 60,877 1938, 12 Pf. "Seizure of power", left upper corner
of the sheet with se-tenant - additional franking on
registered letter, superb
661
estimate 20,878 1938, 3 Pf. "gymnast and athletic festival", 2x on
picture postcard "competition days the SOWED-group
Saxony" with special cancellations dto., superb
665
estimate 75,879 1938, "Count Zeppelin", always from of the left
lower corner of the sheet on cover, special cancel,
superb
669/70
estimate 50,880 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal
gumming, block of four, superb, Michel 600.671y ★★
estimate 200,881 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal gum
rippling, superb, Michel 150.671y ★★
estimate 45,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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882 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal gum
rippling, upper right corner of the sheet, special cancel,
on piece, superb, abridged certificate H. D. Schlegel
671y
estimate 35,883 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal gum
rippling, special cancel, on piece, superb, Michel (60.-)
671y
estimate 20,884 1938, 6 Pf. "Nazi Party Congress", upper right
corner margin block of four on cover, superb
672x
estimate Gebot
885 1938 / 40, 4 left upper corners of the sheet, superb
673,739,41/2 ,
estimate Gebot
886 1938, "Ostmark landscapes", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 100.675-83 ★★
estimate 30,887 1938, 40 Pf. "Ostmark landscapes" block of four,
very fine MNH, Michel 160.683 ★★
estimate 40,888 1939, "car exhibition" with first day special cancel
on 3 small advertising cards of the German bank,
superb
686-88
estimate 20,889 1939, 6 Pf. "day the work", upper left corner of the
sheet, on piece, superb
694
estimate 25,890 1939, "Nürnburg-race", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 280.695-97 ★★
estimate 90,891 1939, "Nürnburg-race", normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 280.695-97 ★★
estimate 70,892 1939, "Nürnburg-race", very fine set, Michel 100.695-97
estimate 35,893 1939, "Nürnburg-race" with special cancel on
piece, Michel (100.-)
695-97
estimate 35,894 1939, "Nürnburg-race" on cover with special
cancel, superb
695-97
estimate 35,895 1939, 25 Pf. "Nürnburg-race", normal perforation
superb, Michel 95.697 ★★
estimate 20,896 1939, 25 Pf. "German derby", very fine MNH,
Michel 80.698 ★★
estimate 25,897 1939, "fellowship", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 85.702-13 ★★
estimate 25,898 1939, "Gdansk", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.716-29 ★★
estimate 75,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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899 1939, "Gdansk", very fine set, Michel 220.716-29
estimate 70,900 1939, "Gdansk", very fine set on letter pieces,
Michel (220.-)
716-29
estimate 75,901 1939, "Gdansk", very fine set, Michel 220.716-29 ,
estimate 70,902 1938, 1 RM "Gdansk" with variety "double
embossing in the word Oliva", superb, R!, Michel 500.728xI ★★
estimate 170,903 1939, 2 RM "Gdansk", lower right corner of the
sheet with 2 mirror traffic plates numbers "2", normal
perforation, mint never hinged, superb
729 ★★
estimate 90,904 1939 / 40, 6 corners of the sheet, superb
739/40,42-45 ,
estimate 35,905 1940, 24 Pf. "stamp exhibition" block of four, very
fine MNH, Michel 144.743
★★
estimate 45,906 1940, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", superb, Michel 120.747 ★★
estimate 40,907 1940, 6 Pf. "Heligoland" block of four, very fine
MNH, Michel 120.750
★★
estimate 40,908 1940, "Behring" in corner margin blocks of four,
rest of hinge in the upper margin, superb, Michel (60.-)
760/1
★★
estimate 20,909 1940, 6 Pf. "from Behring" with variety "dark spot
on the rights Cheek", with special cancel on special
card, superb, Michel 200.760III
estimate 60,910 1941, 25 Pf. "Central Station", right upper and left
lower corner of the sheet, 2 superb items
767
estimate Gebot
911 1941, "post-fellowship", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 60.773-78 ★★
estimate 20,912 1941, "post-fellowship" on 2 pages with first day
cancel`s, superb, R!
773-78
estimate 60,913 1941, 4 corners of the sheet, superb
779/80,804/5
estimate 20,914 1942, 8, 10 and 40 Pf. "Hitler" on registered letter
(personally) from "BERLIN 65", above defects from
opening the cover otherwise superb cover
786/7,794
estimate 50,915 1942, 1 M. "Hitler", both perforations, always as a
single franking on package card, very fine
799A/B
estimate 35,916 1941, "Vienna fair" in corners of the sheet with
special cancel "Vienna" on superb pieces
804/5
estimate Gebot
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917 1942, complete year, superb, Michel 65. 70
811-27
estimate Gebot
918 1942, 12 Pf. "Heldengedanktag" with variety
"white dot at the ear", special cancel, on piece, superb,
Michel (100.-)
812IV
estimate 35,919 1942, "goldsmithing art", always 35x in parts of
sheets, superb, Michel 140.816/7 ★★
estimate 25,920 1942, 6 Pf. "military combat days", 2x on cover
with first days special cancellations, superb, Michel
90.818
estimate 30,921 1942 / 3, 13 corners of the sheet, superb
837-30,50-58 ,
estimate 25,922 1943 / 4, 6 corners of the sheet: Michel no. 830,
855 / 6, 864, 872, 904, superb
estimate Gebot
923 1943, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon" on pre first day
registered letter from "25. 7. 43", superb
854
estimate 75,924 1943 / 4, 12 Pf. "goldsmithing art" and "Prof. Dr.
Robert Cook", always from the corner of the sheet on
superb cover
861,864
estimate Gebot
925 1943, 12 Pf. "800 years Lübeck" on First Day
Cover, superb
862
estimate Gebot
926 1944, 16 Pf. "Geländefahren" with variety "dark
spot within over it from German", in the horizontal pair
with normal stamp, superb, Michel (85.-)
891II ★★
estimate 25,927 1945, 6 Pf. "Oldenburg" in the block of six, as well
the varieties on field 18 and 20, superb
907IV ★★
estimate 50,928 1945, 12 Pf. "People's Army" with variety "second
hand from left mutilates", in the horizontal pair with
normal stamp, superb, Michel (80.-)
908VIII ★★
estimate 25,929 1945, 12 Pf. "SS", lower right corner of the sheet,
margin only right perforated, manufactured paper
creasely, superb
910 ★★
estimate 20,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GERMAN REICH OFFICIAL STAMPS
930 1905, 2 and 25 Pf. "Baden", 2 superb items, Michel
170.D 9,14
estimate 55,931 1905, 2 and 25 Pf. "Baden", 2 Pf. slight trace of
crease otherwise superb, Michel 170.D 9,14
estimate 35,932 1920, "official communications", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 70.D 57-64 ★★
estimate 25,-

GERMAN REICH OFFICIAL STAMPS
933 1921, 10 Pf. dark orange, superb, expertized Dr.
Düntsch, Michel 600.D 65
estimate 200,934 1921, 10 Pf. dark orange, typical coil perforation,
superb, photo expertize farmer, Michel 600.D 65
estimate 180,935 1923, 20 M. brown lilac, watermark sideways,
normal perforation, superb, expertized Winkler, Michel
190.D 75Y
estimate 60,936 1923, 100 million. M. dark green gray, superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 200.D 82
estimate 70,937 1923, 100 million. M. dark green gray, bar cancel,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 200.D 82
estimate 50,938 1923, 200 million. M. ochre-brown, normal
perforation, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 200.D 83a
estimate 60,939 1923, 2 Mrd (Billion). M. mattsiena / black green,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 150.D 84
estimate 55,940 1923, 2 Mrd (Billion). M. mattsiena / black green,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 150.D 84
estimate 50,941 1923, 2 Mrd (Billion). M. mattsiena / black green
on piece, very fine, expertized Peschl, Michel 150.D 84
estimate 40,942 1923, 5 Mrd (Billion). M. bright yellowish orange /
sienna, very fine, expertized Infla, Michel 110.D 85
estimate 25,943 1923, 20 Mrd (Billion). M. opal green, superb,
expertized Peschl, Michel 200.D 87
estimate 70,944 1923, 800 Tsd. M. on 30 Pf. dark red orange on
dull yellowish orange, watermark 1, block of four,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel (1600.-)
D 95Y
estimate 550,945 1924, 30 Pf. brown purple in the block of four from
the lower margin with HAN "H 7772. 23", slightly
separated, mint never hinged, superb, R!, Michel - .
D 109HAN ★★
estimate 50,946 1924, 40 Pf. brown olive, plate printing, in the pair
from the left upper corner, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (120.-)
D 110POR ★★
estimate 40,947 1924, 50 Pf. bright orange, plate printing, block of
four from upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 250.D 111POR
★★
estimate 75,948 1924, 60 Pf. bright brown red and 80 Pf. black
green blue in blocks of four with HAN "1228. 24"! And
"1229. 24", mint never hinged, superb
D 112/3
★★
estimate 140,-
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949 1924, 60 Pf. bright brown red and 80 Pf. black
green blue in blocks of four from the margin, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 144.D 112/3
★★
estimate 45,950 1927, 10 Pf. carmine in the block of four from the
lower margin with HAN "H 3047. 27", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 270.D 117HAN
★★
estimate 85,951 1929, 10 Pf. vermilion, watermark upright, left
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.D 123X ★★
estimate 30,952 1934-42, 3 superb sets, Michel 145.D 132-43,155-77 ★★
estimate 45,953 1938, "official stamps the faction", watermark 4,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 150.D 144-54 ★★
estimate 50,954 1942, 16 Pf. green blue in the lower margin pair
with HAN "23110. 41", superb, expertized Schlegel,
Michel 200.D 162HAN ★★
estimate 70,955 1935, cover from "ALSFELD" with stamp "4
pieces Postal service throw shipments" to Blankenstein,
red "fee-paid" stamp, very fine, RR!
estimate 120,956 Mint never hinged collection official stamps from
1920-23 on Lindner album pages with various upper
margin pieces from the corner of the sheet (plates,
cylinder and OPD prints), almost only superb condition,
Michel 300.★★
estimate 85,957 1906, 10 Pf. - 6 Mk. "bill of loading tax stamps",
watermark "quatrefoils", 9 values mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
958 1906, 10 Pf. - 4 Mk. "bill of loading tax stamps",
watermark "quatrefoils", 8 values mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
GERMAN REICH COLLECTIONS
959 1872-1922, clean cancelled collection German
Reich with many good values, in the number of a major
listing seeming complete, a little mixed quality with
many superb items, the inflationary part is not
calculated, there nothing expertized is, inspect!
estimate 1.900,960 Neat cancelled collection German Reich from
1872-1918 in the lighthouse album with mounts, breast
shields except for no. 24 (these only faked) more then
complete (no. 27b and 28 with short attests Brugger), 5
Mk. Reichspost etc., condition mixed, visually but
mostly very impressively, inspect, Michel approximate
11. 000.estimate 1.200,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH COLLECTIONS
961 1872-1915, cancelled part of a collection on
Lindner album pages with lots of better values,
condition condition varies, Michel 4800.estimate 450,962 1872-1923, collection German Reich in the safe
album with mounts, very abundant collected with many
minor shade and special feature, condition condition
varies, favorable offered, we recommend an examine!
, ★,
estimate 750,963 1872-1922, old, mostly used part of a collection
German Reich on Borek sides with interesting breast
shield part (Michel. 4650.-), a little mixed quality
,★
estimate 500,964 1872-1945, neat collection German Reich with
many good middle issues, condition mostly very fine /
superb, favorable!, inspect!
,★
estimate 290,965 Cancelled collection "inflation" from 1919-23 with
many good middle issues on lighthouse album pages,
very fine / superb, only the Infla expertized values
calculated, Michel 3000.estimate 650,966 Interressante letter collection "inflation", mostly to
postage steps collected, in total over 200 different
documents, also various better!, inspect!
estimate 900,967 Old, almost only cancelled interesting collection
"inflation" with some good middle values and special
feature, as well some documents, mostly superb
condition, inspect!, Michel more then 2100.- (only Infla
expertized values are calculated! )
,
estimate 450,968 1916-23, cancelled collection from 217 different
mostly smaller values "inflation" in the stockbook, all
expertized Infla, very fine / superb, Michel 2344.a. 99-337 ,
estimate 350,969 1922-45, extensive collection of cancellations
"Kieler machine cancel with advertising inserts", in
total 156 documents with many rarities!, mostly very
fine / superb (a few document punching)
estimate 500,970 Cancelled collection German Reich from 1923-32
on pages with middle issues, amongst other things
Michel no. 378-84, 425-29, 450-53 etc., very fine /
superb, Michel 1400.estimate 220,971 Cancelled collection German Reich from 1923-32
on Lighthouse pages with good middle issues, very fine
/ superb, Michel 1560.estimate 190,972 Interesting collection German Reich from
1923-1945 in the safe album with mounts, from 1932
except for pages 2 complete, partly double collected, in
addition to it various special feature, mostly very fine /
superb, inspect!
, ★, ★ ★,
estimate 1.100,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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973 1923-45, old part of a collection German Reich
with many good middle values, sets and souvenir
sheets, mostly superb condition, Michel approximate
4000., ,★
estimate 850,974 1932-45, clean cancelled collection German Reich
in the lighthouse album with mounts, except for pages
2, 3 and Chicago travel in the number of a major listing
complete till 1944, additional various pieces and some
documents, almost only superb condition
, ,
estimate 650,975 1923-45, unused neat collection German Reich
with various middle issues, superb collection, Michel
2380.★, ★ ★
estimate 450,976 1933-49 except for very few exceptions clean mint
never hinged collection in the Borek album with
mounts, from 1934 except for souvenir sheet 3 and 10
complete, almost only superb condition, Michel more
then 7500.★★
estimate 900,977 1933-45, mint collection German Reich, except for
the souvenir sheets complete in the old album, almost
only superb condition, Michel approximate 3000.★
estimate 580,978 1932-45, except for Chicago travel and souvenir
sheet 2 and 3 clean complete cancelled collection in the
lighthouse album with mounts, 20 Pf. "Wagner" both
perforations, almost only superb condition
estimate 650,979 1933-45, except for Chicago travel, souvenir sheet
2 and 3 in the number of a major listing complete
collection till 1944 in the album with mounts, a few
additional unused values are not calculated, mostly
superb condition
estimate 450,980 1932-45, cancelled neat collection in the Borek
special album, except for Michel no. 496-98 and pages
2, 3 and 5 seeming complete, mostly superb condition
estimate 450,981 Clean cancelled collection German Reich from
1933-45 in the Schaubek album with good middle
issues, amongst other things Michel no. 505B, 507,
556-64, different papers etc., mostly superb condition,
Michel 2300.estimate 350,982 1935-44, neat cancelled part of a collection, almost
only superb, Michel 900.estimate 170,983 1939 / 45, "circle Konitz in West Prussia",
collection
of
cancellations
the
provisionally
cancellations, in total 55 partly very scarce documents
from "Abelig Briesen" till "Zwangshof", mostly superb
condition
estimate 350,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN REICH COLLECTIONS
984 Cancelled collection German Reich from 1933-45
in the lighthouse album with mounts, with some good
issues like Michel no. 496-98, 716-29 used, in addition
to it a few postal stationery, very fine / superb, Michel
approximate 3500.,
estimate 680,985 Clean cancelled collection German Reich from
1933-45 in 2 Lindner hingeless album with middle
values, as well pages 5 (3x), 6, 9, 11 and so on. Almost
only superb condition, Michel approximate 2500.,
estimate 480,986 1933-45, cancelled collection German Reich in the
KA-BE album with mounts with many good middle
issues, the collector had an affectation for clean
cancelled pieces!, superb collection, Michel more then
2400.,
estimate 390,987 1933-45, old cancelled collection with middle
values, sets and souvenir sheets, almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 1700.,
estimate 290,GERMAN REICH LOTS
988 1875-1890, small lot of 40 middle values, as well
better colours and stamp, mostly superb
estimate 150,989 1877-1945, 65 different interesting documents
from German Reich, amongst other things as well letter
with proof of delivery, C.o.d. Cards, Red Cross, special
delivery, Reichsbankkarten etc., a little mixed quality,
treasure trove, inspect!
estimate Gebot
990 Approximate. 1882-1939, lot of 56 documents,
mostly postal stationery, as well a few better special
cancel, almost only superb condition, inspect!
estimate Gebot
991 Approximate. 1897-1936, 24 covers and postal
stationery German Reich with different railway cancel
(TPO), very fine / superb
estimate 150,992 1890-1942, lot of 43 different documents from and
to Föhr, as well much authorities postal service, mostly
superb condition
estimate 50,993 28 different strip of eleven from Michel no.
159-272, mostly superb, Michel 680.★★
estimate 140,994 1922 / 3, cancelled duplicate lot "inflation" from
154 mostly smaller and middle values, mostly very fine
/ superb, all expertized Infla, Michel 1650.estimate 190,995 1921-23, 6 different airmail documents to
Switzerland, mostly superb, inspect!
estimate 120,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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996 1919-23, 126 different smaller medium values
"inflation", very fine / superb, all expertized Infla,
Michel 1150.,
estimate 280,997 1923, 34 different upper margin copies (plates
cylinder and OPD prints), superb condition, Michel
450.a. 316-37OR ★★
estimate 100,998 1924-43, cancelled lot different values, very fine /
superb, Michel 1450.estimate 120,999 1924 / 5, 2 registered letters from Portugal and
Argentina with numbered Einschreibzetteln "from
foreign country over railway mail 10" to Germany, very
fine / superb
estimate 35,1000 Cleanly arranged duplicate lot German Reich
from 1923-44 with mostly middle issues, legitimate
condition, inspect!, Michel approximate 10000., ★, ★ ★
estimate 750,1001 1934-44, lot different complete issues, very fine /
superb, Michel approximate 1250.estimate 180,1002 1936-44, lot different complete issues, mostly
superb, Michel 405.estimate 60,1003 Small stockbook with amongst other things
middle issues and souvenir sheets, almost only superb
condition
★, ★ ★,
estimate 50,GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1004 1911, "Gewekschaft fifth" + 5 Pf. (slightly
prefolded) on picture postcard, superb, Michel 1100.W 2.5
estimate 270,1005 1911, "stamps the cabbage" + 5 Pf., rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 330.W 2.10 ★
estimate 120,1006 1911, "pelican ink" + 10 Pf., with margin, almost
mint never hinged, superb
W 3.27 ★
estimate 300,1007 1917, Germania "15 + 5", rest of hinge, at the
bottom strength stamp booklet perforation, superb,
Michel 150.S 6aa ★
estimate 35,1008 1916, Germania "7½ + 15", rest of hinge, very
fine (corner crease), Michel 300.S 7aa ★
estimate 60,1009 1917, Germania "7½ + 15", rest of hinge, stamp
booklet perforation, superb, Michel 100.S 8ba ★
estimate 25,1010 1918-41, cancelled lot se-tenants from "Germania
- Hitler", mostly very fine / superb, Michel more then
3000.aS4IIaa-S292
estimate 480,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1011 1912, Germania "X + X + 5", rest of hinge, stamp
booklet perforation, superb, Michel 330.W 1.2 ★
estimate 100,1012 1918, Germania "7½ + 5", rest of hinge, superb,
abridged certificate farmer, Michel 180.W 6ab ★
estimate 55,1013 1917, Germania "7½ + 15", rest of hinge, very
fine, Michel 230.W 11ba ★
estimate 60,1014 1918, Germania "15 + 10", very fine, Michel
250.W 13aa
estimate 65,1015 1925, help in need "X + 20", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 210.W 20.1 ★
estimate 70,1016 1931, eagle tête-bêche "20 + 20", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 210.K8 ★
estimate 70,1017 1931, eagle "15 + 10", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 120.W 22 ★
estimate 40,1018 1931, stamp booklet "airmail", without Ono., no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 1300.MH 20.2 ★★
estimate 450,1019 1931, stamp booklet "airmail", without Ono., no
perforations going through margins, mint never hinged,
very fine (cap minimal pushed), Michel 1300.MH 20.2 ★★
estimate 320,1020 1927, Kant "X + 15", above strength stamp
booklet perforation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
250.W 23 ★★
estimate Gebot
1021 1926, help in need "X + 10", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 150.W 24.1 ★
estimate 50,1022 1927, Hindenburg-donation "8 + X", a number of
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 120.S 37 ★
estimate 30,1023 1927, stamp booklet "Hindenburg-donation",
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 320.MH 24.1A ★★
estimate 110,1024 1927, stamp booklet "Hindenburg-donation", no
perforations going through margins, mint never hinged,
very fine, Michel 320.MH 24.1B ★★
estimate 90,1025 1928, Presidents of the Reich tête-bêche "15 + 15"
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 150.K 14 HAN 1 ★
estimate 50,1026 1932, "Presidents of the Reich", rest of hinge, 4
superb items, Michel 252.S 46-49 ★
estimate 75,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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1027 1932, stamp booklet sheet "Presidents of the
Reich", HAN "V 12529. 32 1", only horizontal slightly
folded, left margin a little creasely, very fine MNH,
Michel 2400.MHB 15.4.1 ★★
estimate 580,1028 1932, stamp booklet sheet "Presidents of the
Reich", only horizontal 1x slightly folded, very fine
MNH, Michel 2400.MHB 17.1 ★★
estimate 650,1029 1928, help in need "8 + X", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 270.S 54 ★
estimate 90,1030 1928, help in need "8 + A1. 1. + 8", superb,
Michel 2000.S 59 ★★
estimate 700,1031 1928, help in need "8 + A2", large rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 240.S 62 ★
estimate 70,1032 1928, help in need "A1. 1 + 8 + X", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Oechsner, Michel 3000.S 66 ★★
estimate 1.100,1033 1928-40, small lot of 39 different, almost only
cancelled se-tenant, very fine / superb, Michel 243., , ★, ★★
estimate 50,1034 1928, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, stamp booklet pane
65B, very fine MNH, Michel 700.MH 27.2 ★★
estimate 240,1035 1928, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 800.MH 27.3 ★★
estimate 280,1036 1929, help in need "8 + Z + Z + 8", superb,
Michel 250.KZ 15 ★★
estimate 90,1037 1929, help in need "A2 + 5", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 70.W 35 ★★
estimate 20,1038 1929, help in need "X + 15", very fine MNH,
Michel 70.W 36 ★★
estimate 20,1039 1929, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 1100.MH 28.2 ★★
estimate 330,1040 1929, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, stamp booklet pane
64B, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1100.MH 28.2 ★★
estimate 330,1041 1930, help in need "A1. 3 + 15", rest of hinge, as
usual perforated superb, Michel 90.S 84 ★
estimate 25,1042 1930, help in need "15 + A1. 3" on closely piece,
superb, Michel 400.S 86
estimate 120,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1043 1930, help in need "A1. 3. + 8", rest of hinge,
normal perforation, superb, Michel 90.W 38 ★
estimate 20,1044 1930, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 450.MH 29.2 ★★
estimate 150,1045 1930, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins / perforations going
through margins, very fine MNH, Michel 450.MH 29.4 ★★
estimate 150,1046 1931, help in need "15 + A1. 2", very fine MNH,
Michel 320.S 98 ★★
estimate 110,1047 1931, help in need "15 + Z + Z + 15", very fine
(vertical crease in the gutter), Michel 600.WZ 8
estimate 120,1048 1931, stamp booklet pane "help in need", marker
cross on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes respectively -line field 1, mint never hinged, very
fine (right perforation defects), Michel 300.H-Bl. 70B 1.1 ★★
estimate 60,1049 1931, stamp booklet pane "help in need", marker
cross on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes respectively -line field 1 at the bottom, mint
never hinged, very fine, Michel 330.H-Bl. 71B 1 ★★
estimate 85,1050 1931, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 450.MH 30.2 ★★
estimate 150,1051 1931, stamp booklet "help in need", perforations
going through margins / no perforations going through
margins, very fine MNH, Michel 450.MH 30.3 ★★
estimate 150,1052 1932, stamp booklet "help in need", very fine
MNH, Michel 300.MH 31 ★★
estimate 110,1053 1932, stamp booklet "help in need", mint never
hinged, very fine, Michel 300.MH 31 ★★
estimate 80,1054 1933, Fridericus "6 + 6" and "12 + 12", both
tête-bêche, very fine MNH, Michel 80.K 17/8 ★★
estimate 25,1055 1933, Fridericus tête-bêche "6 + 6" and "6 + Z +
6", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.K 17,WZ 9 ★★
estimate 20,1056 1933, "Fredericus", rest of hinge, 4 superb items,
Michel 132.WZ 9-11 ★
estimate 40,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!
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1057 1933, stamp booklet pane "Fridericus", not
perforations going thrugh margins booklet margin,
marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes field 1, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 120.H-Bl. 74B1.1 ★★
estimate 35,1058 1933, stamp booklet pane "Fridericus", not
perforations going thrugh margins booklet margin,
superb Michel 60.H-Bl. 74B 0 ★★
estimate 20,1059 1933, stamp booklet pane "Fridericus", not
perforations going thrugh margins booklet margin,
marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes 2 field 1, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 320.H-Bl. 75B 1.2 ★★
estimate 100,1060 1933, stamp booklet "Fridericus" with stamp
booklet pane 75B 1. 2!, mint never hinged, superb
MH 32.2.1 ★★
estimate 110,1061 1933, stamp booklet "Fridericus", very fine MNH,
Michel 180.MH 32.2.1 ★★
estimate 60,1062 1933, stamp booklet "Fridericus" with stamp
booklet pane 74B 1. 2. !, mint never hinged, superb
MH 32.4.1 ★★
estimate 100,1063 1933, stamp booklet sheet "Fridericus", only
horizontal once slightly prefolded, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 2200.MHB 28 ★★
estimate 600,1064 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rest of hinge, 3
superb items, Michel 108.KZ 17-19 ★
estimate 35,1065 1933, Hindenburg "6 + Z + Z + 6", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 60.KZ 18 ★★
estimate 20,1066 1933, Hindenburg "5 + 12 + 5", "12 + 5 + 12",
watermark 2, rest of hinge, stamps partly mint never
hinged, 2 superb items,
S 107,109 ★
estimate 30,1067 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rest of hinge,
as well many single values mint never hinged, 4 superb
items
S 110-13 ★
estimate 80,1068 1933, Hindenburg "12 + 8 + 12", watermark 2,
very fine, Michel 120.S 111
estimate 35,1069 1933, Hindenburg "8 + 12", watermark 2, superb,
Michel 50.S 112
estimate 20,1070 1933, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", very fine
MNH, Michel 900.MH 33 ★★
estimate 300,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1071 1933, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", cap creasely,
mint never hinged, stamp booklet panes superb, Michel
900.MH 33 ★★
estimate 220,1072 1933, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", only
horizontal 1x slightly folded, very fine MNH, Michel
2000.MHB 30 ★★
estimate 550,1073 1933, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", only
horizontal 1x slightly folded, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 2800.MHB 31 ★★
estimate 750,1074 1933, Wagner "X + 12", superb, Michel 150.S 114 ★★
estimate 50,1075 1933, Wagner "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", both
tête-bêche, superb, Michel 240.SK 19/20 ★★
estimate 70,1076 1933, Wagner "4 + 6", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 70.SK 19 ★
estimate 20,1077 1933, Wagner "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", both
tête-bêche, superb, Michel 240.SK 19/20 ★★
estimate 70,1078 1933, Wagner "8 + X + 8", very fine MNH,
Michel 300.W 54 ★★
estimate 100,1079 1934, Hindenburg "A5 + 6 + A5", very fine
MNH, Michel 160.S 124 ★★
estimate 55,1080 1934, Hindenburg "A5 + 6 + A5", superb, Michel
160.S 124
estimate 50,1081 1934, Hindenburg "6 + A5", superb, Michel 80.S 125
estimate 25,1082 1936, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", very fine
MNH, Michel 450.MH 36.2 ★★
estimate 150,1083 1937, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", without
Clamp, stamp booklet perforation, very fine, Michel
450.MH 36.3 ★★
estimate 90,1084 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 46 ★★
estimate 110,1085 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 47 ★★
estimate 110,1086 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 48 ★★
estimate 110,1087 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 50 ★★
estimate 110,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
38
1088 1941, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", without
Clamp, stamp booklet perforation, very fine, Michel
240.MH 39.5 ★★
estimate 50,1089 1934, "trades", 7 different values, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 106.a.K 23-S 229 ★
estimate 30,1090 1934, stamp booklet "trades", booklet pane 102
separated, very fine, Michel 400.MH 40.3 ★★
estimate 70,1091 1935, stamp booklet "costumes", unprinted +
marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes / -line at the bottom, very fine
MNH, Michel 250.MH 41.2.4 ★★
estimate 75,1092 1935, stamp booklet "costumes", marker cross on
margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of panes /
-line at the bottom, very fine MNH, Michel 300.MH 41.2.6 ★★
estimate 90,1093 1935, stamp booklet "costumes", marker cross on
margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of panes /
-line at the bottom and above, very fine MNH, Michel
300.MH 41.2.8 ★★
estimate 90,1094 1936, stamp booklet "olympic games", unprinted,
very fine MNH, Michel 200.MH 42.1 ★★
estimate 65,1095 1936, stamp booklet "olympic games", marker
cross on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes / -line above + unprinted, very fine MNH, Michel
250.MH 42.1.2 ★★
estimate 75,1096 1936, stamp booklet "olympic games", unprinted
+ marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes / -line at the bottom, very fine
MNH, Michel 250.MH 42.1.5 ★★
estimate 75,1097 1936, stamp booklet "W. H. W. ", Clamp 19 mm,
unprinted, very fine MNH, Michel 200.MH 43.3 ★★
estimate 60,1098 1936, stamp booklet "W. H. W. ", Clamp 19 mm,
unprinted + marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting
or perforating of panes / -line at the bottom, very fine
MNH, Michel 250.MH 43.3.4 ★★
estimate 75,1099 1938, stamp booklet "Ostmark landscapes",
unprinted, very fine MNH, Michel 130.MH 45.1 ★★
estimate 45,1100 1939, stamp booklet "buildings", superb, Michel
130.MH 46 ★★
estimate 45,1101 1939, stamp booklet sheet "buildings", folded,
very fine MNH, Michel 230.MHB 65 ★★
estimate 60,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1102 1939, stamp booklet sheet" W. H. W. ", marker
crosses on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes / -lines over field 3 + 5 and under 57 + 59,
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 670.MHB 66.2 ★★
estimate 170,1103 1935-43, 20 documents with different se-tenant
frankings, almost only superb condition
estimate 75,1104 1928-36, cancelled lot different se-tenants,
amongst other things with S 104, S 109, W 46, very
fine / superb, Michel 720.a.W27.2-W111
estimate 120,GERMAN REICH POSTAL STATIONERIES
1105 1901, 10 Pf. "Germania", Einschreibkartenbrief
with special cancellations "HEIDELBERG canine and
sport exhibition" and additional franking, in addition to
it Hundesausstellungs special card, superb
K 12
estimate 320,1106 1900, "KIEL Imperial YACHTCLUB", vacuously
used on 5 Pf. "Germania", superb, R!
P 50
estimate 80,1107 1922, 35 Pf. besides 40 Pf. "Postal service
horseman with additional rossette print", perforated, 5x
se-tenant as fanfold, unused, superb, Michel (120.-)
P 152II
estimate 40,1108 1927, 8 Pf. Beethoven "100 year celebration of
the letter post office Berlin", unused, superb, Michel
55.P 179
estimate 20,1109 1933, 6 Pf. "Parliament" with 10 Pf. additional
franking, airmail postcard from "BERLIN" to Dresden,
superb
P 248
estimate 20,1110 1939, 6 Pf. "to the 1. May Grossdeutschland",
with special cancel "BERLIN Homecoming the legion
CONDOR", superb
P 279
estimate 20,1111 Private post: 1903, 5 Pf. Germania "competition
German men choral societies", banqueting hall and
emperor portrait / banqueting hall / panorama of the
city, used and unused, 2 superb cards
PP 27C31/02/04
estimate 75,1112 Private post: 1886, 5 Pf. lilac "Regenstein,
guesthouse
and
boarding
house",
stamp
"BLANKENBURG", very fine
PP 6F114/02
estimate 50,1113 Private post: 1913, 5 Pf. Germania "Consecration
of the Battle of Nations monument" (rising sun), stamp
"LEIPZIG", superb
PP 27C207/01
estimate Gebot
1114 Private post: 1931, 10 Pf. besides 3 Pf. "Hamburg
Mophila", catapult flight liftoff from board of the fast
streamer "Europe", with advertisement line, superb
PP 93C1/01
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN REICH POSTAL STATIONERIES
39
1115 Private post: 1935, 3 Pf. Hindenburg "Munic
postal stamps exhibition "Müpa", framework dark
brown, unused, superb
PP 122C13/02
estimate 20,1116 Private post: 5 Pf. "3. stamps exhibition", left
anabaptist Commemorative stamps, unused, with
special cancel "cathedral 3. stamps-exhibition", superb
postcard
PP 126C14
estimate 20,1117 Private post: 6 Pf. Hindenburg "the millennial
Rochlitz, city the red stones", unused, very fine (corners
slight crease)
PP 127F3
estimate 30,1118 Private post: 1937, 5 Pf. "first postal stamps
promotional show", city postal service stamp 2 Pf. blue,
special cancel "Erford", superb
PP 142C9/01
estimate Gebot
1119 Private post: 6 Pf. Hitler "1. postage stamp show
13.-16. June 1942 Lodz", industrial landscape and
General Litzmann, unused, 2 superb cards
PP156C5/01,02
estimate 20,1120 Private post: 1923-45, almost only unused private
post postal stationery, as well PP 150 * (6x) and PP
156C5 / 02 * (13x), condition varies, inspect!
PP
estimate 75,1121 Private post: 1928, 15 Pf. "Kant" with additional
franking on air mail letter from "Hanover" to Chile,
air-mail confirmation cancel "BREMEN 5",
commercially used letter, superb
PU 111
estimate 25,1122 Official stamps: 1920, 10 Pf. "state authorities"
with stamp "WINTERBACH O. A. SCHORNDORF"
on superb postcard to the local rate from 27. 4. 1920
DP 14/01
estimate 25,1123 Lot of 147 different postal stationery postcards
German Reich from 1924-44, unused and used, almost
only superb
estimate 100,1124 1924-44, 27 different postal stationery postcards
with cancellations from "KIEL", mostly superb
estimate 50,1125 Approximate. 1890-1944, lot of over 50 different
postal stationery postcards, used and unused, a little
mixed quality
estimate Gebot
1126 25 mostly used cards, condition varies
estimate Gebot
ZEPPELIN MAIL ARMY AND MARINE
nach Michel Zeppelinpost-Katalog
1127 "IX. Navy-Luftschifftrupp", two-line cancel on
navy matter with registration label "K. D. Fieldpost
station office no. 280", on the back complete varnish
seal, to Southern Tyrol, very fine
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ZEPPELIN MAIL ARMY AND MARINE
nach Michel Zeppelinpost-Katalog
1128 1915, "royally PREUSS. Provision inf regiment
23 aeronaut battalion", violet military cancel on army
postal service picture postcard the "K. D.
FELDPOSTEXP. The 12. Reserve. DIV. " to Cologne,
superb
estimate 30,ZEPPELIN MAIL
nach Sieger-Katalog
1129 19. 9. 1912, "airship Hansa - Copenhagen trip",
franked by danish stamps, printed matter to Nastved,
superb RR!
5A
estimate 1.500,1130
1912,
"airship
Hansa",
trip
Hamburg-Lüneburg-Hamburg from 5. 10. 1912, with
Board and on board cancellation mark in type I on
picture postcard with 2x 3 Pf. Germania, very fine (card
left above damaged), photo expertize Sieger
6Ia
estimate 250,1131 1912, 30 Pf. "airmail. On Rhein and Main", 3x on
airmail commemorative postcard, special cancel
"Darmstadt 23. 6. 12", superb, expertized Brettl
12a
estimate 140,1132 1919, "airship Lake Constance - special excursion
to Stockholm", return flight with German franking,
superb postcard, very few examples known!
19M
estimate 1.600,1133 1929, "Orient trip", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, franked by single franking Michel no.
382, superb postcard
23IA
estimate 70,1134 1929, "Mediterranean voyage", board mail, with
private segment cancel "with airmail LZ 127" and
spanish additional franking Michel no. 383, card very
fine (thin spot)
24B
estimate 75,1135 1929, "America flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, franked by 4 RM, superb cover
26A
estimate 50,1136 1929, "Holland trip", droped Amsterdam, board
mail, superb cover
41B
estimate 100,1137 1929, "Silesia trip", droped Wroclaw, handing in
for transport Friedrichshafen, with date stamp error "7.
September 1929", superb cover
43AII
estimate 40,1138 1929, "Flight to Zurich-Duebendorf", board mail,
red confirmation stamp "airship Count Zeppelin
Switzerland trip", minimal blotched superb cover, R!
45B
estimate 190,1139 1930, "Switzerland flight", droped Basle, board
mail, with multiple franking Michel no. 381, superb
postcard
51C
estimate 75,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL
40
nach Sieger-Katalog
1140 1930, "South America flight", board mail,
Friedrichshafen Seville, superb cover
57A
estimate 190,1141 1930, "South America flight", date stamp,
Friedrichshafen Rio de Janeiro, superb cover
57M
estimate 200,1142 1930, "South America flight", date stamp
Friedrichshafen,
circuit
Friedrichshafen-Friedrichshafen, franked by 3x 4 RM
"South America flight", superb cover
57P
estimate 650,1143 1930, "Vorarlberg tour", to Bregenz, franked by 2
RM "South America flight", superb cover
67
estimate 180,1144 1930, "trip in the freed Rhineland", droped
Coblenz, date stamp Cologne, superb cover
72i
estimate 40,1145 1930, "East Prussia trip", handing in for transport
Berlin, franked by 2 RM "South America flight",
superb cover
80Bb
estimate 180,1146 1930, "East voyage", droped Helsinki, handing in
for transport Friedrichshafen, franked by 2 RM "South
America flight", superb cover
88Cb
estimate 190,1147 1930, "fligth with landing to Bern", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, franked by 2 RM "South
America flight", superb cover
93Aa
estimate 180,1148 1930, "Saxon trip", Chemnitz-Friedrichshafen,
handing in for transport Chemnitz, franked by 2 RM
"South America flight", stamp Stamp spot, cover very
fine
100Ba
estimate 140,1149 1931, "Egypt trip", board mail, franked by 2 RM
"South America flight", superb cover
104b
estimate 190,1150 1931, "trip to Nuremberg", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, franked by 2 RM "South
America flight", superb cover
107Ba
estimate 180,1151
1931,
"baltic
sea
year-excursion",
Lübeck-Friedrichshafen, franked by 2 RM "South
America flight", superb cover
108Bg
estimate 190,1152 1931, "trip Vaduz-Lausanne", subsequently for
catapult flight at the 18. 6. 1931 to New York planned
(catapult flight fell from), SLH no. 47g, superb
postcard, RR!
110
estimate 1.900,1153 1931, "trip to Vaduz", franked by special stamp 1
Fr., card small crease, stamp superb
110A
estimate 60,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ZEPPELIN MAIL
nach Sieger-Katalog
1154 1931, "trip to Vaduz", superb cover with
imprinted Zeppelin label
110Gb
estimate 200,1155 1931, "Austria flight", post to Vienna, handing in
for transport Friedrichshafen, superb postcard
116A
estimate 65,1156 1931, "Polar travel", board mail till "Malygin",
franked by 4 RM, superb cover
119C
estimate 390,1157 1931, "Polar travel", handing in for transport
Berlin, till Malygin, franked by 4 RM (tiny corner
crease), superb cover
119H
estimate 350,1158 1931, "England trip", return flight from Hull with
handwritten postal notice "No britisch Air Mails
despatched by Count Zeppelin", as airmail over Berlin
again return, superb postcard
122
estimate 75,1159 1931, "England trip", board mail, franked by 1
RM, superb postcard
122Ab
estimate 65,1160 1931, "1. South America flight", till Rio de
Janeiro, board mail, superb postcard
124Cb
estimate 70,1161 1931, "Zurich trip", board mail, franked by 1 RM
"Polar travel", superb postcard to Vienna
127Ab
estimate 120,1162 1931, "Zurich trip", board mail with additional
cancel in type I on special card the Mophila Hamburg
in green, franked by 1 RM, superb postcard
127B
estimate 75,1163 1931, "trip to Öhringen", board mail of the
outward flight, superb postcard
128Cb
estimate 70,1164 1931, "2. South America flight", board mail till
Brazil, superb postcard
129Bb
estimate 65,1165 1931, "2. South America flight", Brasil-Post,
violet confirmation stamp, franked by 2500 rice, superb
postcard
130A
estimate 45,1166 1931, "3. South America flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, on registered legitimate
postcard from "KIEL-HOLTENAU" to New York,
superb, R!
133Aao
estimate 180,1167 1932, "1. South America flight", connection flight
from Berlin, franked by 1 RM "Polar travel", superb
postcard
138B
estimate 110,1168 1932, "Switzerland flight", droped Zurich, board
mail, superb postcard
166b
estimate 75,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL
41
nach Sieger-Katalog
1169 1932, "Switzerland flight", handing in for
transport Vaduz, franked by Michel number 113,
superb postcard
167
estimate 60,1170 1932, "LUPOSTA-trip", Danziger post, return
flight, registered postcard, superb
170B
estimate 150,1171 1932. "6. South America flight", connecting flight
from Stuttgart, superb postcard
177C
estimate 100,1172 1932, "8. South America flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, cover small legitimate
defects, very fine
189Aa
estimate 50,1173 1932, "9. South America flight", board mail
Journey, superb cover
195Ab
estimate 75,1174 1933, "Germany flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, droped Dresden, superb postcard
201Aa
estimate 50,1175 1933, "1. South America flight", board mail
Journey, franked by Michel no. 455 and 478, superb
postcard
202Ab
estimate 130,1176 1933, "Italy flight", Postal service duty Rome,
board mail, superb postcard
207Bb
estimate 100,1177 1933, "2. South America flight", board mail return
flight, superb cover
214Ac
estimate 90,1178 1933, "3. South America flight", board mail
Journey, superb postcard
219Ab
estimate 60,1179 1933, "8. South America flight", board mail
Journey, superb postcard
235Ab
estimate 75,1180 1933, "Chicago travel", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, till Chicago, superb cover
238Bca
estimate 240,1181 1933, "Chicago travel", board mail,
Miami-Akron, superb postcard
238q
estimate 250,1182 1933, "Chicago travel", US postal service,
Chicago Seville, superb cover
244B
estimate 80,1183 1934, "Germany flight", handing in for transport
Berlin-Königsberg, Zeppelin picture postcard with
single franking Michel no. 473!, superb postcard
246Ba
estimate 80,1184 1934, "3. South America flight", connecting flight
from Stuttgart, superb postcard
254Ca
estimate 65,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

ZEPPELIN MAIL
nach Sieger-Katalog
1185 1934, "9. South America flight", board mail the
return flight and on board confirmation mark, superb
postcard
277D
estimate 90,1186 1934, "Christmas trip", board mail the return
flight, superb postcard
286Ca
estimate 180,1187 1935, "4. South America flight", board mail with
stamp d, superb postcard
299Ab
estimate 55,1188 1935, "11. South America flight", board mail,
superb cover
317A
estimate 70,1189 1936, "2. South America flight", board mail,
superb cover
345A
estimate 35,1190 1936, "17. South America flight", board mail,
superb cover
373A
estimate 45,1191 1936, "1. Postal service trip Hindenburg", handing
in for transport Friedrichshafen, superb postcard
401Aa
estimate 20,1192 1936, "Germany flight", board mail, card very
fine
402B
estimate 20,1193 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt, franked by 2 RM "Chicago travel",
reduced cover, stamps superb
406C
estimate 100,1194 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt, registered letter, superb
406C
estimate 25,1195 1936, "1. North America flight", violet on board
cancellation mark, superb cover
407A
estimate 30,1196 1936, "1. North America flight", Liechtenstein
post, franked by Zeppelin stamp to 2 Fr., registered
letter, superb
408B
estimate 90,1197 1936, "Olympia trip", board mail, superb postcard
427A
estimate 45,1198 1936, "Olympia trip" with complete set Olympic
Games stamps and special cancellations, registered
letter with private three-line cancel". . . Postal service
dropping over Berlin" and violet one-line cancel
"Berlin olympic cottage", superb cover
427Ab
estimate 120,1199 1936, "Olympia trip", handing in for transport
Rhein-Main airport (letter e), superb cover
427B
estimate 20,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL
42
nach Sieger-Katalog
1200 1936, "Olympia trip", handing in for transport
Rhein-Main
airport,
franked
by
complete
Olympia-sentence, superb cover
427Bb
estimate 120,1201 1936, "10. North America flight", board mail, on
the back 1 C. US franking, superb postcard
441A
estimate 50,1202 1939, "trip to Leipzig", with multiple franking
Michel no. 670, superb cover
457
estimate 35,1203 1939, "trip to Kassel", superb postcard
460
estimate 30,1204 1908, Zeppelin picture postcard from Worms to
Ilongapo Philippines Iceland, US Flotten station, with
arrival postmark and handwritten "adversity at navy
Bks, adversity on mohican", very fine
estimate 120,1205 1924, Zeppelin picture postcard from Zurich to
Munich with interesting text, superb
estimate 75,1206 5 different old colored Russian airship picture
postcards, unused, almost only superb, R!
estimate 120,ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1207 Albania: 1933, "1. South America flight",
registered postcard, superb
202
estimate 250,1208 Belgium: 1932, "5. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
171
estimate 160,1209 Belgium: 1936, "7. North America flight",
registered printed matter, superb postcard
430
estimate 150,1210 British post in Morocco (French zone) : 1933, "4.
South America flight", connection flight from Berlin,
registered letter from Casablanca, superb
223B
estimate 280,1211 British post in Morocco (French zone) : 1934,
"11. South America flight", registered printed matter
from Casablanca, superb cover
283
estimate 280,1212 British post in Morocco (Tangier) : 1934, "1.
South America flight", registered printed matter from
Tangier, superb
247
estimate 200,1213 Bulgaria: 1933, "1. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover, R!
202B
estimate 550,1214 Denmark: 1932, "5. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, good franking, superb
postcard
171B
estimate 260,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1215 Denmark: 1933, "8. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, good franking, printed
matter, superb postcard
235B
estimate 180,1216 Denmark: 1936, "9. North America flight", superb
cover
439
estimate 190,1217 Estonia: 1933, "7. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb postcard
232B
estimate 400,1218 Finland: 1933, "2. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered letter, on the
back tab is absent
214B
estimate 170,1219 Finland: 1934, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
254C
estimate 180,1220 France: 1932, "8. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
189
estimate 220,1221 Gibraltar: 1935, "15. South America flight", for
subsequent flight from Berlin, registered postcard,
superb
326Bb
estimate 250,1222 Great Britain: 1932, "1. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
138B
estimate 290,1223 Great Britain: 1932, "5. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, registered postcard,
superb
171B
estimate 180,1224 Great Britain: 1933, "1. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, superb cover
202B
estimate 150,1225 Great Britain: 1933, "Chicago travel", connecting
flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
238E
estimate 350,1226 Ireland: 1932, "9. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover, photo
expertize Sieger
195B
estimate 280,1227 Yugoslavia: 1932, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb postcard
150B
estimate 290,1228 Yugoslavia: 1934, "6. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
268
estimate 280,1229 Lithuania: 1932, "7. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
183B
estimate 280,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
43
nach Sieger-Katalog
1230 Liechtenstein: 1929, "Switzerland flight", with
mixed franking Switzerland Liechtenstein, superb
cover, R!
45
estimate 450,1231 Liechtenstein: 1930 "South America flight", till
Praia, superb postcard with good franking
57B
estimate 280,1232 Liechtenstein: 1930, "South America flight", till
havana / Cuba, good franking, slight transport traces,
superb postcard
57FF
estimate 400,1233 Liechtenstein, 1930, "Constable country trip",
superb postcard
90
estimate 150,1234 Liechtenstein: 1930, "trip Basel-Zurich", superb
postcard
95
estimate 120,1235 Liechtenstein: 1931, "Hungary trip", superb
postcard
101
estimate 100,1236 Liechtenstein: 1931, "Upper Silesia trip", superb
postcard
115
estimate 70,1237 Liechtenstein: 1931, "Polar travel", delivery
Leningrad, superb postcard
119E
estimate 160,1238 Liechtenstein: 1931, "2. South America flight",
post to Brazil, superb postcard with good franking
129
estimate 160,1239 Liechtenstein: 1931, "3. South America flight",
post to Rio de Janeiro, with red return cancel, registered
printed matter, superb
133B
estimate 120,1240 Liechtenstein: 1932, "3. South America flight",
printed matter card, superb
150
estimate 120,1241 Liechtenstein: 1932, "England trip", superb
postcard
168
estimate 150,1242 Liechtenstien: 1932, "return flight of the
Luposta", registered postcard, superb
170B
estimate 150,1243 Liechtenstein, 1932, "9. South America flight",
superb postcard with good franking
195
estimate 220,1244 Liechtenstein: 1933, "Italy flight", delivery Rome,
superb postcard
207
estimate 300,1245 Liechtenstein: 1933, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard
222
estimate 140,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1246 Liechtenstein: 1934, "Germany flight", till Berlin,
superb postcard
246Aa
estimate 160,1247 Liechtenstein: 1934, "Switzerland flight", superb
cover
259
estimate 110,1248 Liechtenstein: 1936, "trip to the Leipzig fair",
superb postcard
365A
estimate 120,1249 Liechtenstein: 1936, "1. South America flight",
printed matter, superb cover
403
estimate 200,1250 Liechtenstein: 1936, "Olympia trip", with official
stamps franking, superb postcard to Austria
427
estimate 180,1251 Liechtenstein: 1936, "8. North America flight",
superb cover
437
estimate 200,1252 Luxembourg: 1931, "trip to Upper Silesia",
superb postcard
115
estimate 220,1253 Luxembourg: 1932, "1. South America flight",
printed matter card, superb
138
estimate 220,1254 Luxembourg: 1932, "Lupostafahrt", superb
postcard
169
estimate 200,1255 Luxembourg: 1934, "Argentina trip", superb
postcard
254
estimate 180,1256 Luxembourg: 1936, "1. North America flight",
handing in for transport Frankfurt, superb postcard
406C
estimate 200,1257 Malta: 1933, "3. South America flight", superb
cover
219
estimate 390,1258 Morocco French Protectorate: 1933, "2. South
America flight", registered postcard, superb
214
estimate 300,1259 Monaco: 1932, "9. South America flight",
registered postcard, superb
195
estimate 380,1260 Netherlands: 1930, "2. Switzerland flight", superb
cover
56
estimate 120,1261 Netherlands: 1930, "fligth with landing to
Geneva", superb postcard
86
estimate 160,1262 Netherlands: 1930, "Netherlands flight", droped
Venlo, violet special postmark of office or arrival,
superb postcard
98Aa
estimate 180,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
44
nach Sieger-Katalog
1263 Netherlands: 1931, "Swabia trip", superb postcard
112
estimate 90,1264 Netherlands: 1931, "1. South America flight", till
Rio de Janeireo, superb cover
124Ca
estimate 150,1265 Netherlands: 1932, "1. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
138
estimate 120,1266 Netherlands: 1933, "Italy flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, without arrival postmark,
superb postcard
207Aaa
estimate 250,1267 Netherlands: 1934: "2. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, superb cover
250Bb
estimate 70,1268 Netherlands: 1936, "9. North America flight",
superb cover
439
estimate 120,1269 Austria: 1929, "1. America flight", with delay
stamp, superb postcard
26
estimate 120,1270 Austria: 1930, "England trip", card very fine
55
estimate 60,1271 Austria: 1930, "Germany flight", till Berlin,
superb postcard
68
estimate 130,1272 Austria: 1930, "fligth with landing to Darmstadt",
superb cover
76
estimate 250,1273 Austria: 1930, "fligth with landing to Kassel",
card very fine
82
estimate 110,1274 Austria: 1930, "trip to Geneva", card very fine
86
estimate 150,1275 Austria: 1930, "Constable country trip", superb
postcard
90
estimate 90,1276 Austria, 1930, "fligth with landing to Kassel,
superb postcard
93
estimate 180,1277 Austria: 1930, "Holland trip", posting stamp
"Salzburg 1. airmail", superb postcard
98
estimate 120,1278 Austria: 1931, "Pomerania trip", card very fine
106
estimate 60,1279 Austria: 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", till
Lübeck, Prachtrkarte
108
estimate 65,1280 Austria: 1931, "Upper Silesia trip", superb
postcard
115
estimate 80,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1281 Austria: 1931, "Polar travel", to "Malygin",
superb postcard
119
estimate 140,1282 Austria, 1931, "trip to Lausanne", superb postcard
123
estimate 60,1283 Austria: 1931, "trip Öhringen-Frankfurt on the
Main", superb postcard
128
estimate 110,1284 Austria: 1931, "2. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, to Uruguay, superb
postcard
129E
estimate 110,1285 Austria: 1931, "3. South America flight", with red
propaganda within the cancellation, superb postcard
133
estimate 100,1286 Austria: 1932, "7. South America flight", superb
postcard
183
estimate 170,1287 Austria: 1933, "Italy flight", Postal service duty
Rome, cover slightly folded otherwise superb
207Ba
estimate 250,1288 Austria: 1934, "1. South America flight", printed
matter, superb
247
estimate 110,1289 Austria: 1936, "1. North America flight", handing
in for transport Frankfurt, registered letter, superb
406D
estimate 100,1290 Russia: 1933, "3. South America flight",
registered letter, superb cover
219
estimate 280,1291 Saar region: 1934, "Christmas trip", registered
postcard with good franking, amongst other things
Michel no. 194, superb
286
estimate 250,1292 San Marino: 1923, "6. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
177
estimate 400,1293 San Marino: 1933, "3. South America flight",
superb postcard
219
estimate 350,1294 Sweden: 1932, "5. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
171
estimate 140,1295 Sweden: 1933, "6. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
229B
estimate 150,1296 Sweden: 1936, "3. North America flight",
registered letter, superb
417
estimate 170,1297 Sweden: 1936, "8. North America flight",
registered letter, superb
437
estimate 200,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
45
nach Sieger-Katalog
1298 Switzerland: 1929, "1. North America flight",
without delay stamp, superb postcard
27
estimate 160,1299 Switzerland: 1929, "trip to Dübendorf", superb
postcard
45
estimate 150,1300 Switzerland: 1930, "fligth with landing to Bonn",
superb postcard
54
estimate 150,1301 Switzerland: 1930, "South America flight", till
Pernambuco, superb cover
57C
estimate 130,1302 Switzerland: 1930, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard
66
estimate 90,1303 Switzerland: 1930, "trip to Bielefeld", with blue
stamp "flight meeting WILLISAU", superb postcard
81
estimate 140,1304 Switzerland: 1930, "Holland trip", superb
postcard
98
estimate 80,1305 Switzerland: 1931, "Egypt trip", superb cover
104
estimate 130,1306 Switzerland: 1931, "Nuremberg trip", superb
postcard
107
estimate 120,1307 Switzerland: 1931, "trip to Magdeburg", superb
cover
109
estimate 150,1308 Switzerland: 1931, "Upper Silesia trip", superb
cover to New York
115
estimate 110,1309 Switzerland: 1931, "Austria flight", to Vienna,
good franking, cover right tears, stamps superb
116
estimate 70,1310 Switzerland: 1931, "trip to cathedral", franked by
Michel no. 191x and 234x, superb postcard
121B
estimate 120,1311 Switzerland: 1931, "trip to Zurich", superb
postcard
127
estimate 75,1312 Switzerland: 1931, "3. South America flight", till
Pernambuco, superb cover
133
estimate 70,1313 Switzerland: 1932, "1. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen, superb
postcard
138Aa
estimate 80,1314 Switzerland: 1932, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard to Holland
166
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1315 Switzerland: 1932, "LUPOSTA-trip", droped
Rönne, superb cover
169Ba
estimate 130,1316 Switzerland: 1932, "6. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen, superb
postcard
177Aa
estimate 120,1317 Switzerland: 1933, "1. South America flight",
commercial used registered letter, franked amongst
other things with 2x Michel no. 245x, superb
202
estimate 100,1318 Switzerland: 1933, "Italy flight", droped Naples,
superb cover
207Da
estimate 250,1319 Switzerland: 1933, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard
222
estimate 90,1320 Switzerland: 1933, "Chicago travel", circuit
Friedrichshafen-Friedrichshafen,
registered
letter,
superb
238Cb
estimate 250,1321 Switzerland: 1935, "7. South America flight",
superb postcard
308
estimate 100,1322 Switzerland: 1936, "Germany flight", superb
postcard
402
estimate 180,1323 Switzerland: 1936, "10. North America flight",
with additional franking from Liechtenstein, registered
letter, superb
441
estimate 250,1324 Czechoslovakia: 1932, "8. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, registered postcard,
superb
189B
estimate 180,1325 Czechoslovakia: 1933, "4. South America flight",
superb postcard
223B
estimate 240,1326 Czechoslovakia: 1936, "10. North America
flight", registered letter, superb
441
estimate 180,1327 Tunisia: 1933, "5. South America flight", handing
in for transport Friedrichshafen, registered postcard,
insignificant corner crease, superb
226Aa
estimate 290,1328 Hungaria: 1931, "Pomerania trip", superb
postcard
106
estimate 100,1329 Hungaria: 1931, "trip to Hanover", superb
postcard
111
estimate 130,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
46
nach Sieger-Katalog
1330 Hungaria: 1931, "Polar travel", till Leningrad,
stamps minimal glue stained, superb postcard
119B
estimate 220,1331 Hungaria: 1931, "2. South America flight", with
red propaganda within the cancellation, superb postcard
129
estimate 110,1332 Hungaria: 1931, "3. South America flight", superb
postcard
133
estimate 100,1333 Hungaria: 1932, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard, R!
166
estimate 450,1334 Hungaria: 1932, "7. South America flight", superb
postcard
183
estimate 140,1335 Hungaria: 1933, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
219B
estimate 200,1336 Hungaria: 1933, "Chicago travel", till Brazil,
superb cover
238
estimate 280,1337 Hungaria: 1936, "1. Postal service trip", card a
little stronger traces
401
estimate 100,CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1338 22. 7. 1929, " Bremen" - New York, rural mailing,
superb cover
1a
estimate 50,1339 1. 8. 1929, " Bremen" - Bremen, German sea mail
posting, superb cover
2c
estimate 50,1340 9. 9. 1929, " Bremen" - Bremen, sea mail posting,
cover very fine
5b
estimate 70,1341 9. 9. 1929, " Bremen" - Bremen, Bring along and
catapult flight, card very fine
5c
estimate 65,1342 10. 10. 1929, " Bremen" - Cologne, US land mail
posting, superb cover
8a
estimate 70,1343 29. 4. 1930, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, cover very fine
10b
estimate 45,1344 5. 6. 1930, "Bremen" - Boston, rural mailing, on
15 Pf. "eagle" - postal stationery postcard (P 169! ) with
Michel no. 422, superb
14a
estimate 120,1345 16. 6. 1930, " Bremen" - Bremerhaven, US sea
mail mailing, superb postcard
15b
estimate 70,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1346 25. 6. 1930, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
16b
estimate 90,1347 14. 7. 1930, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
18b
estimate 140,1348 6. 8. 1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb cover
21c
estimate 90,1349 Forerunner: 29. 3. 1930, black stamp "no catapult
flight from D. Europe", superb cover
26B
estimate 150,1350 15. 9. 1930, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
31b
estimate 60,1351 22. 9. 1930, " Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
32c
estimate 70,1352 1. 10. 1930, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb postcard
35b
estimate 80,1353 25. 10. 1930, "Europe" - flight unusual, German
sea mail, printed matter, superb cover
39c
estimate 90,1354 10. 5. 1931, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
40b
estimate 50,1355 10. 5. 1931, "Bremen" - New York, Bring along
and catapult flight, superb cover
40c
estimate 65,1356 16. 5. 1931, "Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
41b
estimate 55,1357 16. 5. 1931, "Europe" - New York, Bring along
and catapult flight, superb cover
41c
estimate 65,1358 17. 5. 1931, " Bremen" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, superb postcard
42a
estimate 50,1359 24. 5. 1931, " Europe" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, both stamps with plate numbers!, superb
cover
43a
estimate 80,1360 2. 6. 1931, "Europe" - New York, Bring along and
catapult flight, on 5 Pf. "Hindenburg" - postal stationery
postcard with Michel no. 437, printed matter, superb
45c
estimate 100,1361 8. 6. 1931, " Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
47c
estimate 80,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
47
nach Haberer-Katalog
1362 Liechenstein: 18. 6. 1931, "Europe" - New York,
for subsequent flight, franked by Michel no. 109, 110,
111 (2x) and 112, registered letter, superb, RR!
50Li
estimate 500,1363 Interior more official first flight "Bismarck-north
Dakota" and subsequent catapult flight, superb cover,
RR!, Haberer collector's price!
60bc
estimate 350,1364 18. 8. 1931, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
64b
estimate 60,1365 4. 9. 1931, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
68b
estimate 70,1366 21. 9. 1931, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, cover very fine
72b
estimate 55,1367 9. 5. 1932, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
77b
estimate 90,1368 Netherlands: 18. 5. 1932, " Bremen" - New York,
superb postcard
79Nl
estimate 380,1369 5. 6. 1932, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, franked amongst other things with Michel no.
461, superb cover
83b
estimate 90,1370 2. 8. 9132, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
97b
estimate 70,1371 6. 9. 1932, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, cover very fine
105b
estimate 50,1372 29. 9. 1932, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, cover very fine
111c
estimate 70,1373 13. 5. 1933, " Bremen" - flight unusual, franked
by Michel no. 381 and 481, superb cover
114a
estimate 60,1374 21. 5. 1933, "Bremen" - flight unusual, German
sea mail posting, on 5 Pf. "Hindenburg" - postal
stationery postcard with Michel no. 481 in the
horizontal pair, printed matter, superb
116c
estimate 100,1375 19. 7. 1933, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
129b
estimate 60,1376 20. 8. 1933, "Bremen" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, 11 C. with plate number, superb cover
136a
estimate 70,1377 5. 9. 1933, "Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
140c
estimate 75,-

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1378 1. 10. 1933, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, 50 Pf. small perforation fault, superb
cover
146c
estimate 65,1379 Saar region: 23. 5. 1934, " Bremen" - New York,
printed matter, superb cover, only 16 documents
transported!
153Sr
estimate 320,1380 6. 6. 1934, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, franked amongst other things with K 13 /
4, printed matter, superb
156c
estimate 110,1381 5. 7. 1934, "Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, with good se-tenant franking, amongst
other things S 111, printed matter, superb
163c
estimate 160,1382 12. 7. 1934, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb postcard
164c
estimate 60,1383 Netherlands: 22. 7. 1934, " Europe" - New York,
registered printed matter, cover very fine, RR!, only 23
documents transported!
167Nl
estimate 300,1384 Luxembourg: 22. 8. 1934, "Bremen" - New York,
for subsequent flight, two countries franking, superb
cover, RR!
173Lu
estimate 750,1385 Luxembourg: 29. 8. 1934, "Europe" - New York,
two countries franking, printed matter, superb cover,
RRR!, only 4 documents transported!
174Lu
estimate 900,1386 5. 9. 1934, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, franked amongst other things with S 109,
printed matter, superb, R!
176c
estimate 150,1387 23. 9. 1934, " Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
180c
estimate 70,1388 Luxembourg: 26. 9. 1934, "Bremen" - New York,
two countries franking, superb cover
181Lu
estimate 380,1389 9. 5. 1935, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb
185b
estimate 60,1390 15. 5. 1935, "Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, printed matter, superb
186c
estimate 70,1391 16. 5. 1935, "Europe" - New York, Bring along
and catapult flight, printed matter, superb cover
187c
estimate 90,1392 2. 6. 1935, "Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb
190c
estimate 70,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
48
nach Haberer-Katalog
1393 12. 6. 1935, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
192b
estimate 70,1394 13. 6. 1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb
193c
estimate 80,1395 19. 6. 1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
194c
estimate 70,1396 26. 6. 1935, "Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb
195b
estimate 60,1397 3. 7. 1935, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, franked amongst other things with Michel no.
562, printed matter, superb
196b
estimate 90,1398 4. 7. 1934, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, se-tenant franking (amongst other things S
230), superb cover
197c
estimate 90,1399 21. 7. 1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, franked amongst other things with 6 Pf.
single stamp Ostropa souvenir sheet (Michel. No. 577)
!, printed matter, superb, RR!
200c
estimate 190,1400 Luxembourg: 31. 7. 1935, "Europe" - New York,
for subsequent flight, two countries franking, printed
matter, superb cover, RRR!, only 2 documents
transported!
203Lu
estimate 1.000,1401 18. 8. 1935, "Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, printed matter, superb
206c
estimate 80,1402 28. 8. 1935, " Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
208c
estimate 70,1403 4. 9. 1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, US sea mail
mailing, superb postcard
210b
estimate 70,1404 15. 9. 1935, " Europe" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, superb cover
212a
estimate 50,1405 15. 9. 1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
212c
estimate 70,1406 15. 9. 1935, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
213b
estimate 65,1407 25. 9. 1935, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
215b
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1408 2. 10. 1935, " Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, with single franking Michel no. 537,
superb cover
216c
estimate 80,1409 Liechenstein: 2. 10. 1035, "Bremen" - New York,
superb postcard, RR!, only 12 documents transported!
217Li
estimate 650,1410 4. 5. 1931, "with airmail to the steamer Bremen
transported", Airmail printed matter from Leipzig to the
United States, superb
estimate 60,DO X AIRMAIL
nach Harms Katalog
1411 13. 11. 1930, posting Friedrichshafen, via Rio to
North America, with on route passing cancellation "22.
IV. 31", with single franking 4 RM "Count Zeppelin",
superb postcard
7.b.d.
estimate 250,1412 13. 11. 1930, on route passing cancellation
Friedrichshafen, on board cancellation mark 30.
January 31, supply postel Switzerland, via Rio to North
America, superb cover
11.CH.c.
estimate 200,1413 30. 01. 1931, ship mail, via Rio to North America,
superb postcard
24.c.
estimate 100,1414 18. 06. 1931, Brazil, posting Bahia, black lozenge
stamp, superb cover
35.BR
estimate 150,1415 19. 08. 1931, posting port of Spain / Trinidad, to
North America, superb cover
51.TR.e
estimate 190,1416 19. 05. 1932, posting to the return flight to
Europe, board mail and special cancel, to Germany,
franked by 2x 2 RM "South America flight", right
stamp slight glueing fold, superb, RR!
61.a.
estimate 320,1417 01. 10. 1932, Germany flight the DO X, rear Bad
Godesberg, with red cancel "Germany flight 1932" on
photo postcard, superb
66.c.
estimate 60,1418 12. 05. 1933, posting Passau to the planned
Budapest flight with crossed out by bars confirmation
stamp and failure stamp, superb postcard
68.a.
estimate 140,1419 07. 07. 1933, posting Passau to the
Passau-Switzerland flight with violet delay stamp,
supply postel Russia with mixed franking, superb cover
69.e.RU/DR
estimate 450,1420 1930-34, 14 different picture postcards with DOX
subjects, mostly unused, superb lot
estimate 100,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SEMI-OFFICIAL FLIGHT STAMPS
49
1421 1912, 50 Pf. "Margaretenfest", rest of hinge, 5
superb items in different color shades
4★
estimate 90,1422 1912, 50 Pf. ultramarine "Margaretenfest" in the
upper right corner margin block of four without row
number, superb, R!, Michel (1200.-)
4b ★★
estimate 290,BALLOON FLIGHTS 1897 1916
1423 31. 8. 1898, Night trip of the balloon "Europe"
with captain louis Godard, ascent at the last date of
exhibition the II. force and machines exhibition
Munich, drop card, postal mailing in hair, superb,
Müller 3
estimate 290,1424 21. 5. 1909, Oberrheinischer association the air
shipping Strassburg, droped from balloon "count
WEDEL" with Finding memo, postal mailing in
Oberwaldbach / Bavaria at the 22. 5. 1909, with
Bavarian postage stamps added to cover to pay postage
due, because the Landing not in the territory of the
Reich resulted, superb postcard
estimate 750,1425 11. 8. 1910, German Touring-Club abbot. Air
shipping
Munich,
droped
from
balloon
"TOURING-CLUB" over Rott at the Inn, postal
mailing in Griesstaett at the 11. 8. 1910, tax the without
prepaid postage card with 10 penny in accordance with
postage control cancel P. 8. (postal check Munich),
superb postcard
estimate 380,1426 26. 5. 1912, royal saxon association for air
shipping Dresden, card for balloon "ELBE" prepares,
however from balloon "RIESA" related balloon
postcard with Finding memo and posting stamp
Rathenwalde, superb postcard
estimate 380,1427 13. 2. 1916, Berlin association for air shipping,
droped from balloon "MÖDEBECK", postal mailing in
Oberhof at the 13. 2. 1916, with signatur of the at that
time best known balloonist in Germany, Ing. H. R.
Berlin, superb postcard
estimate 700,PIONIERFLUGPOST 1909 1914
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1428 19. 5. 1912, "Heidelberg-Mannheim", special
cancel, superb postcard
9/02
estimate 40,1429 12. 10. 1912, "Frankfurt Wiesbaden" from first
day, airmail postcard with 50 Pf. donate additional
imprint, superb, RR!, down to the present day only 2
examples known with the date stamp from Frankfurt on
the Germania value from first day!
18/01a
estimate 280,1430 1911, officially photo postcard "Round Flight B.
Z. Price", Helmut Hirth with passenger, reverse red
special cancel dto., unused, superb, R!
estimate 75,-

AVIATION IN THE I. WORLD WAR
1431 1918, "airmail * 10. May 1918 * eagle yard. ",
black three lines frame cancel on fieldpost letter to
Xanten, very fine, RR!
estimate 320,1432 1915, "royally. PREUSS. FLIEGERBATT. 1",
blue letter cancel on fieldpost card from
"DÖBERITZ-ÜBUNGSPLSTZ" to Haseldorf, superb
estimate 20,FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1433 6. 4. 1926, "Erford - Zurich", superb cover, RR!
26.7.09
estimate 200,1434 21. 3. 1927, "Dresden Vienna", special cancel,
superb postcard
27.1.05
estimate 25,1435 21. 3. 1927, "Prague-Berlin", superb postcard
27.1.11
estimate 25,1436 19. 4. 1927, "Munich Prague", superb cover
27.5.04
estimate 20,1437 21. 4. 1927, "Gliwice Brno", adapted air-mail
confirmation cancel G 13-02!, superb cover (stamp
slightly bold)
27.17.04
estimate 25,1438 21. 4. 1927, "Vienna Wroclaw", superb postcard
27.17.09
estimate Gebot
1439 23. 4. 1928, "Berlin-Cologne", superb cover, R!
28.11.01
estimate 80,1440 22. 5. 1928, "Constance Vienna", superb postcard
28.32.08
estimate 20,1441 1. 6. 1928, "Berlin Rome", superb postcard
28.35.02
estimate 35,1442 26. 9. 1928, "Frankfurt / M. Paris", one stamp lost
otherwise superb cover
28.52.01
estimate Gebot
1443 1. 5. 1929, "Hamburg-Antwerpen", superb cover
29.5.02
estimate 25,1444 3. 6. 1929, "Klagenfurt Munich", superb cover
29.18.03
estimate 20,1445 16. 5. 1930, "Hanover oslo", 15 Pf. airmail postal
stationery postcard P 169 with additional franking,
superb
30.23.06
estimate 40,1446 10. 11. 1934, "Barthurst - Friedrichshafen London, return flight, with violet stamp "First Air Mail
GAMBIA-LONDON", superb, Müller no. 5
estimate 240,LATER FLIGHTS (SPF)
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1447 3. 7. 1919, "Weimar-Leipzig", small special
delivery cover, superb
19.2.03
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

LATER FLIGHTS (SPF)
50
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1448 20. 8. 1922, "Munich Leipzig" with confirmation
stamp "LEIPZIG AUSSTELLUNSPLATZ", registered
postcard, superb
21.4.16
estimate 20,1449 30. 6. 1923, "Berlin-Munich", special delivery
letter, very fine
23.9.03
estimate Gebot
1450 27. 7. 1923, "Nuremberg Berlin", franked by
Michel no. 263-66, cover very fine (additional franking
partly having mould stains)
23.9.11
estimate 30,AIRFIELD RESPECTIVELY AIRPORT CANCEL
1451 "Flughagen Gliwice", violet rectangle cancel with
two lines on 15 Pf. postal stationery postcard to
Pforzheim, superb
27-01b
estimate Gebot
FLIGHT CONTROL CANCEL
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1452 "Hanover", oval stamp, card very fine
28/02
estimate Gebot
AIR-MAIL CONFIRMATION CANCEL
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1453 "BADEN-BADEN", two-line cancel in red,
printed matter from "Boeblingen" to Baden-Baden,
superb cover
5-01a
estimate Gebot
1454 "BERLIN", airport, three lines frame cancel in
red, printed matter from "LEIPZIG" to Charlottenburg,
superb postcard
9-02a
estimate Gebot
1455 "Boeblingen" in red, printed matter from
"Hamburg FUHLSBÜTTEL" to Pforzheim, superb
postcard
10-01a
estimate Gebot
1456 "Brunswick" in violet, printed matter from
"Hamburg" to Brunswick, superb cover
12-02b
estimate Gebot
1457 "BREMERHAVEN", rectangle cancel with two
lines in red violet, printed matter from Hamburg" to
Bremerhaven, superb cover
14-03b
estimate Gebot
1458 "CHEMNITZ" in red, printed matter from
"LEIPZIG" to Chemnitz, superb postcard
18-02a
estimate Gebot
1459 "DORTMUND", airmail, in red, postcard from
"FRANKFURT" to Dortmund, superb
26-03a
estimate Gebot
1460 "FLENSBURG" in red, printed matter from
"KIEL" to Flensburg, superb cover
35-01a
estimate Gebot
1461 "GÖRLITZ", double-line cancel, printed matter
from "DRESDEN Newest. " to Görlitz, superb cover
46-01
estimate Gebot

AIR-MAIL CONFIRMATION CANCEL
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1462 "Hamburg", FUHLSBÜTTEL airfield, L4, superb
cover from "Hanover" to Linköping / Sweden
51-04
estimate Gebot
1463 "Hanover", three lines frame cancel in red, on first
flight "Bremen Halle Prague", printed matter, superb
52-02a
estimate Gebot
1464 "KARLSRUHE 1", two-line cancel in red, airmail
postcard from "BADEN-BADEN" to Karlsruhe, superb
59-02a
estimate Gebot
1465 "LEIPZIG", three lines frame cancel in red,
printed matter from "Brunswick" to Leipzig, superb
cover
68-01a
estimate Gebot
1466 "MANNHEIM" in red, postcard with airmail
cancellation "Munich" to Mannheim, superb postcard
72-02a
estimate Gebot
1467 "REICHENHALL" in red, airmail postcard from
"Munich" to Bad Reichenhall, superb postcard
87-01a
estimate Gebot
1468 "STRALSUND" in red and "SELLIN", printed
matter from "SELLIN" to Stralsund, superb cover
98-01a,94-01
estimate Gebot
1469 "STUTTGART", rectangle cancel with two lines
in red, printed matter from "KARLSRUHE" to
Stuttgart, superb
99-04a
estimate Gebot
1470 "WESTERLAND" in red, printed matter from
"Hamburg" to Westerland, superb postcard
109-01a
estimate Gebot
AIRMAIL POSTAL STATIONERIES
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1471 1931, 10 Pf. "eagle", 3 Pf. "Ebert", "Hamburg
Mophila", verso advertisement line Sieger, special
cancel, superb postcard
LPP 115/01
estimate Gebot
OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS AIRMAIL
1472 1911, "flight week Kiel", colored picture postcard
(sets no. 3), stamp "KIEL", superb
estimate 75,1473 1912, officially airmail postcard "first German
aerial post Mannheim Heidelberg" with airmail
cancellation "Mannheim-Heidelberg" in the Provence,
superb
estimate 90,1474 1912, picture postcard "Nürnberg-based flight
week - flight machines over the castle", used, superb, in
addition to it 2 event vignettes in black and lilac red,
with hinge, very fine
estimate 75,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS AIRMAIL
51
1475 1928, Ozeanflieger East-west: Köhl, from
Hünefeld, Fitzmaurice, 2 different special postcards,
amongst other things scarce Rhenania printing plant,
used, superb
estimate 85,1476 1911, officially postcard "Round Flight through
Saxony from 20. to 29. May 1911", used, superb, R!
estimate 90,1477 1911, "memory to the Saxony flight week" and
"airman the Sachsenwoche", 2 unused picture
postcards, superb
estimate 85,1478 1911, "Saxony flight week in Dresden", 3
different used picture postcards, almost only superb
estimate 85,1479 1909, "first International air race in Germany, to
Berlin-Johannisthal", 2 different picture postcards,
unused, superb
estimate 80,1480 1909, colored folding card "seven Swabia - and
another, Count Zeppelin", used, superb
estimate 100,GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA FORERUNNER
1481 1890, 10 Pf. bright red carmine in the vertical
strip of three, stamp "KDPAG SHANGHAI", on piece,
superb
V 41b
estimate 100,1482 1891, 5 Pf. opal green, above with gutter, stamp
"KDPAG SHANGHAI", on piece, superb
V 46c
estimate 30,1483 Small lot of 10 different forerunner, condition
varies
V ,
estimate 150,OFFICES: CHINA
1484 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint" with stamp
"SHANGHAI ** a", superb item on a little creasely
cover
4I
estimate 40,1485 1898, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", centered
stamp
"SCHANGHAIKWAN",
small
corner
perforation fault otherwise on piece, superb
6I
estimate 20,1486 1898, 10 Pf. lilac red "steep overprint", a short
perforation otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke L.,
Michel 120.3IIb
estimate 30,1487 1900, 5 pf. On 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint" in the
horizontal
pair
on
piece,
centered
stamp
"FUTSCHAU", superb in every respect (choice copy),
signed among others Schwenn and Mohrmann
7IB
estimate 1.100,1488 1901, 20 Pf. "hand stamp overprint", stamp
"TIENTSIN 1. 1. 01. " (type II), superb in every respect
piece of letter, photo expertize Dr. Cook
11
estimate 280,-

OFFICES: CHINA
1489 Petschili: 1900, 10 Pf. "Reichspost", stamp
"SHANGHAI DP *b", on piece, superb
P Vc
estimate 25,1490 Petschili: 1900, 20 Pf. "Reichspost", stamp "K. D.
FIELD postal service station No. 7", at the bottom a
missing perf otherwise superb
P Vd
estimate 50,1491 Petschili: 1900, 50 Pf. "Reichspost" in the vertical
pair, stamp "Beijing", on piece, superb, Michel (760.-)
P Vg
estimate 260,1492 Petschili: 1901, 3 Pf. "Kiautschou", centered
stamp "Beijing", thin spot place otherwise superb,
Michel 350.P VIa
estimate 100,1493 Petschili: 1901, 3 M. "Kiautschou", stamp "K. D.
FIELD postal service station No. 2", superb, photo
expertize Jäschke L., Michel 3800.P VIm
estimate 1.300,1494 1901, "Reichspost", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 450.15-27 ★
estimate 160,1495 1901, 3 Pf. dark-orange-brown "Reichspost",
superb, Michel 60.15b
estimate 20,1496 1901, 5 Pf. "Reichspost", centered stamp "steamer
CREFELD", superb, expertized Jäschke-L.
16
estimate 50,1497 1901, 2 M. "Reichspost", type II, superb, Michel
100.25II
estimate 35,1498 1905, 1½ D. On 3 M., unwatermarked, perforated
A, as usual perforated superb, Michel 150.36A
estimate 45,1499 1905, 1½ D. On 3 M., unwatermarked, perforated
B, superb, Michel 60.36B
estimate 20,1500 1906 / 7, ½ D. On 1 M. and 1 D. On 2 M.,
watermarked, peace printing, 2 superb items, Michel
100.44IA,45IAII
estimate 35,1501 1919, ½ D. On 1 M., watermarked, war issue,
overprint shining, in the horizontal pair from of the left
lower corner of the sheet with HAN "H 2318. 19",
manufactured irregular gumming, very fine MNH
44IIBR HAN ★★
estimate 150,1502 1912, 1½ D. On 3 M. blackish violet,
watermarked, peace printing, superb, signed, Michel
150.46IAa
estimate 55,1503 1904, 5 Pf. "Germania" with MSP stamp "2"
(RHEIN), 17. 6. 04, picture postcard, handwritten
"Ostasiat. Pioneer company Tientsin", superb
DR 70
estimate 55,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OFFICES: MOROCCO
52
1504 1889, "steep overprint", very fine set on letter
pieces, Michel 120.1-6
estimate 40,1505 1899, 10 C. on 10 Pf. lilac red "steep overprint",
rest of hinge, very fine, expertized Jäschke L., M. 120.3d ★
estimate 30,1506 1899, 10 C. on 10 Pf. lilac red, superb, expertized
Jäschke L., Michel 100.3d
estimate 35,1507 1899, 10 C. on 10 Pf. lilac red, small thin
otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 100.3d
estimate 25,1508 1900, 35 C. on 30 Pf. with plate flaw "head of the
R in Reichspost above oblique cut off and open",
superb, R!, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel (600.-)
12PFII
estimate 220,1509 1900, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., type I, on piece, superb,
expertized Mansfeld, Michel 60.16I
estimate 20,1510 1900, 2 P. 50 C. on 2 M., type II, some blunted
teeths otherwise superb, Michel 180.17I/II
estimate 45,1511 1900, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., type I, rest of hinge,
superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel 1300.19I/I ★
estimate 480,1512 1900, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., type II, stamp "FES", a
lighter perf otherwise superb, Michel 340.19II
estimate 100,1513 1905, 5 C. on 5 Pf. "Reichspost" with overprint
"Specimen", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 350.20SP ★
estimate 120,1514 1905, 60 C. on 50 Pf., unwatermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 70.28 ★★
estimate 25,1515 1905, 60 C. on 50 Pf., unwatermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.28 ★★
estimate 20,1516 1905, 1 P. on 80 Pf., unwatermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.29 ★★
estimate 25,1517 1906-11, 3 C. on 3 Pf. - 6. P. 25 C. on 5 M.,
watermarked, rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel 630.34-45 ★
estimate 200,1518 1907, 25 C. on 20 Pf. vivid violet ultramarine,
watermarked, with scarce stamp "Marrakech (CC) a",
small margin tear otherwise superb, RR!, photo
expertize Jäschke-L.
37b
estimate 170,1519 1908, 35 C. on 30 Pf., watermarked, stamp "FES"
(KK), superb
39
estimate 25,1520 1908, 50 C. on 40 Pf., watermarked, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 180.40
estimate 50,-

OFFICES: MOROCCO
1521 1911, 1 P. on 80 Pf., watermarked, stamp
"Tangier a" (CC) ! On piece, superb, R!
42
estimate 220,1522 1906, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., watermarked, stamp
"ALKASSAR", superb, signed, Michel (220.-)
43
estimate 80,1523 1913, 5 C. on 5 Pf. green, watermarked, on
registered letter with stamp "Marrakech DP c" to
Masagan (on the back arrival postmark), superb
47,50I
estimate 100,1524 1911, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., peace printing, stamp
"Casablanca", superb, expertized Steuer, Michel (80.-)
55IA
estimate 30,1525 1911, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., peace printing, centered
stamp "MEKNES", normal perforation, superb
55IA
estimate 30,1526 1911, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., peace printing, stamp
"MOGADOR", superb, Michel (80.-)
55IA
estimate 30,1527 1911, 2 P. 50 C. on 2 M., peace printing, stamp
"TETUAN", a short perforation otherwise superb
56IA
estimate 25,1528 1911, 3 P. 75 C. on 3 M., peace printing, blunted
corner perforation otherwise superb, Michel 260.57IA
estimate 70,1529 1911, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., peace printing, superb,
signed Köhler, Michel 420.58IAa
estimate 140,1530 1911, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., peace printing, overprint
sooty, almost mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Jäschke L., Michel 150.58IAb ★
estimate 55,1531 1911, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., peace printing, overprint
sooty, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 150.58IAb ★
estimate 50,-

GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE FORERUNNER
53
1535 28. 6. 1883, 20 Pf. ultramarine, 4x (one stamp
missing corner), on registered letter to Brandenburg,
very fine
V 42
estimate 250,-

GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE FORERUNNER
1532 26. 11. 873, ½ Gr., 1 Gr. and 2½ Gr. great breast
shield over Varna Bucharest Lviv to red scum, slight
vertical government trace of crease through the 2½ Gr.
stamp otherwise decorative three color franking,
superb, photo expertize Sismondo
V 18,19,21a
estimate 1.000,1533 1889, 2 M. bright gray purple, left with attaching
gutter, stamp "CONSTANTINOPEL 1", on piece,
superb, photo expertize Jäschke-L. : ". . . Has fresh
colors, well perforated and is in faultless, used
condition, a slight glueing fold is due to of the soft and
sensitive paper as normal to look at. "
V 37d
estimate 200,1534 27. 8. 1875, 5 Pfe. Gray lilac and 20 Pfe.
Ultramarine in the horizontal pair (small little tear) on
cover over "VARNA Danube" to Lyon, very fine,
expertized Brun
V 32,34a
estimate 700,-

OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
1536 1891, 10 PA. On 5 Pf. - 2½ PIA. On 50 Pf.,
reprint, rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel 205.1-5Na ★
estimate 70,1537 1884, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf. violet ultramarine,
overprint blue black, as usual perforated superb, Michel
90.3b
estimate 25,1538 1884, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf. violet ultramarine,
overprint blue black, stamp "CONSTANTINOPLEL
2", on piece, superb, expertized Pauligk, Michel (90.-)
3b
estimate 30,1539 1891, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf., reprint, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.3Na ★★
estimate 30,1540 1884, 2½ PIA. On 50 Pf. gray green, very fine,
Michel 190.5a
estimate 50,1541 1887, 2½ PIA. On 50 Pf. olive on piece, very fine,
Michel 100.5b
estimate 30,1542 1889, 20 PA. On 10 Pf. rose red, small thin from
hinge place otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke L.,
Michel 120.7a
estimate 30,1543 1897, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf. violet ultramarine, stamp
"CONSTANTINOPEL 1a", on cover to Munich with
blue stamp "with Aid the Police not ascertainable
return", very fine
8d
estimate 90,1544 1889, 1¼ PIA. On 25 Pf. yellowish orange and
2½ PIA. On 50 Pf. bright red brown, rest of hinge, 2
superb items, Michel 75.9b,10d ★
estimate 25,1545 1889, 2½ PIA. On 50 Pf. brownish red, rest of
hinge, superb, photo expertize Steuer, Michel 440.10a ★
estimate 160,1546 1899, 2½ PIA. On 50 Pf. lilac brown, very fine
(trace of crease), expertized Jäschke L., Michel 150.10ba
estimate 35,1547 1900, 5 PIA. On 1 M. and 10 PIA. On 2 M., type
I, 2 superb items, Michel 105.20/1I
estimate 35,1548 1900, 10 PIA. On 2 M., both types, very fine /
superb, Michel 195.21I/I,I/II
estimate 50,1549 1900, 15 PIA. On 2 M., type II, minimal glue
stained otherwise on piece, superb, Michel 200.22I/II
estimate 50,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
1550 1900, 25 PIA. On 5 M., type I, paint over only
with white paint, rest of hinge, superb, photo expertize
Steuer, Michel 380.23I/IV ★
estimate 150,1551 1905, 5 Pia. on 1 M., unwatermarked, both
perforations, 2 superb items, signed, Michel 110.32A/B
estimate 40,1552 1906 / 7, 5 Pia. on 1 M. and 10 Pia. on 2 M.,
watermarked, 2 superb items, Michel 100.44/5
estimate 35,1553 1906, 10 Pia. on 2 M., watermarked, superb,
Michel 60.45
estimate 20,1554 1906, 1½ Pia. on 30 Pf. (2x), 15 Pia. on 3 M. and
3x 25 Pia. on 5 M., carmine luminous, unwatermarked,
on face of cover to Geneva, very fine, very scarce
combination!
28,34b,47a
estimate 400,1555 1908, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.47b ★★
estimate 35,1556 1908, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel 100.47b ★★
estimate 25,1557 1908, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, as usual perforated superb, Michel 100.47b
estimate 25,1558 1908, "diagonally overprint", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 120.48-52 ★
estimate 35,1559 1908, "diagonally overprint", very fine set, Michel
180.48-52
estimate 55,1560 1908, 25 C. on 20 - 100 C on 80 "diagonally
overprint" with postmarks "CONSTANTINOPEL 3 **
", 3 superb pieces, expertized Dr. Steuer
50-52
estimate 60,1561 1908, 100 C. on 80 Pf. "diagonally overprint", on
piece, superb, expertized Bothe, Michel (80.-)
52
estimate 30,1562 1915, "CONSTANTINOPEL DEPART", insured
letter over 800 Frs. With franking with different
colours, stamp "K. And K. military letters censorship
commission BRASSO", with turkish censorship, superb
estimate 75,-

GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE STATIONERIES
54
1565 1905, 10 para on 5 Pf., stamp "JAFFA", superb
cover from "SARONA" to Leipzig
U4
estimate 40,GERMAN POST OFFICE TURKISH EMPIRE
1566 1916, MSP "14" (steamer GENERAL), army
postal service picture postcard from Damascus, superb
estimate 60,1567 1916, "army postal service Mil. Miss.
Constantinople" on violet wrapper "Ottoman lloyd",
superb
estimate 60,1568 1917, "army postal service Mil. Miss. KONIA" on
picture postcard to Berlin, superb
estimate 90,1569 1916, registered postcard from "PERA" to
Potsdam with turkish franking, superb
estimate 60,1570 1918, "fieldpost station office Damascus" (2 DFP)
on army postal service picture postcard, superb
estimate 50,1571 1918 "fieldpost station office RAJAK" on army
postal service picture postcard the 3. Komp. Reserve.
Jäg. Batt 11, superb
estimate 40,1572 1918, "fieldpost station office NAZARETH" on
army postal service picture postcard, letter cancel
"Funkerabteilung 1724", superb
estimate 50,1573 1918, "fieldpost station office Sevastopol" on
army postal service picture postcard from the Reserve.
Inf. Rgt. 9 II. Batt., a little blotched otherwise superb
estimate 60,GERMAN NEW GUINEA
1574 1897, 10 Pf. bright-purple-red with sea mail
cancel "new guinea - branch line SINGAPORE a" and
single circle postmark "Hong Kong", superb, expertized
Jäschke-L.
3a
estimate 75,-

GERMAN NEW GUINEA CAMP MAIL
1575 1915, cover from the camp "ROTTNEST Iceland"
to Flensburg with blue three circle cancel "PRISONER
OF was letter C. M. F. 5 TH M. D. " and green
rectangle cancel with two lines "PASSED BY
CENSOR", on the back on route passing cancellation
"SAN
FRANCISCO
WORLD\'S
PANAMA
exposition", superb, R!
GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE STATIONERIES
estimate 290,1563 1892, 20 para on 10 Pf., stamp
1576
1918,
printed
form
fold
letter
from
the camp
"CONSTANTINOPEL 2", superb postcard to
"HOLDSWORTHY" to Flensburg with blue censorship
Amsterdam
stamp "germane CONCENTRATION camp liverpool
P3
estimate 20,- N. S. W. " and violet rectangle cancel with two lines
1564 1905, 20 para on 10 Pf. Reichspost on registered "PASSED BY CENSOR", superb
postcard from "CONSTANTINOPEL" to Munich,
estimate 150,superb
P7
estimate 140,- Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN EAST AFRICA FORERUNNER
1577 1899, 2 M. dark red crimson on parcel card, as
kept by the post office with stamp "BAGAMOYO",
blunted corner perforation otherwise superb
VO 37e
estimate 45,1578 1891, 10 Pf. bright rose red and 20 Pf. blue on
linen cut, stamp "Dar es Salaam", superb, expertized
Jäschke-L.
VO 47b,48b
estimate 100,-

GERMAN EAST AFRICA
55
1591 1908, 3 R. dark red / green black, watermarked,
peace printing, rest of hinge, superb, expertized
Jäschke-l., Michel 60.39IAb ★
estimate 20,1592 1919, 3 R. blackish carmine red / green black,
watermarked, war issue, perforated A, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 150.39IIAd ★
estimate 50,-

GERMAN EAST AFRICA
1579 1893, 2 P. on 3 Pf. mid-brown, centered stamp
"BAGAMOYO", superb in every respect piece of letter
1I
estimate 25,1580 1893, 3 P. on 5 Pf. opal green, on piece, superb,
Michel (60.-)
2I
estimate 20,1581 1896, 2 P. on 3 Pf. pale ocher, fine (thin spot and
perforation fault), RR!, expertized Jäschke L., Michel
500.6e
estimate 110,1582 1896, 5 P. on 10 Pf. red carmine in the vertical
pair, single circle postmark "Dar es Salaam", on piece,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel (240.-)
8b
estimate 90,1583 1901, 1 R. dark lilac red, stamp "MOSCHI", on
piece, superb, Michel (60.-)
19
estimate 20,1584 1901, 2 R. dark emerald green, unwatermarked,
stamp "PANGANI", superb, expertized Bothe, Michel
100.20
estimate 30,1585 1901, 3 R. dark red / green black, unwatermarked,
stamp "TABORA" (without year date), superb
21b
estimate 90,1586 1905, 20, 45 and 60 H. "imperial yacht",
unwatermarked, 3 superb pieces, Michel (185.-)
26,28/9
estimate 55,1587 1905, 60 H. Dark reddish carmine / brown black
on dull carmine red, unwatermarked, with variety
"missing steam drawing top right", superb, Michel
150.29I ★
estimate 50,1588 "midland train (DOS) railway mail" (ZUG 5 and
7), 1914 / 5, on 3 covers with 7½ Pf. bright carmine red
to Dodama, almost only superb
32
estimate 240,1589 1906, 45 H. Mid-brown violet / black,
watermarked, centered stamp "BAGAMOJO", superb,
Michel 70.36
estimate 25,1590 1906, 60 H. Dark reddish carmine / black on dull
rose red, watermarked, superb, expertized Steuer,
Michel 240.37
estimate 75,-

GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTMARK
1593 "KILOSSA", 11. 3. 00, in greenish-blue on 3 Pesa
black green paid reply postal card (reverse not
superscribes) with question part to Kiel, superb
P7
estimate 70,1594 "MARANGU", 6. 12. 97, centered on 2 P. on 3
Pf., on piece, superb
1I
estimate 100,1595 "UTETE", 5. 5., on 4 H. Dark green, superb
31
estimate 140,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN EAST AFRICA PROVISIONALS
1596 1915, "MOROGORO", 17. 11. 15, violet
pre-payment of postage postmark "2½ H" on wrapper
to Tabora, superb
estimate 70,GERMAN EAST AFRICA P.O.W. MAIL
1597 "TAVETA", 19. 4. 15, on liable to payment of
postage private post with 7½ H. Bright carmine red,
superb cover to Dar es Salaam
32
estimate 150,GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTAL STATIONERIES
1598 Prepayment of postage: "MOROGORA", 7½ H.
Violet, unused, superb
PU 1b
estimate 50,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA FORERUNNER
1599 1894, 20 Pf. violet ultramarine with so far not
listed rarely plate flaw IV " medium Plottigat of the left
Reichs eagle claw broken out", perfect centered stamp
"REHOBOTH 15. 2. 97", superb in every respect piece
of letter, RRR!, photo expertize Steuer
VS 48dIV
estimate 700,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
1600 1897, 3 Pf. pale ocher, rest of hinge, superb, photo
expertize Jäschke L., Michel 350.1f ★
estimate 120,1601 1906, 3 Pf. dark ochre brown, single franking on
wrapper to Oderheim, 1x folded, very fine
11
estimate 35,1602 1901, 30 Pf. reddish orange / red black on dull
yellowish orange, unwatermarked, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 100.16 ★
estimate 30,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
1603 1901, 30 Pf. reddish orange / red black on dull
yellowish orange on registered letter with scarce
registration label "Einfeldt 5aI" to Lörrach, castle
donjon, left vertical fold otherwise superb, only 3
examples known!
16
estimate 240,1604 1901, 30 Pf. reddish orange / red black on dull
yellowish orange with variety "lines before 3 in of the
left 30", with stamp "OUTJO" and ink crosses on army
postal service instructions coupon, superb
16I
estimate 90,1605 1901, 1 M. red and 2 M. blackish blue,
unwatermarked, 2 superb items, Michel 83.20/1
estimate 25,1606 1901, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, superb, Michel 200.23
estimate 70,1607 1911, 30 Pf. dark orange / yellow black on
chrome yellow, watermarked, superb, Michel 65.28x
estimate 20,1608 1912, 1 M. carmine red and 2 M. blue,
watermarked, perforated A, normal perforation, 2
superb items, Michel 190.29/30A
estimate 55,1609 1919, 1 M. red carmine, watermarked, perforated
B, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 50.29B ★
estimate 20,1610 1906, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
watermarked, yellowish red luminous, small edge split
otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 370.32Aa
estimate 85,-

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA POSTMARK 56
1618 "NAUCHAS" on 3 Pf. dark ochre brown, on
piece, superb
11
estimate 30,1619 "OMARURU", 29. 6. 01, on cover with mixed
franking 5 Pf. opal green and green to Opole, superb
6,12
estimate 60,1620 "OTAVI", handwritten Wd stamp on 20 Pf. violet
ultramarine, very fine (top left scissors separation)
4
estimate 90,1621 "OUTJO", 22. 4. 07, on cover with 10 Pf. carmine
red to Langenberg and return, sender adress Missionary
Wulfhorst in the Owamboland, very fine
26
estimate 60,1622 "SWAKOPMUND", 9. 7. 00, on lithography card
with 5 Pf. opal green and violet two-line cancel
"German protectorate" to Munich, superb
6
estimate 80,1623 "WARMBAD" on 5 Pf. green, reverse on picture
postcard to Kalkfontein (south), superb
25
estimate 30,1624 "Windhoek" on 20 Pf. violet ultramarine, superb
14
estimate 70,-

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA STATIONERIES
1611 1900, 5 Pf. answer part from "WINDHOEK" from
Oblt. Fritsche in Omaruru to Berlin, superb
P 11A
estimate 70,1612 1908, 5 Pf. green from passenger aboard the
Prince regent to Las Palmas, there cancelled and then to
Cape Town, very fine
P 14
estimate 50,-

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA 1903/07
1626 "LÜDERITZBUCHT", 7. 7. 06, fieldpost letter
from Oblt. Clog Funkdabteilung 2, with routing
indicator "Relay horseman" in blue to Bromberg,
superb
estimate 80,1627 "OKAHANDJA", 17. 6. 04, patriotically fieldpost
letter of the II. company to Heidelberg, superb
estimate 80,1628 "Windhoek", 27. 3. 05, on field post instructions
coupon with violet eagle stamp "Kais. Protection troop
for Southwest Africa field commissariat", superb
estimate 30,-

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA POSTMARK
1613 "EKUJA", centered on 10 Pf. carmine red, superb
26
estimate 150,1614 "HATSAMAS" on 10 Pf. carmine red, lower right
scissors cut otherwise on piece, superb
26
estimate 70,1615 "KALKFELD" on 10 Pf. carmine red, on piece,
superb
26
estimate 20,1616 "KAPENOUSSEU", Wd stamp on large part of a
letter with 5 Pf. green, superb
12
estimate 50,1617 "KOES", centered on 10 Pf. carmine red, very
fine (some blunted teeths)
26
estimate 40,-

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
AIRMAIL
1625 "KARIBIB", 21. 5. 14, "first airmail / German
Southwest Africa / Karibib Windhoek", violet three-line
cancel on card with 5 Pf. green, superb, photo expertize
Steuer: ". . . Are extremely rare and only in some few
pieces have become known! "
25
estimate 4.800,-

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA ARMY WW 1
1629 "OTJIWARONGO", 1. 3. 15, (auxiliary year
date),
rain
measuring
table
from
"OKOSONGOMINGO" to Omaruru, superb
estimate 120,CAMEROON FORERUNNER
1630 1890, 2 M. bright gray purple with stamp
"Cameroon", small linen cut, superb, photo expertize
Jäschke-L. : ". . . Has fresh colors, well perforated and
is in faultless, used condition. "
V 37d
estimate 400,-

CAMEROON FORERUNNER
1631 1896, 2 M. dark red crimson, stamp "Cameroon",
parcel card, as kept by the post office, superb, Michel
(200.-)
V 37e
estimate 70,1632 1896, 50 Pf. bright red brown in the vertical pair
on parcel card, as kept by the post office, stamp
"Cameroon", superb
V 50d
estimate 45,CAMEROUN
1633 1900, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, superb, Michel 600.19
estimate 180,1634 1909, 5 Pf. green, watermarked, on picture
postcard from "DUALA" to Erford, superb
21I
estimate 20,1635 1914, 20 Pf. lilac ultramarine, watermarked, in the
vertical pair on parcel card, as kept by the post office,
stamp "VICTORIA", superb
23Ia
estimate 130,CAMEROON POSTMARK
1636 "BONABERI-NKONGSAMBA Z 2", on 5 Pf. in
the horizontal pair and 10 Pf. carmine, watermarked,
with both ornament pieces, 2 pieces very fine
21I ,22
estimate 40,1637 "DUALA a", 17. 4. 13, single franking 40 Pf.
carmine / black on registered letter to Stuttgart, very
fine
13
estimate 120,1638 "GARUA", 11. 7. 11, with 5 Pf. green,
watermarked on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard from
"ADAMAUA" to Montevideo, R!, very fine
21I,P 15
estimate 90,CAMEROON POSTAL STATIONERIES
1639 1905, 5 Pf. green, with indelible pencil cancelled
from "BUEA", additional cancellation two-line cancel
"German protectorate", superb postcard to Munich
P 14
estimate 75,WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
1640 1899, 3 Pf. "diagonally overprint", superb, photo
expertize Jäschke L., Michel 850.1I
estimate 280,1641 1899, 3 Pf. "diagonally overprint", fissure in the
upper margin, very fine, expertized Jäschke L., Michel
850.1I
estimate 190,1642 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp "YAP",
on piece, superb, expertized Pfenninger, Michel (750.-)
2I
estimate 250,1643 1899, 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"YAP", superb, expertized Steuer, Michel 160.3I
estimate 50,1644 1899, 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", superb,
expertized Steuer, Michel 160.3I
estimate 50,-

WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
57
1645 1899, 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"YAP", on piece, superb, Michel (160.-)
3I
estimate 55,1646 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Steuer, Michel 75.4I ★
estimate 20,1647 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 160.4I
estimate 50,1648 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", on piece,
superb, expertized Dr. Lantelme, Michel (160.-)
4I
estimate 55,1649 1899, 25 Pf. "diagonally overprint", centered
stamp "PONAPE", superb, R!, expertized W. Engel and
photo expertize Eichele, Michel 3400.5I
estimate 1.100,1650 1899, 25 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"PONAPE", on piece, superb, photo expertize Dr.
Lantelme, Michel (3400.-)
5I
estimate 1.200,1651 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"YAP", superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel
1800.6I
estimate 540,1652 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"YAP", superb in every respect piece of letter, photo
expertize Steuer, Michel (1800.-)
6I
estimate 600,1653 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint" with the
Mariana Islands stamp "SAIPAN", on piece, superb,
Michel (1800.-)
6I
estimate 450,1654 1900. 10 Pf. lilac red "steep overprint", on piece,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel (130.-)
3IIb
estimate 45,1655 1900, 25 and 50 Pf. "steep overprint", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 120.5a,6II ★
estimate 40,1656 1900, 25 and 50 Pf. "steep overprint", 2 superb
pieces, expertized W. Engel, Michel (140.-)
5a,6II
estimate 50,1657 1910, 5 Pf. on 3 Pf. "hand stamp overprint", right
lower corner perforation blunt otherwise superb
postcard, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel 6000.7Pv
estimate 1.700,1658 1905, 10 Pf. halved "1. Ponape issue" on postcard
coupon, superb, Michel (70.-)
9H
estimate 25,1659 1900, 1 M. red, superb, Michel 70.16
estimate 25,1660 1900, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, with seal of office "PONAPE", superb,
photo expertize Steuer, Michel (600.-)
19
estimate 200,-

WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
1661 1915, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
watermarked, peace printing, rest of hinge, superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 240.22IA ★
estimate 85,KIAUTSCHOU FORERUNNER
1662 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"TSINTAU KIAUTSCHOU *", very fine
V 2I
estimate 20,1663 1901, 20 Pf. "steep overprint", stamp
"KIAUTSCHOU", superb
M 4II
estimate 100,1664 1901, 25 Pf. yellowish orange "steep overprint",
superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 100.M 5IIa
estimate 30,1665 Lot of 32 Before and follower, as well 2
vacuously cancelled postal stationery postcards, mostly
superb, inspect!
V,M , ,
estimate 190,KIAUTSCHOU
1666 1901, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine, rest
of hinge, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel
280.17 ★
estimate 100,1667 1914, 1 C. and 2 C. "imperial yacht",
unwatermarked, stamp "LITSUN", 2 superb pieces
18/9
estimate 20,1668 1905, ½ $ dark carmine red, unwatermarked,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 100.24
estimate 35,1669 1905, 1½ $ black violet, unwatermarked,
perforated A, large on piece, superb with registration
label, photo expertize Jäschke-L.
26A
estimate 800,1670 1906, 1 $ blackish blue, watermarked, peace
printing, with plate flaw "numeral of value 1 crosswise
hatched", normal perforation, superb, expertized
Jäschke L., Michel 600.35IA PFI
estimate 180,1671 1918, 1½ $ black violet blue, watermarked, war
issue, perforated A, normal perforation, superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 100.36IIA ★
estimate 30,KIAUTSCHOU CAMP MAIL TSINGTAU
1672 "NARASHINO", 1916, picture postcard to
Cologne, superb
estimate 75,MARIANA ISLANDS
1673 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"SAIPAN 18 / 11 99" (type I), superb, various old signs
and photo expertize Dr. Lantelme, Michel 2000.2I
estimate 700,1674 1900, 10 - 50 Pf. "steep overprint", rest of hinge,
4 superb items, Michel 205.3-6IIa ★
estimate 60,-

MARIANA ISLANDS
58
1675 1900, 10 Pf. lilac red "steep overprint", stronger
rest of hinge, superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel
200.3IIb ★
estimate 60,1676 1901, 25 - 80 Pf. "imperial yacht", 5 superb
pieces, Michel (95.-)
11-15
estimate 30,1677 1901, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, rest of hinge, superb, signed, Michel
200.19 ★
estimate 70,1678 1916, 5 M., watermarked, both perforations, rest
of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 90.21A/B ★
estimate 30,MARSHALL ISLANDS
1679 1899, "Marshall Islands", very fine set, Michel
170.7-12a
estimate 60,1680 1901, 20 - 80 Pf. "imperial yacht", 6 superb
pieces, Michel (138.-)
16-21
estimate 45,1681 1901, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, lower margin copy, superb, signed,
Michel 600.25
estimate 200,SAMOA
1682 1900, 10 Pf. dark rose, superb, photo expertize
Jäschke L., Michel 250.3b
estimate 90,1683 1900, 50 Pf. bright red brown, on piece, superb,
Michel 85.6
estimate 30,1684 1901, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 230.19 ★
estimate 80,1685 1901, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, on piece, superb, Michel (600.-)
19
estimate 200,TOGO FORERUNNER
1686 1894, 5 Pfg. opal green (2x) and 10 Pf. red on
cover from "LOME" to castle on Mosel (expertized
Bothe), in addition to it sea mail letter with 10 Pf.
"Germania", stamp "Hamburg West Africa" and green
one-line cancel "German. Protectorate", superb
V 46c,47c
estimate 280,1687 26. 4. 1892, 20 Pf. blue on cover from "small
bum" over Lome to Düsseldorf, superb, expertized
Steuer
V 48b
estimate 50,TOGO
1688 1898, 3 Pf. pale ochre-brown in the horizontal
pair, stamp "LOME", on piece, superb, expertized
Bothe (as c) and Jäschke-L.
1b
estimate 25,-

TOGO
1689 1897, 3 Pf. pale ocher, small thin otherwise
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 160.1e
estimate 40,1690 1900, 25 Pf. yellowish orange and 50 Pf. bright
red brown, 2 superb pieces, Michel (140.-)
5a,6
estimate 50,1691 1900, 80 Pf. with variety "line under right
indication of value 80 through spot interrupted", rest of
hinge, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel 250.15I ★
estimate 90,1692 1900, 2 M. blackish blue, superb, Michel 100.17
estimate 35,1693 1900, 3 M. violet black, on piece, superb, Michel
(180.-)
18
estimate 65,1694 1913, 10 Pf. dark red crimson, watermarked,
stamp "AGOME PALIME", tiny trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 140.22
estimate 35,1695 1919, 5 M. green black / red carmine,
watermarked, war issue, perforated A, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 220.23IIA ★
estimate 80,1696 1907, 3 Pf. brown besides 2 Pf. gray postal
stationery postcard from "OFFENBACH" to Lome with
both postmarks and one-line cancel "return", superb
DR PZD 2
estimate 110,1697 Cancelled lot of 37 values, mostly superb
condition, inspect!, Michel 300.,
estimate 60,TOGO POSTMARK
1698 "HO", 25. 1. 1?, on postcard coupon with 5 Pf.
green, unwatermarked, superb
8
estimate 20,1699 "NOEPE", 9. 3. 12, centered on 10 Pf. carmine,
unwatermarked, very fine (small tear pasted up)
9
estimate 20,TOGO POSTAL STATIONERIES
1700 1902, 10 / 10 Pf. carmine, without control mark,
from Amdschowe (post office first 1914 planned) to
Barmen, stamp "LOME", superb
P 12
estimate 110,GERMAN COLONIES COLLECTIONS, LOTS
1701 Duplicate stock book with smaller and middle
cancelled values German colonies (DNG-Togo), very
fine / superb, Michel 2500.,
estimate 380,NAVY SHIP POST TILL 1914
1702 "22" (S. M. S. gray wolf), 22. 11. 97, 10 Pf. MSP
postal stationery postcard from Las Palmas, superb
MSP P 1
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

NAVY SHIP POST TILL 1914
59
1703 1897-1913, 8 pieces with different sea mail
cancels, treasure trove
DR ,
estimate Gebot
NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1704 "9" (SMS Germany), 14. 8. 1915, decorative
fieldpost letter-card, superb
estimate 20,1705 (large Kreuzer MOLTKE), 1914, violet letter
cancel, fieldpost letter from board the Moltke, superb
estimate 30,1706 "29" (GOEBEN), 17. 11. 14, fieldpost letter,
superb
estimate 30,1707 "32" (smaller cruiser ROSTOCK), 6. 7. 1915,
army postal service picture postcard from board the
Rostock, superb
estimate 30,1708 "35" (IV. Fleet), 14. 3. 1917, army postal service
picture postcard from board of a boat of the squadron,
very fine
estimate 30,1709 "38" (battlecruiser of the pine forest), 14. 10.
1917, army postal service picture postcard from board
the of the pine forest, superb
estimate 20,1710 "40" (21. Torpedoboost flotilla), 4. 6. 1916, army
postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat G 170 the 21. torpedo boat half flotilla, R!,
superb
estimate 80,1711 "43" (gun boat panther), 26. 11. 1917, fieldpost
card from board the panther, superb
estimate 20,1712 "47" (smaller cruiser STRASSBURG), 3. 12.
1916, army postal service picture postcard from board
the Strassburg, superb
estimate 20,1713 "50" (liner Alsace), 20. 1. 1918, army postal
service picture postcard (S. M. S. Thuringia) from
board the Alsace, superb
estimate 20,1714 "59" (liner emperor), 25. 7. 1917, field postal
service humorous card from board the emperor, very
fine
estimate Gebot
1715 "92" (large Kreuzer empress AUGUSTA), 11. 10.
1916, army postal service picture postcard from board
of the Empress Augusta, very fine
estimate Gebot
1716 "99" (smaller cruiser PILLAU), 24. 8. 1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board the Pillau,
superb
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1717 (battlecruiser DERFFLINGER), 9. 10. 1914,
violet letter cancel, fieldpost card from board the
Derfflinger, superb
estimate 20,1718 "107" (battlecruiser DERFFLINGER), 30. 9.
1916, fieldpost letter from board the Derfflinger, superb
estimate 20,1719 "116" (2. Min that which is sought-division), 11.
8. 1915, fieldpost greeting from. . . Card to
Wuerttemberg, superb
estimate 20,1720 (16. T-boot-Halbflottille), 1. 3. 1915, violet
one-line cancel "command the XVI. Flotilla", picture
postcard to Langballig, superb
estimate Gebot
1721 "118" (16. T-boot-Halbflottille), 14. 7. 1915, Field
postal service station stamp no. 168, army postal
service picture postcard from board of the torpedo boat
"V 180", superb
estimate 20,1722 "118" (16. T-boot-Halbflottille), 30. 4. 1916, army
postal service picture postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
1723 "118" (16. T-boot-Halbflottille), 30. 7. 1917,
official letter (navy matter) the cashpoint administration
the 16. torpedo boat half flotilla, reverse violet two-line
cancel the cashpoint administration the flotilla, superb
estimate 20,1724 "140" (large Kreuzer ROON), 28. 4. 1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board the Roon,
superb
estimate Gebot
1725 "140" (large Kreuzer ROON), 9. 12. 1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board the Roon,
superb
estimate Gebot
1726 "149" (10. torpedo boat half flottilla), 27. 4. 1915,
army postal service picture postcard from board of a
boat the 10. torpedo boat half flottilla, superb
estimate 20,1727 "161" (armored cruiser Prince HEINRICH), 25. 6.
1915, army postal service picture postcard (S. M. S.
Prince Heinrich) from board the Prince Heinrich,
superb
estimate 20,1728 "161" (17. torpedo boat half flottilla), 22. 9. 1917,
army postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "V 80", superb
estimate 25,1729 "163" (mine ship nautilus), 13. 4. 1918, Field
postal service artist card from board the nautilus to
Kiel, superb
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
60
1730 "184" (II. Torpedo boat half flottilla), 28. 7. 1915,
army postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "G 194", very fine
estimate Gebot
1731 "193" (VIII. Torpedo boat-flottilla), 24. 8. 1917,
fieldpost letter from board of the torpedo boat "V 180"
to Kiel, superb
estimate 20,1732 (18. torpedo boat half flottilla), 25. 8. 1914, army
postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "V 5", superb
estimate 20,1733 "202" (smaller cruiser BREMEN), 5. 12. 1915,
army postal service picture postcard from board of the
BREMEN, very fine
estimate 50,1734 "203" (mine ship pelican), 31. 5. 1918, fieldpost
card from board the pelican, very fine
estimate Gebot
1735 "211" (XX. Torpedo boat half flottilla), 25. 10.
1916, army postal service picture postcard, superb
estimate 20,1736 (Most auxiliary regret min steamer Prince
adalbert), 22. 10. 1914, violet letter cancel, army postal
service picture postcard (S. M. S. Magdeburg) from
board the Prince adalbert, superb
estimate 50,1737 "235" (2. flotilla the Trade protection flottille), 16.
7. 1916, Field postal service station stamp no. 168,
navy fieldpost to the Navy clerk on the S. M. "help
warship Bosnia", very fine
estimate 20,1738 "235" (2. flotilla the Trade protection flottille), 2.
4. 1917, Field postal service artist card to
Charlottenburg, superb
estimate 25,1739 "235" (2. flotilla the Trade protection flottille), 9.
1. 1918, army postal service picture postcard from
board the S. M. H. "coloured Cow", superb
estimate 25,1740 "S. M. S. HAY", 28. 12. 14, violet letter cancel on
picture postcard, superb
estimate 25,1741 "316" (VI. Vorpostengruppe the port flotilla the
Jade / Weser Führerboot: T 97), 8. 11. 1917, army
postal service picture postcard from board the "T 97",
very fine
estimate 30,1742 "369" (torpedo boat: V 183), 24. 9. 1915, army
postal service picture postcard to Rüstringen II, superb
estimate 25,1743 "369" (torpedo boat: V 183), 16. 1. 1916, army
postal service picture postcard to Westphalia, superb
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1744 (torpedo boat: G 197), violet letter cancel, army
postal service picture postcard, superb, R!
estimate 50,1745 (torpedo boat S 33), spring 1915, violet letter
cancel, field post picture postcard from board the "S
33", superb
estimate 35,1746 (torpedo boat S 33), 14. 12. 1914, violet two-line
cancel "3. company II. torpedo division", postmark
Wilhelmshaven, army postal service picture postcard
(MSP forerunner) from board the "S 33", superb
estimate 35,1747 "403" (blockade vehicle division the Elbe) in
blue, 9. 3. 1916, fieldpost card from board of a
Sperrfahrzeuges the Elbe, superb
estimate 35,1748 (II. Submarine flotilla), 5. 2. 1917, violet letter
cancel, fieldpost letter from board of the U boat "U 28",
very fine
estimate 40,1749 "409" (torpedo boat D 2) in violet, 28. 2. 1916,
army postal service picture postcard from board the "D
2" (alice Roosevelt) from Wilhelmshaven, superb
estimate 70,NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1920 1940
1750 "6" (EMDEN), 20. 3. 36, picture postcard the
"EMDEN", superb
DR 516
estimate 25,1751 "torpedo boat Gideon", 29. 8. 1936, inserted in the
1. Spain association, postage 12 pfennig was from
consignee paid, very fine (defects from opening the
cover)
estimate 100,GERMAN SEA MAIL
1752 "KORSOER KIEL No. 2", three lines frame
cancel on Danish Ganzsachenkate (1888) to Hamburg,
punched otherwise superb
estimate 80,1753 "Hamburg Heligoland", 8. 9. 04, violettter
additional cancellation "aboard of the fast steamer
Cobra", colored artist picture card the Cobra, very fine
DR 70
estimate 20,1754 1937, 25 Pf. with ship´s cancel "D. RELIACE
VERGNÜGUNSREISEN", mixed franking DR /
French Somalia, vertical folded, superb cover, R!
DR 641
estimate 90,1755 1938, "KDF" Tagesveranstaltungskarte from 24.
12., including Food sequence from board the
"OCEANA", very fine / superb
estimate 20,GERMAN WW 1 IN BELGIUM
1756 1916, 1 F. 25 C. on 1 M., type I, perforated B,
overprint dull, in the block of six with HAN "H 2743.
18", mint never hinged, superb
23IBb ★★
estimate 65,-

GERMAN WW 1 IN BELGIUM
61
1757 1916, 2 F. 50 C. on 2 M., type II, perforated A, in
the block of six from of the left lower corner of the
sheet with HAN "H 4876. 16", mint never hinged,
superb
24IIA ★★
estimate 260,1758 Small cancelled lot of 1914-16, amongst other
things with Michel no. 10-25, almost only superb,
Michel 510.estimate 90,GERMAN. BES. I. WW POSTAL AREA EAST
1759 1916, 10 Pf. carmine, on piece, superb, expertized
Hey, Michel 90.5b
estimate 30,1760 1916, 50 Pf. gray lilac / black, rotary printing
"1`4`1 / 2`3`2" block of four, margins a little shortened,
superb, Michel (200.-)
11aWOR
estimate 30,GERMAN. FP. ON LATVIAN AREA
1761 8. army, 12. 6. 17, with from punch stamp "K. D.
Army postal service" on picture postcard (Mitau that
large club) from Mitau to Dessau, with violet letter
cancel "commander the Mun. Coloured. And Trains 8 /
German army postal service 689", superb
estimate Gebot
1762 12. Infantry-division, 5. 4. 17, with from punch
stamp "army postal service" on picture postcard (Mitau
total view) to Tiengen / Baden, with violet military
cancel rectangle cancel with two lines "11. company 3.
O / Schl. Inf. Regiment no. 62" and red censorship
stamp single circle postmark "expertized / supervision
place Waldshut", superb
estimate Gebot
1763 219. Infantry-division, 20. 7. 18, with disguise
cancellation "German army postal service ** *" on
colored picture postcard (Riga that German theater) to
Karlsbrun b. Löbau, with violet letter cancel three lines
frame cancel "soldier letter / K. S. Inf. Regiment no.
391 / 8. company", superb
estimate Gebot
1764 23. Territorial Army division, 20. 7. 18, with from
punch stamp "K. D. Army postal service a" on picture
postcard (Dünaburg Petersburg street) to Fürth /
Bavaria, with blue letter cancel "Squadron rod 393",
superb
estimate Gebot
1765 "Militätverwaltung Courland", red violet letter
cancel, with disguise cancellation "German army postal
service ** *" on fieldpost letter, superb
estimate 20,1766 "Evangel. Field Divisions Minister the 77.
Reserve division", violet double-line cancel, on picture
postcard to Salzbrunn, superb
estimate 20,1767 "German army postal service 809 * a", 20. 10. 17
on receiver coupon one Field postal service money
order over 14. 40 Mark, superb
estimate Gebot

GERMAN. FP. ON LATVIAN AREA
1768 Fieldpost station office no. 161, 3. 10. 17, with
from punch stamp "K. D. Army postal service * b" on
picture postcard (greatings from Riga) with violet letter
cancel, censorship frame cancel with two lines "Alsace
expertized and transported" and single circle postmark
"PÜH 168" the Postal service supervision auxiliary
place as well rectangle cancel with two lines "from
military reasons Delays", superb
estimate 20,1769 Fieldpost station office no. 168, 22. 11. 17, with
disguise cancellation "German army postal service *"
on picture postcard (Old-Riga-St. Petersburg suburb at
night from 11. on the 12. July 1812) from Riga to
Saxony, with violet military cancel two ring cancel
"German Soldier-navy-home I / . . . Street. 20 / Libau
(Courland) ", superb
estimate Gebot
1770 Fieldpost station office no. 214, 10. 7. 17, with
from punch stamp "K. D. Army postal service" on
colored picture postcard (the Catholic Church street in
Mitau) from Mitau to Lübeck, with violet military
cancel, superb
estimate Gebot
1771 Fieldpost station office no. 223, 15. 3. 16
(handwritten, without fieldpost cancel), on colored
greatings from Libau card from Wenta to Offenbach,
with
violet
letter
cancel
"royally
Preuss.
Railroad-building-Kompagnie 10" and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1772 Fieldpost station office no. 316, type II, 2. 10. 17,
with disguise cancellation "German army postal service
** *" on picture postcard (Dünaburg) to Lembach, with
violet letter cancel "Field-artillery-battery 875", superb
estimate Gebot
1773 Fieldpost station office no. 383, 20. 3. 18, with
cancellation adjusted stamp "K. D. Army postal service
** " on colored Junk card (Ulanengrüße shelter with
faithful! ) to Ausweiler, with violet letter cancel and
rectangle cancel with two lines "from military reasons
Delays", superb
estimate Gebot
1774 Fieldpost station office no. 383, 24. 3. 18, with
cancellation adjusted stamp "K. D. Army postal service
** " on colored Junk card (The Caretaker) to Cursdorf,
with violet rectangle cancel with two lines "from
military reasons Delays", superb
estimate Gebot
1775 Fieldpost station office no. 383, 31. 10. 17, with
cancellation adjusted stamp "K. D. Army postal service
** " on picture postcard (Riga the Cathedral) to
Rostock, with violet letter cancel "1. Land. Inf. Ers.
Batl. . . . 2. Komp. " and two-line cancel "from military
reasons Delays", superb
estimate Gebot
Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

GERMAN. FP. ON LATVIAN AREA
62
1776 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. D. Upper command
the 8ten army", 10. 1. 16, on picture postcard (Puza
Riga) from Mitau to Berlin, with military cancel three
circle cancel "royally headquarters Mitau", superb
estimate Gebot
1777 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. Of the Command the
8. army", 2. 11. 16, on colored picture postcard (types
from Russian Poland) from Mitau to Berlin, with violet
letter cancel "Command the 8. army / General the
pioneers" and field postal service addresses addition
"east", superb
estimate 20,1778 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. Of the Command the
8. army", 14. 1. 17, on picture postcard (Mitau) from
Mitau to Wolf reason, with violet letter cancel "army
Command 8 / Komdr. The Mun. Coloured. And Trains
8", superb
estimate Gebot
1779 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. Of the Command the
8. army", 4. 2. 17, on picture postcard (Mitau Catholic
street) from Mitau to Wolf reason, with violet letter
cancel "army Command 8 / Komdr. The Mun.
Coloured. And Trains 8", superb
estimate Gebot
1780 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 2. INFANTRY
DIV. A", 26. 02. 16, on picture postcard
(Constantinople Sophia Mosque) to Berlin, with violet
stamp "Soostmeyer Catholic army chaplain the 103.
Infantry-division", superb
estimate 20,1781 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 2. INFANTRY
DIV. B", 22. 10. 16, on picture postcard (the war in the
East Jelowka) from Jelowka to Berlin, with violet letter
cancel "3. Infantry brigade" and field postal service
addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1782 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. D. 41. INFANTRY
DIV. C", 16. 8. 16, on picture postcard (Livonian
Switzerland) to Hamburg, with violet letter cancel
rectangle cancel with two lines "S. B. Land. Inf.
Government no. IX / 10 Komp. " and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1783 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. 88. INFANTRY
DIV. ", 25. 4. 18, on colored picture postcard (German
Guard at the window of a suspect house) to Newly
Heiduk, with violet letter cancel rectangle cancel with
two lines "soldier card / 4. Komp. Inf. Regiment 352"
and field postal service addresses addition "east", very
fine
estimate Gebot
1784 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. 88. INFANTRY
DIV. ", 13. 2. 16, on colored picture postcard (Hurrah!
The baggage train is there) to Altona / Bez. Dortmund,
with violet military cancel two-line cancel "Corps
Prück in baggage train 58" and field postal service
addresses addition "east", very fine (stronger crease)
estimate Gebot
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1785 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 88. INFANTRY
DIV. A", 5. 9. 16, on picture postcard (the bridge from
Vilnius) with violet letter cancel three lines frame
cancel "soldier letter / II. (Sächs. ) Batls. Inf. Regts. No.
351 / 6. Komp. " and field postal service addresses
addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1786 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 88. INFANTRY
DIV. A", 4. 5. 16, on colored picture postcard (Widokiz
Krolestwa Pole ski ego) to a driver of the Field type.
Regiment 76, with violet letter cancel "Territorial Army
Inf. Regiment 349 / I. Battalion" and field postal service
addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1787 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 88. INFANTRY
DIV. B", 1. 2. 16, on fieldpost printed form card from
before Dünaburg to Bielefeld, with field postal service
addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1788 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 108. Infante.
DIV. ", 29. 4. 16, on Army thing, registered letter to
Berlin, senders note reverse from cover cut, superb
estimate 20,1789 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. D. 109. INFANTRY
DIV. A", 6. 9. 16, on colored picture postcard
(Exploded Russian 7. 5 cm garnet) to Hohengößt /
Alsace, with violet two-line cancel "cover. . . . 6 / 376"
and field postal service addresses addition "east", very
fine
estimate Gebot
1790 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 202. Infante.
DIV. A", 9. 1. 17, on fieldpost printed form card to
Wipshausen / Hanover, with violet letter cancel
"Infantry-regiment 408 / 5 company" and field postal
service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1791 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 1 provision DIV. ",
30. 11. 16, on picture postcard (Tuckum cure country)
to Gera, with slightly violet letter cancel rectangle
cancel with two lines and field postal service addresses
addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1792 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV. ",
7. 2. 16, on fieldpost printed form card to Liebenburg /
Harz, with field postal service addresses addition
"east", very fine (right corner stronger crease)
estimate Gebot
1793 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV. ",
27. 1. 16, on Christmas fieldpost card to Breitungen,
with violet rectangle cancel with two lines "II. Batl.
Ldst. I. R. soldier letter", superb
estimate 20,1794 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV.
A", 29. 12. 16, on picture postcard (old sawmill in
Courland) to Burgstädt, with field postal service
addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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1795 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV.
A", 4. 4. 16, on picture postcard (from the beautiful
Courland) to Burgstädt, with black letter cancel
rectangle cancel with two lines "S. B. L. Mun.
Coloured. Reserve. Fldartl. Regiment No. 6" and field
postal service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1796 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV.
B", 21. 12. 16, on colored Junk card (cordial Christmas
greetings) to Berlin N. W., with violet letter cancel
rectangle cancel with two lines "S. B. 12. company
Reserve. J. R. 20" and field postal service addresses
addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1797 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 76. provision DIV. A",
13. 5. 16, on receiver coupon for Field postal service
money orders over 25.- Mark, very fine
estimate Gebot
1798 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 76. provision DIV. B",
19. 3. 16, on Field postal service-printed form-answer
card from Meyendorf, with violet military cancel two
ring cancel "rod. 76. provision inf division" and field
postal service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1799 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 76. provision DIV. C",
13. 6. 16, on colored picture postcard (Libau harbor) to
Frankfurt on M., with violet letter cancel "Reserve. Inf.
Government 253 / 76. Reserve. Division / 1. Komp"
and field postal service addresses addition "east",
superb
estimate Gebot
1800 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 77. provision DIV. ", 19.
3. 16, on picture postcard (Wilna harbor) to Tuttlingen,
with violet military cancel rectangle cancel with one
line and field postal service addresses addition "east",
superb
estimate Gebot
1801 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 78. provision DIV. A",
8. 6. 16, on fieldpost letter to the 111. Inf. Division in
the west, with violet letter cancel two ring cancel "S. B.
Provision motor pool / column 102" and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1802 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. D. 1. LANDW. DIV.
C", 12. 1. 17, on picture postcard (v. Mackensen) to
Pinneberg, with field postal service addresses addition
"east", superb
estimate Gebot
1803 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 14. LANDW.
DIV. ", 20. 4. 16, on picture postcard (the war in the
east "new fortune from the ruins") to the 32. Div. XII.
T. K. in the west, with violet letter cancel rectangle
cancel with two lines "L. I. R. 101. II. Battalion / letter
cancel" and field postal service addresses addition
"east", very fine (Glue remainders)
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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1804 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 1. CAVALRY
DIV. B", 26. 4. 16, on fieldpost printed form card, with
violet military cancel single circle postmark "2. guard
Ulanen regiment / 4. squadron" and field postal service
addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1805 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. CAVALRY DIV.
", 8. 7. 16, on picture postcard (Mitau total view in the
Aatal of the Trinitätskirche seen) to Chemnitz, with
violet letter cancel rectangle cancel with two lines "S.
B. Field flyer ABTLG. " and field postal service
addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1806 "K. D. FIELD POSTESPED. 8. CAVALL. DIV.
", 3. 8. 16, on fieldpost letter in the circle Coburg, with
violet letter cancel, "Messages department", superb
estimate Gebot
1807 "K. D. FIELD postal service station NO. 33", 9. 6.
. ., on fieldpost letter to Altenstadt / Hessen, with field
postal service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1808 "K. D. Army postal service = station number. 33",
3. 5. 16, on picture postcard (Mitau winter sport) to
Gerau, with violet military cancel rectangle cancel with
two lines "8. company / Land. Inf. Government 11" and
field postal service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1809 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 167 ** ",
10. 05. 16, on fieldpost letter-card, with violet letter
cancel "royally Sächs. A. K. Zug 65 M. " and "2.
company Land. Inf. Batls. Bartenstein (I. 10) " and red
one-line cancel "admitted! ", superb
estimate 20,1810 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 168 ** ",
13. 9. 16, on picture postcard (Libau gentleman bath) to
Riedisheim, with violet letter cancel "administrative
district Libau / battalion F. " and rectangle cancel with
two lines "Mulhouse / Els. Expertized and to convey"
as well field postal service addresses addition "east",
superb
estimate 20,1811 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 168 ** ",
12. 8. 15, on picture postcard (Libau that port) to
Langewiesen, with field postal service addresses
addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1812 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 169 ** ",
16. 1. 17, on picture postcard (Russian house and his
Inhabitant) to Neukölln, with field postal service
addresses addition "east", very fine (lower left corner
bent)
estimate Gebot
1813 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 169 * a",
23. 11. 16, on picture postcard (atmospheric picture
from Szczuczyn) in the circle Kufstein, with field postal
service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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1814 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 213 * a",
24. 10. 16, on picture postcard (band from castle let) to
Wiesbaden, with violet letter cancel rectangle cancel
with two lines "S. B. P. K. II. B. 2. GB. . . " and field
postal service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1815 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 214 * a",
24. 10. 16, on colored card (Flowers greet! ) in the
circle Hattingen, with black oval cancel "German
soldier home / Mitau / post street 14" and field postal
service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1816 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 214 * b",
3. 5. 17, on registered letter the War infirmary abbot. 55
/ cashpoint administration I to the Pioneer Batl. I in
Munich, very fine
estimate 20,1817 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 223 ** ",
2. 7. 16, on fieldpost letter to Foam castle Lippe, with
violet letter cancel "War prisoner work battalion 41 I /
5. Komp. " and field postal service addresses addition
"east", superb
estimate Gebot
1818 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 264 ** ",
28. 10. 16, on picture postcard (the market in Janiszky
in Courland) to Bad Rösen / on Saale, with violet letter
cancel rectangle cancel with two lines and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
1819 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 280 ** ",
30. 12. 16, on Feldpostfalt cover from Wainoden to
Stadthagen, with blue letter cancel "Kriegefangenen
labour battalion 41 I. / 5. Komp. " and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate 25,1820 "KAIS. German fieldpost station office number.
211", 7. 10. 15, on picture postcard (the Administration
building of the Libauer War harbor), with violet letter
cancel and field postal service addresses addition
"east", very fine
estimate Gebot
1821 "KAIS. German fieldpost station office number.
213", type I, 23. 9. 15, on fieldpost printed form card
with field postal service addresses addition "east",
superb
estimate Gebot
1822 "KAIS. German fieldpost station office number.
214", 10. 2. 16, on colored propaganda card (set 3689.
2. : we haltens from) to Neunkirchen, with violet letter
cancel and field postal service addresses addition
"east", superb (top left small crease)
estimate Gebot
1823 "KAIS. German fieldpost station office number.
214", 13. 12. 15, on Junk card (the last Advised) with
blue military cancel single circle postmark "XII.
Armierungs-battalion / 2. Komp. " and one-line stamp
"return" with handwritten notation "offended", superb
estimate Gebot
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1824 1917, 4 different fieldpost documents from the
Baltic countries with German Postmark, superb, R!
estimate 60,-

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE I. WW
65
1835 1919, 5 Pf. green in the horizontal pair on
postcard from "SCHANDAU" / Sächs. Switzerland
with handwritten sender´s name "2. Corps of the
voluntary Grenzer-battalion, City command Schonau"
GERMAN. BES. I. WW PROVISIONAL ISSUE FOR DORPAT
and "Voluntary Grenzer-department Elbe, command
1825 1918, 20 Pf. on 10 Kop. and 40 Pf. on 20 Kop., Manger", superb
rest of hinge, as usual perforated superb, signed, Michel 70
estimate 60,100.1836 1915-18, lot of 29 different fieldpost card (almost
1a,2 ★
estimate 25,- only picture postcards) and a cover, various letter
cancel, almost only picture postcards, treasure trove!
GERMAN. BES. I. WW ROMANIA
estimate Gebot
1826 1918, 5 - 50 B. "postage due stamps",
unwatermarked, set very fine / superb, Michel 400.1837 1915 / 17, 7 fieldpost card from the Baltic
P 1-5 ★★
estimate 90,- countries, with different postmarks "from military
reasons Delays", superb
GERMAN. BES. I. WW COLLECTIONS, LOTS
estimate 70,1827 Mostly used neat part of a collection Bes. Give I
GERMAN
PLEBISCITE
AREA
MARIENWERDER
with many good values, almost only superb condition
,★
estimate 250,- 1838 1920, 3 M. on 3 Pf. brown, type BIIa, superb,
expertized Dr. small, Michel 90.ARMY POSTAL SERVICE I. WW
24BIIa
estimate 30,1828 1914 fieldpost card from the Red Cross union
hospital Görden by Brandenburg to Kiel, with red GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA UPPER SILESIA
sickbay stamp, very fine
1839 Interesting collection Upper Silesia from 1920-22
estimate 25,- with useful values, official stamps as well some issues
1829 1915, fieldpost letter with violet military cancel Eastern Upper Silesia, almost only superb condition
, ★, ★ ★,
estimate 180,"airman battalion no. 3 cashpoint administration" the
"K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. 39. INF. DIV. " to GERMAN. ABSTIMMUNGSG. SLG., LOTS
Herzsprung, superb
1840 1920 / 1, collection plebiscite area with middle
estimate 20,- issues on Schaubek album pages, almost only superb
1830 1916, form letter the intormation center from red condition, Michel approximate 600.cross in Dresden, violet one-line cancel "Army thing",
★, , ★ ★
estimate 100,on the back violet seal of office "XII. (1. K. S. ) army
SAAR
Corps deputy. General command", superb
estimate 40,- 1841 1920, 2 Pf. dark blue gray (hatched background),
overprint by mistake on German Reich Michel no. 83I
1831 1916, prisoner of war letter from "ARLON" in lieu of on Michel no. 102, with overprint plate flaw:
(Belgium) at the German language red cross in Berlin, PF A "in the middle vertical divided bar" (field 88),
very fine
mint never hinged, superb, RR!, photo expertize brown,
estimate 20,- Michel (13. 000.-)
1832 1917, army postal service picture postcard A1 PF A ★★
estimate 5.000,(airman Adolf Weferling) with violet letter cancel 1842 1929, 2 Pf, yellow gray, type I, inverted overprint,
"Imperial navy - lake Flight station LIBAU" to Prignitz, very fine MNH, R!, expertized Burger, Michel 650.superb
1IK ★★
estimate 220,estimate 20,1843 1920, 3 Pf. dark ochre brown, type I, diagonally
1833 1917, army postal service letter-card, army postal overprint in the horizontal strip of three, medium stamp
service station No. "103", overprint card to the best of with overprint error OI (a horizontal cleaved), mint
the Red Cross the Rhine province with 5 Kreuzpfenning never hinged, superb, R!, each value expertized Burger
contribution stamp, violet three circle cancel "Reserve. and photo expertize brown, Michel (2700.- + )
Foot artillery RGT. Number. 13, 10. battery", very fine
3I F IV ★★
estimate 850,estimate 20,1844 1920, 25 Pf. reddish orange / black on yellow
1834 1918, fieldpost card with violet two-line cancel white and 30 Pf. dark red orange / black on pale
"fighter squadron 11 German army postal service 286", chrome-yellow, type I, 2 superb items, Michel 70.in addition to it picture postcard from Richthofen with
9a,10xI
estimate 20,signatur, superb
estimate 80,- 1845 1920, 25 Pf. reddish orange / black on yellow
white with overprint error KII, superb, expertized
Sie können auch per American Express,
brown, Michel 90.Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
9aKII
estimate 30,Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAAR
1846 1920, 25 Pf. yellow orange / black on yellow
white, type I, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
brown, Michel 90.9bI ★★
estimate 30,1847 1920, 30 Pf. dark red orange / black on chrome
yellow, type I, "bar division vertical 3 / 4 to 1 / 4",
superb, expertized brown, Michel 110.10xID
estimate 35,1848 1920, 30 Pf. dark red orange / black on orange
white, type I, rest of hinge, a short perforation
otherwise superb, abridged certificate brown, Michel
280.10yI ★
estimate 65,1849 1920, 30 Pf. dark red orange / black on orange
white, type I, "in the middle vertical divided bar",
almost mint never hinged, superb, expertized Burger
10yIA ★
estimate 150,1850 1920, 50 Pf. dark brownish purple / black on
orange white, type I, superb, expertized brown, Michel
90.13yI
estimate 30,1851 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type I, rest of hinge, superb, photo expertize
brown, Michel 240.16I ★
estimate 80,1852 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type I, on piece, superb, photo expertize
brown, Michel (360.-)
16I
estimate 130,1853 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type I, "head of the e vertical cleaved", rest of
hinge, superb, abridged certificate brown, Michel 500.16IQI ★
estimate 150,1854 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type III, "Sarre strong squished", superb,
photo expertize brown, Michel 1100.16IIIZ
estimate 390,1855 1920, 1 M. dark carmine red, perforated A, type
II, superb, expertized brown, Michel 100.17AII
estimate 30,1856 1920, 15 Pf. red and bright carmine red, 2 superb
items, expertized brown, Michel 90.20a,c
estimate 25,1857 1920, 40 Pf. "Bavaria Sarre" with overprint error
"uppermost grid line right shortened", strength rest of
hinge, superb, expertized brown, Michel 60.24PFBI ★
estimate 20,1858 1920, 2 M. black gray violet "Bavaria Sarre", on
piece, superb, expertized Burger, Michel (170.-)
28b
estimate 60,1859 1920, 3 M. "Bavaria Sarre", stamp "ST.
INGBERT", on piece, superb, abridged certificate
brown, Michel (200.-)
29
estimate 70,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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66
1860 1920, 5 M. "Bavaria Sarre", unprüfbarer corner
stamp, some blunted teeths in the upper margin
otherwise superb
30
estimate 220,1861 1920, 5 M. "Bavaria Sarre" with attached blank
field, very fine MNH, expertized Burger, Michel 3000.30L ★★
estimate 1.000,1862 1920, 5 M. "Bavaria Sarre" with overprint variety
"fatter control check mark", on piece, superb, photo
expertize Burger, Michel (3000.-)
30III
estimate 1.100,1863 1920, 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre", field 17, rest of
hinge, superb, abridged certificate brown, Michel 180.31 ★
estimate 65,1864 1920, 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre", on piece, superb,
expertized Burger, Michel (320.-)
31
estimate 120,1865 1920, 2. 50 M. brownish lilac, superb, expertized
Burger, Michel 250.43c ★★
estimate 90,1866 1920, 2. 50 M. dark brow purple, superb,
expertized brown, Michel 65.43d
estimate 20,1867 1921, "landscape pictures I", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 200.53-69 ★★
estimate 70,1868 1921, "landscape pictures I", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 80.53-69 ★
estimate 25,1869 1921, 20 Pf. "shaft tower", perforated L 10½, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 50.55B ★★
estimate 20,1870 1921, 3 M. "earthenware factory" in the left upper
corner margin block of four, as well field 1 with variety
66PFII, mint never hinged, superb
66
★★
estimate 35,1871 1921, "landscape pictures II", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 240.70-83 ★★
estimate 80,1872 1921, "landscape pictures II", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 80.70-83 ★
estimate 25,1873 1921, "landscape pictures II", very fine set on
letter pieces
70-83
estimate 30,1874 1921, 3 C. on 20 Pf. "shaft tower", perforated K
12½, in the sheet (100) with tête-bêches, date of
printing "20 Pf. 600. 000 15-2-21" and many plate
flaws, vertical folded, mint never hinged, superb
70A ★★
estimate 40,1875 1921, 30 C. on 80 Pf. "old bridge" in the
Kehrdrucksechserblock, various rest of hinge, the two
of them middle stamps mint never hinged, superb
76A Kdr III/IV ★
estimate 20,-

SAAR
1876 1921, 75 C. on 2 M. - 5 Fr. on 25 M. "landscape
pictures II" in blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (860.-)
79-83
★★
estimate 260,1877 1921, 3 Fr. on 10 M. "Mayor velvet" in the right
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb
82
★★
estimate 90,1878 1921, 5 Fr. on 25 M. "Burbacher Cottage" in the
right upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
83
★★
estimate 100,1879 1921, 5 Fr. on 25 M. "Burbacher Cottage" with
overprint error "lower discontinued sheet the 5 broken",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 220.83II ★★
estimate 70,1880 1922, "landscape pictures III", mostly from the
corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (330.-)
84-97 ★★
estimate 120,1881 1922, "landscape pictures III", mostly margin
copies, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 330.84-97 ★★
estimate 110,1882 1922, 20 C. "new city hall" in the left lower
corner margin block of four, superb, Michel (200.-)
88
★★
estimate 65,1883 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory" in the block of
four from the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.93 ★★
estimate 60,1884 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory" with plate flaw
"large Floodlight in quay bulkhead", upper margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.93I ★★
estimate 50,1885 1923, 75 C. "earthenware factory" in the block of
four from the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 380.101
★★
estimate 130,1886 1923, 75 C. "earthenware factory", unperforated,
in the horizontal margin pair, right stamp with variety
"Floodlight in the middle the quay bulkhead" (field 2),
superb, R!, photo expertize Ney
101U ★★
estimate 220,1887 1925, 45 C. "madonna" with plate flaw
"framework under T from Saar region to the top bent"
(field 45), in the block of four from the margin with
normal stamps, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.
50
102II ★★
estimate 25,1888 1926, "Care services I", in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 520.104-07
★★
estimate 180,1889 1926, "Care services I", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.104-07 ★★
estimate 45,-

SAAR
67
1890 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw
"framework over T from Saar region broken", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 150.104I ★★
estimate 50,1891 1926, 20 C. "war welfare" with plate flaw
"framework over T from Saar region broken", superb,
abridged certificate Geigle, Michel 200.104I
estimate 65,1892 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw
"apostrophe between L and K in peoples help
retouches" (white spot), mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 250.104III ★★
estimate 80,1893 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw "dot
inside at the outer frame between B and I in Saar
region", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.104IV ★★
estimate 50,1894 1926, 40 Pf. "care of the sick" with plate flaw "dot
at the bottom between the both chimneys", in the
vertical pair with normal stamp, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 275.
105II ★★
estimate 80,1895 1927, "Care services II" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (640.-)
122-25
★★
estimate 230,1896 1927, "nursing service II", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 160.122-25 ★★
estimate 65,1897 1927, 20 C. "war welfare" with plate flaw
"framework over T from Saar region broken", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 70.122II ★
estimate 25,1898 1928, 50 C. "airmail" in the left upper corner
margin block of four with plate flaw PF I and V, mint
never hinged, superb, abridged certificate Geigle,
Michel (264.-)
126I
★★
estimate 90,1899 1928, 1 Fr. "airmail" with plate flaw "left outer
frame in height of the fourth Kreissegments from above
broken", mint never hinged, superb, abridged certificate
Geigle, Michel 100.127VII ★★
estimate 30,1900 1928, "paintings I", margin copies, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 1100.128-34 ★★
estimate 380,1901 1928, 40 C. - 3 Fr. "paintings I", 6 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 232.128-33 ★★
estimate 60,1902 1928, 3 Fr. "paintings I" with plate flaw "dot left
above at the first E in Saar region", left margin copy,
very fine MNH, Michel (180.-)
133I ★★
estimate 65,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

SAAR
1903 1929, "paintings II", always block of four from of
the left lower corner of the sheet, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel (800.-)
135-41
★★
estimate 280,1904 1929, "paintings II" from upper margin, very fine
set mint never hinged, last piece of the set expertized
Ney, Michel 200.135-41 ★★
estimate 65,1905 1929, "paintings II", very fine set, abridged
certificate Geigle, Michel 260.135-41
estimate 90,1906 1929, 40 C. "paintings II" with plate flaw "lower
bar of the 2. E in Saar region missing", in the strip of
three with normal stamps, very fine MNH, Michel 63.135I ★★
estimate 20,1907 1929, 10 Fr. "paintings II", on piece, superb,
abridged certificate Geigle, Michel (170.-)
141
estimate 60,1908 1929, 10 Fr. "paintings II" in the gutter pair, very
fine MNH, Michel 500.141ZW ★★
estimate 150,1909 1930, "landscape pictures VI and VII", always in
the corner margin block of four with date of printing,
very fine MNH, Michel 159.142/3 Br
★★
estimate 50,1910 1931, "paintings III" in blocks of four from of the
left lower corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel (1800.-)
144-50
★★
estimate 550,1911 1931, "paintings III" in blocks of four from lower
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 1800.144-50
★★
estimate 500,1912 1931, "paintings III", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 450.144-50 ★★
estimate 130,1913 1921, "paintings III" in horizontal gutter pairs,
mint never hinged, except for the 10 Fr. is the gutter
vertical folded otherwise superb, Michel 1340.144-50ZW ★★
estimate 380,1914 1931, "paintings IV" in blocks of four, except for
1 Fr. always from the left upper corner, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (2600.-)
151-57
★★
estimate 850,1915 1931, "paintings IV", very fine set mint never
hinged from upper margin, Michel 650.151-57 ★★
estimate 200,1916 1931, "paintings IV", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 650.151-57 ★★
estimate 190,1917 1932, 1. 50 Fr. "paintings IV", single franking on
cover to Switzerland, superb
154
estimate 110,1918 1932, "airmail" and 90 C. "barracks Saarlouis", 3
mint never hinged superb items, Michel 225.158/9,160 ★★
estimate 70,-

SAAR
68
1919 1932, 5 Fr. "airmail" with plate flaw "lightning
conductor on the churches roof", almost mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.159I ★
estimate 45,1920 1933, 90 C. "barracks Saarlouis" (2x) and 1. 50
Fr. "castle and cathedrals" on postage exceeding tariff
rate registered letter to Switzerland, superb
160,164
estimate 45,1921 1932, "castle and cathedrals" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (3000.-)
161-67
★★
estimate 1.000,1922 1932, "castle and cathedrals", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 750.161-67 ★★
estimate 250,1923 1932, "castle and cathedrals", very fine set,
expertized Hoffmann BPP, Michel 800.161-67
estimate 280,1924 1933, "Explositionsunglück", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 270.168-70 ★★
estimate 90,1925 1933, 5 Fr. "Explositionsunglück" on postage
exceeding tariff rate registered letter to Lucerne, superb
170
estimate 75,1926 1934, "imagery from cathedrals" in corner margin
blocks of four, 2 Fr. with gutters!, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel (1120.-)
171-77
★★
estimate 380,1927 1934, "imagery from cathedrals", margin copies,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 280.171-77 ★★
estimate 100,1928 1934, "imagery from cathedrals", margin copies
with attached blank fields, 1 Fr. normal perforation,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 280.171-77 ★★
estimate 90,1929 1934, 60 C., 2 and 3 Fr. "imagery from
cathedrals" on postage exceeding tariff rate registered
letter to Switzerland, superb
172,175/6
estimate 45,1930
1934,
"referendum"
in
postfrischenEckrandviererblocks with dates of printing,
2 stamps of the 2 Fr. insignificant perforation fault, 15
superb souvenir sheets, Michel 980.179-93 Br
★★
estimate 290,1931 1934, "referendum", as well variety Michel no.
193III, in mint never hinged corner margin blocks of
four with Footpaths, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (835.-)
179-94
★★
estimate 250,1932 1934, "referendum", only margin pieces, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 180.179-94 ★★
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SAAR
1933 1934, 10 Fr. referendum" with plate flaw "white
line through diamond the 0 in 10", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 250.194II ★★
estimate 80,1934 1934, 10 Fr. "referendum" with plate flaw "white
line through diamond the 0", centered stamp "small
BITTERSDORF", superb, expertized Geigle, Michel
280.194II
estimate 90,1935 1934, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 65.195-98 ★★
estimate 20,1936 1934, "airmail" in lower right corner margin
blocks of four with dates of printing, also the varieties
Michel no. 196V and 198I, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (606.-)
195-98 Br
★★
estimate 200,1937 1934, 5 Fr. "airmail referendum" with plate flaw
"lightning conductor on the churches roof", superb,
expertized amongst other things Ney, Michel 200.198I
estimate 70,1938 1934, "referendum" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 680.199-205
★★
estimate 220,1939 1934, "referendum", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 170.199-205 ★★
estimate 55,1940 1935, 40 and 60 C. "referendum" with voting
cancel on superb cover
199/200
estimate 20,1941 Approximate. 1930, "Saarbrücken", sheet with 16
vignettes of the tourist office Saarbrücken, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
1942 Green vignette "Telegraphy of the Saar region",
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA SAAR OFFICIALS
1943 1922, "landscape pictures III", very fine set mint
never hinged (12 values), Michel 350.D 1-11I,II ★★
estimate 120,1944 1922, 15 C. "cable-railway", unperforated, with
antedated stamp "FECHINGEN", on piece, superb,
expertized Dr. Schneider and photo expertize Ney
D 4IU
estimate 90,1945 1922, 25 C. "new city hall" in the right upper
corner margin block of four, as well field 9 with
overprint error PF VIII, mint never hinged, superb
D 6I
★★
estimate 35,1946 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory", right margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.D 10 ★★
estimate 35,1947 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory" with plate flaw
"dot on the Einfassunglinie over inner frame at the
bottom on the right", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 100.D 10PF XXII ★
estimate 30,-
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1948 1922, 1 Fr. "Ludwig church", type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.D 11I ★★
estimate 60,1949 1923, 25 C. "new city hall" block of four, as well
plate flaw PF V, mint never hinged, superb
D 14II ★★
estimate 75,1950 1927, "landscape pictures V", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 220.D 16-21 ★★
estimate 75,GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA SAAR LOTS
1951 Part of a collection with some middle values on
Borek album pages, mostly superb condition
,★
estimate 120,FREE CITY GDANSK
1952 1920, 15 Pf. "Germania" on correctly franked
forerunner picture postcard with stamp "Gdansk * 5 k",
superb, abridged certificate Gruber
DR 101
estimate 20,1953 1920, 1. 25 M. bluish green, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Soecknick, Michel 300.9b
estimate 100,1954 1920, 2 M. dark cobalt blue with plate flaw "line
in the E" (field 5), used within the period of validity
"Gdansk 5b", superb, photo expertize Soecknick,
Michel 260.11bII
estimate 90,1955 1920, 2. 50 M. rose-carmine, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 1v", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel 900.12c
estimate 300,1956 1920, 3 M. black gray violet, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 5e", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel (1200.-)
13b
estimate 400,1957 1920 5 on 30 Pf. with overprint error "overprint 5
vertical cleaved", block of four with normal stamps,
used within the period of validity "Gdansk 5k", superb,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel (300.-)
16I
estimate 100,1958 1920, 60 on 30 Pf., double overprint, once feebler,
used within the period of validity, superb, abridged
certificate Gruber, Michel 200.19DDII
estimate 65,1959 1920, 15 Pf. black brown violet, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Soecknick, Michel 320.22b
estimate 110,1960 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 500.28II ★
estimate 170,1961 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity
"Gdansk", superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 700.28II
estimate 250,-

FREE CITY GDANSK
1962 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity, superb,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel 700.28II
estimate 240,1963 1920, 3 M. on 7½ Pf., double net pattern
overprint, "tips to the top", used within the period of
validity "Gdansk LANGFUHR z", on piece, superb, R!,
photo expertize Soecknick, Michel (800.-)
29III
estimate 290,1964 1920, 5 M. on 2 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity, superb,
abridged certificate Soecknick, Michel 170.30II
estimate 60,1965 1920, 10 Pf. on 7½ Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", with plate flaw "D from Gdansk above
flattened out", used within the period of validity,
punched, superb, abridged certificate Gruber, Michel
180.31IIPF IV
estimate 40,1966 1920, 2 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service" with overprint error "overprint bar vertical
divided", gum remains, very fine, Michel 350.32I ★
estimate 80,1967 1920, 7½ Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service" with overprint error "Denzig", superb, Michel
200.35I
estimate 70,1968 1920, 50 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 200.39 ★
estimate 70,1969 1920, 50 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", used within the period of validity "Gdansk
5b", superb, photo expertize Dr. Oechsner, Michel
1000.39
estimate 350,1970 1920, 1 - 10 M., lilagrauer burelage, "tips to the
top", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel 120.41-46I ★
estimate 40,1971 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., lilagrauer burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity "Sopot
c", superb, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel 330.43II
estimate 110,1972 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., without burelage, used
within the period of validity "Sopot c", on piece,
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel (1200.-)
43III
estimate 450,1973 1920, 3 M. on 7½, lilagrauer burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity "Sopot
c", on piece, superb, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel
(500.-)
44II
estimate 180,1974 1921, "cog", 2 mint never hinged superb sets,
Michel 145.53-65 ★★
estimate 45,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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1975 1921, "small national coat of arms", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 100.73-86 ★★
estimate 35,1976 1921, 5 Pf. dark orange in the vertical pair, in part
missing color print at the right margin, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate Gruber
73
estimate 75,1977 1922, 9 M. dark reddish orange / dark magenta,
watermark 2Y, in the left upper corner margin block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (72.-)
99Y
★★
estimate 25,1978 1922, 9 M. dark reddish orange / dark magenta,
watermark 2Y, used within the period of validity
"Gdansk LANGFHUR d", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 220.99Y
estimate 75,1979 1922, 50 M. and 100 M. "large national coat of
arms", watermark 2X, always in the right lower corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (240.-)
100/1Xa
★★
estimate 80,1980 1922, 50 M. red / gold, watermark 2X, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (260.-)
100Xa ★★
estimate 90,1981 1922, 50 M. red / gold, watermark 2X, mint never
hinged, small defects in the roulette otherwise superb,
Michel 260.100Xa ★★
estimate 70,1982 1922, 50 M. red / gold, watermark 2X, used
within the period of validity "GROSSZÜNDER", right
a missing perf otherwise superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 800.100Xa
estimate 220,1983 1922, 50 M. lilac red / gold, watermark 2X, in the
upper left corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
100Xb
★★
estimate 20,1984 1922, 50 M. lilac red / gold, watermark 2X, used
within the period of validity "Gdansk 5b", superb,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel 300.100Xb
estimate 110,1985 1922, 50 M. lilac red / gold, watermark 2X, used
within the period of validity, superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 300.100Xb
estimate 100,1986 1922, 100 M. dark vermilion / dark green olive,
watermark 2X, in the upper right mint never hinged
corner margin block of four, as well field 9 with plate
flaw "green line lower right at the coating of the N in
Gdansk", superb
101X PFI
★★
estimate 120,1987 1922, 6 on 3 M. carmine red in the left lower
corner margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (60.-)
106b
★★
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FREE CITY GDANSK
1988 1922, 6 on 3 M. carmine red in the block of four
from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb (a
value dull gum point), Michel (60.-)
106b
★★
estimate 20,1989 1922, 5 Pf. blackish opal green, watermark
liegend., mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.108Y ★★
estimate 50,1990 1922, 5 Pf. blackish opal green, watermark
liegend., used within the period of validity, some short
teeth otherwise superb, abridged certificate Dr.
Oechsner, Michel 340.108Y
estimate 85,1991 1923, "airmail", watermark 3, in blocks of four
from right margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (96.-)
112-18
★★
estimate 30,1992 1923, 500 and 1000 M. postal stamps, very fine /
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 66.120/1
estimate 20,1993 1923, 500 M. red / blackish gray green in the
horizontal strip of three, close stamp left and wide
stamp in the middle, mint never hinged, superb,
abridged certificate Gruber
144 ★★
estimate 40,1994 1923, 40 - 250 T and 1 million. On 10000 M. in
blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 294.158-60,163
★★
estimate 80,1995 1923, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.158-68 ★★
estimate 30,1996 1923, 40 T. On 200 M. red orange, used within
the period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Gruber, Michel 280.158
estimate 100,1997 1923, 200 T. On 200 M. red orange, used within
the period of validity" (new) a pond", superb, photo
expertize Gruber, Michel 400.160
estimate 140,1998 1923, 1 million. On 10000 M. red orange, used
within the period of validity "TIEGENH (OF) ", some
shorter perforation otherwise superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 650.163
estimate 180,1999 1923, 10 million. On 1 million. M., red orange,
used within the period of validity, superb, abridged
certificate Gruber, Michel 120.168
estimate 40,2000 1923, 10 million. On 1 million. M. red orange,
normal perforation, on piece, superb, expertized Kniep
and Infa, Michel 120.168
estimate 40,2001 1923, 10 million. On 1 million. M. red orange
with plate flaw "oblique through K from Mark", in the
block of six from the left upper corner with normal
stamps, mint never hinged, superb
168II ★★
estimate 20,-
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2002 1923, 250000 M. bright red, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Soecknick, Michel 480.177
estimate 160,2003 1923, 500000 M. bright red, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 3", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 480.178
estimate 160,2004 1923, 2 million. On 100000 M. bright red / black,
used within the period of validity "ZO (PP) OT b",
superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 480.179
estimate 160,2005 1923, "large coat of arms", 5 G. Manufactured
paper fold, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
500.181-92 ★★
estimate 160,2006 1923, "large coat of arms", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 100.181-92 ★
estimate 35,2007 1923, 1 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with
overprint error "u in Guilder at the bottom open", used
within the period of validity, superb, abridged
certificate Soecknick, Michel 120.189II
estimate 40,2008 1923, 2 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with plate
flaw "oblique through K from Mark", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 60.190I ★
estimate 20,2009 1923, 2 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with plate
flaw "oblique through k from Mark", used within the
period of validity, superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 300.190I
estimate 110,2010 1923, 2 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with
overprint error "u in Guilder at the bottom open", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.190II ★★
estimate 45,2011 1923, 3 G. And 5 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red,
manufactured paper folding, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 320.191/2 ★★
estimate 100,2012 1923, 3 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red, used within
the period of validity, superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 200.191
estimate 65,2013 1923, 5 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red, used within
the period of validity, left lower corner perforation
added to otherwise superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 700.192
estimate 160,2014 1924, "national coat of arms" in corner margin
blocks of four (25 Pf. only lower margin), as well
Michel no. 193xa and 195xa, very fine set mint never
hinged, R!, Michel (2680.-)
193-201x
★★
estimate 900,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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2015 1924, 5 Pf. reddish orange, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.193xa ★★
estimate 25,2016 1924, 15 Pf. dark greenish gray, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 80.195xa ★★
estimate 25,2017 1924, 25 Pf. dark turquoise gray / vermilion,
normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.197xa ★★
estimate 45,2018 1924, 50 Pf. dark ultramarine / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 90.200xa ★★
estimate 30,2019 1924, 75 Pf. dark violet magenta / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 60.201xa ★★
estimate 20,2020 1924, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.202-06 ★★
estimate 75,2021 1924, 20 Pf. "airmail" with plate flaw "vertical
line right besides left polygonal spire and color point
before engine", superb, abridged certificate Soecknick,
Michel 250.203I
estimate 90,2022 1924, "views I", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 600.207-11 ★★
estimate 200,2023 1924, 1 G. "views I" from the left upper corner,
very fine MNH, Michel (560.-)
207
★★
estimate 190,2024 1924, 1 G. "views I", centered cork cancel,
superb, Michel 55.207
estimate 20,2025 1924, 2 G. "views I" from the left upper corner,
very fine MNH, Michel (1040.-)
208
★★
estimate 350,2026 1929, "philatelic exhibition" with special
cancellations on registered letter by airmail to Bochum,
superb
217-19
estimate 20,2027 1929, 25 Pf. dark gray blue / black "international
philatelic exhibition", special cancel, superb, photo
expertize Soecknick, Michel 280.219c
estimate 100,2028 1930, "15. November", very fine / superb, Michel
850.220-30 ★★
estimate 190,2029 1923, "Luposta" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 1000.231-35
★★
estimate 300,2030 1932, "Luposta", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 250.231-35 ★★
estimate 85,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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2031 1934, "winter help work", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 270.237-39 ★★
estimate 80,2032 1934, "winter help work", mint never hinged, set
very fine, Michel no. 239 a short perforation, Michel
270.237-39 ★★
estimate 65,2033 1934, "winter help work", very fine set, Michel
130.237-39
estimate 45,2034 1935, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 80.251-55 ★★
estimate 25,2035 1935, 10 Pf. black opal green in the block of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
360.259a
★★
estimate 100,2036 1935, 10 Pf. black opal green, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 90.259a ★★
estimate 25,2037 1936, "buildings" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (400.-)
262-66
★★
estimate 130,2038 1936, "buildings", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.262-66 ★★
estimate 30,2039 1937, souvenir sheet "DAPOSTA" in black blue
with plate flaw "line between S and T in DAPOSTA",
stamp "Gdansk airmail", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 300.Bl. 2bIII
estimate 100,2040 1937, "Danziger cottage" in blocks of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 140.274/5
★★
estimate 40,2041 1937, souvenir sheet "trade exhibition", rest of
hinge in the margin, stamps mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 3 ★
estimate 20,2042 1937, souvenir sheet "trade exhibition", special
cancel, tiny corner crease, stamps superb, Michel 110.Bl. 3
estimate 30,2043 1937, souvenir sheet "trade exhibition" with plate
flaw "right picture edge notched", special cancel
"DANZIGER trade exhibition", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 240.Bl. 3I
estimate 80,2044 1938, "ships" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (260.-)
284-88
★★
estimate 90,2045 1938, "ships", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 65.284-88 ★★
estimate 20,2046 1939, 10 Pf. dark green, coil perforation,
horizontal gum rippling, superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 400.292Dy
estimate 140,-
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2047 1938, 1 G. Yellowish red / black, on piece,
superb, abridged certificate Soecknick, Michel 140.297
estimate 50,2048 1939, 50 Pf. "airmail", superb, expertized Gruber,
Michel 75.301
estimate 25,FREE CITY GDANSK OFFICIAL STAMPS
2049 1922, 80 Pf. dark green, used within the period of
validity "Gdansk 5", superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 300.D 16
estimate 100,2050 1922, 80 Pf. dark green, "horizontal watermark",
used within the period of validity "TIEGENHOF free
city Gdansk", minimal shorter tips of the teeth
otherwise superb, R!, photo expertize Soecknick,
Michel 1800.D 16Y
estimate 500,2051 1922, 6 on 3 M. carmine red, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 5b", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 350.D 25b
estimate 120,2052 1923, 50 M. red / medium greenish blue,
watermark 3X, used within the period of validity
"Gdansk 5", on piece, superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel (600.-)
D 33X
estimate 220,2053 1923, 300 M. red / bluish green, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 5b", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel 500.D 35
estimate 180,2054 1923, 100 M. blackish olive green, used within
the period of validity "Gdansk 5f", superb, photo
expertize Gruber, Michel 550.D 37
estimate 190,2055 1924, "national coat of arms", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 800.D 41-51 ★★
estimate 280,2056 1924, "national coat of arms", except for 25 Pf.
complete set, 10 superb items, all expertized, Michel
268.D 41-45,47-51
estimate 80,2057 1924, 25 Pf. dark turquoise gray / lively vermilion
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.D 46a
★★
estimate 90,2058 1924, 40 Pf. blackish purple ultramarine / medium
cyan, superb, expertized Soecknick, Michel 140.D 49b
estimate 50,2059 1924, 50 Pf. dark ultramarine / vermilion in the
right upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (400.-)
D 50
★★
estimate 150,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!
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2060 1924, 50 Pf. dark ultramarine / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (100.-)
D 50 ★★
estimate 35,2061 1924, 75 Pf. dark violet magenta / vermilion block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 880.D 51
★★
estimate 290,2062 1924, 75 Pf. dark violet magenta / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 220.D 51 ★★
estimate 75,FREE CITY GDANSK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
2063 L923, 100 Pf. dark magenta, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity "TIEGENHOF", superb,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel 900.P 15Y
estimate 300,2064 1923, 200 Pf. dark magenta, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity" (there) NZIG (5) f",
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 1600.P 16Y
estimate 560,2065 1923, 300 Pf. dunkelpupur, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity "Gdansk LANGFUHR a",
superb, R!, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel 1500.P 17Y
estimate 500,2066 1923, 500 Pf. dark magenta, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity "Gdansk 1s", superb, photo
expertize Gruber, Michel 400.P 19Y
estimate 140,2067 1923, "small coat of arms" with overprint in
blocks of four, except for Michel no. 26 from upper
margin, very fine set mint never hinged
P 26-29II
★★
estimate 20,2068 1923, 5000 on 50 M. dark magenta, overprint
sooty, used within the period of validity "OLIVA C",
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel (1700.-)
P 26I
estimate 600,2069 1923, 10000 on 20 M dark magenta, overprint
sooty, used within the period of validity "PRAUST 1",
superb, R!, photo expertize Tworek, Michel (1700.-)
P 27I
estimate 600,2070 1923, 10000 on 20 M dark magenta, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk
LANGFUHR z", on piece, superb, R!, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel (1700.-)
P 27II
estimate 650,2071 1923, 50000 on 500 M dark magenta, overprint
sooty, used within the period of validity "Gdansk",
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel (1700.-)
P 28I
estimate 600,2072 1923, 50000 on 500 M dark magenta, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk",
superb, R!, photo expertize Tworek, Michel (1700.-)
P 28II
estimate 600,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

FREE CITY GDANSK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
2073 1923, 100000 on 20 M dark magenta, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk 5f",
superb, RR!, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel
(2000.-)
P 29II
estimate 700,2074 1923, "large national coat of arms", watermark 4,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 220.P 30-37 ★★
estimate 75,FREE CITY GDANSK PORT GDANSK
2075 1925, "eagle in the laurel wreath" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, as usual manufactured
gumming, very fine set, Michel (1920.-)
1-11
★★
estimate 550,2076 1925, "eagle in the laurel wreath", as usual
manufactured gumming, 2 Gr. rest of hinge otherwise
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 480.1-11 ★★
estimate 130,2077 1925, "eagle in the laurel wreath", rest of hinge,
very fine set, Michel 60.1-11 ★
estimate 20,2078 1929, 5 Gr. blackish gray violet and 25 Gr.
mid-brown red, always in the block of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.20,22
★★
estimate 20,2079 1933, 1 Zl. Black gray in the lower left corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (720.-)
25
★★
estimate 260,2080 1936-38, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
no. 31 plate II, Michel 109.29-37 ★★
estimate 35,2081 1938, "Republic Poland", very fine set, Michel
110.34-37
estimate 35,FREE CITY GDANSK COLLECTIONS, LOTS
2082 Collection Gdansk from 1920-39 with many good
middle issues including service- and postage due
stamps in the Schaubek album with mounts, many
double (unused and used) collected, almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 2500.★,
estimate 480,KLAIPEDA
2083 1920, 60 Pf. olive, ribbed gum, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Matheisen, Michel 650.16y ★★
estimate 220,2084 1920, 4 with on 2 Fr. reddish orange / pale
greenish blue, type I, with overprint error "horizontal
bar the 4 thickened", mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Dr. Petersen, Michel 180.31yIPF Ia ★★
estimate 60,2085 1921, 10 M. on 5 Fr. and 20 M. on 45 C., always
in the horizontal pair from the corner of the sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (120.-)
38/9I ★★
estimate 45,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

KLAIPEDA
74
2086 1921 "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 280.40-46 ★★
estimate 100,2087 1921 "airmail" on special delivery registered letter
to Switzerland, Michel no. 41 perforation fault
otherwise superb
40-46
estimate 120,2088 1921, 4 with on 2 Fr. reddish orange / gray
turquoise with overprint error "4 thickened", rest of
hinge, normal perforation, superb, Michel 100.46Ia ★
estimate 30,2089 1922, 3 M. on 60 C. dark gray violet / cobalt with
variety "large blue dot behind Memel", rest of hinge,
superb
79 ★
estimate 100,2090 1922, "airmail" in horizontal pairs from the corner
of the sheet, as well 2 pairs with date of printing, very
fine set mint never hinged
98-107 ★★
estimate 110,2091 1922, "Country printing office Paris" in blocks of
four, 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 336.110-20
★★
estimate 110,2092 1922, "Country printing office Paris", 11 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 84.110-20 ★★
estimate 25,2093 1922, 10 M. on 45 C. - 40 M. on 1 Fr., gap
between indication of value and Mark 2. 9 in lieu of 3.
2 mm, mint never hinged, 4 superb items, Michel 80.113-16II ★★
estimate 20,2094 1923, "Country printing office Kowno" in blocks
of four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (480.-)
124-28
★★
estimate 150,2095 1923, "Country printing office Kowno", mint
never hinged, very fine set, Michel 120.124-28 ★★
estimate 35,2096 1923, "Country printing office Kowno", mint
never hinged, 10 M. small gum crease otherwise very
fine set, Michel 120.124-28 ★★
estimate 30,2097 1923, 100 M. on 25 C. dark vermilion with plate
flaw "upper right corner of the right value box wide
open", mint never hinged, superb, Michel - .
127V ★★
estimate 75,2098 1923, "printing plant Rytas" in blocks of four, as
usual manufactured gum crease, mint never hinged,
very fine set
129-34
★★
estimate 120,2099 1923, "printing plant Rytas", mint never hinged, 7
superb items, Michel 170.129-34,129I ★★
estimate 55,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

KLAIPEDA
2100 1923, 10 M. on 5 C. greenish-blue, overprint
without" (Memel) " and double beam, with overprint
error "i in Klaipeda in the middle mutilates", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.129IPF I ★★
estimate 60,2101 1923, "Country printing office Kowno" in blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 880.135-40
★★
estimate 260,2102 1923, "Country printing office Kowno", mint
never hinged very fine set, Michel 220.135-40 ★★
estimate 65,2103 1923, 50 M. on 25 C. dark vermilion in the block
of four from the upper margin, a value small gum
defect otherwise very fine MNH, Michel 176.138
★★
estimate 45,2104 1923, "crests rider" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 920.141-50
★★
estimate 280,2105 1923, "crests rider", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 230.141-50 ★★
estimate 70,2106 1923, 300 M. olive in the lower right corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (360.-)
147
★★
estimate 110,2107 1923, 300 M. olive and 500 M. gray lilac, mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 180.147,149 ★★
estimate 50,2108 1923, 500 M. gray lilac in the block of four from
the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(360.-)
149
★★
estimate 110,2109 1923, "port jubilee issue", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 500.151-63 ★★
estimate 150,2110 1923, "green overprint", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 55.164-66 ★★
estimate 20,2111 1923, 10 C. on 25 M. bright reddish orange, type
BI, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Dr. small
169BI ★★
estimate 30,2112 1923, 15 C. on 25 M. bright reddish orange with
overprint error "overprint 5 in lieu of 15", in the
horizontal pair with normal stamp, rest of hinge, superb
170PFV ★
estimate 80,2113 1923, 5 C. on 300 M. olive, type II, mint never
hinged, superb
174II ★★
estimate 25,2114 1923, 2 C. on 20 M. - 3 C. on 300 M., mint never
hinged, 4 superb items, Michel 110.176-79 ★★
estimate 30,-

KLAIPEDA
75
2115 1923, 2 C. on 50 M. yellow green, type III and IV
in the block of ten from of the right lower corner of the
sheet, as well 2 horizontal type pairs 177W3, mint
never hinged, superb, R!
177III,IV ★★
estimate 250,2116 1923, 3 C. on 40 M. bright gray violet in the block
of ten from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
various overprint types, mint never hinged, superb
178 ★★
estimate 150,2117 1923, 3 C. on 40 M. bright gray violet, type I, II
and III, 3 values very fine / superb
178 ★★
estimate 25,2118 1923, 5 C on 100 M. dark rose, type I-III, 3 values
very fine / superb, expertized Huylmans
180I-III
estimate 20,2119 1923, 5 C. on 100 M. dark rose, type III and IV, in
the block of four from the lower margin, as well
horizontal type pair 180W4, mint never hinged, superb,
R!
180III,IV
★★
estimate 380,2120 1923, 5 C. on 100 M. dark rose, type IV, in the
right lower corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, R!
180IV
★★
estimate 280,2121 1923, 1 L. on 1000 M. greenish-blue, type VI and
IV in the horizontal type pair with right margin, rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb, R!
182W13 ★
estimate 220,2122 1923, "affiliation of the Memel country", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 400.193-205 ★★
estimate 140,2123 1923, "port jubilee issue", clean first hinges, very
fine set, Michel 85.193-205 ★
estimate 25,2124 1923, 1 L. on 1000 M. brown purple with
overprint error "close gap between 1 and litas, superb,
expertized Dr. Petersen, Michel 130.203I
estimate 45,2125 1923, 30 C. on 10 M. pale brown block of four,
mint never hinged from lower margin, superb, Michel
(1000.-)
222
★★
estimate 300,2126 1923, 15 - 60 C. "Memel country", type I, rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 750.234-37I ★
estimate 250,2127 1939, 30 - 60 C. "Memel country", type I, 3
superb items, Michel 105.II-IV/I ★★
estimate 30,2128 Extensive old part of a collection Memel on
Schaubek sides with numerous good values, almost
only superb condition, inspect!
,★
estimate 350,-

Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BOHEMIA & MORAVIA
2129 1939, "Head pictures and landscapes", very fine
set mint never hinged, expertized Gilbert, Michel 130.1-19 ★★
estimate 40,2130 1939, "Head pictures and landscapes" on letter
pieces, very fine set, Michel 400.1-19
estimate 120,2131 1939, 4 Kc. "castle Podiebrad" with vertical
empty space and 10 Kc. "Pressburg" with horizontal,
very fine MNH, expertized Gilbert, Michel 100.17LS,18LW ★★
estimate 35,2132 1939, 10 Kc. "Pressburg" with vertical empty
space, superb, expertized Gilbert, Michel 80.19LS ★★
estimate 30,2133 1939, 40 H. - 1 K. "linden branch and landscapes"
complete in corner margin blocks of four from left
margin with all possible plate numbers, superb
condition, Michel 212.25-28 Pl.-Nr. ★★
estimate 50,2134 1939 / 40, 10 different unused postal stationery
postcards, superb
a. K 2-P 12
estimate 30,2135 Complete mint never hinged collection Bohemia
and Moravia from 1939-45 on Borek album pages,
superb condition, Michel 220.★★
estimate 40,2136 Approximate. 1939-43, 37 different old picture
postcards Bohemia and Moravia, almost all used, much
Prague, superb
estimate 40,GENERALGOUVERNEMENT
2137 1939, "Hindenburg" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (144.-)
1-13
★★
estimate 55,2138 1940, postal stamps in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (680.-)
14-39
★★
estimate 240,2139 1940, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 170.14-39 ★★
estimate 60,2140 1940, complete set on 4 registered letters, superb
14-39
estimate 60,2141 1941, "Hitler", always in the right lower corner
margin block of four with designer names, mint never
hinged, superb
71-82
★★
estimate 35,2142 1942, "Hitler" in blocks of four from the margin,
except for 50 Gr. all from of the right lower corner of
the sheet with designer names, mint never hinged,
superb
83-88
★★
estimate 25,2143 Official stamps: 1940, "Highness sign" in left
upper corner margin blocks of four, 1 Zl. Manufactured
gum defect, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(280.-)
D 1-15
★★
estimate 90,-

GENERALGOUVERNEMENT
76
2144 Official stamps: 1943, "castle Cracow", always in
the corner margin block of four, except for Michel no.
36 all with plate numbers, mint never hinged, superb
D 25-36
★★
estimate 35,2145 In the number of a major listing complete
collection Generalgouvernement from 1940-44, without
Michel no. 15, superb condition, Michel 320.estimate 100,GERMAN. BES. II. WW ALBANIA
2146 1943, 2 Q. brownish olive with variety "1948 in
lieu of 1943", small perforation fault otherwise superb,
expertized Krischke, Michel 450.2I ★★
estimate 90,GERMAN. BES. II. WW ALSACE
2147 1940, 6 and 12 Pf. "Hindenburg", 2 documents
with special cancel "STRASSBURG a year free",
superb
4,7
estimate Gebot
GERMAN. BES. II. WW FRANCE DUNKIRK
2148 1940, 50 C. red in the horizontal pair with
overprint in type I on cover to "MALO LES BAINS",
superb, expertized Tust
2I
estimate 190,2149 1940, 30 C. dark carmine and 70 C. black on dull
ultramarin with horizontal overprint in type I on cover
from Dunkerque to Ghyvelde, superb, R!, expertized
Tust
13,Fr. 408I
estimate 750,-

GERMAN. BES. II. WW FRANCE LEGIONNAIRE STAM
2150 1941, "polar bear souvenir sheet", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 800.Bl. I ★★
estimate 280,GERMAN. BES. II. WW GUERNSEY
2151 1942, 1 P. "money paper" broad-brimmed, superb
5
estimate 25,GERMAN. BES. II. WW JERSEY
2152 1941, 1 P. red, chalky paper, block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 320.2z ★★
estimate 80,2153 1941, 1 P. red, chalky paper, very fine MNH,
Michel 80.2z ★★
estimate 20,2154 1941, "request on Message settlement" of the
German Red Cross, sender adress uncirculated Peter,
jersey, superb
estimate 60,GERMAN. BES. II. WW LJUBLJANA
2155 1944, 20 L. on 20 C. carmine with inverted
watermark, mint never hinged, superb, RR!, photo
expertize Caffaz Perito Filatelico, Michel 2500.17Z ★★
estimate 850,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN. BES. II. WW LORRAINE
2156 1940, 3 Pf. dark brown ocher, single franking on
wrapper, superb
1
estimate Gebot
2157 1940 / 1, 4 different unused postal stationery
postcards, 2 of it vacuously used, special cancel
"STRASSBURG" (P 2, 3, P 5 (2 different motives) ),
lease
P
estimate 20,GERMAN. BES. II. WW MACEDONIA
2158 1944, 1 on 10 St. Orange red in the horizontal pair
with gutter, very fine MNH, Michel 300.1ZW ★★
estimate 90,2159 1944, 3 on 15 St. Pale blue in the horizontal pair
with gutter, superb, R!, Michel 600.2ZW ★★
estimate 190,GERMAN. BES. II. WW MONTENEGRO
2160 1943, 25 C. - 2 L. "national administration
commission", 4 superb items, Michel 240.10-13 ★★
estimate 65,2161 1944, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 350.29-35 ★★
estimate 120,GERMAN. BES. II. WW SERBIA
2162 1941, 2 D. Lilac carmine in the vertical pair with
censorship strip on commercially used letter, very fine
5
estimate 20,2163 1941, "prisoner of war", "tips downward" in the
counter sheet set (25), all with engravers mark!,
manufactured gumming, mint never hinged, superb,
RR!, Michel approximate 4500.54-57A ★★
estimate 1.000,2164 1941, 2 D. "prisoners of war", tips to the top, type
I-IV together in the horizontal strip, very fine MNH,
Michel (106.-)
56I-IV ★★
estimate 35,2165 1943, souvenir sheet "war invalids" with variety
"red lines in the A over 1 from 1943 in the souvenir
sheet inscription interrupted", normal gumming, superb,
photo expertize Krischke, Michel 1000.Bl. 4II ★★
estimate 300,GERMAN. OCC. II. WW ALEXANDERSTADT
2166 1942, 3 Rbl. On 1 Rbl. Dark blue, watermark
meander pattern, as usual perforated superb, expertized
wild boar and Zirath, Michel 2400.12Y
estimate 550,GERMAN. BES. II. WW ZARA POSTAGE
2167 1943, 5 L. violet, type III, on piece, superb, photo
expertize Krischke: "there are only issued 40 piece",
Michel 7000.P 11III
estimate 1.900,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

GERMAN. BES. II. WW COLLECTIONS AND LOTS
77
2168 Collection Bes. Give. II in the safe album
including
Bohemia
and
Moravia
and
Generalgouvernement, numerous good medium values
as well a few special feature, inspect!
, ★ ★, ★,( ★),
estimate 900,2169 Collection Bes. Give. II from 1939-45 on
Schaubek pages, as well Bohemia and Moravia and
Generalgouvernement, often ** and used collected,
with good middle issues, almost only superb condition,
inspect!
★ ★, , ★
estimate 250,2170 Mint collection with Alsace, Lorraine,
Luxembourg and Ukraine, in addition to it Alsace used,
almost only superb condition
★, ★ ★,
estimate 30,FIELDPOST STAMPS
2171 1942, "fieldpost small parcel", perforated, in the
vertical pair with -. 40 Pfg. franking on package cut
from "PLAU", very fine
2A
estimate 70,2172 1944, "army postal service 2 kg" on address label
of a fieldpost small parcel with sender adress and
recipient statements, hand-roller cancel "hamlet", good
legitimate condition, detailed photo expertize Müller,
Michel 7500.3
estimate 1.800,2173 1944, "Agramer overprint", perforated, overprint
blue black, without gum otherwise superb, photo
expertize Petry
10Ad (★)
estimate 380,ARMY POSTAL SERVICE II. WW DOCUMENTS
2174 Test run or trial in prin ting postage 1939: 5 Pf.
"Hindenburg" postal stationery postcard with 1 Pf.
additional franking on postcard from Vienna to the
Practice postal service-number "132009" over the post
control center Opava, very fine
P 225,512
estimate 100,2175 1937, 6 Pf. gray green postal stationery maneuver
card with sender adress "airman 5 / Fea 12 /
Schönwalde, post Velten", in spite of "army postal
service" and two ring cancel "SCHÖNWALDE
FLIEGEHORST / over / VELTEN (MARK) " must the
Postage paid become, superb
P 226
estimate 130,2176 21. 3. 1939, army postal service picture postcard:
"compliments of our Invasion in Prague sends you. . . .
", superb
estimate 70,2177 1940, fieldpost letter with fieldpost number 12169
and fieldpost cancel "headquarters Lyon", very fine
estimate 30,2178 1941, Russian postal stationery postcard from the
first days of the war of the Russia Feldzugs, fieldpost
cancel the unit of the Corps Udo XVII, superb
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE II. WW DOCUMENTS
2179 31. 12. 1942, fieldpost letter from Africa with
contents, letter cancel the fieldpost number 19648,
superb
estimate 50,2180 1943, fieldpost card from "KLAPPHOLTTAL /
Sylt" with scarce provisionally fieldpost cancel, superb,
R!
estimate 40,2181 1944, "Maria Theresia - 22. SS voluntary
cavalry", fieldpost letter the FP-no. 19168A, superb
estimate 100,2182 1944, red cross printed form for prisoners of war
with postmarks of the international Committees Red
Cross in Geneva and of the French Red Cross, on the
back censorship stamp, very fine
estimate 40,2183 46 different fieldpost documents from 1941-44,
many covers and cards to Föhr, a little mixed quality
estimate Gebot
2184 1939-45, lot of 44 fieldpost documents in the
letter album, treasure trove
estimate 120,2185 1940-45, 17 fieldpost documents with different
letter cancellation from "KIEL", as well "sail training
ship Gorch Fock", sail training ship Horst Wessel" etc.,
partly R!, mostly superb condition
estimate 120,WAR MAILS AND PROPAGANDA FORGERIES
2186 1944, ½ P. "King George VI", without gum,
superb, Michel 85.3 (★)
estimate 25,2187 1944, 1½ P. "King George VI" in the vertical
gutter pair, superb
5ZS
estimate 100,2188 1944, 1½ P. "King George VI", overprint
"Bermudas", superb, Michel 140.11IVg
estimate 50,2189 1944, 2 P. "King George VI", overprint "Bahama
Islands" and "Trinidad" in the vertical gutter pair,
superb, R!
12IVf,eZS
estimate 170,2190 1944, 2½ P. "King George VI", overprint
"jamaica", without gum, superb, Michel 140.13IV (★)
estimate 50,2191 1944, "admission stamp for air fieldpost letters"
(Michel. No. 1 KFä) in the mint n.h. Sheets (20),
superb, complete sheet RR!
27 ★★
estimate 1.200,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 ALTDÖBERN
2192 1945, 12 Pf. "numeral of value red", position I, in
the vertical pair, very fine (glue on slight crease and
some having mould stains), R!, photo expertize Dr.
Penning, Michel 3000.2I
estimate 750,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 APOLDA
78
2193 1945, 5 Pf. green, sheets downward, unperforated,
superb, expertized Sturm, Michel 65.1IIU ★★
estimate 20,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 ASCHAFFENBURG
2194 1946, 10 Pf. green and 16 Pf. red, unperforated,
horizontal waved lines, 2 superb items, Michel 72.II/IIIBx ★★
estimate 20,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 BAD NAUHEIM
2195 1946, 70 Pf. black / violet with 70 Pf. "at the" post
additional franking on locate registered letter, superb,
Michel (650.-)
A3
estimate 250,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 DESSAU
2196 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
double overprint in the block of nine from the left upper
corner, superb, R!, each value expertized Zierer
IIIADD ★★
estimate 360,2197 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
double overprint, very fine MNH, expertized Zierer
IIIADD ★★
estimate 40,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 DÖBELN
2198 Proof: 1945, 6 Pf. violet with 14 horizontal Line
up without city and date, with additional franking
(Michel. No. 1a) on superb cover, RR!, photo expertize
Zierer: "this proof is me to the first Times presented
become. "
P 1b
estimate 850,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 ECKARTSBERGA
2199 1945, 24 Pf. black on pale brown, signature Bu
(shrub), single franking on superb cover from 7. 9.,
expertized Zierer
3I
estimate 260,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FINSTERWALDE
2200 1946, 8 Pf. dark blue violet and experimental
perforation 8 Pf. yellowish red "vertical perforation" on
registered letter with additional franking (Michel. No.
3b and 9b), vertical folded, stamps superb
5b,5aVaII
estimate 160,2201 1946, souvenir sheet "reconstruction", large coat
of arms, mint never hinged, very fine (corner crease),
Michel 80.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 20,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FREDERSDORF
2202 1945, Hitler "A13. 3 + 4" and "A16. 3 + 4" on
Einschreibbriefstück with antedated postmarks from 2.
August, superb
W 1/2
estimate 100,2203 1945, 6 Pf. "Hitler" postal stationery postcard
with scarce official stamp, vacuously used, superb,
expertized Zierer
DR P 314
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FREDERSDORF
2204 1945, 3 - 5 Pf. and 10 Pf. "day of the Armed
Forces" on blanko-envelope, 4 superb items, each value
expertized amongst other things storm
F 873-75,78
estimate 280,2205 1945, XII Pf., frame size 14x9. 5 mm, numeral of
value bluish violet, with signature, chalky paper, with
additional franking, amongst other things Sp 161FI,
162FIII, 163FI and 164F (always horizontal se-tenant!
), superb, R!, expertized Zierer
Sp 104bz
estimate 380,2206 1945, 12 Pf., frame size 16X13 mm, small
numeral of value in medium rose with 5 - 12 Pf., frame
size 31X23 mm, small numeral of value, on registered
letter, superb, expertized Zierer (as piece signed)
Sp124,57-60
estimate 190,2207 1945, 5 - 12 Pf., frame size 31X23 mm, small
numeral of value with 12 Pf. additional franking on
registered letter, without arrival postmark, superb,
expertized Zierer
Sp124,57-60
estimate 220,2208 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 38x21 mm, with variety
"above numeral of value medium rose, overprint bluish
violet", superb, expertized Sturm, Michel 140.Sp 161FII
estimate 50,2209 1945, XII Pf., frame size 38x21 mm, with variety
"overprint medium rose", on piece, superb, expertized
Zierer, Michel (140.-)
Sp 164F
estimate 50,2210 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral", on piece, superb, Michel 160.Sp 170F
estimate 55,2211 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral", on philatelic card from 16. oct, superb, photo
expertize Dr. Harder
Sp 170F
estimate 90,2212 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral", on postcard from 18. oct, superb, expertized
Zierer
Sp 171FI
estimate 100,2213 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral", on postcard, superb, expertized Dr. Harder (as
piece signed)
Sp 171FI
estimate 60,2214 1945, 8 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral", on philatelic cover from 18. oct, superb,
expertized Dr. Harder (as piece signed)
Sp 172F
estimate 70,2215 1945, 8 and XII Pf., frame size 64. 5x24 mm,
numeral of value lateral, with Sp 161FII and 162FII on
registered letter with fee-paid stamp, superb
Sp 192/3
estimate 320,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FREDERSDORF
79
2216 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 18X25 mm, 7x (as well 2
pairs) on registered letter with fee-paid stamp, superb,
expertized Zierer
Sp 206
estimate 390,2217 1945, 5 - XII Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large
numeral of value, with postmarks from 2. August, 4
superb pieces, partly signed, Michel 600.Sp 226-29
estimate 150,2218 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, on piece, superb, Michel (150.-)
Sp 227
estimate 50,2219 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, with variety "numeral of value bluish violet,
overprint medium rose" and 30 Pf. on registered
postcard, reverse Sp 236, 238 / 9, superb
Sp 227FI,30
estimate 170,2220 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, with variety "numeral of value bluish violet,
overprint medium rose, a numeral of value at the
bottom", with 6 Pf. additional franking (Sp 102b) on
philatelic card, reverse (Sp 170-73), 4 labels!, superb,
R!, photo expertize Dr. Harder
Sp 227FIV
estimate 280,2221 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, with variety "numeral of value bluish violet,
overprint medium rose, a numeral of value at the
bottom", on vacuously cancelled card, superb,
expertized Zierer (as piece signed)
Sp 227FIV
estimate 70,2222 1945, 5 - 12 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm and 30 Pf.,
frame size 38x28 mm, small numeral of value, 5 superb
items, signed, Michel 380.Sp231-34,50
estimate 130,2223 1945, 5 - 30 Pf., frame size 38x28 mm, small
numeral of value, very fine set on letter pieces, printing
50 sets!, Michel (820.-)
Sp 246-50
estimate 320,2224 1945, 5 - 12 Pf., frame size 38x28 mm, small
numeral of value, on cover with stamp from 4.
November, superb, as piece expertized Zierer, Michel
520.Sp 246-49
estimate 160,2225 1945, 6 Pf. "inflation" in the vertical pair on
printed matter, superb
67
estimate 100,2226 1945, postal stationery postcard 6 Pf. (FM rose
and numeral of value violet), unmailed used, superb,
R!, photo expertize Dr. Harder
PA 02b
estimate 120,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GLAUCHAU
2227 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. bright blue violet "double
overprint" in the vertical pair, a value with variety "thin
horizontal bar", superb, Michel 196.5aDDIIIa ★★
estimate 45,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GLAUCHAU
2228 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. bright blue violet "double
overprint" in the horizontal strip of three, a value with
variety "r in circle with different foot", superb, Michel
266.5aDDV ★★
estimate 65,2229 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. bright blue violet and 25 on 12
Pf. bright red carmine with Michel no. 2 and 8 on
registered letter from "tower", superb, expertized Zierer
24,37
estimate 380,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GÖRLITZ
2230 1946, 12 Pf. lilac red, gray paper, unperforated,
superb cover
4aU
estimate 150,LOCAL ISSUE GROSSRÄSCHEN FORERUNNER
2231 1945, 10 Pf. "insured parcel crossed out", superb,
expertized Bare, Michel 650.V1
estimate 230,2232 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, cash on
delivery in the common Roman type, superb, expertized
Zierer, Michel 300.V 2AI
estimate 100,2233 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, cash on
delivery in the common Roman type, on piece, superb,
expertized Sturm, Michel 300.V 2AI
estimate 110,2234 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, cash on
delivery in the common Roman type, in the pair with
additional franking (Michel. No. 13-15) on registered
letter, expertized amongst other things storm
V 2AI
estimate 390,2235 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, cash on
delivery in the common Roman type, on cover, address
partly defaced otherwise superb
V 2AI
estimate 130,2236 1946, 5 Pf. "deceased" with additional franking
(no. 46B) on registered letter, superb, expertized Zierer,
Michel 800.V 3a
estimate 280,2237 1945, 30 Pf. "travels", right margin copy, on
piece, superb, expertized Zierer, Michel (400.-)
V 6h
estimate 150,2238 1945, 30 Pf. "time label" with variety "indication
of value 10 improved in 30" with additional franking on
registered letter, superb, Michel (1100.-)
V 9I
estimate 380,2239 1945, 15 Pf. "customs form", "two value
statement, form "from receptions to take in", on piece,
superb, expertized Sturm, Michel (500.-)
V 11b
estimate 180,2240 1945, 5 Pf. blue on green, "two value statement",
large on piece, superb with registration label, expertized
Kunz, Michel (400.-)
V 20c
estimate 160,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LOCAL ISSUE GROSSRÄSCHEN FORERUNNER
80
2241 1945, 6 Pf. "numeral of value black in lieu of
red", unperforated, superb, expertized Dr. Arenz,
Michel 400.V 22IU
estimate 140,2242 1945, 6 Pf. "numeral of value black in lieu of
red", unperforated, lower margin copy, superb postcard
(reverse unlabeled)
V 22IU
estimate 180,2243 1945, 12 Pf. red, unperforated, on piece, superb,
photo expertize Kunz, Michel (600.-)
V 26U
estimate 190,2244 1945, 12 Pf. red, unperforated, superb cover,
Michel 800.V 26U
estimate 220,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GROSSRÄSCHEN
2245 1945, 40 Pf. on carmine lilac with additional
franking on postage exceeding tariff rate registered
postcard, superb, expertized Zierer
11b
estimate 200,2246 1945, 5 and 10 Pf. "fee stamp from strip", 2
superb items, photo expertize Zierer, Michel 900.3S,6S
estimate 300,2247 1946, 5, 10 and 30 Pf. "fee stamps from strip"
with additional franking on cover, superb
3S,6S,10S
estimate 450,2248 1945, 5, 10 and 30 Pf. "fee stamps from strip"
with others values on cover, superb
3S,6S,10S
estimate 450,2249 1945, 10 Pf. "fee stamp from strip", rest of hinge,
large defect in the stamp centre, expertized Kunz,
Michel 1300.6S ★
estimate 90,2250 1945, 10 Pf. "fee stamp from strip" with double
vertical perforation, with Addition-Mischfrankatur on
correctly franked registered letter to Zschortau, superb,
RR! Photo expertize Kunz
6S
estimate 450,2251 1945, 6 - 10, 20 and 60 Pf. (Michel. No. 16-18,
20, 24BI ¥), unperforated, type I, always in the
horizontal pair, 5 pairs very fine / superb
★ ★, ★
estimate 160,2252 1945, 12 - 40 Pf., type I, in blocks of four, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 760.25-27aI
★★
estimate 260,2253 1945, 12 - 40 Pf., type II, always with plate flaw
"P from post open" (field 2), in horizontal pairs with
normal stamps in type I, very fine MNH, R!
25-27IIPFI ★★
estimate 320,2254 1945, 12 - 40 Pf., type I, always with plate flaw
"notch in the lower sheet of the P" (field 13), in
horizontal pairs with normal stamps, very fine set mint
never hinged, RR!, expertized Zierer, Michel - .
25-27IPFV ★★
estimate 350,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GROSSRÄSCHEN
2255 1945, 40 Pf. black on lilac, type IV
(Schusterkammer), superb, Michel 200.27aIV ★★
estimate 70,2256 1945, 40 Pf. black on rose lilac, type III, with
Michel no. 13AI on registered letter, superb, Michel
1200.27bIII
estimate 400,2257 1946, 30 Pf. on rose with variety "hand stamp
"post" blue" and Michel no. 4 on registered postcard
(without on the back text), superb
30F
estimate 120,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 KIEL (RPD DISTRICT)
2258 5. 9. 1945, registration label "Oldenburg" as 30
Pf. stamp used on registered letter to Itzehoe, superb
1
estimate 150,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 LÖBAU
2259 1945, stamp strip "1 + 5 + A8. 3 + 3 + 1" on
cover, superb, expertized Strum
E1
estimate 70,-

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 SPREMBERG
81
2267 1946, 5 Pf. emerald green, unperforated, with
variety "numeral of value 5 missing", in the block of
nine from of the left lower corner of the sheet, on piece,
superb, RR!, Michel (2000.-)
9BF
estimate 750,2268 1946, "reconstruction III", unperforated, sheetlet
set (30), superb, Michel (180.-)
19/20B
estimate 55,2269 1946, 12 Pf. "reconstruction III" in the vertical
pair, horizontal unperforated, superb, expertized Zierer,
Michel 130.20AUw ★★
estimate 45,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 WITTENBERG LUTHERSTADT
2270 1946, 4 Pf. on 20 Pf. pale blue, inverted overprint
from left at the bottom to the right above, with
additional franking (87-89A) on registered letter,
superb, expertized Sturm
21KII
estimate 75,-

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2271 "AHAM", 26. 4. 46, one-line cancel "taxe precu",
LOCAL ISSUE 1945 LÜBBENAU
cover very fine
2260 1946, 30 Pf. "reconstruction", vertical
estimate Gebot
unperforated, with Aliierte occupation additional
2272
"ALTENA
(WESTF)
",
23.
12.
47,
violet two ring
franking on correctly franked cover from "BERLIN W
cancel "post office ALTENA taxe precu. . . RM. . . Pf. "
50", legitimate defects, very fine, R!
on printed matter-wrapper, above slight defects from
8AUs
estimate 35,- opening the cover, otherwise superb
LOCAL ISSUE 1945 MEISSEN
estimate Gebot
2261 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, in addition 2273 "AITERHOFEN", 9. 5. 48, one-line cancel "taxe
to it 8 Pf. with variety "amount of surtax 82 in lieu of precu", handschriflich "24", small superb cover
32" and 5 Pf. perforated on registered letter, superb,
estimate Gebot
RR!, Michel - .
2274 "ALZEY taxe precu", 30. 9. 46, oval cancel on
35-38B,35A,37BI
estimate 1.100,cover, handwritten "24", superb
2262 1945, 12 Pf. dark lilac brown "reconstruction"
estimate Gebot
with additional franking on Kempe registered letter,
2275 "ANDERNACH taxe precu", 15. 10. 46, elliptic
superb, expertized Zierer, Michel 300.38bB
estimate 100,- postmark, handwritten in red "Hurries very", business
letter, superb
LOCAL ISSUE 1945 NAUMBURG
estimate Gebot
2263 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose red block of four (2 vertical 2276 "ARBERG", 2. 3. 46, rectangle cancel with one
tête-bêche pairs with both types), superb
line "taxe precu", handschriflich "24", with violet
6 SK ★★
estimate 70,- entrance stamp, cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2264 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose red in the vertical
tête-bêche pair with both types, superb, Michel 100.2277 "ASCHAU Chiemgau", 31. 12. 45, violet one-line
6SK ★★
estimate 35,- cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
LOCAL ISSUE 1945 NETZSCHKAU REICHENBACH
2265 Proof: 1945, 3 Pf. with overprint from 12 2278 "BAD magpie", 12. 9. 45, violet two-line cancel
horizontal strip and 1945, very fine MNH, expertized "_M. 06 Pf. Nachw. / for Bad magpie", postcard
without text, superb
Strum, Michel 250.estimate Gebot
2P ★★
estimate 90,2279 "BAD HOHENSTADT", 10. 1. 46, rectangle
LOCAL ISSUE 1945 HORSE WINE
cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
2266 1946, "570 years Roßwein" with 12 Pf. additional
estimate Gebot
franking on registered letter, vertical folded, stamps
superb
2280 "BAD NEUSTADT (SAALE) ", 8. 2. 46, one-line
1/2
estimate 75,- cancel "paid 12 Pf. h", superb cover
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2281 "BEESKOW", 7. 2. 46, one-line cancel "taxe
precu", punched, otherwise superb cover
estimate Gebot
2282 "BIBERACH taxe precu", 13. 2. 46, authorities
letter, superb
estimate Gebot
2283 "BREMEN", 27. 10. 45, red elliptic postmark
"taxe precu", without gutter, on company card, punched
estimate Gebot
2284 "hill (BADEN) ", 25. 2. 47, violet two-line cancel
"taxe precu taxe percue", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2285 "CELLE", rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe
precu 2" on printed matter-wrapper, superb
estimate Gebot
2286 "CHEMNITZ", 18. 10. 45, red rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2287 "COBURG", 19. 12. 45, violet rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", "12 Rpf" on window
envelope, superb
estimate Gebot
2288 "DAHME (MARK) ", 25. 10. 45, one-line cancel
"delivery charge stamp paid", superb postcard
estimate Gebot
2289 " (19) DESSAU 1", 16. 7. 48, violet one-line
cancel "taxe precu", offical letter very fine
estimate Gebot
2290 "DIETMANNSRIED", 13. 10. 48, red rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2291 "DRESDEN Newest. 6", 18. 5. 46, red rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", printed matter card,
superb
estimate Gebot
2292 "DRESEN A 20", 17. 10. 45, underlined one-line
cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2293 "EFRINGEN cathedrals", 08. 4. 47, violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "24 Rpf. taxe precu",
handwritten "24", superb
estimate Gebot
2294 "EISENACH paid", 14. 2. 48, adhesive label
"urgent printed matter", once folded, superb
estimate Gebot
2295 "Erford taxe precu", . . . 45, red elliptic postmark,
cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2296 "ERGOLDING", 29. 6. 45, one-line cancel "taxe
precu" on authorities letter, superb
estimate Gebot
2297 "ESCHENBACH (upper PF) ", 2. 5. 46, red
one-line cancel taxe precu" on cover, very fine
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
82
2298 "FLENSBURG 1 taxe precu", 2. 3. 46, elliptic
postmark, commercially used letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2299 "FRANKFURT (MAIN) ", 11. 1. 46, violet
two-line cancel "taxe precu", postcard with censorship
stamp to Mannheim, superb
estimate Gebot
2300 "FREIBURG (BREISGAU) ", 28. 9. 46, rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu / 24 Rpf", small
superb cover
estimate Gebot
2301 "FURTH i WALD", 13. 12. 45, violet rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2302 "feets", 29. 12. 45, red rectangle cancel with one
line "taxe precu", commercial cover, double used,
superb
estimate Gebot
2303 "GEITHA", local slogan cancel, 8. 8. 45, red
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu", cover very
fine
estimate Gebot
2304 "GELSENKIRCHEN", 13. 10. 46, violet two-line
cancel "taxe precu", on printed matters advertising
postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
2305 "M GLADBACH", 09. 5. 46, large red two-line
cancel "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2306 "GROITZSCH (Bz. LEIPZIG) ", 15. 8. 45, red
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu", small
superb cover
estimate Gebot
2307 "GRÜNA (Saxony) ", 4. 2. 46, red rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2308 "GÖPPINGEN", 7. 3. 46, red one-line cancel
"taxe precu", registered letter with umgewandelten
fieldpost R-slip of paper, very fine
estimate Gebot
2309 "HAGEN (WESTF) ", 27. 12. 45, violet one-line
cancel "taxe precu" on printed matter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2310 "Hamburg 1", 19. 11. 45, red rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu" on printed matter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2311 "HEIDELBERG", 21. 2. 46, red two-line cancel
"taxe precu", Lottobrief, very fine
estimate Gebot
2312 "HEIDELBERG 2", 12. 2. 46, red rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", registered letter,
postage handwritten "42", very fine
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2313 "HELMBRECHTS (OBERFR) ", 22. 3. 46, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", fee
handwritten on "12" increases, advertising postcard,
punched, very fine
estimate Gebot
2314 " (16) HEPPENHEIM taxe precu", 09. 3. 51, red
single circle cancel, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2315 "HINDENBURG over OSTERBURG (ALTM) ",
12. 12. 45, small red one-line cancel "taxe precu", on
converted fieldpost card, superb
estimate Gebot
2316 "14 HORB (NECKAR) taxe precu", 14. 11. 45,
superb cover
estimate Gebot
2317 "HORNBERG (SCHWARZWALDBAHN) ", 9.
3. 46, red rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu
port paye", handwritten "24" and signature, cover very
fine
estimate Gebot
2318 "IDAR-OBERSTEIN", 19. 12. 45, red one-line
cancel "taxe precu", superb postcard
estimate Gebot
2319 "INGELHEIM", 11. 8. 47, red two-line cancel "6
Rpf. Give. Paid", superb postcard
estimate Gebot
2320 "Boy gene (HOHENZOLLERN) ", 5. 3. 46, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", cover very
fine
estimate Gebot
2321 "KAISERSLAUTERN", 13. 6. 46, rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", registered letter very
fine
estimate Gebot
2322 "KAISERSLAUTERN taxe precu", 11. 2. 47, red
elliptic postmark with 2 Stars, on commercial cover,
superb
estimate Gebot
2323 "KARLSTADT", 14. 5. 46, one-line cancel "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2324 "KEMPEN (NIEDERHEIN) ", 11. 3. 46, violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu taxe
percue", cover to Kiel, age traces otherwise superb
estimate Gebot
2325 "KIEFERSFELDEN", (local slogan cancel), 26.
11. 45, violet rectangle cancel with one line "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2326 "KIRCHHEIM under Teck", 26. 2. 47, red two
ring cancel "taxe precu" on printed matter window
envelope, superb
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
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2327 "KLETTWITZ", 18. 12. 45, violet one-line cancel
"Give. Designates", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2328 "Coblenz", 24. 5. 46, handwritten" 06", violet
postmaster stamp "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2329 "Constance taxe precu", 3. 10. 46, elliptic
postmark, handwritten "24", authorities letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2330 "KREFELD 2 taxe precu", 5. 6. 46, red elliptic
postmark with 2 broken Steglinien on printed matters
advertising postcard of a ventriloquist, superb
estimate Gebot
2331 "KRONACH", 11. 1. 46, red rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2332 "KYRITZ (PRIGN) ", 25. 10. 45, red one-line
cancel "taxe precu", card very fine
estimate Gebot
2333 "KÖNIGSTEIN (KR PIRNA) ", 09. 11. 45, red
one-line cancel "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2334 "KÖTHEN (ANH) ", 17. 10. 45, red rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2335 "LAHR (Black Forest) ", 15. 3. 46, red two ring
cancel "taxe precu", on form card from Bureau of Labor
Offenburg, superb
estimate Gebot
2336 "LANDAU (ISAR) ", 10. 10. 45, rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", authorities letter, superb
estimate Gebot
2337 "LANDSHUT taxe precu", 8. 1. 46, elliptic
postmark, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2338 "LAUSCHA (Thuringia) ", 14. 8. 45, handwritten
"Give. Designates", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2339 "LEIPZIG C1", 24. 11. 45, violet two-line cancel
"taxe precu / 8 Rpf", window envelope very fine
estimate Gebot
2340 "LEIPZIG empire fair city", 12. 10. 45, violet
two-line cancel "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2341 "LICHENFELS taxe precu", 1. 3. 46, red elliptic
postmark without gutter, on cover, very fine
estimate Gebot
2342 "LINDAU (Lake Constance) 1", 7. 10. 47, red
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu / -- Rpf",
printed matter card, superb
estimate Gebot
2343 "LUCKENWALDE", 22. 10. 45, elliptic postmark
"taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2344 "LUDWIGSHAFEN (RHEIN) ", 22. 12. 47,
violet rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", cover
very fine
estimate Gebot
2345 "LÜCHOW", 11. 9. 45, red rectangle cancel with
one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2346 "MAGDEBURG 1 taxe precu", 6. 9. 45, elliptic
postmark, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2347 "MAINROTH", 1946, violet one-line cancel "taxe
precu", handwritten "24", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2348 "MAINZ-MOMBACH", 7. 3. 47, rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2349 "MANNHEIM-RHEINAU", 6. 2. 46, oval cancel
"taxe precu", window envelope, superb
estimate Gebot
2350 "Marktheidenfeld", 7. 9. 46, violet rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu" with handwritten
"24", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2351 "market WALD", 29. 2. 46, one-line cancel "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2352 " (15) MEININGEN", 15. 8. 45, red one-line
cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2353 "MEININGEN", 23. 8. 45, red one-line cancel
"taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2354 "MEININGEN", 5. 10. 45, red one-line cancel
"taxe precu", on superb cover, expertized AG THÜR
estimate Gebot
2355 "MELLRICHSTADT", 14. 12. 45, handwritten
"16. 12. " noted, rectangle cancel with one line "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2356 "MEPPEN", 05. 10. 45, red rectangle cancel with
one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2357 "MILTENBERG" (local slogan cancel), 16. 8. 46,
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", cover very
fine
estimate Gebot
2358 "MÜLHEIM (RUHR) taxe precu", red elliptic
postmark, wrapper, very fine
estimate Gebot
2359 "Munich paid", 24. 8. 46, single circle postmark
on folding card
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
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2360 "Munich BERNSDORF (THÜR) ", 3. 7. 48, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu",
handschriflitch " . 16", on commercial cover, superb
estimate Gebot
2361 "NAUEN", 9. 10. 45, two-line cancel "taxe
precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2362 "NAUMBURG (SAALE) 1", 04. 9. 45", rectangle
cancel with two lines and two-line cancel "taxe precu",
on registered letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2363 "NEUHAUS on Pegnitz", 23. 5. 46, one-line
cancel "taxe precu", handwritten "24 Rpf", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2364 "NEURUPPIN", 1. 11. 45, large rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu" on postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
2365 "NEUSTADT (WEIMAR) ", 3. 3. 47, red two
ring cancel "paid", on pretty companies envelope
(Scheffelbuchhandlung), superb
estimate Gebot
2366 "NIEDERBOBRITSCH (KR FREIBERG) ", 13.
11. 45, violet one-line cancel "taxe precu" on tracing
service card, superb
estimate Gebot
2367 "NORDHAUSEN 2", red rectangle cancel with
two lines "taxe precu" on postcard, very fine
estimate Gebot
2368 "Nuremberg 30 taxe precu", 3. 11. 45, violet
elliptic postmark, card very fine
estimate Gebot
2369 "NÜRTINGEN taxe precu", 23. 1. 48, red single
circle cancel, printed matter card, superb
estimate Gebot
2370 "OBENHAUSEN", 24. 1. 46, rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2371 "OELSNITZ (ERZGEB) ", 12. 11. 45, red
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu", cover very
fine
estimate Gebot
2372 "OPPENAU (RENCHTAL) ", 29. 8. 46, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", printed
matter card, superb
estimate Gebot
2373 "ORSCHWEIER (BADEN) ", 31. 5. 48, small
violet rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu",
handwritten "24", Suchdienstbrief, very fine
estimate Gebot
2374 "OSTERBURG (ALTM) ", 12. 11. 45, red
one-line cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2375 "PAPPENHEIM", 3. 1. 46, one-line cancel "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2376 "PFALZFELD (Hunsrueck) ", 2. 3. 46, violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu" on superb
cover
estimate Gebot
2377 "PILNITZ", handwritten 28. 6., large one-line
cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2378 "POTSDAM", 18. 9. 45, one-line cancel "taxe
precu" with decorative elements on postcard from
registry office, superb
estimate Gebot
2379 "RANGSDORF", 29. 10. 45, rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2380 "REITZENHAIN over MARIENBERG (SACHS)
", 30. 8. 48, violet one-line cancel "taxe precu",
commercial cover, superb
estimate Gebot
2381 "REUTLINGEN", 6. 5. 46, rectangle cancel with
one line "taxe precu", printed matter very fine
estimate Gebot
2382 "ROSENHEIM 1", 14. 8. 48, one-line cancel
"taxe precu", printed matter, superb
estimate Gebot
2383 "SALZA (HARZ) ", 14. 8. 45, red rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2384 "SCHWABACH taxe precu", 25. 7. 46, red
elliptic postmark, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2385 "SCHWERIN (MECKL) paid", 29. 11. 47, red
two ring cancel on "urgent newspaper printed matter",
superb
estimate Gebot
2386 "SIEGEN", 17. 5. 48, violet two-line cancel "taxe
precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2387 "SOLPKE (ALTMARK) ", 15. 1. 46, violet
one-line cancel "taxe precu" with underline, cover to
the tracing service, superb
estimate Gebot
2388 "STAHNSDORF (KR TELTOW) ", 13. 8. 45, red
one-line cancel "taxe precu" on bank letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2389 "STENDAL 1", 2. 1. 46, violet rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu" on cover, very fine
estimate Gebot
2390 "STUTTGART taxe precu", 30. 8. 46, red single
circle cancel, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2391 "STUTTGART taxe precu", 5. 5. 48, red elliptic
postmark, printed matter, superb
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
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2392 "SULZ (NECKAR) ", 25. 2. 47, red rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", handwritten "24"
inserted, cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2393 "TANGERMÜNDE", zip code retroactive in the
stamp demure, 23. 10. 48, red rectangle cancel with two
lines "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2394 "TETTNANG", 2. 1. 47, red rectangle cancel with
two lines "taxe precu. . . Rpf. ", handwritten "24",
authorities letter, superb
estimate Gebot
2395 "TIEFENBACH PASSAU", 02. 7. 46, rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2396 "TREFFURT paid", 6. 7. 48, handwritten "24",
superb cover
estimate Gebot
2397 "TÜBINGEN1 taxe precu", 22. 8. 46, printed
matter, superb
estimate Gebot
2398 "UNKEL (RHEIN) ", 18. 10. 46, red one-line
cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2399 "VALLENDAR (RHEIN) ", 15. 1. 46, violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu", cover very
fine
estimate Gebot
2400 "VIECHTACH", 26. 3. 46, tenuous one-line
cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2401 "WALDENBURG (Saxony) ", 11. 10. 45, red
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu", slight
traces of usage otherwise superb cover
estimate Gebot
2402 "Forest Munich", 06. 11. 45, one-line cancel "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2403 "WANGEN (ALLGÄU) ", local slogan cancel,
18. 3. 47, violet rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe
precu / -Rpf. ", "24" handwritten, window envelope
very fine
estimate Gebot
2404 "WEIDA", 4. 9. 45, red rectangle cancel with one
line "taxe precu", cover with advertising printing,
superb
estimate Gebot
2405 "WEIßWASSER Upper Lusatia 1945"
double-line cancel, 2. 3. 46, red rectangle cancel with
two lines "taxe precu. " on cover, very fine
estimate Gebot
2406 "WERNINGERODE", 20. 12. 45, red one-line
cancel "taxe precu" on cover, handwritten "Hurries" to
the Gebruder Senf in Leipzig, superb
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2407 "WIESENBAD (ERZGEB) ", 10. 1. 46, violet
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb
cover
estimate Gebot
2408 "WORMS 2 taxe precu", 23. 6. 47, printed matter
card, superb
estimate Gebot
2409 "WUPPERTAL-BARMEN", 3. 6. 46, red elliptic
postmark "taxe precu" on registered letter, superb
estimate Gebot
2410 "WÜRZBURG 1 taxe precu", 5. 1. 46, red elliptic
postmark, window envelope very fine
estimate Gebot
2411 "WÜRZBURG", 12. 1. 46, violtter rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2412 "ZELL (HARMERSBACH) ", 26. 3. 46, violet
two-line cancel "taxe precu" on 6 Rpf. postal stationery
postcard P825II, superb
estimate Gebot
2413 "ZITTAU 1", 31. 10. 45, red two-line cancel"
Zittau 1 / taxe precu", card very fine
estimate Gebot
ALLIED OCCUPATION PROVISIONAL ISSUES
2414 "BAUTZEN 2", 6 P. on official printed form
green, used, very fine, Michel 120.P A03
estimate 35,2415 "BURGSTEINFURT", 6 Pf. with printers mark
"Hermann Sewing, Bielefeld", card to Flensburg, very
fine, R!
P A02
estimate 30,2416 "EBSDORF", 6 Pf. with printers mark "9370
Niedersachsen. Printing house", document punching
otherwise superb
P A01
estimate 25,2417 "HILDESHEIM 2", 6 to 6 Pf. on P 905, stamp
"HILDESHEIM 2", superb
P B02
estimate 20,2418 "OLDENBURG (OLDB) ", 6 on 6 Pf. violet, with
postal notice, stamp "RUSTEDE", very fine
P A11
estimate Gebot
2419 "WESERMÜNDE", 6 on 6 Pf. purple on
overprinted P 314II, unused, very fine
P A10
estimate Gebot
2420 38 different documents provisional issues, with
some better, amongst other things with Michel no.
734II and 755a, almost all with document punching
estimate Gebot
ALLIED OCCUPATION EXHAUSTION ISSUES
2421 1945, 6 Pf. black on pale chamois, stamp
"Hamburg 1c", inspection cancel "Hamburg
BLANKENESE", very fine
P 710
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

ALLIED OCCUPATION EXHAUSTION ISSUES 86
2422 1946, 6 Pf. black, sender adress "15 mm long",
with 6 Pf. "at the" post, superb postcard from
"AHRENSBÖK" to Flensburg
P 741II
estimate 40,2423 1945, 6 Pf. black on chamois, with 2 strip,
inspection cancel "BÜSUM" and "heather", 2 used
superb cards, Michel 90.P 764III
estimate 25,2424 1945, 6 Pfe. Black on pale chamois, type II, stamp
"KIEL", very fine, Michel 100.P 768II
estimate 25,2425 1945, 6 Pf. black, notation "backside", vacuously
used "SCHWERIN", superb
P 894
estimate 50,ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
2426 1945, violet rectangle cancel with one line "taxe
precu" with single circle postmark "Munich 18. 6. 45"
(1. day! ) on local letter with contents, superb, R!
estimate 90,2427 1947, 1 Pf. black, 16x as correctly franked
multiple franking, local letter from "KIEL", superb, R!,
abridged certificate H. D. Schlegel, Michel - .
911
estimate 250,2428 1946, 4, 20 and 80 Pf. "numeral" on registered
personally from "KÖNIGSTEIN" to Meiningen,
superb, R!, expertized AG. Thür, Michel 600.914,924,935
estimate 190,2429 1946, 6 Pf. gray violet as additional franking on P
783 from "WESTERLAND" to Kiel, superb
916c
estimate 20,2430 1946, 10 Pf. dark-orange-brown, plate printing,
upper margin perforations going through margins, with
additional franking on cover from "DELVE" to
Bassum, very fine
918Pdgz
estimate 25,2431 1946, 16 Pf. blackish opal green and 24 Pf. brown
orange on 6 Pf. postal stationery postcard (P 783) from
"SCHLESWIG" to Denmark, superb
923,925
estimate 20,2432 1946, 42 Pf. emerald green in the horizontal pair,
on piece, superb, Michel (80.-)
930
estimate 25,2433 1946, 60 Pf. blackish rose, upper margin copy,
plate printing, perforations going through margins,
superb, Michel 150.933dPOR ★★
estimate 50,2434 1946, 1 RM. Olive, watermark 6Y (increasingly
in lieu of falling), superb, Michel 500.937Y
estimate 100,2435 1946, souvenir sheet pair "stamps exhibition",
superb, Michel 120.Bl. 12A/B ★★
estimate 40,2436 1946, souvenir sheet pair "stamps exhibition", as
usual Gümmibüge, superb, Michel 120.Bl. 12A/B ★★
estimate 30,-

ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
2437 1946, souvenir sheet pair "stamps exhibition",
violet special cancel, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 12A/B
estimate 150,2438 1947, "II. Control issue", lot sheets- and parts of
sheets, as well 90 complete sets, superb condition
943-62 ★★
estimate 190,2439 1947, 10 Pf. yellow green in the block of four
from the margin with the varieties on field 61 and 72,
very fine MNH, Michel (110.-)
946aI,II ★★
estimate 40,2440 1947, 12 Pf. gray with printers mark "7"
(negative) in the upper left corner margin block of four,
superb
947DZ ★★
estimate 20,2441 1947, 12 Pf. dark gray turquoise, plate printing,
upper margin copy, perforations going through margins,
very fine MNH, Michel 150.947POR ★★
estimate 50,2442 1947, 20 Pf. medium blue, plate printing,
perforations going through margins, block of four from
upper margin, very fine MNH, Michel 100.950aPOR ★★
estimate 35,2443 1947, 30 Pf. brownish with HAN "4100. 47 1"
and 40 Pf. dark rose lilac with HAN "4120. 47 1", very
fine MNH, Michel 90.953/4HAN ★★
estimate 25,2444 1947, 50 Pf. ultramarine in the sheet (100), plate
printing, upper margin no perforations going through
margins!, with HAN "4171. 47 1", Fields 99 and 100
affixed otherwise superb
955POR ★★
estimate 90,2445 1947, 1 - 5 M. "dove" on piece with stamp
"WALDKOPPEL", superb, expertized High man,
Michel (127.-)
959-62a
estimate 45,2446 1948, 5 M. dark purple ultramarine in the centric
cancelled block of four, superb, RR! Abridged
certificate H-D. Schlegel
962a
estimate 180,2447 1948, 5 M. dark purple ultramarine, lower margin
copy, superb item on postage exceeding tariff rate
registered letter to the United States, photo expertize H.
D. Schlegel
962a
estimate 35,2448 1948, 5 M. violet ultramarine with additional
franking on piece, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
(180.-)
962b
estimate 70,2449 1948, 5 M. violet ultramarine from left margin, on
piece, superb, abridged certificate H. D. Schlegel,
Michel 180.962b
estimate 60,2450 1948, "export fair" block of four, first day special
cancel, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel (80.-)
V Zd 1
estimate 25,-

ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
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2451 1946-48, 11 different documents "foreign mail",
mostly superb, inspect!
estimate 100,2452 1947 / 8, 16 different documents to Austria, all
with censorships, mostly superb, inspect!
estimate 35,2453 1946-48, lot of over 90 different documents, as
well printed matters, postal stationery postcards, offical
postal service in the Spruchverfahren "Old Lace", need
postcards etc., almost only used, partly punched, very
fine / superb
estimate Gebot
2454 1948-51, 10 different documents with the notation
"On His Majestys Service", a few punched, very fine /
superb
estimate Gebot
2455 Approximate. 1945-72, interesting lot of 30
different documents prisoner of war mail, as well letters
with censorship, association the late returnee,
Arbeitseinsatzbescheinigungen, tracing service Red
Cross etc., a little mixed quality
estimate Gebot
ALLIED OCCUPATION POSTAL STATIONERIES
2456 1945, 6 Pf. "at the" post, type II, "4" closed,
coating the "6" to the top, stamp "NEUENMARKT"
and censorship stamp, superb
P 903II03
estimate 35,2457 1946, 7 Pf. black besides 5 Pf. "at the" post,
unused, superb, Michel 250.P 906
estimate 90,2458 1948, 12 Pf. gray with private additional imprint
"first flight DC. 4 Skymaster 3. March 1948", unused,
superb
P 962
estimate Gebot
BERLIN AND BRANDENBURG
2459 1945, 5 Pf. blackish yellow green, rouletted, in 5
sheet (à 100) : AII, BIII, CII and D, with many plate
flaws, almost only superb condition
1AB ★★
estimate 70,2460 19145, 6, 8, 12 and 20 Pf. "Berlin bear", 4 values
normal roulette, very fine MNH, Michel 95.2/3,5/6B ★★
estimate 20,2461 1945, 6 Pf. dark gray violet, rouletted, superb,
abridged certificate Ströh, Michel 600.2Bb ★★
estimate 220,2462 1945, 8 Pf. orange red, perforated, with variety
"spot above at IN from Berlin", in the vertical pair with
normal stamp on superb cover, Michel 120.3AXIV
estimate 40,2463 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, block of four, superb, expertized
Zierer, Michel 760.5AAwax ★★
estimate 220,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BERLIN AND BRANDENBURG
2464 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, lower right corner of the sheet,
very fine MNH, expertized Ströh, Michel (190.-)
5AAwax ★★
estimate 60,2465 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, superb, expertized Zierer, Michel
190.5AAwax ★★
estimate 55,2466 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, in the vertical pair, lower stamp
with attached blank field, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Zierer, Michel (540.-)
5AAwaxL ★★
estimate 170,2467 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red with variety
"bear with nostril" and 30 Pf. brownish olive with
variety "Acorn at the right page", 2 superb items,
Michel 140.5AIV,7AI
estimate 40,2468 1945, 30 Pf. blackish brown olive, block of four,
superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 160.7Abwaz
★★
estimate 55,2469 Extensive letter collection Berlin and
Brandenburg, mainly legitimate postage, as well paper
variants, good frankings, plate flaw, many registered
letters, scarce stamp etc., in total over 250 documents,
very fine / superb, treasure trove for the specialists!
estimate 500,SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2470 1945, 6 Pf. black on pale buish green with variety
"large white "cedilla" at the bottom of 6 in the right
upper frame around the value number" (field 38), stamp
not to expertize, superb, Michel 90.8xXXXV
estimate 20,2471 1945, 6 Pf. black on celadon, superb, expertized
Sturm, Michel 120.8y ★★
estimate 40,2472 1945, 6 Pf. black on celadon on EBf-front with 6
values additional franking, superb, expertized Thom (as
piece signed)
8y
estimate 90,2473 1945, 6 Pf. dark red violet with variety "F in both
penny downward strong extended" (field 71), corner
stamp, superb, Michel 90.9aXVIII
estimate 20,2474 1946, 6 Pf. dark magenta, double impression, one
of it inverted, unperforated, in the vertical pair, minimal
adhesion points otherwise superb, R!, Michel 1500.9bDKU ★★
estimate 400,2475 1945, 6 Pf. dark gray violet with variety "large
spot at PF from lower penny as well COD in the lower
penny with white spots" (field 47) with 6 Pf. dark red
violet, violet two ring cancel "WARIN", scarce
combination!, decorative on piece, superb, expertized
Kramp
9cXI,9a
estimate 75,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
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2476 1946, 6 Pf. gray violet on pale buish green,
horizontal unperforated and at the bottom unperforated,
together in the vertical margin pair, very fine MNH,
Michel unknown!
10xUw,Uu ★★
estimate 110,2477 1946, 8 Pf. dark rose red on bright lilac rose in the
sheet (100) vertical double perforation through 9.
Markenreiche, with plate flaws I and II as well 10
vertical Nahtstückpaaren and printers mark, superb
11y ★★
estimate 180,2478 1946, 8 Pf. dark rose red on bright lilac rose in the
block of ten, as well vertical double perforation through
2 stamps, superb
11y ★★
estimate 30,2479 1945, 8 Pf. black on pale buish green in the
horizontal pair from upper margin with plate flaw I and
II (field 7 and 8), superb
14xPFI,II ★★
estimate 50,2480 1945, 12 Pf. black on lilac-rose with plate flaw
"lowest margin line leftmost with kink" (field 3) and
"white dot within in the first O from Otto" (field 47),
small defects, very fine, Michel 160.16IPFIII,IV ★, ★★
estimate 20,2481 1945, 12 Pf. black on lilac-rose, unperforated
block of four from lower margin, on cover, superb,
photo expertize Kramp, Michel (800.-)
16U
estimate 280,2482 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose red, 3x with 6 Pf.
additional franking (Michel. No. 9c) on registered letter
from "ZINNOWITZ", a little blotched, very fine,
expertized Kramp, Michel 520.18a
estimate 120,2483 1945, 12 Pf. rose in the block of eight, as well
field 47 with plate flaw, slight diagonally gum crease
otherwise superb, Michel 320.18bPFIV ★★
estimate 70,2484 1945, 12 Pf. rose red with accident in printing "2
Pf", superb, expertized Kramp
18c
estimate 50,2485 1945, 12 Pf. rose red, printing on gum side, lower
margin copy, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel
500.18cG ★★
estimate 170,2486 1945, 12 Pf. brownish red, very fine MNH,
expertized Kramp, Michel 120.18d ★★
estimate 40,2487 1945, 12 Pf. brownish red, printing on gum side,
right margin copy, superb, photo expertize Kramp,
Michel 900.18dG ★★
estimate 300,2488 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose red on bright lilac rose, on
piece, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (55.-)
19y
estimate 20,2489 1945, "fascism", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.20-22a ★★
estimate 40,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2490 1945, "fascism", very fine set, expertized Kramp,
Michel 240.20-22a
estimate 80,2491 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the upper left corner
margin block of four, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
(320.-)
21
estimate 110,2492 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism", superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 80.21
estimate 25,2493 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the block of four from the
lower margin, as well plate flaw 21IV on field 45,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 410.21
estimate 120,2494 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the upper right corner
margin block of four, as well plate flaw 21IX on field
19, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 410.21
estimate 130,2495 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the lower left corner
margin block of four, as well plate flaw 21XII on field
31, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 410.21
estimate 130,2496 1945, 12 Pf. orange red "fascism", upper margin
copy, perforation above only hinted at, very fine MNH,
photo expertize Kramp
22b ★★
estimate 250,2497 1945, 12 Pf. dark red "fascism", unperforated, rest
of hinge, reverse thin otherwise superb, RR!, photo
expertize Kramp, Michel 5000.22cU ★
estimate 650,2498 1945, "Junkers lands", all from upper margin,
very fine set, expertized Kramp, Michel (160.-)
23-25a
estimate 60,2499 1945, "Junkers lands" with 3 values additional
franking (amongst other things pair 29xa) on registered
letter from "PARCHIM", very fine, expertized Thom
23-25b
estimate 110,2500 1945, "Junkers lands", 11 different values with
varieties, mostly superb, almost all expertized
23-25 ★ ★, ★
estimate 50,2501 1945, proof: 8 Pf. bright orange, chalky paper,
unperforated, rest of hinge, superb
24PIU ★
estimate 35,2502 1945, 6 Pf. bright reddish orange "children´s
help", on piece, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.26a
estimate 20,2503 1945, "children´s help", unperforated, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 110.26-28aU ★★
estimate 35,2504 1945, 6 Pf. pale reddish orange "children´s help",
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 160.26b ★★
estimate 55,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2505 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" in
the centric cancelled block of four, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel (240.-)
27a
estimate 70,2506 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help",
upper margin copy, superb, expertized Kramp
27a
estimate 25,2507 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help",
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.27a
estimate 20,2508 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "O and R in Hither Pomerania at the bottom
affiliated with each other", in the horizontal pair with
normal stamp, unperforated, superb
27aIU ★★
estimate 30,2509 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help",
double impression, unperforated, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 120.27aDDU ★★
estimate 40,2510 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "more longish white spot over O in
Pomerania", in the horizontal pair with normal stamp,
unperforated, superb
27aVU ★★
estimate 35,2511 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "lower left corner of the stamp design
bevelled", in the horizontal pair with normal stamp,
unperforated, superb
27aIXU ★★
estimate 30,2512 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "foot of the T from Helps broken and notch
in branch under EN from the", in the horizontal pair
with normal stamp, unperforated, superb
27aXIIIU ★★
estimate 35,2513 1945, 12 Pf. rose red "children´s help", margin
copy, on piece, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (60.-)
28a
estimate 20,2514 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose "children´s help" in the
block of four from the margin, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 320.28b ★★
estimate 110,2515 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose "children´s help" block of
four, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.28b ★★
estimate 100,2516 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose "children´s help", superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 80.28b ★★
estimate 25,2517 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose children´s help,
unperforated, clearly offset, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 350.28bU ★★
estimate 120,2518 1946, 3 - 12 Pf. "farewell series", 1. printing, in
blocks of four, very fine set (7 values), Michel 600.29-36x ★★
estimate 190,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2519 1946, 3 - 12 Pf. "farewell series", 1. printing, very
fine set (7 values), Michel 150.29-36x ★★
estimate 50,2520 1946, 3 Pf. bright orange brown with variety
"white spot between P and f" (field 88), rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 180.29xaII ★
estimate 30,2521 1946, 4 Pf. dark ultramarine with variety "right
lower corner broken out" (field 20), rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 120.30I ★
estimate 20,2522 1946, 4 Pf. bright brownish red, printing on gum
side, manufactured paper creasely, very fine MNH,
Michel 150.31yaG ★★
estimate 50,2523 1946, 5 Pf. medium green, chalky paper, block of
four from lower margin, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 960.32xb ★★
estimate 300,2524 1946, 5 Pf. medium green, chalky paper, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 240.32xb ★★
estimate 75,2525 1946, 5 Pf. blackish yellowish green, gray paper,
very fine MNH, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 1400.32yb ★★
estimate 490,2526 1946, 6 Pf. violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in the corner margin block of four,
superb, Michel (360.-)
33xbUs ★★
estimate 140,2527 1946, 6 Pf. violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in the horizontal pair, very fine MNH,
Michel 180.33xbUs ★★
estimate 60,2528 1946, 6 Pf. violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in the corner margin block of four with
printers mark, superb
33xbUsDZ
★★
estimate 190,2529 1946, 6 Pf. dark red violet, gray paper,
unperforated, in the horizontal Paaar, superb, Michel
(70.-)
33ydU ★★
estimate 25,2530 1946, 6 Pf. dark red violet, gray paper, vertical
unperforated, in the horizontal pair with clear on the
back offset, very fine MNH, Michel 100.33ydUs ★★
estimate 35,2531 1946, 6 Pf. gray violet, gray paper, with on the
back offset, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 100.33ye ★★
estimate 30,2532 1946, 6 Pf. gray violet, gray paper, unperforated,
in the horizontal pair, on the back offset, left stamp with
plate flaw II, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel
(600.-)
33yeU ★★
estimate 210,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2533 1946, 8 Pf. red orange, gray paper, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 2500.34yb
estimate 900,2534 1946, 10 Pf. lively siena, chalky paper, in the
corner margin block of four with printers mark, superb
Michel 210.35xaDZ ★★
estimate 70,2535 1946, 12 Pf. dark gray red, chalky paper,
unperforated, block of four from lower margin, as well
plate flaw I and II, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp
36xaU ★★
estimate 100,2536 1946, 12 Pf. dark gray red, chalky paper,
unperforated, superb, Michel 60.36xaU ★★
estimate 20,2537 1946, 12 Pf. bright brown red, chalky paper, block
of four, very fine MNH, expertized Thom and photo
expertize Kramp, Michel (800.-)
36xc ★★
estimate 240,2538 1946, 12 Pf. bright brown red, chalky paper,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 200.36xc ★★
estimate 60,2539 1946, 12 Pf. blackish gray red, chalky paper, left
upper corner margin block of four, very fine MNH,
expertized Kramp, Michel (1280.-)
36xcc
★★
estimate 460,2540 1946, 12 Pf. blackish gray red, chalky paper, left
margin copy, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.36xcc ★★
estimate 120,2541 1946, 12 Pf. blackish gray red, chalky paper, very
fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.36xcc ★★
estimate 110,2542 1946, 12 Pf. red, gray paper, printing on gum side,
unperforated, superb, Michel 150.36ybGU ★★
estimate 55,2543 1946, 12 Pf. red, gray paper, unperforated, very
fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.36ybU ★★
estimate 20,2544 1946, 12 Pf. brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
block of four, superb, R!, photo expertize Kramp,
Michel (2000.-)
36ydU ★★
estimate 600,2545 1946, 12 Pf. brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
very fine MNH, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 500.36ydU ★★
estimate 180,2546 1946, 12 Pf. brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 500.36ydU ★★
estimate 150,2547 1946, 12 Pf. orange red, gray paper, unperforated,
in the lower left corner margin block of four, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel (480.-)
36yeU ★★
estimate 170,2548 1946, 12 Pf. orange red, gray paper, unperforated,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 120.36yeU ★★
estimate 40,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2549 1946, 12 Pf. medium rose, gray paper, 2x as
multiple
franking
on
folded
letter
from
"LUDWIGSLUST" to Gerabronn, very fine (a little
blotched and slight defects from opening the cover),
expertized Thom, Michel 850.36yg
estimate 190,2550 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, in the upper right
corner margin block of four, very fine MNH, expertized
Kramp, Michel (440.-)
36zb ★★
estimate 130,2551 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, block of four from
upper margin, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 440.36zb ★★
estimate 120,2552 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 110.36zb ★★
estimate 30,2553 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, unperforated, very
fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 450.36zbU ★★
estimate 160,2554 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, diagonal net-like
gum, block of four from lower margin, as well plate
flaw 36XIV, superb, expertized Kramp
36zz ★★
estimate 60,2555 1946, 15 Pf. yellow brown, gray paper, left
unperforated, very fine MNH, Michel 160.37yaUl ★★
estimate 55,2556 1946, 15 Pf. blackish yellow brown, gray paper,
block of four, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 720.37ybb ★★
estimate 250,2557 1946, 15 Pf. yellow brown, gray paper, in the B
sheet (100) with many plate flaws and printers mark,
each value expertized Kramp, Michel 12. 400.- (without
plate flaw)
37yc ★★
estimate 2.900,2558 1946, 15 Pf. medium sienna, gray paper, block of
four, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.37yd ★★
estimate 100,2559 1946, 15 Pf. medium sienna, gray paper, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 80.37yd ★★
estimate 25,2560 1946, 15 Pf. medium sienna, gray paper, plate
flaw III, as usual perforated superb, expertized Kramp
37ydIII ★★
estimate 30,2561 1946, 15 Pf. orange brown, gray paper, right
margin copy, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 90.37ye ★★
estimate 35,2562 1946, 15 Pf. yellow brown, thin paper, block of
four from lower margin, superb, expertized Thom,
Michel (140.-)
37za ★★
estimate 45,2563 1946, 15 Pf. yellow brown, thin paper, block of
four with printers mark, very fine MNH, expertized
Kramp, Michel 305.37zaDZ ★★
estimate 90,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
91
2564 1946, 20 Pf. bright gray ultramarine in the sheet
(100) with plate flaws and printers mark, superb
38yb ★★
estimate 100,2565 1946, 20 Pf. blackish gray ultramarine, very fine
MNH, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 600.38yc ★★
estimate 200,2566 1946, 30 Pf. vivid bluish green, thin paper, in the
corner margin block of four, printers mark on the
stamp, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp
39zaDZ ★★
estimate 80,2567 1946, 30 Pf. dark opal green, thin paper, superb,
photo expertize Kramp, Michel 1500.39zb ★★
estimate 480,2568 1946, 30 Pf. dark opal green, thin paper, trace of
crease otherwise superb, photo expertize Kramp,
Michel 1500.39zb ★★
estimate 380,2569 1946, 30 Pf. dark opal green, thin paper,
unperforated, rest of hinge, superb, RR!, expertized
Thom and Kramp, Michel (2500.-)
39zbU ★
estimate 450,2570 1946, 40 Pf. violet purple block of four, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 400.40yb ★★
estimate 120,2571 1946, 40 Pf. violet purple, upper margin copy,
very fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel (100.-)
40yb ★★
estimate 35,2572 1946, 40 Pf. violet purple, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 100.40yb ★★
estimate 30,2573 Extensive letter collection Mecklenburg Hither
Pomerania from 73 different documents, almost only
legitimate postage, as well numerous registered, better
cancellations, foreign frankings etc., inspect!
estimate 680,2574 Postal stationery: 1945, 6 Pf., 6 unused cards: P
5a, b, P 6 (3 different boxes) and P 7, superb
P 5-7
estimate 25,2575 Postal stationery: 1946, 6 Pf. black with 6 Pf. first
issue of stamps for Germany after WW II. From
"ECKERNFÖRDE" to Leuftenberg, superb
P7
estimate 40,2576 Postal stationery: 1945, 6 Pf. blue-green with 6 Pf.
"I. Control issue" from "JESSNITZ / ANH. " to Kiel,
superb
P 6c
estimate 40,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SOVIET ZONE SAXON PAINTINGS
2577 "lea / Saxony", 1, 5 and 6 Pf. on cover, stamp "23.
5. 45", superb
AP 781/4/5aI
estimate 20,2578 "lea / Saxony", 10 Pf. in the vertical pair reverse
on account money order, superb, RR!
AP 826I
estimate 20,-

SOVIET ZONE SAXON PAINTINGS
2579 "BERNBURG", 12 Pf. on window envelope,
superb, signed
AP 827I
estimate 20,2580 "CHEMNITZ 1", 30 and 40 Pf. always on money
order, superb
AP 794/5I
estimate 20,2581 "CHEMNITZ 1", 12 Pf. on cover, superb,
expertized Dr. autumn
AP 827I
estimate 20,2582 "CHEMNITZ 3", 5 Pf. on local postcard, very
fine
AP 784I
estimate 20,2583 "CHEMNITZ 4", 5 Pf. on postcard, very fine,
expertized Sturm
AP 784I
estimate 20,2584 "CHEMNITZ 4 taxe precu", 8 Pf. on cover,
superb
AP 786I
estimate 20,2585 "CHEMNITZ 11", 12 Pf. on commercially used
letter, superb, signed
AP 827I
estimate 20,2586 "CROTTENDORF", 20 Pf. on money order,
superb
AP 791I
estimate 20,2587 "FRANKENBERG", 15 Pf. in the vertical pair on
money order, superb
AP 789I
estimate 20,2588 "JOHANNGEORGENSTADT", 6 Pf. blue-violet
on card, punched, stamp defects, very fine, signed
AP 785aI
estimate 20,2589 "LENGEFELD (ERZGEB. ) ", 12 Pf. red on
window envelope, 1x folded, group 2!, very fine
AP 827I
estimate 20,2590 "LIMBACH (Saxony) ", 12 Pf. on cover, stamp
defects otherwise superb
AP 827I
estimate 20,2591 "LÖSSNITZ", 20 Pf. on money order, pasted up
punching, superb, signed
AP 794I
estimate 20,2592 "NEUKIRCHEN (ERZGEB. ) ", 20 Pf. on money
order with red rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe
precu", superb
AP 791I
estimate 20,2593 "OBERWIESENTHAL", 20 Pf. on money order,
group 2, superb
AP 791I
estimate 20,2594 "OLBERNHAU", 2x 6 Pf. bright violet on cover,
superb
AP 785bI
estimate 20,2595 "OLBERNHAU", 12 Pf. on commercial cover,
superb, expertized Rehn
AP 827I
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SOVIET ZONE SAXON PAINTINGS
92
2596 "REICHENBACH", 3 Pf. in the vertical strip of
four on face of cover, very fine, expertized deer
AP 782I
estimate 20,2597 "SCHNEEBERG (Ore Mountains) ", 12 Pf. red on
cover, superb
AP 827I
estimate 20,2598 "SIGMAR-SCHÖNAU paid", 12 Pf. on cover,
stamp crease, very fine
AP 827I
estimate 20,2599 "THALHEIM (Ore Mountains) ", 12 Pf. red on
cover, superb
AP 827I
estimate 20,2600 "ZSCHOPAU", 12 Pf. red on cover, superb
AP 827I
estimate 20,2601 "DRESDEN 20", 12 Pf. on commercially used
letter, defects from opening the cover otherwise superb,
expertized Sturm
AP 827II
estimate 20,2602 "DRESDEN-BAD white deer", 8 Pf. on window
envelope, superb, signed
AP 786II
estimate 20,2603 "RADEBEUL", 12 Pf. on cover, stamp with
finger black!, very fine
AP 827II
estimate 20,2604 "WALDHEIM (Saxony) ", 12 Pf. on cover,
defects from opening the cover, very fine, signed
AP 826III
estimate 20,SOVIET ZONE EAST SAXONY
2605 1945, 12 Pf. pale red "POTSCHTA", CTO,
superb, Michel 800.BIb
estimate 240,2606 1945, 6 Pf. green black on small piece, superb, R!,
expertized Sturm and photo expertize Ströh, Michel
3000.43Ac
estimate 1.100,2607 1945, 8 Pf. bright gray violet with additional
franking on piece, superb, expertized Kunz
44c
estimate 30,2608 1945, "Coswig", perforated L 10, very fine set on
letter pieces, expertized Kunz, Michel 160.42-50DI
estimate 55,2609 1945, 10 - 40 Pf. "Coswig", perforated L 10, 6
values on letter pieces, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
115.45-50DI
estimate 35,2610 1945, 20 Pf. dark Prussian-blue "Coswig",
perforated L 10, superb, expertized Kunz, Michel 60.48aDI
estimate 20,2611 1945, 40 Pf. "Coswig", perforated L 11, superb,
expertized Kunz, Michel 70.50DII
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SOVIET ZONE EAST SAXONY
2612 1945, 12 Pr. Red "Coswig", perforated L 11½, 2
values in color shades, superb, expertized Kunz, Michel
70.46aDIII ,
estimate 25,2613 1945, 6 Pf. black blue green rouletted 10 and
additional lines perforation 11 "Coswig" in the
horizontal pair, superb, Michel 1200.- signed Müller
and photo expertize Ströh of a former blocks of four
43BbII/DII ★★
estimate 360,2614 1945, 20 Pf. blackish blue gray "Großröhrsdorf",
superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 75.48cE
estimate 25,2615 1945, 20 Pf. blackish blue gray "Klotzsche",
perforated L 10 3 / 4, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
300.48cF ★★
estimate 100,2616 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose red "Loschwitz", rest of
hinge, superb, expertized Kunz, Michel (450.-)
46bG ★
estimate 90,2617 1945, 15 Pf. bright yellow ochre "Loschwitz",
very fine MNH, expertized Ströh, Michel 600.47bG ★★
estimate 170,2618 1945, 40 Pf. "Pirna", roulette 9 3 / 4, right not
rouletted, at the bottom with double roulette!, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel (400.-)
50HUr ★★
estimate 150,2619 1945, 40 Pf. "Seiffen", thin from hinge place
otherwise superb, RR!, abridged certificate Kunz,
Michel 2000.50L
estimate 480,2620 1945, 3 Pf. black brown, triple impression, of it
once colour black, superb, abridged certificate Ströh,
Michel 100.51atxDDDI ★★
estimate 35,2621 1945, 3 Pf. gray brown, double impression,
superb, abridged certificate Ströh, Michel 300.51btxDD ★★
estimate 100,2622 1945, 3 Pf. "double impression" (black on black
brown), rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
economy gum, very fine MNH, expertized Ströh,
Michel 900.51cuyDD ★★
estimate 270,2623 1945, 10 Pf. black, slight gum adhesion otherwise
superb, R!, abridged certificate Kunz, Michel 800.52btx ★★
estimate 190,2624 1945, 20 Pf. vivid prussian-blue from of the lower
left corner of the sheet, rest of hinge, superb, photo
expertize Ströh, Michel (1000.-)
54b ★
estimate 380,2625 1946, 3 Pf. bright orange brown, always as printed
matters single franking on cover and card, superb
56a
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SOVIET ZONE EAST SAXONY
93
2626 1945, 3 Pf. bright orange brown, unperforated,
with clear on the back offset, block of four, superb,
abridged certificate Ströh, Michel 220.56aU ★★
estimate 80,2627 1945, 3 Pf. brown with variety "chaplet over
centerpiece", block of four from the left upper corner
with normal stamps, superb
56I ★★
estimate 20,2628 1945, 6 Pf. gray violet, unperforated, in the corner
margin block of four, superb, expertized, Michel 200.58aU ★★
estimate 70,2629 1945, 8 Pf. dark yellow orange, unperforated,
block of four, very fine MNH, signed, Michel (200.-)
59aU ★★
estimate 70,2630 1945, 8 Pf. dark yellow orange, unperforated,
lower margin copy, superb, signed, Michel (50.-)
59aU ★★
estimate 20,2631 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose red, single franking and
multiple franking, 2 correctly franked letters other than
local, superb
63
estimate 40,SOVIET ZONE COUNTRY SAXONY
2632 1945, 6 Pf. reddish gray violet, watermark X, 63x
in the part sheet, very fine MNH, Michel 378.69Xb ★★
estimate 30,2633 1945, 1, 3 and 12 Pf. rouletted
"GROSSWUSTERWITZ", with 4 values additional
franking on correctly franked registered letter with
British censorship stamp, superb, RR!, photo expertize
Schulz
66/7,71XD
estimate 1.200,2634 1945, 1 Pf. blackish greenish blue, watermark 1Y,
fluorescing gumming, 34x in the part sheet, very fine
MNH, Michel 238.73Yy ★★
estimate 45,2635 1945, 5 Pf. olive green, watermark 1Y, with 2 Pf.
allied occupation on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard,
superb, expertized Schulz
75Ya,P 9
estimate 20,2636 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose red, watermark 1X, 7x on
registered letter from "OSCHERSLEBEN", superb
79Xa
estimate 20,2637 1945, 15 Pf. medium lilac carmine, watermark
1X, lower margin copy, very fine MNH, Michel 250,80Xa ★★
estimate 90,2638 1945, 15 Pf. medium lilac carmine, watermark
1Y, in the sheet (100), as well field 48 with variety
"white spot left in the diagonal hoof crown", superb
80YII ★★
estimate 25,2639 1945, 20 Pf. pale blue, watermark 1Y, in the sheet
(100), as well the varieties: 81YI, 81YII and 81YIII,
very fine MNH, Michel 1538.81Y ★★
estimate 220,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SOVIET ZONE COUNTRY SAXONY
2640 1945, 20 Pf. pale blue, 30 Pf. olive and 40 Pf.
dark magenta, watermark 1Y, always block of four
from upper margin, superb, signed, Michel 184,81,83/4Y ★★
estimate 50,2641 1945, 30 Pf. dark olive, watermark 1Y, in the
sheet (100), as well the varieties 83YI and 83YII!,
superb
83Ya ★★
estimate 280,2642 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, 84x,
upper part sheet from 80 piece as well a separated block
of four from lower margin, superb, the block of four
expertized Schulz, Michel 3360.84Xa ★★
estimate 480,2643 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, in
the lower left corner margin block of four, as well plate
flaw II on field 92, very fine MNH, expertized Schulz,
Michel 190.84Xa
★★
estimate 65,2644 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, in
the lower right corner margin block of four, as well
plate flaw I, very fine MNH, expertized Schulz, Michel
166.84Xa
★★
estimate 60,2645 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, in
the block of four from the lower margin, as well plate
flaw I, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel 166.84Xa
★★
estimate 55,2646 1945, 40 Pf. dark brownish purple, watermark 1Y,
as usual perforated superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
110.84Yc
estimate 35,2647 1945, "land reform", four sides perforated, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel 60.85/6waA
estimate 20,2648 1945, 6 Pf. vivid green in the block of four from
the margin, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel 80.85wb ★★
estimate 25,2649 1945, 6 Pf. vivid green in the horizontal pair on
postcard from "AUDENHAIN", very fine (a little
blotched), abridged certificate Schulz
85wb
estimate 50,2650 1945, 6 Pf. green "falling paper pattern of stripes
or streaks", four sides perforated, superb, expertized Dr.
Jasch, Michel 110.85yaA ★★
estimate 40,2651 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose red "land reform" in the
complete A sheet (50), as well field 37 with variety
"core by Z from country", superb
86wa ★★
estimate 75,2652 1945, 12 Pf. bright-purple-red, irregular rouletted,
superb, expertized Schulz
86wbC ★
estimate 25,2653 1946, "reconstruction" perforated, two complete
sheet sets (always 70), as well many plate flaw! (listing
is enclosed), superb, Michel approximate 500,87-89A ★★
estimate 100,-

SOVIET ZONE COUNTRY SAXONY
94
2654 1946, 6 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
variety "hatching left besides 6 extensive missing", in
the pair on postcard coupon, superb, Michel 270.87AX
estimate 100,2655 1946, 6 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, with
variety "S and A from Saxony at the bottom affiliated
with each other" (field 21), in the pair with normal
stamp, very fine MNH, Michel 240.87BIX ★★
estimate 75,2656 1946, 12 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, with
variety "patched hole in the bridges arch", with
additional franking on correctly franked collector´s
registered letter from "HALLE", superb, R!
88BII
estimate 120,2657 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, single
franking on registered letter from "ZIESA", superb,
Michel 280.89A
estimate 80,2658 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, left
margin copy with additional franking allied occupation
(no. 920 and 928) on registered letter from
MAGDEBURG", superb
89B
estimate 35,2659 1946, "land reform on cigarette paper", in total 13
complete sheet, with 128 field features at the 6 Pf. and
168 field features at the 12 Pf., study group treatise
becomes provided!, superb
90/1 ★★
estimate 180,2660 1946, "land reform on Zigarettenpaier" with
normal state watermark in the sheet set (50), superb,
Michel 1000.90/1Z ★★
estimate 200,SOVIET ZONE THURINGIA
2661 Exhibit collection 3 and 4 Pf. "Firs in the
Thuringian Wald", specialized to documents, colours
and plate flaws, with also many better values, amongst
other things Michel no. 93IV ** etc., in total 180
values, 4 sheet and 6 documents, superb collection,
very interesting object for the specialists!
92/3 ★ ★, , , ★
estimate 900,2662 1945, 3 - 12 Pf. postal stamps, fully gum coating,
unperforated, 5 superb items, Michel 340.92-97AXU ★★
estimate 120,2663 1946, 3 Pf. orange brown, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, left margin copy, very fine MNH,
expertized Herpichböhm
92AYz2U ★★
estimate 45,2664 1946, 3 Pf. orange brown, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, superb, expertized Herpichböhm, Michel
120.92AYz2U ★★
estimate 40,2665 1946, trial printing: 3 Pf. dark brown ocher, right
margin copy, very fine MNH, Michel (250.-)
92V3 ★★
estimate 90,-

SOVIET ZONE THURINGIA
2666 1945, 4 Pf. bluish black gray, economy gum, thick
paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, in the block of four from the margin,
superb, expertized Herpichböhm, Michel (240.-)
93AYz1U ★★
estimate 80,2667 1946, 4 Pf. bluish black gray, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, left margin copy, very fine MNH, Michel
(80.-)
93AYz2U ★★
estimate 30,2668 1946, trial printing: 4 Pf. gray blue, fully gum
coating, unperforated, superb, photo expertize (of a
blocks of four) Ströh, Michel 200.93V3 ★★
estimate 75,2669 1945, 5 Pf. dark emerald green, economy gum,
thick paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
mint never hinged, superb, RRR!, photo expertize
Schulz: "5 Pf. stamps in this type of paper to class
among the large SBZ-rarities. ", Michel (3200.-)
94AYbz2 ★★
estimate 1.200,2670 1945, 6 Pf., 8 Pf. and 20 Pf. perforated and
unperforated on correctly franked cash on delivery
registered letter from "EISENACH" to Untermassfeld,
superb
95/6,98A/B
estimate 75,2671 1945, 6 Pf. dark green, fully gum coating,
yellowish gray paper, vertical unperforated, in the
horizontal margin pair, right stamp rest of hinge, yellow
spot in the margin, superb, abridged certificate Schulz,
Michel 500.95AXatUs ★ ★, ★
estimate 120,2672 1945, 6 Pf. blackish blueish green, fully gum
coating, light chrome yellow paper, high gloss gum, in
the block of six with right margin, as well variety 95VI
(field 48), superb, expertized Schulz, Michel 200.95AXbs ★★
estimate 60,2673 1945, 6 Pf. blackish blueish green, fully gum
coating, light chrome yellow paper, high gloss gum, 4x
as multiple franking on memorial letter from "BAD
BLANKENBURG", superb, R!, expertized amongst
other things Ströh
95AXbs
estimate 250,2674 1945, 6 Pf. blackish blueish green, economy gum,
yellowish gray paper, unperforated, superb, Michel
240.95AYbyU ★★
estimate 90,2675 1945, 8 Pf. red orange, economy gum, yellowish
gray paper, unperforated, right margin copy, very fine
MNH, Michel 70.96AYyU ★★
estimate 25,2676 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating,
unperforated, in the block of four from the margin,
superb, expertized Herpichböhm, Michel 240.97AXaqU ★★
estimate 85,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SOVIET ZONE THURINGIA
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2677 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, gray
cardboard paper, unperforated, superb, expertized
Ströh, Michel 120.97AXaqU
estimate 40,2678 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gumming, type I, block of
four, superb, photo expertize Herpichböhm, Michel
(160.-)
97AXar ★★
estimate 60,2679 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gumming, superb, abridged
certificate Schulz, Michel 100.97AXar
estimate 35,2680 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gumming, very fine (small
perforation fault), abridged certificate Schulz, Michel
100.97AXar
estimate 20,2681 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating,
fabric paper, very fine MNH, R!, expertized
Herpichböhm, Michel 550.97AXav ★★
estimate 190,2682 1945, 12 Pf. dark brownish red (dark brown red
luminous), yellowish gray paper, a missing perf
otherwise superb, R!, expertized Ströh, Michel 400.97AXbat
estimate 90,2683 1945, 12 Pf. dark brownish red, fully gum
coating, thick paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or
streaks, unperforated, printing on gum side and clearly
offset, very fine MNH, Michel (140.-)
97AXbp1UG ★★
estimate 55,2684 1945, 12 Pf. dark brownish red, yellowish gray
paper, in the block of four from the margin, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel 480.97AXbt
★★
estimate 170,2685 1945, 20 Pf. Prussian-blue, perforated, fully gum
coating, thick paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or
streaks, left perforation fault otherwise superb, abridged
certificate Schulz, Michel 250.98AXp1
estimate 75,2686 1945, 20 Pf. Prussian-blue, unperforated, fully
gum coating, thick paper, rising paper pattern of stripes
or streaks, with additional franking (98AXw) on piece,
superb, expertized Ströh, Michel (200.-)
98BXp1
estimate 80,2687 1945, 30 Pf. olive gray, unperforated, fully gum
coating, yellowish gray paper, on registered letter to
Kiel with additional franking from Plauen, foreign use
from "LANGENHESSEN", superb, R!, expertized
Herpichböhm
99BXat
estimate 120,2688 1945, 30 Pf. olive gray, unperforated, paper w,
very fine MNH, certificate (copy) Ströh of a former
blocks of four, Michel 160.99BXaw ★★
estimate 55,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SOVIET ZONE THURINGIA
2689 1945, trial printing: 30 Pf. dark olive green,
superb, expertized Sturm, Michel 100.99V1 ★★
estimate 35,2690 1945, souvenir sheet "anti-fascist", white
cardboard paper, type II, Michel no. 100 in sienna light,
from of the upper right corner of the sheet!, very fine
MNH, photo expertize Ströh, Michel 2100.Bl. 1xb ★★
estimate 750,2691 1946, souvenir sheet pair "national theater", as
usual gum creases, very fine MNH, Michel 100.Bl. 3A/B( ★), ★★
estimate 35,2692 1946, souvenir sheet "national theater",
unperforated, with plate flaw "dot behind first E in the
Goethe", small corner crease otherwise superb, Michel
150.Bl. 3APFIV (★)
estimate 40,2693 1946, souvenir sheet "national theater", rouletted,
Michel no. 107 in brownish olive, rest of hinge, very
fine (small faults on the back), R!, photo expertize
Ströh, Michel 600.Bl. 3Bbya ★
estimate 150,2694 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type I, superb,
Michel 450.Bl. 4a ★★
estimate 150,2695 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type III, superb,
Michel 450.Bl. 4a ★★
estimate 150,2696 1946, 10 - 16 Pf. "reconstruction", thin paper,
always from the corner of the sheet, 3 superb items,
expertized Ströh / Jasch
112-14yy ★★
estimate 65,2697 1946, 10 - 16 Pf. "reconstruction", thin paper, 3
superb items, Michel 180.112-14yy ★★
estimate 60,2698 1946, 12 Pf. red "reconstruction", with no. 112y
on piece, very fine, expertized Schulz, Michel 312.113by
estimate 90,SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
2699 1945, "numeral", watermark 1X, on 3 documents
with different postmarks from "Thuringia", superb
116-19X
estimate Gebot
2700 1945, 6 Pf. dark red violet, watermark 1X, superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 50.117Xb
estimate 20,2701 1945, 6 Pf. gray violet, watermark 1X, both
varieties, always in the of six respectively block of nine
from margin, superb
117X I,II ★★
estimate 20,2702 1945, 8 Pf. bright red orange, watermark 1Y,
single franking on "commercial papers" from
"ALTENBURG", superb
118Y
estimate 50,-

SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
96
2703 1945, 5 Pf. blackish olive green, watermark 1Y,
with additional franking on registered letter from
"BÖHLITZ Honor mountain", superb
116Y
estimate 45,2704 1945, 12 Pf. bright carmine red, watermark 1Y,
4x with 6 Pf. additional franking on registered letter
from "LEIPZIG" to Schönheide, only margin pieces,
lease
119Y
estimate 60,2705 1945, 12 Pf. bright carmine red, watermark 1Y,
on long distance cover, superb
119Y
estimate 30,2706 1945, 12 Pf. "Mügeln", watermark X, very fine
MNH, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 70.119AX ★★
estimate 20,2707 1945, "Roßwein", perforated L 11¼-11½,
watermark 1X, very fine set mint never hinged,
expertized Ströh / Dr. Jasch, Michel 170.116-19BX ★★
estimate 55,2708 1945, "Roßwein", perforated L 11¼-11½,
watermark X, rest of hinge, very fine set, expertized Dr.
Jasch
116-19BX ★
estimate 25,2709 1945, 6 - 12 Pf. "Roßwein", perforated L
11¼-11½, watermark 1X, 3 superb items, expertized
Ströh / Dr. Jasch, Michel 120.117-19BX ★★
estimate 30,2710 1945, 6 - 12 Pf. "Roßwein", rouletted 10,
watermark 1X, 3 superb items, expertized Ströh, Michel
96.117-19CX ★★
estimate 30,2711 1945, "Roßwein", rouletted 16, watermark X,
very fine set mint never hinged, expertized Ströh,
Michel 100.116-19DX ★★
estimate 35,2712 1945, "numeral", 5 horizontal se-tenants
complete, superb, Michel 680.W Zd 3-7 ★★
estimate 240,2713 1945, numeral "6 + Z + Z + 12", superb, Michel
60.SK Zd 2 ★★
estimate 20,2714 1945, "experimental perforation" from lower
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, expertized
Ströh, Michel 80.120-23X ★★
estimate 30,2715 1945, "experimental perforation", very fine set
from lower margin, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 190.120-23X
estimate 65,2716 1945, 6 Pf. "experimental perforation" with
additional franking on registered letter, censorship
stamp, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch
121X
estimate 140,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
2717 1945, 8 (2x) and 12 Pf. "experimental
perforation", 3 superb items, expertized Dr. Jasch,
Michel 135.122/3X
estimate 40,2718 1945, 12 Pf. "experimental perforation" on superb
cover
123X
estimate 110,2719 1945, experimental perforation "6 + Z + Z + 12",
superb, Michel 60.SK Zd 6 ★★
estimate 20,2720 1945, "sample exhibition", watermark 1X, superb,
Michel 70.124/5X ★★
estimate 25,2721 1945, "sample exhibition", watermark 1Y, in the
complete sheet set (100) with all plate flaws, amongst
other things Michel no. 125III, superb
124/5Y ★★
estimate 120,2722 1948, 3 Pf. orange brown, watermark 1Y, block of
four from the margin, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
120.126Yd ★★
estimate 40,2723 1945, 5 Pf. blackish olive green, watermark 1X, in
the 16er - sheet from of the right lower corner of the
sheet, as well field 67 with variety "white spot under F
penny", very fine MNH, Michel - .
128XIII ★★
estimate 60,2724 1945, 8 Pf. bright orange, watermark 1X, in the
sheet (100), as well the varieties 130I and 130II, superb
130X ★★
estimate 20,2725 1945, 10 Pf. gray with variety "white spot left
before 10" on correctly franked registered letter from
"LEIPZIG" with rare mixed franking, superb
131II
estimate 40,2726 1945, 15 Pf. bright brown carmine, watermark
1X, in the sheet (100), as well the varieties 133I and
133III, superb
133Xb ★★
estimate 35,2727 1945, 20 Pf. blue, watermark 1X, in the sheet
(100), as well variety 134II (field 79), superb
134Xw ★★
estimate 20,2728 1945, 20 Pf. blue, watermark 1Y, in the sheet
(100), field 79 with variety "white spot between P from
penny and first E in German", superb
134YII ★★
estimate 35,2729 1945, 30 Pf. brownish olive, watermark 1X, in the
block of four from the margin, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 1000.135Xa ★★
estimate 240,2730 1945, 30 Pf. brownish olive, watermark 1X,
superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 250.135Xa ★★
estimate 60,2731 1945, 30 Pf. brownish olive, watermark 1Y, in the
sheet (100), upper margin no perforations going
through margins, superb
135Ya ★★
estimate 30,-

SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
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2732 1945, 40 Pf. dark red purple and 60 Pf. carmine,
watermark 1X, with 2x Michel no. 151Y on registered
letter, superb
136Xb,137Xa
estimate 35,2733 1945, 40 Pf. bright red lilac, watermark 1X, lower
margin copy, very fine MNH, expertized Dr. Jasch,
Michel 320.136Xc ★★
estimate 100,2734 1945, 40 Pf. bright red lilac, watermark 1X, as
usual perforated superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel
320.136Xc ★★
estimate 75,2735 1946, 40 Pf. lilac, watermark 1X, chalky paper, in
the sheet (100) with varieties 136I and 136II, superb
136Xza ★★
estimate 90,2736 1945, 40 Pf. lilac, watermark 1Y, in the sheet, as
well plate flaw Michel no. 136I (field 72), superb (sheet
centered separated)
136Ya ★★
estimate 180,2737 1945, 60 Pf. brown carmine, watermark 1X, in the
sheet (100), superb, Michel 450.137Xa ★★
estimate 70,2738 1945, 60 Pf. brown carmine, watermark 1X, with
additional franking (amongst other things no. 156, 158
and 161X) on registered letter, superb
137Xa
estimate 30,2739 1945, 3 + 12, 12 + 8 and 3 + 6 "numeral" on
postage exceeding tariff rate registered letter, superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch
WZd 13,16,SZd 3
estimate 65,2740 1945, "numeral", 2 centerpieces, above always a
rest of hinge, superb
Hz 10/1 ★
estimate 50,2741 1946, 3 Pf. "people solidarity" with variety "O in
post right above open", with additional franking on
registered letter, superb
138IV
estimate 30,2742 1946, "farewell series", watermark 1X, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 400.150-55X ★★
estimate 140,2743 1946, "farewell series", watermark 1X, 3 Pf.
manufactured calender creases, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 400.150-55X ★★
estimate 120,2744 1946, 12 Pf. "farewell series", watermark 1X,
stamp "MATSCHE", as usual perforated, superb
expertized Zierer, Michel 700.155X
estimate 140,2745 1946, 12 Pf. "farewell series", watermark 1Y,
with variety "sheet of the D from German damaged", in
the horizontal pair with normal stamp, very fine MNH,
Michel (80.-)
155YII ★★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
2746 1946, "farewell series", unwatermarked, with
additional franking on 2 Pf. under-franked locate
registered letter from "LEIPZIG W31", superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch
156-61x
estimate 30,2747 1946, 12 Pf. "farewell series", unwatermarked,
gelbl. Paper, with Michel no. 159 / 60x on postage
exceeding tariff rate cover from "DRESDEN ALTST. "
to Augsburg, superb. Expertized Dr. Jasch
161y
estimate 45,2748 1946, "Leipzig fair", unperforated, watermark 1Y,
in blocks of four from the margin, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 180.162-65BY ★★
estimate 70,2749 1946, 12 Pf. dark blue gray, perforated,
watermark 1Y, right margin copy, single franking on
picture postcard, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch
163AYa
estimate 60,2750 1946, 84 Pf. blackish emerald green, perforated,
watermark 1X, single franking on registered letter,
superb, expertized Dr. Jasch
165AXa
estimate 20,2751 1946, 84 Pf. blackish yellow emerald-green,
perforated, watermark 1X, in the sheet (50), superb,
expertized Schulz, Michel 650.165AXb ★★
estimate 130,2752 1956, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
1X, type II, special cancel, superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel 350.Bl. 5Xa
estimate 130,2753 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
1X, 12 Pf. gray blue, type III, superb, RR!, photo
expertize Dr. Jasch, Michel 1500.Bl. 5Xb ★★
estimate 520,2754 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
1Y, type III, special cancel, small paper curls, superb,
Michel 350.Bl. 5Ya
estimate 120,2755 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
1Y, type VIII, special cancel, superb, Michel 350.Bl. 5Ya
estimate 130,2756 1946, large souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair",
watermark 1X, type I, with some pushed protective
cover, souvenir sheet superb, Michel 500.Bl. 5SX (★)
estimate 160,SOVIET ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
2757 "14 Dresden", very fine set on 6 philatelic
documents, Michel 340.166-81II
estimate 110,2758 "20 Halle", various types, very fine set (16 values)
on piece, each value expertized Dr. calf, Michel (300.-)
166-81IV
estimate 110,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

SOVIET ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
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2759 "20 Magdeburg" on 84 Pf. emerald green, superb,
expertized Dr. calf
181IV
estimate 25,2760 1948, 6 Pf. dark violet, double overprint, superb,
expertized Paul, Michel 70.183aDDI
estimate 30,2761 1948, 60 Pf. carmine in the block of four from the
margin, very fine MNH, expertized Paul, Michel 320.195a ★★
estimate 80,2762 1948, 60 Pf. carmine, very fine MNH, expertized
Paul, Michel 80.195a ★★
estimate 20,2763 1948, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, overprint once
normal and additional blind embossed, left upper corner
margin copy, superb, expertized Paul, Michel (100.-)
204wazDDII ★★
estimate 40,2764 1948, 30 Pf. gray olive, very fine MNH,
expertized Paul, Michel 100.208b ★★
estimate 35,2765 1948, 84 Pf. dark opal green, superb, expertized
Paul, Michel 80.211b ★★
estimate 30,2766 1948, 8 Pf. blackish brownish red, spotted gum
vertical, very fine MNH, Michel 90.214ay ★★
estimate 30,2767 1948, 10 Pf. dark bluish green "Bebel", spotted
gum vertical, superb, Michel 100.215ay ★★
estimate 35,2768 1948, 16 Pf. Prussian-blue "Virchow", vertical
spotted gum, in the upper right corner margin block of
four, very fine MNH, Michel (400.-)
218ay ★★
estimate 140,2769 1948, 60 Pf. dark gray green "Hegel" in the block
of four from the margin with border bar, superb
225b ★★
estimate 25,2770 1949, 24 Pf. "3. people congress", overprint type
I, with printers mark in the vertical pair from of the left
lower corner of the sheet, very fine MNH, Michel (70.-)
233IDZ ★★
estimate 25,2771 1949, 84 Pf. "Goethe", single franking on
registered letter from "BERLIN NO 18", very fine
238
estimate 20,2772 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", 5x, very fine
MNH, Michel 1100.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 280,2773 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", superb, Michel
220.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 70,2774 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", rest of hinge in the
upper margin, stamp mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.Bl. 6 ★
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SOVIET ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
2775 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", special cancel
"WEIMAR", superb, Michel 300.Bl. 6
estimate 100,2776 1949, 50 Pf. "Goethe", superb, Michel 150.239 ★★
estimate 50,-

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
2781 1950, 2 DM brownish red and blackish orange red
"Pieck", 2 superb items, expertized Schönherr, Michel
62.254ca,cb
estimate 20,2782 1950, "academy of sciences", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 140.261-70 ★★
estimate 40,2783 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria", very fine MNH,
Michel 150.Bl. 7 ★★
estimate 45,2784 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria", three-colored
special cancel, superb, Michel 140.Bl. 7
estimate 40,2785 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria" with variety
"slanting white line over 1 in the date", as usual
gumming, superb, expertized Paul, Michel 500.Bl. 7 PF III ★★
estimate 150,2786 1950 / 1, 13 superb items, Michel 146.273-85 ★★
estimate 45,2787 1951, 3 superb sets
280-85
estimate 25,2788 1951, "Chinese", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.286-88 ★★
estimate 100,2789 1951, 24 Pf. "Chinese", superb, Michel 130.287 ★★
estimate 40,2790 1952 / 3, "Pieck", watermark 2, very fine MNH,
Michel 120.322-26 ★★
estimate 40,-

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
99
2791 1952, "personalities" Michel no. 327 / 8, 330-33,
335 / 6, 338, 339, 10 corner margin blocks of four
always from of the left lower corner of the sheet, mint
never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 110,2792 1953, 6 Pf. "Captain", chalky paper, watermark
2XI, in the sheet (100) with printers mark 3, superb, R!,
Michel 883.328vXI ★★
estimate 180,2793 1953, 8 Pf. brown orange "Marx", watermark 2YI,
in the left lower corner margin block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (100.-)
329vaYI
★★
estimate 35,2794 1952, 25 Pf. "Virchow", ordinary paper, in the left
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (800.-)
334z
★★
estimate 280,2795 1952, 25 Pf. gray olive "Virchow", watermark
2XI, date-appropriate cancelled, superb, abridged
certificate Schönherr, Michel 450.334zXI
estimate 160,2796 1952, 30 Pf. red "Engels", ordinary paper, very
fine MNH, expertized Schönherr, Michel 110.335z ★★
estimate 40,2797 1952, 50 Pf. "Marx" in the right upper corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (129.-)
337
★★
estimate 40,2798 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann" with plate flaw "spot at
the chin and line at the Collar" (field 23) in the block of
nine from the left upper corner, superb, Michel (134.-)
339PFIII ★★
estimate 40,2799 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann" with plate flaw "T from
post right spiky and white border line right narrows"
(field 62) in the block of four from the margin, superb,
Michel 124.339PFIV ★★
estimate 35,2800 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann", chalky paper,
watermark 2XI, in the sheet (100), as well 2x plate flaw
339PFIII (field 23 and 73) and 339 PFIV (field 62),
horizontal a little separated, superb, Michel 1016.339vaXI ★★
estimate 150,2801 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann", chalky paper,
watermark 2XI, 234x in parts of sheets, very fine MNH,
Michel 1872.339vaXI ★★
estimate 130,2802 1953, 84 Pf. brownish carmine "Bebel",
watermark 2XII, left lower corner margin block of four
with pressure control memo: " 4469 19. 12. 52 3004
hammered, Günter", mint never hinged, superb, R!
341vaXII
★★
estimate 280,2803 1953, "five year plan", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.362-79 ★★
estimate 50,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
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SOVIET ZONE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
2777 1945-50, 40 mostly different postal stationery
postcards, unused and used, mostly superb condition,
Michel 440.a. P 2-P 38II
estimate 75,2778 Interesting block of four collection SBZ, without
MECKLENBURG-WESTERN POMERANIA, mostly
smaller values, in total 265 blocks of four, also various
plate flaw and a few special feature, superb, inspect!
★★
estimate 280,2779 Small unused part of a collection with middle
issues, superb, Michel more then 700.★
estimate 90,2780 1945-53, 24 different unused postal stationery
postcards, almost only superb condition, Michel 250.aus P 1-35
estimate 60,-

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
2804 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet" (4), all watermarked
2YII, very fine MNH, Michel 600.Bl. 8/9A/BYII ★★
estimate 190,2805 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet", unperforated,
watermark 2YI, superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel
220.Bl. 8BYI
estimate 75,2806 1954, 24 Pf. "Fitz Reuter" with variety "Hair top
of the head retouches" (field 49), superb, Michel 200.430I ★★
estimate 70,2807 1954, souvenir sheet "stamps exhibition" with
variety "dot over right upper souvenir sheet enclosure
ornament", very fine MNH, Michel 350.Bl. 10III ★★
estimate 110,2808 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety "face
with 2 warts", very fine MNH, Michel 300.Bl. 12II ★★
estimate 90,2809 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety
"remoter base line by J", superb, Michel 60.Bl. 12IV ★★
estimate 20,2810 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety
"remoter base line by J", special cancel, superb, Michel
80.Bl. 12IV
estimate 25,2811 1955 souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety
"remoter base line by J", additional horizontal line
through design of the stamp underneath the nose", first
day special cancel, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 12IX
estimate 130,2812 1955, 60 Pf. "rose Luxembourg", watermark 2XI,
superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel 60.478XI
estimate 20,2813 1955, souvenir sheet "Engels", superb, Michel
80.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 25,2814 1957, 2 DM "Pieck", watermark 3X, in the sheet
(50) with printers mark, sheet stamping, superb
623
estimate 20,2815 1958, souvenir sheet "Buchenwald", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel 130.Bl. 15
estimate 40,2816 1962, "Dimitrow", all 6 se-tenants complete (W
Zd 28-33), superb
893/4
estimate 90,2817 1962, "world festival", all 16 se-tenants complete
(W Zd 34-41 and S Zd 20-27), very fine MNH, Michel
150.901-04 ★★
estimate 45,2818 1962, souvenir sheet "first group flight in the
Cosmos" as multiple franking on special delivery
registered letter, very fine
Bl. 17
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
100
2819 1962, "5 years world space flights" in the sheetlet
on special delivery registered letter, right margin no
perforations going through margins, superb
926-33
estimate 30,2820 1962, "5 years Soviet world space flights" in the
sheetlet, right margin no perforations going through
margins, first day special cancel, superb, Michel 108.926-33KB
estimate 40,2821 1964, "Leipzig spring fair", all 16 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 118-125 and S Zd 44-51) and 4 blocks
of four in different order, very fine MNH, Michel 300.1012/3 ★★
estimate 75,2822 1964, "Leipzig spring fair" (W Zd 118-125 and S
Zd 44-51), except for W Zd 123 complete, 15
se-tenants superb, Michel 185.1012/3 ★★
estimate 40,2823 1964, "summer Olympic Games", all 24
se-tenants complete, (W Zd 126-137 and S Zd 52-63),
SZd 60 a value crease otherwise very fine set
1039-44
estimate 100,2824 1964, souvenir sheet "15 years German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany)", superb
Bl. 19 (★)
estimate Gebot
2825 1964, "traditional costumes", all 24 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 144-155 and S Zd 64-75), very fine
MNH, Michel 650.1074-79 ★★
estimate 190,2826 1968, "75 years meteorological Head
observatory", unperforated strip of three, superb
1343-45U ★★
estimate 50,2827 1968, 50 Pf. "high school girl Petra", 4 different
unperforated phases prints, mint never hinged, superb
1397PH ★★
estimate 50,2828 1968, 70 Pf. "girl with guitar", 4 different
unperforated phases prints, mint never hinged, superb
1398PH ★★
estimate 50,2829 1971, "world space flights" on correctly franked
special delivery registered letter, superb
1636-43KB
estimate 20,2830 1978, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
394-401 and S Zd 160-167), superb, Michel 110.2364-67 ★★
estimate 30,2831 1978, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
394-401 and S Zd 160-167), superb, Michel 210.2364-67
estimate 60,2832 1978, "Meissener porcelain", all 32 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 423-38 and S Zd 183-98), superb,
Michel 140.2464-71 ★★
estimate 40,2833 1980 / 1, "construction in of the German
Demokratic Republik", complete set in sheet, superb,
Michel approximate 1500.- (without Druckereidatum
and so on. )
a.2483-2650
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
2834 1985, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
645-52 and S Zd 292-99), very fine MNH, Michel 95.2983-86 ★★
estimate 25,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) YEAR SETS
2835 1984, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
100.J 1 ★★
estimate 25,2836 1985, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
80.J 2 ★★
estimate 20,2837 1989, year tabulation, superb, Michel 170.J 6 ★★
estimate 40,EAST GERMANY OFFICIAL STAMPS A
2838 1955, 84 Pf. bright red brown with 10 Pf.
additional franking on registered letter, superb
D 4,17
estimate 30,2839 1954, 10 Pf. bluish green, watermark 2XI, block
of four from upper margin with prominent horizontal
defective or badly placed perforation, superb
D 4XI
estimate 50,2840 1954, 25, 30, 50 and 70 Pf. "calipers left", sheet
respectively in 2 parts of sheets (by no. 10), partly
separated, always 100x, superb, Michel 3300.D 10,11,14,16 ★★
estimate 280,2841 1954, 30 Pf. bright brownish red in the complete
sheet (100) with printers note, watermark 2XI, very fine
MNH, Michel 1000.D 11XI ★★
estimate 150,2842 1954, 5 Pf. emerald green, type II, watermark
2XII, very fine, expertized Jahn, Michel 250.D 18IIXII ★★
estimate 60,2843 1954, 10 Pf. bluish green, type II, watermark
2XII, upper right corner of the sheet, very fine MNH,
photo expertize Schönherr, Michel (250.-)
D 19IIXII ★★
estimate 100,2844 1954, 15 Pf. black gray violet, type I, watermark
XII, with variety "without imprinted stamp", superb,
photo expertize Jahn, Michel 200.D 21IXII NF (★)
estimate 70,2845 1954, 15 Pf. black gray violet, type II, watermark
XII, right margin copy, very fine MNH, expertized
Jahn, Michel 250.D 21IIXII ★★
estimate 100,2846 1954, 20 Pf. black yellow olive, type I, watermark
2XII, rest of hinge, superb
D 22IXII ★
estimate 60,2847 1956, 5 Pf. emerald green, granite paper,
watermark 2XI, very fine MNH, R!, expertized Jahn,
Michel 700.D 29XI ★★
estimate 280,2848 1956, 20 Pf. black yellow olive, granite paper,
type I, watermark XI, single franking on window
envelope, superb
D 32IXI
estimate 60,-

EAST GERMANY OFFICIAL STAMPS A
101
2849 1956, 40 Pf. red, granite paper, watermark 2XI, in
the horizontal pair from left margin, very fine MNH,
Michel 160.D 33XI ★★
estimate 50,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS B
2850 1956, 70 Pf. blackish gray, stamp "SUHL", as
usual perforated superb, expertized Jahn, Michel 150.D 5XI
estimate 45,2851 1956, 70 Pf. "ZKD" in the complete sheet (50)
with printers mark and variety 9I, stamp "invalid",
superb
D9
estimate 25,2852 1957, 70 Pf. control no. "6000", from right margin
on part of a letter from "COTTBUS", superb
D 13
estimate 35,2853 1958, 10 Pf. violet ultramarine / brown red, letter
G, with variety "two lubbers over left Wertbalken",
superb, Michel 70.D 20IIG
estimate 20,2854 1959, 10 Pf. bright gray blue / black, letter V,
superb, expertized Weigelt, Michel 75.D 26V
estimate 25,2855 1959, 10 Pf. bright gray blue / dark brownish red /
black, letter V, superb, expertized Weigelt, Michel
150.D 28V
estimate 50,2856 1960, not issued: 10 and 20 Pf., stamp "invalid", 2
superb items, Michel 120.III/IV
estimate 40,2857 Almost only cancelled collection "value strip for
the ZKD" in bright gray blue / black and vermilion /
lilac ultramarine / emerald green, with 34 values and 14
documents (a few punched), very fine / superb
D 26/7 , , ★★
estimate 160,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS D
2858 1965, 20 Pf. brownish red / black, perforated 9½,
as usual perforated superb, Michel 250.VD 1A ★★
estimate 75,2859 1965, 20 Pf. brownish red / black, perforated 9½,
on local letter from "LEIPZIG 1", superb
VD 1A
estimate 30,2860 1965, 20 Pf. brownish red / black, perforated 9½,
with variety "missing beard in the garland of corn top
right", on piece, superb, Michel 75.VD 1I
estimate 25,2861 1965, 20 Pf. black on pale lilac rose on local letter
from "LEIPZIG", normal perforation, superb, Michel
500.VD 2
estimate 170,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS E
2862 1965, 65 Pf. bluish green on cover from
"BERLIN-KARLSHORST", very fine (stamp small
tear) ), Michel 150.E1
estimate 35,-

G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) REGISTRATION STAMP
2863 1967, 50 Pf. rose-carmine / black, perforated 9½,
thick paper, postcode "1057" on special delivery
registered letter
1Ax
estimate 20,2864 1967, 50 Pf. rose-carmine / black, perforated 12½,
glassine paper, postcode "1092" on registered letter to
Höpfigheim and CTO on book export cover, 2 superb
documents, Michel 75.1Cy
estimate 30,EAST GERMANY SE-TENANTS
2865 1957, stamp booklet "five year plan", superb,
Michel 150.MH 2b1 ★★
estimate 45,2866 1960, stamp booklet sheet "five year plan", very
fine MNH, Michel 380.MHB 9 ★★
estimate 110,2867 1962, 5, 10 Pf. "Ulbricht", center piece with
additional franking always on special delivery
registered letter, very fine
Hz 10/1
estimate 40,2868 1962, stamp booklet "Ulbricht", without sheet
counting number, right no perforations going through
margins, superb, Michel 100.MH 4a2 ★★
estimate 30,2869 1971, stamp booklet sheet "costumes", very fine
MNH, Michel 280.MHB A12/3 ★★
estimate 80,2870 1971, stamp booklet "posthorn", text red, posthorn
orange, superb, R!, Michel 800.SMHD 2a ★★
estimate 240,2871 1972-90, over 100 mostly different stamp booklet,
from SMHD 11 complete, amongst other things with
stamp booklet 10 bc, almost only superb condition,
Michel 710.a.SMHD 3-49 ★★
estimate 90,2872 1974, stamp booklet "fauna and Fora" in
yellowish green / black, superb, Michel 120.SMHD 6ce ★★
estimate 35,2873 1982, stamp booklet "self-service - Postsymbole",
6 different booklet (from, ac, Old German States, cb,
cd, cf), almost only superb, Michel 76.SMHD 11 ★★
estimate 20,2874 1971-88, lot of 37 mostly different stamp booklet
in the special album, condition varies, Michel 380.a. MH 5 -SMHD 41 ★★
estimate 75,2875 Cancelled collection se-tenants German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1959-90 on
stock pages with middle issues, superb collection,
Michel more then 2500.estimate 380,GDR (EAST GERMANY) YEAR SETS
2876 1954, complete year, superb
423-Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2877 1955, complete year with 3 souvenir sheets,
superb
447-509 ★★
estimate 75,2878 1956, complete year, superb
510-58 ★★
estimate 30,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) COLLECTIONS
2879 1949-1990, complete mint never hinged collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) in 3
lighthouse hingeless album, superb condition
★★
estimate 750,2880 Except for 2 cancelled values complete mint never
hinged collection German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany) from 1963-81 in 3 Lindner hingeless album,
superb condition
★★
estimate 190,2881 Complete mint never hinged collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1961-75,
without Michel no. 889 / 90, in 2 safe hingeless album,
superb condition
★★
estimate 90,2882 Complete mint never hinged part of a collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1970-79 in the KA-BE album, superb condition
★★
estimate 80,2883 1976-80, complete part of a collection in the
Borek album with mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 45,2884 Complete mint never hinged part of a collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1973-77 in the safe album with mounts, in addition to it
various se-tenants, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,2885 Complete mint never hinged part of a collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1979-81 in the safe album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 30,2886 Mint never hinged collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1955-69 with middle
issues in the KA-BE album with mounts, additional a
few documents and first day covers, superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
2887 1949-1990, complete cancelled neat collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) in 4
lighthouse hingeless album, superb collection
estimate 650,2888 From 1949-66 cancelled collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany), the Marx blocks
only perforated available, otherwise except for Michel
no. 334 and 341 complete, almost only superb condition
estimate 390,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) COLLECTIONS
2889 Cancelled collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949-60 in the safe
album with mounts, except for pages 7, 8 / 9A, B and
no. 327 - 41 complete, almost only superb condition
estimate 200,2890 Cancelled part of a collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949-55, except for
souvenir sheet 7, 8 / 9 and 13 as well Michel no. 327-41
complete, very fine / superb
estimate 190,2891 1949-53, small part of a collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) on album pages,
mostly superb
estimate 100,2892 1949-1990, extensive letter collection in 11 thick
volumes, mostly First Day Cover and correctly franked
registered letters, also many se-tenants, in total
approximate 2000 documents with many good covers
estimate 750,2893 Mostly cancelled neat collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) till 1976 in 2
Schaubek albums, the first years in fact complete, later
a little incompletely, almost only superb condition, high
catalog value - favorable offered!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 250,2894 1949-90, mostly cancelled, extensively complete
collection German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany) in 4 large stock books, mainly superb
condition, favorable offered!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 250,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) LOTS
2895 Extensive duplicate lot German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949 - 1956 with some
good values, sets and souvenir sheets, condition very
fine / superb, Michel more then 4500.★★
estimate 390,2896 Mint never hinged duplicate lot German
Demokratic
Republik
(East
Germany)
from
approximate 1955-78 with souvenir sheets and many
blocks of four with printers mark in the stockbook,
almost only superb condition, Michel more then 1000.★★
estimate 90,2897 1949-52, 16 documents with useful frankings,
almost only superb condition, inspect!
estimate 150,2898 1958, 44 mostly different airmail documents,
mainly opening and special flight, superb
estimate 80,2899 1983-85, 46 mostly different airmail documents,
mainly opening and special flight, superb
estimate 70,2900 1958-86, lot of 12 different, partly interesting
airmail documents, superb
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2901 1963-67, lot of 44 mostly legitimate documents,
almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) POSTAL STATIONERY
2902 1950-90, 15 different postal stationery postcards,
with Michel no. P 70I, unused and used, superb
condition
aus P 45-P 91
estimate Gebot
2903 1955, 20 Pf. carmine with additional franking,
PAA flight "Vienna Munich", superb, Michel 60.P 54
estimate 20,2904 1961, 15 / 15 Pf. "Ulbricht", sender adress part
having two lines, unused, superb, Michel 50.P 78
estimate 20,2905 Private post: 1982, 10 and 25 Pf. orange
"buildings", 15 different unused art picture cards,
superb
P
estimate Gebot
2906 10 Pf. orange, 10 different art picture cards,
unused, superb
PP 18
estimate Gebot
2907 1950-66, 22 different unused postal stationery
postcards and 2 folded letters, almost only superb
condition, Michel 290.aus P 40-78
estimate 75,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) AIRMAIL 1949 55
2908 5. 8. 53, "with helicopter / Brüssel-Lille", 10 Pf.
postal stationery postcard with additional franking from
Berlin, superb
estimate 40,BERLIN
2909 1948, 25 and 50 Pf. "black overprint", 2 superb
items, expertized Schlegel, Michel 90.10,13
estimate 25,2910 1948, 25 Pf. "black overprint", superb, expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 60.10
estimate 20,2911 1948, 84 Pf. "black overprint", superb, expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 100.16
estimate 30,2912 1948, 1 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 160.17c
estimate 50,2913 1948, 2 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized
amongst other things Schlegel, Michel 500.18
estimate 150,2914 1948, 3 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized
amongst other things Schlegel, Michel 700.19
estimate 200,2915 1949, "red overprint", very fine set mint never
hinged, expertized Schlegel, Michel 1400.21-34 ★★
estimate 350,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BERLIN
2916 1949, 25, 40, 50 and 80 Pf. "red overprint", rest of
hinge, 4 superb items, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel
165.27,29,30,32 ★
estimate 45,2917 1949, 25 Pf. "red overprint", superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 55.27
estimate 20,2918 1949, 50 Pf. "red overprint", plate printing, upper
margin copy, not duchgezähnt, superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 400.30POR ★★
estimate 100,2919 1949, 2 M. "red overprint", superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 300.34 ★★
estimate 80,2920 1949, "Stephan", margin copies, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 750.35-41 ★★
estimate 200,2921 1949, "Stephan", very fine set in normal
perforation, Michel 320.35-41
estimate 80,2922 1949, 50 Pf. "Stephan", superb, Michel 180.38 ★★
estimate 45,2923 1949, 50 Pf. "Stephan" with variety "base lines
right broken", perforation fault, very fine, Michel - .
38I
estimate 60,2924 1949, 60 Pf. "Stephan" with variety "UT in
German at the bottom cut in", superb, Michel 400.39I ★★
estimate 120,2925 1949, 2 DM "Stephan", upper margin copy,
superb, Michel (150.-)
41 ★★
estimate 40,2926 1949, "buildings", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 750.42-60 ★★
estimate 190,2927 1949, 2 DM "buildings", watermark 1X, superb,
Michel 300.58X
estimate 90,2928 1949, "Goethe", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 320.61-63 ★★
estimate 80,2929 1949, "Goethe", as usual manufactured gum
creases, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 320.61-63 ★★
estimate 70,2930 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 140.61 ★★
estimate 40,2931 1949, "Goethe", very fine set, Michel 180.61-63
estimate 45,2932 1949, "Goethe", as usual perforated very fine set,
Michel 180.61-63
estimate 40,-
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2933 1949, "Goethe" on official First Day Cover,
superb, photo expertize Schlegel, Michel 700.61-63
estimate 220,2934 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "colour spot
besides right forearm of the actor", superb, Michel
150.61I
estimate 45,2935 1949, 20 Pf. "Goethe", superb, Michel 150.62 ★★
estimate 40,2936 1949, 30 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "color point
left above besides J from J. W. From Goethe", very
fine, Michel 120.63I
estimate 30,2937 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims",
very fine MNH, Michel 950.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 240,2938 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims",
first day special cancel, superb, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel, Michel 2200.Bl. 1
estimate 650,2939 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims",
both varieties, mint never hinged, superb, R!, Michel
2500.Bl. 1II ★★
estimate 600,2940 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims",
both varieties, first day special cancel, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel (3500.-)
Bl. 1II
estimate 1.000,2941 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims"
with variety "green dot right at the wrist", small dull
gum point in the margin, very fine MNH, Michel 2500.Bl. 1III ★★
estimate 600,2942 1949, 10 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", superb,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 190.68
estimate 60,2943 1949, 10 Pf. "monetary reform vitims" with
variety "green dot right at the wrist", normal
perforation, superb, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel,
Michel 700.68II
estimate 200,2944 1949, 20 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", superb,
Michel 120.69 ★★
estimate 30,2945 1949, 30 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", very fine,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 230.70
estimate 50,2946 1950, 20 Pf. "ERP", very fine MNH, Michel 100.71 ★★
estimate 25,2947 1950, 20 Pf. "ERP", centric cancelled block of
four from the upper margin on air mail letter to the
United States, slight traces, superb
71
estimate 60,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
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BERLIN
2948 1950, "philharmonic", very fine MNH, Michel
140.72/3 ★★
estimate 40,2949 1950, "philharmonic", as usual perforated superb,
Michel 140.72/3 ★★
estimate 30,2950
1950,
"philharmonic",
special
cancel
"Düsseldorf-Drupa", on piece, superb, Michel 130.72/3
estimate 40,2951 1950, "philharmonic" on First day card, superb
72/3
estimate 90,2952 1951, "Lortzing" and "Day of the Postage Stamp",
3 superb items, Michel 125.74,80/1
estimate 35,2953 1951, "bell left", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.75-79 ★★
estimate 25,2954 1951, 10 and 30 Pf. "bell left" on official First
Day Cover, superb, Michel 200.76,78
estimate 60,2955 1951, "bell right", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.82-86 ★★
estimate 30,2956 1952, "Beethoven" and pre-Olympic red-letter
days". 4 superb items, Michel 75.87-90
estimate 20,2957 1952, "famous Berlin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.91-100 ★★
estimate 35,2958 1952 / 3, "men the history", 6 officially first day
covers, mostly superb, Michel 324.92-94,96-100
estimate 65,2959 1953, "bell middle", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.101-05 ★★
estimate 20,2960 1953, "memorial church", special cancel
"Nuremberg Christmas market", very fine set, Michel
230.106-09
estimate 70,2961 1953, 20 Pf. "memorial church" on official First
Day Cover, superb, Michel 160.108
estimate 45,2962 1953 / 4, "Berlin buildings", rest of hinge, 5
superb items, Michel 80.112/3,121-23 ★
estimate 20,2963 1954, 8 different superb items, Michel 80.115-20,124/5 ★★
estimate 20,2964 1956-62, 1 - 70 Pf. and 3 DM "buildings", always
on first day sheet, superb, Michel 295.140-52,154
estimate 70,2965 1957, 60 Pf. "industrial and chamber of
commerce" on First Day Cover, superb, Michel 200.151
estimate 50,-
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2966 1956, 1 DM "Great Elector" on first day sheet,
superb, Michel 360.153
estimate 90,2967 1965 / 6, "Berlin" complete on 12 registered with
multiple franking from first day, superb
254-65
estimate 35,2968 1972, 150 Pf. "prevention of accidents" in the
corner margin block of four with margin number "10",
special cancel, superb
411A DZ
estimate 35,2969 1987-89, "sights" in horizontal pairs, complete
issue, superb, Michel 69. 60
aus 793-835 ★★
estimate Gebot
2970 1988, 120 Pf. "St. Petri cathedral" in the
horizontal strip of four as multiple franking on
registered / return receipt in the USSR from first day,
superb
815
estimate 60,2971 1988, 60, 170 and 350 Pf. "woman the history" on
First Day Cover with return receipt to Russia, superb
824 ,826,828
estimate Gebot
2972 1989, 300 Pf. "Hensel" in the horizontal pair on
First Day Cover with express delivery to Gross-Gerau,
superb
849
estimate Gebot
BERLIN COIL STAMP FOR VENDING MACHINE
2973 1987 / 9, 3 complete sets on first day covers,
superb
VS 1-3
estimate 30,2974 4. 5. 1987, 10 - 300 Pf., complete set on 14 first
day covers, superb
VS1
estimate 25,BERLIN SE-TENANTS
2975 1949, buildings "R1d + 1" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, Michel 60.W1
estimate 20,2976 1949, buildings "R1c + 4" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, Michel 60.W5
estimate 20,2977 1949, buildings "R1b + 10" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, Michel 100.W9
estimate 35,2978 1949, buildings "R1b + 10" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, very fine, Michel 100.W9
estimate 25,2979 1949, buildings "R1a + 20" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 100.W 13
estimate 35,2980 1949, buildings "R1a + 20", superb, Michel 90.S 4 ★★
estimate 30,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

BERLIN SE-TENANTS
2981 1949-82, lot mostly different se-tenants with some
better issues as well stamp booklet and stamp booklet
panes, very fine / superb, Michel approximate 1100.aus W 1-W 76 , ★ ★
estimate 190,2982 1952, "buildings", 5 different se-tenants, mostly
superb, Michel 370.W 23,S 5-10
estimate 70,2983 1952, buildings "10 + frame cancel with 3 lines",
superb, Michel 90.W 21 ★★
estimate 30,2984 1952, buildings "4 + R5", very fine MNH, Michel
90.W 29 ★★
estimate 30,2985 1952, buildings "frame cancel with two lines +
20", strength stamp booklet perforation otherwise
superb, Michel 90.S 5 ★★
estimate 20,2986 1952, buildings "R5 + 4", superb, Michel 85.S8
estimate 30,2987 1952, stamp booklet pane 20 Pf. "buildings",
borderless, stamp booklet perforation, superb, Michel
180.H-Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 35,2988 1965, stamp booklet sheet "castle", folded, very
fine MNH, Michel 130.MHB 4 ★★
estimate 40,2989 1966-70, 3 stamp booklet sheet "Brandenburger
Tor", superb, Michel 700.MHB 5-7 ★★
estimate 290,2990 1972, stamp booklet sheet "prevention of
accidents", lower left slight crease, very fine MNH,
Michel 150.MHB 8 ★★
estimate 30,2991 1980, stamp booklet pane "prevention of
accidents" with 110 Pf. "Heinemann" on registered
local letter, superb
H-Bl. 17,428
estimate 20,2992 1977-82, "castle and palace", more then complete,
in addition to it booklet pane 18 and 19 as well a few
stamp booklet, superb condition, Michel 360.W 61-82 ★★
estimate 90,2993 1989, "sights", complete se-tenants set with 795
and 834C / D, superb, Michel 253.W 89-98 ★★
estimate 80,2994 1989, stamp booklet pane "sights" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 160.H-Bl. 23
estimate 50,2995 1972-74, "prevention of accidents", duplicate lot
se-tenants, very fine / superb, Michel 370.estimate 45,2996 1989, 8 different se-tenants "sights", superb,
Michel 286.estimate 70,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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STAMP BOOKLETS
2997 1964, stamp booklet "Duerer", advertisement
Georg Buehler, superb, Michel 220.MH 3d ★★
estimate 65,2998 1966, 4 stamp booklet "Brandenburger Tor", very
fine MNH, Michel 111.MH 5a-d ★★
estimate 30,2999 1966, stamp booklet "Brandenburger Tor", 4.
cover side unprinted, superb, Michel 60.MH 5d ★★
estimate 20,3000 1974 / 6, 4 stamp booklet "prevention of
accidents", very fine MNH, Michel 104.MH 9b,cI,dI,dII ★★
estimate 25,3001 1980, 4 different stamp booklet "castle and
palace" complete, superb, Michel 94.MH 12a-cb ★★
estimate 25,3002 1989, 2 stamp booklet "sights", superb, Michel
88.MH 14/5 ★★
estimate 25,3003 1989, stamp booklet "sights", superb, Michel 60.MH 15 ★★
estimate 20,3004 Extensive, good assorted dealers stock stamp
booklet (stamp booklet 3-15), in total 544 booklets,
interesting concern object in superb condition, a listing
the booklets exist, Michel (approve calculated, without
count bars and special feature) 7000.-, favorable
offered!
★★
estimate 750,BERLIN COIL STAMPS
3005 1967, 100 Pf. "Brandenburger Tor" in the strip of
five, very fine MNH, Michel 90.290R ★★
estimate 25,3006 1961-73, lot coil stamps with five, of six and strip
of eleven as well colored counting numbers, amongst
other things with Michel no. 410 red no. (2x), 411 (strip
of six), 590 (strip of eleven), 677 (strip of six), almost
only superb condition, Michel more then 1300.★★
estimate 250,BERLIN FIRST DAY SHEETS
3007 1975-77, 3 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
75 - 15 / 77, superb
482-Bl. 6
estimate Gebot
3008 1979, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 17 / 79,
superb
591-613
estimate Gebot
3009 1981 / 2, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
81 - 14 / 82, superb
637-88
estimate Gebot
3010 1984, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 11 / 84,
superb
708-29
estimate Gebot
3011 1987, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 13 / 87,
superb
772-97
estimate Gebot

BERLIN FIRST DAY SHEETS
3012 1988, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 17 / 88,
superb
798-829
estimate Gebot
3013 1989, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 19 / 89,
superb
830-59
estimate Gebot
3014 1990, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 14 / 90,
superb
860-79
estimate Gebot
BERLIN ENGROS
3015 1953, 4 Pf. "memorial church", 5 superb items,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 100.106
estimate 20,3016 1964 / 5, "buildings", 10 horizontal pairs in the
part sheet from upper margin!, superb, Michel 650.242-49 ★★
estimate 130,3017 1965, 70 Pf. "Osthofentor", 40 horizontal pairs in
2 parts of sheets, very fine MNH, Michel 1400.248 ★★
estimate 120,3018 1969, souvenir sheet "125 years Berlin zoo",
180x, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 75,BERLIN
YEAR SETS
3019 1950-55, 6 volumes complete, very fine MNH,
Michel 1250.71-134 ★★
estimate 270,3020 1952, complete year, superb, Michel 200.87-100 ★★
estimate 45,3021 1954, complete year, very fine MNH, Michel
200.115-25 ★★
estimate 45,3022 1956 / 7, 2 volumes complete, very fine MNH,
Michel 112.135-78 ★★
estimate 25,3023 1962-79, 18 volumes complete on First Day
Cover, superb
218-613
estimate 130,3024 1967-70, 4 complete volumes on first day covers,
superb
299-378
estimate 25,3025 1971 / 2, 2 complete volumes on first day covers,
superb
379-441
estimate 25,3026 1976-78, 3 complete volumes on FDC`, superb
516-90
estimate 30,3027 1981-87, 7 volumes, in the number of a major
listing complete, superb
637-797 ★★
estimate 45,3028 1983 / 85 / 86, 3 complete volumes on first day
covers, superb
689-707,730-771
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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3029 1986 / 7, 2 complete volumes on first day covers,
superb
750-97
estimate 25,3030 1988, complete year on first day covers, superb
798-829
estimate 30,BERLIN COLLECTIONS
3031 1948-1990, complete mint never hinged collection
Berlin in the lighthouse album with mounts, superb
collection, black and red overprint, expertized D.
Schlegel
★★
estimate 1.300,3032 1955-1989, complete mint never hinged collection
Berlin in the Schaubek album, superb condition
★★
estimate 190,3033 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged collection Berlin from 1970-90 in the
Lindner album with mounts, almost only superb
condition
★★
estimate 150,3034 Mint never hinged collection Berlin from 1956-86
in the safe album with mounts, in the number of a major
listing seeming complete, from 1975 only margin
copies (text from 1948), almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 140,3035 1955-83, complete unhinged mint part of a
collection on lighthouse album pages, superb
★★
estimate 130,3036 1955-79, complete part of a collection in the
Lindner album with mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 110,3037 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged collection Berlin from 1978-90 in the
Lindner album with mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,3038 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin
from 1955-81 in 2 Lindner hingeless album, almost
only superb condition
★★
estimate 90,3039 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin
from 1956-75 in the Borek album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 65,3040 Except for Michel no. 236 in the number of a
major listing complete mint never hinged part of a
collection Berlin from 1961-81 clean in the stockbook,
superb condition
★★
estimate 50,3041 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged part of a collection Berlin from 1969-81
on lighthouse album pages, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

BERLIN COLLECTIONS
3042 1969-76, in the number of a major listing
complete collection Berlin on Lighthouse album pages,
the first 3 souvenir sheets used, otherwise all mint never
hinged collected, superb
★★
estimate 30,3043 Collection Berlin from 1948-69 in the KA-BE
buses-collect album with some better issues, from 1956
complete ** and used collected, very fine / superb
★ ★, , ★
estimate 450,3044 Except for pages 1 complete cancelled collection
till 1990, black overprint mostly with stamp "BERLIN
W 30n" (becomes unaudited, because the stamp
improper was used), condition condition varies, inspect!
estimate 800,3045 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-87 in the
Schaubek album with mounts, except for 2-5 M. black
overprint, 2 M. red overprint and pages 1 complete,
condition varies, inspect!
estimate 500,3046 Clean cancelled, in the number of a major listing
complete collection Berlin from 1950-86, almost only
superb condition
estimate 390,3047 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-76 in the
safe album with mounts, except for black overprint 84
Pf., 2 - 5 M., Michel no. 68-70 and pages 1 in the
number of a major listing complete, very fine / superb,
Michel 3000.estimate 280,3048 1948-81, cancelled collection in the Lindner
album with mounts with many good values, mostly
superb condition, favorable offered!
estimate 190,3049 1955-79, complete part of a collection in the
album with mounts, almost only superb condition
estimate 100,3050 1967-79, complete part of a collection, mostly
from of the philatelic agency used, superb condition
estimate 40,3051 1960-90, collection different special stamps,
mostly welfare and youth, in each case mint never
hinged and on cover in 2 Lindneralben on
selbstgebauten sides, as well Michel no. 80 / 1 and
88-90, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 100,3052 1948-1968, mint collection on safe sides with
some good values, condition condition varies
★, ★ ★
estimate 100,3053 In the number of a major listing double complete
(mint never hinged and used) collection Berlin from
1983-90 in the KA-BE "buses-collect" album with
mounts, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 75,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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3054 1969-84, clean duplicate lot complete issues,
mostly 4-5x, superb, Michel approximate 2900.★★
estimate 290,3055 1957-87, extensive stock lot, almost only
complete issues, very fine MNH, favorable!, Michel
approximate 3000.★★
estimate 200,3056 1957-86, complete lot, very fine MNH, Michel
approximate 700.★★
estimate 100,3057 1959-90, lot different postal stamps in horizontal
pairs, superb condition, Michel 310.★★
estimate 60,3058 Small mint never hinged lot Berlin from
approximate 1956-83 with mostly different issues,
almost only superb condition, Michel more then 500.★★
estimate Gebot
3059 1948-56, cancelled duplicate lot Berlin with
useful and middle issues, neat on stock pages, mostly
very fine / superb, Michel more then 14. 600.estimate 1.500,3060 Duplicate lot Berlin from 1969-77, clean in the
stockbook, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 1500.★ ★,
estimate 200,3061 Box with 5 parts of collections Berlin from
1954-83 almost only on album pages, additional also
various mint never hinged values, very fine / superb
estimate 150,3062 1948-68, small cancelled lot different medium
values, mostly superb, Michel 1000.estimate 120,3063 1950-80, interesting lot of 70 different airmail
documents, mostly special and. First flights, mainly in
superb condition
estimate 180,3064 1961-88, box with approximate 250 different first
day covers, as well many better, almost only superb
condition
estimate 100,3065 1965-69, shoe box full of 30 different First Day
Cover in different quantities, Michel 1400.estimate 80,3066 Interesting lot of approximate 200 covers and
fronts in 2 stock books, as well many first day covers,
stamp booklet pages and so on.
,
estimate Gebot
3067 Cleanly arranged stockbook Berlin from 1976-90,
superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
3068 1966 / 7, 13 different registered with multiple
franking from first day, superb
aus 273-309
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BERLIN LOTS
3069 1975-77, 20 different registered with multiple
franking from first day, superb
aus 482-551
estimate 50,3070 1988-90, 10 different registered with multiple
franking from first day, superb
aus 816-79
estimate 70,BERLIN POSTAL STATIONERIES
3071 1955, 20 Pf. "technical University", superb
postcard to Amsterdam
P6
estimate 20,3072 1950, 20 / 20 Pf. "buildings", graduation line to
the left of the middle, unused, superb postcard, Michel
55.P9
estimate 20,3073 1969, 8 / 8 Pf. "buildings", 6 Anschriftlinien, with
violet returned stamp and "not demanded post office
Berlin central airport", without text, superb
P 78
estimate 20,3074 Private post: 1952, 6 Pf. besides 1 Pf. and 1 Pf.
besides 6 Pf. "buildings", 2 unused superb cards
PP 8,10
estimate 20,3075 Private post: 1957 / 9, 8, 15 and 20 Pf., 3 different
postal stationery, superb
PP 17,19,PU 18
estimate Gebot
3076 Private post: 1958-61, 25 Pf. "buildings", 7
different private postal stationery covers, used, superb
a.PU 19/6-23
estimate 45,3077 1949-74, 58 different unused postal stationery
postcards, almost only superb condition
aus P 1d-113
estimate 65,3078 1959-90, 50 almost only different unused postal
stationery postcards, superb, Michel 180.a. P 47-P 138
estimate 45,SAARLAND
3079 1947, 75 Pf. dunkel\'ultramarin, watermark 1X,
unperforated proof from upper margin, superb, photo
expertize Geigle, Michel (250.-)
222XP ★★
estimate 90,3080 1947, "initial printing", except for Michel no. 226,
230 and 236 (upper margin) all from the corner of the
sheet with row number!, very fine set mint never
hinged, R!, photo expertize C. Ney VPP
226-38I ★★
estimate 1.500,3081 1947, 9 Fr. on 30 Pf., 10 Fr. on 50 Pf. and 20 Fr.
on 84 Pf., new edition, no. 235 in type II, 3 superb
items, expertized Geigle, Michel 73.234/5,237II
estimate 20,3082 1948, "flood help" in corner margin blocks of four
with date of printing, very fine set mint never hinged
255-59 Br
★★
estimate 160,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

SAARLAND
109
3083 1948, souvenir sheet pair "flood help", pages 1 as
usual slight embossed spots, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 1600.Bl. 1/2 ★★
estimate 480,3084 1948, souvenir sheet "flood help", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 1000.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 300,3085 1948, small souvenir sheet "flood help",
manufactured gum crease in the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 600.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 160,3086 1948, small souvenir sheet "flood help", rest of
hinge in the margin, superb, Michel 250.Bl. 2 ★
estimate 75,3087 1949, "peoples help", very fine set, photo
expertize Geigle, Michel 650.267-71
estimate 230,3088 1950, 15 Fr. "IBASA", superb, Michel 85.291 ★★
estimate 30,3089 1950, "Council of Europe", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 220.297/8 ★★
estimate 75,3090 1950, "Council of Europe", 2 margin copies with
date of printing 1. 8. 1950, superb, Michel 550.297/8Br ★★
estimate 190,3091 1950, 200 Fr. "Council of Europe", very fine
(small roughening), expertized Ney, Michel 310.298
estimate 70,3092 1950, 200 Fr. "airmail" block of four from of the
right lower corner of the sheet with date of printing,
mint never hinged, superb
298Br ★★
estimate 290,3093 1950, "Lutwinus legend", very fine set, photo
expertize Geigle, Michel 380.299-303
estimate 130,3094 1953, 500 Fr. "Ludwig church", on piece, superb,
expertized Ney, Michel 80.337
estimate 25,3095 1957, "Heuss I", very fine set, Michel 75.380-99
estimate 25,3096 1957, "Heuss II", very fine set, Michel 120.409-28
estimate 40,SAARLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3097 In the number of a major listing mint never hinged
complete collection Saarland from 1947-59, souvenir
sheet 1 fingerprint on the gum otherwise all in superb
condition, Michel 3090.★★
estimate 650,3098 1947-59, except for initial printing, souvenir
sheets and official stamps mint never hinged complete,
superb condition, Michel 1340.★★
estimate 350,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAARLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3099 Mint never hinged duplicate lot Saarland from
1949-59, almost only blocks of four, many margin
copies etc., superb condition, Michel 1000.★★
estimate 100,3100 Double collected collection Saarland with some
good middle values, superb condition
,★
estimate 150,FRENCH ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
3101 1945, 10 Pf. "coat of arms", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 75.5
estimate 25,3102 1945, 1 - 5 M. "Poet", 3 as usual perforated
superb items, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 184.11-13
estimate 45,3103 1945, 5 M. "Heine", superb, expertized Schlegel,
Michel 90.13
estimate 30,FRENCH ZONE BADEN
3104 1949, souvenir sheet "Freiburg", perforated, with
variety "4 Pf. with wrapper left at the bottom of B from
I. / BR. And 30 Pf. with O in lieu of U in Freiburg",
superb, Michel 300.Bl. 1AIV ★★
estimate 100,3105 1949, "Red Cross", very fine set, photo expertize
H. D. Schlegel, Michel 400.42-45
estimate 140,3106 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type II: "colour
spot at the bottom of the 40", superb, Michel 140.Bl. 2II/II (★)
estimate 50,3107 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type III: "green
dot on picture edge above DE in Baden", superb,
Michel 110.Bl. 2I/III (★)
estimate 40,3108 1949, 30 Pf. "Constance I", special cancel, superb,
Michel 85.46I
estimate 25,3109 1949, 10 and 30 Pf. "Goethe", 2 superb items,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 85.47,49
estimate 25,3110 1949, "Schurz" on First Day Cover, superb,
Michel 200.50-52
estimate 70,FRENCH ZONE RHINELAND PALATINATE
3111 1948, postal stamps, without indication of
currency, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 150.32-41 ★★
estimate 50,3112 1949, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 85.42-45 ★★
estimate 25,3113 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type V: "red
horizontal bar of the B in price for the souvenir sheet
thickened", superb, Michel 120.Bl. 1I/V (★)
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FRENCH ZONE WUERTTEMBERG
110
3114 1948, postal stamps, without indication of
currency, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 200.28-37 ★★
estimate 70,3115 1949, 90 Pf. brown carmine, superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 130.37
estimate 40,3116 1949, 90 Pf. brown carmine, as usual perforated
superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 130.37
estimate 30,3117 1949, "Red Cross", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 80.40-43 ★
estimate 25,3118 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 1800.Bl. 1
estimate 600,3119 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type III: "two
blue Schräglinien to the right of the 30", very fine,
Michel 150.Bl. 1I/III (★)
estimate 40,3120 1949, "Goethe", very fine set, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 110.44-46
estimate 40,FRENCH ZONE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3121 "KA-BE" - hingeless text with some values, very
fine MNH, Michel 190.★★
estimate 35,3122 1947 / 8, 4 different documents, as well 2
registered letters with part-cash-postage, superb
estimate 60,AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE
3123 1945, 3 Pf. bright blue violet, upper margin pair
with plates no. 45865 and 6x as additional franking as
multiple franking on superb cover
1z PL-Nr.
estimate 60,3124 1946, 10 Pf. dark-orange-brown, single franking
on printed matter of the Kreisschulamtes from
"MELDORF", document punching, superb, R!
6
estimate 100,3125 1945, 10 Pf. bright orange brown, perforated L
11, right unperforated, strong horizontal crease, rest of
hinge in the margin, expertized Schlegel, Michel 300.22AUr ★★
estimate 65,3126 1946, 42 Pf. green, perforated L 11½, single
franking on registered letter from "Hamburg" to
Segeberg, as usual perforated superb
31D
estimate 65,3127 1948, 6 Pf. (2x), 12 Pf. (2x) and 24 Pf.
"overprint", all rotary printing, on registered letter from
"KIEL-WIK" to Runstedt, superb
37,49,44I WOR
estimate 35,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE
3128 1948, 16 Pf. dark bluish green "overprint", rotary
printing, upper margin copy, with additional franking
on correctly franked registered letter to the United
States, superb, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel, Michel
600.42IaWOR
estimate 180,3129 1948, 2 Pf. "overprint", unperforated, margin
copy, very fine MNH, expertized Schlegel, Michel
200.36IU ★★
estimate 70,3130 1948, 24 Pf. "overprint" in the tête-bêche pair,
upper stamp inverted, lower normal overprint, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 80.44INKb ★★
estimate 20,3131 1948, 25 Pf. "net pattern overprint" in the
horizontal pair as correctly franked multiple franking
on local letter "KIEL", superb, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel
45II
estimate 80,3132 1948, 8 Pf. "overprint", double impression, very
fine, expertized H. D. Schlegel, Michel 60.53IDD ★★
estimate 20,3133 1948, 20 Pf. "net pattern overprint", normal
perforation, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 110.VI/II ★★
estimate 30,3134 1948, 2 Pf. - 1 DM "close perforated", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 730.73-97eg ★★
estimate 250,3135 1948, 4, 6 and vertical pair 10 Pf. "buildings"
(upper stamp with double horizontal perforation) on
cover to Switzerland, superb
74,76,80
estimate 55,3136 1948, 50 Pf. "close perforated", slight
manufactured gum crease, superb, Michel 170.92eg ★★
estimate 45,3137 1948, 50 Pf. "close perforated", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 90.92eg ★
estimate 30,3138 1948, 60 Pf. dark brow purple, type I, watermark
1X, perforated L 11, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 60.93IXB ★
estimate 20,3139 1948, 80 Pf. "close perforated", superb, Michel
120.94eg ★★
estimate 40,3140 1948, 90 Pf. "close perforated", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 80.96eg ★
estimate 25,3141 1949, 90 Pf. lilac purple, type III, perforated K
14:14¼, normal perforation, superb, Michel 220.96IIIWA ★★
estimate 65,3142 1948, 1 - 5 DM "flat stair", 4 superb items, Michel
175.97-100I ★★
estimate 60,-

AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE
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3143 1948, 1 DM "close perforated", manufactured
gum creases, very fine MNH, Michel 160.97IIeg ★★
estimate 45,3144 1948, 3 DM "high stair", tiny gum defect
otherwise superb, Michel 200.99II ★★
estimate 40,3145 1948, 5 DM "high stair", very fine MNH, Michel
220.100II ★★
estimate 75,3146 28. 2. 49, 10 Pf. "Berlin-aid" on airmail special
envelope from "Hamburg" to Berlin with additional
cancellation "250 days airlift", superb
u.a. 101
estimate 25,3147 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", superb, Michel
120.Bl. 1a ★★
estimate 35,3148 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", special cancel,
superb, abridged certificate A. Schlegel, Michel 250.Bl. 1a
estimate 90,3149 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", 30 Pf. in black
violet blue ultramarine, stamp faked (as those signed
Schlegel), superb
Bl. 1c
estimate 90,3150 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", 30 Pf. in black
violet blue ultramarine, with additional franking on
correctly franked registered letter to New York, slight
traces of usage, superb, RR!, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel, Michel 3600.Bl. 1c
estimate 900,3151 1949, "cycle race" and "Goethe", 2 superb sets,
Michel 64.106-10 ★★
estimate 20,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
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TENFOLD FRANKINGS
3152 15. 7. 1948, 1 M. black gray yellow on 12 Pf.
"Stephan" postal stationery postcard, stamp "BERLIN
O 17", superb postcard, expertized Schlegel
959,P 965ZP
estimate 25,3153 8. 7. 1948, postal stationery postcard 12 Pf. dark
gray turquoise as tenfold franking, with "taxe precu"
stamp from "GRÖNINGEN", legitimate postcard, very
fine, R!
P 962
estimate 35,AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE COLLECTION.
3154 Lot of 30 documents "at the" post, as well a few
better, mostly superb, inspect!
estimate 150,3155 1945 / 6, 9 makeshift postcards with "at the" post
franking, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 80,3156 1945-50, lot of over 80 different documents, with
mostly plain frankings, often with document punching
or partly three sided opened, very fine, treasure trove!
estimate Gebot

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3157 1949, "Lower House of German Parliament" from
upper margin, superb, expertized D. Schlegel
111/2 ★★
estimate 30,3158 1949, "Lower House of German Parliament" from
right margin, superb
111/2 ★★
estimate 25,3159 1949, 20 Pf. "Lower House of German
Parliament", superb, Michel 55.112 ★★
estimate 20,3160 1949, "a hundred years stamps" from upper
margin, very fine set
113-15 ★★
estimate 35,3161 1949, "a hundred years stamps", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 100.113-15 ★★
estimate 30,3162 1949, "a hundred years stamps" with special
cancel "FRANKFURT chemical APPARATEWESEN"
(2 different), 30 Pf. crease otherwise very fine set,
Michel (140.-)
113-15
estimate 35,3163 1949, 30 Pf. "Stephan", superb, Michel 70.116 ★★
estimate 20,3164 1949, 30 Pf. "Universal Postel Union" with
variety "slanting marked the 0 the 30", a missing perf
otherwise superb, Michel 120.116I
estimate 25,3165 1949, "helper of human resources" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (440.-)
117-20
★★
estimate 150,3166 1949, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 110.117-20 ★★
estimate 30,3167 1949, "helper of human resources", as usual
perforated very fine set, Michel 170.117-20
estimate 50,3168 1949, "helper of human resources" with on the
back additional franking on genuine postally used First
Day Cover to the United States, superb, R!, photo
expertize H. D Schlegel, Michel 1700.117-20
estimate 500,3169 1949, "helper of human resources" on card with
special cancel "FRANKFURT watchmaker day", 8 Pf.
small perforation fault otherwise superb, Michel (170.-)
117-20
estimate 50,3170 1950, "Bach", from upper margin, superb
121/2 ★★
estimate 35,3171 1950, "Bach", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
110.121/2 ★★
estimate 30,3172 1950, "Bach", superb, Michel 100.121/2
estimate 35,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
112
3173 1950, "Bach", as usual perforated superb, Michel
100.121/2
estimate 30,3174 1951, "posthorn", very fine set mint never hinged
in perfect perforation, photo expertize H. G. Schlegel,
Michel 2200.123-38 ★★
estimate 650,3175 1951, "posthorn", very fine set mint never hinged
in normal perforation, Michel 2200.123-38 ★★
estimate 480,3176 1951, 2 - 30 Pf. "posthorn", 10 superb items,
Michel 305.123-32 ★★
estimate 85,3177 1952, 2 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair with
5 Pf. Berlin no. 82 on air mail letter from Berlin to
Nuremberg, superb
123
estimate 20,3178 1953, 5 Pf. "posthorn", 22x as scarce multiple
franking on package card from "BREMEN-LESUM",
as well 2 blocks of eight, superb
125
estimate 40,3179 1951, 6 Pf. "posthorn" block of four, superb
126
estimate 70,3180 1954, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of eight and
horizontal pair reverse as scarce multiple franking on
package card from "EGGMÜHL", superb, Michel - .
126
estimate 320,3181 1952, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of eight and
horizontal pair verso 10 Pf. additional franking on
package card from "JANDELSBRUNN", superb
126
estimate 190,3182 1954, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of eight (lower
left stamp small ink spot) and horizontal pair verso 50
Pf. additional franking on package card from
"JANDELSBRUNN", normal perforation, superb
126
estimate 160,3183 1951, 15 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair,
superb, Michel 180.129
estimate 50,3184 1952 / 3, acceptance book (Country), deliver
district Pleinting, 32 sides complete, the fee was almost
only with 15 Pf. posthorn stamp (as well 5 horizontal
pairs) cleared, franked country delivery books
extremely rare!
129
estimate 550,3185 1954, 20 Pf. "posthorn", 3x reverse, as well a
horizontal pair, as multiple franking on package card
from "EGGMÜHL", superb
130
estimate Gebot
3186 1954, 25 Pf. "posthorn" block of four (reverse)
and in the horizontal pair (on face) as scarce multiple
franking on package card from "hemlock", superb, RR!
131 ,
estimate 330,-
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3187 1954, 30 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair
verso 110 Pf. additional franking on package card from
"hemlock", normal perforation, superb
132
estimate 90,3188 1954, 40 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of six and 2
horizontal pairs with 5 Pf. additional franking on
package card from "ALLKOFEN", normal perforation,
superb, RR!
133
estimate 450,3189 1954, 40 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair as
scarce multiple franking on package card from "New
fern", very fine (a little blotched), R!
133
estimate 170,3190 1951, 40 Pf. "posthorn" with variety "short
slanting line in stamp color above in the right stamp
margin", in the vertical pair with normal stamp, reverse
on package card from "NEUFAHRN", small tooth
deficiency otherwise superb, RR!, abridged certificate
H. D. Schlegel, Michel unpriced
133II
estimate 250,3191 1951, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair on
packet registered adhesive label, traces of usage, very
fine
134
estimate 40,3192 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn", 4x, as well a block of
three, as multiple franking on package card from
"NEUNBURG BEFORE THAT WALD", as usual
perforated superb
134
estimate 90,3193 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair
verso 40 Pf. additional franking on package card from
"NEUFAHRN", normal perforation, superb
134
estimate 55,3194 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in the vertical pair as
multiple franking on package card from "GRAINET",
superb
134
estimate Gebot
3195 1954, 60 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of five verso
10 Pf. additional franking on package card from
"BREITENBERG", normal perforation, superb
135
estimate 220,3196 1954, 60 Pf. "posthorn", 20x as a single franking
on package card, from different Lower Bavaria
locations (from Allhofen till Thanstein), mostly superb
135
estimate 50,3197 1954, 60 Pf. "posthorn" with lower margin (there
crease) as a single franking on package card from
"PHILIPPSREUT", superb
135
estimate Gebot
3198 1954, 70 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair as
scarce multiple franking on package card from
"RÖTZ", superb, RR!, Michel - .
136
estimate 650,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
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3199 1954, 70 Pf. "posthorn", 2x as multiple franking
on package card from "EGGMÜHL", upper stamp with
lower margin!, superb
136
estimate 200,3200 1954, 70 - 90 Pf. "posthorn", always with
additional franking on package card, superb
136-38
estimate 35,3201 1954, 80 Pf. "posthorn" in the vertical pair as
multiple franking on C.O.D. Package card from
"LANDSHUT", superb, Michel 500.137
estimate 170,3202 1954, 80 and 90 Pf. "posthorn", always as a single
franking on package card, as usual perforated superb
137/8
estimate 35,3203 1954, 80 Pf. "posthorn", single franking on
package card from "INKOFEN", superb
137
estimate Gebot
3204 1952, 90 Pf. "posthorn", very fine MNH, Michel
550.138 ★★
estimate 190,3205 1954, 90 Pf. "posthorn", 2x as multiple franking
on fast package card from "NEUREICHENAU",
normal perforation, superb, Michel 700.138
estimate 200,3206 1954, 90 Pf. "posthorn", 3x as multiple franking
(of it 2x reverse) on package card from "MAUTH", a
value small perforation fault otherwise superb, Michel
700.138
estimate 140,3207 1954, 90 Pf. "posthorn", single franking on
C.O.D. Package card from "LANDSHUT", as usual
perforated superb
138
estimate 25,3208 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", always from of the
upper corner of the sheet, superb
139/40 ★★
estimate 80,3209 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", superb, Michel (220.-)
139/40 ★★
estimate 50,3210 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", normal perforation,
superb, Michel 220.139/40 ★★
estimate 40,3211 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", as usual perforated
superb, Michel 160.139/40
estimate 45,3212 1951, 20 Pf. "St. Mary´s Church", superb, Michel
(110.-)
140 ★★
estimate 30,3213 1951, "NBA" from upper margin, superb, Michel
(90.-)
141/2 ★★
estimate 30,3214 1951, "NBA", superb, Michel 90.141/2 ★★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3215 1951, "NBA", superb, Michel 100.141/2
estimate 35,3216 1951, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 140.143-46 ★★
estimate 40,3217 1951, 30 Pf. "Pestalozzi", superb, Michel 110.146 ★★
estimate 30,3218 1951, 30 Pf. "Röntgen" from left margin, very
fine MNH, Michel 80.147 ★★
estimate 25,3219 1952, 20 Pf. "Heligoland" in the lower margin
block of six, very fine MNH, Michel 90.152 ★★
estimate 20,3220 1952, "helper of human resources" from upper
margin, very fine set
156-59 ★★
estimate 40,3221 1952, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 130.156-59 ★★
estimate 35,3222 1952 / 3, 6 values from upper margin, very fine
MNH, Michel 150.160-62,164-66 ★★
estimate 40,3223 1952 / 3, 4 superb items, Michel 125.161-64 ★★
estimate 30,3224 1953, "transport exhibition", upper margin copies,
very fine set
167-70 ★★
estimate 30,3225 1953, "IFRABA" in blocks of four, superb,
Michel 200.171/2
★★
estimate 55,3226 1953, "helper of human resources", upper margin
copies, very fine set
173-76 ★★
estimate 25,3227 1953, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 90.173-76 ★★
estimate 25,3228 1954, "Heuss", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.177-96 ★★
estimate 85,3229 1954, 40 Pf. "Heuss" in the horizontal pair with
10 Pf. additional franking (defect) on commercial used
registered letter, superb, Michel 750.188
estimate 190,3230 1954, 50 Pf. "Heuss", superb, Michel 200.189 ★★
estimate 60,3231 1954, 60 Pf. "Heuss" in the horizontal pair on
special delivery Packet sticker, superb
190
estimate 70,3232 1960, 8 Pf. "Heuss watermark sideways",
reprinted edition, superb, expertized D. Schlegel,
Michel 150.182Y
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
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3233 1960, "Heuss fluorescent", all with upper margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, expertized Schlegel
179-260y ★★
estimate 40,3234 1960, "Heuss fluorescent" on piece, as well 5 Pf.
POR (Michel. 300.-), interest of tenant
179-260y
estimate 190,3235 1960, 5 Pf. "Heuss fluorescent" in the vertical
margin pair with printers mark "7" and plate number,
very fine MNH, Michel 311.179yDZ ★★
estimate 90,3236 1960, 25 Pf. "Heuss fluorescent" in the vertical
margin pair with printers mark "1", very fine MNH,
Michel 317.186yDZ ★★
estimate 90,3237 1954, 7 superb items, Michel 77. 80
197-203 ★★
estimate 20,3238 1954 / 5, "helper of human resources", 2 superb
sets from upper margin, Michel (95.-)
200-03,222-25 ★★
estimate 30,3239 1955, 7 superb items, always with upper margin,
Michel 60.204-10 ★★
estimate 20,3240 1955, "Westropa" in blocks of four from upper
margin, very fine MNH, Michel 68.217/8
★★
estimate 20,3241 1956, 20 Pf. "Stephan" on official first day sheet
Berlin (1), superb, Michel 300.227
estimate 90,3242 1956, "child care" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine MNH, Michel 80.243-46
★★
estimate 20,3243 1958, "Europe" on local letter with registered
Automatenzetttel "DÜSSELDORF 1", superb
268,295/6
estimate 90,3244 1959, souvenir sheet "Beethoven", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (80.-)
Bl. 2
estimate 30,3245 1959, "Beethoven" on 5 different Lufthansa
airmail documents, superb
315-19
estimate 75,3246 1964, 40 Pf. "Lessing" in the horizontal pair with
20 Pf. additional franking on commercial used special
delivery cover, very fine, Michel 120.355y
estimate 25,3247 1962, 20 Pf. "butterflies", unwatermarked, superb,
R!, expertized Solomon, Michel 1300.378Z
estimate 450,3248 1964, souvenir sheet "20. July" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 3
estimate 25,3249 1964, "buildings" in sheet (100) with printers
mark respectively sheet counting number, superb (10
Pf. a little separated), Michel 1100.454-61 ★★
estimate 200,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3250 1971 / 3, "prevention of accidents" in blocks of
four, very fine MNH, Michel 150.694-703,773
★★
estimate 45,3251 1971 / 3, "prevention of accidents" in horizontal
pairs, mint never hinged, superb
694-703,773 ★★
estimate Gebot
3252 1980, 50 Pf. "Hl. Saint Benedict" and 60 Pf.
"Kinau" on cover to Bagdad / Iraq with reference slip of
paper of the post office Brunswick, that due to the
Airmail barrier the cover to the sender adress returns,
superb
1055,1058
estimate 50,3253 1982, "castle and palace" in blocks of four,
margin copies (4x left lower corner of the sheet),
superb, Michel (56.-)
1139-43 ★★
estimate 20,3254 1985, "MOPHILA", all 4 se-tenants mint never
hinged and on private first day covers, superb
1255/6 ★ ★,
estimate Gebot
3255 1987-90, "sights" in horizontal pairs, superb,
Michel 72.a. 1339-1448 ★★
estimate 20,3256 1987 / 8, "sights" (1339-42, 74 / 5, 79-81) in
blocks of four, corner margin copies, superb, Michel
(67.-)
★★
estimate 20,3257 1989, "sights", 100 Pf. as multiple franking and
350 Pf. as end of a coil stamps roll 1 + 4 Lf, superb
1406,1407
estimate 40,3258 1989-94, 14 different mint never hinged sheetlet
(Michel. No. 1433, 1498, 1755 / 6, 1762-71), superb,
Michel 249.KB ★★
estimate 25,3259 1991, 60 Pf. "dragonflies" in the se-tenant sheet
(40), as well variety 1546I, superb
1546-49 ★★
estimate 20,3260 1992, 170 Pf. "VDMA", 6x on sealed insured
letter DM 1000.-, superb
1636
estimate Gebot
3261 1995, complete in sheetlet with first days special
cancellations, superb, Michel 539.1772-1804KB
estimate 60,3262 1997, "sights" in blocks of four from upper
margin, superb, Michel 60.1934-38 ★★
estimate 20,3263 1997, 110 Pf. "Heinrich Heine" with right
attached blank field, mint never hinged, superb, photo
copy of a certificate Schlegel, Michel - .
1962L ★★
estimate Gebot
3264 1999, 110 Pf. "Catherine from bora",
unperforated, margin copy, mint never hinged, superb,
photo expertize Schlegel
2029U ★★
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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3265 2005, "butterflies" in the sheetlet set, very fine
MNH, Michel 90.2500-03KB ★★
estimate 30,3266 2006, "railways in Germany" in the sheetlet set,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.2560-63KB ★★
estimate 30,3267 2007, "Sports Aid" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.2585-87KB ★★
estimate 25,3268 2007, "domestic animals" in the sheetlet set, very
fine MNH, Michel 90.2630-35KB ★★
estimate 30,3269 2008, "glide World Championships" in the
sheetlet set, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.2649-52KB ★★
estimate 25,3270 2013, "cartoons" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 85.3004-06KB ★★
estimate 25,3271 2014, "the Traumfresserchen" in the sheetlet set,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 85.3096-98KB ★★
estimate 25,3272 2015, "Grimms fairy tale" in the sheetlet set, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 85.3132-34KB ★★
estimate 25,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY YEAR SETS
3273 1977, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
90.J 5 ★★
estimate 20,3274 1979, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
65.J 7 ★★
estimate Gebot
3275 1982, year tabulation, superb, Michel 65.J 10 ★★
estimate Gebot
3276 1986, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
75.J 14 ★★
estimate 20,3277 1987, year tabulation, superb, Michel 75.J 15 ★★
estimate 20,3278 1990, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
200.J 18 ★★
estimate 50,3279 1992, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
110.J 20 ★★
estimate 30,3280 1995, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
120.J 23 ★★
estimate 30,3281 1997, year tabulation, superb, Michel 120.J 25 ★★
estimate 30,3282 2000, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.J 28 ★★
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY YEAR SETS
3283 2001, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 150.J 29 ★★
estimate 40,3284 2002, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 30 ★★
estimate 50,3285 2003, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 31 ★★
estimate 50,3286 2004, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 32 ★★
estimate 50,3287 2005, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 33 ★★
estimate 50,3288 2006, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 34 ★★
estimate 50,3289 2007, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 35 ★★
estimate 50,3290 2008, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 75.J 36 ★★
estimate 50,3291 2009, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 75.J 37 ★★
estimate 50,3292 2010, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 79. 90
J 38 ★★
estimate 55,3293 2011, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 79. 90
J 39 ★★
estimate 55,3294 2012, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 79. 90
J 40 ★★
estimate 55,3295 2013, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 79. 90
J 41 ★★
estimate 55,3296 2014, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 79. 90
J 42 ★★
estimate 55,3297 2015, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 79. 90
J 43 ★★
estimate 55,-

F.R.G. COIL STAMPS FOR VENDING MACHINE
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3300 1981 / 2, 3 complete sets: First Day Cover 1, First
Day Cover 2 and on face 4, superb
estimate Gebot
3301 1981 / 2, mint never hinged lot coil stamp for
vending machine, as well complete sets, supplementary
values, on the back Zähl numbers etc., mint never
hinged, high acquisition value
A ★★
estimate Gebot
FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY SE-TENANTS
3302 1955-60, lot se-tenants "Heuss", mostly superb
condition, Michel more then 1400.★ ★, , ★,
estimate 190,3303 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "20 + 8",
reprinted edition, very fine MNH, Michel 65.W 23YII ★★
estimate 20,3304 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + Z + 1",
close bar of dashes in red lilac and an in dark blue gray,
reprinted edition, superb, Michel 90.WZ 15aIVYII ★★
estimate 30,3305 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + Z + 1",
without bars of dashes, reprinted edition, very fine
MNH, Michel 90.WZ 15bYII ★★
estimate 30,3306 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + 20 + 8",
reprinted edition, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
350.S 50YII
estimate 120,3307 1972, stamp booklet sheet "olympic games", one
stamp small crease otherwise superb, Michel 350.MHB 17 ★★
estimate 75,3308 1973, stamp booklet sheet "prevention of
accidents", superb, Michel 200.MHB 19 ★★
estimate 50,-

F.R.G. COIL STAMPS FOR VENDING MACHINE
3298 1981 / 2, 4 different sets, predominantly with on
the back Zähl numbers, superb
A 1 ★★
estimate 20,3299 1. 1. 2002, key sentence 0. 01 - 3. 68 EUR
complete, superb, Michel 85.A 3 ★★
estimate 25,-

STAMP BOOKLETS
3309 1958, stamp booklet "Heuss / numeral", cap dark
chrome yellow, superb, Michel 100.MH 4Xv ★★
estimate 30,3310 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss lying watermark",
type II, very fine MNH, Michel 90.MH 4YII ★★
estimate 30,3311 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, weak fluorescing, superb, expertized D. Schlegel,
Michel 550.MH 6a ★★
estimate 190,3312 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, strong fluorescing, very fine MNH, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 550.MH 6a ★★
estimate 190,3313 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, with lying green "L" above the central
perforation, front cover lots otherwise superb, photo
expertize D. Schlegel, Michel 1600.MH 6caI ★★
estimate 450,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

STAMP BOOKLETS
3314 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, with lying green "L" above of the lower
perforation row, mint never hinged, superb, RR!, photo
expertize D. Schlegel, Michel 12. 000.MH 6caII ★★
estimate 4.500,3315 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, with printers mark "5" (only the upper half
readable), very fine MNH, RRR!, photo expertize D.
Schlegel: "the front cover has a little at the stamp
booklet pane stuck, otherwise is the quality perfect",
Michel 14. 000.MH 6cb ★★
estimate 4.500,3316 1961-66, 5 stamp booklet complete, very fine
MNH, Michel 155.MH 7-11 ★★
estimate 40,3317 1968, stamp booklet "Brandenburger Tor",
advertisement e and g, stamp booklet perforation,
superb, Michel 160.MH 14e,g ★★
estimate 45,3318 1972, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents",
cap d, mail charges stand 1. 7. 1972, superb, Michel
75.MH 16b ★★
estimate 20,3319 1972, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents", 4.
cover side: "Sieger", sidebars variants X, superb,
Michel 300.MH 18aRLV X ★★
estimate 90,3320 1974, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents", 2.
cover side: "Telefonansagedienste", superb, Michel 65.MH 20b ★★
estimate 20,3321 1974, tentative stamp booklet "prevention of
accidents",
4.
cover
side:
"by
addresses
Postfachangaben at first", further roulette, superb
VJ-MH 20dII ★★
estimate Gebot
3322 1984, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "top edge cover and P from "post" with lower
edge "in funds are" on a line", with count bars, very
fine MNH, Michel 280.MH 22adK3 ★★
estimate 75,3323 1984, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "top edge cover and P from "post" with lower
edge "in funds are" on a line", superb, Michel 120.MH 22adK3 ★★
estimate 30,3324 1980, 650 stamp booklet "castle and palace",
factory packaging in 13 blisters, control date "11. 6.
87", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 3646.MH 22ah ★★
estimate 290,3325 1987, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "World Wide Fund for Nature", with count bars,
superb, Michel 60.MH 22ah ★★
estimate 20,3326 1987, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "blue Mauritius", with count bars, superb, Michel
60.MH 22ak ★★
estimate 20,-

STAMP BOOKLETS
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3327 1980, 150 stamp booklet "castle and palace",
factory packaging in 3 blisters, control date "15. 8.
1980", very fine MNH, Michel 2502.MH 23b ★★
estimate 220,3328 Items for investments of more than 1800
cancelled stamp booklet "castle and palace" from 1980 /
82, with also better advertisement, count bars etc.,
superb condition, Michel (only as stamp booklet panes
calculated! ) over 14. 000.MH 22-24
estimate 1.500,3329 1996-99, 6 stamp booklet complete, very fine
MNH, Michel 77.MH 34-39 ★★
estimate 20,3330 2001, 2 stamp booklet "sights" and "endangered
animals", superb, Michel 61.MH 43/4 ★★
estimate 20,3331 2001, stamp booklet "sights" with variety "spot at
the right Torfenster and tear in the balustrade and in the
window", very fine MNH, Michel 60.MH 43I,II ★★
estimate 20,3332 2002, stamp booklet "a hundred years Bautzen",
both types, very fine MNH, Michel 60.MH 48a,b ★★
estimate 20,3333 2004 / 5, 8 stamp booklet complete, superb,
Michel 196.MH 53-60 ★★
estimate 70,3334 2006 / 7, 10 stamp booklet complete, very fine
MNH, Michel 197.MH 61-70 ★★
estimate 70,3335 2008 / 9, 10 stamp booklet complete, superb,
Michel 175.MH 71-80 ★★
estimate 60,3336 2010 / 1, 6 stamp booklet complete, very fine
MNH, Michel 156.MH 81-86 ★★
estimate 60,3337 1956-2000, extensive, good assorted dealers stock
stamp booklet (from stamp booklet 3-40), with many
rarely booklets, so is amongst other things the test
booklets stamp booklet 6a eight times available (all
signed H. D. Schlegel), in total 755 stamp booklet,
interesting concern object in superb condition, a listing
the booklets exist, Michel (approve calculated, without
count bars and special feature) over 13. 000.MH ★★
estimate 1.900,3338 1993-2004, 26 stamp booklet, almost complete,
all with first day cancel`s, superb
MH
estimate 120,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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FOIL SHEETS
3339 2008-10, 12 foil sheets complete, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 272.FB 1-12 ★★
estimate 80,3340 2011, 5 foil sheets complete, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 130.FB 13-17 ★★
estimate 35,-

FOIL SHEETS
3341 2012, 7 foil sheets complete, superb, Michel 142.FB 18-24 ★★
estimate 45,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COIL STAMPS
3342 1960, 40 Pf. "Heuss fluorescent" in the strip of
five with red uneven number, very fine MNH, Michel
65.260yR ★★
estimate 20,3343 1966, "Brandenburger Tor", several coil stamps
with straight and odd numbers, as well both gum kinds,
in different quantities (10 Pf. (23x), 20 Pf. (19x), 30 Pf.
(30x), 50 Pf. (30x), 100 Pf. (17x) ), almost only superb,
Michel 680.506-10v,wR ★★
estimate 75,3344 1971, 150 Pf. "prevention of accidents", RE 5 + 4
Lf with blue Zähl number, very fine MNH, Michel
280.703AR ★★
estimate 80,3345 1977, 200 Pf. "castle and palace", RE 5 + 4 Lf,
superb, Michel 120.920R ★★
estimate 35,3346 Extensive lot of duplicates "castle and palace"
with focal point RE 5 + 4 Lf, amongst other things as
well 8x 190 Pf., 23x 210 and 230 Pf., 3x 300 Pf. etc.,
almost only superb condition, Michel approximate
6000.913-1143R ★★
estimate 600,3347 1966 / 7, lot "Brandenburger Tor" with single
stamps, strip of five and RE 5 + 4 Lf on different
documents, superb condition
aus 506-10R ★★
estimate 150,3348 1987-94, duplicate lot coil stamps "sights", superb
aus 1340-1938 ★★
estimate 100,F.R.G. FIRST DAY SHEETS
3349 1974-76, 3 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
74 - 23 / 76 in the safe ring binder, superb
791-Bl. 13
estimate Gebot
3350 1977 / 8, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
77 - 22 / 78 in the safe ring binder, superb
913-99
estimate Gebot
3351 1978, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 22 / 78,
superb
956-99
estimate Gebot
3352 1979 / 80, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
79 - 26 / 80 in the safe ring binder, superb
1000-67
estimate Gebot
3353 1981 / 2, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
81 - 26 / 82 in the safe ring binder, superb
1032-1161
estimate Gebot
3354 1980-90, complete collection, first day sheet 1 /
80 - 19 / 90 in 6 ring binder, superb
1033-1467
estimate 50,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind
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3355 1982, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 26 / 82,
superb
1118-61
estimate Gebot
3356 1983 / 4, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
83 - 26 / 84 in the safe ring binder, superb
1162-1233
estimate Gebot
3357 1984, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 26 / 84,
superb
1197-1233
estimate Gebot
3358 1985, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 26 / 85,
superb
1234-67
estimate Gebot
3359 1985 / 6, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
85 - 27 / 86 in the safe ring binder, superb
1234-1305
estimate Gebot
3360 1987, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 29 / 87,
superb
1306-46
estimate Gebot
3361 1987 / 8, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
87 - 33 / 88 in the safe ring binder, superb
1306-96
estimate Gebot
3362 1988, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 33 / 88,
superb
1347-96
estimate Gebot
3363 1989, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 33 / 89,
superb
1397-1443
estimate Gebot
3364 1990, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 31 / 90,
superb
1444-87
estimate Gebot
3365 1992, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 48 / 92,
superb
1582-1644
estimate Gebot
3366 1993, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 47 / 93,
superb
1645-1708
estimate Gebot
FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY ENGROS
3367 1955, 10 Pf. "UNO", 30x, mostly in blocks of
four, very fine MNH, Michel 135.221 ★★
estimate 25,3368 1956, "child care", 6 superb sets, Michel 120.243-46 ★★
estimate 20,3369 1957, 90 Pf. "Heuss II", ribbed gum, 10x, almost
only superb, Michel 380.265xv ★★
estimate 40,3370 1950, 1 Pf. "numeral", watermark 4Y, reprinted
edition, 10x, superb, Michel 100.285YII ★★
estimate Gebot
3371 1959, "Heuss III", 10 sets, almost only superb,
Michel 200.302-06 ★★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY ENGROS
3372 1959, souvenir sheet "Beethoven", 5x legitimately
cancelled, very fine / superb, Michel 250.Bl. 2
estimate 40,3373 1966, "Brandenburger Tor", 100 sets, almost only
superb, Michel 1500.506-10 ★★
estimate 190,3374 1972, souvenir sheet "olympic games", 54x with
different special cancellations "olympic games" in the
Borek special album, superb condition
Bl. 8
estimate 75,3375 1973, "birds", 20 superb sets, Michel 160.754-57 ★★
estimate 25,3376 1974, "youth", 50 superb sets, Michel 350.800-03 ★★
estimate 40,3377 1979, "Day of the Postage Stamp" in the sheetlet,
20x, superb, Michel 280.1023KB ★★
estimate 35,3378 1980, in the number of a major listing 6-8x
complete year neat on stock pages, superb
1033-1067 ★★
estimate Gebot
3379 1985, "Mophila", 15 se-tenant pairs, superb,
Michel 120.1255/6 ★★
estimate Gebot
3380 1990, souvenir sheet "stamp exhibition", 8x with
first day special cancel, superb, Michel (176.-)
Bl. 21
estimate 25,FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
YEAR SETS
3381 1955, complete year, superb
204-26x ★★
estimate 50,3382 1956, complete year, superb
227-48 ★★
estimate 20,3383 1984-89, 6 volumes, in the number of a major
listing complete, superb
1197-1443 ★★
estimate 50,3384 1987 / 8, 2 volumes, in the number of a major
listing complete, superb
1306-96 ★★
estimate 20,3385 1989, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1397-1443 ★★
estimate 20,3386 1990, complete year, superb
1444-87 ★★
estimate 20,3387 1990 / 1, 2 complete volumes, superb
1444-1581
estimate 25,3388 1991, complete year, superb
1488-1581 ★★
estimate 30,3389 1992, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1582-1644 ★★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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3390 1992-94, 3 in the number of a major listing
complete volumes, with centered postmarks "PREETZ
fetch 1", superb
1582-1771
estimate 35,3391 1993, complete year, superb
1645-1708 ★★
estimate 25,3392 1994, complete year, superb
1709-71 ★★
estimate 25,3393 1995, complete year, superb
1772-1833 ★★
estimate 30,3394 1996, complete year, superb
1834-94 ★★
estimate 25,3395 1997, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1895-1964 ★★
estimate 30,3396 1998, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1965-2026 ★★
estimate 25,3397 1999, complete year, superb
2027-86 ★★
estimate 30,3398 2000-02, 3 incompletely cancelled volumes on as
good as new safe album pages, additional DM-currency
mint never hinged complete, superb
aus 2087-2304 , ★ ★
estimate Gebot
3399 2001, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2156-Bl. 57
estimate 30,3400 2002, complete year, superb
2231-2304
estimate 25,3401 2003, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2305-73
estimate 25,3402 2005, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2434-2504
estimate 20,3403 2006, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2505-77
estimate 25,3404 2008, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2637-2706
estimate 20,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
3405 2010, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2768-2834
estimate 20,3406 2012, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2900-71
estimate 25,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3407 Collection Federal Republic from 1949-69 in the
Lindner album with mounts with some good issues,
many also double, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
3408 1978-91, block of four collection, except for
approximate 10 values complete, in each case 2 blocks
of four almost only from the both upper corners of the
sheet, in 4 stock books, in addition to it the souvenir
sheets in different number, superb condition, Michel
more then 4000.★★
estimate 500,3409 2000-2010, complete mint never hinged superb
collection Federal Republic in the lighthouse album
with mounts
★★
estimate 500,3410 1952-60, mint never hinged complete part of a
collection Federal Republic, including Heuss
fluorescent and watermark sideways in the KA-BE
album with mounts (text from 1949-69), superb
collection
★★
estimate 390,3411 1991-93, block of four collection except for
Michel no. 1531-34 double complete, almost only from
the both upper corners of the sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 280,3412 Complete (except for some smaller values after
all) mint never hinged collection Federal Republic of
Germany from 1991-2000 (text till 2003) in 2 Linder
hingeless album, superb condition
★★
estimate 250,3413 1980-99, mint never hinged complete part of a
collection in the lighthouse album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 190,3414 Complete mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic of Germany from 1981-90 in the Linder
album with mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 150,3415 From Michel no. 890 in the number of a major
listing complete mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic from 1976-99 clean in 2 stock books, from
1985 mint never hinged and additional used, superb
condition, favorable offered!, Michel more then 2000.★★
estimate 100,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
120
3416 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged collection Federal Republic of Germany
from 1957-70 in the Linder album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 80,3417 Except for Heuss watermark sideways complete
collection Federal Republic from 1949-68 in the
KA-BE album, with Michel no. 113-15 **, 117-20
used, 139 / 40 **, 146 used, 179-260y ** etc., almost
only superb condition
★ ★, , ★
estimate 390,3418 Complete cancelled collection Federal Republic
from 1949-76 in the Schaubek album with mounts, with
Heuss watermark sideways and fluorescent, almost only
superb condition, Michel 3450.estimate 550,3419 Clean cancelled complete collection Federal
Republic till 1979 in 2 Linder hingeless album, superb
collection
estimate 450,3420 In the number of a major listing complete clean
cancelled collection Federal Republic of Germany from
1949-96 in the Schaubek album, almost only superb
condition
estimate 390,3421 Clean cancelled, in the number of a major listing
complete collection from 1949-75 in the lighthouse
album with mounts "Germany Plus", almost only
superb condition
estimate 390,3422 1949-78, except for Michel no. 159 in the number
of a major listing complete cancelled collection in 2
Lindner hingeless album, almost only superb condition
estimate 290,3423 Except for few values almost only cancelled
collection Federal Republic from 1949-73 with some
better issues, from 1960 seeming in the number of a
major listing complete, very fine / superb
estimate 260,3424 In the number of a major listing complete
cancelled collection Federal Republic from 1949-74 in
the Schaubek album, almost only superb condition
estimate 250,3425 Almost complete cancelled collection Federal
Republic from 1949-73 in the Lighthouse album with
many good issues, superb condition, favorable offered!
estimate 180,3426 Cancelled collection Federal Republic from
1949-84 with middle issues in 3 SAFE-albums, from
1955 except for few values in the number of a major
listing complete, mostly very fine / superb
estimate 180,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3427 1999-2003, 5 complete cancelled volumes,
without SK stamps, in addition to it 1999 / 2000
complete mint never hinged (without EURO values), in
addition to it many commemorative sheets of the
German post, superb condition
2027-2373
estimate 120,3428 Very neat cancelled complete collection Federal
Republic of Germany from 1949-90, in addition to it
covers, first day covers, many horizontal pairs,
se-tenants etc., superb collection, Michel more then
4200.,
estimate 580,3429 Collection of more than 2000 legitimate
documents Federal Republic from 1974-79 in 6 thick
ring binder, mostly simple documents, amongst other
things with special cancellations (many Kiel stamp),
coil stamps (closing oblates and strip), First Day Cover,
registered letters etc., inspect!
estimate 250,3430 Collection with more then 200 documents from
approximate 1956-79, with good middle first day
covers the 50er and 60er years, as well 2x souvenir
sheet 3
estimate 100,3431 Clean, mainly cancelled collection Federal
Republic from 1949-74 in the stockbook, amongst other
things with Michel no. 113-15, 117-20, 121 / 2, 139 /
40, 141 / 2 (all used) etc., mostly superb condition,
favorable!, Michel approximate 3000., ★, ★ ★
estimate 300,3432 Collection Federal Republic from 1974-87 in 2
KA-BE "bi-collcet" hingeless album, in each case mint
never hinged and used except for 3 postal stamps
complete, in addition to it complete sets coil stamp for
vending machine, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 100,3433 2 as good as new KA-BE hingeless album till
2000 with many stamps in mixed condition
★, ★ ★,
estimate 100,3434 Collection Federal Republic from 1991-96 in the
KA-BE "bi-collcet" hingeless album, in each case mint
never hinged and used till 1995 complete, superb
condition
★ ★,
estimate 80,3435 Seeming from Michel no. 1359 in the number of a
major listing complete mint never hinged collection
Federal Republic from 1988-99 in the stockbook, in
addition to it many postal stationery postcards and
covers, superb condition, Michel approximate 1600.★ ★,
estimate 80,3436 Collection Federal Republic from 1949-79 with
middle issues, from the beginning incompletely, later
mint never hinged and used in fact complete, in
addition to it a little American and British zone, almost
only superb condition
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
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3437 In the number of a major listing double complete
(mint never hinged and used) collection Federal
Republic from 1988-90 on KA-BE "buses-collect"
album pages, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
3438 1959-86, lot souvenir sheets, amongst other things
pages 2 (23x), pages 3 (13x) etc., only superb
condition, Michel 1400.Bl. ★★
estimate 250,3439 1951-97, different mint never hinged horizontal
pairs, amongst other things Michel no. 188 and
694-703, superb, Michel 500.★★
estimate 80,3440 1973-87, lot of over 250 pairs in the stockbook,
with also better like no. 1134-38, 1206-08 and 1274-77
always block of four, superb, Michel more then 1300.★★
estimate 50,3441 Small mint never hinged lot Federal Republic
from approximate 1957-83, superb condition, Michel
more then 300.★★
estimate Gebot
3442 1949-55, cancelled lot of 55 different middle
values, clean legitimate condition / very fine, Michel
630.estimate 80,3443 1949-55, cancelled lot of 38 different middle
values, clean legitimate condition / very fine, Michel
400.estimate 50,3444 1986-2003, "charity issue" in blocks of four with
first day special cancel, in large-sized Fold cards of the
Federal Minister for the Postal service and
Telecommunications, complete except for 1987, 89 and
93, in addition to it Berlin from 1986 / 88 / 90
,
estimate 160,3445 10 different stamp calendar of the German post
"originals with history" the years 1996, 2002, 2004-06
(2006 2x), 2007-11, original packaged, superb
condition
estimate Gebot
3446 Collection from 69 mostly different documents
"posthorn" (without package cards), as well 70, 80 and
90 Pf. always as a single franking etc., mostly superb
condition, inspect!
estimate 180,3447 1953 / 4 19 package cards with different Posthorn
frankings, amongst other things Michel no. 134
multiple franking, 137 single franking, 3 cards with
number 138 etc., clean legitimate condition, inspect!
estimate 75,3448 Approximate. 1980-2000, lot of approximate 200
postcards and postal stationery from so-called
"Rätselpost"
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
3449 "Christmas special cancel" - edition
Weltbildverlag,
194
numbered
and
franked
Weihnachtsumschläge from 1983-87 and 1989-92 in 9
Speziallaben, superb condition
estimate Gebot
3450 2002 / 3, 109 different numbered, genuine used
first day covers, superb condition, very high acquisition
value!
estimate Gebot
3451 2006 / 7, approximate 120 almost only different
numbered, genuine used first day covers, superb
condition, very high acquisition value!
estimate Gebot
3452 Extensive thick duplicate stock book Federal
Republic to 1997 with numerous good first issues, very
high catalog value!
, ★★
estimate 120,3453 Almost only cancelled duplicate lot souvenir
sheets from 1959-84 in 2 special albums, amongst other
things pages 2 (2x mint never hinged, 1x used), 7x
sheetlet 1023 ** etc., superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 50,3454 1977-97, small duplicate lot "horizontal pairs"
castle and palace and sights, very fine MNH, Michel
430.aus 913-1938 ★★
estimate 50,FRG POSTAL STATIONERIES
3455 1990, 60 Pf. "Bavaria", complete set from 130
different picture postcards, from Albstadt - Zülpich (u 1
/ 1 - u 9 / 130), all vacuously used, mostly special
cancel, superb, at that time acquisition value 373.- DM
P 139
estimate Gebot
3456 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number
in lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 9 vacuously
cancelled cards with different special cancellations,
superb
P 36
estimate 90,3457 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number
in lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 3 vacuously
cancelled cards with different special cancellations
from "Hanover", superb
P 36
estimate 30,3458 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number
in lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 2 vacuously
cancelled cards with different special cancellations
from "to consume", superb
P 36
estimate 20,3459 1960, 20 / 20 Pf. "Heuss", wide fluorescing
additional print, stamp "DARMSTADT", reverse
unlabeled, lease, RRR!
P 46I
estimate 750,3460 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "BAYREUTH 2
Richard-Wagner-festivals", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

FRG POSTAL STATIONERIES
122
3461 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "GOSLAR 32.
German ADVOCATE DAY", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3462 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "JUNKERSDORF
German belgian stamps-exhibition", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3463 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "LÜBBECKE day
of the beer fountain", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3464 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "SAHLENBURG
carrier rockets attempt", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3465 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "WIESBADEN
inner. DAMENHUTFACHMESSE", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3466 1949, 10 Pf. "Lower House of German
Parliament" with railway cancel (TPO) "Munich
Nuremberg", superb
PSo 1
estimate Gebot
3467 1958 / 9, 4 different private postal stationery
"Heuss", special cancel, superb
estimate 20,3468 1953, private postcard 15 Pf. "posthorn", " the
Tailor of Ulm", special cancel black gray and
blue-grey, superb
PP 4/3,3c
estimate 40,3469 1949, "Lower House of German Parliament",
unused, 2 superb cards, Michel 56.PSo 1/2
estimate 20,3470 1971-96, complete unused and used (mostly
CTO), in addition to it a few double (mainly
Dürerausgabe), superb
PSo 3-PSo 44
estimate 50,3471 1952, private postal stationery cover 30 + 15 Pf.
"posthorn", used, superb
PU 5/2
estimate 35,3472 1953, private postal stationery cover 10 + 25 + 25
Pf. "posthorn", special cancel "ULM", superb
PU 6
estimate 45,3473 1948 approximate. 1965, small wooden box with
postal stationery postcards Federal Republic, unused
and used, approximate 800 cards, mostly simple types,
inspect!
estimate 100,3474 1983-90, 100 postal stationery postcards, mostly
1990, with special cancellations "500 years post",
almost only superb
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FRG POSTAL STATIONERIES
3475 Lot of 20 different used postal stationery covers
the own issues of the postal service "German post
philately" from 2005-09, almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
3476 Lot of over 140 different postal stationery
postcards with special stamps from 1974-2008 and
covers with special stamps from 1998-2008, with USo
2Y, vacuously used, Prachterhatlung, Michel 250.estimate Gebot
3477 Lot of approximate 55 different unused postal
stationery postcards with special stamps from
1974-2001 and covers with special stamps from
1998-2001, superb condition
estimate Gebot
F.R.G. BERLIN ANNUAL MINISTER BOOKS
3478 1981-85, 5 minister annual in yellow, complete,
mint never hinged, superb
MJg 81-85 ★★
estimate 150,3479 1986, minister yearbook yellow, mint never
hinged, superb
MJg 86 ★★
estimate 40,3480 2001, minister yearbook silver, mint never hinged,
superb
MJg 01 ★★
estimate 40,3481 2003, minister yearbook silver, mint never hinged,
superb
MJg 03 ★★
estimate 40,FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT 1945 58
3482 28. 8. 46, "New York-Berlin", USA franking,
superb cover
2255
estimate 25,3483 24. 2. 48, "Amsterdam-Mainz", Dutch postal
stationery postcard, superb, RR!
estimate 80,3484 1. 5. 48, "Frankfurt New York", AOA, superb
cover
2297a
estimate 40,3485 1. 5. 48, "Frankfurt New York", PAA, cover very
fine
2297b
estimate 30,3486 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg-Brüssel", flight confirmation
stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2301
estimate 40,3487 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg-Copenhavn", flight
confirmation stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2302
estimate 50,3488 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg-London", flight confirmation
stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2303
estimate Gebot
3489 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg New York", flight
confirmation stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2304
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT 1945 58
123
3490 20. 12. 49, "Paris Munich", French franking, with
vignette, superb cover
2335
estimate 45,3491 20. 12. 49, "Paris Munich", French franking, no
arrival postmark, superb cover
2335
estimate 20,3492 7. 12. 51, "Frankfurt-Sydney" with good franking
(Federal Republic of Germany no. 145 / 6 and Berlin
77, 79), superb cover, RR!
2406
estimate 240,3493 24. 4. 52, "Frankfurt-Madrid", franked by Amerk.
And British zone no. 87eg and Federal Republic of
Germany no. 147, superb cover, R!
2410
estimate 110,3494 19. 4. 43, "Berlin-Casablanca", franked by Berlin
no. 87, superb cover
2432B
estimate 50,3495 16. 11. 53, "Frankfurt-Londres", 15 Pf. Berlin
private postal stationery postcard with Michel no. 103
additional franking, superb postcard
2455
estimate 45,3496 22. 3. 54, "Frankfurt / M. CairoJeddah", superb
postcard with single franking no. 100
estimate 25,3497 9. 4. 54, "Hamburg-Paris", superb postcard
2464
estimate 20,3498 12. 4. 54, "Hanover Amsterdam", blue company
cancellation, superb cover
2471
estimate 40,3499 13. 4. 54, "Goeteborg Hamburg", Swedish
franking, superb cover
2473
estimate 30,3500 22. 5. 54, "Bremen-Buenos Aires", superb cover
2477
estimate 25,3501 20. 7. 54, "Vienna Munich", Austrian franking,
superb cover
2489
estimate 55,3502 2. 11. 54, "Stuttgart lot Angeles", superb cover
2493
estimate 30,3503 3. 11. 54, "Frankfurt-Manila", superb cover
2495
estimate 20,3504 6. 11. 54, "Berlin-Chicago", superb cover
2498
estimate 40,3505 2. 1. 55, "Frankfurt-Salisburg", franked by
Federal Republic of Germany no. 201-03!, superb cover
2499
estimate 65,3506 30. 9. 55, "Copenhagen-rescue", SOW first flight,
handing in for transport "Freudenstadt", superb
postcard
2508
estimate 20,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT 1945 58
3507 31. 10. 55, "Munich New York", franked by 2x
Federal Republic of Germany no. 216 (multiple
franking), superb cover
2511
estimate 25,3508 31. 10. 55, "Munich New York", franked by 2x
Federal Republic of Germany no. 216 (multiple
franking), cover very fine
2511
estimate 20,3509 30. 4. 56, "Berlin-Stuttgart", superb cover
2515
estimate 20,3510 29. 10. 57, "Berlin-Tokyo", 1. direct flight over
the North Pole", superb cover
estimate 60,3511 24. 1. 58, "Dusseldorf-Djakarta", franked by
Federal Republic of Germany no. 246, very fine
2582
estimate 25,LUFTHANSA FIRST AND SPECIAL FLIGHT
3512 1. 4. 1955, "Frankfurt-Düsseldorf", superb cover,
Haberer DM 160.12
estimate 25,3513 16. 5. 1955, "Hamburg-London", incoming line
from of the German Demokratic Republik, cover very
fine, Haberer DM 80.23
estimate Gebot
3514 16. 5. 1955, "Munich London", cover from
Sweden, superb, Haberer DM 75.27
estimate Gebot
3515 16. 5. 1955, "London Munich", reverse two-line
cancel "on order of the Regional Directorate of Posts
Munich no arrival postmark advisable", superb cover,
Haberer DM 400.29
estimate 60,3516 16. 5. 1955, "London Munich", without arrival
postmark, superb cover, Haberer DM 400.29
estimate 50,3517 17. 5. 1955, "Frankfurt-Paris", superb cover,
Haberer DM 80.32
estimate Gebot
3518 17. 5. 1955, "Paris-Hamburg", superb cover,
Haberer DM 175.33
estimate 25,3519 8. 6. 1955, "Hamburg-Dusseldorf-New York",
franked by Saarland Michel no. 324 and 2x 357, superb
cover
34
estimate Gebot
3520 11. 6. 1955, "Hamburg-Frankfurt / M. New
York", superb cover, Haberer DM 75.40
estimate Gebot
3521 11. 6. 1955, "Frankfurt New York", cover from of
Switzerland, superb, Haberer DM 75.41
estimate Gebot
3522 2. 10. 1955, "Hamburg-Lisboa", superb cover,
Haberer DM 65.44
estimate Gebot

LUFTHANSA FIRST AND SPECIAL FLIGHT 124
3523 31. 10. 1955, "Dusseldorf-Stuttgart", cover from
Denmark with Michel no. 347, superb
53
estimate Gebot
3524 23. 4. 1956, "PARIS NEW York", superb cover,
Haberer DM 75.59
estimate Gebot
3525 23. 4. 1956, "New York-Paris", superb cover,
Haberer DM 95.60
estimate Gebot
3526 14. 5. 1956, first flight "SOFIA-BERLIN" with
bulgarian franking, superb
estimate 20,3527 12. 9. 1956, "Teheran Hamburg", laded post from
Tehran, superb cover, Haberer DM 250.113a
estimate 40,3528 7. 10. 1957, "Copenhagen Hanover", superb
cover, Haberer DM 75.178
estimate Gebot
3529 26. 8. 1967, "Budapest-Munich", superb cover,
Haberer DM 250.953a
estimate 40,3530 1955, 9 different flights, very fine, Haberer DM
690.aus 5-41
estimate 60,EASTERN ISLANDS
3531 1912-22, "cos", rest of hinge, 10 superb items,
Michel 247. 50
3-12III ★
estimate 85,3532 1912-22, "LIPSO", rest of hinge, 9 superb items,
Michel 142.3-11VI ★
estimate 50,3533 1912-22, "SCARPANTO", rest of hinge, 10
superb items, Michel 210.3-12XI ★
estimate 75,3534 1912, 20 C. on 15 C. with overprint the different
name of islands, 13 values very fine / superb, Michel
239.10I-XIII ★
estimate 60,3535 1912, 20 C. brown orange, unwatermarked, with
overprint the different name of islands, mostly superb,
Michel 1530.11I-XIII
estimate 450,3536 1930, "Hydrologenkongress", rest of hinge, very
fine set, RR!
34-42 ★
estimate 450,3537 1931, "Saint Anthony of Padua", rest of hinge,
very fine set, Michel 300.63-69 ★
estimate 60,3538 1934, "World Cup", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 1300.137-45 ★
estimate 260,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ALBANIA
3539 1962, "Europe I and II\": Michel no. 683-86,
pages 13 and 689-92, pages 14, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 130.683 ★★
estimate 20,3540 1962, "Europe I and II\": Michel no. 683-86,
pages 13 and 689-92, pages 14, on 4 first day covers,
superb, Michel 270.estimate 65,3541 1963, 8 different souvenir sheets "olympic
Spiele\": pages 19A / B, pages 20 / 1, pages 22 / 3,
pages 26A / B, superb, Michel 210.Bl. ★★
estimate 45,-

BELGIUM
3548 1858, 1 C. green, superb, Michel 140.6II
estimate 50,3549 1878, 5 Fr. red-brown, superb, expertized
amongst other things Drahn, Michel 1600.34b
estimate 540,3550 1911, "National foundation", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel no. 81-84II expertized Drahn, Michel
300.81-88II ★
estimate 120,3551 1918, "Red Cross", 10 Fr. mint never hinged, very
fine set
129-42 ★, ★ ★
estimate 400,3552 1919 / 20, "steel helmet", rest of hinge, very fine
set
145-58 ★
estimate 260,3553 1921, 50 C. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheet (25), as usual margins, superb
165KB ★★
estimate 90,-

BELGIUM
125
3554 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" block
of four, mint never hinged, superb
186
★★
estimate 20,3555 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheetlet (4), very fine MNH, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 150,3556 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheetlet (4), mint never hinged, slight margin
unevenness otherwise superb, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 90,3557 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheetlet (4), mint never hinged, margin defects, stamps
superb, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 75,3558 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheetlet (4), mint never hinged, margin defects, stamps
superb, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 75,3559 1925, "75 years belgian stamps, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 140.191-203 ★★
estimate 40,3560 1928, "abbey Orval" in block of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 840.235-43
★★
estimate 260,3561 1928, "abbey Orval", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 210.235-43 ★★
estimate 65,3562 1929, "King Albert I", Parisian printing, only
margin pieces, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(600.-)
262-65I ★★
estimate 190,3563 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", as
usual block margins, very fine MNH, Michel 750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 190,3564 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", right
small margin crease otherwise very fine MNH, Michel
750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 170,3565 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", mint
never hinged, very fine (defects in the lower margin),
Michel 750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 150,3566 1931, souvenir sheet "war invalids", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 600.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 220,3567 1931, souvenir sheet "war invalids", as usual
margins, very fine MNH, Michel 600.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 170,3568 1931, 5 Fr. "TBC", superb, Michel 60.321
estimate 20,3569 1932, "cardinal Mercier", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 1100.333-41 ★★
estimate 350,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ANDORRA FRENCH POST
3542 1931, "ANDORRE", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 2500.1-23 ★★
estimate 750,3543 1957, 500 Fr. airmail stamps, superb, Michel 90.160
estimate 30,3544 Postage due stamps: 1931 / 2, 1 C. - 2 Fr., very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 1000.P 9-15 ★★
estimate 300,3545 1980-90, lot first day covers and single stamps,
superb, Michel 180.,
estimate Gebot
ANDORRA SPAIN POST
3546 Mint never hinged collection Andorra chip. Post
from 1972-98, except for Michel no. 71 and 229
complete, superb condition, Michel 180.★★
estimate 40,3547 1975-79, "Europe", complete on first day covers,
2x, in addition to it the single stamps, superb, Michel
158.,
estimate 20,-

BELGIUM
3570 1932, "inf" in blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 1600.342/3
★★
estimate 480,3571 1932, "inf", very fine MNH, Michel 400.342/3 ★★
estimate 120,3572 1932, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 250.347-53 ★★
estimate 75,3573 1932, "TBC", rest of hinge, very fine set
347-53 ★
estimate 35,3574 1933, "abbey Orval", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 2200.354-56 ★★
estimate 780,3575 1933, "tuberculosis" in corner margin blocks of
four, very fine set mint never hinged, R!, Michel 3200.366-72
★★
estimate 1.000,3576 1933, "tuberculosis", only margin pieces, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 800.366-72 ★★
estimate 250,3577 1933, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 800.366-72 ★★
estimate 240,3578 1933, "TBC", rest of hinge, very fine set
366-72 ★
estimate 100,3579 1933, 5 Fr. "TBC", superb, Michel 130.372
estimate 40,3580 1934, "war disabled veterans help" in corner
margin blocks of four, very fine MNH, Michel (320.-)
382/3
★★
estimate 100,3581 1934, "tuberculosis" in the lower corner margin
block of four (1. 75 Fr. only lower margin), very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 1680.386-92
★★
estimate 500,3582 1934, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 420.386-92 ★★
estimate 120,3583 1935, "SITEB" in sheetlet, very fine MNH,
Michel 150.402-04KB ★★
estimate 45,3584 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day cancel in
the margin, very fine MNH, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 120,3585 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day cancel in
the margin, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 85,3586 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day cancel in
the margin, superb, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★
estimate 70,3587 1935, 5 Fr. "SITEB", very fine MNH, Michel
130.405 ★★
estimate 40,3588 1936, 2. 45 Fr. gray black, rest of hinge, superb
428 ★
estimate Gebot

BELGIUM
126
3589 1949, souvenir sheet pair "paintings", minimal
stick in the margin otherwise superb, Michel 300.Bl. 21/2 ★★
estimate 80,3590 1953, "office the European youth", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 60.976-78 ★★
estimate 20,3591 1953, "office the European youth", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 65.976-78 ★★
estimate 20,3592
1954,
"National
monument"
and
"Denkmaleinweihung", rest of hinge, 2 superb sets
989-91,992-94 ★
estimate Gebot
3593 1954, "redecoration of the Beginenhofes", very
fine set, Michel 90.995-1000
estimate 25,3594 1957, souvenir sheet "Antarctic expedition",
superb, Michel 140.Bl. 25 ★★
estimate 45,3595 14 / 15. 4. 30, Night first flight "BRUSSELS
LONDON", with 6 stamps franked, cover very fine,
Müller 102
estimate 50,BELGIUM COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3596 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Belgium from 1981-96 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, with many booklets, superb condition, Michel
more then 900.★★
estimate 180,3597 Except for 3 small values complete mint never
hinged collection Belgium from 1958-62 on Linder
album pages, with Michel no. 1126-34x, superb
condition, Michel 600.★★
estimate 120,3598 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Belgium from 1963-80 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 70,3599 1858-1943, small lot different, partly also better
issues, very fine / superb, Michel 730.,★
estimate 75,3600 1849-1870, small lot of 19 cancelled values,
amongst other things no. 2, 3A, 9 (2x), 21 / 2 etc.,
mostly superb
estimate 100,3601 1961-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 230.,
estimate Gebot
BULGARIA
3602 8. 11. 27, first flight "SOFIA-VARNA", superb,
Müller 7
204,206,208
estimate 35,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

BULGARIA
3603 1931, "2. Balkan Peninsula game", always from
the corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (320.-)
242-48 ★★
estimate 110,3604 1931, "2. Balkan Peninsula game", only margin
pieces, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 320.242-48 ★★
estimate 100,3605 1932, "airmail exhibition", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 250.249-51 ★★
estimate 85,3606 1933, "4. Balkan Peninsula game", except for 10
L. all from edge respectively corner margin, very fine
set mint never hinged, R!, Michel (1100.-)
252-56 ★★
estimate 350,3607 1935, "5. Balkans soccer championship", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 500.274-79 ★★
estimate 150,3608 1958, 1 L. "world exhibition", unperforated,
superb, Michel 80.1087B ★★
estimate 20,3609 1973, souvenir sheet "IBRA", emblem in gray,
very fine MNH, Michel 200.Bl. 41 ★★
estimate 60,3610 1991, "domestic animals", always in the sheet
(100) with centered postmarks, 2x folded, superb,
Michel 450.3881-84,3885
estimate Gebot
3611 1991, "domestic animals" in the sheet set (100),
1x folded, superb, Michel 450.3881-85
estimate Gebot
3612 1992, "insects" in the sheet set (100) with
centered postmarks, 2x folded, superb, Michel 250.4016/7
estimate Gebot
3613 1913, army postal service picture postcard with
stamp the Garrisons commissariat "PLEVEN", very
fine (a little having mould stains)
estimate 35,3614 1913, army postal service picture postcard with
blue military cancel of the 1. driving Hospital the 8.
division "ST. Hesitate Us", superb
estimate 50,BULGARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3615 1983 / 4, "olympic games", complete lot, Prach
★★
estimate 20,3616 1933-64, part of a collection in the old album,
mostly superb condition
★,
estimate 75,3617 Mint never hinged collection Bulgaria from
1965-81 in the KA-BE album, till 1977 almost
complete, later incompletely (text till 1985), superb
condition, Michel approximate 1200.★★
estimate 190,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

DENMARK
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3618 1855, 4 RBS gray brown on "Forwarded-letter"
from London with number postmark "113" over Altona
to Aalborg, on the back oval cancel "Lorent after all,
Hamburg", superb cover
1IIb
estimate 150,3619 1858, 4 S. orange brown, mint never hinged
superb item
7a ★★
estimate 100,3620 1858 / 62, 4 S. brown, both watermark, without
gum, 2 superb items
7a,b (★)
estimate 40,3621 1865, 4 S. red with variety "right lower 4 without
foot" (Facit catalogue 13v2), rest of hinge, superb
13aA ★
estimate 20,3622 1865, 4 S. red, trace or rest of a hinge, superb in
every respect (choice copy)
13aA ★
estimate 20,3623 1871, 3 S. gray / lilac, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 70.17IA ★
estimate 25,3624 1870, 4 S. gray / red, perforated K 14:13½, in the
horizontal pair, rest of hinge, superb
18IA ★
estimate 55,3625 1870, 4 S. gray / red, perforated K 14:13½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 70.18IA ★
estimate 25,3626 1870, 4 S. gray / red, perforated L 12½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 200.18IB ★
estimate 70,3627 1871, 8 S. gray / brown in the horizontal pair, rest
of hinge, superb in every respect (choice copy)
19IA ★
estimate 170,3628 1875, 3 Ø blue-grey / gray, in the horizontal pair,
mint never hinged, superb
22IYA ★★
estimate 150,3629 1875, 3 Ø dull ultramarin / gray, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 140.22IYAa ★
estimate 45,3630 1875, 3 Ø, inverted framework, perforated K
14:13½, in the mint never hinged strip of three, superb
22IIYA ★★
estimate 60,3631 1875, 4 Ø gray / ultramarine, perforated K
14:13½, 4 different issues, rest of hinge, superb
23IYA ★
estimate 70,3632 1875, 5 Ø rose / blue with inverted watermark,
rest of hinge, superb
24IYA ★
estimate 40,3633 1875, 16 Ø gray / brown, perforated K 14:13½, 3
different issues, rest of hinge, superb
27IYA ★
estimate 40,3634 1875-77, 20 - 100 Ø, normal framework,
watermark 1Y, 4 superb items, Michel 157.28-31YA
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

DENMARK
3635 1875, 20 Ø, normal framework, perforated K
14:13½, rest of hinge, superb in every respect (choice
copy), Michel 100.28IYA ★
estimate 35,3636 1875, 25 Ø, normal framework, perforated K
14:13½, with inverted watermark, rest of hinge, superb
29IYA ★
estimate 40,3637 1875, 25 Ø, normal framework, watermark 1Y,
perforated K 14:13½, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 65.29IYA ★
estimate 20,3638 1875, 50 Ø yellow brown / red lilac, normal
framework, watermark 1Y, perforated K 14:13½,
superb, Michel 60.30IYAc
estimate 20,3639 1905, 50 Ø dark lilac, mint never hinged, superb
51 ★★
estimate 65,3640 1905, 50 Ø dark lilac, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 60.51 ★
estimate 20,3641 1912, 5 Kr. "main post office", watermark 1, with
variety "KJÖBFNHAVN" (Facit catalogue 120v2), rest
of hinge, superb, Facit catalogue 6000.- skr.
66 ★
estimate 200,3642 1912, 5 Kr. "main post office", watermark 1, a
number of rest of hinge, superb, Michel 350.66 ★
estimate 90,3643 1913, 1 and 2 Kr. "King Christian X", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 160.75/6 ★
estimate 45,3644 1912, 5 Kr. "main post office", watermark 2,
superb, Michel 120.81
estimate 35,3645 1915 / 8, "service- and settlement stamps", rest of
hinge, 2 superb sets (15 values), Michel 120.82-96 ★
estimate 40,3646 1918, "27 Ø overprint", very fine set (13 values),
Michel 250.84-96
estimate 90,3647 1918, 27 Ø on 1 Ø olive, watermark 1Z, mint
never hinged, superb
84X ★★
estimate 55,3648 1918, 27 Ø on 5 Ø blue, watermark 1Z, mint
never hinged, superb
85X ★★
estimate 55,3649 1918, 27 Ø on 7 Ø red, watermark 1Z, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 125.86X ★
estimate 40,3650 1918, 27 Ø on 10 Ø lilac, watermark 1Z, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 125.88X ★
estimate 40,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

DENMARK
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3651 1924, "300 years Danish post", always in the mint
never hinged part sheet from 16 pieces ( = 4 set in
blocks of four), 15 Ø from the corner of the sheet with
plate number and blank fields, superb
131-42 ★★
estimate 190,3652 1924, "300 years Danish post", 3 blocks of four,
very fine set, Michel 110.131-42
estimate 35,3653 1925 / 9, "airmail", rest of hinge, 5 values as usual
perforated superb
143-45,180/1 ★
estimate 70,3654 1926, 2 Kr. dark gray / lilac red, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.150 ★★
estimate 30,3655 1926, "King Christian X" in blocks of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.151/2
★★
estimate 20,3656 1926, "75 years stamps" in blocks of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 64.153-55
★★
estimate 20,3657 1926, 7 Ø on 1 - 20 Ø, rest of hinge, very fine set
159-65 ★
estimate 20,3658 1927, "caravel", unhinged mint, very fine set,
Michel 95.168-73 ★★
estimate 30,3659 1929 / 30, "battle against the cancer" and
"numeral in the oval", 2 mint never hinged superb sets,
Michel 95.177-79,182-84 ★★
estimate 30,3660 1929, "airmail", rest of hinge, superb
180/1 ★
estimate 50,3661 1930, "numeral in the oval" in blocks of four from
the margin, 7 and 10 Ø with plate numbers, mint never
hinged, superb
182-84
★★
estimate 65,3662 1930, "60. birthday" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (800.-)
185-94
★★
estimate 250,3663 1930, "60. birthday", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.185-94 ★★
estimate 60,3664 1920, "60. birthday", rest of hinge, very fine set
185-94 ★
estimate 20,3665 1935, "differently" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (300.-)
222-27
★★
estimate 110,3666 1935, "differently", always from the corner of the
sheet unhinged mint, very fine set
222-27 ★★
estimate 30,3667 1935, "differently", margin copies unhinged mint,
very fine set, 75.222-27 ★★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

DENMARK
3668 1916, paid reply postal card of the danish Red
Cross to the member of a prisoner of war in Saxony,
very fine
estimate Gebot
DENMARK OFFICIAL STAMPS
3669 1871, 2 S. ultramarine, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 200.D1 ★
estimate 60,3670 1871, 4 S. rose, perforated K 14:13½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.D 2A ★
estimate 40,DENMARK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
3671 1921, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set
P 1-7 ★
estimate 40,3672 1930, "numeral", all from the corner of the sheet
with mostly complete sheet number, very fine set mint
never hinged, R!
P 20-24 ★★
estimate 80,3673 1930, "numeral", margin copies, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 110.P 20-24 ★★
estimate 40,DENMARK POSTFERRY STAMPS
3674 1919, 10 Ø red in the block of four from the
margin, 2 values mint never hinged, superb
Pf 1
★ ★, ★
estimate 130,3675 1922, 50 Ø olive gray, rest of hinge, superb
Pf 8 ★
estimate 60,3676 1930, 10 Ø, 40 Ø and 10 Kr. "caravel", 3 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 135.Pf 11,13/4 ★★
estimate 35,DENMARK SE-TENANTS
3677 1937, "Hanssen backdrop", 3 mint never hinged
superb items
W 5-7 ★★
estimate 20,3678 1984, 2 stamp booklet the postal stamps, cap with
"Stamp sub who comes in and scores goals 11 + 12",
very fine MNH, Michel 76.MH 33 ★★
estimate 25,DENMARK COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3679 1882-1977, duplicate lot Denmark with mostly
cancelled middle values, including service-, postage
and postferry stamps as well a little Greenland, very
fine / superb, Michel 5500., ★, ★★
estimate 480,3680 1977-85, complete part of a collection except for
Michel no. 695 / 6 on album pages, Michel 253.★★
estimate 75,3681 1851-1941, interesting old part of a collection
Denmark with many good middle values, also servicepostage and postferry stamps, condition condition
varies with many superb items, Michel approximate
3500.,★
estimate 480,-

DENMARK COLLECTIONS, LOTS
129
3682 Almost only cancelled collection Denmark from
1851-1958 with various middle values, very fine /
superb, inspect!
estimate 190,3683 Almost only mint never hinged collection
Denmark from 1875-1989 in the KA-BE album with
only small values, in addition to it a few issues Faroes
islands, almost only superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 60,DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS
3684 1941, 20 Ø on 1 Ø greenish black with variety
"short gap between the bar" (field 64, Facit catalogue
catalogue 4v2), rest of hinge, superb, photo expertize
Osper, Facit catalogue catalogue 800.- skr.
2★
estimate 40,3685 1940, 20 Ø on 15 Ø red in the horizontal pair, the
stamps have shifted overprints (field 88 and 92) with
additional franking on parcel card coupon, superb,
photo expertize Osper
4
estimate 60,3686 1975-99, complete lot on stock pages, very fine
MNH, Michel 620.7-367 ★★
estimate 160,3687 1983-2000, all 18 stamp booklet complete,
superb, Michel 268.MH 1-18 ★★
estimate 70,3688 1975-2000, complete collection Faroes islands on
lighthouse album pages, very fine MNH, Michel 635.★★
estimate 160,3689 Except for a few few values complete mint never
hinged collection Faroes islands from 1990-97 on
KA-BE sides, superb condition
★★
estimate 55,3690 1984-89, lot different issues in blocks of four
from the corner, superb, Michel 500.estimate 100,3691 Complete cancelled collection Faroes islands from
1975-90 on KA-BE album pages, superb condition
estimate 65,3692 1980-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 120.,
estimate Gebot
3693 1980-90, "Europe", 10 sheetlet sets (without
1988) with first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 400.KB
estimate 80,DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS STAR CANCEL
3694 "KOLLEFJORD" (without star) on 20 on 5 Ø, on
piece, superb
3
estimate 30,3695 "MYGGENAES" (without star) on 50 and 20 Ø,
on piece, superb
DK 210,271
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

DENMARK FIRST FLIGHT
3696
30.
6.
"Copenhagen-Stockholm-Mariehamn",
Michel no. 143 / 4, superb cover

1930,
franked by

estimate 85,3697 31. 3. 1931, "Copenhagen Berlin Rome", superb
cover, only 40 documents transported
143
estimate 75,3698 26. 8. 1935, "Nakshov Copenhagen", "NAFILA",
special envelope, franked by Michel no. 145
estimate 40,3699 18. 7. 1937, "Esbjerg Copenhagen", cover very
fine
estimate 35,3700 15. 4. 1938, "Maribo-Copenhagen", superb cover
estimate 30,3701 1. 6. 1938, "Copenhagen-Norrköping-Stockholm",
superb postcard
estimate 30,3702 6. 9. 1938, "Slagelse Copenhagen", superb cover
estimate 45,3703 6. 8. 1939, "Nyköping Copenhagen", superb cover
estimate 30,3704 30. 11. 1946, "Copenhagen-Montevideo", cover
very fine
estimate 30,3705 26. 10. 1949, "Copenhagen-Bangkok", superb
cover
estimate 35,3706 25. 4. 1951, "Copenhagen Tokio", superb cover
estimate 30,3707 14. 11. 1954, "lot Angeles-Stockholm", cover
very fine
estimate Gebot
3708 1957-76, 4 different "SAS" airmail documents,
superb
estimate Gebot
DENMARK GREENLAND PAKKE POSTAGE
3709 1915, 1 Ø green olive and 2 Ø yellow, 2 superb
items, Michel 130.4/5
estimate 35,3710 1926, 1 Ø green olive, (Facit catalogue P 4IVv3),
with variety "right 1 without foot", rest of hinge, superb
4A ★
estimate 20,3711 1924, 2 Ø yellow, (Facit catalogue P 5III), superb
5A
estimate 30,3712 1918, 5 Ø pale red brown, as usual perforated
superb, Michel 100.6A
estimate 25,3713 1928 / 31, 10 Ø blue and green blue, perforated L
11¼, (Facit catalogue P 7III and IV), 2 values as usual
perforated superb
7A
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

DENMARK GREENLAND PAKKE POSTAGE 130
3714 1930, 1 Kr. yellow, perforated L 11¼ (Facit
catalogue P 11), violet two-line cancel "no. 36 avane",
superb
11A
estimate 20,DENMARK GREENLAND DANISH POST
3715 1945, 1 - 7 Ø "New York issue", 3 superb items,
Michel 75.8-9
estimate 20,3716 1945, 7 Ø "DANMARK / BEFRIET" in the
horizontal strip of three, superb, Michel (240.-)
19
estimate 70,3717 Except for 2 values complete mint never hinged
collection Greenland from 1989-97 in the KA-BE
album, with some stamp booklet, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,3718 Cancelled collection Greenland from 1950-90 on
KA-BE sides, from 1964 complete, superb condition
estimate 40,DENMARK DANISH WEST INDIES
3719 1866, 3 C. rose, 5 values in minor shade, very fine
/ superb, Michel 375.2
estimate 90,ESTONIA
3720 1923, "airmail", overprint red, always in the strip
of four, as usual manufactured gumming, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 240.41/2b ★★
estimate 70,3721 1923, 10 M. on 5 M. "airmail", unperforated, in
the vertical pair, as usual manufactured gumming, mint
never hinged, superb
43B ★★
estimate 20,3722 1923, 20 M. on 5 M., unperforated, overprint
brick red, in the block of four from the upper margin, as
usual manufactured gumming, mint never hinged,
superb
44Bb
★★
estimate 80,3723 1923, "welfare", unperforated, rest of hinge,
superb
46/7B ★
estimate 40,3724 1924, "airmail", perforated, in blocks of four from
the margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(60.-)
48-52A
★★
estimate 20,3725 1924, 300 M. "map", rest of hinge, superb
54 ★
estimate 25,3726 1928, 10 M. "philatelic exhibition" block of four
with 2 left attached blank fields, mint never hinged,
superb
73
★★
estimate Gebot
3727 1928 / 9, "heraldic lion" with net pattern
overprint, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 120.74-86 ★★
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ESTONIA
3728 1930, 1 Kr. on 70 M. - 3 Kr. on 300 M., rest of
hinge, very fine set
87-89 ★
estimate 35,3729 1931, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.90-93 ★★
estimate 35,3730 1936, 1 - 6 S. "Päts", always 12x in parts of a
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 156.113-16 ★★
estimate 25,FINLAND
3731 1856, 10 K. carmine, single circle postmark
"HELINGFORS" and pen cross, superb, Michel 650.2x
estimate 220,3732 1860, 5 K. pale blue, single circle postmark
"HELSINGFORS" and pen cross, all tongues, superb
3A
estimate 80,3733 1860, 3 A. pale blue, Lovisa stroke of pen
cancellation "N" (Norring), all tongues, superb
3A ~
estimate 120,3734 1865, 5 K. blue on gray blue, rectangle cancel
with one line "ANK", only a tongue shortened, superb
3B
estimate 80,3735 1860, 10 K. rose-carmine on rose, practically all
tongues, gum remains, slight toned, superb, Michel
1000.4A ★
estimate 150,3736 1860, 10 K. rose-carmine on rose, rectangle
cancel with two lines "BORGA", all tongues, superb
4A
estimate 25,3737 1863, 10 K. rose-carmine on rose, practically all
tongues, rare rectangle cancel with two lines
"NYCARLEBY" (frame cancel with 3 lines! ) and
stroke of pen on cover to Alavo", superb
4A
estimate 150,3738 1866, 5 P. brown lilac on bubble purple, some
shorter tongues, without gum, very fine
5Bx (★)
estimate 50,3739 1874, 5 P. brown lilac, all tongues, rest of hinge,
partly blotched otherwise superb, Michel 550.5Cz ★
estimate 120,3740 1866, 8 P. black on green, almost all tongues, rest
of hinge, superb, signed Thier, Michel 600.6Bx ★
estimate 120,3741 1866, 8 P. black on green in the horizontal pair
with single circle postmark "WIBORG", a few tongues
a little shortened otherwise superb
6Bx
estimate 90,3742 1867, 8 P. black on green, rest of hinge, a missing
tongue otherwise superb
6Cx ★
estimate 90,3743 1867, 8 P. black on green, all tongues, superb
6Cx
estimate 75,-

FINLAND
131
3744 1867, 8 P. black on green, practically all tongues,
superb
6Cx
estimate 60,3745 1873, 10 P. black on chamois in the horizontal
paper, blue two ring cancel "HELSINGFORS",
practically all tongues, superb
7Ay
estimate 450,3746 1867, 10 P. black on roveed chamois paper (Facit
catalogue 7v1C3), in the horizontal pair with all
tongues, superb in every respect (choice copy), R!,
provenance Fabergê, photo expertize Schwenson
7Cx
estimate 400,3747 1873, 10 P. black on chamois, practically all
tongues, superb
7Cy
estimate 120,3748 1873, 20 P. blue, all tongues!, manufactured paper
fold, without gum, superb
8Ay (★)
estimate 150,3749 1866, 20 P. blue, all tongues, superb
8B
estimate 30,3750 1866, 20 P. blue, blue two ring cancel
"NURMIS", all tongues, superb
8C
estimate 60,3751 1866, 20 P. blue, single circle postmark
"HELSINGFORS", all tongues, superb
8C
estimate 20,3752 1866, 20 P. blue, centered blue single circle
postmark "EWOIS", 3 short tongues otherwise on
piece, superb
8C
estimate 20,3753 1866, 40 P. rose-carmine, 7 superb items with all
tongues in different color shades
9Bx
estimate 150,3754 1866, 40 P. rose-carmine, Lovisa stroke of pen
cancellation "N" (Norring), only a tongue missing,
superb
9Cx ~
estimate 70,3755 1882, 10 P. gray brown, perforated L 12½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.15Byb ★
estimate 40,3756 1881, 20 P. blue, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 70.16By ★
estimate 25,3757 1881 / 2, 25 P. carmine and anilinrot, perforated L
12½, rest of hinge, 2 superb items
17Ba,b ★
estimate 55,3758 1877, 1 M. red lilac, perforated L 11, rest of
hinge, thin from hinge place, very fine, Michel 1000.19Ay ★
estimate 150,3759 1882, 1 M. violet, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel 500.19By ★
estimate 170,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FINLAND
3760 1882, 1 M. violet, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
gum a little toned otherwise superb, Michel 500.19By ★
estimate 100,3761 1887, 10 M. yellow brown / red block of four, rest
of hinge, superb, R!, Facit catalogue 25000.- skr.
26b
★
estimate 1.000,3762 1891, "national coat of arms", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 500.35-47 ★
estimate 180,3763 1891, 3 R. 50 K. black / gray, rest of hinge,
signed, Michel 200.46 ★
estimate 60,3764 1901, 10 M. black / light grey, superb, Michel
220.54
estimate 70,3765 1901, 10 M. black / light grey, vertical crease
otherwise superb, Michel 220.54
estimate 55,3766 1902, 10 M. black / orangegrau, perforated C, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 140.60Cav ★
estimate 50,3767 1930, 10 M. "Count Zeppelin", manufactured gum
crease, normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 180.161 ★★
estimate 45,3768 1931, 1 M. "Postal Museum" in the block of four
from the margin, very fine MNH, Michel (100.-)
169
★★
estimate 35,3769 1940, 1. 25 M. yellow with single circle postmark
"OULU" on fieldpost printed form card with censorship
stamp, very fine
177
estimate 160,3770 Coil stamp for vending machine: 1992, always 7
different denomination value "Perheelle Pohljolan" and
"Osta Ikimerkki", superb, Michel 56.A 12.3,12.4 ★★
estimate 20,3771 Coil stamp for vending machine: 1993, "Sano se
kirjeessä. . . ", 2 key sets, very fine MNH, Michel 96.A 12.6 S3,5 ★★
estimate 30,FINLAND COLLECTIONS
3772 Small lot of 23 values, condition condition varies
with many superb items and some beautiful
cancellations, Michel more then 1600.aus 11-24
estimate 250,3773 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Finland from 1960-94 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, in addition to it issues from 1956 on Lindner
album pages, superb condition, Michel approximate
1000.★★
estimate 180,3774 Almost only cancelled complete collection
Finland from 1945-90 in the Schaubek album with
stamp booklet and Car package stamps, almost only
superb condition, Michel 1450., ★ ★, ★
estimate 290,-

FINLAND COLLECTIONS
132
3775 1992-2002, "Europe" in 9 sheetlet, superb, Michel
305.KB ★★
estimate 70,FINLAND AUNUS
3776 1919, 1 M. carmine / black, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 120.6★
estimate 40,NORDINGERMANLAND
3777 1920, 1 - 10 M. "national coat of arms", always
block of four from of the right upper Bogencke, mint
never hinged, superb, RR!, Michel (3920.-)
5-7
★★
estimate 1.400,3778 1920, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel (110.-)
8-14 ★★
estimate 40,FIUME
3779 Military postal service stamps: 1920, 10 C.
carmine and 20 C. yellow brown, 10 C. perforation
fault otherwise superb, Michel 140.2/3 ★★
estimate 30,3780 Fiumanische occupation the Carnaro-Islands:
1920, 50 and 55 C. "VEGLIA", small overprint, no. 33
pin holes otherwise superb, Michel 120.32/3II ★★
estimate 30,FRANCE
3781 1849, 20 C. black, both papers, 2 superb items,
Michel 100.3x,y
estimate 30,3782 1869, 5 Fr. gray lilac, fresh colors with perfect
perfs, superb, expertized Drahn and photo expertize
from the Weid, Michel 1000.32
estimate 380,3783 1870, 10 C. yellow brown, number postmark
"2145", on piece, superb
40a
estimate 20,3784 1870, 80 C. rose, hardly visible trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 300.44a
estimate 80,3785 1876, 1 C. green, rest of hinge, very fine (corner
perforation fault), Michel 170.56 ★
estimate 25,3786 1884, 1 Fr. olive on pale yellow, type II, rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb, Michel 140.67II ★
estimate 35,3787 1877, 5 Fr. violet on pale lilac, rest of hinge, very
fine, Michel 450.76 ★
estimate 90,3788 1886, 25 C. black on lilac-rose, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 80.80 ★
estimate 25,3789 1899, 50 C. carmine on rose, type I, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 250.81I ★
estimate 75,-

FRANCE
3790 1890, 50 C. carmine on rose, type II, rest of hinge,
as usual perforated superb, Michel 220.81II ★
estimate 50,3791 1890, 75 C. dark lilac on orange, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 250.82 ★
estimate 75,3792 1900, 2 Fr. brown on bluish, rest of hinge, as
usual perforated otherwise superb, Michel 90.85 ★
estimate 25,3793 1900, 40 C. red / blue and 1 Fr. lilac red / yellow
green, white paper, mint never hinged, 2 superb items,
Yvert EUR 175.96,98x ★★
estimate 45,3794 1900, 50 C. brown / pale blue, white paper, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 80.97x ★
estimate 25,3795 1902, 10 C. rose, mint never hinged, superb,
Yvert EUR 225.102 ★★
estimate 55,3796 1915, 10 C. "Red Cross", 6x with additional
franking (Michel. No. 87) on registered letter from
"PARIS" to Zurich, very fine
126
estimate 35,3797 1917 / 9, "war orphan", rest of hinge, (5 C. used),
very fine set, Michel 2500.128-35 ★
estimate 750,3798 1917, 15 C. - 1 Fr. "war orphan", normal
perforation, 5 superb items, Michel 727.130-34
estimate 180,3799 1917, 25 C. - 1 Fr. "war orphan", rest of hinge, 4
values very fine / superb, Michel 870.131-34 ★
estimate 190,3800 1922, "war orphan", margin copies, mostly
corners of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged
144-51 ★★
estimate 150,3801 1922, "war orphan", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 380.144-51 ★★
estimate 130,3802 1922, "war orphan", rest of hinge, very fine set
144-51 ★
estimate 70,3803 1922, 5 Fr. "war orphan" in blue and blue-grey
(Yvert no. 169 and 169a), mint never hinged, 2 superb
items, Yvert EUR 735.151 ★★
estimate 190,3804 1922, 5 Fr. "war orphan", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 260.151 ★★
estimate 90,3805 1923-25, 15, 45, 30 and 90 C. "Pasteuer", always
in the corner margin block of four with date of printing,
mint never hinged, superb
154,156,193/4
★★
estimate 50,3806 1924, "Semeuse with Sun", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.159-68 ★★
estimate 45,-

FRANCE
133
3807 1925, 80 C. red in the corner margin block of four
with date of printing, mint never hinged, superb
166
★★
estimate 100,3808 1924, "olympic games", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 75.169-72 ★★
estimate 25,3809 9. 6. 24, special flight "VINCENNES PARIS",
with 6 different "VINCENNES\"Luftpost vignettes
franked, superb, Müller 105
170
estimate 50,3810 1925, "allegory", 20 Fr. manufactured slight gum
crease, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 700.181-83 ★★
estimate 190,3811 1925, 3 Fr. violet / blue "allegory" in the corner
margin block of four with sheet number, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (200.-)
181
★★
estimate 90,3812 1925, 3 Fr. violet / blue "allegory" in the block of
four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.181
★★
estimate 65,3813 1925, "Semeuse on smooth ground" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 240.184-91
★★
estimate 80,3814 1925, "Semeuse on smooth ground", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 60.184-91 ★★
estimate 20,3815 1925, "Pasteuer" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (440.-)
192-97
★★
estimate 140,3816 1925, "Pasteuer", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.192-97 ★★
estimate 35,3817 1926, 55 C. on 60 C. violet, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 240.199 ★★
estimate 80,3818 1926, 55 C. on 60 C. violet, rest of hinge, superb
199 ★
estimate 40,3819 1926 / 7, postal stamps in blocks of four,
unhinged mint, very fine set, Michel (88.-)
200-10
★★
estimate 25,3820 1926 / 7, "war orphan", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 120.211-14 ★
estimate 40,3821 1926 / 7, 1 and 5 Fr. "war orphan", mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 270.213/4 ★★
estimate 90,3822 1926 / 7, 1 and 5 Fr. "war orphan", normal
perforation, mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel
270.213/4 ★★
estimate 75,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FRANCE
3823 1926, 5 Fr. "war orphan" in the block of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (720.-)
214
★★
estimate 220,3824 1927, souvenir sheet "Strasbourg", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 700,3825 1927, "flight- and navigation exhibition", very
fine MNH, Michel 650.220/1 ★★
estimate 200,3826 1927, 3 Fr. dark reddish lilac / lilac "allegory" in
the block of four from the margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 520.222
★★
estimate 160,3827 1927, 3 Fr. dark reddish lilac / lia "allegory", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.222 ★★
estimate 40,3828 1927, "national debts redemption fund" in blocks
of four from the margin, 50 C. with date of printing,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (160.-)
226-28
★★
estimate 60,3829 1928, 1. 50 Fr. "national debts redemption fund",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.229 ★★
estimate 40,3830 1929, 50 C. "Jeanne a\'Arc" in the complete stamp
booklet "Le Havre", mint never hinged, superb
237MH ★★
estimate 75,3831 1929, 2 Fr. "Le Havre", special cancel, left lower
corner of the sheet, superb
239
estimate 220,3832 1929, 2 Fr. "Le Havre", left margin copy, superb,
Michel 600.239
estimate 200,3833 1930, 5 Fr. dark brown "Mont-Saint-Michel" in
the corner margin block of four with date of printing,
mint never hinged, superb
240a
★★
estimate 55,3834 1929, 5 Fr. "Mont-Saint-Michel", both colours,
mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 75.240a,b ★★
estimate 25,3835 1929, 10 Fr. dull ultramarin "port from La
Rochelle", type I, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.241I ★★
estimate 50,3836 1930, 10 Fr. blue "port from La Rochelle", type II,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 250.241II ★★
estimate 90,3837 1930, 10 Fr. blue "port from La Rochelle", type II,
normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
250.241II ★★
estimate 70,3838 1929, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.242A ★★
estimate 160,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FRANCE
134
3839 1929, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13½, right margin copy, normal perforation, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 450.242A ★★
estimate 130,3840 1931, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13, corner of the sheet with date of printing, mint never
hinged, superb, R!
242C ★★
estimate 280,3841 1931, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 500.242C ★★
estimate 180,3842 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "grin from Reims", in the left
upper corner margin block of four with plate number
and blank fields, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(480.-)
248
★★
estimate 180,3843 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "grin from Reims", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.248 ★★
estimate 40,3844 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "grin from Reims" in the complete
stamp booklet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 900.248MH ★★
estimate 320,3845 1930, "Bureau of Labor" in blocks of four with
attached blank fields, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (140.-)
249/50
★★
estimate 45,3846 1930, "Bureau of Labor" and "airmail", mint
never hinged, 3 superb items, Michel 73.249-51 ★★
estimate 25,3847 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "airmail" with punching "E. I. P.
A. 30", mint never hinged, superb
255I ★★
estimate 220,3848 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "airmail" with punching "E. I. P.
A. 30", mint never hinged, as usual perforated superb
255I ★★
estimate 190,3849 1931, 1. 50 Fr. "provinces" in the right upper
corner margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (960.-)
261
★★
estimate 320,3850 1931, 1. 50 Fr. "provinces", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 240.261 ★★
estimate 80,3851 1931, "colonial exhibition" and "arch of triumph",
mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 120.262/3 ★★
estimate 35,3852 1931, 2 Fr. "arch of triumph" in the corner margin
block of four with date of printing and two blank fields,
mint never hinged, superb
263
★★
estimate 110,3853 1923, 90 C. - 1. 25 Fr. and 1. 75 Fr. "peace
allegory", always in the right lower corner margin block
of four with date of printing, mint never hinged, superb
279-81,283
★★
estimate 380,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FRANCE
3854 1932, 90 C. dark red and 1. 25 Fr. dark olive, rest
of hinge, 2 superb items
279,281 ★
estimate 30,3855 1933, "personalities", unhinged mint, very fine
set, Michel 90.287-89 ★★
estimate 25,3856 1933, 1. 25 Fr. "Victor Hugh" in the block of six
from of the right lower corner of the sheet with date of
printing, mint never hinged, superb
288 ★★
estimate 130,3857 1934, 1. 50 Fr. "peace pigeon", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.291 ★★
estimate 30,3858 1934, "Jock Cartier" in left lower corner margin
blocks of four with blank fields and date of printing,
very fine MNH
292/3
★★
estimate 280,3859 1934, "Jock Cartier", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 150.292/3 ★★
estimate 45,3860 1935, 4 mint never hinged superb items, always
with attached blank field, Michel (170.-)
296-99 ★★
estimate 60,3861 1936, 85 C. - 3. 50 Fr. "airplane over Paris" in
blocks of four, 6 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 940.305-10
★★
estimate 280,3862 1936, 85 C. - 3. 50 Fr. "airplane over Paris", 6
mint never hinged superb items
305-10 ★★
estimate 70,3863 1936, 1. 50 Fr. "blue ribbon", superb, Michel
120.316 ★★
estimate 40,3864 1936, 50 Fr. "money paper", very fine, Michel
300.321
estimate 80,3865 1936, "monument by Vimy" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine MNH, Michel 144.322/3
★★
estimate 40,3866 1936, "Jaures" in blocks of four, very fine MNH,
Michel 100.324/5
★★
estimate 30,3867 1936, "ocean crossing" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (2600.-)
326/7
★★
estimate 800,3868 1936, 10 Fr. "ocean crossing" with right empty
space, mint never hinged, superb
327 ★★
estimate 200,3869 1936, 10 Fr. "ocean crossing", very fine MNH,
Michel 650.327 ★★
estimate 190,3870 1936, "world exhibition", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.328-33 ★★
estimate 20,-

FRANCE
135
3871 5. 6. 38, first flight "METZ DAX", philatelic
exhibition, superb cover, Müller 432
328/9
estimate 35,3872 1936, "distressed person spirit worker" in corner
margin blocks of four with blank fields, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (160.-)
336-39
★★
estimate 50,3873 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", very fine MNH,
Michel 650.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 220,3874 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", minimal edge
corrugation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 650.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 170,3875 1937, "Nationally-museums" with special cancel
always on vacuously cancelled artist postcard from
louvre, superb
359/60
estimate 35,3876 1943, "national Aid" in the sheet (5 strip of five),
mint never hinged, superb
581-84 ★★
estimate 25,3877 1950, 1000 Fr. "Paris", superb, Michel 140.865 ★★
estimate 45,3878 1952, "abbey Ste-Croix" and "Militärmedaille",
always on special card of the "aero-club" Sables
d\'Olonne with special cancellations "motor rally
meeting", 2 superb cards
944/5
estimate Gebot
3879 1953, stamp booklet "Red Cross", very fine
MNH, Michel 130.984/5 MH ★★
estimate 45,3880 1954, stamp booklet "Red Cross", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.1032/3MH ★★
estimate 35,3881 1955, "personalities", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.1053-58 ★★
estimate 50,3882 1961, 0. 45 Fr. "Sully-sur-Loire" in the block of
ten, as well 2x the variety "white castle" (Yvert 1313a),
superb, photo expertize Behr, Yvert EUR 700.1367 ★★
estimate 230,3883 9 different stamp booklet "Red Cross" from 1961,
1965 and 1968-74, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
94.a. 1376-1899MH ★★
estimate 25,3884 8 different stamp booklet "Red Cross" from 1961,
1965 and 1968-73 with with day red special
cancellations, superb
a. 1376-1860MH
estimate 20,3885 1964, 1 Fr. "Philatec" in the sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 180.1480KB ★★
estimate 60,3886
1927,
"SRASSBOURG
exposition
PHILATELIQUE", special card with 2 vignettes,
superb
estimate Gebot

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE AND CAMP MAIL
3887 1881, handwritten notation "Corps expéditionäre
de Tunisia" and black rectangle cancel with two lines
"CORR. Of the armies" (that the franchise guaranteed)
as well hardly readable Military stamp on fieldpost
letter, very fine (horizontal folded)
estimate 80,3888 1914, paid reply postal card of the international
Red Cross in Geneva to the member of a prisoner of
war to Paris, very fine (vertical folded)
estimate 20,3889 1915, locate form letter of the French Red Cross
Society
with
Portofreiheitsvernerk
and
red
Argenturstempel "CROIX blusher FRANÇAISE
AGENCE of the PRISONNIERS", very fine
estimate 30,3890 1917, fieldpost letter with violet letter cancel
"army Serbian AERONAUTIQUE" with content to
France, superb
estimate 90,3891 1917, prisoner of war form card from red cross
with Gebührenfreiheitsvermerk into camp to East
Prussia, very fine
estimate 30,3892 1927, single circle postmark "329 B PAYEUR
AUX armies" on army postal service picture postcard
from Baalbeck, superb
estimate 20,3893 1938, violet senders mark "Le Capitaine R.
Courtin, Con la 4 D you 6 G. A. A. " on face of cover
from the time of the "strange War", very fine
estimate 45,3894 1948, prisoner of war letter from the French
detention camp no. "172" from "VERNET d' ARIEGE"
to Germany in the French zone, superb
estimate 25,3895 1956, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX
armies / A. F. N. " on fieldpost letter "F. M. " to France,
superb
estimate 30,3896 1961, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX
armies / A. F. N. " on army letter the Women solidarity
movement the Sahara-region Algeriens (partition
Constantine and West-Algeria) with red two ring cancel
"MOUVEMENT / DE SOLIDARITÉ female /
ALGÉRIE-SAHARA", very fine
estimate 90,3897 Recruit card of the French Colonial ministry,
superb
estimate 20,-

FRANCE MILITARY POSTAL SERVICE STAMPS
136
3899 1962, military postal service stamp in red and blue
two ring cancel senders mark of the French navy on
airmail military letter from Dakar / Senegal to France
with blue two-line cancel "VAGUEMESTRE it
CADORE LÉGÉRE" of the slight French
Luftgeschwaders, very fine
M 12a
estimate 30,FRANCE POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
3900 1882, 20 C. black, superb, Michel 110.P 17
estimate 35,3901 1882, 5 Fr. black, superb, R!, expertized Drahn,
Michel 1700.P 23
estimate 580,3902 1924 / 5, 40 - 60 C., always block of four with
gutter and number (Millesimes), mint never hinged,
superb
P 47-49
★★
estimate 50,3903 1927, 60 C. - 2 Fr. in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 608.P 59-61
★★
estimate 180,3904 1927, 1 Fr. violet and 2 Fr. pale blue, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 140.P 60/1 ★★
estimate 40,3905 1929, 1. 20 Fr. on 2 Fr. pale blue and 5 Fr. on 1
Fr. violet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 190.P 62/3 ★★
estimate 65,3906 1931, 1 Fr. blue-green and 2 Fr. sepia, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 305.P 65/6 ★★
estimate 100,3907 1931, 2 Fr. sepia with attached blank field, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (270.-)
P 66 ★★
estimate 90,3908 1960, "wheat sheaves", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.P 93-97 ★★
estimate 25,FRANCE POSTAL STATIONERIES
3909 1924, 30 C. "olympic games", unused, superb,
Michel 120.P 42
estimate 35,3910 1890-1937, almost only used lot of 39 different,
mostly old postal stationery, a little mixed quality
estimate 50,3911 1883-89, 11 used documents to Germany, mixed
quality
estimate Gebot

FRANCE MILITARY POSTAL SERVICE STAMPS
3898 1903, 15 C. orange with two ring cancel "CORR.
D`ARMEES / CONSTANTINOPEL FR" on military
letter, very fine
M1
estimate 70,-

FRANCE COLLECTIONS
3912 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
France from 1979-96 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, in addition to it a few stamp booklet, 1992 a
little incompletely, superb condition, Michel
approximate 1500.★★
estimate 280,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FRANCE COLLECTIONS
3913 Mint never hinged collection France from
1952-79 in the KA-BE album, from 1956 complete, in
addition to it postage and CEPT-editions, superb
condition
★★
estimate 200,3914 Complete mint never hinged collection France
from 1980-90 in the KA-BE album with mounts, as
well strip and stamp booklet, superb condition
★★
estimate 180,3915 Mint never hinged collection France from
1956-76 clean in the stockbook, often 2-3x available,
with 29 "Red Cross" booklet, superb condition
★★
estimate 150,3916 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
France from 1960-78 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, in addition to it 1958 / 9 on Lindner album
pages, superb condition, Michel 800.★★
estimate 140,3917 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
France from 1965-74 clean in the stockbook, superb
condition
★★
estimate 50,3918 1900-44, cancelled part of a collection France
with middle issues, very fine / superb, Michel
approximate 1200.estimate 150,-

FRANCE FRANCIS. POST IN EGYPT
137
3926 Port Said: 1925-28, postal stamps, edge
respectively corner margin copies, 2 mint never hinged
superb sets
70-86 ★★
estimate 20,-

FRANCE LOTS
3919 1958-2001, lot different issues "Council of
Europe" and "UNESCO", very fine MNH, Michel 110.★★
estimate 25,3920 1849-75, small lot of 39 different values,
condition varies with many superb items, Michel 1120.estimate 190,3921 Interesting lot of over 100 documents from 1855,
with various better issues, a little mixed quality,
treasure trove, inspect!
estimate 120,-

GIBRALTAR
3932 1979-89, "Europe", 8 different sheetlet sets with
first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 160.KB
estimate 30,-

FRANCE FRANCIS. POST IN EGYPT
3922 Alexandria - postage due stamps: 1922, 2 Mill.
On 5 C. - 30 Mill. On 1 Fr. in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged
P 1-5
★★
estimate 35,3923 Alexandria - postage due stamps: 1928 / 30, 1
Mill. - 40 Mill. In blocks of four from the margin, very
fine set mint never hinged
P 6-13
★★
estimate 40,3924 Alexandria - postage due stamps: 1928 / 30, 1
Mill. - 40 Mill. In blocks of four, almost only from
margin, very fine set mint never hinged
P 6-13
★★
estimate 40,3925 Port Said: 1925, postal stamps in blocks of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, as usual perforated
very fine set
70-80
★★
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FRANCE FRANCIS. POST ABROAD MOROCCO
3927 1902, 2 Pta. On 2 Fr. violet / yellow, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 140.17 ★
estimate 40,3928 1911, fieldpost letter from Casablanca to Discount
with violet Military stamp and one-line cancel
"franchise POSTALE", reference on the postal Fee
freedom, very fine
estimate 100,FRANCE FRANCIS. POST ABROAD
3929 Island Ruad: postal stamps, rest of hinge, 10 C.
some blunted teeths otherwise very fine set, expertized
amongst other things A. Forbin, Michel 1500.1-3 ★
estimate 450,3930 Island Ruad: postal stamps, very fine set on letter
pieces, signed, Michel 750.1-3
estimate 220,FRENCH COLONIES GENERALLY ISSUES
3931 1872, 4 C. gray, very fine (thin places), Michel
600.16
estimate 150,-

GREECE
3933 1861, 5 L. grass green on greenish, fine printing,
number postmark "46", superb, expertized Büning,
Michel 150.11IIb
estimate 50,3934 1874, 40 L. gray greenish olive on blue, good to
large margins all round on cover with two ring cancel
from Constantinople, superb
42a
estimate 180,3935 1880. 20 L. ultrmarin, left at the bottom very
close margin, superb, expertized Büning, Michel 180.57
estimate 55,3936 1901, "Hermes", very fine set mint never hinged,
R!
125-28 ★★
estimate 100,3937 1924, 80 L. lilac brown on military postal service
letter, verso violet three circle cancel, very fine
201
estimate 60,3938 1923, 25 Dr. on 25 Dr. "Venizelos issue", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 75.255 ★★
estimate 20,3939 1923, "postal stamps from Crete without
overprint", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
500.256-69 ★★
estimate 150,-

GREECE
3940 Not issued: 1923, 5 L. on 1 L. red-brown, rest of
hinge, superb
IIIb ★
estimate 20,3941 1923, "postal stamps from Crete with overprint",
5 Dr. slight on the back stick otherwise very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 800.270-79 ★★
estimate 180,3942 1923, "postage due stamps from Crete without
overprint", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
105.280-87 ★★
estimate 35,3943 1923, "postage due stamps from Crete with
overprint", mint never hinged, as usual perforated very
fine set, Michel 190.288-96 ★★
estimate 55,3944 1926, "semi-official airmail stamps", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 130.300-03 ★★
estimate 45,3945 1927, postal stamps, type I, mint never hinged, as
usual perforated very fine set, Michel 750.304-17I ★★
estimate 200,3946 1927, 1 Dr. "Hephaisto cancel", type II, in the
block of four from the lower margin, mint never
hinged, superb
311II
★★
estimate 20,3947 1927, 10 Dr. "Hephaisto cancel", type I, rest of
hinge, superb
315I ★
estimate 25,3948 1927 / 8, "Lake battle from Navarino", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 260.321-26 ★★
estimate 75,3949 1930, "a hundred years independence" in blocks
of four from the margin, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 1200.327-44
★★
estimate 360,3950 1930, "a hundred years independence", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 300.327-44 ★★
estimate 90,3951 1933, "Count Zeppelin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 380.352-54 ★★
estimate 120,3952 1933, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinge, very fine
set
352-54 ★
estimate 55,3953 1933, "Aeroespresso", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 220.355-61 ★★
estimate 65,3954 1933, "airmail", rest of hinge, as usual perforated
very fine set
362-68 ★
estimate 40,3955 1932, postal stamps, rest of hinge, gum partly
minimal shaded otherwise very fine set
369-71 ★
estimate 290,-

GREECE
138
3956 1934, 8 Dr. "stadium in Athen", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 220.372 ★★
estimate 65,3957 1935, 5 Dr. on 100 Dr. and 15 Dr. on 75 Dr. in
blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 102.386/7
★★
estimate 30,3958 1939, "reunification the ionic islands", mint never
hinged, very fine set, Michel 140.416-20 ★★
estimate 45,3959 1951, "Marshall map", margin copies, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 220.582-87 ★★
estimate 70,3960 1982-86, 4 souvenir sheets and 3 sheetlet with
first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 105. 20
Bl. 2-5,KB
estimate 25,3961 1985-90, "Europe", all 6 sheetlet sets complete
with first day cancel`s, no. 1742 / 3 2x, superb, Michel
324.KB
estimate 60,3962 1948, registered military postal service letter with
blue two ring cancel, very fine
estimate 70,3963 Postage due stamps: 1902, "numeral", very fine
set mint never hinged
P 25-38 ★★
estimate 20,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GREECE BES. I. D. TURKEY
3964 1923, military postal service letter with on the
back More military senders note and military cancel,
use of an American military printed form letter, very
fine
estimate 45,GREECE NORTH EPIRUS
3965 1940, postal stamps in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 120.1-17
★★
estimate 35,GREECE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3966 Lot of 48 "large Hermes heads" in minor shade,
almost only superb and choise copy condition, partly
old signs, inspect!
estimate 350,GREAT BRITAIN
3967 1848, 10 P. red-brown, number postmark "21",
full margins, superb, Michel 800.6
estimate 240,3968 1847, 1 Sh. dull yellow green, plate WW1, in the
horizontal mostly enormous margins pair, number
postmark "466" as well red "PAID" stamp, left stamp
small corner crease in the margin, wide outside of the
stamp design, decorative superb pair
7
estimate 500,3969 1862, 9 P. olive brown, number postmark "62",
superb, Michel 200.21
estimate 60,-

GREAT BRITAIN
3970 1867, 9 P. yellow brown and 10 P. red-brown, 2
values very fine, Michel 360.31/2
estimate 75,3971 1867, 10 P. red-brown, huge wide, as usual
perforated superb
32
estimate 50,3972 1867, 5 Sh. rose lilac, very fine, Michel 400.35
estimate 80,3973 1876, 4 P. orange red, plate 15, slight trace of
crease, very fine, Michel 250.42
estimate 45,3974 1877, 4 P. bright olive, plate 16, superb, Michel
140.48
estimate 40,3975 1880, 1 Sh. brown orange, single circle postmark
"LONDON", slight trace of creases, very fine, Michel
350.53
estimate 80,3976 1883, "Queen Victoria", neat cancelled very fine
set, Michel 1200.72-81
estimate 340,3977 1884, 5 P. dark gray green, superb, Michel 160.78
estimate 45,3978 1883, 9 P. dark gray green, overprint
"SPECIMEN", without gum, very fine
80SP (★)
estimate 50,3979 1884, 10 Sh. ultramarine, superb in every respect
(choice copy), Michel (300.-)
84ax
estimate 100,3980 1881, 1 £ brownish lilac, watermark 11, single
circle postmark "SHAFTESBURY", superb, Michel
1600.85
estimate 480,3981 1902, 5 - 10 P. "King Edward VII", 4 values very
fine / superb, Michel 180.110-13 ★
estimate 35,3982 1902, 9 and 10 P. "King Edward VII", 2 superb in
every respect items, Michel 80.112/3
estimate 25,3983 1902, 5 Sh. carmine, superb, Michel 120.116
estimate 35,3984 1918, "Britania and sea-horses", Bradbury, rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 500.141-43III ★
estimate 160,3985 1913, 10 Sh. indigo "Waterlow", rest of hinge,
Michel 700.143I ★
estimate 260,3986 1922, 9 P. olive, watermark 12, superb, rest of
hinge
153 ★
estimate 40,3987 1924, 9 P. - 1 Sh. "King George V", watermark
15, rest of hinge, 3 superb items
163-65 ★
estimate 25,-

GREAT BRITAIN
139
3988 1924, "Wembley", both perforations, mint never
hinged, 4 superb items, Michel 75.166/7A,C ★★
estimate 25,3989 1924, "Wembley", both perforations, as usual
perforated, mint never hinged, 4 superb items, Michel
75.166/7A,C ★★
estimate 20,3990 1924, "Wembley", perforated K 14, always in
blocks of four from the margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (160.-)
166/7C
★★
estimate 55,3991 1925, "Wembley", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 80.168/9 ★★
estimate 25,3992 1929, ½ - 2½ P. "World postal service congress"
in blocks of four from the lower margin, mint never
hinged, superb
170-73
★★
estimate 40,3993 1993, 24 P. "40. anniversary the throne ascent" on
numis cover, superb
1387
estimate Gebot
GREAT BRITAIN STAMP BOOKLET
3994 1965-86, 42 different stamp booklet, superb,
Michel 430.aus MH 22-79ca ★★
estimate 100,GREAT BRITAIN OFFICIAL STAMPS
3995 1902, ½ P. "O. W. ", a little blotched otherwise
superb, Michel 130.D 69
estimate 35,GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3996 1961 / 2, collection different local stamps: island
Herm, Lundy, Alderney, Sark, Jethow and Sanda, in
each case mint never hinged and used, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
GREAT BRITAIN GUERNSEY
3997 1976-90, "Europe", 13 sheetlet sets (without 1982
and 86) with first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 317.KB
estimate 60,3998 Complete mint never hinged collection guernsey
from 1958-81 in the Borek album with mounts with
postage due stamps, in addition stamp booklets,
sheetlet, maximum cards, airmail letter sheets, superb
condition, high acquisition value
★★
estimate 50,3999 1970-81, lot different complete issues, very fine
MNH, Michel 150.★★
estimate 25,GREAT BRITAIN ISLAND YOU
4000 1976-94, "Europe", except for 1977 all 18 sheetlet
sets complete, superb, Michel 520.KB
estimate 100,4001 1980-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 150.,
estimate Gebot

GREAT BRITAIN JERSEY
4002 Postage due stamps: 1969, "postage due stamps",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 60.P 1-6 ★★
estimate 20,4003 1978-90, "Europe", all 13 sheetlet sets complete
with first day cancel`s, almost only superb, Michel
465.KB
estimate 65,4004 Except for 3 small values more then complete
mint never hinged collection jersey from 1858-1981 in
the Borek album with mounts with stamp booklet and
stamp booklet panes, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,GREAT BRITAIN POST IN MOROCCO
4005 1907-12, "King Edward VII" and supplementary
values, rest of hinge, 10 superb items
33-42 ★
estimate 65,GREAT BRITAIN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4006 1856, reverse blue green single circle postmark". .
. Post OFFICE" as well on face manuscript taxe "3" on
fieldpost letter over Marseille to Leamington / England,
very fine (legitimate defects), RR!
estimate 340,4007 1901, 1 P. rose postal stationery cover and two
ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / britisch ARMY. S.
AFRICA" to London, superb
estimate 50,4008 1901, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" with two ring cancel
"ARMY post OFFICE / B / ELANDS-FONTEIN" and
censorship stamp on service-fieldpost registered letter,
very fine
65
estimate 25,4009 1902, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" in the horizontal pair
with single circle postmark "FIELD P. O. / britisch
ARMY S. AFRICA" as well reverse fieldpost cancel
the fourth cancellation type, here from "Pennant tone"
with distinction letter "B", very fine
65
estimate 30,4010 1919, two ring cancel "ARMY post OFFICE" and
weak censorship stamp on army postal service picture
postcard to Mons / Belgium, with arrival postmark,
superb
estimate 35,4011 1921, 2 P. orange postal stationery cover with two
ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / W 16" to Brideford
/ England, very fine (defects from opening the cover)
estimate 100,4012 1923, 1½ P. "King George V" with single circle
postmark "FIELD post OFFICE / No. 12", Military
base Chanek, on army postal service picture postcard
from Constantinople to Malta, very fine (card corner
crease)
129
estimate 70,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

GREAT BRITAIN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE 140
4013 1943, prisoner of war letter with Military
censorship and censorship strip, handwritten "Red
Cross Postage message Scheme" to Geneva, very fine
estimate 20,4014 Approximate. 1944, 2½ P. blue on cover with
Czech fieldpost cancel no. 22, superb
estimate 30,4015 1947, ½ and 1½ P. (3x) "King George V" with
two ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / 783" on
fieldpost letter from Greece to Germany, legitimate
defects
198,200
estimate 140,4016 1951, 1 and 1½ P. "King George VI" with two
ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / 630" on fieldpost
letter, very fine
222/3
estimate 120,4017 1957, two ring cancel "FIELD post SERVICE /
534" on fieldpost letter to London about the British
head fieldpost office in Tripolis, superb
261
estimate 80,4018 1962, 3 P. bluish violet with Machines field
postmark "FIELD post OFFICE / 2" on fieldpost letter
of the Military basis Dhekelia / Cyprus to England, very
fine
323
estimate 100,4019 1983, two ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE /
141" on airmail letter sheet with entrance stamp of the
British fieldpost office from Stanley "BFPO 666" as
well Memory postcard, the Rescue more surviving
British soldiers of the burning warship "Sir Galahad"
shows, very fine / superb
estimate 80,4020 Siege card from Ladysmith, the on the ground that
stamp deficiency free of postage to be moved up could,
unused, superb
estimate 20,IRELAND
4021 1922, "four-lines overprint", rest of hinge, very
fine set
9-11I ★
estimate 120,4022 1922, 10 Sc. "four-lines overprint", almost mint
never hinged, superb
11I ★
estimate 70,4023 1922, 10 Sc. "four-lines overprint", third overprint
line 21 in lieu of 21½ mm long, rest of hinge, superb
11I/I ★
estimate 100,4024 1922, "three line overprint" in blue black, rest of
hinge, very fine set
37-39I ★
estimate 90,4025 1925, "three line overprint" in gray black, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 650.37-39II ★★
estimate 220,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

IRELAND
4026 1922, "national symbols", watermark 1, rest of
hinge, very fine set
40-51A ★
estimate 55,4027 1937, "St. Patrick", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 650.62-64 ★★
estimate 200,4028 1937, 10 Sc. "St. Patrick", watermark 1, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.64 ★★
estimate 60,4029 1940, "national symbols", watermark 2, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 220.71-82A ★★
estimate 75,4030 1943, 2 Sc. 6 Pg. "St. Patrick", watermark 2
inverted, as usual perforated, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.86aZ ★★
estimate 35,4031 1989 / 90, sheetlet "kids games" (2x) and "postal
Einrichtugnen" (3x) with first day cancel`s, superb,
Michel 165.679/80,716/7KB ,
estimate 35,ICELAND
4032 1873, 8 Sk. Brown, perforated K 14:13½, rest of
hinge, 2 brown points in the margin otherwise superb,
Michel 300.4A ★
estimate 60,4033 1876, 5 A. dull blue, perforated L 12½, very fine
(small defects), Michel 650.6B
estimate 110,4034 1907, 2 and 5 Kr. "double portrait", rest of hinge,
2 superb items, Michel 200.61/2 ★
estimate 60,4035 1012, 50 A. - 5 Kr. "King Frederik VIII", rest of
hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 201.72-75 ★
estimate 60,4036 1920, "King Christian X", rest of hinge, very fine
set
83-98 ★
estimate 220,4037 1924, 10 Kr. on 1 Kr. yellow, rough perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 900.111 ★★
estimate 270,4038 1924, 10 Kr. on 1 Kr. yellow, rest of hinge, superb
111 ★
estimate 100,4039 1924, 10 Kr. on 1 Kr. yellow, superb, Michel
600.111
estimate 190,4040 1925, "views", 7 A. two short teeth otherwise very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 700.114-18 ★★
estimate 190,4041 1925, "views" in blocks of four with "Tollur"
postmarks and full original gum, very fine set
114-18
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ICELAND
141
4042 1925 / 6, 2 Kr. on 25 A. orange and 10 Kr. on 50
A. lilac red, rest of hinge, superb
119/20 ★
estimate 120,4043 1925, 10 Kr. on 50 A. lilac red, rest of hinge,
superb
120 ★
estimate 75,4044 1926, 1 Kr. on 40 A. blue, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 400.121 ★★
estimate 130,4045 1928 / 9, "airmail", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 150.122/3 ★★
estimate 50,4046 1929, 10 Kr. on 2 Kr. olive brown / pale blue with
large right margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(190.-)
124 ★★
estimate 70,4047 1929, 10 Kr. on 2 Kr. olive brown / pale blue, rest
of hinge, superb
124 ★
estimate 25,4048 1930, "Allthing", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 700.125-40 ★★
estimate 240,4049 1930, "Allthing", rest of hinge, very fine set
125-40 ★
estimate 120,4050 1930, 10 Kr. "Allthing", unperforated from
spoilage, mint never hinged, superb
139U ★★
estimate Gebot
4051 1930, airmail stamps "Allthing", always from of
the right lower corner of the sheet, very fine set mint
never hinged
142-46 ★★
estimate 140,4052 1930, airmail stamps "Allthing", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 400.142-46 ★★
estimate 130,4053 1931, "Count Zeppelin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.147-49 ★★
estimate 70,4054 1931 / 2, "Gullfoss cascade", set very fine /
superb, Michel 400.150-55 ★★
estimate 100,4055 1933, "charity unions", always in the 10er part
sheet from the corner of the sheet, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.168-71 ★★
estimate 30,4056 1934, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.175-80 ★★
estimate 35,4057 1935, "landscapes", very fine MNH, Michel 170.181/2 ★★
estimate 55,4058 1935, "Jochumsson" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 360.183-86
★★
estimate 100,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ICELAND
4059 1935, "Jochumsson", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.183-86 ★★
estimate 25,4060 1937, souvenir sheet "25 years regency", superb,
Michel 70.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 20,4061 1957, souvenir sheet "25 years regency", very fine
(small gum spot), Michel 70.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate Gebot
4062 1938, "Geyser", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.193-96 ★★
estimate 35,4063 1943 / 5, 5, 1 and 10 Kr., perforated K 14, always
from of the lower corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, 3 superb items, Michel (81.-)
230,239/40A ★★
estimate 30,4064 1943 / 5, 5, 1 and 10 Kr., perforated K 14, mint
never hinged, 3 superb items, Michel 81.230,239/40A ★★
estimate 25,4065 1943 / 5, 5 and 10 Kr., perforated K 14, mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 75.230,240A ★★
estimate 20,4066 1944, "Sigurdsen", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.231-36 ★★
estimate 25,4067 1953 / 4, "Iceland-manuscripts" and "Hafstein", 2
superb sets, Michel 80.287-91,293-95 ★★
estimate 25,4068 1957, 25 Kr. "Bessastadir" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 120.319
estimate 35,ICELAND SERVICE
4069 1922, 2 Kr. carmine rose with dot behind a, rest of
hinge, superb
D 41I ★
estimate 25,4070 1930, "Allthing", 7 A. creasely otherwise very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 2000.D 44-59 ★★
estimate 600,4071 1930, 5 Kr. "Allthing", very fine MNH, Michel
350.D 57 ★★
estimate 110,ICELAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4072 1957-72, 64 different first day covers, superb
condition
estimate 45,ITALY PRE PHILATELY
4073 1847, "CAVARZERE", two-line cancel on
decorative cover with contents and seal of office to
Padova, superb
estimate 40,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

OLD ITALY PAPAL STATES
142
4074 1869, 10 C. black on red, glossy paper and 40 C.
black on pale yellow on cover from "Rome" to Paris,
superb
22x,24a
estimate 150,OLD ITALY MODENA
4075 1858, 5 C. black on green and 2x 25 C. black on
brownish, large margins all around on cover from
"REGGIO" to Samedan, superb cover, R!
1I,4II
estimate 350,OLD ITALY PARMA
4076 1855, 25 C. red-brown, with wide margins,
superb, Michel 300.8
estimate 90,4077 1859, 10 C. dark brown, rest of hinge, superb,
signed Gebruder Senf, Michel 750.13 ★
estimate 220,OLD ITALY ROMAGNA
4078 1859, 4 Baj. Black on red-brown, mostly
enormous margins, superb in every respect piece of
letter, expertized amongst other things Drahn
5
estimate 65,4079 1859, no. 2 *, 3 - 5 used, piece and 7 - 9 *, 7
values very fine / superb, various old signs, Michel
1430.★, ,
estimate 280,OLD ITALY SARDINIA
4080 1854, 5 C. dark green (Sassone no. 10a), rest of
hinge, fresh colors superb, expertized E. Diena and
photo expertize Newiger, Sassone EUR 4500.7c ★
estimate 750,OLD ITALY SICILY
4081 1859, 1 Gr. brown olive in the horizontal pair on
large superb in every respect piece of letter
2b
estimate 200,OLD ITALY TOSCANA
4082 1853, 1 special yellow, gray blue paper, large
margins all around!, pin hole and small notch in the
upper margin, very fine, Michel (2000.-)
2y
estimate 180,4083 1857, 1 special yellow, left a little cut into
otherwise superb, Michel 4000.11
estimate 680,ITALY
4084 1861, 10 Gr. yellow brown, very fine, expertized
Newiger, Michel 200.6b
estimate 50,4085 1910, 10 L. olive / rose block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, R!
99
★★
estimate 200,4086 1911 / 5, "50 years geeintes kingdom" and "Red
Cross", rest of hinge, 2 sets almost only superb, Michel
92.100-03,120-23 ★
estimate Gebot

ITALY
4087 1923, 50 C. violet, overprint "B. L. P. " on
advertisements letter-card (22. set Lazio) from Naples
to Rome, superb, RR!
B 92II
estimate 650,4088 1922, 60 C. on 50 C. "special delivery stamp" in
the block of four from the upper margin, as usual
perforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.148
★★
estimate 70,4089 1923, 7½ C. on 85 C. - 50 C. on 55 C. "King
Victor Immanuel III" in blocks of four, partly from the
corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (260.-)
166-72
★★
estimate 110,4090 1923, "King Victor Immanuel III" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.186/7
★★
estimate 90,4091 1923, "King Victor Immanuel III", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 75.186/7 ★★
estimate 20,4092 1924, "holy year" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 240.206-11
★★
estimate 75,4093 1925, "pneunatic mail stamps" in blocks of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(144.-)
214-16
★★
estimate 45,4094 1925, 1. 75 L. on 10 L. olive / rose in the block of
four from the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (160.-)
221
★★
estimate 50,4095 1925, "25 years regency" in blocks of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (128.-)
222-24
★★
estimate 40,4096 1925, "King Victor Immanuel III" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (80.-)
225-27
★★
estimate 20,4097 1925-28, "pneunatic mail stamps" (Michel. No.
229, 253, 268 / 9, 272-74), rest of hinge, 7 superb items
★
estimate 20,4098 1926, "700. day of death of the holy Franziskus"
in blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.234-39
★★
estimate 30,4099 1926 / 30, "National militia I and III", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 65.249-52,333-36 ★★
estimate 20,4100 1927, 80 C. on 1 L. "airmail", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 65.271 ★★
estimate 20,4101 1929, "monastery abbey Monte Cassino", as usual
perforated, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 90.318-24 ★★
estimate 25,-

ITALY
143
4102 1939, "400. day of death from Francesco
Ferrucci" in blocks of four, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 320.337-44
★★
estimate 90,4103 1939, "400. day of death from Francesco
Ferrucci", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.337-44 ★★
estimate 25,4104 1933, "international Hochschulspiele in Turin"
and "holy year", rest of hinge, 2 Prachsätze
448-58 ★
estimate 20,4105 1933, "holy year", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.452-58 ★★
estimate 30,4106 1938, "proclamation of the Italian Imperiums",
rest of hinge, very fine set
604-19 ★
estimate 20,4107 1946, 100 L. dark carmine, perforated K 14, very
fine MNH, Michel 500.704A ★★
estimate 150,4108 1949, 100 L. "Republica Romana", superb,
Michel 130.773
estimate 35,4109 1949, "Marshall map", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.774-76 ★★
estimate 40,4110 1951, 4 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
81.826-29 ★★
estimate 20,4111 1951, "Milanese fair", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 110.830/1 ★★
estimate 35,4112 1951, "Textilausstellung" and "Columbus", mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 60.832/3 ★★
estimate 20,4113 1951, "Gymnastic Matches", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 120.834-36 ★★
estimate 35,4114 1953, 80 L. orange brown, watermark 3, block of
four from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 480.891
★★
estimate 140,4115 1953, 80 L. orange brown, watermark 3, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.891 ★★
estimate 35,4116 1954, 100 L. brown, watermark 3, perforated L
13¼, in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 800.920A
★★
estimate 240,4117 1954, 100 L. brown, watermark 3, perforated L
13¼, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.920A ★★
estimate 60,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ITALY
4118 1954, 200 L. dark blue, watermark 3, in the block
of five from of the right upper corner of the sheet, mint
never hinged, superb
921 ★★
estimate Gebot
ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4119 Italian Red Cross cover for prisoner of war mail
during of the II. world war, to England, blanking plate,
superb
estimate 25,4120
1912,
fieldpost
cancel
"DIVISIONE
TRIPOLITANIA" on rare fieldpost printed form card
(printed form to German: "it works me good. Sends me
continual Your advice. For today can I no longer write.
Best regards", very fine
estimate 80,4121 1919, fieldpost cancel "POSTE MILITARE / 111"
and black, handwritten supplemented hand stamp "R.
No 1900" on registered offical postal service the Italian
occupation troops No. 1 as well violet one-line cancel
"RACCOMANDATA" and oval cancel "R. POSTE /
85Ø REGG. FANTERA / COMANDO", superb
estimate 60,4122 1936, two ring cancel "POSTA MILITARE / 105"
on fieldpost card from Debarech, very fine (vertical
folded)
estimate 100,4123 1938, Printed form field postcard "Cartolina
Postale / in franchigia" with stamp of the fieldpost
office No. 4 and corresponding sender memo as well
indication "Posta SPECIAL 500", superb
estimate 35,ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE G. N. R.
4124 1929, 35 C. blue, overprint type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.7I ★★
estimate 45,4125 1929, 2. 55. - 10 L. postal stamps, overprint type
I, mint never hinged, 4 superb items, partly signed,
Michel 360.14-17I ★★
estimate 110,4126 1932, 1. 25 and 2. 50 L. "special messenger
stamps", overprint type II, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 415.33/4II ★★
estimate 120,4127 1930, 25 C. - 1 L. "airmail", mint never hinged, 5
superb items, Michel 125.35-39 ★★
estimate 35,4128 1930, 2 L. blue "airmail", overprint type II, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 250.40II ★★
estimate 75,4129 1923, 5 L. green "airmail", overprint type I, mint
never hinged, superb, signed, Michel 150.41I ★★
estimate 150,4130 1932, 5 L. black slate "airmail", overprint type II,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1200.43II ★★
estimate 360,-

ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE G. N. R.
144
4131 1934, "postage due stamps", mint never hinged,
10 superb items, Michel 755.44-53 ★★
estimate 190,4132 1934, 5 - 50 C. "postage due stamps", 30 C. a
blunt perforation otherwise 7 superb items, Michel
360.44-50
estimate 90,4133 1934, 5 L. violet with inverted overprint, lower
margin copy, gum small toned places otherwise very
fine MNH, R!, signed
54K ★★
estimate 100,ITALY PACKAGE STAMPS
4134 1886, 20 C. blue, rest of hinge, very fine, Michel
300.Pa 2 ★
estimate 35,4135 1946 / 52, "posthorn / numeral of value",
watermark 3, very fine set mint never hinged, 300 L.
photo expertize Sorani, Michel 2500.Pa 66-80 ★★
estimate 900,ITALY COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4136 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Italy from 1960-95 in the KA-BE album with mounts,
1974 a little incompletely, superb condition, Michel
approximate 1200.★★
estimate 190,4137 1956-76, lot different complete issues, always
2-3x, superb, Michel 260.★★
estimate 40,ITALY BES. GIVE. 1918 23 JULISCH VENETIA
4138 1918, 40 H. Brown olive, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 90.10 ★
estimate 25,4139 1918, 2 - 4 Kr. "Regno d\'Italia", rest of hinge, 3
superb items, Michel 1070.15-17 ★
estimate 300,4140 1919, 10 C. brown rose postal stationery postcard
with overprint "Venezia / Giulia" from Novel to Milan
with stamp "POSTA MILITARE 53", besides weak
censorship stamp, very fine
estimate 40,ITALY POST IN THE LEVANT
4141 Italian post office in the Levant: 1908,
"Solonicco", rest of hinge, as usual perforated very fine
set, Michel 300.20-27IV ★
estimate 90,YUGOSLAVIA
4142 1928, 30 Din. Orange, as usual perforated superb,
Michel 400.221 ★★
estimate 100,4143 1974, 5 Din. "revolution monument",
unperforated, lower margin copy, superb, certificate
Ercegovic, Michel - .
1542U ★★
estimate 100,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

YUGOSLAVIA
4144 1999, "Nature and National parks" in sheetlet,
superb, Michel 180.2910/1KB
estimate 55,4145 1998-2003, "Ruin of the Much peoples country",
5 different documents and a bag flag for field post
shipments of the German SFOR-troops with fieldpost
cancel "732 army postal service", superb
estimate 60,JUGOSLAVIA BOSNIA AND HERZOGOWINA
4146 Mint never hinged lot different issues from
1993-2003, as well CROATIAN post 1993 / 4
complete, superb condition, Michel 230.★★
estimate 50,CROATIA
4147 1941, 50 P. - 5. 50 Din. "King Peter II", rest of
hinge, very fine set
1-8 ★
estimate 20,4148 1941, 25 P. - 30 Din. "King Peter II", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 60.9-23 ★★
estimate 20,4149 1941, "stamp exhibition" with ornamental fields,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.39/40Zf ★★
estimate 20,4150 1941 / 2, "landscapes", 15 tête-bêche, mint never
hinged, superb
47-64,82K ★★
estimate 30,4151 1941 / 2, "landscapes", all 15 tête-bêche complete
on 5 registered letters to Switzerland, superb
47-65,82K
estimate 60,4152 1941 / 2, "landscapes", 14 tête-bêche, mint never
hinged, superb
48-64,82K ★★
estimate 25,4153 1941, "costumes" in the sheet set (20) with
ornamental fields, Michel no. 67 and 68 with engravers
mark, mint never hinged, superb
66-68 ★★
estimate 45,4154 1941, "costumes" in the sheet set (20) with
ornamental fields, mint never hinged, very fine / superb
66-68 ★★
estimate 20,4155 1942, "Modelflugzeug exhibition" in the sheet set
(24) with ornamental fields and engravers mark, 4 K.
affixed spot in the margin, mint never hinged, superb
70-73 ★★
estimate 75,4156 1942, "Modelflugzeug exhibition" in the sheet set
(24) with ornamental fields and engravers mark,
margins partly not completely perfectly, mint never
hinged, stamps superb
70-73 ★★
estimate 60,4157 1942, "Red Cross" in the sheet set (24) with
ornamental fields, mint never hinged, superb
86-90 ★★
estimate 160,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

CROATIA
145
4158 1942, souvenir sheet pair "Ustaša youth",
perforated and unperforated, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 80.Bl. 3A/B ★★
estimate 25,4159 1943, 18 K. "stamp exhibition", without and with
overprint, always in the corner margin block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 88.115,117
★★
estimate 25,4160 1995, "peace and freedom" in sheetlet, superb,
Michel 120.319/20KB
estimate 30,4161 Compulsory surtax stamps: 1942, 1 K. "Red
Cross" in the sheet (24) with ornamental fields, mint
never hinged, superb
Z 1 ★★
estimate Gebot
4162 1941-45, mint never hinged lot Croatia in the
stockbook, partly in parts of a sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,LATVIA
4163 1919, 3 K. lilac, perforated L 11½, on piece,
superb, Michel 50.6A
estimate 20,4164 1923, 10 S. carmine, unperforated in the gutter
pair, without gum, superb
93UZW (★)
estimate 90,4165 1929, 40 S. lilac, single franking on international
money order from "SALDUS", superb
96
estimate 20,4166 1923, 2 L. "large national coat of arms" with parts
of the Factory watermark, mint never hinged, superb
99 ★★
estimate 20,4167 1926, 5 L. green, upper margin copy, with parts of
the factory watermark. !, mint never hinged, superb
112 ★★
estimate 100,4168 1927, 15 S. on 40 K. lilac, unperforated, upper
margin copy, very fine MNH, RR!
114U ★★
estimate 90,4169 1928, 1 L. brown / yellow brown, left margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb
123Z ★★
estimate Gebot
4170 1928, "airplane over Riga" in the strip of three
respectively pair, 10 S. with parts of the Factory
watermark, mint never hinged, superb
129-31 ★★
estimate 25,4171 1928, "appliance of a Freiheitsdenkmals",
perforated and unperforated, 2 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 60.138-43A/B ★★
estimate 20,4172 1930, "Rainis-foundations", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 90.153-58A ★★
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

LATVIA
4173 1930, 2 L. slate blue, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 60.176 ★★
estimate 20,4174 1931, "tuberculosis welfare service", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 100.180-89 ★★
estimate 35,4175 1931, "airmail", perforated and unperforated, 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 100.190-92A/B ★★
estimate 35,4176 1931, "airmail", unperforated, always in the block
of five respectively -strip, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (200.-)
190-92B ★★
estimate 70,4177 1932, "Aizsargi II and III", perforated, 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 65.193-202A ★★
estimate 20,4178 1932, "Aizsargi II and III", unperforated, 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 60.193-202B ★★
estimate 20,4179 1932, "aid fund for perished airman I",
unperforated, rest of hinge, very fine set
210-14B ★
estimate 20,4180 1933, 15 - 25 S. "first flight Latvia-Gambia", rest
of hinge, 3 superb items
220-22 ★
estimate 20,4181 1933, "aid fund for perished airman III",
unperforated, rest of hinge, very fine set
225-27B ★
estimate 20,4182 1939, souvenir sheet pair "Office acceptance
Ulmanis II", both watermark, rest of hinge in the
margin, as usual margins, stamps mint never hinged,
superb
Bl. 2X,Y ★
estimate 20,4183 1929, "Denkmalfonds for Meierovics", perforated
and unperforated, 2 mint never hinged superb sets,
Michel 70.144-48A/B ★★
estimate 25,4184 1939, free of charge cover the Postal service
savings bank with rare vignette and advertising
meter-mark "RIGA B APECLO DZIMTO ZEMI! ",
very fine
estimate 70,4185 1924-1940, 15 documents with different
"machinery and Handrollstempeln", mostly superb
condition
estimate 100,LITHUANIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4186 1927 / 8, 6 S. green, 2 cards with railway cancel
(TPO) "VALKA-RIGA" and "RITUPE-RIGA", superb
P3
estimate 50,4187 1938, "tourism picture postcards", 13 different
unused cards (no. 1, 2, 4, 7-9, 11 / 2, 22, 32, 40-42),
almost only superb condition
BP
estimate 90,-

LIECHTENSTEIN
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4188 1912, "prince Johann II", chalky paper, mint
never hinged, by 10 H. Upper row of teeth bluntish,
mint never hinged, set very fine / superb, Michel 1100.1-3x ★★
estimate 190,4189 1912, "prince Johann II", chalky paper, very fine
set, Michel 110.1-3x
estimate 30,4190 1915 / 6, "prince Johann II", normal paper, very
fine set mint never hinged, 25 H. Photo expertize
Marxer, Michel 2300.1-3yb ★★
estimate 750,4191 1916, 25 H. Medium ultramarine, normal paper,
horizontal trace of crease otherwise superb, Michel
525.3yb
estimate 100,4192 1920, postal stamps in mint never hinged 10er
souvenir sheets, as usual perforation and gumming,
superb, Michel 400.25-39 ★★
estimate 90,4193 1921, 2 Rp. gray yellow, perforated L 9½, in the
part sheet from 25 values from of the left lower corner
of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 162. 50
45A ★★
estimate 35,4194 1921, 2½ - 7½ and 13 Rp. "national coat of arms",
perforated L 12½, in mint never hinged blocks of four
from the margin, superb, Michel (528.-)
46-49,51B
★★
estimate 150,4195 1921, 2½ - 15 Rp. "national coat of arms",
perforated L 12½, very fine set (7 values), Michel 260.46-52B
estimate 75,4196 1921, 5 Rp. black brownish olive, perforated L
9½, in block of four from the upper margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 1120.48A ★★
estimate 330,4197 1921, 5 Rp. black brownish olive, perforated L
9½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.48A ★★
estimate 90,4198 1921, 5, 7½ and 13 Rp. "national coat of arms",
perforated L 12½, mint never hinged, 3 superb items,
Michel 115.48/9,51B ★★
estimate 30,4199 1921, 10 Rp. dark yellowish green, perforated L
9½, block of four from of the lower right corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (340.-)
50A
★★
estimate 110,4200 1921, 10 Rp. dark yellowish green and 15 Rp.
black gray violet, perforated L 9½, mint never hinged, 2
superb items, Michel 145.50A,52A ★★
estimate 40,4201 1921, 13 Rp. brown, perforated L 12½, block of
four, superb, Michel 140.51B ★★
estimate 35,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

LIECHTENSTEIN
4202 1921, 15 Rp. black gray violet, perforated L 9½,
block of four from of the right lower corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (240.-)
52A
★★
estimate 80,4203 1921, 15 Rp. black gray violet, perforated L 12½,
mint never hinged, manufactured irregular perforation,
margin copy, superb, Michel 170.52B ★★
estimate 45,4204 1921, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set
53-60 ★
estimate 90,4205 1924, 5 on 7½ Rp. black blue, perforated L 9, in
the right upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 220.61A ★★
estimate 65,4206 1924, 5 on 7½ Rp. black blue, perforated L 9½,
block of four, 2 stamps mint never hinged, superb
61A ★, ★★
estimate 40,4207 1924, 5 on 7½ Rp. and 10 on 13 Rp., perforated L
9, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.61/2A ★★
estimate 20,4208 1924, 5 on 7½ Rp. and 10 on 13 Rp., perforated L
12½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 85.61/2B ★★
estimate 30,4209 1925, 30 Rp. "church in Bendern", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.64 ★★
estimate 20,4210 1924, "vine-grower and palace courtyard", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 260.65-70 ★★
estimate 80,4211 1925, 10 Rp. black yellowish green block of four
from of the right upper corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.68
★★
estimate 50,4212 1927, 15 Rp. dark carmine brown / dark bluish
green in the block of four from the upper margin, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 160.69
★★
estimate 45,4213 1926, 20 Rp. dark vermilion in the left lower
corner margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 680.70
★★
estimate 200,4214 1925, 1½ Fr. "government building", very fine
MNH, Michel 360.71 ★★
estimate 110,4215 1925, 1½ Fr. "government building", very fine,
Michel 140.71
estimate 25,4216 1928, "flood claimant", very fine set, Michel 150.78-81
estimate 45,4217 1929, "accession to power" in blocks of four from
the margin (except for Michel no. 92 from the corner of
the sheet), very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 400.90-93
★★
estimate 130,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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4218 1929, "accession to power", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 100.90-93 ★★
estimate 30,4219 1929, "accession to power", very fine set, Michel
200.90-93
estimate 60,4220 1930, 35 Rp. "Rofenbergkapelle", perforated L
11½:10½, in the centric cancelled block of four, superb
100C
estimate 35,4221 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "Pfälzerhütte", perforated L 11½,
superb, Michel 85.106B
estimate 25,4222 1930, "airplane over landscapes", very fine set,
Michel 340.108-13
estimate 90,4223 1930, "airplane over landscapes", as usual
perforated very fine set, Michel 340.108-13
estimate 70,4224 1930, 45 Rp. and 1 Fr. "airplane over landscapes",
2 superb items, Michel 190.112/3
estimate 45,4225 1931, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinge, 2 superb
items
114/5 ★
estimate 70,4226 1932, "child care", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 220.116-18 ★★
estimate 60,4227 1932, "child care", as usual perforated, very fine
set, Michel 160.116-18
estimate 35,4228 1933, 25 Rp. "Valünatal and Naafkopf", superb,
Michel 110.119
estimate 25,4229 1933, 90 Rp. "castle Gutenberg", on piece,
superb, Michel 150.120
estimate 35,4230 1933, "80. birthday", very fine set, Michel 150.122-24
estimate 45,4231 1934, souvenir sheet "national exhibition", special
cancel, superb, photo expertize Rellstab, Michel 3000.Bl. 1
estimate 900,4232 1934 / 5, 1. 20 Fr. "Pfälzerhütte" and 1. 50 Fr.
"Valüna", 2 superb items, Michel 88.138/9
estimate 20,4233 1936, 1 Fr. "Hindenburg", very fine MNH, Michel
160.149 ★★
estimate 45,4234 1936, 2 Fr. "Count Zeppelin" in the lower left
corner margin block of four, superb, Michel (400.-)
150
★★
estimate 130,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

LIECHTENSTEIN
4235 1939, "coat of arms and prince Francis Joseph II",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.183-85 ★★
estimate 25,4236 1939, "coat of arms and prince Francis Joseph II",
very fine set, Michel 150.183-85
estimate 40,4237 1940, "centenary", very fine set, Michel 250.186-91
estimate 70,4238 1941, 10 Fr. "madonna", superb, Michel 140.197
estimate 40,4239 1942, gift booklet "600 year celebration" with 5
engravings from Prof. Zotow and the respective values
unused glued and with special cancel, superb, R!
202-06
estimate 680,4240 1945 / 7, 5 Fr. "coat of arms", 2 superb items,
Michel 79.243,252 ★★
estimate 25,4241 1945 / 7, 5 Fr. "coat of arms", 2 superb items,
Michel 120.243,252
estimate 30,4242 1946, 10 Fr. "hallower Luzius", superb, Michel
65.247 ★★
estimate 20,4243 1946, souvenir sheet "Vaduz", very fine MNH,
Michel 60.Bl. 4 ★★
estimate 20,4244 1946, souvenir sheet "Vaduz", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel 70.Bl. 4
estimate 20,4245 1948, "aviation pioneer", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.257-66 ★★
estimate 35,4246 1949, "1. paintings set", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.268-76 ★★
estimate 25,4247 1949, souvenir sheet "stamps exhibition", superb,
Michel 170.Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 55,4248 1949, souvenir sheet "stamps exhibition" on First
Day Cover, registered letter, superb, Michel 400.Bl. 5
estimate 120,4249 1950, "3. hunting series", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 95.285-87 ★★
estimate 25,4250 1950, "3. hunting series", very fine set, Michel
95.285-87
estimate 25,4251 1951, "Country working", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 190.289-300 ★★
estimate 65,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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4252 1951, "Country working" in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s, very fine set (a value
minimal trace of crease)
289-300
estimate 120,4253 1951, "Prince and Princess", perforated L 12 ½:
12, superb, Michel 220.304/5A
estimate 65,4254 1951, 3 Fr. "Princess Genes", perforated L 14 3 /
4, watermark 2 W, very fine MNH, Michel 170.305BW ★★
estimate 55,4255 1952, "3. paintings set", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.306-08 ★★
estimate 45,4256 1952, 5 Fr. "Vaduz", very fine MNH, Michel
280.309 ★★
estimate 85,4257 1953, "4. paintings set", very fine set, Michel
100.311-14
estimate 30,4258 1953, "State Museum", very fine set, Michel 65.319-21
estimate 25,4259 1955, "Prince and Princess", superb, Michel 260.332/3 ★★
estimate 75,4260 1955, "Prince and Princess", superb, Michel 160.332/3
estimate 45,4261 2. 11. 1968, "Zurich Kuala Lumpur", registered
letter by airmail with 20 Rp. "Red Cross", superb,
Michel 60.339
estimate Gebot
4262 1960, 50 Rp. "Europe", very fine MNH, Michel
65.398 ★★
estimate 20,4263 1980, "building", always complete on 13 first day
covers with last day stamp "14. 4. 80" and first day
cancel "15. 4. 80", like from of the postal service
delivered, superb,
694-705
estimate Gebot
4264 1978-81, complete in sheetlet, amongst other
things with Michel no. 713-16, 725-27, 734, 743-48,
757-60, mint never hinged, superb, very low starting
price!, Michel 1930.706-90KB ★★
estimate 280,4265 1979, 20 Fr. "Country patron" in the sheetlet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 105.734KB ★★
estimate 30,4266 1979, 20 Fr. "Country patron" in the sheetlet, first
day special cancel, superb, Michel 70.734KB
estimate 20,4267 1982 / 3, complete in sheetlet, amongst other
things with Michel no. 828 / 9, mint never hinged,
superb, very low starting price!, Michel 1200.791-833KB ★★
estimate 190,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LIECHTENSTEIN
4268 1988, "European campaign for the rural area" in
the sheetlet set with first day cancel`s, superb
939-41KB
estimate 20,4269 1992, souvenir sheet "25. wedding anniversary",
7x, very fine MNH, Michel 63.Bl. 14 ★★
estimate Gebot
4270 1994, 4 Fr. "contemporary art" in the sheetlet,
very fine MNH, Michel 140.1084KB ★★
estimate 40,LIECHTENSTEIN OFFICIAL STAMPS
4271 1933, 25 Rp. "Valünatal and Naafkopf" and 1. 20
Fr. "castle Vaduz", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 135.D 9/10 ★
estimate 40,4272 1933, 1. 20 Fr. black brow orange, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 260.D 10 ★★
estimate 75,4273 1934, postal stamps, 25 Rp. both colors of
overprint, 10 superb items, Michel 380.D 11-19a,b ★★
estimate 130,4274 1935, 25 Pf. "Saminatal", overprint red, superb,
Michel 120.D 15a
estimate 35,LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4275 1928, "numeral with ribbon", very fine set,
Michel 100.P 13-20
estimate 30,LIECHTENSTEIN
YEAR SETS
4276 1960, complete unhinged mint year, superb,
Michel 154. 70
389-403 ★★
estimate 35,4277 1994-99, 9 complete years, a few values partly
toned perforation, very fine / superb, Michel 456.1079-1223 ★★
estimate 50,4278 2000, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 96. 60
Bl. 12-1254 ★★
estimate 20,4279 2001, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 102. 90
1255-82 ★★
estimate 20,4280 2002, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 103. 40
1283-1309 ★★
estimate 20,4281 2003, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 101. 10
1310-38 ★★
estimate 20,4282 2004, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 113. 90
1339-67 ★★
estimate 20,4283 2005, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 123. 90
1368-99 ★★
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4284 2006, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 143. 70
1400-35 ★★
estimate 30,4285 2007, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 134.1436-69 ★★
estimate 25,LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTIONS
4286 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Liechtenstein from 1960-95 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, superb condition, Michel approximate 1200.★★
estimate 190,4287 Complete mint never hinged collection
Liechtenstein from 1971-80, superb condition
★★
estimate 80,4288 Complete mint never hinged collection
Liechtenstein from 1972-92 in the Lindner album with
mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,LIECHTENSTEIN
LOTS
4289 1982-86, 7 souvenir sheets complete, very fine
MNH, Michel 137.a. 797-903KB ★★
estimate 35,4290 Lot Liechtenstein from 1912-2008 with middle
issues on stock pages, 1963-85 seeming complete,
almost only superb condition, Michel more then 1200., ★, ★ ★
estimate 100,4291 1954-99, mint never hinged lot different complete
issues, superb, Michel approximate 450.★★
estimate 60,4292 1961-80, 103 different first day covers, from 1971
complete, superb condition, Michel 500.estimate 90,4293 1973-94, "Europe", all 22 sheetlet sets complete,
superb
★★
estimate 140,4294 1987-95, complete on 92 first day covers, superb
condition, Michel 450.estimate 90,4295 1994-99, lot different complete issues on First
Day Cover, superb, Michel approximate 200.estimate 30,LIECHTENSTEIN MAXIMUM CARDS
4296 1981-86, complete on maximum cards, superb,
Michel 332.MK 21-70
estimate 40,LITHUANIA
4297 1919, "2. - 4. Berlin issue", 3 mint never hinged
superb sets
30-60 ★★
estimate 20,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

LITHUANIA
4298 1921, 1 A. "airmail service", unperforated, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 60.106U ★★
estimate 20,4299 1922, 3 C. on 1 A. gray / carmine and on 3 A.
brown / carmine, rest of hinge, 2 superb items
151/2 ★
estimate 80,4300 1923, 5 C. yellow green, unwatermarked, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.211Y ★★
estimate 60,4301 1926, "war invalids" and "orphanages", normal
perforation, 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
200.246-67 ★★
estimate 60,4302 1926, "war invalids", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.246-56 ★★
estimate 35,4303 1926, "orphanages", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.257-67 ★★
estimate 35,4304 1930, "Vytauta the large", rest of hinge, very fine
set
293-306 ★
estimate 25,4305 1930, "Vytautas" in blocks of four from the
margin (mostly from the corner of the sheet), very fine
set mint never hinged
307-13
★★
estimate 20,4306 1932, "Lietuvos vaikas", watermark 6 and 7,
perforated and unperforated, 2 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 60.316-23A/B ★★
estimate 20,4307 1932, "Lietuvos vaikas", watermark 6 and 7,
perforated and unperforated, 2 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 90.324-31A/B ★★
estimate 30,4308 1933, "Lietuvos vaikas", watermark 8, perforated
and unperforated, 2 mint never hinged superb sets,
Michel 100.348-55A/B ★★
estimate 35,4309 1933, "foundation of the first newspaper",
perforated and unperforated, 2 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 100.356-63A/B ★★
estimate 35,4310 1939, 5 C. green with stamp "SILUTE" and violet
one-line cancel "the Memel country is free", on piece,
superb
409
estimate Gebot
4311 1938, "national sports games", as usual perforated
very fine set, Michel 60.417-20
estimate Gebot
4312 1938, "scout camp", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 75.421-24 ★★
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

LUXEMBOURG
150
4313 1860, 4 C. yellow, superb in every respect (choice
copy), expertized amongst other things Drahn, Michel
(220.-)
5
estimate 90,4314 1859, 37½ C. green, two ring cancel
"VIANDEN", superb, signed Gebruder Senf, Michel
250.10
estimate 90,4315 1871, 30 C. lilac red, rest of hinge, small rubbings
at the edge and slight gum crease otherwise with
enormous margins having bright colors superb item,
Michel 1500.21 ★
estimate 280,4316 1871, 30 C. lilac red, normal roulette, Michel
100.21
estimate 30,4317 1882, 25 C. blue, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
120.52D ★
estimate 40,4318 1921, 15 C. "Grand Duchess Charlotte" in the
sheetlet (5), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.121KB ★★
estimate 160,4319 1921, 15 C. "Grand Duchess Charlotte" in the
sheetlet (5), very fine (vertical folded, one stamp trace
of crease), Michel 450.121KB ★★
estimate 100,4320 1923, souvenir sheet "princess Elisabeth", rest of
hinge in the upper margin, stamp mint never hinged,
superb
Bl. 1II ★
estimate 380,4321 1931, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.240-44 ★★
estimate 30,4322 1931, "children´s help", rest of hinge, very fine set
240-44 ★
estimate 20,4323 1933, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.245-49 ★★
estimate 30,4324 1933, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.252-56 ★★
estimate 45,4325 1934, "children´s help" in blocks of four, very
fine MNH, Michel 560.259-64
★★
estimate 160,4326 1934, "children´s help", very fine MNH, Michel
140.259-64 ★★
estimate 40,4327 1935, "auxiliary work for emigrated Intellectual",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 1200.266-80 ★★
estimate 400,4328 1935, "Interlektuelle", rest of hinge, very fine set
266-80 ★
estimate 290,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LUXEMBOURG
4329 1935, "children´s help" in blocks of four from the
margin (mostly from the corner of the sheet), very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 480.284-89
★★
estimate 150,4330 1935, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.284-89 ★★
estimate 35,4331 1939, souvenir sheet "charity", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel (150.-)
Bl. 3
estimate 55,4332 1939, souvenir sheet "charity", special cancel,
superb, Michel 150.Bl. 3
estimate 50,4333 1951, "European agreement", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 200.478-83 ★★
estimate 60,4334 1951, "Europe" with first day special cancel on
cover, superb
478-83
estimate 75,4335 1956 "European Coal and Steel Community",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 70.552-54 ★★
estimate 25,4336 1956, 3 Fr. "Europe" with special cancel on cover,
superb
556
estimate 25,-

LUXEMBOURG COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4338 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Luxembourg from 1960-96 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, superb condition, Michel approximate 800.★★
estimate 150,4339 1945-60, small part of a collection with some
middle issues, mostly superb, Michel approximate 800.★ ★, , ★
estimate 120,-

MALTA
151
4344 1886, 5 Sh rose, thin places, very fine, Michel
120.10
estimate 25,4345 1899, 10 Sh. blue black, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 130.14 ★
estimate 45,4346 1911, 5 Sh. carmine / pale green on yellow, very
fine, Michel 110.40
estimate 30,4347 1917, 5 Sh. red / green on yellow, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 110.51 ★
estimate 40,4348 1922, 2 Sh. blue / lilac on pale blue, superb,
Michel 150.62 ★★
estimate 50,4349 1922, 10 Sh. black, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 350.80 ★★
estimate 120,4350 1922 / 5, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set
82-96a ★
estimate 80,4351 1926 / 7, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set
115-31 ★
estimate 45,4352 1926 / 7, 4 P. - 10 Sh. postal stamps, mint never
hinged, 10 superb items
122-31 ★★
estimate 100,4353 Postage due stamps: 1925, "Maltese Cross", rest
of hinge, very fine set
P 11-20 ★
estimate 20,4354 1975-90, "Europe", 14 sheetlet sets (without 1979
and 88) with first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 290.KB
estimate 50,4355 Postage due stamps: 1925, "numeral", rest of
hinge, very fine set
P 1-10 ★
estimate 35,4356 Postage due stamps: 1925, "Maltese Cross", rest
of hinge, very fine set
P 11-20 ★
estimate 20,-

MACEDONIA
4340 1996, "famous woman" in sheetlet, superb,
Michel 160.74/5KB
estimate 40,4341 Mint never hinged lot different issues from
1992-95, in addition to it compulsory surtax stamps
almost complete, superb condition, Michel 160.★★
estimate 40,-

MOLDOVA
4357 1993-99, "Europe", Michel no. 94 / 5, 106-08 and
304 in sheetlet, no. 94 / 5 additional in the gutter
sheetlet, superb, Michel 182.KB ★★
estimate 40,4358 1995, "peace and freedom" in sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 120.164-66KB ★★
estimate 30,-

MALTA
4342 1863, ½ P. dull brown, white paper,
unwatermarked, rest of hinge, very fine, Michel 800.1x ★
estimate 190,4343 1863, ½ P. brown orange, perforated K 14, rest of
hinge, small perforation fault otherwise superb, Michel
120.2B ★
estimate 30,-

MONACO
4359 1885, 10 C. red-brown on chamois, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 90.4★
estimate 20,-

LUXEMBOURG OFFICIAL STAMPS
4337 1908, 2½ Fr. "Grand Duke Wilhelm IV", superb,
Michel 80.D 91
estimate 30,-

Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

MONACO
4360 1885, 75 C. black on rose, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 280.8★
estimate 75,4361 1891-1901, 1, 2, 40 C., 1 Fr. and 5 and 10 C.
"prince Albert I", always in the mint never hinged
margin pair, superb in every respect (choice copy)
11/2,17,20,22/3 ★★
estimate 60,4362 1819, "prince Albert I", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 850.11-21 ★
estimate 240,4363 1891, 15 C. carmine, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
200.15 ★
estimate 60,4364 1891, 5 Fr. carmine on greenish, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 300.21a ★
estimate 90,4365 1891, 5 Fr. carmine on greenish, very fine, Michel
170.21a
estimate 35,4366 1891, 5 Fr. carmine on greenish, on piece, superb,
Michel 170.21a
estimate 50,4367 1891, 5 Fr. dark rose on greenish in the block of
nine from of the right lower corner of the sheet, except
for 2 values all mint never hinged, superb in every
respect (choice copy), very scarce unit, R!
21b ★ ★, ★
estimate 750,4368 1902 / 21, 5 C. pale green and green, always in
"Millesimes" blocks of four, superb in every respect
(choice copy)
22,49
★★
estimate 30,4369 1919, 2 C. - 1 Fr. "war widows and orphans", rest
of hinge, 50 C. mint never hinged, 6 superb items
Michel (850.-)
27-32 ★
estimate 290,4370 1921, "prince Albert I" in mint never hinged
blocks of four, superb in every respect (choice copy),
Michel (160.-)
49/50
★★
estimate 60,4371 1921 / 2, "prince Albert I", only margin pieces, 5
mint never hinged superb in every respect items
49-53 ★★
estimate 20,4372 1921 / 2, "prince Albert I", 5 mint never hinged
superb in every respect items, Michel 55.49-53 ★★
estimate Gebot
4373 1922, 20 C. on 15 C. - 50 C. on 1 Fr., always in
mint never hinged Randsechserblocks, superb
51-53 ★★
estimate 30,4374 1922, "native motives", partly corners of the
sheet, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (120.-)
54-64 ★★
estimate 45,4375 1922, 30 C., 40 C. and 60 C. - 2 Fr. "native
motives", always in the sheet (25), mint never hinged,
superb
56/7,59-61 ★★
estimate 20,-

MONACO
152
4376 1922 / 4, 5 - 10 Fr. "native motives", 3 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 102.62-64 ★★
estimate 30,4377 1923, prince louis II" in the sheet set (25), mint
never hinged, superb
65-69 ★★
estimate 20,4378 1924, "prince Albert I" in sheet of 50 with
"Millesimes", mint never hinged, superb
70-72 ★★
estimate 80,4379 1925, "views", always in the mint never hinged
25er sheet, superb, R!, Michel 2500.97-103 ★★
estimate 650,4380 1925, "views", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.97-103 ★★
estimate 30,4381 1925, "prince louis II", always in the "Millesimes"
block of four, mint never hinged, superb
104/5
★★
estimate 20,4382 1928, "stamp exhibition", "prince louis II" and
"views", always in corner margin blocks of four,
superb, Michel (120.-)
108-14
★★
estimate 35,4383 1933, "prince louis II", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.116-19 ★★
estimate 35,4384 1933, 5 - 20 Fr. "buildings", margin copies, 3 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 650.134-36 ★★
estimate 190,4385 1933, 1. 50 Fr. on 50 Gr. blue-green / rose block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (220.-)
137
★★
estimate 70,4386 1937, "garden and prince louis II", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 220.138-42 ★★
estimate 65,4387 1937, "garden and prince louis II", rest of hinge,
very fine set
138-42 ★
estimate 30,4388 1937, "postal order stamps", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.149-62 ★★
estimate 50,4389 1938, souvenir sheet "National holiday on
registered letter to Switzerland, superb
Bl. 1
estimate 40,4390 1938 / 9, "views", 14 different values from the
corner of the sheet with date of printing, mint never
hinged, superb
aus 165-86 ★★
estimate 20,4391 1038, "detection of the Radiums" in corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 140.187/8
★★
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

MONACO
4392 1939, 10 Fr. "Louis-II. Stadium" in the corner
margin block of four with 2 blank fields, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 680.189
★★
estimate 220,4393 1939, 10 Fr. "Louis-II. Stadium", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 170.189 ★★
estimate 55,4394 1939, 10 Fr. "louis II. stadium", rest of hinge,
superb
189 ★
estimate 25,4395 1939, "effigies earlier ruler", Michel no. 193
corner perforation fault otherwise very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 500.190-99 ★★
estimate 140,4396 1939, "effigies earlier ruler", very fine set, Michel
450.190-99
estimate 140,4397 1940, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 250.205-19 ★★
estimate 80,4398 1940, "Red Cross", Michel no. 207 perforation
fault otherwise very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
250.205-19 ★★
estimate 70,4399 1940, "Red Cross", rest of hinge, very fine set
205-19 ★
estimate 35,4400 1941, "protection the mommies and children",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 90.247-56 ★★
estimate 30,4401 1942, "effigies earlier ruler" in lower right corner
margin blocks of four with date of printing, very fine
set mint never hinged
273-87
★★
estimate 65,4402 1944, 20 Fr. "festivity the holy Dévote" in the
sheetlet (10), 1x horizontal prefolded, mint never
hinged, superb
296 ★★
estimate 20,4403 1948, "summer Olympic Games", very fine set,
Michel 85.339-47
estimate 25,4404 1951, "holy year 1950", rest of hinge, very fine
set
429-40 ★
estimate Gebot
4405 1951, "Red Cross", perforated and unperforated, 2
superb sets
451-54A/B ★★
estimate 25,4406 1953, "summer Olympic Games", rest of hinge,
very fine set
458-67 ★
estimate Gebot
4407 1955, 1000 Fr. "cormorant", perforated K 11, rest
of hinge, superb
505A ★
estimate 50,-

MONACO
153
4408 1979-86, 21 souvenir sheets complete with first
day special cancel, superb, Michel 188. 50
Bl. 14-34
estimate 50,4409 1991, special pair "Olympic Winter Games",
unperforated, superb, Michel 450.2011-14U ★★
estimate 130,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

MONACO POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4410 1904, "numeral" in mint never hinged blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set
P 1-6
★★
estimate 40,4411 1909, 10 C. dark brown, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 300.P7 ★
estimate 75,4412 1909, 10 C. dark brown, rest of hinge, pushed
corner perforation otherwise superb, Michel 300.P7 ★
estimate 40,4413 1909, 10 C. dark brown, superb, Michel 130.P7
estimate 35,4414 1925 / 32, "postal order stamps", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 350.P 21-26 ★★
estimate 90,4415 1946 / 57, "numeral of value and ormanent", rest
of hinge, 12 superb items
P 29-39,58 ★
estimate Gebot
MONACO
COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4416 Small mint never hinged lot different values
Monaco from 1985 / 6, almost only superb condition,
Michel 234.★★
estimate 40,4417 Mostly unused part of a collection till 1919,
amongst other things no. 8, 9 *, 11-21 *, 27-32 *, very
fine / superb, Michel 4515.★,
estimate 650,4418 1885-1901, small lot of 24 values, condition
varies, Michel 1548.,★
estimate 120,4419 1967-79, lot from 13 first day covers, in addition
to it single stamps and 6 almost only different souvenir
sheets, almost only superb
,
estimate 20,NETHERLANDS
4420 1852, "King Willem III", very fine set
1-3
estimate 70,4421 1864, "King Willem III", very fine set
4-6
estimate 40,4422 1867, "King Willem III", 15 values in minor
shade, condition varies
7-12
estimate 160,4423 1869, "empire crest", neat cancelled, very fine set
13-18
estimate 80,-

NETHERLANDS
4424 1891-96, "Queen Wilhelmina", 51 values in minor
shade, a little mixed quality
34-47
estimate 180,4425 1905, 10 G. Dark orange, superb, Michel 700.66
estimate 240,4426 1914 / 20, 17½ C. ultramarine / blue, perforated L
11½ and 50 C, gray / violet, perforated K 12½, rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 105.78D,80A ★
estimate 30,4427 1913, 10 G. Red orange on yellow, very fine
(small marginal gap), Michel 850.92
estimate 170,4428 1920, 40 C. green / orange, very fine MNH,
Michel 120.97 ★★
estimate 40,4429 1920, 60 C. olive green, perforated K 12½, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.98A ★★
estimate 40,4430 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G., both colours, 2 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 850.99/100 ★★
estimate 290,4431 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Dark orange, right
margin copy, rest of hinge, superb
99 ★
estimate 80,4432 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Dark orange, superb,
Michel 100.99
estimate 35,4433 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Red orange, very fine
MNH, Michel 400.100 ★★
estimate 130,4434 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Red orange, superb,
Michel 100.100
estimate 35,4435 1921, "airmail stamps", rest of hinge, very fine set
102-04 ★
estimate 35,4436 1923, "Queen Wilhelmina" in blocks of four, very
fine MNH, Michel 128.110/1
★★
estimate 40,4437 1923, 2. 50 and 5 G. "25 years regency", rest of
hinge, 2 Pachtwerte
132/3 ★
estimate 170,4438 1923, 1 G. On 17½ C. ultramarine / blue,
perforated K 12½, normal perforation, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 220.137A ★★
estimate 65,4439 1925, "province crest I", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(88.-)
164-66A
★★
estimate 25,4440 1926 / 7, 1 - 5 G. "Queen Wilhelmina", perforated
L 11½, rest of hinge, very fine set
168-70A ★
estimate 80,-

NETHERLANDS
154
4441 1926, "province crest II", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
128.192-95A
★★
estimate 40,4442 1927, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.196-200 ★★
estimate 20,4443 1927, "province crest III", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four from the margin, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.201-04A
★★
estimate 35,4444 1928, "summer Olympic Games", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 220.205-12 ★★
estimate 70,4445 1928, "summer Olympic Games" in cancelled
blocks of four, very fine set
205-12
estimate 75,4446 1928, "scientist", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 50.218-21 ★★
estimate Gebot
4447 1928, "scientist" in blocks of four with centered
first day cancel`s, superb
218-21
estimate 20,4448 1934, "Queen Wilhelmina", perforated K 12½,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 110.222-24A ★★
estimate 35,4449 1929, 21 on 22½ C. olive brown, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 60.228 ★★
estimate 20,4450 1929-30, "Queen Wilhelmina", "Rembrandt",
"Voor het child", rest of hinge, 12 superb items
228-39A ★
estimate 35,4451 1929, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
300.229-32A
★★
estimate 90,4452 1929, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 75.229-32A ★★
estimate 25,4453 1930, "accociation Rembrandt" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 260.233-35
★★
estimate 80,4454 1930, "accociation Rembrandt", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 65.233-35 ★★
estimate 20,4455 1930, "the four seasons", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
260.236-39A
★★
estimate 80,4456 1930, "the four seasons", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 65.236-39A ★★
estimate 20,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

NETHERLANDS
4457 1933, 36 C. "airmail", perforated K 14¼:13¼,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.241B ★★
estimate 30,4458 1931, "St. Janskerk", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.243/4 ★★
estimate 35,4459 1931, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
480.245-48A
★★
estimate 160,4460 1931, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 120.245-48A ★★
estimate 40,4461 1931, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, rest of
hinge, very fine set
245-48A ★
estimate Gebot
4462 1932, "tourism", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 280.249-52 ★★
estimate 90,4463 1923, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 110.253-56A ★★
estimate 40,4464 1933, "400. birthday of Wilhelm I. " in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (260.-)
257-60
★★
estimate 80,4465 1933, "400. birthday of Wilhelm I. ", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 65.257-60 ★★
estimate 20,4466 1933, "Sailor aid" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 600.262-65
★★
estimate 190,4467 1933, "Sailor aid", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.262-65 ★★
estimate 45,4468 1933, "Voor het child" in blocks of four, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 400.268-71A
★★
estimate 120,4469 1933, "Voor het child", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.268-71A ★★
estimate 30,4470 1934, "National Crisis committee" and "300 years
membership curaçaos", rest of hinge, 2 superb sets
272-75 ★
estimate 20,4471 1934, "300 years membership curaçaos", always
in blocks of four from of the upper corner of the sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (400.-)
274/5
★★
estimate 130,4472 1934, "300 years membership curaçaos" and
"queen mother Emma", 3 mint never hinged superb
items, Michel 130.274-76 ★★
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

NETHERLANDS
155
4473 1935, "care" in blocks of four (mostly from the
corner of the sheet), very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (440.-)
282-85
★★
estimate 140,4474 1935, "care", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.282-85 ★★
estimate 35,4475 1935, 6 C. "aviation fund", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 75.286 ★★
estimate 25,4476 1935, "Voor het child", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.287-90 ★★
estimate 30,4477 1936, "Voor het child" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 240.297-300
★★
estimate 70,4478 1938 / 9, "Voor het child", "care" and "hallower
Willibrord", rest of hinge, 3 superb sets
322-33 ★
estimate Gebot
4479 1940, "flying dove", margin copies, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 160.357-74 ★★
estimate 55,4480 1940, "flying dove", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 160.357-74 ★★
estimate 50,4481 1940, 2½ and 7½ C. "flying dove", all 4
se-tenants, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 118.357,359 ★★
estimate 35,4482 1940, 100-500 C. "flying dove", rest of hinge, 3
superb items
372-74 ★
estimate 20,4483 1940, "Voor het child" in the block of six from of
the right upper corner of the sheet, very fine set mint
never hinged
375-79 ★★
estimate 25,4484 20. 5. 49, KLM first flight "AMSTERDAM
PARAMARIBO" with Lockheed dope Constellation,
superb, Müller 415
510,520
estimate 30,4485 1949, 2½ G. Gray brown, very fine MNH, Michel
200.541 ★★
estimate 65,4486 1951, 75 C. red, superb, Michel 110.582 ★★
estimate 35,4487 6. 12. and 15. 12. 1938, KLM first flight
"AMSTERDAM-PRETORIA-AMSTERDAM" on a
document, superb cover, Müller 262
NL,SA
estimate 60,4488 1953, US field postmark "ARMY AIR FORCE
POSTAL SERVICE / A. P. O. " on fieldpost letter from
Korea in Holland with Dutch free of postage stamp,
very fine
estimate 100,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

NETHERLANDS POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4489 1916, 25 C. dull ultramarin, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 75.P 55 ★
estimate 25,4490 1924, 10 C. on 1½ C. blue and 12½ C. on 5 C.
carmine in Kehrdruckviererblocks, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (80.-)
P 67/8K ★★
estimate 25,NETHERLANDS COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4491 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Netherlands from 1960-96 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, superb condition, Michel approximate 1000.★★
estimate 170,4492 1969-92, almost complete lot on pages, very fine
MNH, Michel approximate 680.★★
estimate 140,4493 1852-1999, beginners collection Netherlands in 3
stock books, without key values, but a few medium
issues, inspect!
★ ★, , ★
estimate 150,4494 1980-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 120.,
estimate Gebot
NORWAY
4495 1856 / 7, "King Oskar", set very fine / superb,
Michel 215.2-5
estimate 55,4496 1857, 3 Sk. Gray violet, stronger rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 300.3★
estimate 75,4497 1867, 3 Sk. Gray violet, a number of rest of hinge,
very fine (some short teeth), Michel 450.7★
estimate 60,4498 1873, 1 Sk. Blue-green, rest of hinge, as usual
perforated, superb, Michel 200.16b ★
estimate 55,4499 1905, 1 and 1. 50 Kr. on 2 Sk. Orange, large rest
of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 95.62/3 ★
estimate 25,4500 1907, 1 and 1½ Kr. "King Haakon VII", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 110.67/8 ★
estimate 30,4501 1907, "King Haakon VII", set very fine, Michel
220.67-69
estimate 55,4502 1910, 1½ Kr. ultramarine, stronger rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 180.73 ★
estimate 50,4503 1910, 1½ Kr. ultramarine, superb, Michel 350.73
estimate 120,4504 1909, 2 Kr. rose, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
130.74 ★
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

NORWAY
156
4505 1924, Fram - card, right perforated, from
POLHAVET to Denmark, top right corner crease
otherwise superb
76,78
estimate 120,4506 1924, Fram - card, right perforated, from
POLHAVET to Christiania, superb
87
estimate 120,4507 1924, Fram - card, from POLHAVET to
Christiania, superb
78
estimate 100,4508 1925, "North pole flight", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 170.109-15 ★★
estimate 55,4509 1925, "Svalbard" in upper right corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(380.-)
116-19
★★
estimate 130,4510 1925, "Svalbard", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 95.116-19 ★★
estimate 25,4511 28. 2.-7. 3. 27, 1. North Sea Experimental flight
with "Dornier cetacean N 25", "hoard CUXHAFEN
AMSTERDAM HARWICH" (7. 3. 27), only 258
document exists!, superb, RR!, Müller 11
u.a. 119
estimate 390,4512 1926 / 7, 20, 25 and 35 Ø "heraldic lion", rest of
hinge, 3 superb items
123,125,128 ★
estimate 35,4513 1929, "postage due stamps", 40 Ø both colours,
very fine set mint never hinged (10 values), Michel 77.141-29a,b ★★
estimate 25,4514 1929, "Abel" in blocks of four from the margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 140.150-53
★★
estimate 40,4515 1929 / 30, "Abel" and "King Olaf II", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 100.150-53,155-58 ★★
estimate 30,4516 1930, "King Olaf II" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine MNH, Michel (260.-)
155-58
★★
estimate 80,4517
1931
/
5,
"Radiumhospital"
and
"Nansen-foundation", 5 mint never hinged superb
items, Michel 80.162,172-75 ★★
estimate 25,4518 1934, "Holberg", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 60.168-71 ★★
estimate 20,4519 1935, "Nansen-foundation" in corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(160.-)
172-75
★★
estimate 55,4520 1940 / 1, "national help" and "Rescue castaway"
in blocks of four, 2 mint never hinged superb sets,
211-14,232-35
★★
estimate 25,-

NORWAY
4521 1941, 20 Ø "Norske legion", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.236 ★★
estimate 25,4522 1941, postal stamps with overprint "V", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 100.237-56 ★★
estimate 30,4523 1941 / 2, 9 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 82.258-66 ★★
estimate 25,4524 Coil stamp for vending machine: 1988-97, Michel
no. A 3. 2d S3-6, 8 and 9, 6 different First Day Cover,
superb
A
estimate 30,NORWAY COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4525 Mint never hinged duplicate lot Norway from
1945-80, as well amongst other things Michel no. 442 /
3 (12x), 471-75 (6x) etc., superb condition, Michel
1500.★★
estimate 190,4526 1982-97, 124 different cards with special cancel
the Norwegian post from international stamps
exhibitions, superb
estimate 60,4527 1855-1990, collection Norway in 2 stock books
with some middle issues, condition varies, inspect!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 150,AUSTRIA TILL 1867
4528 1850, 1 Kr. yellow and 2 Kr. black, handmade
paper, 2 superb items, Michel 250.1,2X
estimate 75,4529 1850, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, handmade paper, type
III, large watermark part!, two ring cancel" (S) AAZ",
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 70,4530 1850, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, handmade paper, type
Ia, stamp "TRIEST", superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 70,4531 1850, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, handmade paper, type
Ia, two-line cancel" (WINDISCH) GRAETZ", superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 60,4532 1850, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, handmade paper, type
Ia, rectangle cancel with two lines "Vienna", superb,
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 50,4533 1850, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, handmade paper, type
Ib, with left margin (4 mm), superb
1Xa
estimate 50,4534 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, with large
lower margin (8. 5 mm), single circle postmark
"Vienna", above touched lightly otherwise on piece,
superb, signed
1Xa
estimate 75,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

AUSTRIA TILL 1867
157
4535 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, both sides
printing, superb, Michel 180.1XaDG
estimate 60,4536 1850, 1 Kr. yellow ochre, handmade paper, in the
horizontal pair, hungarian stamp "ZSEBELY", superb
1Xb
estimate 200,4537 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, type III,
single circle postmark "BÖHM. KAMNITZ", superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer and abridged certificate Rismondo
1Xb
estimate 70,4538 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, type III,
with right margin (6 mm), single circle postmark
REICHENBURG", horizontal crease otherwise superb,
signed
1Xb
estimate 65,4539 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, R4
"Prague", superb
1Xb
estimate 60,4540 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, type III, two
ring cancel "TRIESTE", good to large margins all
round, superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xb
estimate 55,4541 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, oval cancel
"Prague", superb, expertized A. Diena
1Xb
estimate 45,4542 1850, 1 Kr. tiefkadmiumgelb, handmade paper,
type III, left margin copy, stamp "TRIEST", superb in
every respect (choice copy), photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
1Xd
estimate 120,4543 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, type III, left
margin copy (5 mm), single circle postmark" (TEME)
SVAR", mostly enormous margins, superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xd
estimate 70,4544 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, type III, R4
" (P) RAG", with wide margins, depths of color
extremely fine copy, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xd
estimate 65,4545 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, type III,
two-line cancel" (ROKIT) ZAN", with wide margins,
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xd
estimate 60,4546 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, type III,
three lines frame cancel "TRIEST", worn out printing,
superb, photo expertize Babor
1Xd
estimate 55,4547 1854, 1 Kr. chrome yellow, machine paper, type
III, single circle postmark "P (ESTH) ", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Y
estimate 50,4548 1854, 1 Kr. chrome yellow, machine paper, type
III, single circle postmark "Vienna", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Y
estimate 40,-
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4549 1854, 1 Kr. yellow and 2 Kr. black, machine
paper, 2 superb items, Michel 210.1,2Ya
estimate 70,4550 1854, 1 Kr. limon-yellow, machine paper, type
III, superb, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Ya
estimate 50,4551 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type III, single
circle postmark "rich. . . ", superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
1Ya
estimate 45,4552 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type III,
maschiges paper, single circle postmark "PEST (H) ",
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Ya
estimate 40,4553 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type Ia, R4
"Prague", with wide margins, superb, signed
1Ya
estimate 40,4554 1854, 1 Kr. yellow and 2 Kr. black, machine
paper, rare ornamented cancel "Imp. RegVapori" (Lake
Garda), on mounted piece, very fine
1,2Ya
estimate 150,4555 1854, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, machine paper, type Ib,
R4 "Prague", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Yb
estimate 45,4556 1854, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, machine paper, type Ib,
right margin copy (4, 5 mm), R4 "Prague", above very
close margin, on piece, superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
1Yb
estimate 50,4557 1855, 1 Kr. ochre yellow, machine paper, type Ib,
wide having huge margins, fresh colors on printed
matter cover with single circle postmark "TRIEST in
the evening", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Yb
estimate 160,4558 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type III, single
circle postmark" (WI) EN", with wide margins, superb,
attest Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel (150.-)
1Yd
estimate 60,4559 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type III, single
circle postmark "B. H. Prague", with wide margins,
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Yd
estimate 50,4560 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type III, single
circle postmark "TRIEST in the evening", superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Yd
estimate 45,4561 1850, 2 Kr. black, both papers, lot of 15 fully
breitrandigen values, various types, color shades,
watermark, cancellations etc., almost only superb
condition
2X,Y ,
estimate 290,4562 1850, 2 Kr. black, handmade paper, type Ia, first
printing, superb, expertized Seitz, handbook Dr.
Ferchenbauer 180.2Xa
estimate 60,-
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4563 1854, 2 Kr. black, machine paper, type IIIa, single
circle postmark "Vienna 1. EXP. ", with wide margins,
superb, attest Dr. Ferchenbauer
2Ya
estimate 40,4564 1854, 2 Kr. black, machine paper, type IIIb, good
to large margins all round, superb, expertized Dr,
Ferchenbauer
2Ya
estimate 35,4565 1854, 2 Kr. black, machine paper, with wide
margins, superb, Michel 90.2Ya
estimate 30,4566 1850, 3 Kr. red, handmade paper, type Ia, with
plate flaw "frame breakage left above", two ring cancel
"TRIEST", good to large margins all round, superb,
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
3X
estimate 25,4567 1850, 3 Kr. carmine, handmade paper, type Ib,
with mute postmark from "tabour" (Müller 2861b),
superb in every respect piece of letter, photo expertize
BPB
3X
estimate 750,4568 1850, 3 Kr. carmine, handmade paper, type IIIa,
2x on piece, with two-line cancel "K. K. driving post
office no. 4" (Müller no. 2402a), on piece, superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
3X
estimate 60,4569 1850, 3 Kr. dark red, handmade paper, type I,
various small plate flaw, Lombardy-Veneto stamp
"PADOVA", photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
3Xa
estimate Gebot
4570 1855, 3 Kr. red, handmade paper, type IIIa,
horizontal pair with enormous margins on cover with
blue two ring cancel "RICHENBURG", superb, photo
expertize Bach / Eichele
3Xa
estimate 380,4571 1858, 3 Kr. rose, machine paper, type IIIc, single
circle postmark "Vienna", superb cover to
Herzogenburg, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer, handbook
165.3Y
estimate 60,4572 1850, 6 Kr. brown, handmade paper, type Ia, in
the horizontal strip of four, 2. stamp with plate flaw
"frame breakage left", single circle postmark "old
ORSOVA", glueing fold otherwise on piece, superb,
expertized Seitz
4X
estimate 390,4573 1850 / 4, 6 Kr. brown and 9 Kr. blue, 11 values
with "registered" postmarks, as well 5 red, mostly
superb
4/5X,Y ,
estimate 150,4574 1854, 6 Kr. brown, machine paper, corner margin
copy 11:6 mm and needle hole, two ring cancel"
(Sowed) LLIAN", top right rough from hinge and right
in the margin vertical crease, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
4Y
estimate 150,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4575 1854, 6 Kr. brown, machine paper, type III,
margin copy right 8 mm, two ring cancel "railway
station Ljubljana", superb
4Y
estimate 25,4576 1850, 9 Kr. blue, handmade paper, type IIIa, two
ring cancel "TRIEST FRANCO", on piece, superb
5X
estimate 30,4577 1850 / 4, 9 Kr. blue, 4 on all sides enormous
margins superb items
5X,Y
estimate 20,4578 1850, 9 Kr. pale blue, handmade paper, type Ib,
with plate flaw "broken left lower corner", two ring
cancel" (D) ATSCHITZ", superb in every respect
(choice copy), certificate Matl
5Xa
estimate 100,4579 1854, 9 Kr. blue, machine paper, type IIIb, in the
horizontal strip of four, single circle postmark "New
sentence", superb, photo expertize Bach / Eichele
5Y
estimate 280,4580 1851, 0. 6 Kr. blue, four ring cancel, partly cut
into otherwise superb
6I
estimate 40,4581 1851, 0. 6 Kr. blue, type IIb, on newspaper
address with complete oval cancel "K. K.
OBERPOSTAMTSZEITUNGSEXPEDITION
in
Triest", superb, photo expertize Bach / Eichele
6I
estimate 400,4582 1852, 0. 6 Kr. blue, type Ib, two-line cancel
"TOSCOL (ANO) " on closely piece, superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
6I
estimate 120,4583 1852, 0. 6 Kr. blue, type IIc, two-line cancel from
"Ljubljana", good to large margins all round, on piece,
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
6I
estimate 100,4584 1851, 0. 6 Kr. blue, ribbed paper, double
cancellation (single circle cancel and double-line
cancel), full to having huge margins, on piece, superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
6Iy
estimate 130,4585 1851, 0. 6 Kr. blue, type II, two-line cancel
"TREVISO" (Venetia), superb
6II
estimate 75,4586 1851, 0. 6 Kr. blue, type IIIb, with plate flaw
"larger white colour spot right", superb, photo expertize
Dr. Ferchenbauer
6II
estimate 50,4587 1851, 0. 6 Kr. blue, type IIIb, single circle
postmark "BRES (CIA) ", full to having huge margins,
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
6II
estimate 45,4588 1851, 0. 6 Kr. pale blue, type IIIb, with original
gum and single circle postmark "Cissie", superb, attest
Klambauer
6II
estimate 45,-
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4589 "yellow Merkur", so-called "Friedlsche forgery"
with
typical
cancellation
"LESPEDIZIONE
CAZZETTE VENEZIA", in addition to it old attest
Leckel VÖB from 1982, in the authenticity of the stamp
attested was
7F
estimate 300,4590 1904, 6 Kr. yellow, reprint, in the mint never
hinged block of ten, superb, Michel (600.-)
7ND ★★
estimate 150,4591 "rose Merkur", so-called "Friedlsche forgery" on
wrapper part with typically cancellations "newspaper
expedition: Vienna" and arrival postmark "BREGENZ",
in addition to it old attest Leckel VÖB from 1982, in
the authenticity of the stamp attested was
8F
estimate 400,4592 1904, 6 Kr. vermilion, reprint, in the mint never
hinged block of ten, superb, Michel (900.-)
9NDVIII ★★
estimate 220,4593 1904, 6 Kr. vermilion, reprint, right upper corner
margin copy, very fine MNH
9NDVIII ★★
estimate 35,4594 1858, 2 Kr. yellow, type I, superb in every respect
(choice copy), photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 500.10Ia
estimate 180,4595 1858, 2 Kr. tiefdunkelgelb, type I, red stamp
"Vienna", thin places otherwise superb, photo expertize
Dr. Ferchenbauer
10Ib
estimate 220,4596 1858, 2 Kr. yellow, type II, cardboard paper 0. 13
mm, superb, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer, handbook
125.10IIa
estimate 40,4597 1858, 2 Kr. yellow, type II, single circle postmark
"Vienna", on piece, superb
10IIa
estimate 25,4598 1859, 2 Kr. orange, type II, repaired, Michel
(600.-)
10IIe
estimate 90,4599 1858, 3 Kr. black, type Ib, with clear machine
offset, superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
11Ib
estimate 150,4600 1858, 3 Kr. black, type Ib, single circle postmark
"PESTH", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 300.11Ib
estimate 100,4601 1858 / 9, 3 Kr. black, type Ib and 2 Kr. dark
yellow, type II, single circle postmark "Gorizia",
decorative on piece, superb, photo expertize Matl
11Ib,10IIb
estimate 140,4602 1858, 3 Kr. black, type Ic, stamp
"MECZENZEF", superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer, Michel 400.11Ic
estimate 140,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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4603 1858, 3 Kr. black, type II, red single circle
postmark "Vienna", superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
11II
estimate 100,4604 1859, 3 Kr. black, type II, two ring cancel" (A)
affliction", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 250.11II
estimate 80,4605 1859, 3 Kr. black, type II, at the bottom three
frolicsomely perforation holes, superb
11II
estimate 80,4606 1859, 3 Kr. black, type II, red single circle
postmark "Vienna", a little decentered, superb, Michel
250.11II
estimate 70,4607 1859, 3 Kr. black, type II, at the bottom with only
two ends of St. Andrews cross showing, red oval cancel
"Vienna", on piece, superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
11II
estimate 100,4608 1859, 3 Kr. black, type II, single circle postmark
"SMICHOW Prague", very fine, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
11II
estimate 60,4609 1859, 3 Kr. pale green, superb, photo expertize
Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 180.12a
estimate 60,4610 1860, 3 Kr. yellowish green on local letter
"Vienna", superb, expertized Pfenninger
12a
estimate 140,4611 1859, 3 Kr. bluish green, stamp "Vienna", superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 220.12b
estimate 75,4612 1858, 5 Kr. red, type I, 2x on piece with single
circle postmark "BÖHM:SKANITZ", very fine
13I
estimate 25,4613 1858, 5 Kr. red, type I, centered single circle
postmark "OBERNBERG", as usual perforated, on
piece, superb
13I
estimate 20,4614 1859, 5 Kr. red, type II, with perfect centered
Hungarian stamp "NAGY kendo", superb in every
respect (choice copy), RR!, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
13II
estimate 200,4615 1859, 5 Kr. red, type II, with plate flaw "hole in
the Rear head", two-line cancel "BRIXEN", superb
13II
estimate 20,4616 1859, 5 Kr. red, type II, with Hungarian two ring
cancel "MARTON VASAR", on piece, superb
13II
estimate 20,4617 1859, 5 Kr. red, type II, framework in type I, on
cover with two ring cancel "NAMIEST" to Bruck by
Znojmo, superb
13II/I
estimate 40,-
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4618 1858, 10 Kr. brown, type I, hungarian two ring
cancel "SZATHMAR", superb in every respect piece of
letter
14Ia
estimate 30,4619 1859, 10 Kr. brown, type II, rare partial cancel
"black / cathedrals", superb
14II
estimate 25,4620 Large St. Andrews cross in blue with plate
characters left, a number of rest of hinge, superb
15I ★
estimate 50,4621 Small St. Andrews cross in brown with 4 plate
characters left, rest of hinge, very fine
15II ★
estimate 120,4622 Small St. Andrews cross in blue on white ground,
rest of hinge, superb
15II ★
estimate 100,4623 Small St. Andrews cross in red, rest of hinge, very
fine
15II ★
estimate 80,4624 1859, 15 Kr. blue, type II, red stamp "KK letter
filialamt IN Vienna", superb in every respect piece of
letter
15II
estimate 40,4625 1858, 1. 05 Kr. blue, single circle postmark
"LINZ", large margins all around, superb in every
respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenninger and photo
expertize Rismondo, Michel (700.-)
16a
estimate 260,4626 1858, 1. 05 Kr. pale blue with Lombardei two ring
cancel "BRESCIA", superb, expertized amongst other
things Pfenninger and photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
16a
estimate 240,4627 1858, 1. 05 Kr. pale blue, on all sides having
enormous margins extremely fine copy with address list
on complete newspaper "Gazetta Ufficiale di Milan"
from 23. 12. 1858, with Lombardei single circle
postmark "MANTOVA"
16a
estimate 600,4628 1858, 1. 05 Kr. dark blue, two ring cancel" (KIS)
-CZELL", good to large margins all round, superb in
every respect (choice copy), photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer, Michel 800.16b
estimate 280,4629 1858, 1. 05 Kr. lilac, superb, expertized Ressel,
Michel 400.17
estimate 140,4630 1858, 1. 05 Kr. lilac, three lines frame cancel"
(TR) IESTE", superb in every respect (choice copy),
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 400.17
estimate 130,4631 1858, 1. 05 Kr. lilac, single circle postmark
"BRODY", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 400.17
estimate 120,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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4632 1858, 1. 05 Kr. lilac, single circle postmark "TRIE
(NT) ", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 400.17
estimate 120,4633 1859, 1. 05 Kr. gray lilac on complete "Vienna
commercial cover" with single circle postmark
"newspaper EXPED. ", superb, signed
17
estimate 300,4634 1858, 1. 05 Kr. dark lilac, single circle postmark
"WEGSTADL", with wide margins, superb in every
respect (choice copy), photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer, Michel (500.-)
17a
estimate 180,4635 1863, 3 Kr. green in the horizontal pair on piece
with red oval single circle postmark "K. K. cover
FILIALAMT registered Vienna 1863", on piece, superb
19
estimate 120,4636 1861, 3 Kr. green in the horizontal pair, 5 Kr. red
and 15 Kr. blue, three color franking from "Vienna"
(two ring cancel) to Milan, decorative superb cover,
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer and photo expertize Bach /
Eichele
19 ,20,22
estimate 450,4637 1860, 10 Kr. pale brown, a number of rest of
hinge, a few perforation a little blotched, very fine,
Michel 400.21 ★
estimate 80,4638 1863, 10 Kr. brown, complete red oval cancel
"Vienna K. K. letter filialamt registered 1863", on
piece, superb
21
estimate 40,4639 1863, 10 Kr. brown with single circle postmark
"UNG. OSTRA" to Nuremberg, on the back paper seal
"Hungarian Ostra", government crease, superb cover
21
estimate 40,4640 1860, 15 Kr. blue and on the back registered
postage 10 Kr. brown on cover with red oval single
circle postmark "K. K. cover FILIALAMT registered",
on the back seal removed, superb
21/2
estimate 130,4641 1860, 15 Kr. pale blue, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 700.22 ★
estimate 190,4642 1861, 1. 05 Kr. light grey, superb, expertized
Drahn, Michel 200.23a
estimate 75,4643 1861, 1. 05 Kr. lilac, oval cancel, good to large
margins all round, superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer, Michel 350.23e
estimate 120,4644 1863, 2 Kr. yellow with blue two ring cancel
"STEYREGG", round corner perforation otherwise
superb, R!
24
estimate 120,-
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4645 1864, 2 Kr. yellow on cover from "Brno" to
Tischnowitz, superb
24
estimate 100,4646 1863, 3 Kr. green, red stamp, as usual perforated
superb
25
estimate 45,4647 1863, 3 Kr. green, superb, Michel 110.25
estimate 35,4648 1863, 5 Kr. rose, single circle postmark
"TROFAIACH", on piece, superb
26
estimate 20,4649 1864, 5 Kr. rose on cover from "Liberec" to
Grafenstein, with two-line cancel "after postal
departure", superb
26
estimate 40,4650 1863, 10 Kr. blue, centered single circle postmark
"WEITERSFELD", superb
27
estimate 20,4651 1863, 15 Kr. brown in the vertical pair on piece,
red oval cancel "K. K. cover FILIALAMT registered
Vienna 1863", superb
28
estimate 65,4652 1864, 15 Kr. brown, single circle postmark
"KLAGENFURT" and red supplementary straightline
cancel "RECOM",: reverse defects 10 Kr. blue, superb
cover
28
estimate 50,4653 1863, 3 Kr. green (2x) and 15 Kr. brown on large
piece with blue two ring cancel "Vienna
SEILERSTÄTTE" and "P. D. ", decorative superb in
every respect piece of letter
31,34
estimate 60,4654 1863, 5 Kr. rose with Hungarian single circle
postmark "VAISZLÖ", superb, R!
32
estimate 80,4655 1863, 5 Kr. rose, with sheet watermark, blue two
ring cancel "Vienna SEILERSTAETTE", superb in
every respect piece of letter, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
32
estimate 20,4656 1863, 5 Kr. rose, single circle postmark
"SCHÖRFLING" and blue single circle postmark
"Vienna", 2 pieces, superb in every respect
32
estimate 20,4657 1865, 5 Kr. rose, 10 Kr. blue and on the back
registered postage 10 Kr. blue (defect) on cover with
red single circle postmark "PEST registered" to Vienna,
superb
32/3
estimate 120,4658 1865, 5 Kr. rose and on the back registered
postage 10 Kr. blue on cover with two ring cancel
"BRANDEIG", one-line cancel "registered", superb
32/3
estimate 40,-
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4659 1867, mixed franking: 10 Kr. blue in the
horizontal pair and 5 Kr. carmine on cover (above a
little shortened) from "Vienna JOSEFSTADT" to
England, superb, RR!, expertized Ferchenbauer
33 ,37I
estimate 250,4660 1863, 10 Kr. blue and on the back registered
postage 10 Kr. blue (defect) on cover from
"TREBITSCH" to Prague, one-line cancel "RECOM. ",
superb
33
estimate 40,4661 1863, 15 Kr. brown, red single circle postmark
"PESTH registered", superb
34
estimate 20,4662 1863, 15 Kr. brown with blue single circle
postmark "Vienna" on registered cover to Silesia,
superb
34
estimate 30,AUSTRIA 1867-1918
4663 1867, 2 Kr. yellow and 3 Kr. green, rough print,
on cover from "Brno railway station" to Papa, as usual
perforated superb
35/6I
estimate 30,4664 1874, 3 Kr. green, rough print, in the strip of five
on piece with single circle postmark "TRIEST" and part
of cancellation "P. D. ", a value small perforation fault
otherwise decorative on piece, superb
36I
estimate 40,4665 1875, 3 Kr. green and 10 Kr. blue, rough print, on
cover from "Vienna" to London, slight toned, superb
36,38I
estimate 100,4666 1874, 3 Kr. green (2x) and 5 Kr. red, fine printing,
on locate registered cover with single circle postmark
"PRAHA Prague PORIC", one-line cancel "RECOM. ",
very fine
36/7II
estimate 120,4667 1877, 3 Kr, green, fine printing, in the horizontal
pair on 10 Kr. Post-Nahnahme card, from Josefstadt to
Graz, with return note "again to Vienna return", superb
36II
estimate 50,4668 1870, 5 Kr. carmine and 15 Kr. brown, rough
print, on registered letter with two ring cancel
"HABSBURGGASSE Vienna" to Prague, superb
37I,39I
estimate 180,4669 1870, 5 Kr. carmine, rough print, in the vertical
pair on cover from Vienna to Zurich, superb
37I
estimate 30,4670 1878, 5 Kr. red, fine printing, 4x (as well some
reverse) on registered letter from "LANDSKRON" to
Erd, very fine
37II
estimate 80,4671 1880, 5 Kr. red and 15 Kr. brown, fine printing,
reverse on registered letter with single circle postmark
"WAHRING" to Budapest, rectangle cancel with one
line "RECOMAND. ", very fine
37II,39II
estimate 65,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4672 1882, 5 Kr. red, fine printing, in the vertical pair
reverse on cover from Karlovy Vary to Graz
37II
estimate 30,4673 1880, 5 Kr. red, fine printing, in the horizontal
pair on cover from "Rope place Vienna" to Arnheim,
superb
37II
estimate 25,4674 1867, 10 Kr. blue, rough print, 2x (front- and
reverse) on cover from "TARNOW" (thimble cancel) to
Brzesko, red rectangle cancel with two lines "RECOM.
", superb
38I
estimate 50,4675 1876, 10 Kr. blue, rough print, on cover from
"SPALATO" to Trieste, superb
38I
estimate 20,4676 1882, 10 Kr. blue, fine printing, in the horizontal
pair on registered letter to Cracow, very fine
38II
estimate 40,4677 1868, 15 Kr. brown, rough print, on registered
letter with Hungarian single circle postmark "PEST
LIROTVAROS" to Schluckenau, very fine (slight
toned)
39I
estimate 40,4678 1875, 15 Kr. reddish brown, fine printing, on
registered letter from "Prague" to Neweklau, superb
39IIc
estimate 30,4679 1881, 25 Kr. lilac gray, fine printing, single circle
postmark". . . . Lviv", superb, Michel 180.40IIa
estimate 65,4680 1867, 50 Kr. brown, rough print, money direction
stamp, stainy corner perforation otherwise superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 150.41Ia
estimate 40,4681 1867, 50 Kr. brown, fine printing, two ring cancel
"money-direction Dubrovnik", superb, Michel 210.41II
estimate 65,4682 1896, 1 Kr. brown violet, fine printing, type III, in
the block of sixteen, rectangle cancel with two lines
"driving post office Vienna INNSBRUCK", partly on
the back defects otherwise superb
42II/III
estimate 150,4683 1884, 2, 3 Kr. "double eagle" and on the back
registered postage 10 Kr. "double eagle" on cover from
"MÄHR. TRÜBAU" to Vienna, one-line cancel "R no.
", superb, R!
44/5,47
estimate 270,4684 1883, 5 Kr. "double eagle", thimble single circle
postmark "CHOLTITZ", superb
46
estimate 30,4685 1885, 5 Kr. red (2x) and 20 Kr. olive gray on
"RECOM" cover from "POCHLAHN" (single circle
cancel) to Washington, strength mailing defects
46I,48
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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4686 1890, 3 Kr. dark green blue / black, at the bottom
with small adhesive margin of sheet, superb
52
estimate 25,4687 1894, 10 Kr. "Francis Joseph" on printed form
"returned receipt" from "HAAG" (single circle cancel)
to "sides STETTIN" (single circle cancel), very fine
54
estimate 40,4688 1896, 2 G. Green, perforated L 10½, grill cancel
"STEYR 1", superb, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 60.68A
estimate 28,4689 1901, "newspaper stamps" with varnish strip, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 280.101-04 ★★
estimate 90,4690 1908, 5 H. Green, unperforated, left margin copy,
mint never hinged, superb
142U ★★
estimate 20,4691 1908, 1 - 5 Kr. "Government anniversary", rest of
hinge, 3 superb items, Michel 135.153-55 ★
estimate 35,4692 1908, 2 Kr. "Government anniversary", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 80.154 ★★
estimate 20,4693 1908, 5 Kr. "Government anniversary", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 80.155 ★
estimate 20,4694 1908, 5 Kr. "Government anniversary" in the
block of eight, superb, R!
155
estimate 25,4695 1908, 10 Kr. "Government anniversary", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 280.156 ★
estimate 90,4696 1908, 10 Kr. "Government anniversary", superb,
Michel 100.156
estimate 30,4697 1910, "80. birthday", rest of hinge, except for
some cheap values very fine set, Michel 600.161-77 ★
estimate 190,4698 1910, "80. birthday", all with first day cancel`s,
very fine set, Michel (1100.-)
161-77
estimate 380,4699 1916, 2 Kr. black violet ultramarine and 4 Kr.
blackish olive green, type II, 2 mint never hinged
superb items, Michel 150.200,202II ★★
estimate 45,4700 1916, 3 Kr. dark brownish carmin, type I, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 70.201I ★★
estimate 25,4701 1916, 10 Kr. black brown violet, type I, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 90.203Ib ★★
estimate 30,4702 1917, 3 Kr. dark lilac red, type I, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 60.205I ★
estimate 20,-
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4703 1917, 3 Kr. dark lilac red, type I, gray paper, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 160.205Iz ★★
estimate 55,4704 1917, 4 Kr. dark yellowish green, type II, superb,
Michel 80.206II
estimate 25,4705 1917, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, type I, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 175.207I ★★
estimate 50,4706 1917, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, type I,
ordinary paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 430.207Ix ★★
estimate 130,4707 1917, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, type I, gray
paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 430.207Iz ★★
estimate 130,4708 1017, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, type I, gray
paper, superb, Michel 140.207Iz
estimate 40,4709 1919, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, type I, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 75.211IA ★
estimate 20,4710 1919, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, granite paper,
type I, superb, Michel 100.211IA
estimate 30,4711 1916, 2 H. Lightreddish-brown, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 80.212b ★★
estimate 25,4712 1917, 2 H. "special delivery stamp", perforated L
11½:12½, mint never hinged, superb, R!, signed,
Michel 1200.219C ★★
estimate 400,4713 1917, 5 H. "special delivery stamp", perforated L
11½:12½, mint never hinged, superb, R!, signed,
Michel 1200.220C ★★
estimate 400,4714 1918, 2. 50 K. "airmail", perforated L 11½, with
additional franking on piece, superb, R!, Michel
(1500.-)
226xB
estimate 500,4715 1918, 2. 50 Kr. on 3 Kr. dark ochre / black,
perforated L 12½:11½, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 250.226xIC ★★
estimate 80,AUSTRIA 1918-1938
4716 1918 / 9, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
125.228-51 ★★
estimate 40,4717 1918, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.228-42 ★★
estimate 25,4718 1919, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, type I,
blunted row of teeth otherwise very fine MNH, Michel
260.246IA ★★
estimate 50,-

AUSTRIA 1918-1938
4719 1919, 2 H. "special delivery stamp", perforated L
12½:11½, mint never hinged, superb, R!, Michel 700.252D ★★
estimate 240,4720 1919, 5 H. "special delivery stamp", perforated L
12½:11½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 180.253D ★★
estimate 60,4721 1919 / 20, postal stamps, perforated and
unperforated, always in the mint never hinged block of
ten, Michel no. 281 a few values defective, otherwise
almost only superb condition
255-83 ★★
estimate 60,4722 1919 / 21, "Parliament building", 10 mint never
hinged sets in parts of a sheet, mostly superb condition
284-92 ★★
estimate 35,4723 1920, 5 Kr. brown black, perforated L 11½:12½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.288C ★★
estimate 65,4724 1920, 7½ Kr. blackish red purple, perforated L
11½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 500.289B ★★
estimate 170,4725 1920, 7½ Kr. blackish red purple, perforated
11½:12½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.289C ★★
estimate 150,4726 1919, 10 Kr. black greenish olive / black siena,
perforated L 11½:12½, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 600.290C ★★
estimate 200,4727 1920, 20 Kr. dark violet gray / dark brownish red,
perforated L 11½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
250.291B ★★
estimate 90,4728 1920, "Merkur head", 10 mint never hinged
superb sets in vertical multiples, Michel 150.293-311 ★★
estimate 35,4729 1920 / 1, "coat of arms", 10 mint never hinged
sets in parts of sheets, superb, Michel 100.312-20 ★★
estimate 20,4730 1922, 2 Kr. greenish-blue, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.III ★★
estimate 25,4731 1920 / 1, "referendum" and "flood claimant", 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 82.321-59 ★★
estimate 25,4732 1920 / 1, "referendum" and "flood claimant",
almost only superb condition, Michel 70.321-59 ,
estimate 20,4733 1922 / 4, postal stamps in mint never hinged
blocks of four (38 values), at the 4000 Kr. the two of
them lower stamps with variety Michel no. 397vL,
superb, Michel (1070.-)
360-97
★★
estimate 320,4734 1922, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged (38 values), Michel 240.360-97 ★★
estimate 80,-
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4735 2924, 4000 Kr. violet ultramarine on pale greenish
blue with at the bottom displaced perforation hole, very
fine MNH, Michel 80.397vL ★★
estimate 25,4736 1922, "woman's head", perforated L 12½, in mint
never hinged blocks of four (11 values), superb, Michel
400.398-408A
★★
estimate 120,4737 1922, "woman's head", perforated L 12½, in mint
never hinged blocks of four (11 values), 25 Kr. a little
separated, superb, Michel 400.398-408A
★★
estimate 110,4738 1922, "woman's head", perforated L 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged (11 values), Michel 100.398-408A ★★
estimate 30,4739 1922, 1000 Kr. black blue, perforated L 11½,
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(2400.-)
404B
★★
estimate 750,4740 1922, 1000 Kr. black blue violet, perforated L
11½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 600.404B ★★
estimate 190,4741 1922, 2000 Kr. black yellowish green, perforated
L 12½, block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.405AIb
★★
estimate 25,4742 1923, 3000 Kr. dark brown-carmine, perforated L
12½, block of four, very fine MNH, Michel 240.406AI
★★
estimate 70,4743 1921, "newspaper stamps" in block of ten, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 100.409-16 ★★
estimate 20,4744 1922, "Composers and musician", perforated L
12½, on letter pieces with postmarks "25. IV. 22", very
fine set
418-24
estimate 25,4745 1922, "Composers and musician", perforated L
12½, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 130.418-24A ★★
estimate 45,4746 1922, 7½ Kr. "Beethoven", perforated L 11½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 400.420B ★★
estimate 140,4747 1922, "airmail" in mint never hinged blocks of
four, very fine set, Michel 200.425-32
★★
estimate 60,4748 1923, "Country capitals" in mint never hinged
blocks of four, except for Michel no. 436 from the
corner of the sheet, very fine set, Michel (540.-)
433-41
★★
estimate 180,4749 1923, "Country capitals", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 135.433-41 ★★
estimate 40,4750 1924, "youth and TBC care" in blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (360.-)
442-46
★★
estimate 100,-

AUSTRIA 1918-1938
4751 1924, "youth and TBC care", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 90.442-46 ★★
estimate 25,4752 1925, "Schilling currency", rest of hinge, very
fine set
447-67 ★
estimate 25,4753 1925, "Schilling currency", without 4 g., rest of
hinge, 20 superb items
447-67 ★
estimate 20,4754 1925, "airmail", rest of hinge, very fine set
468-87 ★
estimate 60,4755 1930, 20, 25 and 80 g. "airmail" in mint never
hinged blocks of four, superb, Michel 248.474/5,478
★★
estimate 60,4756 1930, 20, 25 and 80 g. "airmail", 3 superb items,
Michel 62.474/5,478 ★★
estimate Gebot
4757 1925 / 6, 1 - 10 S. "airmail", mint never hinged, 5
values as usual perforated superb, Michel 283.483-87 ★★
estimate 75,4758 1926, 5 - 10 S. "airmail", 3 mint never hinged
superb items, Michel 185.485-87 ★★
estimate 55,4759 1936, 5 S. "airmail", unperforated, without gum,
superb
486U (★)
estimate 25,4760 1935, 10 S. "airmail" on interesting airmail
special delivery registered letter to Berlin with
numerous return notes, superb
487
estimate 150,4761 1926, "Saga of the Nibelungs", very fine set mint
never hinged in blocks of four, Michel 120.488-93
★★
estimate 40,4762 1926 / 8, "Saga of the Nibelungs" and "10 years
Republic", 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 90.488-97 ★★
estimate 25,4763 1928, "Hainisch" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (240.-)
494-97
★★
estimate 80,4764 1929, "landscapes", without 50 g., 13 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 820.498-507,09-11 ★★
estimate 250,4765 1929, 10 G. Dark ochre with vertical displaced
perforation hole, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
90.498vL ★★
estimate 25,4766 1930, 24 g. Dark carmine pink with vertical
displaced perforation hole, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 90.505vL ★★
estimate 30,4767 1930, "pulmonary sanatoriums", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 180.512-17 ★★
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4768 1931, "Rotary", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 700.518-23 ★★
estimate 220,4769 1931, "Rotary", rest of hinge, very fine set
518-23 ★
estimate 90,4770 1931, "Rotary", special cancel, very fine set,
Michel 360.518-23
estimate 130,4771 1931, "Poet" in mint never hinged blocks of four,
all from of the right lower corner of the sheet, very fine
set, Michel (880.-)
524-29
★★
estimate 290,4772 1931, "Poet", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.524-29 ★★
estimate 70,4773 1931, "Poet", very fine set
524-29 ★ ★, ★
estimate 50,4774 1932, 10, 18 - 60 Pf. "landscapes" in mint never
hinged blocks of four, superb, Michel 3380.530,532-42
★★
estimate 900,4775 1932, 10 - 60 g. "landscapes", 13 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 820.530-42 ★★
estimate 250,4776 1932, "landscapes", clean regumed, very fine set
530-43 (★)
estimate 75,4777 1923, 50 g. "Ignatius Seipel" in the corner margin
block of four from of the lower left corner of the sheet,
very fine MNH, Michel (160.-)
544
★★
estimate 50,4778 1923, 50 g. "Ignatius Seipel" block of four from
lower margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.544
★★
estimate 45,4779 1932, "painter", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.545-50 ★★
estimate 100,4780 1933, "FIS I", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 650.551-54 ★★
estimate 200,4781 1933, "FIS I", rest of hinge, very fine set
551-54 ★
estimate 100,4782 1933, "FIS I", special cancel, as usual perforated
very fine set
551-54
estimate 100,4783 1933, "FIS I", very fine set
551-54
estimate 70,4784 1933, "FIS I" with special cancel on registered
letter (vertical folded), stamps superb
551-54
estimate 130,4785 1933, souvenir sheet "Vienna Philatelic
Exhibition", mint never hinged with the as usual slight
adhesive patches in the upper margin, including original
envelope, superb, Michel 3750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 1.000,-

AUSTRIA 1918-1938
4786 1933, souvenir sheet "Vienna Philatelic
Exhibition", mint never hinged with the as usual slight
adhesive patches in the upper margin, superb, Michel
3600.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 900,4787 1933, souvenir sheet "Vienna Philatelic
Exhibition" on registered letter special cancel
"Congress house" to Pomerania, photo expertize Bach /
Eichele: ". . . Is genuine and immaculate. The cover is
three sided opened and the souvenir sheet minimal
naturally creasely. "
Bl. 1
estimate 1.300,4788 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition",
ordinary paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 320.555A ★★
estimate 110,4789 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition", granite
paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 750.556A ★★
estimate 250,4790 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition",
perforated Ks 12, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
800.556C ★★
estimate 240,4791 1933, "Catholic day" in lower left corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(1760.-)
557-62
★★
estimate 540,4792 1933, "Catholic day", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 440.557-62 ★★
estimate 130,4793 1933, "Catholic day", mint never hinged, set very
fine / superb, Michel 440.557-62 ★★
estimate 110,4794 1933, "Catholic day", rest of hinge, very fine set
557-62 ★
estimate 65,4795 1933, "Catholic day", special cancel, very fine set
on letter pieces, Michel 280.557-62
estimate 100,4796 1933, 12 g. "Catholic day" with variety "dot
between 3 and n in Catholic day", very fine MNH,
Michel 200.557I ★★
estimate 70,4797 1933, 64 g. "Catholic day" with variety
"interrogation point under 64", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 230.562II ★★
estimate 80,4798 1934, 2 S. dark bluish green "Tyrolean
Kaiserschützen", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.584 ★★
estimate 50,4799 1934, 5 S. "builder", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 65.587 ★★
estimate 20,4800 1936, 10 S. "Dollfuß", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 1400.588 ★★
estimate 480,-
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4801 1936, 10 S. "Dollfuß", as usual perforated superb,
Michel 1400.588 ★★
estimate 400,4802 1936, 10 S. "Dollfuß", first day special cancel, on
piece, stamp as usual perforated superb, Michel 1100.588
estimate 330,4803 1934, "master builder" in blocks of four from the
margin (mostly from the corner of the sheet), very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 600.591-96
★★
estimate 190,4804 1934, "master builder", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.591-96 ★★
estimate 45,4805 1934, "master builder", rest of hinge, very fine set
591-96 ★
estimate 25,4806 1935, "airplane over landscapes", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 190.598-612 ★★
estimate 60,4807 1935, 10 S. "airplane over landscapes", very fine
MNH, Michel 120.612 ★★
estimate 35,4808 1935, "Army leader" in lower left corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(720.-)
617-22
★★
estimate 250,4809 1935, "Army leader", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 180.617-22 ★★
estimate 60,4810 1936, "FIS II contests", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 180.623-26 ★★
estimate 55,4811 1936, "FIS II" with violet special cancellations on
letter pieces, very fine set
623-26
estimate 50,4812 1936, "winter help III" and "Inventor", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 78.628-37 ★★
estimate 20,4813 1936 / 7, "Inventor" and "first ride Mary Anna", 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 78.632-37,39-41 ★★
estimate 20,4814 1937 "first ride Mary Anna" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 72.639-41
★★
estimate 20,AUSTRIA 1945-1949
4815 1945, not issued: 3 Pf. dark yellow brown, superb,
attest Sturzeis, Michel 100.IVa ★★
estimate 35,4816 1945, not issued: 1 - 5 RM "grid overprint", very
fine set mint never hinged, signed Müller Basle, Michel
240.Va-d ★★
estimate 85,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

AUSTRIA 1945-1949
4817 1945, 1 - 5 RM "Grazer overprint", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 500.693-95I,696II ★★
estimate 180,4818 17. 6. 1946, 4, 40 g. And 3 S. "landscapes" on
PAA first flight "Vienna NEW YORK" with Lockheed
Constellation, superb cover, Müller 231
739,757,769I
estimate 50,4819 1946, not issued: "flash and mask", 2 mint never
hinged superb items, photo expertize Bach / Eichele,
Michel 2600.VI/VII ★★
estimate 900,4820 1947, 2 S. "Südturm", single franking on special
delivery registered letter with special cancel "1. federal
party conference Austrian big-tent party" from
"Vienna" to Carinthia, superb
800
estimate 75,4821 1947, "landscapes", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.838-53 ★★
estimate 30,4822 1949 / 50, 90 g., 1 and 10 S. "costumes", 3 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 205.909,911,926 ★★
estimate 65,4823 1949, "happy childhood", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.929-32 ★★
estimate 25,4824 1951, 40 g. "Bruckner" with additional franking
on business letter from "Vienna" to Zurich, with green
brad handwritten cancelled, notice of receipt: "with
colored pencil crossed out here received. 13. 1. 51",
superb
933,941/2
estimate 30,AUSTRIA SINCE 1950
4825 1950, "referendum", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.952-54 ★★
estimate 45,4826 1950, "referendum" on letter pieces with first days
special cancellations, very fine set
952-54
estimate 50,4827 1951, "reconstruction", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.960-63 ★★
estimate 25,4828 1951, "reconstruction", very fine set, Michel 70.960-63
estimate 25,4829 1953, "birds", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.984-87 ★★
estimate 100,4830 1953, 3 S. "birds", superb, Michel 120.985
estimate 40,4831 1953, 5 S. "birds", superb, Michel 120.986
estimate 40,4832 1955, "independence", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 60.1012-16 ★★
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4833 1909, 1 - 100 H. Bright-purple-red, thin paper,
very fine set mint never hinged (7 values), Michel 550.P 34-44y ★★
estimate 180,4834 1908, 1 - 100 H. Bright-purple-red, chalky paper,
very fine set mint never hinged (9 values), Michel 380.P 34-44x ★★
estimate 130,4835 1918, 5 H. Dark rose in the horizontal pair and 1 10 Kr., all unperforated!, with 10 H. Additional
franking reverse on draft, superb, RR!, VÖB attest
Lessig
P 47,55-57U
estimate 290,4836 1919, "German Austria", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.P 64-74 ★★
estimate 65,4837 1919, "German Austria", mint never hinged, as
usual perforated very fine set, Michel 200.P 64-74 ★★
estimate 65,4838 1920 / 1, "Republic Austria", 10 mint never
hinged sets in parts of sheets, almost only superb,
Michel 170.P 75-101 ★★
estimate 25,4839 1922, "new drawing numbers", 10 mint never
hinged sets in parts of sheets, almost only superb
condition, Michel 120.P 103-17 ★★
estimate 20,4840 1922, 100 - 6000 Kr. blackish gray purple in mint
never hinged blocks of four, superb, Michel (500.-)
P 118-31
★★
estimate 150,4841 1922, 100 - 6000 Kr. blackish gray purple, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 125.P 118-31 ★★
estimate 35,4842 1925, "new Ziffernzeichnungen", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 750.P 132-58 ★★
estimate 250,4843 1925, 1- 10 S. dark green, rest of hinge, 4 superb
items
P 155-58 ★
estimate 55,4844 1935, "numeral and national coat of arms", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.P 159-74 ★★
estimate 25,AUSTRIA SETTLEMENT STAMPS
4845 1948, "terminal charges", 200 and 500 S. as usual
creases, superb, Michel 270.V 1-3
estimate 80,AUSTRIA NEWSPAPER TAX STAMPS
4846 1853, 2 Kr. blue-green, type I, single circle
postmark "LINZ", superb, Michel 100.1Ia
estimate 30,4847 1853, 2 Kr. green, type II, superb, Michel 85.1IIc
estimate 25,4848 1858, 4 Kr. brown, mint never hinged extremely
fine copy, R! Amongst other things photo expertize
Bazant
4 ★★
estimate 400,-

AUSTRIA LOCAL ISSUE AUXILIARY POSTAL SERVICE
AUSTRIA
MERANO
SPECIAL FLIGHT AUA
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4849 1918, 2 H. Black on rose with plate flaw "left 4861 1975-2001, 6 different documents with special
lower quadrate the border only still as dot available", cancellations on the subject of "sport aircraft,
with normal stamp as compare piece, rest of hinge, Leichtflugzeuge", superb
superb, Michel - .
estimate Gebot
1PFI ★
estimate 75,AUSTRIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4850 1918, 2 H. Black on rose with plate flaw "left 4862 1887, 3 Kr. green, letter-card (German), green,
lower quadrate the border only still as dot available", with additional franking 2 Kr. "double eagle" from
with normal stamp as compare piece, superb
"WILDENSCHWERT" to Schönlinde / Bohemia,
1PFI
estimate 80,- superb
4851 1918, 2 H. Black on pale green and 5 H. Black on K 1a,44
estimate 50,dark blue, 1. printing, 2 superb items, Michel 90.4863 1889, 5 Kr. rose, letter-card (German) with single
4,5Ia ,
estimate 25,- circle postmark "fisherman" to maritime city, superb
4852 1918, 10 H. Black on brick red, 1. printing, on K 8
estimate 40,piece, superb, Michel 400.4864 1877, 2 Kr. red-brown, card (German) with
6Ib
estimate 120,- additional franking 3 Kr. green, fine printing, from
4853 1918, 10 H. Black on brick red, 1. printing, very "JOSEFSTADT Vienna" to Turin / Italy, very fine
fine (slight scrapings), Michel 400.P 25,36II
estimate 25,6Ib
estimate 80,- 4865 1889, 2 Kr. brown, card (German) with thimble
4854 1918, 10 H. Black on brick red, 2nd edition, on single circle postmark "NEUKIRCHEN BEL EGER" to
maritime city, superb
piece, superb, Michel 150.estimate 40,6IIa
estimate 50,- P 43
4866
1889,
2
Kr.
brown,
card
(German)
with
additional
AUSTRIA AIRMAIL TILL 1938
franking 3 Kr. "double eagle" from "Vienna III" to
nach Handbuch Roland F. Kohl
Amsterdam / Netherlands, superb
4855 27. 7. 1935, "with airmail to the Europe", for P 43,45
estimate 30,subsequent flight Cologne-Cherbourg, from Vienna
with Austrian airmail franking, registered postcard, 4867 1865, 5 Kr. red cut out of postal stationery (oval
very fine (vertical folded), only 50 document exists, R!, cut) and on the back registered postage 5 Kr. red (2x,
defects) from "Teplice" to Prague, one-line cancel
the cabbage 420.97
estimate 80,- "registered", superb
U 18GAA,32
estimate 250,4856 1933, "1. gliding mail Vienna-Semmering" and
red
two-line
cancel
"with
glide
Kronfeld 4868 1876, 5 Kr. red, watermark 3, registered cover
Vienna-Semmering" on photo postcard Robert with additional franking 2x 5 Kr. red, fine printing,
from "Francis JOSEFS quay Vienna" to Pest, rectangle
Kronfeld, with autograph, superb
estimate 75,- cancel with one line "RECOM. ", very fine
U 55,37II
estimate 90,4857 1899 / 1906, Vienna Flugtechn. Association:
4869
1873,
5
Kr.
red,
watermark
3,
registered
cover
correspondence and publication convolute of the
Austrian aviation pioneer Raymond Nimführ with additional franking 10 Kr. blue, rough print, from
(1874-1954) with the aviation pioneers Nikel and Milla, "Favorite Vienna" to Triest, rectangle cancel with two
approximate 55 documents to subjects early aviation, lines "RECOM No. 96", superb, photo expertize Alfani
very fine
U 60II,38I
estimate 150,estimate 240,- 4870 1888, 5 Kr. pale rose / black "postal
accompanying address for cash on delivery", German /
AUSTRIA AUA FIRST FIGHT
Italian, from Innsbruck to Bruneck, superb
4858 1967, 12 documents complete, superb condition
estimate 50,193-203
estimate 50,4871 1899-1915, 6 different package cards, all with
AUSTRIA SPECIAL FLIGHT AUA
additional frankings, very fine / superb
4859 31. 3. 1965, first flight "SYDNEY Vienna" and 6.
estimate 100,4. 1965, first flight "Vienna KARACHI (SYDNEY) ",
AUSTRIA COLLECTIONS
2 superb documents
4872 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria
estimate Gebot
from 1945 (from Michel no. 660) till 1993 in 2
4860 1959-87, "LUPOSTA", 24 different airmail lighthouse albums with all good better issues, including
special documents, superb
postage due stamps, Michel no. 693-96 expertized
estimate 90,- Zenker, superb condition, Michel more then 4000.★★
estimate 900,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
abgebildet

AUSTRIA COLLECTIONS
4873 Mint never hinged collection Austria from
1945-90, from Michel no. 697, except for 3 small
values from the years 1984 and 1989, complete in the
KA-BE hingeless album, superb condition, Michel
2700.★★
estimate 450,4874 Mint never hinged collection Austria from
1945-72 in the Borek album with mounts, from Michel
697 except for attraction and the better birds complete,
superb condition, Michel 1800.★★
estimate 350,4875 Except for 2 small values complete mint never
hinged collection Austria from 1964-98 in 2 KA-BE
albums, as well many sheetlet and special feature,
Prachthaltung
★★
estimate 220,4876 Mint never hinged collection Austria from
1959-89 in the stockbook, complete except for postal
stamps, superb condition, Michel 650.★★
estimate 160,4877 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Austria from 1960-95 on KA-BE album pages, superb
condition, Michel approximate 900.★★
estimate 160,4878 1945-68, mainly cancelled part of a collection,
mostly superb condition, Michel approximate 700., ★★
estimate 100,4879 Except for 1982 / 3 seeming complete mint never
hinged collection Austria from 1966-83 in the
stockbook, superb condition, Michel more then 350.★★
estimate 80,4880 Mainly cancelled collection Austria from
1850-1918 on Borek sides with lots of better values,
amongst other things Michel no. 6IIa used, 11I used,
14a used, 49a used, Lombardei and Venetia 2Xa used,
14 used, 18 used etc., very fine / superb, Michel 2850.,★
estimate 290,4881 Collection Austria from 1945-57 in the safe album
with mounts, as well Michel no. 952-54 used, very fine
/ superb, Michel approximate 400., ★ ★, ★
estimate 60,4882 Cancelled collection Austria from 1945-75 in the
lighthouse album with mounts, from 1952 except for
few values complete, almost only superb condition,
Michel approximate 800.estimate 180,4883 Small cancelled part of a collection Austria from
1906-18 with some middle issues, condition varies
estimate 75,4884 1945-52, collection from 19 different documents
with censorship stamps, mostly registered letters,
mostly superb, inspect!
estimate 280,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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4885 Collection Austria including area till approximate
1972 in the old Schaubek album with amongst other
things many good sets the 30s years, from the
beginning condition varies, later almost only superb
condition
,★
estimate 500,4886 Neat collection Austria from 1945-65, double
collected in the Lindner album with mounts with many
good middle issues, superb condition, Michel more then
2800.★ ★,
estimate 390,4887 Collection Austria from 1991-2001 in the Lindner
album with mounts, mint never hinged more then
complete with some sheetlet, additional still almost
used complete, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 280,4888 Collection Austria from 1981-90 in the Lindner
album with mounts, mint never hinged more then
complete with some sheetlet, additional still almost
used complete, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 120,4889 Complete collection Austria from 1982-93 in the
Lindner album with mounts, double collected ( ** and
used), superb condition, Michel 620.★ ★,
estimate 120,AUSTRIA LOTS
4890 9 different interesting documents from "Znojmo"
and environment, amongst other things 3 censor items
to Argentina, very fine / superb
estimate 120,4891 Approximate. 1911-17, 26 different Austria K.
and K. fieldpost documents, superb condition
estimate Gebot
4892 1850-1876, 9 values with cancellations from
"FELDKIRCH", mostly superb
,
estimate 75,4893 1860-64, 10 superb and pieces, superb in every
respect with different "Vienna" postmarks
estimate 75,4894 1863 / 4, nice lot "double eagle", in total 117
values, as well numerous perfect strikes, almost only
superb choise copy condition, inspect!
26-34 ,
estimate 350,4895 Lot Austria from 1867-1950 on stock cards,
treasure trove!
, ★,
estimate 120,4896 1916, small collection from 14 different
censorship documents, a few better, very fine / superb
estimate 90,4897 Cancelled duplicate lot Austria from 1945-70 in
the stockbook, mostly 2x, with some good middle
values, almost only superb condition, Michel more then
1700.estimate 190,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

AUSTRIA LOTS
4898 Mint never hinged lot different complete issues
from 1947-88 with some duplicates, superb condition
★★
estimate 120,4899 1972-93, lot souvenir sheets and sheetlet in
different quantities, superb condition, Michel
approximate 930.★ ★,
estimate 100,4900 Extensive doublets lot, old and new, high number
of pieces, inspect!
, ★★
estimate 60,AUSTRIA LOMBARDEI AND VENETIA
4901 1850, 5 C. ochre yellow, handmade paper, in the
horizontal
strip
of
three,
two-line
cancel
"BARDOLINA", superb
1Xa
estimate 300,4902 1850, 10 C. black, handmade paper, single circle
postmark "VENEZIA", superb
2Xa
estimate 35,4903 1850, 10 C. black, handmade paper, type Ia,
single circle postmark "PORTOGRUARO", trace of
crease otherwise superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
2Xa
estimate 20,4904 1850, 10 C. black, handmade paper, type Ia,
strong machinery offset, local letter with single circle
postmark "VENEZIA", stamp superb (as a check
soaked off and with hinge mounted), expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
2Xa
estimate 250,4905 1854, 10 C. black, machine paper, type III, single
circle cancel, superb
2Ya
estimate 75,4906 1851, 15 C. vermilion, handmade paper, type IIa,
ribbed paper, two-line cancel "ASIAGO", superb cover
to Padova, RR!, expertized Matl, Michel 1500.3XR
estimate 500,4907 1850, 45 C. blue, handmade paper, type I, with
plate flaw "thin C" (no. 16), two-line cancel "PORDE
(compound second) ", superb, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
5Xa
estimate 50,4908 1863, 2 special yellow, type II, with single circle
postmark "VENEZIA" on local letter, very fine (small
tiny stain spots)
6II
estimate 60,4909 1859, 3 special black, type II, superb, Michel
140.7IIa
estimate 40,4910 1862, 3 special black (2x) and 10 special lilac
brown, type II, on cover from "CHIOGGIA" (single
circle cancel) to Milan, superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer: "the stamps samples - probably for the
purpose of the cleaning - soaked off, appertain but
surely on this cover, they are partial inaccurate back
adhesive"
7IIa,10II
estimate 500,-

AUSTRIA LOMBARDEI AND VENETIA
170
4911 1863, mixed franking: 1863, 3 special green, type
II, 2x with 10 special reddish brown on cover from
"VERONA" to Reggio, decorative superb cover
8a,13
estimate 280,4912 1858, 10 special lilac brown, type I, 2x on cover
(1x folded) from "Milan" to Tirano, superb
10I
estimate 60,4913 1863, 3 special green (2x) and 10 special blue on
superb piece, single circle postmark "VENEZIA",
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer with attest
15,17
estimate 120,4914 1864, 3 special green, 2x and 10 special blue on
cover from "VENEZIA" to Milan, superb
20,22
estimate 150,4915 Newspaper tax stamps: 1859, 1 Kr. black, rest of
hinge, minimal age patina, superb, signed Seitz and
photo expertize G. Zenker, Michel 2000.Z1 ★
estimate 550,4916 Newspaper tax stamps: 1858, 4 Kr. red, left very
close margin, otherwise with enormous margins having
bright colors superb item, multiple signed and photo
expertize Steiner, Michel 3200.Z3
estimate 750,4917 Interesting nice collection Lombardei and Venetia
in the stockbook, as well 6 covers, pairs, strip, nice
postmarks as well a few special feature, almost only
superb and choise copy condition, inspect!
, ,
estimate 750,AUSTRIA POST IN THE LEVANT
4918 1867, 15 special brown, rough print, watermarked
"whole letter", superb
5I
estimate 20,4919 1898, 10 Pa. on 3 Kr. blue-green / black, picture
postcard from "JERUSALEM" to Cologne, very fine
21
estimate 30,AT-H FIELDPOST GENERAL ISSUES
4920 1915, "Kaiser Franz Joseph I. ", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 180.22-48 ★★
estimate 55,FIELDPOST ROMANIA
4921 1917 / 8, "emperor Karl I", 2 mint never hinged
sets, almost only superb condition, Michel 135.1-34 ★★
estimate 40,FIELDPOST SERBIA
4922 1914 / 6, "Serbia", horizontal overprint, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 650.1-21 ★★
estimate 190,4923 1914 / 6, "Serbia", horizontal overprint, on letter
pieces, last piece of the set not cancelled!, very fine set,
Michel 750.1-21
estimate 180,4924 1916, "slanting overprint", very fine set, Michel
160.22-42
estimate 55,-

AUSTRIA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4925 1978 / 81, 2 different documents of the Austrian
UN-unit on Cyprus with fieldpost cancel "UNFICYP
AUSCON" (a postal stationery postcard and a Memory
first day letter), superb
estimate 25,4926 War scenes afloat with Participation the Austria
Hungarian fleet, 2 different cards from 1915, one of it
as army postal service used
estimate Gebot
POLAND
4927 1937, "attendance of the king from Romania", 3
mint never hinged superb souvenir sheets, Michel 150.Bl. 2-4 ★★
estimate 45,4928 1938, souvenir sheet "stratospheres flight", special
cancel, very fine, Michel 90.Bl. 6
estimate 20,4929 1957-2003, lot of 80 different postal stationery,
almost only unused, superb condition
estimate Gebot
POLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4930 1963 / 4, 2 complete volumes, without pages 29
and 31, superb, Michel approximate 255.estimate 50,4931 1944-1959, mostly mint never hinged collection
Poland in the KA-BE album with good middle issues
and souvenir sheets, almost only superb condition,
Michel approximate 2400.★ ★,
estimate 290,4932 Except for 3 cancelled sets (Michel. No. 2174-81,
2182-85 and 2187-94) complete mint never hinged
collection Poland from 1971-81 in the KA-BE album
with sheetlet, sheet and se-tenant, superb condition
★★
estimate 140,4933 1948-61, collection from 194 almost only
different first day covers Poland in 2 ring binder, almost
only superb condition
estimate 190,POLAND LOCAL ISSUE PRZEDBORZ
4934 1918, "views", perforated 11½, very fine set,
expertized Jungjohann, Michel 132.3-6B
estimate 45,PORTUGAL
4935 1855, 5 R. red-brown, smooth hair, with wide
margins, superb, Michel 1200.5
estimate 390,4936 1855, 50 R. yellow green and 100 R. lilac, 2 with
enormous margins superb in every respect items,
expertized Drahn, Michel (230.-)
7a,8
estimate 100,4937 1866, 10 - 120 R. "King Luis I", 7 superb and
superb in every respect items, Michel 741.18-24
estimate 220,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PORTUGAL
171
4938 1866 / 7, 80 - 120 R. "value bands in curved
form", unperforated, 3 superb items, Michel 340.22-24
estimate 100,4939 1869, 20 R. olive brown, number postmark "1", as
usual perforated superb, Michel 150.27
estimate 40,4940 1870, 240 R. lilac, fine (blotched discolored),
Michel (600.-)
33
estimate Gebot
4941 1876, 150 R. dull blue, perforated 12½, centered
number postmark "93", as usual perforated superb,
Michel 160.43xB
estimate 55,4942 1873, 240 R. lilac, perforated 12½, very fine
(above small fissure repaired), Michel 1500.44B
estimate 280,4943 1884, 1000 R. black, perforated 13½, superb,
Michel 140.61C
estimate 55,4944 1911, "REPUBLICA", rest of hinge, no. 194 thin,
otherwise very fine set, Michel 290.190-95 ★
estimate 60,4945 1935, 1. 75 E. "Cathedral", rest of hinge, superb
589 ★
estimate 20,4946 1947, souvenir sheet "traditional costumes II",
mint never hinged, small corner crease, stamps superb,
Michel 350.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 75,4947 1977, souvenir sheet "landscapes" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 20
estimate 25,4948 1979-86, 26 souvenir sheets complete and 2
sheetlet with first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 261.Bl. 27-52
estimate 65,4949 1980-90, 14 different souvenir sheets with first
days special cancellations, superb, Michel 123.aus Bl. 29-71
estimate 20,PORTUGAL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4950 1853-1943, old collection Portugal with some
middle issues, amongst other things Michel no. 427 *
etc., condition from the beginning condition varies later
very fine / superb, Michel 2200.,★
estimate 280,4951 1980-83, lot sheetlet, souvenir sheets and single
stamps from Portugal, Madeira and the Azores on first
day covers, superb
estimate Gebot
PORTUGAL AZORES
4952 1980, "112. anniversary of the first stamp issues",
190x on first day covers, superb, Michel 475.334/5
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

PORTUGAL MADEIRA
4953 1980, "112. anniversary of the first stamp issues",
900x in sheet with first days special cancellations, 2
sheet Michel no. 62 margin defects otherwise superb,
Michel 900.62/3
estimate 50,4954 1980, souvenir sheet "112. anniversary of the first
stamp issues", 390x on first day covers, almost only
superb, Michel 3900.Bl. 1
estimate 190,ROMANIA
4955 1862, 6 Par. Medium brownish red, single hand
print, plain paper, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 95.9Ixa ★
estimate 25,4956 1864, 30 Par. Blue, plate printing, plain paper, in
the 90º tête-bêche pair broad-brimmed, between the
stamps prefolded, rest of hinge, superb
10IIxKb ★
estimate 25,4957 1865, 5 Par. Blue, vertical laid paper, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.12y ★
estimate 35,4958 1865, 20 Par. Red in the horizontal pair, left
stamp mint never hinged, superb
13x ★ ★, ★
estimate 65,4959 1865, 20 Par. Red, both types, rest of hinge, 2
superb items
13x ★
estimate 30,4960 1866, 2 Par. Black on yellow, thick paper, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 75.14x ★
estimate 25,4961 1866, "Karl I. in the pearl circle", thin paper, rest
of hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 220.14-16ya,b ★
estimate 70,4962 1866, 5 Par. Black on gray blue and indigo, thin
paper, rest of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 140.15ya,b ★
estimate 45,4963 1866, 20 Par. Black on rose, thin paper, 8 superb
items with different cancellations
16y
estimate 70,4964 1868, 2 B. In orange and yellow, rest of hinge, 2
superb items, Michel 100.17 ★
estimate 25,4965 1869, 5 - 25 B. "prince Karl I with whisker", rest
of hinge, 4 values condition varies, Michel 230.21-24 ★★
estimate 35,4966 1869, "prince Karl I with whisker", very fine set,
Michel 220.21-25
estimate 60,4967 1871, "prince Karl I with full beard", 4 superb
items, Michel 190.26a,b-28
estimate 50,4968 1872, 10 and 25 B. "prince Karl I with full beard",
rest of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 115.33/4 ★
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ROMANIA
172
4969 1872, 10 and 25 B. "prince Karl I with full beard",
2 superb items, Michel 115.33/4
estimate 35,4970 1872, 50 B. Rose on pale rose, trace or rest of a
hinge, superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel
(200.-)
42 ★
estimate 70,4971 1876, 5 B. Olive yellow, perforated L 11½ in the
horizontal as usual perforated pair (right stamp mint
never hinged) and single stamp perforated L 13½,
superb
44
★, ★ ★
estimate 25,4972 1877, 10 B. Blue on yellowish and ultramarine on
yellowish, perforated L 11½, rest of hinge, 2 superb
items, Michel 85.45a,c ★
estimate 25,4973 1877, 10 B. Blue on yellowish and ultramarine on
yellowish, perforated L 11½, rest of hinge, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 85.45a,c ★
estimate 20,4974 1906, "welfare", very thin paper, mint never
hinged, as usual perforated very fine set
161-64 ★★
estimate 30,4975 1906, 3 B. Reddish brown, at the bottom
perforated L 13½, mint never hinged, superb
169F ★★
estimate 20,4976 1906, 10 B. Carmine rose, perforated L 11½ and
15 B. Violet, perforated L 13½:11½, mint never hinged,
superb
171A,172C ★★
estimate 30,4977 1906, "welfare", very fine set mint never hinged
173-76 ★★
estimate Gebot
4978 1906, "regency", Michel no. 189 and 190 used,
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged
187-96,192F ★★
estimate 25,4979 1906, "regency", Michel no. 187 and 189 rest of
hinge, otherwise very fine set mint never hinged
187-96,192F ★★
estimate 25,4980 1923 / 4, 6, 7. 50 and 10 L. "King Ferdinand I",
always in the mint never hinged block of ten, superb
281/2,284/5 ★★
estimate 70,4981 1922 / 26, "King culmination" and "60. birthday"
in mint never hinged blocks of four, 2 superb sets,
Michel 140.286-302
★★
estimate 35,4982 1922, "King culmination" in mint never hinged
blocks of four, very fine set, Michel 100.286-92
★★
estimate 30,4983 1926, "60. birthday", unperforated, rest of hinge,
very fine set
293-302U ★
estimate 50,4984 1926, 6 L. blue and 10 L. red, rest of hinge, 2
superb items
300,302F ★
estimate 110,-

ROMANIA
4985 1927 / 8, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
95.303-19,329-35 ★★
estimate 25,4986 1928, "King Michael I", unwatermarked and
watermark 4, 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
80.320-28,353-55 ★★
estimate 25,4987 1928, "airmail", both watermark, 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 70.336-38X,Y ★★
estimate 20,4988 1928 / 9, "absorption" and "accociation", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 75.339-51 ★★
estimate 25,4989 1929 / 39, "King Michael I", 7 mint never hinged
superb items, Michel 78.354/5,356-60 ★★
estimate 20,4990 1930, "King Michael I" in mint never hinged
blocks of four, very fine set, Michel 200.356-60
★★
estimate 55,4991 1930, "throne ascent", unwatermarked, with
overprint "8. JUNIE 1930", 8 blocks of four, mint never
hinged, superb
aus 361-71
★★
estimate 20,4992 1930, "airmail", watermark upright, 5 L. small
affixed spots otherwise very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 500.372-74X ★★
estimate 120,4993 1930, "airmail", normal perforation, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 75.372-74Y ★★
estimate 20,4994 1931, "50 years kingdom Romania", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 80.397-401 ★★
estimate 25,4995 1931, "50 years Romanian fleet", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 90.402-05 ★★
estimate 30,4996 1931, "10 years Romanian army", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 100.406-12 ★★
estimate 30,4997 1931, "scout exhibition" and "kings", 6 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 80.413-18 ★★
estimate 25,4998 1931 / 2, "airplanes" and "Alexander I", normal
perforation, 6 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
72.419-24 ★★
estimate 20,4999 1931 / 2, "King Karl II", watermark 7, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 550.425-34 ★★
estimate 170,5000 1932, "scout camp Sibiu", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.437-42 ★★
estimate 35,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ROMANIA
173
5001 1932, "scout camp Sibiu", normal perforation,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 110.437-42 ★★
estimate 25,5002 1932, "congress for history the Medicine", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 100.443-45 ★★
estimate 30,5003 1932, "post office clerk" and "75 years stamps", 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 80.446-48,50-56 ★★
estimate 25,5004 1932, souvenir sheet "EFIRO", manufactured gum
crease, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 20,5005 1932, "75 years stamps" in mint never hinged
blocks of four, very fine set, Michel 160.450-56
★★
estimate 45,5006 1932, 16 L. "main post office" in the block of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
88.457
★★
estimate 25,5007 1934, "scout camp Mamaia", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 110.468-73 ★★
estimate 35,5008 1936, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
105.509-21 ★★
estimate 30,5009 1936, "costumes" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.509-15
★★
estimate 20,5010 1936, "scout camp Kronstadt" in corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
180.516-18
★★
estimate 50,5011 1957, "Flora the Carpathian Mountains" with
ornamental fields, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 70.1647-54 ★★
estimate 20,5012 1959, souvenir sheet "philatelic service", very fine
MNH, Michel 180.Bl. 42 ★★
estimate 60,5013 1964, "summer Olympic Games", unperforated,
1000x, superb, Michel 6000.2317-24B
estimate 250,5014 1972, souvenir sheet "olympic games", very fine
MNH, Michel 90.Bl. 94 ★★
estimate 30,5015 1972, souvenir sheet "olympic games", superb,
Michel 90.Bl. 94
estimate 30,5016 1972, souvenir sheet "Apollo-manifesto", very
fine MNH, Michel 80.Bl. 103 ★★
estimate 25,5017 1972, souvenir sheet "Apollo-manifesto", superb,
Michel 80.Bl. 103
estimate 25,-

ROMANIA
5018 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year",
superb, Michel 60.Bl. 122 ★★
estimate 20,5019 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year"
on First Day Cover, very fine, Michel 120.Bl. 122
estimate 25,ROMANIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5020 Clean extensive dealers lot Romania from
1964-90 in 5 thick stock books, almost only complete
medium issues (mostly only pending 5x pro issue), in
addition to it various souvenir sheets, from the
beginning almost only used, very low starting price!,
Michel approximate 25000., ★★
estimate 1.000,5021 1970 / 1, 2 complete volumes without souvenir
sheets, superb condition
★★
estimate 25,5022 Cancelled collection Romania from 1903-76 in 2
volumes with some better issues, often double collected
(unused respectively used), very fine / superb, Michel
more then 3500.,★
estimate 290,5023 1928-47, small lot different airmail stamps, as
well Michel no. 372-74 *, almost only superb condition
★,
estimate Gebot
5024 1970-75, 34 different souvenir sheets, almost only
superb condition, Michel 2013: 200.a.Bl. 75-128
estimate 40,5025 1939-90, 45 different souvenir sheets, almost only
superb condition, Michel 2013: 260.a. Bl. 4-263 ★★
estimate 50,RUSSIA
5026 1858, 20 K. dark blue / yellow orange, number
postmark "24", superb, Michel 150.6
estimate 50,5027 1858, 20 K. dark blue / yellow orange, town
cancel, superb, Michel 150.6
estimate 45,5028 1866, 10 - 30 K. "post horns without
thunderbolts", rest of hinge, 3 having bright colors
superb items, Michel 340.21-23x ★
estimate 100,5029 1866, 30 K. rose / green, horizontal laid paper, in
the part sheet of 10 pieces, partly a little separated,
fresh colors, superb, RR!
23x ★
estimate 600,5030 1866, 30 K. rose / green, horizontal laid paper,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 160.23x ★
estimate 50,5031 1884, 70 K. sienna light / bright yellowish orange
in the sheet of 25, only 3 values rest of hinge, otherwise
all mint never hinged, superb in every respect (choice
copy), RR!
36 ★ ★, ★
estimate 1.000,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

RUSSIA
174
5032 1884, 70 K. sienna light / bright yellowish orange,
perforated Ks 14½:15, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
100.36A ★
estimate 30,5033 1995, "850 years Moscow" in the sheetlet set
without additional imprint (2x) and with additional
imprint, very fine MNH, Michel 105.415-17KB ★★
estimate 25,5034 1998, 6 different sheetlet (Michel. No. 639-54,
659-63), very fine MNH, Michel 106.KB ★★
estimate 25,5035 2000 / 1, "international collaboration in the
cosmos" and "National aplomb", 2 sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 85.811,912KB ★★
estimate 20,5036 1915, printed form correspondence card of a
Hungarian prisoner of war from the Russian POW
camp "Tobolsk" with cancellation adjusted town cancel
and two censorship stamps, superb
estimate 25,5037 1946, red cross Kriegefangenenkarte from Russia
to Austria with censorship stamp, very fine
estimate 25,5038 The Russian yachts of the Tsars "Standart" and
"North Star", artist picture card, unused, superb
estimate Gebot
RUSSIA ZWANGSSPENDENMARKEN
5039 1922, "Hunger aid for the southeast", very fine
set, Michel 200.1-4 (★)
estimate 65,RUSSIA
LOCAL STAMPS
5040 Moscow / St. Petersburg: 1863, 5 K. black / blue
in the mint never hinged part sheet from 16 pieces from
of the right upper corner of the sheet, superb in every
respect (choice copy), R!
2 ★★
estimate 350,RUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5041 Complete mint never hinged collection Russia
from 1992-95 in the KA-BE album with various
sheetlet and se-tenant, superb condition
★★
estimate 50,5042 2010-15, lot of 65 different cancelled souvenir
sheets, superb condition, Michel 450.Bl.
estimate 130,5043 Complete cancelled year 2014, superb condition,
Michel 318.estimate 90,5044 Complete unhinged mint year 2015, superb
condition, Michel 340.★★
estimate 110,5045 Complete unhinged mint year 2016, superb
condition, Michel 390.★★
estimate 130,-

SAN MARINO
5046 1894, "government building", very fine set mint
never hinged
23-25 ★★
estimate 35,5047 1894, "government building", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 70.23-25 ★
estimate 20,5048 1903, 2 L. pale violet, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 700.44 ★
estimate 190,5049 1918, 3 L. carmine / black in the mint never
hinged block of ten, partly slightly separated, superb,
Michel (300.-)
67 ★★
estimate 65,5050 1921, "numeral and Monte Titano" in mint never
hinged blocks of four, normal perforation, very fine set,
Michel (600.-)
68-80
★★
estimate 160,5051 1923, 80 C. blue and 90 C. brown in corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
77/8
★★
estimate 25,5052 1923, 12 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
67. 50
87-98 ★★
estimate 20,5053 1923, "Red Cross" block of four, mint never
hinged, partly from the corner of the sheet, superb,
Michel (220.-)
91-98 ★★
estimate 65,5054 1924, "anathematizes the Garibaldis to San
Marino", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.100-04 ★★
estimate 25,5055 1924, 30 C. on 45 C. - 2 L. on 3 L. "war
wounded" in mint never hinged blocks of four from the
margin mostly from the corner of the sheet, very fine
set, Michel (600.-)
105-08
★★
estimate 190,5056 1924, 30 C. on 45 C. - 2 L. on 3 L. "war
wounded", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
150.105-08 ★★
estimate 45,5057 1925, "Monte Titano", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.109-20 ★★
estimate 40,5058 1925, 30 C. orange in the corner margin block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.114
★★
estimate 70,5059 1926, "Monte Titano" and "Onofri", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 85.121-30 ★★
estimate 25,5060 1926, "Onofri" in blocks of four from upper
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 320.125-30 ★★
estimate 100,5061 1927, 1. 25 L. - 5. 00 L. "Onofri", very fine set
mint never hinged, expertized Zumstein, Michel 180.133-35 ★★
estimate 60,-

SAN MARINO
175
5062 1927, "war monument" very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.138-40 ★★
estimate 25,5063 1928, "Franziskus from Assisi" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 800.141-44
★★
estimate 240,5064 1928, "Franziskus from Assisi", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 200.141-44 ★★
estimate 60,5065 1932, "new post building", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 1300.175-79 ★★
estimate 390,5066 1932, "opening the electrical train", mint never
hinged, set very fine, Michel 300.180-83 ★★
estimate 75,5067 1943, "precipitation of the fascism", without
overprint, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 120.271-83I ★★
estimate 40,5068 1945, 20 L. "coat of arms" in the sheetlet (10),
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 250.332KB ★★
estimate 80,5069 1945, 25 L. "coat of arms" in the sheetlet (10),
very fine MNH, Michel 200.333KB ★★
estimate 65,5070 1946, 50 L. and 50 L. + 10 L. "national coat of
arms", mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 80.334,351 ★★
estimate 25,5071 1950, 250 L. "San Marino", superb, Michel 180.449 ★★
estimate 60,5072 1992 / 3, "discovery of America" and
"contemporary art" in sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel
120.1508/09,1523/4KB ★★
estimate 30,5073 1975-95, small lot of 13 first day covers, 3
souvenir sheets, a sheetlet and some single stamps,
superb
, , ★★
estimate Gebot
SAN MARINO POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5074 1924, "numeral", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 300.P 10-18 ★
estimate 90,5075 1925, 1 L. - 10 L. orange / brown, 4 superb items,
Michel 405.P 24-27 ★★
estimate 110,SWEDEN
5076 1855, 6 Skill (ing Banco). Bco. Brownish-grey,
single circle postmark "Stockholm", superb
3a
estimate 350,5077 1856, 1 Skill (ing Banco). Bco. Black (Facit
catalogue 6A2), superb, Facit catalogue 4000.- skr.
6
estimate 120,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SWEDEN
5078 1863, 9 Ö. blue-violet with Danish number
postmark "1", rough perforation otherwise superb,
Michel (250.-)
8b
estimate 75,5079 1863, 3 Ö. brown in the vertical upper margin pair
me strong defective or badly placed perforation, mint
never hinged, superb in every respect (choice copy), R!
14II ★★
estimate 350,5080 1866, 17 Ö. red lilac, superb, Michel 140.15a
estimate 40,5081 1877, 5 Ö. green, perforated K 13, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 130.19B ★
estimate 40,5082 1900, 1 Kr. carmine / gray, rest of hinge, superb
49 ★
estimate 45,5083 1903, 5 Kr. "main post office", a number of rest of
hinge, very fine, Michel 200.54 ★
estimate 50,5084 1911, 1 Kr. black on yellow, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 75.62 ★
estimate 20,5085 1916, "Country storm I", rest of hinge, last piece
of the set gum partly shaded otherwise very fine set,
Michel 150.86-96 ★
estimate 40,5086 1916, 5 Kr. "Country storm I", superb, Michel
360.96
estimate 120,5087 1916, "Country storm II", very fine set, Michel
500.97-106
estimate 170,5088 1921, 110 Ö. pale blue, watermark "letters", rest
of hinge, superb
142Z ★
estimate 20,5089 1924, "World postal service congress", 10, 80 Ö
and 1 Kr. perforation fault otherwise very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 1300.144-58 ★★
estimate 380,5090 1924, "World postel congress", rest of hinge, very
fine set
144-58 ★
estimate 170,5091 1924, "Universal Postel Union", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 1500.159-73 ★★
estimate 480,5092 1924, "Universal Postel Union", rest of hinge,
very fine set
159-73 ★
estimate 190,5093 1921, 5 Ö. brown red, type I, watermark "letters",
end of a coil stamps roll with no. "50", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (200.-)
174I IZA ★★
estimate 75,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SWEDEN
176
5094 1934 / 6, 15 Ö. brown, vertical perforated and 35
Ö. ultramarine, white paper, always in the strip of five,
mint never hinged, superb
180IIWA,187IIWA ★★
estimate 25,5095 1934, 15. Ö. brown, white paper, four sides
perforated, in the Oberrandsechserblock. Mint never
hinged, superb, Michel
180IIWB ★★
estimate 20,5096 1934, 20 Ö. carmine, white paper, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 85.182IIWA ★★
estimate 25,5097 1936, 25 Ö. orange, white paper, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 65.186IIWA ★★
estimate 20,5098 1934, 30 Ö. brown, on white paper, rest of hinge,
superb, Facit catalogue 1500.- skr.
188II ★
estimate 50,5099 1929, 40 Ö. olive, type I, shaded paper, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 110.192I IWA ★★
estimate 35,5100 1928, "70. birthday" in blocks of four, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 100.208-12
★★
estimate 30,5101 1932, "King Gustav II", three sided perforated, 4
mint never hinged superb items, Michel 69.216-19A ★★
estimate 20,5102 1936, "300 years post", very fine set mint never
hinged (12 values)
227-38A ★★
estimate 120,5103 1936, "300 years post", normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged (12 values)
227-38A ★★
estimate 100,5104 1939, "200 years academy of sciences", two-sided
and four sides perforated, very fine set (6 values),
Michel 56. 50
272-75A/B ★★
estimate 20,5105 1942, 20 Kr. "swans", four sides perforated, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.290B ★★
estimate 40,5106 1942, 20 Kr. "swans", four sides perforated, mint
never hinged, normal perforation, superb, Michel 130.290B ★★
estimate 35,5107 30. 11.-3. 12. 46, SAS first flight
"SCANDINAVIA SOUTH AMERICA", superb
postcard, Müller 238
324
estimate 45,5108 1960, single circle postmark "SVENSKA
FN-BATAILONEN / Congo" on fieldpost printed form
card of the swedish UN-unit from the Congo, superb
estimate 100,SWEDEN OFFICIAL STAMPS
5109 1874, 6 Ö. gray, perforated 14, centered single
circle postmark "PKXP no. 33", superb
D 4Ac
estimate 70,-

SWEDEN OFFICIAL STAMPS
5110 1874, 24 Ö. orange, perforated 14, rest of hinge,
slightly decentered, superb, Michel 900.D 8Aa ★
estimate 180,5111 1910-1917, small lot "crest design", superb,
Michel 300., ★, ★ ★
estimate 40,SWEDEN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5112 1874, 1 Kr. brown / blue in the vertical pair,
perforated 14, superb
P 10A
estimate 40,SWEDEN ANNUAL
5113 1971, year book, superb, Facit catalogue 1250.skr.
★★
estimate 45,5114 1982, year book, very fine MNH, Facit catalogue
550.- skr.
★★
estimate 20,SWEDEN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5115 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Sweden from 1960-96 on KA-BE album pages with
many se-tenant and different perforations, in addition to
it 1958 / 9 on Lindner album pages, superb condition,
Michel more then 1600.★★
estimate 280,5116 Mint never hinged lot Sweden from 1920-44 with
some middle values, almost only superb condition,
Michel 1100.★★
estimate 170,5117 Unused lot Sweden from 1920-42 with many
good middle values, almost only superb condition,
Michel for ** 3500.★
estimate 190,5118 Extensive cancelled collection Sweden from
1855-1972 in 2 SAFE dual albums, as well Michel no.
2, 6, 13, 86-106, 144-156, 159-173, many good
perforation pairs etc., almost only superb condition
estimate 1.000,5119 Clean cancelled lot Sweden from 1891-1943 with
many good middle values, almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 3000.estimate 350,5120 Extensive lot first day covers from approximate
1968-92, mostly 2x collected, almost only superb
condition
estimate 120,5121 Neat collection Sweden in the Borek album with
mounts till 1966 with small and middle values, the first
years only used, from 1945 mint never hinged
collected, perfect base collection, almost only superb
condition
, ★★
estimate 120,5122 1855-2000, clean, almost only cancelled
beginners collection Sweden in 3 thick stock books,
inspect!
, ★★
estimate 100,-

OLD SWITZERLAND ZURICH
177
5123 1843, 4 Rp. black / dark brownish red, lines
background vertical, type IV, red rosette, with plate
flaw "colored, tropfenartiger spot to the left of the 4"
(Zst. 1 S. 2. 04), stamp backed and small corrected,
otherwise on all sides full margins, photo expertize
Eichele
1I
estimate 3.000,5124 1843, 4 Rp. black / dark brownish red, lines
background vertical, type V, red rosette, repaired on not
associated cover, photo expertize Rellstab / Witschi
1I
estimate 2.900,5125 1843, 4 Rp. black / dark brownish red, lines
background horizontal, type I, black rosette (50% extra
charge!), photo expertize Rellstab: ". . . Full- to very
large margins, slightly and neat cancelled. In the right
margin at the bottom small repair and in the lower part
horizontal trace of crease. "
1II
estimate 4.500,SWITZERLAND
5126 1850, official letter with red two ring cancel from
"FRIBOURG" with contents to Grandson, decorative
seal stamp of the city Fribourg, superb
estimate 40,5127 1851, 5 Rp. black / vermilion on blue, without
framed cross, type 28, small superb cover from St.
Gallen to Altstätten, photo expertize Berra-Gautschy
7II
estimate 400,5128 1853, 10 Rp. black / red on yellow, type 10,
lithographic stone B1 (RU), except for one corner full
margins, superb cover from far to Sax
8II
estimate 240,5129 1852, 15 Rp. red, superb, expertized of the Weid,
Michel 130.12
estimate 50,5130 1854, 5 Rp. brown, 2. Munic printing, (Zst.
22A3a), lower right touched otherwise on all sides full
margins, superb, expertized Hermann, Michel 250.13Ib
estimate 70,5131 1854, 5 Rp. gray brown, Bern printing I, (Zst.
22B), left margin copy, at the bottom a little cut into
otherwise with wide margins with parts from 3
neighbour stamps, expertized Hermann
13IIAym
estimate 40,5132 1859, 5 Rp. gray brown (on all sides full margins)
with 15 Rp. rose (three sided full margins), Bern
printing III, (Zst. 22 / 24G), on large-sized cash on
delivery
envelope
with
one-line
cancel
"KRUMMENAU" to St. Johann, superb
13/15IIBym
estimate 100,5133 1855, 10 Rp. medium blue, 2. Munich printing,
(Zst. 23Ac), three sided with wide margins on cover
from St. Gallen to Ganterschwil, superb
14Ib
estimate 55,5134 1858, 10 Rp. bright blue, dark red silk thread,
Bern printing I, (Zst. 23C), full margins on cover from
Aarau to Muri, superb
14IIByo
estimate 50,-

SWITZERLAND
5135 1855, 10 Rp. blue, red silk thread, Bern printing
II, (Zst. 23Cd), double embossing, dreiseitg with wide
margins, superb, Michel 350.14IIByoPF III
estimate 110,5136 1860, 10 Rp. bright blue, Bern printing III, (Zst.
23G), three sided full margins on superb cover with
one-line cancel "boothes" to Hottingen
14IIBym
estimate 40,5137 1855, 15 Rp. light purple carmine, 2. Munich
printing, (Zst. 24Ad), above partly cut into otherwise
full margins on cover from St. Peterzell, very fine
15Ib
estimate 75,5138 1857, 15 Rp. rose, blue silk thread, Bern printing
II, (Zst. 24Da), large margins all around, small crease
otherwise superb
15IIByp
estimate 30,5139 1862, 3 C. gray black, as usual perforated superb,
expertized Marchand, Michel 130.21a
estimate 35,5140 1863, 40 C. green, single circle postmark "St.
Gallen", on piece, superb, Michel (60.-)
26
estimate 20,5141 1863, 60 C. reddish bronze, superb, Michel 160.27
estimate 50,5142 1863, 1 Fr. ormolu (yellowish), very fine (small
perforation faults), Michel 420.28a
estimate 90,5143 1864, 1 Fr. gold, superb, Michel 110.28c
estimate 35,5144 1867, 2 C. red-brown, superb, Michel 240.29b
estimate 75,5145 1867, 2 C. red-brown, very fine (corner
perforation crease), Michel 240.29b
estimate 60,5146 1878, 40 C. gray with variety "Kontrolllzeichen
extremely weak engraved", stamp "RORSCHACH",
superb, photo expertize Hermann, Michel 140.34
estimate 55,5147 1867, 40 C. gray, centric cancellation, superb in
every respect (choice copy), Michel (140.-)
34
estimate 45,5148 1881, 1 Fr. gold, granite paper, two ring cancel
"CHAUX DE FONDS SUCCURS", as usual perforated
superb, photo expertize Hermann, Michel 1200.44
estimate 320,5149 1882, 5 C. lilac brown, 2 values with different
blue straight-line cancel, very fine / superb, Michel
240.46
estimate 55,5150 1882, 5 C. lilac brown, superb, Michel 120.46
estimate 40,5151 1882, 10 C. bright rose red, superb, Michel 80.47
estimate 25,-

SWITZERLAND
178
5152 1882, 15 C. bright yellow ochre, superb, Michel
300.49
estimate 110,5153 1895, 1900, 25 C. green, 25 C. blue and 25 C.
"Universal Postel Union", always as a single franking
on cover to Berlin, superb
59,67,73
estimate 50,5154 1900, 40 C., 50 C. and 5 C. on money letter from
"Trait-Bon-Port" to Berlin, lease
61,69C,84
estimate 60,5155 1882, 1 Fr. lilac, perforated K 9 3 / 4:9¼, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 100.63B
estimate 30,5156 1905, 40 C. gray, perforated K 11 ½: 11, superb,
Michel 190.77C
estimate 65,5157 1905, 3 Fr. yellow brown, perforated K 11 ½: 11,
superb, Michel 190.80C
estimate 55,5158 1907, 40 C. gray, perforated K 11 ½: 12, granite
paper, superb, Michel 65.91D
estimate 20,5159 1908, 40 C. dark magenta / chrome yellow, as
usual perforated superb, Michel 110.101
estimate 25,5160 1933 / 40, 50 C. dark green / pale green, chalky
paper, smooth gum and 1 Fr. brownish carmine / pale
green, ribbed gum, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
50.107y,109z ★★
estimate 30,5161 1908, 3 Fr. blackish gray yellow / dull yellow,
rough perforation, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 320.110 ★
estimate 100,5162 1909, 3 C. black bluish violet, type I, block of
four with centered last day stamp, superb
112I
estimate 40,5163 1914, 10 C. red on dull orange, type II, and 12 C.
brown, in centric cancelled blocks of four, superb
118II,119
estimate 35,5164 12. 1. 1923, 1 C. on 2 C. and 2½ C. "Tell boy" on
domestic letter with special cancel the Peace conference
from Lausanne from 12. 1. 1923, superb (tab is absent)
124,136
estimate 30,5165 1915, "Pro Juventute", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 260.128/9 ★★
estimate 90,5166 1915, "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 120.128/9
estimate 40,5167 1915, 10 C. "Pro Juventute", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 110.129 ★
estimate 35,5168 1915, 10 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 110.129
estimate 35,-

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SWITZERLAND
5169 1916, "Pro Juventute", very fine set, Michel 150.130-32
estimate 50,5170 1916, 10 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 90.132
estimate 30,5171 1917, "Pro Juventute", mint never hinged, very
fine set, Michel 100.133-35 ★★
estimate 35,5172 1917, 10 C. "Pro Juventute", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 60.135 ★★
estimate 20,5173 1915, 60 C. blackish reddish orange / dull yellow
orange, smooth gum, normal perforation, superb,
Michel 110.140y
estimate 30,5174 1918, "Pro Juventute", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 60.143/4 ★★
estimate 20,5175 1919, 50 C. airmail stamp, on piece, superb,
expertized, Michel (160.-)
145
estimate 55,5176 1922, 25 C. black pink on dull yellowish orange,
smooth gum, in the centric cancelled block of four,
superb, expertized Lininger
168x
estimate 65,5177 1921, 40 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 75.174
estimate 25,5178 1922, 40 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 80.178
estimate 25,5179 1923, 15 C. "airmail" with variety "broken
bicycle", superb, Michel 80.179I
estimate 25,5180 1937, 25 and 45 C. "airmail", coated granite
paper, 3 superb items, Michel 115.180,183/4z
estimate 40,5181 1923, 40 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 60.188
estimate 20,5182 1924, "airmail", ordinary paper, rest of hinge,
very fine set
189-91x ★
estimate 20,5183 1924, 75 C. and 1 Fr. "airmail", ordinary paper, 2
superb items, Michel 145.190/1x
estimate 50,5184 1940, 90 C. - 1. 50 Fr. "coat of arms", smooth
gum, 3 superb items, Michel 150.194-96y ★★
estimate 50,5185 1924, 1. 20 Fr., ordinary paper, with variety "first
E in Helvetia like F" superb, Michel 60.195xI ★★
estimate 20,5186 1933, 3 C. lilac ultramarine on dull yellowish
orange, ribbed gum, in the centric cancelled block of
four, superb
199z
estimate 60,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SWITZERLAND
179
5187 1933, 15 C. brown carmine on pale
chrome-yellow, ribbed gum, small crease otherwise
superb, Michel 70.205z
estimate 20,5188 1931, 3 Fr. "mountainscapes", small rest of hinge,
superb
226 ★
estimate 20,5189 1929, "winged cover", ordinary paper, superb,
Michel 200.233/4x ★
estimate 70,5190 1933, "winged cover", chalky paper, superb,
Michel 130.233/4z
estimate 45,5191 1930, "Tell boy" in centric cancelled blocks of
four, superb
239/40
estimate 30,5192 1930, 2 Fr. "letter deaf", ordinary paper, rest of
hinge, superb
245x ★
estimate 30,5193 1930, 2 Fr. "letter deaf", ordinary paper, rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb
245x ★
estimate 25,5194 1934, souvenir sheet "NABA", superb, Michel
800.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 280,5195 1936, 40 C. on 90 C. "airmail", overprint orange
red, very fine MNH, Michel 180.293a ★★
estimate 60,5196 1936, "Pro Patria", superb strip, Michel 52.A294-96 ★★
estimate 20,5197 1936, "Pro Patria", superb pair, Michel 133.A295/6
estimate 45,5198 1936, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", superb, Michel
75,Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 25,5199 1936, "landscapes", ribbed gum, in centric
cancelled blocks of four, 10 and 20 Pf. both types, very
fine set (11 values)
297-305I,IIz
estimate 240,5200 1937, souvenir sheet "Pro Juventute", first day
cancel, superb, expertized abbot, Michel 65.Bl. 3
estimate 25,5201 1938, 30 C. "ILO" with variety "4. column
broken", superb, Michel 300.322I
estimate 100,5202 1938, 20 C. dark rose, ribbed gum, in the centric
cancelled block of four, superb
327z
estimate 40,5203 1934, souvenir sheet "Aarau", hardly visible
corner crease, very fine MNH, Michel 75.Bl. 4 ★★
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SWITZERLAND
5204 1939, 20 C. "national exhibition", Italian
inscription, block of four with centered first day
cancel!, superb, R!
343
estimate 100,5205 1940, 10 C. dark reddish brown, ribbed gum, in
the centric cancelled block of four, superb
363z
estimate 50,5206 1940, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", superb
Bl. 5 ★
estimate 100,5207 1941, "historic representations", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 70.377-85 ★★
estimate 20,5208 1941, "historic representations" in centric
cancelled blocks of four, very fine set
377-85
estimate 55,5209 1941, "National attachments" and "750 years
Bern", always block of four with centered first day
cancel, superb
386,398
estimate 20,5210 1941, 50 C. "airplane over landscapes" with
variety "housetop of the right house white", superb,
Michel 100.389I ★★
estimate 35,5211 1941, souvenir sheet "war winter help", very fine
MNH, Michel 110.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 40,5212 1941, souvenir sheet "war winter help", first day
cancel, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 6
estimate 180,5213 1941, single stamps "Pro Juventute", superb pair,
Michel (320.-)
403/4
estimate 120,5214 1942, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", very fine,
Michel 110.Bl. 7 ★★
estimate 35,5215 1942, single stamps "Pro Patria", Michel 60.410/1 ★★
estimate 20,5216 1943, souvenir sheet "a hundred years stamps",
superb, Michel 100.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 35,5217 1943, souvenir sheet "a hundred years stamps"
with red first day special cancel, superb, Michel 65.Bl. 8
estimate 25,5218 1943, souvenir sheet "National contribution",
superb, Michel 110.Bl. 9 ★★
estimate 40,5219 1943, souvenir sheet "GEPH", very fine MNH,
Michel 75.Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 25,5220 1944, "olympic games", shorter fibre, very fine
set, Michel 100.428-30y
estimate 35,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SWITZERLAND
180
5221 1945, "war victim" in blocks of four with centered
first days special cancellations, superb
443/4
estimate 25,5222 1945, souvenir sheet "war victim", very fine
MNH, Michel 220.Bl. 11 ★★
estimate 75,5223 1945, souvenir sheet "war victim", very fine
(diagonally crease), Michel 220.Bl. 11 ★★
estimate 45,5224 1945, souvenir sheet "Bale dove", very fine
MNH, Michel 160.Bl. 12 ★★
estimate 55,5225 1945, souvenir sheet "Bale dove", rest of hinge in
the upper margin, stamps mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 12 ★
estimate 30,5226 1945, "PAX", very fine set mint never hinged,
final value expertized Marchand, Michel 450.447-59 ★★
estimate 160,5227 1945, "PAX", very fine set, Michel 1000.447-59
estimate 350,5228 1945, "PAX", set very fine / superb, Michel
1000.447-59
estimate 260,5229 1945, 2 Fr. "PAX", superb, Michel 200.456
estimate 70,5230 1945, 5 Fr. "PAX", superb, Michel 360.458
estimate 130,5231 1946, 10 C. "Pestalozzi", 2 blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s (Bern and Hilterfingen),
superb
469
estimate Gebot
5232 1947, 5 C. "a hundred years railroad" with variety
"missing saliva in the drive wheel", superb, Michel
200.484II
estimate 70,5233 1948, "landscapes", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 55.500-05 ★★
estimate 20,5234 1948, "landscapes" in centric cancelled blocks of
four, very fine set
500-05
estimate 45,5235 1948, "airplane over landscapes", very fine MNH,
Michel 70.506/7 ★★
estimate 25,5236 1948, 40 C. blackish cobalt, rest of hinge, superb
507b ★
estimate 30,5237 1948, souvenir sheet "IMABA", very fine, Michel
90.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 25,5238 1948, souvenir sheet "IMABA" with special
cancel on cover, superb
Bl. 13
estimate 35,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SWITZERLAND
5239 1948, single stamps "IMABA", superb pair,
Michel 70.512/3 ★★
estimate 25,5240 1949, "Pro Patria" in blocks of four with centered
first day cancel`s, very fine set
525-28
estimate 50,5241 1949, 20 C. "Grimsel artificial lake", type I,
superb, Michel 85.533I
estimate 30,5242 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", very fine
MNH, Michel 260.Bl. 14 ★★
estimate 90,5243 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", very fine,
Michel 260.Bl. 14 ★★
estimate 70,5244 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (200.-)
Bl. 14
estimate 70,5245 1952, "a hundred years electrical communication"
in blocks of four with centered first day cancel`s, very
fine set
566-69
estimate 30,5246 1953, "Pro Patria" in blocks of four with centered
first day cancel`s, very fine set
580-84
estimate 60,5247 1953, "Alpine mail" in blocks of four with centric
cancelled first day cancel`s, superb
586/7
estimate 20,5248 1954, "Pro Juventute" in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s, very fine set
602-06
estimate 45,5249 1955, souvenir sheet "Lausanne", superb, Michel
100.Bl. 15 ★★
estimate 30,5250 1955, single stamps "Lausanne", 2 superb items,
Michel 80.611/2 ★★
estimate 25,5251 1957 / 8, "Europe", "year events",
"Atomkonferenz" (Michel. No. 646 / 7, 653-56, 662),
always in blocks of four with centered first day
cancel`s, superb
estimate 25,5252 1958, "Pro Juventute" in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s, very fine set
663-67
estimate 25,5253 1959, "Pro Patria" in blocks of four with centered
first day cancel`s, very fine set
674-78
estimate 25,5254 1958, "historic representations" in blocks of four
with centered first day cancel`s, very fine set
683-86
estimate 45,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SWITZERLAND
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5255 1960, "postal history motives and building
monuments", normal paper, in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s, very fine set
696-713x
estimate 100,5256 1960, 25 and 75 C. "postal history motives and
building monuments", phosphorescence reverse in lieu
of on face, always block of four, very fine MNH,
Michel (76.-)
700,707yI
★★
estimate 20,5257 1961, "evangelists" in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s, interest of tenant
738-41
estimate 100,5258 1963, "postal history motives and building
monuments" in centric cancelled blocks of four, each
value is 8 - 9x with different postmarks available, very
fine set
764-67
estimate 90,5259 1964-68, "postal history motives and building
monuments" in blocks of four with centered first day
cancel`s, very fine set (16 values)
aus 802-86
estimate 30,SWITZERLAND SE-TENANTS
5260 1909, Helvetia tête-bêche "25 + 25", superb,
Michel 160.K3
estimate 55,5261 1909, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 + 5", type I, superb,
Michel 80.K 5I
estimate 25,5262 1909, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 + 5", type II, superb,
Michel 420.K 5II
estimate 150,5263 1915, Pro Juventute tête-bêche "5 + 5", very fine,
Michel 150.K 9 ★★
estimate 40,5264 1918, Tell bust picture "15 + 10", superb, Michel
140.S1
estimate 50,5265 1918, Tell boy tête-bêche "7½ + 7½", superb,
Michel 65.K 11
estimate 20,5266 1918, Tell bust picture tête-bêche "15 + 15", very
fine (small trace of crease), Michel 200.K 12
estimate 40,5267 1921, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 on 7½ + 5 on 7½",
superb, Michel 90.K 14
estimate 30,5268 1927, Tell boy / Tell bust picture "10 + 15",
superb, Michel 130.S 15
estimate 45,5269 1927, Tell boy / Tell bust picture tête-bêche "5 +
10", superb, Michel 65.K 23
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SWITZERLAND SE-TENANTS
5270 1930, Tell boy / Tell bust picture "5 + 10 " and
"10 + 5", smooth gum, 2 superb items, Michel 80.S 21x,23x ★★
estimate 25,5271 1935, landscapes tête-bêche "15 + 15" and "15 +
Z + 15", gutter vertical perforated, 2 superb items,
Michel 60.K 30,WZ 33C
estimate 20,5272 1937, landscapes tête-bêche "10 + 10", ribbed
gum, type I, double embossing in the total design of the
stamp, superb, Michel (260.-)
K 33zIDPII ★★
estimate 100,5273 1937, landscapes tête-bêche "20 + Z + 20", both
gum kinds, gutter vertical perforated, 2 superb items,
Michel 95.KZ 11yC,zC ★★
estimate 30,5274 1953, stamp booklet sheet "Pro Juventute", first
day special cancel, superb, Michel (1500.-)
MHB 42
estimate 500,5275 2005, 3 different stamp booklet: Michel no.
0-140, 0-142 and 0-143, superb, Michel 59.MH
estimate 20,5276 Small lot mostly different se-tenants from
1909-60, mostly superb condition, Michel more then
300.a. K 3-KZ 22 ★, , ★ ★
estimate 50,SWITZERLAND OFFICIAL STAMPS
5277 1935, 5 and 10 C. "landscapes", always in the
centric cancelled block of four, 2 superb pieces
D 2/3
estimate Gebot
5278 Small duplicate lot official stamps from 1918-50,
almost only superb condition, Michel 416.★, , ★ ★
estimate 60,SWITZERLAND FRANCHISE STAMPS
5279 1911-21, 3 - 20 C. "alpine rose", small control
number, 5 mint never hinged blocks of four, superb,
Michel 280.Pf 3-7I
★★
estimate 80,5280 1911-21, 3 - 20 C. "alpine rose", small control
number, 5 mint never hinged superb items, Michel 70.Pf 3-7I ★★
estimate 20,5281 1911-21, 3 - 20 C. "alpine rose", without control
number, 5 mint never hinged superb items, Michel 69.
30
Pf 3-7II ★★
estimate 20,5282 1927, 5 - 20 C. "alpine rose", granite paper,
without control number, rest of hinge, very fine set
Pf 11-13II ★
estimate 30,5283 1927, 10 C. "alpine rose", granite paper, without
control number, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.Pf 12IIx ★★
estimate 25,5284 1935, "Krankenpflegerinnen / Dunant", ribbed
gum, without control number, in centric cancelled
blocks of four, very fine set
PF 14-16IIy
estimate 50,-

SWITZERLAND POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
182
5285 1878, 1 - 250 C. blue / dark blue, very fine set,
Michel 90.P 1-9
estimate 25,5286 1878, 50 C. blue / dark blue with variety "5. and
6. star right missing", superb
P 7I
estimate 25,5287 1883, 50 - 500 C. opal green / red, 3 values, very
fine, Michel 620.P 20-22IIAXaK
estimate 120,5288 1883, 50 C. opal green / red, centered two ring
cancel "MOLLIS" and blue "invalid" stamp, superb,
Michel 70.P 20IIAXaK
estimate 25,5289 1883, 50 C. opal green / red, superb, Michel 70.P 20IIAXaK
estimate 25,5290 1883, 100 C. opal green / red, superb, Michel
350.P 21IIAXaK
estimate 110,5291 1934, 25 C. blackish olive / orange red, chalky
paper, superb, Michel 78.P 46z
estimate 25,SWITZERLAND AIRMAIL
5292 28. 6. 1934, "Swissair Balkan flights" to Istanbul,
franked by Michel no. 245z, superb cover
SF 34.3
estimate 100,5293 13. 2. 1977, Mittelholzer Africa commemorative
flight "Zurich Cairo, NAIROBI, Capetown and -GAO",
4 superb letters
SF 77.1.a-d
estimate 20,SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS
5294 1907-63, mint never hinged lot mostly different
complete issues Switzerland, focal point "Pro Patria"
and "Pro Juventute", almost only superb condition,
Michel approximate 2400.★★
estimate 350,5295 Mostly cancelled collection Switzerland from
1850-1969 with middle issues, from the beginning
weak be present, very fine / superb, Michel
approximate 1500., ★★
estimate 220,5296 1944-87, neat, mainly cancelled part of a
collection,
mostly
superb
condition,
Michel
approximate 1200., ★★
estimate 130,5297 1882-1907, clean, almost only cancelled special
collection "standing Helvetia" from 172 values, to
Zumstein collected and superscribes, with lots of better
values, amongst other things Michel no. 61B, 62B,
76II, 77C, 80D etc., almost only superb condition,
inspect!
estimate 1.500,5298 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1907-45 with middle issues neat on stock cards, very
fine / superb, Michel 2600.estimate 390,-

SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS
5299 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1907-45 with middle issues neat on stock cards, very
fine / superb, Michel 2100.estimate 290,5300 1945-78, neat part of a collection in the lighthouse
album with mounts, very fine / superb, Michel
approximate 1700.estimate 250,5301 Cancelled collection Switzerland from 1946-78 in
the Schaubek album, except for Michel no. 625-28 and
pages 14 / 5 seeming complete, almost only superb
condition, Michel 1300.estimate 220,5302 1946-60, neat part of a collection with many
complete issues, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 800.estimate 120,5303 Clean cancelled collection "Pro Patria" from
1938-69 on MAWIR sides, from 1941 complete, almost
only superb condition, Michel 500.estimate 80,5304 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1946-72 neat on stock card, very fine / superb, Michel
660.estimate 70,5305 1968-83, clean more then complete collection
Switzerland in the Lindner album with mounts, superb
condition
estimate 50,5306 Complete cancelled collection Switzerland from
1982-84 and 1986-92 with Eckrandstempeln from first
day, as well 3x sheetlet Michel no. 1369, in addition to
it a few values from 1924 and uncharged mint never
hinged offices values, superb condition, Michel more
then 400.estimate Gebot
5307 Neat cancelled collection Switzerland from
1907-74 in the stockbook, from 1946 in fact complete,
superb condition, Michel 2900.,
estimate 380,5308 1941-75, collection from 418 different blocks of
four with centered first day cancel`s, superb collection,
SBK approximate 1200.- CHF
estimate 220,SWITZERLAND LOTS
5309 1881-1962, small unused duplicate lot
Switzerland with middle issues, mostly superb
condition, Michel approximate 1000.★, ★★
estimate 180,5310 Mint never hinged rest lot Switzerland from
1955-63, with some "offices" issues to 1976, superb
condition
★★
estimate Gebot
5311 1923-46, small lot different airmail stamps with
some better issues, almost only superb condition
,★
estimate 100,-

SWITZERLAND LOTS
183
5312 1913-41, small lot different values and sets,
mostly superb
★
estimate 35,5313 1983-2010, lot almost only different stamp
booklet with first days special cancellations, from 1990
except for few complete, as well stamp booklet 0-136,
superb, Michel for ** 1730.MH
estimate 200,5314 1971-81, 68 different "PTT" booklet, folding
sheet no. 102-185 almost complete, superb
estimate 75,5315 1964-76, lot different issues in blocks of four
from the margin, all from of the philatelic agency used,
superb, Michel approximate 380.estimate 70,5316 Lot of above 260 cancelled values Switzerland,
mostly from 2000-2012, as well many sheetlet and
souvenir sheets with first day cancel`s, amongst other
things 2x Michel no. 2006 in sheetlet, superb condition
estimate Gebot
5317 1970-81, 24 different "PTT" booklet, from folding
sheet no. 96-180, superb
estimate Gebot
5318 1882-1904, "standing Helvetia with control
mark", unused lot of 22 values and 3 trial proofs,
condition varies, inspect!
★,( ★)
estimate 200,5319 1980-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 130.,
estimate Gebot
5320 1984, complete year on 8 Maxibrief first day
covers
estimate Gebot
SWITZERLAND MILITARY FIELDPOST
5321 1916, letter with seal from a camp for hostage in
Basle to France, with violet frame cancel with 3 lines,
reverse blanking plate, censorship stamp no. "158" as
well seal "hostage Basle", with arrival postmark Ajain,
very fine
estimate 100,5322 1917, cover of an Interned prisoner of war from
the camp "EBNAT-KAPPEL" to St. Gallen, with blue
two-line
cancel
"INTERNEMENT
of
the
PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE EN SUISSE - prisoner
of war internment IN of Switzerland", very fine
estimate 40,SWITZERLAND SDN
5323 1937, "landscapes", chalky paper, 10 Rp. in type
I, very fine set, Michel 55.47-55zI
estimate 20,SWITZERLAND BIT / ILO
5324 1923, 30 C. brown orange / pale green, rough
perforation, superb, Michel 90.5
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SWITZERLAND BIT / ILO
5325 1950, "landscapes", 20 Rp. wavy-line cancel, very
fine set, Michel 140.83-93
estimate 45,SWITZERLAND CONSTRUCTED / IEB
5326 1944-60, small duplicate lot, almost only superb
condition, Michel 148.★,
estimate 20,SERBIA
5327 1914, 3 Din. Yellow, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
190.128 ★
estimate 60,5328 1912, fieldpost card with censorship- and
fieldpost cancel, superb
estimate 90,SLOVAKIA
5329 1939, postal stamps, 3. 50 Ks. Both overprints,
very fine set mint never hinged (22 values), Michel
625.2-22a,b ★★
estimate 190,5330 1993, 8 Kcs. "coat of arms" in the sheetlet, in each
case mint never hinged and used, superb, Michel 60.162KB ★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5331 Postage due stamps: 1939, "numeral",
unwatermarked, 1 Ks. Rest of hinge otherwise very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 130.P 1-12 ★★
estimate 30,5332 Mint never hinged lot of 1939-1944, partly in
parts of a sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 90,SOVIET UNION
5333 1925, "Decembrist revolt", perforated and
unperforated, 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
110.305-07A/B ★★
estimate 40,5334 1925, "Decembrist revolt", perforated and
unperforated, rest of hinge, 2 superb sets
305-07A/B ★
estimate 20,5335 1927, "October revolution", rest of hinge, very
fine set
328-34 ★
estimate 35,5336 1927, "Powers the revolution", 8 K. rest of hinge
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 250.339-53 ★★
estimate 75,5337 1927, "Powers the revolution", without Michel no.
344 and 346, 13 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 240.339-53 ★★
estimate 70,5338 1929, 10 R. "Lenin", perforated L 10, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 80.360C ★★
estimate 25,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

SOVIET UNION
184
5339 1930, "Count Zeppelin", perforated L 12½, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.390/1A ★★
estimate 70,5340 1930, 40 K. "Count Zeppelin", perforated L 12½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.390A ★★
estimate 30,5341 1931, 1 R. "Polar travel", perforated K 12:12½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.404C ★★
estimate 60,5342 1932, "1. Allunions stamp exhibition", perforated
L 12½, rest of hinge, superb
422/3A ★
estimate 30,5343 1933, 30 K. on 15 K, "stamp exhibition",
watermark sideways, as usual perforated superb, Michel
250.427Y
estimate 60,5344 1934, 5 and 10 K. "aviation and airmail",
watermark, lying, mint never hinged, 2 superb items,
Michel 120.462/3Y ★★
estimate 35,5345 1934, 5, 10, 50 and 80 K. "aviation and airmail",
watermark sideways, 4 superb items, Michel 80.462/3,465/6Y
estimate 20,5346 1934, "aviation and airmail", unwatermarked,
very fine set, Michel 80.462-66Z
estimate 25,5347 1934, 20 K. "aviation and airmail", watermark
upright, very fine MNH, Michel 320.464X ★★
estimate 100,5348 1934, 20 K. "aviation and airmail", watermark
upright, superb, Michel - .
464X
estimate 80,5349 1934, 80 K. "aviation and airmail", watermark
sideways, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.466Y ★★
estimate 50,5350 1935 "first world war", superb, Michel 110.494-98
estimate 35,5351 1935 "first world war", as usual perforated superb,
Michel 110.494-98
estimate 25,5352 1935, 5 and 20 K. "Moscovite tube", watermark
sideways, 2 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
500.509,512Y ★★
estimate 170,5353 1935, 15 K. carmine, watermark upright,
manufactured gum crease, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 600.511x ★★
estimate 150,5354 1935, "Kalinin" and "Tolstoj" in centric cancelled
blocks of four, 2 superb sets
532-38
estimate 30,5355 1936, "pioneers help of the postal service", very
fine set mint never hinged (6 values)
542-47 ★★
estimate 25,-

SOVIET UNION
5356 1937, souvenir sheet Allunions-Puschkin
exhibition" with plate flaw "missing dot to A in A. C. ",
very fine MNH, Michel (60.-)
Bl. 1xI ★★
estimate 25,5357 1937, souvenir sheet Allunions-Puschkin
exhibition" with plate flaw "dot in the O", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (60.-)
Bl. 1xII ★★
estimate 25,5358 1938, "Rescue the Expeditionsmannschaft", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 70.614-17 ★★
estimate 25,5359 1938, "youth league Komsomol", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 180.652-56 ★★
estimate 60,5360 1950, "planned Moscovite buildings", as usual
perforated very fine set, Michel 300.1527-34
estimate 80,5361 1957, 40 K. "Sputnik I" in the block of four from
the margin, superb, Michel 140.2026
estimate 35,5362 1966, "Antarctica research", 17 sheetlet with 4
block of four tête-bêche pairs, stamps superb, margins
partly minimal pushed, Michel 1360.3181-83 ★★
estimate 190,5363 1977-1980, "summer Olympic Games 1980",
Michel no. 4686-91, 4788-91, 4810-13, 4872-77, 4927 /
8, 4940 / 1, 4949-54 always in the 16er sheet, in the
Borek special album, superb, Michel 1568.★★
estimate 300,5364 1983, 20 K. "stratospheres flight CCCP 1" in the
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 150.5293KB ★★
estimate 45,5365 1983, 15 K. "50. birthday Gararin" in the sheetlet,
very fine MNH, Michel 220.5361KB ★★
estimate 70,5366 1985, "day the cosmonauts" and "first space walk
one woman", 2 sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 190.5496,5524KB ★★
estimate 55,5367 1985, 5 K. "New year" in the sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 80.5558KB ★★
estimate 25,5368 1986, "butterflies" and "expo 86 Vancouver", 2
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 110.5588/9KB ★★
estimate 30,5369 1986, 5 K. "Research ship Michail Somow" in the
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 80.5646KB ★★
estimate 25,5370 2001, 4 K. blue army postal service postal
stationery cover of the Russian military from Grozny
with censorship stamp, very fine
estimate 50,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

SOVIET UNION POSTAL STATIONERIES
185
5371 1931, 5 K. Zeppelin postal stationery postcard,
picture 29, unused, superb
P 103
estimate 50,5372 1999, 5 K. rose postal stationery cover from
Mosdok 1 with black field postal service triangle stamp
from the Chechnya war, very fine
estimate 30,SOVIET UNION COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5373 Sheet folder with parts of sheets Soviet Union
from 1953-76, superb condition, Michel more then
850.★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5374 Complete, mostly mint never hinged collection
Soviet Union from 1956-62 in the KA-BE album,
superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 190,5375 Except for few values complete mint never hinged
collection Soviet Union from 1973-79 in the KA-BE
album, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,5376 1974-91, small duplicate lot almost only complete
issues, with ornamental fields, parts of sheets, sheetlet,
almost only superb condition
estimate 25,SPAIN
5377 1851, 12 C. lilac, superb, Michel 200.7
estimate 60,5378 1851, 5 R. rose, very fine, Michel 280.9
estimate 75,5379 1853, 5 R. pale green, superb, Michel 120.20
estimate 45,5380 1854, 2 Cs. Green, superb in every respect (choice
copy), Michel 500.24w
estimate 150,5381 1854, 6 R. blue, thin white paper, superb, Michel
300.
30w
estimate 100,5382 1926, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 250.298-311 ★★
estimate 75,5383 1937, 10 and 15 C. "famous Spaniards" with
violet censorship stamp and oval stamp of the left youth
"JUVENTUD DE IZQUIERDA REPUBLICANA /
VALLECAS" on illustrated postcard of the Madrilenian
Defense committees to Montevideo / Uruguay (arrival
postmark), superb
636/7
estimate 220,5384 1936, "national philatelic exhibition" in blocks of
four, very fine MNH, Michel 560.679/80
★★
estimate 190,5385 1936, "national philatelic exhibition", very fine
MNH, Michel 140.679/80 ★★
estimate 45,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SPAIN
5386 1951, "500. birthday Queen Isabella I. ", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 60.989-99 ★★
estimate 20,5387 Mint collection Spain from 1959-65 with middle
issues, superb condition
★
estimate Gebot
5388 1973-79, small lot of 20 documents, almost only
first day covers, in addition to it a few single stamps,
superb
,
estimate Gebot
5389 Complete mint never hinged collection Spain
from 1973-90 in the KA-BE album, with se-tenant,
sheetlet and stamp booklet, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,LOCALS & CARRIERS
5390 Interesting lot of 9 different souvenir sheets, rest
of hinge, almost only superb condition
Bl. ★
estimate 100,TRIEST ZONE B
5391 Surtax postage: 1948, 2 L. on 0. 50 Din. Dark
green / red, superb, Michel 350.ZP 1 ★★
estimate 110,CZECHOSLOVAKIA
5392 1957, souvenir sheet "Zapotocky", type II, superb,
Michel 80.Bl. 17II
estimate 25,5393 1946, registered letter the "Komise Tasovice",
two ring cancel "BOCHOV" and need registered label,
on the back arrival postmark Prague, traces of usage,
superb
estimate 25,-

TURKEY
186
5399 1914, 2 Pia. green / black, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 80.250 ★
estimate 30,5400 1924, 50 - 200 Pia. "peace from Lausanne", rest
of hinge, 3 superb items
804-06 ★
estimate 150,5401 1926, postal stamps, rest of hinge, Michel no. 849
a short perforation otherwise very fine set, in the
horizontal pair 250.843-56 ★
estimate 80,5402 1954, "Council of Europe" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 450.1391-94
estimate 120,5403 1960, "Europe" on First Day Cover, defects,
Michel 80.1774/5
estimate Gebot
5404 1985 / 6, small lot different issues, very fine
MNH, Michel 120.★★
estimate 30,TURKEY POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5405 1908, 1 Pia. black on rose, perforated 13¼:12, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 140.P 29E ★
estimate 45,TURKISH CYPRUS
5406 1979-86, small lot souvenir sheets: pages 1 **
(97x), pages 2 ** (25x), used (6x) and pages 5 used
(5x), superb condition, Michel 470.★ ★,
estimate 50,-

CZECHOSLOVAKIA ARMY IN SIBERIA
5398 Rare fieldpost telegram the Siberian legion with
stamp the Czechoslovakian warehouse administration,
very fine, R!
estimate 120,-

HUNGARY
5407 1871, 2, 5, 10 and 25 K. violet "lithography", 4
values condition varies, Michel 850.1,3,4,6a
estimate 100,5408 1871, 25 K. violet, small corner stamp, superb,
Michel 400.6a
estimate 110,5409 1871, 15 K. brown, rest of hinge, Eckrandbug
otherwise having bright colors superb item, Michel
500.12a ★
estimate 100,5410 1888, 30, 50 K. and 3 Ft. "cover with numeral of
value", perforated L 11½, rest of hinge, 3 superb items,
Michel 140.37/8,40A ★
estimate 35,5411 1900 / 01, 35-60 f., 2 and 5 Kr. "Turul and King
Francis Joseph", rest of hinge, 5 values very fine /
superb, Michel 836.64-66,68,70A ★
estimate 150,5412 1913, "flood help", very fine set mint never
hinged
128-44 ★★
estimate 80,5413 1914 / 5, "war help I and II", rest of hinge, 2
superb sets, Michel 162.145-78 ★
estimate 40,-

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

CZECHOSLOVAKIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5394 1960-76, part of a collection on pages, numerous
duplicates not calculated, Michel 580.,★
estimate 60,5395 Cancelled collection Czechoslovakia from
1945-64 on KA-BE sides, from the beginning in fact
complete, pages 7 (*), almost only superb condition
estimate 80,5396 1957-64, lot of over 140 first day covers with
good middle issues, all commercially to Brunswick
used, partly also registered letters
estimate 50,5397 Almost only mint never hinged collection
Czechoslovakia from 1920-68 in the KA-BE album,
from 1945 mint never hinged in fact complete, almost
only superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 190,-

HUNGARY
5414 1923, "Sandor Petöfi" and "Patrona Hungariae" in
mint never hinged blocks of four, 2 superb sets, Michel
92.369-79
★★
estimate 25,5415 1924, "Tuberculosis care" in blocks of four, very
fine set, Michel 72.380-82
★★
estimate 20,5416 1925, "athletics", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 75.403-10 ★★
estimate 25,5417 1927, "royally castle" in blocks of four from the
margin, 2 values some short teeth, otherwise mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 160.423-26 ★★
estimate 40,5418 1926, 1 P. "Patrona Hungariae" in the lower left
corner margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (200.-)
427
★★
estimate 65,5419 1926, "Patrona Hungariae", 1 and 2 P.
manufactured gum crease, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.427-29 ★★
estimate 40,5420 1926, "Patrona Hungariae", rest of hinge, very
fine set
427-29 ★
estimate 20,5421 1928, "hallower Stephan" in blocks of four, 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 64.438-40,55-57
★★
estimate 20,5422 1928 / 30, "crown of St. Stephen and
Fischerbastei", perforated 15, in corner margin blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (72.-)
441-49B
★★
estimate 25,5423 1929 / 31, 32 - 50 f. "royally castle" in corner
margin blocks of four, 4 mint never hinged superb
items, Michel 120.451-54
★★
estimate 30,5424 1930, "Government anniversary" and "900 year
celebration" in blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 180.458-66
★★
estimate 50,5425 1931, "Count Zeppelin" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 800.478/9
★★
estimate 240,5426 1931, "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 200.478/9 ★★
estimate 60,5427 1931, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinge, superb
478/9 ★
estimate 30,5428 1931, "Count Zeppelin", as usual perforated, 2
superb items, Michel 180.478/9
estimate 50,5429 1933, "airmail", rest of hinge, very fine set
502-10 ★
estimate 55,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

HUNGARY
187
5430 1934, souvenir sheet "Liszt", very fine MNH,
Michel 170.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 50,5431 1935, "prince Ferenc Rakoczil II" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 160.517-21
★★
estimate 45,5432 1935 / 6, "prince Ferenc Rakoczil" and "airmail",
2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 95.517-21,528-37 ★★
estimate 25,5433 1935, " Peter Pazmany university" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 72.522-27
★★
estimate 20,5434 1936, "airmail" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 220.528-37
★★
estimate 60,5435 1936, "fortress Buda" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 68.538-42
★★
estimate 20,5436 1938, souvenir sheet "eucharistic congress" with
special cancel on registered letter to Switzerland, slight
transport traces
Bl. 3
estimate Gebot
5437 1938, single stamps 16 and 20 f. And souvenir
sheet "eucharistic congress", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 66.571/2,Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 20,5438 1942, "Red Cross", perforated, in sheetlet, mint
never hinged, 8 f. Small margin crease otherwise
superb, Michel 100.696-98A KB ★★
estimate 25,5439 1924, "Red Cross", unperforated, in sheetlet, very
fine MNH, Michel 100.696-98B KB ★★
estimate 30,5440 1953, "traditional costumes", "Day of the Postage
Stamp", "soccer national team", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 73.1330-40 ★★
estimate 20,5441 1961, "world space flight", unperforated, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 80.1753/4B ★★
estimate 25,5442 1975, "monument protection year" in the
unperforated strip of four, superb, Michel 120.3060-63B ★★
estimate 40,5443 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year",
unperforated, on First Day Cover, superb, Michel 120.Bl. 115B
estimate 40,5444 1937, souvenir sheet "Danube Main Rhein
navigation", unperforated, superb, Michel 60.Bl. 128B ★★
estimate 20,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

HUNGARY
5445 1968, post paid fieldpost card of an in the
Czechoslovakia used Hungarian soldiers, about the
Post-office box "Budapest 72 Pf. 38 / 228-CS", very
fine
estimate 180,5446 ARAD: 1919, 52 values, except for Michel no. 31
and A43 mint never hinged complete, superb, all signed
PAPE
1-44,P 1-10 ★★
estimate 190,HUNGARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5447 1962-73, almost only cancelled part of a
collection, very fine MNH, high catalog value
, ★★
estimate 80,5448 1960-69, part of a collection Hungaria, mostly in
both conditions collected, mostly superb, high catalog
value
★,
estimate 100,5449 1962-69, 20 different souvenir sheets and a
sheetlet, superb, Michel 168.Bl.
estimate 25,UNO GENEVA
5450 1976, "25 years postal administration" in the
sheetlet set (20), superb, Michel 80.60/1KB ★★
estimate 20,5451 1983-89, 4 different sheetlet sets: Michel no. 117 /
8, 158 / 9, 165 / 6 and 180 / 1, very fine MNH, Michel
133.KB ★★
estimate 25,5452 1988, "Rescues the Wald" in the se-tenant sheet,
superb, Michel 60.165/6KB ★★
estimate 20,5453 1995, "World summit for social development" in
the sheetlet with first day special cancel, superb, Michel
55.262KB
estimate 20,5454 Small lot of duplicates from 20 postal stationery,
5 maximum cards and an airmail letter sheet, unused
respectively vacuously used, superb
a. P 2-7
estimate Gebot
5455 1969-78, mint never hinged complete, in addition
to it first day covers till 1981 as well blue cards with
duplicates, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 75,UNO VIENNA
5456 1980 / 1, 13 different so-called "white cards",
superb
1-13
estimate Gebot
5457 1983-95, cancelled collection from 15 different
sheetlet sets, superb, Michel 337.KB
estimate 40,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

UNO VIENNA
188
5458 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
UNO Vienna from 1979-90 in the Borek album with
mounts with many sheetlet, in addition to it cancelled
issues with se-tenant and sheetlet, superb condition,
Michel 430.★ ★,
estimate 90,VATICAN
5459 1929, "Pope Pius XI", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 220.1-15 ★★
estimate 70,5460 1933, "holy year the release" in blocks of four, 0.
80 L. gum partly discolored otherwise very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 560.17-20
★★
estimate 85,5461 1933, "holy year the release", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 140.17-20 ★★
estimate 40,5462 1933, 1 - 2. 75 L. "Pope Pius XI", rest of hinge, 4
superb items
30-33 ★
estimate 25,5463 1935, "lawyers Congress", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 140.45-50 ★
estimate 45,5464 1945, "coat of arms from Pius XII", 20 sets in
parts of sheets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 340.116-25 ★★
estimate 70,5465 1951 / 2, "beatification" and "stamp issue", mint
never hinged, 7 superb items, Michel 64.174-79,188 ★★
estimate 20,5466 1980 / 5, "150. birthday of the holy Saint
Benedict" and "1100. day of death of the holy
Methodios", always in the sheetlet set, with first day
cancel`s, superb, Michel 84.759-63,867-69KB
estimate Gebot
5467 1994 / 99, "discoveries and inventions" and
"Council of Europe" in sheetlet, superb, Michel 76.1122/3,1302KB
estimate 25,5468 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Papal States from 1959-96 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, in addition to it 1958 on Lindner album pages,
superb condition, Michel approximate 800.★★
estimate 140,PAPAL STATES POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5469 1931, "PER PACCHI", Michel no. 2 and 4 kink
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 120.P 1-15 ★★
estimate 25,CYPRUS
5470 1924, 1 £ lilac / black on bright red, very fine
MNH, Michel 900.101 ★★
estimate 300,5471 1928, "50 years British administration", margin
copies, gum partly a little shaded otherwise superb
108-17 ★, ★ ★
estimate 130,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

CYPRUS
5472 1968, 30 M. "history of culture" on cover from the
head quarters the UNFICYP-troops, about the post
office "NICOSIA / CYPRUS" to Denmark, superb
279
estimate 35,5473 1990, "tourism" in sheetlet, superb, Michel 110.750-53KB ★★
estimate 25,5474 1980-90, "Europe" complete in sheetlet with first
day cancel`s, without Michel no. 717 / 8, superb,
Michel 252.KB
estimate 50,5475 1980-90, "Europe", all 11 sheetlet sets complete
with first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 280.KB
estimate 50,5476 1980-94, "Europe", all 15 sheetlet sets complete,
superb, Michel 450.KB ★★
estimate 100,EGYPT
5477 1875, 5 P. green, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 60.20IIyD ★
estimate 20,5478 1926, "58. birthday", mint never hinged, superb
104 ★★
estimate 70,5479 1926, "58. birthday", rest of hinge, superb, Michel
120.104 ★
estimate 35,5480 1933, "Aviation congress" in mint never hinged
corner margin blocks of four, very fine set
186-90
★★
estimate 280,5481 1933, "Aviation congress", very fine set mint
never hinged
186-90 ★★
estimate 65,5482 French post: Alexandria, 1921, postal stamps, rest
of hinge, reverse partly some brown tips of the teeth
otherwise very fine set
33-47 ★
estimate 100,5483 1941, cover from "Cairo" to Geneva and
forwarded to Mariánski Lázné, with German and
Egyptian German Armed Forces censorship stamps and
two ring cancel of the international Red Cross Geneva,
on the back blanking plate of the German German
Armed Forces and inspection cancel the Egyptian
censor office, very fine
estimate 80,5484 1958-69, "United Arabic Republic", mint never
hinged, almost complete collection in the Lindner
Falzloslbum with Egypt (UAR), Egyptian occupation
from Palestine, Syria VAR and Nordjemen, superb
collection
★★
estimate 300,5485 1970-89, complete mint never hinged collection
Egypt in the Lindner album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 250,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

EGYPT POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
189
5486 1884, 1 P. brick red, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
200.P3 ★
estimate 50,EQUATORIAL GUINEA
5487 1926, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged
121-32 ★★
estimate 25,AFGHANISTAN
5488 Almost only mint never hinged collection
Afghanistan to 1969, including official stamps, package
stamps, compulsory surtax stamps, from approximate
1918 largely complete including unperforated issues,
additional many varieties and special feature, superb
collection, rare object, in this richness rare offered!, we
recommend an examine!
★★
estimate 1.200,5489 Approximate. 1920-1960, lot different unhinged
mint issues, superb condition, Michel more then 850.★★
estimate 100,ALAWIS AREA
5490 1925 / 30, postal stamps in blocks of four, almost
only corner margin copies, very fine set mint never
hinged
26-38
★★
estimate 65,5491 1925 / 30, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged
26-38 ★★
estimate 20,5492 1925, postal stamps with green overprint in corner
margin blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged
39-42
★★
estimate 25,5493 1926 4 Pia. on 0. 25 Pia. olive black, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 70.49 ★
estimate 20,5494 1926 / 28, 3. 50 Pia. on 0. 75 Pia. - 20 Pia. on 1.
25 Pia., Michel no. 49 * otherwise very fine set mint
never hinged
★, ★ ★
estimate 45,5495 1931, 1 Pia. - 100 Pia. "LATAQUIE", rest of
hinge, 14 superb items, Michel 158.72-85 ★
estimate 45,5496 Postage due stamps: 1925, postal stamps in corner
margin blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged
P 6-10
★★
estimate 30,ANTIQUE
5497 1872, 1 P. carmine, watermark CC, very fine,
Michel 160.4aA ★
estimate 50,ARGENTINA
5498 1987, 5 A. "flower" in the sheet (100), very fine
MNH, Michel 500.1855 ★★
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ARGENTINA
5499 1985 / 7, mint never hinged sheet lot, a few not
quite complete, as well Michel no. 1756, 1757 and
1855, superb, Michel 1400.★★
estimate Gebot
5500 1897 / 1937, 3 ship´s mail documents (as well a
postal stationery cover with additional franking)
different steamer, all transport notes and stamp, superb
estimate 50,AUSTRALIA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5501 1934 / 7, 3, 4 P. and 1 Sh. "numeral", watermark
7, perforated 11, 3 superb items, Michel 260.P 52/3,55 ★★
estimate 90,AUSTRALIA WEST AUSTRALIA
5502 Coil stamp for vending machine: 2003, "fauna and
Flora", key sets to 0. 50 / 1. 00 / 1. 45, 5 first day covers
complete (postcode 2000-5000), superb
63/4 S1
estimate 20,AUSTRALIA ANTARKTISCHE AREA
5503 1966, "research in the Antarctica", 10 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 75.8,10-18 ★★
estimate 20,BENIN
5504 1977, year in unperforated corner margin blocks
of four, except for no. 115 complete, very favorable!
U
★★
estimate 75,BERMUDA ISLANDS
5505 1938, 5 Sh. red / green on yellow (SG 118), rest
of hinge, superb, SG £ 140.113a ★
estimate 75,5506 1938-47, 12 Sh. 6 P., perforated 14, 7 values in
minor shade, rest of hinge, almost only superb
condition
115 ★
estimate 450,5507 1951, 1 £ black / violet on scarlett, perforated 13
(SG 121d), mint never hinged, superb
116c ★★
estimate 60,BRAZIL
5508 Picture postcard with special cancel "MARINHA
DO Brasil", to Germany, on face affixed label with
original signatur from Francisco Vicente Bulcao
Vianna, superb
717,719
estimate Gebot
5509 8. 4. 1937, "CONDOR LUFTHANSA" to Vienna
flown, commercially used letter, very fine, Haberer
530a
estimate 20,BRITISH AREA IN THE ANTARCTICA
5510 1971, 50 P. on 10 Sh. "Antarctica research", very
fine MNH, Michel 50.38 ★★
estimate 20,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

CHINA
190
5511 1878, 3 approximate. Red, thin spot, on face
superb
2
estimate 60,5512 1885, "small dragon", perforated 12½, rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb, Michel 540.4-6A ★
estimate 160,5513 1885-97, 5 mostly defective values
5A,C,6A,17/8
estimate Gebot
5514 1927, Radio gram from Tientsin to a soldiers of
the "French Army Corps", very fine
estimate 220,CHINA SHANGHAI
5515 1884, 20, 40 and 60 - 80 C. "small dragon", large
rest of hinge, otherwise 5 superb items
73,75,77-79
estimate 20,CHINA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
5516 1960, "goldfish", very fine set
534-45
estimate 35,5517 1960, "goldfish", very fine set, Michel 100.534-45
estimate 35,5518 1964, "15. anniversary the foundation the
People´s Republic of China", four sides perforated, in
the strip of three (unfolded), very fine MNH, Michel
700.824-26A ★★
estimate 260,5519 1964, "oil industry", very fine set, Michel 85.827-31
estimate 30,5520 1967 / 8, "Mao", souvenir booklet with Michel no.
981, 985 / 6, 990, 1009 and 1010 glued, superb, value
of the stamps Michel (341.-)
u.a. 990
estimate 120,5521 1968, 8 F. "literature and art", 7 superb items,
Michel 490.1010-15,1018
estimate 140,5522 1968, 8 F. "attack on the white Tigerregiment",
normal perforation, superb, Michel 70.1012
estimate 20,5523 1968, 8 F. "ballet" with additional franking on
legitimate airmail letter (folded) to Kiel, superb
1016
estimate 35,5524 1972, "trading vessels the People´s Republic of
China", as issued without gum, very fine set, Michel
220.1113-16 (★)
estimate 75,5525 1972, "trading vessels the People´s Republic of
China", as issued without gum, Michel no. 1115
missing corner perforation otherwise very fine set in
normal perforation, Michel 220.1113-16 (★)
estimate 65,5526 1974 / 5 "Landärzte" and "sport meetings",
Michel no. 1199 defective, otherwise 2 superb sets,
Michel 104.1198-1201,42-38 ★★
estimate Gebot

CHINA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
5527 1983, souvenir sheet "clay figures", very fine
MNH, Michel 70.Bl. 30 ★★
estimate 25,5528 1985, souvenir sheet "Mei flower", "panda",
"flower" and "bronze sculpture", 4 mint never hinged
superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 34/5,37/8 ★★
estimate 25,5529 1986 / 7, souvenir sheet "flower" and "graffiti", 2
mint never hinged superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 37,40 ★★
estimate 20,5530 1987 / 8, souvenir sheet "the lawless from the fen"
and "110 years Chinese stamps", 2 mint never hinged
superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 43/4 ★★
estimate 20,5531 "China Silk Stamp album of Impresssion Beijing
Mint Stamp Collection", mint never hinged, superb
condition
★★
estimate 100,5532 1966-69, 3 different military letters with red
triangle postmarks "army postal service, free of
postage", very fine
estimate 75,COSTA RICA
5533 1943, 3 different first flight documents "First
Flight primer Vuelo", superb
estimate 20,CUBA (CUBA)
5534 1983, "blossoms" in the sheet set (100) with
centered postmarks, 1x folded, superb, Michel 320.2810-13
estimate Gebot
CURAÇAO
5535 1897-99, 5 used postal stationery postcards to
Germany, 2 with additional frankings, superb
estimate 70,DOMINICA
5536 Almost complete from 1978-82, superb condition,
Michel 235.★★
estimate 50,FRENCH INDOCHINA
5537 1927, "native motives" in blocks of four, very fine
set mint never hinged
123-46
★★
estimate 220,5538 1927, "native motives", very fine set mint never
hinged
123-46 ★★
estimate 50,5539 1948, fieldpost letter "F. M. " with red Ship stamp
"C. DE navigation / "CALAIS" / CHARGEURS
REUNIS", legitimate defects
estimate 70,FRENCH POLYNESIA
5540 1992, "World health day" and "World Columbian
Stamp expo", always in the sheetlet (10), superb
609/10KB ★★
estimate 45,-

GHANA
191
5541 1957-65, in fact complete mint never hinged
collection Ghana on Borek pages, superb condition,
Michel 280.★★
estimate 70,GRENADA
5542 1913, 1 Sh. black on blue-green, back side white,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 75.78za ★
estimate 30,GUINEA
5543 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
guinea from 1959-63, Michel no. 1-25 in blocks of four,
with Michel no. 49-53 etc., superb condition, Michel
660.★★
estimate 160,GUYANA
5544 1983-89, lot different complete issues and
souvenir sheets, superb, Michel 367.estimate 60,IRAN (PERSIA)
5545 20. 4. 1928, "Tehran ISFAHAN CHIRAZ
BOUSHIRE", superb cover, RR!, Müller 21
502
estimate 250,IRAN OFFICIAL STAMPS
5546 1915, "Krönungstag", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel for * 90.D 37-53 ★★
estimate 50,ISRAEL
5547 1963, "Halbanon" in the sheet (16), superb,
Michel - .
286KB
estimate 40,5548 1948, triangular fieldpost cancel "164" and Army
postmark No. 3 on fieldpost letter, very fine (vertical
folded)
estimate 65,5549 1976, army postal service registered letter from
Haifa with triangular fieldpost cancel "2473", superb
estimate 55,5550 1948, triangular fieldpost cancel "186" on
fieldpost letter from Kinnereth about the army post
office no. 7 in Affula to Bat-Gallin / Haifa, very fine (a
little having mould stains)
estimate 60,ISRAEL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5551 1987 / 8, 2 complete volumes on maximum cards,
superb
estimate Gebot
5552 1960-69, complete part of a collection on
Lighthouse album pages, superb, Michel 290.★★
estimate 80,5553 8 volumes complete on first day covers, 1969-72
and 1977-80, superb, value of the stamps: Michel 189.estimate 35,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ISRAEL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5554 1974-87, complete part of a collection in the
Hebrew album with mounts, superb, Michel 550.★★
estimate 100,5555 1980-85, complete part of a collection on
Schaubek album pages, very fine MNH, Michel 303.★★
estimate 70,5556 1983 / 4, 2 year booklets, superb, value of the
stamps: Michel 100.★★
estimate 30,5557 1989-94, 5 different stamp booklet, superb,
Michel 134.MH
estimate 30,5558 1990, complete year on maximum cards, superb,
value of the stamps: Michel 83.MK
estimate 20,JAMAICA
5559 1883, 4 P. brownish red, watermark approximate
single, rest of hinge, very fine, Michel 500.18 ★
estimate 140,JAPAN
5560 1908, "empress Jingu", rest of hinge, 2 having
bright colors superb items, R!, Michel 4200.97/8 ★
estimate 1.500,5561 1923, "attendance of the crown princes", mint
never hinged, superb
155/6 ★★
estimate 30,5562 1929 / 34, "airplane", 5 mint never hinged superb
items
195-98,204 ★★
estimate 160,5563 1929 / 34, "airplanes", rest of hinge, 5 superb
items, Michel 265.195-98,204 ★
estimate 80,5564 1935, 1½ Sen carmine red in the sheetlet (20),
mint never hinged, superb, R!, Michel 1400.217KB ★★
estimate 490,5565 1936, "Fuji National park", very fine set mint
never hinged
218-21 ★★
estimate 30,5566 1936, "Parliament new build", very fine set mint
never hinged
225-28 ★★
estimate 20,5567 1939, souvenir sheet "Nikko National park" in the
gift booklet, mint never hinged, as usual margins,
stamps superb, Michel 120.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 35,5568 1939, "Aso Kuju National park", very fine set
mint never hinged
280-83 ★★
estimate 40,5569 1939, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged
284-87 ★★
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

JAPAN
192
5570 1940-48, Michel no. 370, 378 / 9, 400, 430,
always in mint never hinged blocks of four, superb
★★
estimate 40,5571 1948, 5 Y. "week of the philately", margin copy,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.428A ★★
estimate 40,5572 1938, post paid fieldpost letter to the Japanese
army in China, the franchise was by the star top right
and the left beside standing rectangular stamp confirms,
with 3 meter cancel, superb
estimate 160,5573 Postal stationery cover 2 C. olive, used, very fine
(right defects from opening the cover)
estimate 30,5574 Issues for the Marineverwaltungsbezirk: postal
stamps, very fine set mint never hinged
1-11 ★★
estimate 40,YEMEN KINGDOM
5575 1970, "Christmas", perforated, 2 sheetlet (30
values), superb, Michel - .
1099-1128A
estimate Gebot
JUNGFERNINSELN
5576 1887, 4 P. - 1 Sh. "holy Ursula", rest of hinge, 3
superb items, Michel 157.14-16 ★
estimate 50,CANADA
5577 1876, 5 C. bronze green, perforated 12, without
gum, superb, Michel (400.-)
29aA (★)
estimate 55,5578 1897, 50 C. ultramarine, as usual perforated
superb, Michel 150.48
estimate 45,5579 1897, 2 $ violet with violet overprint
"SPECIMEN", gum remains, very fine (thin)
50SP ★
estimate 120,5580 1898, 7 - 20 C. "Queen Viktoria", four sides
geähnt, 5 values mostly superb, Michel 220.68-72A
estimate 60,5581 11. 12. 1934, first flight "WINNIPEG DIANA"
(Part stage), superb cover, Müller 261
169
estimate 20,5582 5. 1. 1935, first flight "KENORA WHITEFISH
Bav", cover very fine, Müller 264
264
estimate 20,5583 18. 11. 1936, "Hurried A LA CROSSE
BUFFALO", flight and return (19. 11), 2 superb letters,
Müller 286, 286a
286,286a
estimate 30,5584 19. 11. 1936, first flight "LA HOLES-BUFFALO
NARROWS" (Part stage), superb cover, Müller 286a
144
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

CANADA
5585 13. 1. 1937, first flight "away ST. JOHN FINLAY
FORKS", superb cover, Müller 293a
196
estimate 20,5586 8. 9. 1937, first flight "STURGEON Lan thing
THE PAS", superb cover
196
estimate 20,5587 1946, 3 different first flights: "TORONTO
CHICAGO", "MONTREAL CHICAGO" (both 1. 7. ),
"TORONTO CLEVELAND" (5. 8. ), 3 superb letters,
Müller 351a, 352
351a,352
estimate 40,5588 2000, "The millennium Collection 2000", superb
★★
estimate 50,5589 1964, 5 C. "World peace" with single circle
postmark "CFPO 28" on fieldpost airmail letter sheet of
the Canadian UN-unit from Cyprus, superb
360
estimate 20,CANADA NEWFOUNDLAND
5590 1860, 2 P. orange (SG. No. 10), touched on two
sides otherwise very close margin, having very fresh
colors, very fine, expertized Thier and Gebruder Senf,
Michel 700.2b
estimate 190,5591 1857, 6 P. vermilion (SG. No. 6), tenuous bar
cancel, full margins, having bright colors superb item,
Michel 4500.6a
estimate 1.600,5592 1861, 1 P. violet brown (SG no. 16), rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 300.10ya ★
estimate 90,CAPE JUBI
5593 1926, "Red Cross", mint never hinged, as usual
perforated very fine set
24-37 ★★
estimate 20,COLOMBIA
5594 Old part of a collection Colombia till approximate
1900, with 60 values and 2 documents, condition
varies, inspect!
( ★), ,
estimate 250,5595 29. 6. 1932, first flight card "Cali Bogota", on the
back franking on photo postcard (DOX), superb
estimate 50,5596 29. 6. 1932, first flight card "Cali Bogota", on the
back franking on photo postcard (DOX), superb
estimate 50,CHOSUN NORTH
5597 1951, postal stationery army postal service form
card the Korean army, verso patriotic contents, superb
estimate 320,5598 1976-96, lot of approximate 120 different
souvenir sheets and sheetlet with first days special
cancellations, superb
Bl.
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

LAGOS
193
5599 1884, 2 P. gray blue, watermark approximate
single, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 95.14 ★
estimate 35,LEBANON
5600 1936, "tourism", 25 Pia. small corner crease
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged
196-203 ★★
estimate 80,MALAYA STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
5601 1867, 32 C. pale red, superb, Michel 100.17
estimate 30,MANCHUKUO
5602 1936, "airplane over landscape", very fine set
mint never hinged
90-93 ★★
estimate 40,MOROCCO
5603 1922, "airplane over Casablanca", very fine set
mint never hinged
38-48 ★★
estimate 60,5604 1923, 2 - 10 Fr. "building monuments", 4 corner
margin respectively blocks of four from the margin,
mint never hinged, superb
73-76
★★
estimate 35,5605 1928, "Aid for Überschwemmungsopfer", rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 60.77-86 ★
estimate 20,5606 1934, 50 C. "buildings" with single circle
postmark "POSTE AUX armies / 405" on fieldpost
letter of a German foreign legionnaire from Quarzazat,
very fine
104
estimate 30,5607 1935, "marshal Lyautey" from of the right lower
corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged
123-26 ★★
estimate 50,5608 1935, "marshal Lyautey", very fine set mint never
hinged
123-26 ★★
estimate 45,MARTINIQUE
5609 1891, 015 on 20 C. red on green, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 70.13 ★
estimate 25,5610 1892, 15, 20 and 40 C. "Kolonialallegorie", rest of
hinge, 3 superb items, Michel 110.31/2,35 ★
estimate 35,5611 1904, 0f10 on 5 Fr. lilac / blue, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 200.55 ★
estimate 60,MEXICO
5612 1868-71, 3 different covers with partly better
cancellations, superb
50 ,51,56
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

MEXICO
5613 1915, 10 C. "Denver-edition" on cover from
Tampico to New York, in port Artur / Texas was the
cover with USA 2 C. carmine (2x) postage stamps
added, because the revolution stamps from the USA not
recognized were, very fine (two-sided opened)
306
estimate 120,5614 1915, 10 C. blue postal stationery cover with
Revolutions franking from Laredo to England, very fine
estimate 140,5615 1905-13, 3 different used postal stationery and a
commercially used letter, all to Germany, mostly
superb
estimate 40,NEPAL
5616 1972, first European "MT. Everest-Expediton",
Leader: Dr. Karl M. Herrligkoffer, picture postcard
with signatures of the Participant, superb
estimate 35,NEW GUINEA
5617
19.
3.
1938,
first
flight
"RABAUL-BRISBANE-SYDNEY", the cover was in
Finchhafen (New Guinea) mailed with final goal
"Neuendettelsau" in Bavaria, superb cover (slightly
folded), RR!, Müller 36
114,119
estimate 350,NEW CALEDONIA
5618 1988 / 91, 36, 200 F. "ships", always as Epreuves
de Luxe, superb
819,914P (★)
estimate 60,NEW ZEALAND
5619 Coil stamp for vending machine: 1986, 0. 01 - 00.
24 C. "map, Postal service emblem and Flag", 24
different values on letter pieces, superb, Michel 288.A2
estimate 60,5620 2000, "The millennium Collection 2000", superb
★★
estimate 70,NEVIS
5621 1882, 1 P. lilac, rest of hinge, very fine, Michel
110.15 ★
estimate 25,NETHERLANDS INDIES
5622 1947, 5 C. "Rice annex" in the strip of four with
red Elephant field postmark (without inscription
"VELDPOST") on Air field postal service letter from
Palemberg / Sumatra to Soerabaja, stäkere defects from
opening the cover
210
estimate 190,5623 1947, two ring cancel "VELDPOST
BANDOENG / 1 / 1947" and handwritten notation "in
active service" on Air field postal service letter from
Bandang, superb
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

NETHERLANDS INDIES
194
5624 1946, violet single circle postmark "VELDPOST /
date / BATAVIA" and handwritten notation "In active
service" on Air field postal service letter from Batavia /
Java, very fine
estimate 80,5625 1948, field post note for field post shipments from
Soerabaja to Batavia with appropriate fieldpost cancel,
traces
estimate 30,NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA
5626 1962, two ring cancel "VELDPOST / date / 99"
on Air field postal service letter "Militair" from
Kaimana, very fine
estimate 70,NORTH BORNEO
5627 1888, 2 S. green, unperforated, right margin copy,
superb, R!
37U
estimate 50,PALAU ISLANDS
5628 1983-86, complete part of a collection on Lindner
hingeless album, superb, Michel approximate 245.★★
estimate 55,PAPUAN
5629 30. 8. 1935, first flight "IOMA PORT
MORESBY", "per VH UQX pilot O. Denny", with
pilot autograph, superb cover, only 54 document
exists!, RR!, Müller 21a
70y,96
estimate 480,PARAGUAY
5630 1935, fieldpost letter with stamp of a Military
hospital, very fine
estimate 190,5631 Small, almost only cancelled lot Paraguay with
some duplicates, as well many subject issues
, ★★
estimate Gebot
PHILIPPINES
5632 American occupation: 1900, 2 C. rose postal
stationery soldier letter, handwritten "Soldiers letter" of
the island Cebu to Bristol / Indiana; there interim the
Military station no. 4 on Cebu dissolved become was,
over the army postal service was transported, carries the
cover the stamp of the now American administered post
office CEBU and can therefore as stamp postally used
after it had ceased to be valid of the former Military
station designates become, superb
estimate 80,SALVADOR
5633 1883-1913, lot of 20 different postal stationery, of
it 3 used, superb
estimate 120,ST. LUCY
5634 Almost complete from 1979-82, with all souvenir
sheets, superb condition, Michel 203.★★
estimate 50,-

ST. VINCENT
5635 1871-86, 1 P. gray black, 1 Sh. red orange, 6 P.
yellow green, watermark upright and 1 P. rose, (SG no.
22, 24, 26a, 48a), all with scarce oval cancel "GB 40c",
mostly superb, R!, photo expertize Holcombe
8,13,11cX,32d
estimate 100,SAO TOM•E AND PRINCIPE
5636 1988-92, lot different issues and souvenir sheets,
superb, Michel 321.estimate 55,5637 1977-87, extensive lot different complete issues
and souvenir sheets, superb
estimate 40,SAUDI ARABIA
5638 Almost only mint collection saudi Arabia from
1934-77, with many good Airmail and postal stamps,
superb condition, Michel 3300.★,
estimate 480,SPANISH MOROCCO
5639 1926, "Red Cross", mint never hinged, as usual
perforated very fine set
70-90 ★★
estimate 20,HISPANIC SAHARA
5640 1926, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged
13-24 ★★
estimate 20,CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
5641 Old part of a collection till 1890 with 8 cape
triangles, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 250,TRANSVAAL
5642 1900, 1 P. carmine / green "coat of arms" with
blue three-line cancel "P. K. / NEW burg / 2. February
1900" on fieldpost letter, superb
49
estimate 140,SOUTH AFRICA FROM 1910
5643 7. 10. 1918, first flight card from red cross, route:
"Wynberg - Green Point" to Observatory C. P., stamp
small defects, superb postcard, RR!, Müller 4
2
estimate 400,5644 1859 approximate. 1900, old part of a collection
south african states, in total 55 values, condition
condition varies, inspect!
,★
estimate 50,SYRIA
5645 1925, "buildings and landscapes" in corner margin
block of four (0. 10 P. only from lower margin), very
fine set mint never hinged
263-75
★★
estimate 50,5646 1925, "buildings and landscapes" with green
overprint in corner margin blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged
276-79
★★
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SYRIA
195
5647 1937, "world exhibition", very fine set mint never
hinged
419-17 ★★
estimate 20,5648 1942, "proclamation of the independence", very
fine set mint never hinged
456-61A ★★
estimate 20,5649 Postage due stamps: 1920, 1 Pia. on 10 C. - 4 Pia.
on 40 C., rest of hinge, very fine set, signed, Michel
850.P 6-9 ★
estimate 250,TAIWAN
5650 Mint never hinged collection Taiwan from
1976-90, from 1979 in fact complete, as well souvenir
sheets, se-tenants, sheetlet, stamp booklet, blocks of
four, strip, superb condition, Michel 1500.★★
estimate 380,TANGIER SPANISH POST
5651 1926, "Red Cross", mint never hinged, as usual
perforated very fine set
9-22 ★★
estimate 25,TANZANIA
5652 1992 / 3, 11 different sets with the belonging
souvenir sheets, superb, Michel 96.a.1298-1677
estimate 25,5653 1985-87, mint never hinged duplicate lot souvenir
sheets and sheetlet, in addition to it a few sheet and
parts of sheets, superb condition, Michel 2100.★★
estimate Gebot
TOBAGO
5654 Old collection from 19 values, as well Michel no.
5 manuscript cancellation (expertized Gebruder Senf), 9
(*), 24-30 *, condition mostly superb
★, ,( ★)
estimate 150,TONGA
5655 1897, 1 - 5 Sh. postal stamps, rest of hinge, 4
values as usual perforated superb, Michel 149.49-52 ★
estimate 40,TRISTIAN THERE CUNHA
5656 1960, "Queen Elisabeth", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.28-41 ★★
estimate 40,TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
5657 1881, 4 P. pale blue, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
120.19 ★
estimate 40,TUWA
5658 1927, "country subjects", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel (for * 75.-)
15-28 ★★
estimate 45,5659 1927 / 32, "country subjects", rest of hinge, 2
superb sets, Michel 145.15-34 ★
estimate 40,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

TUWA
5660 1932, 1 K. on 40 K. - 15 K. on 14 K. "country
subjects", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (for *
70.-)
29-34 ★★
estimate 40,URUGUAY
5661 1861, "MONTEVIDEO", black oval cancel with
various Tax postmarks to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,5662 1887-1909, 10 different postal stationery, mostly
used, very fine / superb
estimate 75,VENEZUELA
5663 1899, 10 C. vermilion, diagonal halved on
commercial letter piece, superb
54
estimate 30,UNITED STATES
5664 Scott 95 / 6, 1867, 5 C. "jefferson" and 10 C.
"Washington", both grill impression, together on piece,
perforation fault, very fine, $ 1150
19W,20W
estimate 180,5665 Scott 97, 1861, 12 C. "Washington", grill
impression, very fine, $ 260
21W
estimate 75,5666 Scott 98, 1861, 15 C. "lincoln", grill impression
type VII, right unperforated (margin copy), as usual
perforated superb, expertized Pfenninger, $ 275
22W
estimate 70,5667 Scott 227, 1890, 15 C. "Clay", without gum
otherwise superb
69 (★)
estimate 40,5668 Scott 238 / 9, 1893, 15 and 30 C. "Columbus
world exhibition", rest of hinge, a little decentered, 2
values small defects, very fine, $ 465
81/2 ★
estimate 90,5669 Scott 291, 1898, 50 C. "Trans-Mississippi
exhibition", rest of hinge, very fine (gum affixed spots),
$ 600
123 ★
estimate 150,5670 Scott 304 / 5, 307, 1902 / 3, 5, 6 and 10 C.
"personalities", watermark 1, perforated L 12, 6 C. thin,
3 values very fine, $ 180
142/3,145 ★
estimate 40,5671 Scott 323-27, 1904, "Louisiana-Asustellung", 1 C.
with plate number, rest of hinge, set very fine / superb,
$ 325
154-58 ★
estimate 100,5672 Scott 369, 1909, 2 C. "lincoln", watermark 1,
perforated L 12, bluish paper, block of four, 2 values
mint never hinged, superb
175Ay
★ ★, ★
estimate 330,5673 Scott 387, 1910, 1 C. "Franklin", watermark 2,
vertical perforated 12, rest of hinge, superb, $ 190
178G ★
estimate 65,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

UNITED STATES
196
5674 Scott 471, 1916, 9 C. "Franklin", unwatermarked,
perforated L 10, rest of hinge, superb, $ 55
231K ★
estimate 20,5675 Scott 551-58, 1922-25, ½ C. - 6 C. "important
personalities", perforated L 11, 8 blocks of four, of it 3
with plate number, superb
259-68A
★ ★, ★
estimate 150,5676 Scott 570, 1931, 50 C. "monument of the
unknown soldiers" block of four, mint never hinged,
superb
282
★★
estimate 120,5677 Scott 573, 1923, 5 $ carmine / blue "allegory
America" block of four, mint never hinged, superb
285a
★★
estimate 350,5678 Scott 584, 1925, 3 C. "lincoln", perforated L 10,
in the plates block of four, the two of them lower values
mint never hinged, superb
264C
★ ★, ★
estimate 120,5679 Scott 612, 1923, 2 C. "Harding", perforated L 10,
in the mint never hinged block of six, superb
289C ★★
estimate 60,5680 Scott 620 / 1, 1925, "immigrant", 2 C. Edge block
with arrow, the two of them upper 2 C. stamps with rest
of hinge, otherwise all mint never hinged, superb
298/9
★ ★, ★
estimate 35,5681 Scott 654 / 5, 1929, 2 C. "edison" and "Sullivan",
always in mint never hinged block of six with plate
number, superb, $ 77. 50
317A,318 ★★
estimate 25,5682 Scott 740-49, 1935, "Nationalparkjahr",
unperforated, in blocks of six with plate number, as
issued without gum, superb, $ 274. 25
364-73BS (★)
estimate 100,5683 From Scott 1633-2838, 1976-94, 8 different sheet
respectively Doppelblocks, almost only superb
condition, $ 264. 50
aus 1203-Bl. 34 ★★
estimate 75,5684 Scott C 18, 1933, 50 C. "Chicago travel", in the
mint never hinged block of six from lower margin with
plate number "21178", irregular manufactured
gumming, superb, R!, $ 725
★★
estimate 290,5685 Scott C 18, 1933, 50 C. "Chicago travel" block of
four with plate number on First Day Cover, superb, R!
358
estimate 500,5686 Scott C21 / 2, 1937, "manila Hong Kong" in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, $ 90
400/1
★★
estimate 30,5687 1971, "Eisenhower Uncirculated Silver Dollar" in
the Präsentumschlag "The Departement of "Theasury"
estimate Gebot
Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

USA OFFICIAL STAMPS
5688 Scott O 58, 1873, 2 C. "State", rest of hinge,
normal perforation, superb, $ 310
D 57 ★
estimate 100,USA PACKAGE STAMPS
5689 Scott Q 8, 1912, 20 C. "biplane", tiny rest of
hinge, superb, $ 120
Pa 8 ★
estimate 40,5690 Scott QE 1-4, 1925, "Special handling", very fine
set mint never hinged, $ 54
QE 13-16 ★★
estimate 20,USA PACKAGE POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5691 Scott JQ 1-5, 1912, 1 - 25 C. "U. S. Parcel post
Postage Due", Michel no. 1 and 4 rest of hinge,
otherwise mint never hinged, 5 superb items, $ 503
PP 1-5 ★ ★, ★
estimate 120,USA SAMMUNGEN, LOTS
5692 1970-92, mint never hinged collection USA in 2
red lighthouse hingeless album, seeming largely
complete with many special feature, superb collection,
high nominal value!
★★
estimate 300,5693 1995-2010, lot different unhinged mint se-tenant
sheet, mostly on folio sheet, superb, face value $ 156
★★
estimate 80,5694 Almost only cancelled collection USA to 1969
with various middle issues, the first years hardly be
present, but interesting part postage and package
stamps, inspect!
estimate 120,5695 1933-49, collection from 380 documents, almost
only first day covers in 4 large-sized old "compact
cover albums", mostly in blocks of four, in each case 4
different collected, as well a few with plate numbers,
superb collection - treasure trove!
estimate 900,5696 1884-1922, interesting lot of over 20 documents,
almost only to Germany, mixed quality, inspect!
estimate 50,5697 1870-1993, rich collection in 2 volumes, from the
beginning used, from approximate 1930 unused, mostly
mint never hinged with blocks of four, stamp booklet
panes etc., the first issues condition varies, otherwise
almost only superb condition, high catalog value,
inspect!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 900,5698 "HUNTING PERMIT STAMPS\": 1934-73,
collection from 36 different values on lighthouse sides,
as well Scott no. RW 1 used, 2 (*), 4 *, 5 *, 7 *, 8 *
etc., mostly superb condition
★,( ★), ★ ★,
estimate 280,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

USA AIRMAIL
197
5699
1.
7.
1924,
8
C.
on
Trouis
Continentalnachtflugbrief "NEWARK CHICAGO"
with adhesive label "Via Airplane", superb, Müller
194d
286
estimate 120,5700 16. 7. 1931, Endres-flight "NEW YORK BUDAPEST", 1 $ private special card and 1 C.
additional franking, green special cancel "JUSTICE
FOR HUNGARY", 5182 km long Nonstop-flight,
superb postcard (because crash landing by Papa
creasely), RR! Müller 341
estimate 280,5701
26.
6.
1947,
first
flight
"SAN
FRANCISCO-HONOLULU-GUAM-CALCUTTA",
cover very fine, Müller 610
estimate 25,USA POSTAL STATIONERIES
5702 1893, "WORLD\'S COLUMBIAN exposition", 11
different unused 1 C. Postal Cards the set "Goldsmith",
superb
estimate 250,5703 1891-93, 5 complete unused question- and reply
postal stationery postcards (Paid reply Postal Cards),
very fine / superb
estimate 50,5704 Approximate. 1894-1935, interesting lot of 107
postal stationery, most used, as well: private additional
imprints, additional frankings, interesting stamp etc.,
very fine / superb, inspect!
estimate 280,USA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
5705 1863, soldier letter from Nicholasville with black
single circle cancel, very fine, RR!
estimate 320,5706 1898, forwarded-letter to Washington with
military postmark from Santiago de Cuba, superb
estimate 60,5707 1919, Siberia / US Postal travel: franked military
picture postcard of the to the interference in the Russian
civil war and Rescue the Czech legion 1918 / 20 from
President Wilson to Wladivostok entsandten 7950 male
strengthened US Sending corps, with red oval
censorship stamp to the United States, slight traces
estimate 280,5708 1919, Field postal service oval rhombus "U. S.
ARMY POSTAL SERVICE / No. 770" and US
censorship cancel with notation of the military
Preceded on Field postal service printed form letter
"AMERICAN / Y. M. C. A. " and "SOLDIER`S
MAIL", very fine
estimate 30,5709 1929, "U. S. navy CORPS port AU PRINCE" on
Field airmail letter from Haiti, very fine
estimate 100,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

USA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
5710 1934, military letter with single circle postmark
from US-warship "U. S. S. BAINBRIDGE" from the
waters before Cuba "cubane WATERS", superb
estimate 20,5711 1937, cover with single circle postmark from 4.
regiment of the US-navy-Corps from Shanghai, very
fine
estimate 90,5712 1952, fieldpost letter of the swedish Red Cross
about the American head field post office in San
Francisco, with single circle postmark "ARMY AIR
FORCES / POSTAL SERVICE / 707", superb
estimate 100,5713 1954, postal stationery fieldpost letter with single
circle postmark "ARMY AIR FORCE / POSTAL
SERVICE" from the Army-base in Formosa, superb
estimate 20,5714 1959, airmail postal stationery cover with single
circle postmark "ARMY AIR FORCE POSTAL
SERVICE / APO", superb
estimate 20,5715 1966 / 70, 5 different air mail letters from the
Vietnam war, North and South Vietnam, laos and
Cambodia, superb
estimate 60,5716 1977, fieldpost letter the US Navy with stamp the
Sinai-Field-mission, superb
estimate 45,UNITED NATIONS (NEW YORK)
5717 1955, souvenir sheet "10 years United Nations"
on First Day Cover, superb
Bl. 1I
estimate 30,5718 1980, "flags", complete sheetlet set, 40x, superb,
Michel (400.-)
348-63
estimate 50,VIETNAM
5719 1984, "animals and plants", complete sheet set
(100), superb, Michel 500.1529-43
estimate 50,5720 1977-84, cancelled lot sheets- and parts of sheets,
as well Michel no. A917 in 2 complete sheet (100), no.
1440 in 7 complete sheet (150.-), almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 3700.estimate Gebot
SLG., LOTS GERMANY
5721 1897-1980, 50 different documents "Lake
Constance sea mail", as well registered, returned and
special delivery letters, partly with ship´s cancel, superb
condition
estimate 200,5722 1958 "Europe", Federal Republic Michel no. 295 /
6 and Saarland 439 / 40 always on special sheet with
special cancellations, superb
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SLG., LOTS GERMANY
198
5723 SBZ and German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany), duplicate lot postal stationery from P 1 - P
81, mostly unused, as well P 1 * (6x),
MECKLENBURG-WESTERN POMERANIA good be
present, P 65aA used (37x), P 78 * (15x) etc., in total
approximate 250 cards, mostly superb condition
estimate 300,5724 Lot of 177 different postal stationery postcards
postwar Germany from 1945-67, as well a few better,
unused and used, almost only superb condition
estimate 180,5725 Interesting lot of over 50 documents Germany
from approximate 1868-1922, condition varies, treasure
trove, inspect!
estimate 150,5726 Approximate. 1959-97, approximate 250 postal
stationery postcards Federal Republic and Berlin,
vacuously used and unused, superb condition
estimate 20,5727 Lot postwar Germany of more than 100 different
covers, cards and postal stationery from approximate
1948-93, mostly superb condition
estimate Gebot
5728 Lot of over 100 different covers and cards
postwar Germany from 1956-2010 with good middle
issues, almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
5729 Lot of over 130 different covers, cards and postal
stationery postwar Germany from approximate 1951-90
in 2 letter albums, almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
5730 Small lot postwar Germany of more than 140
different covers, cards and postal stationery from
approximate 1955-2001, almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
5731 Dealers property: Federal Republic, very
extensive lot collections in 50 volumes, with also many
buses-collect collections, the good issues of the first
years as well the post office-valid face value items were
plundered, yet still huge catalogue value as well high
cost value the many hingeless album
★ ★, , ★
estimate 900,5732 Old Schaubek album with Saar region, Gdansk,
Memel and German expenditures for crew 1914 / 18 as
well plebiscite area with numerous good middle issues,
almost only superb condition
,★
estimate 900,5733 Neat collection postwar Germany till 1966 in 2
Schaubek albums, unused or used with numerous good
issues, almost only superb condition
,★
estimate 500,5734 Old collection Germany till approximate 1939,
with Old German States, German Reich, Gdansk,
Memel, Saar, German colonies and plebiscite areas,
with many good middle values, a little mixed quality,
treasure trove, inspect!
, ★,( ★)
estimate 500,-

SLG., LOTS GERMANY
5735 Dealers property: BERLIN, extensive lot of
"ausgeschlachteten" collections in 28 volumes, from
approximate 1953 are the volumes mainly complete, as
well many as good as new hingeless album whose
acquisition value the favorable starting price by far
outruns!
★ ★, , ★
estimate 500,5736 Collector's estate postwar Germany in the
Schaubek album till 1980 with many good issues,
almost only superb condition, favorable offered,
inspect!
★, ★ ★,
estimate 280,5737 Old collection postwar Germany from 1945-1949
with middle issues, inspect!
,★
estimate 250,5738 Collection French zone atd Saarland on Schaubek
pages with many good issues, superb collection, for the
cancellations becomes no guarantee taken over, we
offer the collection "without recourse" at
,★
estimate 250,5739 Cancelled collection Saar region and Saarland
from 1920-56 in the Lighthouse album, cancellations
without recourse!, inspect!
,
estimate 200,5740 Approximate. 1965-91, mostly mint never hinged
lot Federal Republic and Berlin, with many souvenir
sheets, in addition to it a little Europe, superb condition,
inspect!
★ ★,
estimate 75,5741 2 remainder collections Germany with areas,
almost only superb condition
, ★, ★ ★
estimate Gebot
5742 1986-90, small lot different varieties, except for a
value Berlin only Federal Republic, superb, high
acquisition value!
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5743 Lot different se-tenants from 1919-96, mainly
German Reich with some better issues, high catalog
value
★ ★, , ★,( ★)
estimate Gebot
5744 1988 / 92, 10 stamp booklet "German Sport Aid
Foundation", stamp booklet no. 11a, 11b, 16 and 17,
always mint never hinged and used, a few cap with
paper clip impression
MH ★ ★,
estimate Gebot
COLLECTION. EUROPE
5745 1979-86, lot of 46 different souvenir sheets and
some sheetlet from Europe, predominantly with first
day special cancel, superb, Michel 270.Bl.
estimate 50,5746 40 older, almost only different documents from
Europe, mainly used, treasure trove, inspect!
estimate 80,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

COLLECTION. EUROPE
199
5747 Scandinavia: lot of 24 documents, mostly postal
stationery postcards from Denmark, Norway, Sweden
and Finland, almost all used, very fine / superb
estimate 40,5748 Lot of over 100 used covers, cards and postal
stationery from approximate 1888-1976 in 2 letter
albums, mostly superb condition
estimate Gebot
5749 Lot of remainders "Europe", mostly postwar
including a little Germany, favorable!, inspect!
, ★ ★, , ★
estimate 150,5750 1982 / 3, UNO Geneva and Vienna complete on
first day covers and as single stamps, superb
,
estimate Gebot
5751 Album with parts of sheets, souvenir sheets, first
day covers etc., mainly Federal Republic, superb
condition
, ★ ★, ,
estimate Gebot
5752 Small box with mainly Federal Republic and
Berlin, as well memory cards and pages, postal
stationery, first day covers, single stamps and so on.
, ★ ★, ,
estimate Gebot
5753 Thick stockbook with mainly cancelled values
from approximate 1881-2003, Great Britain well
represented
, ★★
estimate Gebot
COLLECTION. OVERSEA
5754 Bus issue: "1937 Paris world exhibition", 21 mint
never hinged superb sets of different countries
★★
estimate 100,5755 1879 approximate. 1940, interesting lot of 15
documents to Kiel, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 60,5756 Lot of over 100 almost only used covers, cards
and postal stationery oversea from approximate
1907-90 in the letter album, mostly superb condition
estimate Gebot
5757 Collector's estate oversea amongst other things
with Cambodia, Loas, Nicaragua, Canada, Spanish
colonies and so on. In 3 stock books
, ★ ★, ★,
estimate 100,5758 Almost only cancelled extensive lot oversea in 2
thick stock books, seeming mainly 60er to nineties,
with many souvenir sheets and sheetlet
, ★★
estimate Gebot
5759 1933-81, 14 different ship´s mail documents,
superb
estimate 40,COLLECTION. ALL WORLD
5760 Lot of letters with various postal stationery
Federal Republic, anniversary cards and first day
covers, as well Europabelege and some oversea
estimate 75,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

COLLECTION. ALL WORLD
5761 Approximate. 350 coloured franked covers
Europe and oversea in 2 files, inspect!
estimate Gebot
5762 Box with duplicates from "of all world" in 25
small stock books
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 50,5763 Interesting miracle box "all world" with various
documents, approval books and stock books, treasure
trove - inspect!
, , ★, ★ ★,
estimate 200,5764 Box with Germany and Europe, besides stock
books also a few volumes with useful values, treasure
trove - inspect!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 150,5765 Small box with Federal Republic, as well many
corners of the sheet and private stamp booklet, as well
Europe and some oversea
★ ★, ,
estimate 75,5766 Box with mostly Federal Republic, as well many
documents, first day covers, "new philately edition of
the German post", Europe and some oversea
, , ★ ★,
estimate 50,5767 Paper bag ware from "of all world", inspect!
, ★ ★,
estimate Gebot
EUROPE UNION
5768 1949-53, cancelled lot different complete
forerunner issues, superb condition, Michel 607.estimate 90,5769 1957, "tree", complete year, superb, Michel 242.★★
estimate 45,5770 1958-60, "stylized dove", "closed chain" and
"wheel of the car", 3 complete volumes, superb, Michel
123. 50
estimate 25,5771 1961-63, "dove", "stylized tree" and "ornament",
in addition to it 3 sheetlet from Liechtenstein, superb
★★
estimate 50,5772 1965-68, "dwarf with fruit", "stylized boat",
"notched wheels" and "Kreuzbartschlüssel", 4 complete
volumes, superb, Michel 293. 40
★★
estimate 60,5773 1969-71, "stylized Temple", "wattle" and
"horizontal chain", 3 complete volumes, very fine
MNH, Michel 272. 90
★★
estimate 50,5774 1972, "stars", complete year, superb, Michel 179.
80
★★
estimate 35,5775 1972 / 3, "stars" and "posthorn", 2 complete
volumes, without Andorra no. 71, almost only superb
condition, Michel 198. 80
★★
estimate 35,-

EUROPE UNION
200
5776 1973, "posthorn", complete year, superb, Michel
109.★★
estimate 20,5777 1974 / 5, "sculptures" and "paintings", 2 complete
volumes, without Monaco pages 7 and 8, superb
condition, Michel 241. 80
★★
estimate 45,5778 1974, "sculptures", complete year, superb, Michel
146. 70
★★
estimate 25,5779 1975, "paintings", complete year, very fine MNH,
Michel 155. 10
★★
estimate 30,5780 1976 / 7, "art handicraft" and "landscapes", 2
complete volumes, without guernsey no. 133 / 4 and
Isle of Man no. 82-87 as well Monaco pages 10, superb
condition, Michel 274. 30
★★
estimate 50,5781 1976, "art handicraft", complete year, superb,
Michel 164.★★
estimate 30,5782 1977, "landscapes", complete year, superb,
Michel 143. 80
★★
estimate 25,5783 1978 / 9, "building monuments" and "Postal
service and Telecommunications", 2 complete volumes,
superb condition, Michel 268. 50
★★
estimate 50,5784 1978, "building monuments", complete year,
superb, Michel 150. 30
★★
estimate 30,5785 1979, "Postal service and Telecommunications",
complete year, very fine MNH, Michel 112.★★
estimate 20,5786 1980-82, 3 complete mint never hinged volumes,
superb condition, Michel 312. 50
★★
estimate 60,5787 1980 / 1, "personalities" and "folklore", 2
complete volumes, very fine MNH, Michel 187. 10
★★
estimate 35,5788 1982, "historic events", complete year, superb,
Michel 125. 40
★★
estimate 20,5789 1983, "works of the human spirit", complete year,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 207. 70
★★
estimate 40,5790 1984, "bridge", complete year, superb, Michel
128. 30
estimate 20,5791 1985, "year the Music", except for Gibraltar and
Liechtenstein complete year, superb, Michel 190. 20
★★
estimate Gebot

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

EUROPE UNION
5792 1990, "postal facilities", complete year, very fine
MNH, Michel 219.★★
estimate 40,5793 1994, "discoveries and inventions", complete year
without Bosnia and Herzegovina, with sheetlet
Slovenia, superb, Michel 277. 90
★★
estimate 50,5794 1997, "say and legends", complete year without
Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Ukraine pages
7, as well sheetlet Monaco, very fine MNH, Michel
284. 10
★★
estimate 55,5795 1992, "discovery of America", 14 different
sheetlet sets, superb, Michel 710.KB
estimate 80,5796 1994, "discoveries and inventions", 3 different
stamp booklet, superb, Michel (60.-)
MH
estimate Gebot
5797 1961, "dove", complete on first day covers, a few
a little yellowish otherwise superb, Michel 70.FDC
estimate Gebot
5798 1956-74, seeming complete cancelled extensive
collection joint issues in 14 ring binder with many
special feature, in addition to it numerous first day
covers, these mostly multiple with different special
cancellations, inspect!
,
estimate 500,5799 Complete mint never hinged collection joint
issues from 1956-88 without Andorra 1972 in 3 KA-BE
hingeless album, amongst other things with
Luxembourg Michel no. 555-57 and 572-74, in addition
to it Nato with Portugal no. 778 / 9, EFTA, Scandinavia
issues as well sympathy and as supply on hand, superb
condition, enormously acquisition value!
★★
estimate 750,5800 Complete mint never hinged collection joint
issues from 1956-77 in 2 lighthouse hingeless album, in
addition to it Nato with Portugal no. 778 / 9 and Greece
615-17, Scandinavia issues, EFTA as well sympathy
and as supply on hand and KSZE with unperforated
souvenir sheets, superb condition, high acquisition
value!
★★
estimate 600,5801 Mint never hinged collection sheetlet joint issues
from 1981-83 in the Borek album with mounts. Superb,
Michel 650.KB ★★
estimate 120,5802 1952-76, almost complete cancelled collection
sympathy and as supply on hand and KSZE with
perforated and unperforated souvenir sheets on
lighthouse album pages, in addition to it Nato, Council
of Europe and Scandinavia issues, superb condition
estimate 120,5803 Part of a collection sympathy and as supply on
hand from 1966-75, with sheetlet and souvenir sheets,
very fine MNH, Michel 330.★★
estimate 60,-

SPORTS
201
5804 "World Cup Mexico 86" in 3 Borek special
albums with souvenir sheets, miniature sheet, postal
stationery etc., superb condition, acquisition value over
DM 4000.★ ★,
estimate 200,5805 "World Cup USA 1994", in 2 officially albums
the German Sports Aid and a Leitz folder, with
souvenir sheets, single stamps, miniature sheet, stamp
booklet, postal stationery, telephone cards, numis cover,
superb
★ ★,
estimate 120,5806 "officially ARD Olympic Games collection
1948-88", superb
★ ★, ,
estimate 70,5807 Extensive collection "olympic games 1980" in 3
special albums of the German Sports Aid with
miniature sheet, souvenir sheets, maximum cards,
airmail letter sheets, stamp booklet and strip, superb
condition, high acquisition value!
★ ★,
estimate 180,5808 "olympic games 1988" in 4 Borek special albums
with gold coin China Mint, Beijing, "sword dance" PP,
miniature sheet, souvenir sheets, maximum cards,
se-tenant, stamp booklet, numis covers, superb
condition, enormously acquisition value!
★ ★,
estimate 1.000,5809 "olympic games 1988" in 5 thick special albums
of the German Sports Aid with Silver coin "40 years
athletics" PP (at that time acquisition value DM 683.-),
miniature sheet, souvenir sheets, single stamps, various
documents, se-tenant, stamp booklet etc., superb
condition, enormously acquisition value
★ ★, ,
estimate 250,5810 "olympic games 1992" on special album pages of
the German Sports Aid with souvenir sheets, strip,
stamp booklet, miniature sheet etc., superb condition, at
that time acquisition value DM 4900.★ ★,
estimate 180,5811 "olympic games 1992" in the special album of the
German Sports Aid with souvenir sheets, sheet, stamp
booklet, strip, numis covers etc., superb condition,
acquisition value over DM 2000.★ ★,
estimate 150,OTHER MOTIVES
5812 1958-93, international Antarctica Sending, neat
collection with 185 documents, with also many German
Expeditions documents, superb condition, partly RR!
estimate 450,5813 1997-2001, Antarctica - research, 150 documents,
mostly from German institutes, in the Spezialbum,
superb
estimate 150,5814
1980-93,
Antarctica-sending,
interesting
collection with 83 different documents, amongst other
things "ICEBIRD" and "GOTLAND II", superb
estimate 180,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

OTHER MOTIVES
5815 1985 / 6, third and fourth Antarctic expedition the
"North Star", interesting collection with 118 different
documents and descriptions the both Expedtionen,
superb
estimate 280,5816 1987-90, fifth to eighth Antarctic expedition the
"North Star", interesting collection with 97 different
documents and descriptions the four Expedtionen,
superb
estimate 250,5817 Collection "50 years Federal Republic Germany"
in the special album of the German post with a lot of
informations and the belonging values, superb
condition
estimate Gebot
5818 Collection "20 years German unit" in the special
album of the German post with a lot of informations,
one CD, some values and souvenir sheets, superb
condition
★★
estimate 20,5819 "railroad stamps" on Siegerseiten in the album
and a Leitz folder with single stamps, souvenir sheets,
postal stationery, se-tenant, maximum cards etc., superb
★ ★,
estimate 150,5820 "1989, Hamburgs port becomes 800" in the
Lindner special album with single stamps, souvenir
sheets, documents, colored reproduction from brands
designs, reprint souvenir sheets, Faksililmie money
orders etc., superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5821 1939-84, "helicopter postal service", 11
interesting documents from different countries, in
addition to it 7 different scarce Archivbilder from
helicopter forerunner, superb
estimate 100,5822 "the chiliad collection" in 2 Linder special albums
with souvenir sheets, various sheetlet and single
stamps, at that time acquisition value over DM 600.★★
estimate Gebot
5823 "the history of aviation" in 7 printed form albums,
appeared in the Rowland Hill publishing house, with
interesting documents and stamps from all over the
world, high cost value, the collection was in the 1980s
completed
, ★★
estimate 150,5824 "Europe nice Nature" in the Lindner special
album with souvenir sheets, se-tenant, stamp booklet,
maximum cards, se-tenant sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 50,5825 1964-72, "Pope Pius VI", 150 different
documents, as well travel to Africa, Philippines etc., in
addition to it airmail letter sheets and maximum cards,
superb
estimate 75,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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5826 "plants and animals of the world", 96 different
first day covers the "inland Audubon Society", superb
condition
estimate 50,5827 "500 years post" on Siegerseiten in 3 albums and
a Leitz folder with single stamps, maximum cards, First
Day Sheets, stamp booklet, first day covers, reprints,
reprint sheetlet, coil stamp for vending machine, postal
stationery, special pages, airmail etc., superb, high
acquisition value
★ ★, ,
estimate 180,5828 1979-88, 49 different documents "modern ship´s
mail", amongst other things from training ship
Germany trip: 51 AAR, 53 AAR and so on. As well
Around the World, superb
estimate Gebot
5829 Approximate. 1975-85, "animals", lot different
issues and souvenir sheets in 3 stock books, superb
, ★★
estimate 60,5830 "animals the primeval times" in the Lindner
special album on 14 sides, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5831 "departure from the four place", stamp classy
edition over 16 German Country capitals, include of the
German capital Berlin, published by of the German
post, superb condition
estimate Gebot
5832 "LET HAPPEN Disneys wonderful world in
colored stamps" in the officially album with perforated
and unperforated issues as well various souvenir sheets
and sheetlet, superb condition
★★
estimate 50,5833 "coat of arms history and stories" with the 16
Originalbriefmarken the set "coat of arms German
countries", published by of the German post, superb
condition
estimate Gebot
5834 "World Wide Fund for Nature - Greeting cards",
24 different cards from 1984-91 with covers, superb
condition, high acquisition value!
estimate Gebot
5835 "World Wide Fund for Nature - Greeting cards",
30 mostly different from 1983-93 with covers,
Prachterhalutng, high acquisition value
estimate Gebot
5836 "World Wildlife finding" from 1983-92 with more
then 110 to scold in 9 special albums and loose
material, in each case mint never hinged, on first day
covers and maximum cards, with a lot of illustrated
informations, superb condition, very high acquisition
value!
★ ★,
estimate 100,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

OTHER MOTIVES
5837 "World Wildlife finding" from 1990-97 with more
then 90 to scold in 8 special albums and loose material,
in each case mint never hinged, on first day covers and
maximum cards, with a lot of illustrated informations,
superb condition, very high acquisition value!
★ ★,
estimate 80,5838 Subject issues oversea in sheetlet, souvenir sheets
and single stamps in bags and on stock cards in the
small box
, ★★
estimate 80,WUNDERKISTEN, NACHLÄSSE
5839 1946-1960, 44 different airmail special
documents, inspect!
estimate 150,5840 Lot covers and cards, as well 2 gift booklets the
Country postal service direction Berlin, in the box,
mixed quality, treasure trove!
estimate 50,5841 Box with covers in letter albums and on pages,
mostly Federal Republic, as well but also a little Europe
and oversea, inspect!
estimate 50,5842 Lot of letters postwar Germany in the box, partly
but face of covers, treasure trove, condition varies
estimate Gebot
5843 Move carton with many remainder collections,
mostly Germany, treasure trove, very favorable!
★, ★ ★,
estimate 390,5844 Interesting collector's estate amongst other things
with modern Europablocks, Austria (covers and modern
stamps), UNO Geneva and Vienna (covers and stamps)
and so on, in the box with 9 stock books, 5 letter
albums, sheet folder etc., treasure trove!
, ★ ★,
estimate 250,5845 Box with remainders Germany, Europe and some
oversea, focal point stockbook Berlin, inspect!
, ★ ★, ,
estimate 250,5846 Box full with Western Europe, much Scandinavia
and Baltic countries, focal point souvenir sheets and
sheetlet, inspect!
★ ★, , ,
estimate 180,5847 Miracle box: collection postwar Germany from
1945-57, 20 in original packing covers "philatelic
agencys subscription" from 1991-95, topical collections
"history the astonautics" and "Sir Rowland Hill", and so
on.
, ★ ★, ★,
estimate 180,5848 Collector's estate in the box, mainly postwar
Germany, inspect!
★ ★, ,
estimate 100,5849 Box with 11 remainder collections postwar
Germany
★ ★, , ★
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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5850 Collector's estate in the box: amongst other things
collection German Reich from 1936-45, collection
West Berlin and duplicate stock book dto., Western
Europe, also a little oversea, treasure trove!, very low
starting price!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 100,OLD POSTCARDS GERMANY AND SO ON.
5851 AMRUM, 8 different picture postcards
estimate 35,5852 BERNRIED (Starnbergersee), greatings from. .
Card from 1900, used
estimate Gebot
5853 DANNEWERK by Schleswig, 6 different picture
postcards
estimate Gebot
5854 Düsseldorf, navy spectacles, our future lies
waterborne, picture postcard of the industrial, craft u.
Art exhibition Düsseldorf 1902
estimate Gebot
5855 EIDERSTEDT, 29 different unused black / white
picture postcards from the 50s years
estimate Gebot
5856 Island FEHMARN, 19 different old picture
postcards, as well a colored lithography card "greatings
from castle" from 1899, superb
estimate 40,5857 FÖHR, 7 different picture postcards
estimate Gebot
5858 Hamburg port, 3 different picture postcards,
approximate 1907-10
estimate 20,5859 Heather in Holstein, 55 different picture postcards
estimate 110,5860 HEIDELBERG, 39 different picture postcards
estimate 30,5861 KIEL, collection from 200 different picture
postcards in 2 letter albums, with rarely lithographs,
many colored cards and rarely subjects
estimate 480,5862 KIEL, 60 different picture postcards, as well
scarce motives and colored cards
estimate 130,5863 Castle LOUISENLUND at the tench, 6 different
picture postcards from the years 1899-1932
estimate 30,5864 PELLWORM, 10 different picture postcards
estimate 30,5865 ST. PETER-ORDING, 35 unused black / white
postcards from the 50s years
estimate Gebot
5866 ST. PETER-ORDING, 33 unused black / white
postcards from the 50s years
estimate Gebot

OLD POSTCARDS GERMANY AND SO ON.
5867 ST. PETER-ORDING, 65 almost only different
picture postcards from the years 1950-60
estimate 50,5868 SCHLESWIG, 60 different picture postcards, as
well scarce motives and colored cards
estimate 120,5869 SCHLESWIG, greatings from. . ., colored
lithography card with 5 different views from 1897
estimate Gebot
5870 SYLT, 56 different picture postcards
estimate 90,5871 SYLT - Kampen, collection from 57 different
picture postcards in the letter album
estimate 290,5872 SYLT - Keitum, collection from 49 different
picture postcards in the letter album
estimate 280,5873 SYLT - Cunning, collection from 25 different
picture postcards in the letter album
estimate 120,5874 SYLT - Wenningstedt, collection from 41
different picture postcards in the letter album
estimate 260,5875 SYLT - Westerland, collection from 100 different
picture postcards in the letter album, as well greatings
from cards, many colored, scarce motives and so on.
estimate 480,5876 SYLT, 51 different picture postcards from the
years 1950-60
estimate 90,5877 Saxon Switzerland, 32 different picture postcards
estimate 25,5878 TÖNNING, 8 different picture postcards
estimate 35,5879 WILHELMSHAVEN, harbor pictures, 4 different
cards
estimate Gebot
5880 Over 80 different picture postcards Germany,
1899-1943, almost only used
estimate 50,OLD POSTCARDS BALTIC STATES
5881 Kitsch cards, 15 different, all fieldpost card from
the Baltic countries from 1915-18
estimate 60,5882 Art picture cards from the Baltic countries, 17
different, all fieldpost card from 1916-18
estimate 60,5883 "the world war 1914 / 5", Wirklichkeitsbilder
from war scenes, 15 different art picture cards, all
fieldpost card from 1916 / 7
estimate 90,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OLD POSTCARDS FRANCE
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5884 Over 90 different franked picture postcards from
approximate 1902-70
estimate 100,OLD POSTCARDS ITALY
5885 GENOVA-Panorama,
Germany, traces of usage

picture

postcard

to

estimate Gebot
OLD POSTCARDS LITHUANIA
5886 LIBAU, 80 different picture postcards with partly
rarely subjects, all fieldpost card from 1916 / 18, with
also better field post and military cancel
estimate 240,5887 MITAU, 68 different picture postcards with partly
rarely subjects, all fieldpost card from 1915 / 18, with
also better field post and military cancel
estimate 190,5888 RIGA, 67 different picture postcards with partly
rarely subjects, all fieldpost card from 1916 / 18, with
also better field post and military cancel
estimate 190,5889 Sulfur bath in Courland, 11 different picture
postcards, all fieldpost card from 1916 / 18
estimate 35,OLD POSTCARDS SPAIN
5890 Colored Propaganda-printed form-field postcard
"Body culture strengthens the People army", slight
crease lower right otherwise superb
estimate 50,OLD POSTCARDS USA
5891 NEW YORK federal state, 11 different picture
postcards
estimate 25,5892 18 franked old picture postcards to Germany
estimate 20,NAVEL SHIPS
5893 Radfregatte "Bernie", used card from 1903 from
Flensburg
estimate Gebot
5894 Minenkreuzer "retardant", 2 cards
estimate Gebot
5895 S. M. S. "Charlotte", 2 different cards
estimate Gebot
5896 S. M. S. "Alsace", 4 cards, of it an used from Kiel
estimate Gebot
5897 S. M. S. "Fox", 2 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5898 S. M. S. "grill", 4 cards, one of it used
estimate Gebot
5899 S. M. S. "Hanover", 3 cards, an used
estimate Gebot
5900 S. M. S. "Heligoland", 2 unused cards
estimate Gebot

NAVEL SHIPS
5901 Yacht "Iduna", unused card from 1902
estimate Gebot
5902 S. M. S. "emperor Karl the Great", used card
estimate Gebot
5903 S. M. S. "King", 2 cards
estimate Gebot
5904 S. M. S. "Prince regent Luitpold", 3 cards, as well
a fieldpost card
estimate Gebot
5905 S. M. S. "Mars", used card from Kiel
estimate Gebot
5906 S. M. smaller cruiser "nymph", 2 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5907 S. M. S. "Prince Heinrich", used card
estimate Gebot
5908 S. M. S. "Rostock", 3 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5909 S. M. S. "Swabia", MSP card from 1917
estimate Gebot
5910 Training ship "stone", 2 cards, an used
estimate Gebot
5911 S. M. S. "Thetis", 4 cards, 2 used
estimate Gebot
5912 S. M. S. "tiger", unused card
estimate Gebot
5913 S. M. S. "volcano", happens the emperor Wilhelm
canal, unused card
estimate Gebot
5914 S. M. S. "Wittelsbach", used card, a corner a little
kinked
estimate Gebot
5915 Submarines: collection from 96 different picture
postcards with "submarine" subjects, partly very rare!
estimate 500,5916 "Matrosenliebe", 22 different mostly used kitsch
cards
estimate 75,5917 Emperor Wilhelm II, 12 different cards
estimate 40,5918 Greetings cards, 8 different
estimate 30,5919 Seemannslieder, 8 different cards
estimate 25,5920 "Germany's active lives battle fleet", picture
postcard from 1909, used
estimate Gebot
5921 Welfare card "to the best of the red cross", 3
different cards
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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5922 Warships, interesting collection from 54 cards,
partly very scarce documents
estimate 320,5923 Warships: collection from 145 mostly private
unused photo cards with partly very rarely subjects
estimate 650,OLD POSTCARDS
NAVEL SHIPS UNTIL 1945
5924 Going for a drive submarines, picture 2 the
German Armed Forces postcards set 3, unused
estimate Gebot
SHIPS UNTIL 1949
5925 Italian armored cruiser on the Suez canal, picture
postcard from Egypt to Rome
estimate Gebot
5926 R. N. NAPOLI, used picture postcard
estimate Gebot
5927 SCHULFREGATTEN under sail, colored artist
picture card from Willy Stöwer
estimate Gebot
5928 VETTOR PISANI, armored cruiser, unused
picture postcard
estimate Gebot
5929 K. And K. warships, 4 different unused art picture
cards, mostly from Harry Heusser
estimate 25,5930 U boats, 2 different art picture cards with battle
scenes, superb
estimate Gebot
SHIPS FROM 1950
5931 Approximate. 1967-2007, ships from all over the
world, 43 different picture postcards, in part used
estimate 20,OLD POSTCARDS VARIOUS
5932 "our airman - Nos Aviaterurs", 6 different
caricatured art picture cards French pilots from Blériot
to Tissandier, superb
estimate 80,5933 KLAUS GROTH, "to the 80. Gebursttag" from
Schleswig, lithography card from 1899
estimate Gebot
5934 1939 / 45, German Air Force personalities:
Hermann count, Joseph Kammhuber, Johannes Steinhof
and Fritz Mendel, interesting documentation with
delivered signatures, pictures etc., superb
estimate 80,OLD POSTCARDS MISCELLANEA
5935 Kitsch cards, 30 mainly colored picture postcards
estimate 40,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

OLD POSTCARDS MISCELLANEA
5936 KUPFERBERG GOLD, 2 colored Art Nouveau
advertisement postcards, unused, superb
estimate 80,5937 Art picture cards, 34 different colored picture
postcards
estimate 25,5938 Animals, 3 different picture postcards (2x horse
and 1x dog)
estimate Gebot

PHIL. LITERATURE
5940 "Zeppelin mail catalogue", 16. printing, 1956,
Sieger publishing house, 230 sides, bound
estimate Gebot
5941 "Old German States under the magnifying glass" Baden - Lübeck, volume I, 4. printing, 1956, Ewald
Mueller-Mark, 374 sides, loose
estimate 30,5942 "Old German States under the magnifying glass" Saxony - Wuerttemberg, ribbon III, 4. printing, 1956,
Ewald Mueller-Mark, approximate 340 sides, loose
estimate 30,5943 "Reflections over philately", 89. cover "stamps
with inscription LAND-POST/PORTO-MARKE of
state of Baden" till 95. cover "the Hermes heads from
Greece" within a booklet, 1946, Mueller-Mark, 24
sides, first page slight traces of usage
estimate Gebot
5944 "the postmark the Hamburg Landgebiete" till as a
starter of the twentieth century, commemorative
publication to commemorate the 90 years recurrence of
the Gründungstages of the Unite for philately to
Hamburg from 1885, 1975, Dr. Ernst Meyer-Margreth,
16 sides, numerous cancellation illustrations
estimate Gebot
5945 "Hanover" - special- and special auctions from
1981-2005, 4 different catalogues and Hanover part
from the 323. Köhler catalogue with list of results, as
well Grobe catalogue with results
estimate Gebot
5946 Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps
knowledge" - sections XIII, Prussia, without
Lichttafeln, 1896, 232 sides, bound, cover slight traces
of usage, 2 sides disengaged
estimate 70,5947 "the Erb male throne fee contract between the
kingdom Wuerttemberg and the princely Houses from
Thurn and Taxis" from 27. July 1819 to Stuttgart, 1996,
study group Thurn and Taxis, 28 sides
estimate Gebot

PHIL. LITERATURE
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5948 "Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps
knowledge" - sections XI, North German postal district,
with Lichttafeln II-XX and card Poststraßen, 1895, 140
sides, bound, cover slight traces of usage
estimate 100,5949 "private post" - special- and special auctions from
1984-2006, 3 different catalogues
estimate Gebot
5950 "German street postmark" - the stamp the
Kraftkursposten of the German Reichspost and the
Überlandposten (with re-engineering) of the German
Federal Postal Administration, handbook and cancel
catalogue, booklet no. 72, 1976, new series the
Postmark guild, 98 sides
estimate Gebot
5951 "printing process, colours and use", booklet 2,
1958, Infla-Berlin, 19 sides
estimate Gebot
5952 "the unperforated stamps 1872-1900", booklet 45,
1999, Infla-Berlin, 69 sides
estimate Gebot
5953 The club history from INFLA-Berlin e. V. ",
booklet 49, 2001, 123 sides
estimate Gebot
5954 "German special stamps and her stamp" - special
catalogue, 1961, Francis Drabick, 64 sides, with
valuations
estimate Gebot
5955 "the development the Artilleriebeobachtung from
the air and the Zentralluftschiffhafen Jüterbog
1890-1921, 2005, Juergen Schneevogt, 79 sides
estimate Gebot
5956 "German Air postmark" - flight control, airport,
airmail posting, confirmation and interruption stamp,
1960, study from Kurt Dahmann, 46 sides, partly pencil
and red pencil notes
estimate Gebot
5957 "the airmail" - reports from all over the world for
the airmail and astonautics collector, 13 different
booklets, 1958-1973, Kurt Dahmann, with many
illustrations
estimate Gebot
5958 "the rocket post" - her development and first
attempt, precursor stamps, stamp and flights, 1. part:
Germany, Günther Heyd, 16 sides
estimate Gebot
5959 "the balloon from Paris 1870-71", 1970, Gunther
Heyd, 55 sides, with some illustrations
estimate Gebot
5960 "German Heeresluftschiffahrt 1884-1918" - the
On behalf of the Heeresverwaltung outside of the at that
time Germany built air ship halls, booklet 6, 2003,
Juergen Schneevogt, 42 sides
estimate Gebot

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PICTURE POSTCARDS COLLECTIONS
5939 Approximate. 1910-45, lot of approximate 150
different old picture postcards, as well much Germany,
treasure trove
estimate 50,-

PHIL. LITERATURE
5961 "the stamps of the German postal service
institutes in the foreign country and of the German
protectorate" as well her cancellations with a
supplement over the post of the foreign country Kreuzer
1914 / 18 and a supplementary sheet with rarity and
rating scale, 1960, Dr. med. Edward Ey, with many
illustrations, bound
estimate 30,5962 Special catalog about "post war documents
1948-1970", 1. issue 1970, Dedo Burhop, 103 sides
estimate Gebot
5963 "international philatelic messages" for collector´s,
dealer and organization or clubs, booklet 1 / 1930 and
booklet 8 / 1931, in total 52 sides, slight traces of usage
estimate Gebot
5964 Special catalog about "post war documents
1948-1972", 2. issue 1973, Dedo Burhop, 138 sides
estimate Gebot
5965 "Emil Reinhard Krippner and his Falsifikate",
1989, Hans Friebe, 68 sides
estimate Gebot
5966 "Neutralitätsverletzungen and internment
(1914-1918) " - "interned or prisoner of war",? "the
postal service the danish brigade and of the danish
command in Germany (1947-1959) ", 2003, booklet the
FG Nordic states, 25 sides
estimate Gebot
5967 "Suomen Postimerkkien Käsikirja" VI", 1972,
Suomen Filatelistiliitto, 158 sides, numerous
illustrations, in Finnish, bound
estimate 30,5968 "Filateli" - Kvartalsmagasin for Skandinaviske
Samlere, booklet no. 2-4, 1970, with many illustrations,
in Danish
estimate Gebot
5969 "Histoire Postale of the departments Français
d\'Allemagne you north", 1957, Heinsen / Leralle, 45
sides, with many illustrations, in French
estimate Gebot
5970 "The Royal Loans - Les Emprunts Royaux
1689-1789", 1986, howard J. Shakespeare, 174 sides,
with some illustrations, in the English language and
French
estimate Gebot
5971 "Paris Par Moulins - Illustrerede skildringer fra
belejringen 1870 / 71", I Samarbejde med Wolfgang
Jakubek, 1969, Günther Heyd, 108 sides, with many
illustrations, bound, in Danish
estimate Gebot
5972 "Grest Britain - queen Elisabeth II Pre-decimal
lssues", Stanley gibbons Specialised Stamp Catalogue.
1978, 365 sides, bound, in the English language
estimate 20,-
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5973 "Sassone 1974" - Catalogo dei Francobolli
D\'Italia e dei Paesi Italiani, 624 sides, cover stronger
traces of usage, in Italian
estimate Gebot
5974 "Geuzendams Catalogus the Oude Brieven met
Postmark en to become aware of van Nederland
1667-1850", 1958, 138 sides, in Netherlands
estimate Gebot
5975 "Norge Skillingsmerker without gum brev
1855-1879", 190 av 1. 000 nummererte eksemplarer,
1990, private Placering from, 80 sides, bound, in
Norwegian and English
estimate 30,5976 "Norges sportel, juster without gum
stempelmerker", 1975, oslo Filatelistklubb, 50 sides,
with colored Chalkboard and price list, in Norwegian
estimate Gebot
5977 "Austria-Philatelist", 2 booklets no. 100 and
101-102, April / May and May June 1954, Adolf Kosel
publishing house, with many illustrations
estimate Gebot
5978 "the soldiers stamps of Switzerland 1914 / 18,
1939 / 45", 1980, Sulser, 418 sides, with valuations
estimate 50,5979 "history the Czechoslovakian airmail", part 2,
1918-1921, booklet 9, 1988, Vouhsem / Mahr, 95 sides
estimate Gebot
5980 "La Collection Maximaphile", 1964, G.de la
FERTÉ, 64 sides, with many illustrations, in French
estimate Gebot
5981 "MV BARKEN" - Ice navigation in general and
in details from New Zealand to earth nova in pillar of
Italian Antarctic expedition, Antarctic buzzer 1988 / 9,
Ringhefter with many interesting information and
notations as well many black / white photocopies, in the
English language
estimate Gebot
5982 "lot Primeros Cincuenta Años de Correo aero en
Colombis", 1975, Gebauer / Tamayo, 326 sides, back
cover from core disengaged, in Hispanic
estimate Gebot
5983 "United Nations" - stamps special catalogue and
handbook 1969 / 1970, Lindner hingeless society KG,
307 sides
estimate Gebot
5984 "Société international d\'Historie Postale", bulletin
No. 14 and 15, 1969, international society for postal
history, in French
estimate Gebot
5985 "lexicon philately", 2. meliorated printing, 1974,
Grallert / Gruschke, 551 sides, bound
estimate Gebot
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PHIL. CATALOGUES
5986 Michel: Soviet Union special catalogue 2007, old
retail price: EUR 148.estimate 40,5987 Michel: Germany special catalogue 2017, volume
1, 1849 to April 1945, old retail price: EUR 88.estimate 40,5988 Michel: Germany special catalogue 2017, volume
2, from May 1945 (allied occupation to Federal
Republic of Germany), old retail price: EUR 88.estimate 40,5989 Michel: Central Europe catalogue 2017, volume
1, old retail price: EUR 69. 80
estimate 30,5990 "Yvert & Tellier", Timbre de France, Tome 1,
2010
estimate Gebot
CLASSIC LITERATURE
5991 1898-1901, 104 issues the illustrated sports daily
"cyclist humor", year XIII 49 from 52 issues and year
XIV complete 52 issues, very fine
estimate 100,BOOKS
5992 "Munich 72" and "Sapporo 72", 2 illustrated
books in the box, published by the OSB olympic
athletics Library, 1972, bound
estimate Gebot
5993 "bridges over the Kiel Canal", Fascination the
Brückenbaukunst in the course of time, 1995, helmet /
Schröder / Tesar
estimate Gebot
5994 "Bibliography of Printed Maps of Surinam
1671-1971", C. Koeman, (Cornelis), 1918, Amsterdam:
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1973, Print, in English,
bound
estimate 100,PRINTED FORMS
5995 Berlin 1948-1955, as good as new SAFE
hingeless text
estimate Gebot
OLD MAPS WELTKARTEN
5996 The eastern hemisphere, steel engraving from
1869
(35x28)
estimate 25,OLD MAPS GERMANY
5997 Germany, more southeastern part, coloured steel
engraving from Meyers Hand atlas, 1875
(38x29)
estimate 25,OLD MAPS SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN
5998 Dithmarschen, southern part, "Dithmarsiae pars
Australis", with map of the house from Brunsbüttel and
Meldorf, coloured copper engraving from J. Meier from
Blaeu, 1662
(40x59)
estimate 390,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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5999 Vagria with map of the house from Oldenburg,
"map from the Lande Wageren, which is the Ostertheil
from Holstein", coloured copper engraving from J.
Mejer from C. Danckwerth from 1652, made up,
margins partly artful repaired
(42x51)
estimate 250,6000 "Lipsius & Tischers new special card about the
eastern Holstein", third meliorated printing from 1888,
bicolored, traces of usage
estimate Gebot
OLD MAPS RHINELAND PALATINATE
6001 The oberrheinische circle, Blindkarte, coloured
copper engraving from Güssefeld, Weimar 1803
(18x22)
estimate 45,OLD MAPS BAVARIA
6002 "affect by Thann" at the 19. April 1809, copper
engraving map from Rothenburg about 1830
(18x24)
estimate 25,OLD MAPS
EUROPE
6003 Postroutenkarte from Great Britain and Ireland,
"Carte of the Grandes Routes
(46x56)
estimate 140,6004 Great Britain and Ireland, Blindkarte, coloured
copper engraving from Güssefeld, Weimar 1803
(22x15)
estimate 25,OLD MAPS DENMARK
6005 "Copenhagen", map of the city and surrounding
area - very decorative view, in the year of 1658,
coloured copper engraving from Pufendorf from
`Sieben books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king in
Schweden` 1697
(31x25)
estimate 140,OLD MAPS FRANCE
6006 "Arras, like it from the French peoples mounted
and with a Citadelle provided was", copper engraving
map with environment from Bodenehr about 1720
(16x20)
estimate 25,6007 Departement "Cher" with general view the capital
Bourges and decorative accessories, colored steel
engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(23x18)
estimate 25,6008 Departement "Your-et-Loir" with partial view
from castle St. Jean and decorative accessories, colored
steel engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(23x18)
estimate 25,6009 Departement "Maine-et-Loire" with general view
from St. Florent and decorative people staffage, colored
steel engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 25,6010 Departement "Orne" with partial view from lake
and decorative people staffage, colored steel engraving
from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 25,-

OLD MAPS ITALY
6011 The northern part, boundaries contemporary
coloured steel engraving from Meyers Hand atlas, 1875
(38x33)
estimate Gebot
OLD MAPS AUSTRIA
6012 The southern part from Austria, "lot Méridionale
you Cercle
(46x59)
estimate 140,OLD MAPS RUSSIA
6013 General map, Blindkarte, coloured copper
engraving from Güssefeld, Weimar 1803
(22x18)
estimate 25,OLD MAPS AFRICA
6014 The northeast part, boundaries contemporary
coloured steel engraving from Meyers Hand atlas, 1875
(39x33)
estimate Gebot
OLD MAPS ASIA
6015 Lev CHEW: big lev Chew and his Dependenzen
(Great lev Chew and it it dependencies), card the
islands, lithography from Narrative of the expedition of
at American Squadron to the China Seas and Japan by
francis L. Hawks (1856)
(17x19)
estimate 25,OLD CITY VIEWS GERMANY
6016 AERZEN, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x33)
estimate 80,6017 ALBECK, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(10x17)
estimate 90,6018 ALTENA at the LENNE LENNE, general view,
steel engraving from Schlickum / Winkles about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 80,6019 ANDERNACH: the port, steel engraving from
Lange / short about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 80,6020 BACHARACH, general view, steel engraving
from Schwartz / Poppel about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6021 BAD EMS, general view, steel engraving from B.
I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6022 By BADEN-BADEN: ruin Eberstein, steel
engraving from Beautiful field / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,6023 BAD IBURG: the castle from zoo seen, steel
engraving from Rohbock / Höfer about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6024 BAD RIPPOLDSAU, general view, wood
engraving by Heunisch about 1840
(7x10)
estimate 40,6025 BARDEWIK by Lüneburg, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(14x38)
estimate 90,-
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6026 Bavaria: a Choice day, coloured wood engraving
to Nörr about 1880
(17x26)
estimate 25,6027 BERLIN: the Centralhotel, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(14x23)
estimate 40,6028 BERLIN: the palace of the foreign office,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(19x27)
estimate 45,6029 BERLIN: the palace of the Sovereigns Bismark,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(16x23)
estimate 45,6030 BERLIN: Uncovering of the Stone-monument,
coloured wood engraving to Ehrentraut about 1880
(31x22)
estimate 40,6031 BERLIN: the gods and Heroen-hall in the old
museum, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(11x18)
estimate 20,6032 BERLIN: the Emperor passage with people
staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from
Rohbock / Riegel about 1850
(11x16)
estimate 25,6033 BERLIN: box Royale York, steel engraving from
Stock / find about 1833
(9x15)
estimate 40,6034 BERLIN: pictures of the Feeder display, 8 views
on one page, coloured wood engraving by Lüders from
1884
(22x32)
estimate 45,6035 BERLIN: the old museum, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(10x17)
estimate 25,6036 BERLIN: the inner the national gallery
(Sculptures-hall) coloured wood engraving about 1880
(14x10)
estimate 20,6037 BERLIN: palace of the Prince of Prussia, steel
engraving from Loeillot / find about 1833
(10x15)
estimate 40,6038 BERLIN: the new Petrikirche, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(17x11)
estimate 25,6039 BERLIN: the new city hall, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x14)
estimate 40,6040 BERLIN: the new house at the Spree, steel
engraving from Vickers / Radclyffe about 1840
(9x14)
estimate 40,6041 BERLIN: from Thiele-Winklersches palace in the
Regent street, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(14x18)
estimate 20,6042 BERLIN: in the stockyard, coloured wood
engraving to Theuerkauf about 1880
(22x32)
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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6043 BERLIN: Ascent of the Wölfertschen air ship,
coloured Holzsich from flagellant about 1890
(16x22)
estimate 60,6044 BERLIN: the inner of the Zeughauses, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(12x17)
estimate 20,6045 BIBERICH, partial view, steel engraving from
Frommel / Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,6046 BLECKEDE, general view, coloured wood
engraving on patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(5x11)
estimate Gebot
6047 BOPPARD, general view from the landing places
seen, steel engraving from Lange / Hablitscheck about
1850
(10x16)
estimate 70,6048 BRANDEIS / Bohemia: the castle Brandenitz
with environment, copper engraving by Merian about
1645
(20x32)
estimate 50,6049 BREDENBECK, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(10x17)
estimate 50,6050 BREMEN, general view, coloured wood
engraving from painted Brun about 1880
(17x23)
estimate 45,6051 BREMEN: "Caroli Magni" (in the marketplace),
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(29x18)
estimate 150,6052 BREMEN: the flooding, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(10x23)
estimate 40,6053 BRUNSBÜTTEL: the port, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x19)
estimate 25,6054 BUTZOW, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(14x35)
estimate 45,6055 CALBE / SAALE, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(14x35)
estimate 50,6056 CAMBS, with office house and lake, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 70,6057 COCHEM, general view, steel engraving from
Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6058 COSWIG at the ELBE: the Anhalt-Bernburg with
ships in the foreground, steel engraving from Pozzi /
Oeder about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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6059 DARMSTADT: the city hall and a part of the
marketplace, steel engraving from Lange / Abresch,
1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6060 DEMMIN, general view from the bird´s-eye view
with the Hautgebäude, copper engraving by Merian
about 1645
(28x36)
estimate 90,6061 DIEPHOLZ: the castle, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 60,6062 DITHMARSCHEN: a farmer chamber, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(22x31)
estimate 40,6063 DORTMUND, partial view with monument,
coloured wood engraving from painted Brun about
1880
(16x11)
estimate 25,6064 DRESDEN, Elbstrom about Dresden, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645, slight defects
(24x102)!
estimate 250,6065 DÜSSELDORF: the new academy of art,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(9x12)
estimate 40,6066 El gene, Pr., geometric map of the city from the
year 1655, coloured copper engraving from Pufendorf
from `Sieben books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king in
Schweden` 1697
(31x25)
estimate 140,6067 EMMERTHAL: Hämelschenburg, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(20x32)
estimate 150,6068 FLENSBURG (Flensborg), general view,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to F.
C. Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, having mould
stains
(20x27)
estimate 140,6069 FRANKENHAUSEN and FRANKENBERG, 2
general view on one page, copper engraving by Merian
about 1645
(20x31)
estimate 140,6070 FRANKFURT / MAIN: prize-winninger draft to
the Reichstag building, coloured wood engraving about
1880
(9x18)
estimate 20,6071 FRIEDRICHSHAFEN: the royally castle,
coloured. Wood engraving about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 40,6072 FÜRSTENBERG, partial view with ruin, steel
engraving from Dielmann / Hofer about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,6073 GLADBACH, general view with pretty people
staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from
Rohbock / Poppel about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 90,-
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6074 GOSLAR: the imperial family, coloured wood
engraving on patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(6x11)
estimate 25,6075 GRAFENAU / NDB., general view, copper
engraving from Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 140,6076 GRANSEE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x38)
estimate 80,6077 GRIMMA: castle Döben, lithography from
Saxonia about 1840
(11x18)
estimate 45,6078 GRÜNBERG (Hessen) : general view, copper
engraving from Meissners Schatzästchen
10x15
estimate 75,6079 GRÄFENBERG i. Silesia, steel engraving from
B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate Gebot
6080 HAGENOHSEN, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(19x38)
estimate 120,6081 HALBERSTADT / SACHS. : abbey Störlinburg,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(9x18)
estimate 50,6082 Hamburg of the Elbe seen, steel engraving from
outwash plain / Payne about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 90,6083 Hamburg: lot from the Steinstraße, coloured wood
engraving by Bartels from 1881
(20x14)
estimate 40,6084 Hamburg: the business exhibition, coloured wood
engraving from overland and ocean about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 45,6085 Hamburg: at the Dovenfleth with a view to the
Katharinenthurm, coloured. Wood engraving by G.
Schönleber from 1881
(21x12)
estimate 40,6086 Hamburg: castle Quiet horn, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 50,6087 HAMBURG-ALTONA, general view over that
water seen, small mould spots, steel engraving from
outwash plain / Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6088 HAMBURG-ALTONA: a Storage, coloured
wood engraving by G. Schönleber from 1881
(11x19)
estimate 45,6089 HAMBURG HARBURG, general view from
Crooked wood mountain, steel engraving from Lill /
Wagner about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6090 HAMELN: the suspension bridge, steel engraving
from Osterwald / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,-
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6091 Hanover: the palace and the new castle, steel
engraving from Osterwald / Hoffmeister, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6092 HATMERSLEBEN, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x33)
estimate 45,6093 HEIDELBERG: the new eye sanitarium, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 40,6094 HEIDELBERG, general view, wood engraving by
Heunisch about 1840
(7x10)
estimate 40,6095 HILDESHEIM: the market, steel engraving from
B. I. about 1840
(15x10)
estimate 25,6096 HOHENSIBURG, general view, steel engraving
from Schlickum / Winkles about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 70,6097 High maintenance man on d. Pair / OBB. : the
abbey, copper engraving from Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 90,6098 HOLZMINDEN, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(16x21)
estimate 150,6099 HÖLLENTHAL: Rock landscape with Bach and
getting through military, steel engraving from Umbach,
19th century
(9x15)
estimate 20,6100 ILDEHAUSEN, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(12x18)
estimate 45,6101 JERXHEIM, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 80,6102 JOHANNISBERG (Rheingau) : general view,
copper engraving from Meissners Schatzästchen
10x15
estimate 100,6103 KASSEL: the "Orangerie" castle with the
industrial exhibition hall, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(19x27)
estimate 50,6104 By KELHEIM: the liberations hall and the mouth
of the Donau-Main-Canal, slightly spotted, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x15)
estimate 25,6105 KIEL: the Panzerübungsgeschwader with
amongst other things the Wuerttemberg, Saxony,
Baden. . ., coloured wood engraving about 1880
(22x31)
estimate 80,6106 KIEL-FRIEDRICHSORT, "Prospect the Vestung
Christian blest" at the Baltic Sea, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(22x32)
estimate 190,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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6107 KORBITZ, battle from 21. 9. 1759, original
coloured copper engraving from approximate 1760
(18x30)
estimate 90,6108 KUSSEN, partial view with sailing ship in the
foreground, coloured wood engraving by G. Schönleber
from 1881
(12x18)
estimate 20,6109 KÖNIGSLUTTER: the abbey, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(14x18)
estimate 50,6110
By
LAM
/
Lower
Bavaria:
the
Mountain-Kirchlein Mary Hülf, coloured wood
engraving on d. Wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar
from 1863
(10x11)
estimate 20,6111 LANGENSCHWALBACH, general view, steel
engraving from old / Winkler about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,6112 Foliage stream on RHEIN, general view, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(15x22)
estimate 40,6113 LAUTHERTAL: railway bridge, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(7x15)
estimate Gebot
6114 LEIPZIG: the Pleissenburg (barracks and
Observatory), steel engraving from Rohbock / Oeder
about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 25,6115 LEMFÖRDE, general view, coloured wood
engraving on patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(6x11)
estimate 25,6116 Castle LICHTENSTEIN, coloured wood
engraving by Clerget about 1880
(15x10)
estimate 40,6117 LIEBENAU / lea, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(20x33)
estimate 50,6118 Legnica, battle from 15. 8. 1760, original coloured
copper engraving from Ben Jochai by Raspische
bookstore 1760
(17x28)
estimate 120,6119 LIPPEHNE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(12x36)
estimate 70,6120 LUCKLUM, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(19x38)
estimate 100,6121 LÜBECK: the new Elb Travekanal, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(11x15)
estimate 50,6122 LÜBECK: the inner the St. Mary´s Church,
coloured wood engraving by G. Schönleber from 1881
(17x12)
estimate 25,-
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6123 LÜBECK: a Sailor in his parlor, coloured. Wood
engraving by chill from 1881
(9x8)
estimate Gebot
6124 LÜBECK, partial view, steel engraving from Mild
/ Payne about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6125 MAGDEBURG, ROTHENBURG / SAALE and
TREBNITZ / SAALE, 3 general view on one page,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(30x38)
estimate 150,6126 MANNHEIM, general view with ships in the
foreground, coloured. Wood engraving by Püttner about
1880
(9x18)
estimate 45,6127 MEERSBURG, general view, wood engraving by
Heunisch about 1840
(7x10)
estimate 40,6128 MELDORF, original coloured copper engraving
from Brown-Hogenberg 1580
(18x38)
estimate 150,6129 MINDEN, plan of the castle the siege from 14. 5.
1758, original coloured copper engraving from
approximate 1760
(17x30)
estimate 150,6130 MÜLSTEIN (Hessen) : general view, copper
engraving from Meissners Schatzästchen
10x15
estimate 75,6131 MÜHLHEIM, partial view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(10x8)
estimate 40,6132 Munich: the inner the Bonifatiuskirche, coloured
wood engraving about 1890
(9x12)
estimate 20,6133 Munich: Glyptothek and pinacotheca, steel
engraving from Lange / Müller, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6134 Munich: the King building and the K. farmyard
and national theater, steel engraving from Lange /
Müller, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6135 MUNICH new mountain houses: the
Maximilianstift, coloured wood engraving to
Theuerkauf about 1880
(15x22)
estimate 40,6136 NEISSE, plan of the castle the siege from 4. 8.
1758, original coloured
(17x30)
estimate 120,6137 NEUKLOSTER / KR. WISMAR, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 40,6138 NEUSS, general view, coloured wood engraving
from Stieler about 1880
(11x18)
estimate 80,-
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6139 New Western Pomerania: Smuggler, coloured
wood engraving by J. Gehrts from 1881
(17x23)
estimate 25,6140 NIENBRÜGGE / ochre, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(8x17)
estimate 40,6141 NORDERNEY: bathers on the "white dune",
coloured wood engraving by G. Schönleber from 1881
(14x18)
estimate 50,6142 OBERAMMERGAU: to the passion play,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(22x32)
estimate 40,6143 PAULINZELLA: the ruins, lithography from
Pietsch about 1840
(10x17)
estimate 25,6144 PLAINTING / Lower Bavaria: the Women
chapel, coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar
from 1862
(9x11)
estimate 25,6145 PRETZSCH, siege plan with environment,
original coloured copper engraving from approximate
1760
(18x32)
estimate 90,6146 RATHENAU / HAVEL, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(12x34)
estimate 100,6147 REMIGIUSBERG, general view, steel engraving
from Romantic Rhine palatinate about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6148 RENDSBURG, general view with view over the
eider, lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay
to J. Hellesen by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x28)
estimate 190,6149 RICKLINGEN, general view, coloured wood
engraving on patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(7x12)
estimate Gebot
6150 RITTMARSHAUSEN, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(12x17)
estimate 50,6151 RONING / Lower Bavaria: partial view with the
Kolster, coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb.
Calendar from 1868
(9x12)
estimate 25,6152 ROTHENBURG on d. SAALE, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(15x21)
estimate 70,6153 RÜGEN: Porsnitzer hill, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(20x36)
estimate 90,6154 SANDERSHAUSEN, map the battle from 23. 7.
1758, original coloured copper engraving by Raspische
bookstore 1760
(18x28)
estimate 140,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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6155 SCHANDAU / Saxon Switzerland, bordering
Bohemia: Heilbrunnenstädtchen with romantic Rock
lines at the Elbe, general view, copper engraving from
F. Rosmäsler jun. From 1820
(10x14)
estimate 70,6156 SCHLAN / Bohemia, pretty view on the city,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(20x32)
estimate 100,6157 SCHLUPFORTA: the Fürstenschulen, coloured
wood engraving by Büttner about 1880
(15x22)
estimate 25,6158 Swabia, a rural abiding, coloured wood engraving
to short farmer about
(25x39)
estimate 50,6159 SCHWACHHAUSEN on d. Of all, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(20x32)
estimate 80,6160 SCHÖNBURG / Lower Bavaria: the Lock chapel,
coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar from
1868
(9x11)
estimate 25,6161 SCHÖPPENSTEDT (Schliestedt), general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(11x35)
estimate 60,6162 SIEDENBURG b. SÜLINGEN, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 45,6163 SONNENBURG b. KÜSTRIN, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(19x31)
estimate 80,6164 SPEYER: the Main street and the church,
coloured wood engraving from painted Brun about
1880
(17x22)
estimate 45,6165 STEUERWALD b. Hildesheim, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(9x18)
estimate 60,6166 STRASBURG / UCKERMARK, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(11x32)
estimate 80,6167 STUTTGART: the new building business
training, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(22x32)
estimate 30,6168 STUTTGART: the Garnisionskirche, coloured
wood engraving to Restel about 1880
(24x16)
estimate 30,6169 STUTTGART: the King building, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 40,6170 STUTTGART: Praz, coloured. Wood engraving
by Clerget about 1880
(11x14)
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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6171 STUTTGART: old castle, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(8x8)
estimate 45,6172 STUTTGART: the Wilhelmina, coloured wood
engraving by G. Theuerkauff about 1880
(30x60)
estimate 50,6173 STUTTGART: the Wilhelma, coloured. Wood
engraving about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 20,6174 SÄCHS. Switzerland: the Hochstein with Cow
shepherd in the foreground, steel engraving from
Koehler / Hels about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 20,6175 THURANT and alkene, general view, steel
engraving from Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6176 TREBNITZ to the SAALE, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(16x17)
estimate 50,6177 TÜBINGEN: the castle, coloured wood engraving
by Clerget about 1880
11x14)
estimate 40,6178 VARSTE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(8x17)
estimate 60,6179 WALDSHUT, general view, steel engraving from
Corradi / Richter about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6180 WANZLEBEN / SACHS., general view, copper
engraving from 1650
(14x18)
estimate 50,6181 The WESER: "Weser rams", coloured wood
engraving by Geberg & Oertel from 1881
(9x18)
estimate Gebot
6182 WIESBADEN: the Cure hall, steel engraving
from Beautiful field / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6183 WOLFENBÜTTEL: the Ducal Library with
people staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from
Thies / short about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 25,6184 WOLTERSDORF (Lichtenberg), general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x36)
estimate 80,6185 ZECHLIN, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(23x34)
estimate 90,6186 ZWINGENBERG, general view, coloured wood
engraving from Stieler about 1880
(6x19)
estimate 20,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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6187 AALBORG (Aalborg), general view, lithography
with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to F. C.
Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,6188 Shads, beachside, coloured wood engraving by G.
Schönleber from 1881
(17x24)
estimate 25,6189 The small BELT, decorative view like the
Swedish King and his militaries over the small Belt foot
and the ships to Nyburg assailed, at the 30. January
1658 with pretty map, 2 views on one page, copper
engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben books of these
deeds Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x33)
estimate 100,6190 CHRISTIANSÖ (Christiansö), general view from
ocean seen, lithography with chalkboard from
Alexander Nay to C. Frederik Sörensen by Emil
Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,6191 FAABORG (Egnen ved Faaborg), view with
church and scattered lying yards, backdrop the Belt,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to F.
C. Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, slightly having
mould stains
(19x27)
estimate 65,6192 FREDERIKSV’RK, general view, shaded
lithography from Hellesen / Baerentzen 1856
(19x27)
estimate 80,6193 FREDERERIKSVAEK (Frederiksv‘rk), general
view, lithography with chalkboard from J. Hellesen to
Th. Bendstrupp by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 65,6194 HADERSLEBEN (Haderslev), general view,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to Th.
Brendstrup by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, slightly having
mould stains
(19x27)
estimate 100,6195 HELSINGØR, general view with decorative ship
staffage in the foreground, copper engraving from
Zeiller 1655
(11x13)
estimate 140,6196 HELSINGØR, general view, copper engraving
from Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 45,6197 HINDSGAVL (Parti ved Hindsgavl i. Fyen), view
with FaenØsund, lithography with chalkboard from
Alexander Nay to F. C. Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen,
1856
(19x26)
estimate 65,6198 KOLDING (Kolding), general view, lithography
with chalkboard from Alexander Nay by Emil
Baerentzen, 1856, slightly having mould stains
(19x27)
estimate 120,6199 Copenhagen, general view, original colored
aquatint from Johnston / Dawe 1815
(18x24)
estimate 100,-

OLD CITY VIEWS DENMARK
6200 Copenhagen (Kjöbenhavn seet fra Valby-Bakke),
view from Valby-Bakke on Copenhagen, lithography
with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to Wilhelm
Petersen by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x29)
estimate 90,6201 Copenhagen (Parti af J‘gersborg Dyrehave), the
zoo Jaegersborg, lithography with chalkboard from
Hellesen to F. C. Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x27)
estimate 65,6202 Castle KRONENBURG (Parti af Sundet ved
Kronborg), general view from Kronenburg, Helsingör
backdrop, in the foreground decorative ship staffage,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to C.
F. Sörensen by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x27)
estimate 100,6203 NAKKEHOVED (Parti ved Nakkehoved), coastal
landscape with farmers house in the moonlight, in the
distance two Lighthouses, lithography with chalkboard
from Alexander Nay to F. Rohde by Emil Baerentzen,
1856
(19x28)
estimate 80,6204 NYBORG on Fünen, with surrounding area: "till
to the Belt and Cnuts Vorgeburg", in the year of 1659, 2
pretty views on one page, slight pressed fold
(28x38)
estimate 100,6205 NYKÖBING (Egnen ved Nykjöbing i.
Odsherred), view over a good on the lake, lithography
with chalkboard from J. Hellesen by Emil Baerentzen,
1856, slight mould spots
(20x28)
estimate 80,6206 RIPEN, city map with the royally castle, copper
engraving from Zeiller 1655
(11x13)
estimate 150,6207 RÖDDING (Rödding Höiskole), view on
University and church, lithography with chalkboard
from Alexander Nay to F. Richardt by Emil Baerentzen,
1856
(20x28)
estimate 65,6208 SKAGEN (Parti ved Skagen), view with
farmstead and ships on the North and Baltic Sea,
lithography with chalkboard from E. Westerberg by
Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,6209 SONDERBURG: Düppeler windmill with a view
to lake, coloured wood engraving by G. Schönleber
from 1881
(8x19)
estimate 45,6210 SVENDBORG (Svendborg), general view,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to A.
Juuel by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x28)
estimate 100,6211 VEJLE (Veile), general view from a forest road
out with two ox carts in the foreground, lithography
from Hellesen / Baerentzen, 1856
(24x24)
estimate 90,-
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6212 Greenland: JAKOBSHAVN (Parti ved
Jakobshavn), view of the Bay with Eskimos and
Schlittenhunden, colored lithography with chalkboard
from E. Vesterberg to C. Rudolph by Emil Baerentzen,
1856
(19x27)
estimate 220,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OLD CITY VIEWS FRANCE
6213 BREST: partial view, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1840
(10x15)
estimate Gebot
6214 CHAMBERY, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 80,6215 DIEPPE, general view over that water seen, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1740
(10x14)
estimate Gebot
6216 GEMAR, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(11x33)
estimate 80,6217 LIMOGES and SENLIS, 2 general view on one
page, copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(19x31)
estimate 90,6218 METZ, general view, coloured wood engraving
from painted Brun about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 45,6219 NIEDERBRONN / ELS., general view, coloured
wood engraving to Reinhardt about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 40,6220 PARIS: the obelisk from Luxor, with pretty
people staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from
B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 20,6221 Strasbourg: "within a Beer garden", coloured
wood engraving after a drawing from L. White
Spoonbill, 19th century
(17x19)
estimate Gebot
6222 VERDUN: map with Citadelle, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 50,6223 WEISSENBURG: the church, steel engraving
from Rohbock / Richter about 1880
(13x17)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS GREECE
6224 SALAMIS, general view, lithography about 1840
(9x14)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS GREAT BRITAIN
6225 BRIGHTON: the pavilion, steel engraving from
B. I. about 1840
(9x15)
estimate 30,6226 Howard burg, view from park from, steel
engraving Hildburghausen, 19th century
(9x15)
estimate 20,-

OLD CITY VIEWS GREAT BRITAIN
6227 MAYLAND, general view, steel engraving from
B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,-

OLD CITY VIEWS AUSTRIA
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6242 Vienna: the new municipal theatres, coloured
wood engraving to Katzler about 1880
(22x31)
estimate 40,-

OLD CITY VIEWS ICELAND
6228 Geyser (Geyser), view with Eruptionssäule and
spectators, lithography with chalkboard from E.
Vesterberg to Immanuel Larsen by Emil Baerentzen,
1856, margin slightly ripped
(28x22)
estimate 100,-

OLD CITY VIEWS POLAND
6243 ZORNDORF, battle from 25. 8. 1758 with
environment, original coloured copper engraving from
Ben Jochai by Raspische bookstore 1760
(17x30)
estimate 80,-

OLD CITY VIEWS ITALY
6229 DIODATI, view one romantic mansion with
Mediterranean backyard at the water, steel engraving
Hildburghausen, 19th century
(9x14)
estimate Gebot
OLD CITY VIEWS AUSTRIA
6230 Area at the Danube, copper engraving from 1700
(13x20)
estimate 70,6231 GLEISS, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 25,6232 HALL, general view, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(22x31)
estimate 45,6233 Crosses b. GREIN, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(20x30)
estimate 80,6234 Castle NEUHAUS / Danube, copper engraving
from 1700
(13x20)
estimate 70,6235 SALZBURG, general view, steel engraving from
old / Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6236 SONNECK, general view steel engraving from
Lange / Rohbock about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6237 WALLSEE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 40,6238 Vienna: entrance of the Russian emperor couple,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 25,6239 Vienna: the farmyard in Vienna with pretty people
staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from
Beautiful field / Willmann, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6240 Vienna: the Kohlmarkt and St. Michaelsplatz,
steel engraving from Bayrer / Thümling 1840
(15x10)
estimate 45,6241 Vienna: scene from the "Vienna bus, joys and
sorrows", coloured wood engraving to Imlauer about
1880
(32x22)
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OLD CITY VIEWS RUSSIA
6244 Moscow: the Landslide ice train, copper
engraving from Strahlheims miracle portfolio, 1837
(9x14)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS SWEDEN
6245 CHRISTIANOPEL, map of the city and fortress
together with surrounding area, pretty view, copper
engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben books of these
deeds Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x33)
estimate 80,6246 LANDSKRONA, general view, copper engraving
from Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 80,6247 Stockholm of the Mäler-side, general view, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS SWITZERLAND
6248 AEGERI lake / canton ZUG, steel engraving from
Huber about 1840
(15x21)
estimate 70,6249 ANDERMATT / URI, partial view, steel
engraving from Rohbock / long about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6250 BAD PFÄFFERS / St. Gallen, partial view, steel
engraving from Rohbock / short about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,6251 Basle: the cathedral and the Palatinate, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(17x13)
estimate 40,6252 Basin reed, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(7x17)
estimate 40,6253 Berner farmer houses, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(10x16)
estimate 20,6254 BÜRGLEN / canton URI, general view, copper
engraving from King about 1800
(8x12)
estimate 80,6255 CHAMOUNY, general view, view in the bay,
steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 20,6256 In the DOMLETSCHERTHALE, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x17)
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

OLD CITY VIEWS SWITZERLAND
6257 FREIBURG, general view, steel engraving from
Payne, 1840
(9x14)
estimate 100,6258 Geneva, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1860
(11x15)
estimate 40,6259 GERSAU, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(10x17)
estimate 40,6260 Canton GRAUBÜNDEN (Canton of the Grisons),
scene in the mountains: 2 woman seek behind a rock
spur protection before one bears, original coloured steel
engraving behind glass about 1830
(17x12)
estimate 35,6261 In the HASLITHAL: lot at the Aar river, partial
view with a view to the lake, steel engraving from pure
about 1840
(13x18)
estimate 45,6262 Farmyard RAGATZ, partial view, steel engraving
from Rohbock / Kolb about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6263 ILANZ / GRAUBÜNDEN, general view, steel
engraving from Rohbock / Oeder about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6264 INTERLAKEN, general view with the virgin,
steel engraving from Rohbock / Müller about 1840
(11x17)
estimate 50,6265 LUGO, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1840
(10x14)
estimate 20,6266 MEYRINGEN, partial view, coloured wood
engraving by 1874
(15x23)
estimate 30,6267 The MONT rose from Vispach from steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(15x10)
estimate 40,6268 OUCHY, general view with sailing ships in the
foreground, coloured wood engraving about about 1880
(10x17)
estimate 40,6269 Abbey RHEINAU / canton Zurich, steel
engraving from Lange / Kolb about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6270 RHÄZÜNS / canton GRAUBÜNDEN, partial
view, steel engraving from Rohbock / Poppel about
1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,6271 RIGI KLÖSTERLI: the church of pilgrimage
"Mary to the snow", coloured wood engraving about
1880
(9x12)
estimate Gebot
6272 SCHMITTEN, partial view with Bad Alveneu,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(11x16)
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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6273 SEMPACH: the band, steel engraving about 1840
(12x18)
estimate 45,6274 SOLOTHURN, general view, copper engraving
from Riegel 1690
(6x11)
estimate 150,6275 ST. GOTTAHRD: the hospice, steel engraving
from Huber about 1840
(15x21)
estimate 70,6276 The STÄUBEFALL / canton URI, steel engraving
from Huber about 1840
(22x15)
estimate 25,6277 THUSIS, partial view, steel engraving from
Rohbock / Umbach about 1840
(11x15)
estimate 25,6278 WEISSBAD, partial view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x17)
estimate 20,6279 Zurich: Federal Polytechnicum, steel engraving
from B. I. about 1860
(11x16)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS SPAIN
6280 CADIZ, general view, lithography from new
picture-gallery about 1840
(12x17)
estimate 40,6281 MADRID: the Algala, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1840
(9x14)
estimate 25,6282 VALLADOLID, general view, copper engraving
from Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 80,OLD CITY VIEWS CZECHOSLOVAKIA
6283 Karlovy Vary: the Colonnaden of the Soda and
the fizzy drink, 2 views on one page, steel engraving
from Poppel, 1840
(je 10x7)
estimate 40,6284 Prague: the Ore Baßin in the K. Lock garden, steel
engraving from 1840
(7x12)
estimate Gebot
6285 Prague: Wallensteins Halle, steel engraving from
Lange / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS TURKEY
6286 TREBIZONDE, general view over the stormy
lake with shipwrecked one in the foreground, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x15)
estimate Gebot
OLD CITY VIEWS HUNGARIA
6287 NOVIGRAD: the fortress, copper engraving from
1685
(11x6)
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OLD CITY VIEWS TOOLS / NORTH AMERICA
6288 USA: new Braunfeld in Texas, general view, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x15)
estimate 25,6289 USA: Sardis, "you have the names that you live
and are todt", steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate Gebot
OLD CITY VIEWS AFRICA
6290 Algeria: Algiers, general view, copper engraving
from Blaschke about 1830
(8x15)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS ASIA
6291 India: Hindustan, the Rope bridge by Tiri, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x17)
estimate Gebot
6292 IRAN: Hormus, general view, copper engraving
from Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 80,6293 Island group the Maluku Islands: island Buro,
lithography from new picture-gallery about 1840
(12x17)
estimate 40,MISCELLANEA JOBS
6294 Fisherman, family scene aboard, coloured wood
engraving by Gehrts from 1881
(11x15)
estimate 25,MISCELLANEA FASHION
6295 Vienna fashions - dress from embroidered taffeta
with Bow e adorned, original coloured copper
engraving from Viennese magazine for art, literature,
theater and fashion from 1834
(20x12)
estimate 30,6296 Vienna fashions - dress from orange colored
Pondichern with Posamentirarbeit adorned and a fair
Chimeset - in addition to it crepe hat floral, original
coloured copper engraving from Viennese magazine for
art, literature, theater and fashion from 1834
(20x12)
estimate 25,6297 Vienna fashions - Cape from faconnirtem atlas
with a Capuschon from black including - in 2 colours
shown - in addition to it black velvet hat, original
coloured copper engraving from Viennese magazine for
art, literature, theater and fashion from 1834
(20x12)
estimate 25,6298 Vienna fashions: 2 elegant Outgoing dresses,
original coloured copper engraving from Viennese
magazine for art, literature, theater and fashion from
1833 (No. 32), 2 small thin places
(22x13)
estimate 25,MISCELLANEA PORTRAITS
6299 Ernst Maurice Arndt, German writer, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com
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6300 Count Gustav Bonde, Empire-advice at the
swedish farmyard, portrait from approximate 1668,
copper engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben books
of these deeds Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x18)
estimate 25,6301 Chateaubriand, steel engraving from B. I. about
1840
(12x10)
estimate Gebot
6302 Benjamin Constant, French Swiss writer,
politician and political philosopher, steel engraving
from B. I. about 1840, left margin strong crease
(11x9)
estimate Gebot
6303 F. C. Fremont, steel engraving from B. I. about
1840
(11x9)
estimate Gebot
6304 Karl Gutzhow, German writer, dramatist and
journalist, steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(8x7)
estimate Gebot
6305 Heinrich bower, German writer, dramatist and
theatre director, steel engraving from gray wolf sc.
About 1840
(11x8)
estimate Gebot
6306 August Neanders Grave on the Jerusalem
cemetery, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(15x8)
estimate Gebot
6307 Raphael, steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(13x10)
estimate Gebot
6308 F. L. G. From Stolberg, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1840
(8x7)
estimate Gebot
6309 Tiedger, poet, steel engraving about 1840
(10x9)
estimate Gebot
6310 Winkelmann, founder the classic Archälogie, steel
engraving from Meyers C. L. about 1840
(9x7)
estimate Gebot
MISCELLANEA ROMANTIC SCENE
6311 At the injustice address, (family scene), coloured
wood engraving to Vollmar about 1880
(23x32)
estimate 30,MISCELLANEA ANIMALS
6312 The Geese bird (le Brenta Halanzy), coloured
copper engraving from Olafsen made of atlas you
voyage en Islande from 1802
(14x19)
estimate 50,6313 The swimming bird (I`mbrim), coloured copper
engraving from Olafsen made of atlas you voyage en
Islande from 1802
(19x14)
estimate 70,MISCELLANEA COSTUMES
6314 Office Gifhorn / Hanover, costumes, original
colored lithography from Kretschmer
(25x20)
estimate 90,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

MISCELLANEA COSTUMES
6315 Men from Kahls, coloured steel engraving from
Mühlig about 1840
(16x12)
estimate 25,6316 Partition: costumes environment from Hamburg
and Bremen, original coloured chromolithography from
Kretschmer about 1880
(25x19,5)
estimate 60,MISCELLANEA VARIOUS
6317 "from the Bavarian highland", 7x rural Scenario
on one page, coloured wood engraving
(32x22)
estimate 50,-

Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.
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